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PREFACE

This book is based upon a careful study of the Homeric

poems. The earlier works on the same subject have not

relieved the author from the obligation of collecting his own
material for an independent examination of the questions

involved. To Buchholz's Homerische Realien, however, he is

greatly indebted for collections of material which have enabled

him at times to check the completeness of his own. In the

main, he has followed Reichel in the chapter on Homeric

Arms. Wherever special acknowledgment was due, he has

intended to give it in the foot-notes, as a convenience to

the reader, as well as the right of the original author. A
list of works important for the study of Homeric antiquities

is given on pages xiii-xvi, but the author cannot attempt

to give a list of all the works which he has consulted.

The author's point of view has been philological, not

archaeological. From the poet's language he has attempted

to discover what was before the poet's mind. Such a syste-

matic attempt from the philological side to present an account

of the life of the Homeric age, has not been made for more

than a generation. This book should prove a complement

to works like those of Tsountas and Manatt, The Mycenaean

Age, of Ridgeway, The Early Age of Greece, and of Hall,

The Earliest Civilization of Greece,—which look at nearly

the same period from the archaeological point of view.

Archaeologists can easily supply from the monuments many
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more parallels than have been adduced in illustration of life

in the Homeric age. As the author has read the printer's

proofs, many more such illustrations have occurred to him,

which he has been inclined to add, but he has deliberately

thrown all the emphasis on the careful interpretation of the

poems themselves. This is not intended to be a general

work on the Mycenaean age.

The author hopes that the references, which have seemed

necessary to support his statements before scholars, will not

interfere unreasonably with the comfort of the reader who

may be ready to accept his statements without verification.

References to the books of the Iliad are made by the large

letters of the Greek alphabet (A, B, T, /ctX.), and references to

the books of the Odyssey, by the lower-case letters (a, /3, y, ktX.).

According to the original plan, this book was not to be

nearly so large as it has become. The extension of the

plan may not have been entirely uniform, and some details

may have been omitted for which the earlier plan seemed to

afford no room, but which should have found a place in the

larger volume. In order to give greater completeness to the

discussion of each topic, without an excessive number of

cross-references, a considerable amount of repetition has

been allowed.

After most of this book was in type, appeared Mr. Andrew
Lang's book on Homer and his Age, and Mr. Breal's Pour

mieux connaitre Homere. The author is glad to agree with

Mr. Lang in his contention that Homer was not an archae-

ologist, and he would have counted himself happy if he had

used some of Mr. Lang's literary illustrations. Mr. Breal's

work is very suggestive, but the author cannot consider it

in detail.

Four or five of the author's friends have read the printer's

proofs of different parts of the book,—each that in which he

was most interested. For such services, however, the author
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is particularly indebted to Professor Washburn Hopkins, his

colleague, and to Professor Samuel E. Bassett of the Univer-

sity of Vermont.

For the illustrations,—the author is indebted :

To Professor DORPFELD for permission to use his map

of the Troad in Troja und Ilion, and for the use of photo-

graphs of Ithaca and Leucas ; to Professor DiELS for the

cuts of locks and doors ; to Professor Percy Gardner for

five cuts from his Gi-mnmar of Greek Art ; to Professor

Ernest Gardner for four cuts from his Greek Sculpture
;

to Professor RiDGEWAY for five cuts from his Early Age

of Greece ; to Mr. JOHN MURRAY for the use of nine cuts

from Schuchhardt's Schliemann's Excavations. Figure 6 was

copied from Studniczka's Studien zur altgriechischen Tracht
;

figures 2 and 1 7 from Engelmann's Bilderatlas zur Ilias

und zur Odyssee ; and figures 27, 28, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36,

and 37 from Reichel's Homerische Waffen. The Map of

Greece is borrowed from Botsford's History of Greece.

Yale University,

July I, 1907.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A HANDBOOK which endeavors to cover the whole field of

Homeric antiquities, must be content with registering the

most important facts in regard to the life which
the poet depicts, and seeking to make clear the "^^^ ""* "

relation between these facts. It cannot enter q^-Ii']

into the question of origins and pursue inquiries

as to the connexion between these facts and an earlier

period of civilization. We cannot ask here whether the

Trojans were Phrygians or of Greek stock,—which would be a

rather fruitless effort with our present material and at the

• present stage of science,—nor even who were the Achaeans
or Greeks, and how long they had been in the Balkan

peninsula. That the poet draws no distinction between the

language and customs of the Greeks and those of the Trojans,

may indicate his naivete rather than the identity of race of

the peoples. A recent endeavor^ to prove that the Achaeans

were a light-haired race which not long before had come
down from the north of Europe and had overcome the old

Mycenaeans, does not seem to have been successful ; the

Achaeans, so far as we see, may have been the descendants

of a race which had lived in Greece for a thousand years

before Homer. Nor is it within our province to endeavor

to determine under what special influences the Achaean

civilization was developed and where its centre lay, whether

in Crete or on the mainland of Hellas. Nor can we discuss

;he exact relations of Zeus and Hera to their Roman

^Ridgeway, The Early Age of Greece, i., 1901 ; see also Tsountas and Manatt,

The Mycenaean Age, 1897.
<E A
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cousins Jupiter and Juno, nor whether Apollo was borrowed

from the predecessors of the Greeks in Asia Minor, or

rather was a near kinsman of the Roman Mars, nor how

much of the nayth and worship of Aphrodite is due to the

nations of the East, nor whether Ares was a god of the

lower world or (as Homer believed him) a war-god of

Thrace. Nor shall we consider the relation of these higher

divinities to the popular religion and the lower, local divini-

ties of Greece, who are ignored for the most part in the

Homeric poems. Nor for our purpose do we need to know

who the Amazons were, though they are mentioned by the

poet once or twice. Nor can we study here the early

Phoenician trade-routes in Greece, nqr attempt to determine

the debt of Greece for art and science to Phoenicia and

Egypt, except so far as these are indicated in the Iliad

p, and Odyssey. For our purpose we need not

of Myth, determine even approximately the proportions of

Tradition, the elements of myth, historical tradition, and
Imagination, imagination in the story of the poems. Probably

the poet himself could not have distinguished clearly

between the mythical and the historical elements. For him,

Agamemnon was certainly a " king of men,'' and not a

god ; he was as real and actual as any of Homer's contem-

poraries. We need not even examine the evidence for the

theory that originally Agamemnon was a Thessalian and

not king at Mycenae. Whether Telamonian Ajax was the

double or the original of the lesser Ajax, the son of

Oileus, has no importance for the work before us now.

For Homer, Helen was certainly a fair woman and not the

Dawn, nor the moon which wanes and disappears from the

heavens. To introduce into our discussions the consideration

of origins would lead to endless confusion and to no clear

result. These must be determined by detailed investigations

before any summary statements about them can have any

value. If Diomed is wounded in the foot by Paris, this in

Homer's eyes is no allegory for the god of light attacked

by a god of darkness, nor is any sound indication to be!

found that the quarrel in the first book of the Iliaii

between Zeus and Hera seemed to the poet a natural!

failure of agreement between the starry heavens by nighq
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and the sunlight of day.^ No one understands the Homeric
poems the better for any such allegorical explanations, and
our present inquiries must be limited to what may be

learned from, and what in turn directly illustrates, the poems.

This is said with no lack of respect for the questions

which have been suggested, but only to indicate the aim of

the present work.

Still less than the questions of prehistoric archaeology,

may we discuss here the so-called Homeric question, as to

the manner of the composition of the poems, although the

general attitude of the writer must be briefly stated.

The final solution of any one of the problems to which

reference has been made, will require many more years of

patient investigation on the part of many scholars. Some
of these questions are insoluble with our present material.

A better understanding of the facts of the civilization which

is depicted by the Homeric poems, is needed before scholars

are free to draw full and absolute inferences from this civili-

zation. The time has not come for drawing sweeping con-

clusions for Homeric culture from other races which in

certain respects have similar customs. This book Merely a

seeks to set forth with regard to Homeric Statement of

antiquities simply what may be learned from ^'^f'-'-

the Homeric poems themselves, with such illustration as is

obvious or naturally presented from other sources.

Within the memory of many living scholars, the Homeric

poems were thought to preserve and to present to us the

earliest extant pictures of European civilization, just as they

;

themselves are the oldest remains of European literature.

I

They were thought to give, if not the very first, yet the

i

clearest and most complete views of early life in our Indo-

i

European family. The fidelity of the pictures of human

I

life presented in the poems was not doubted, although the

I

historic character of the war was either doubted Historical

or entirely disbelieved. Only a bold man half Basis of the

.a century ago dared to hold that a substantial Homeric

basis of fact underlay the stories of the battles '"^'

I before Troy,—not to speak of the wanderings of Odysseus
;

J

and archaeologists believed that the poet had not simply

j

' Weissenborn's Homeric Life, page 62.
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idealized but also exaggerated freely the wonders of the

works of art and craft to which he refers. When, little

more than a third of a century ago, Dr. Schliemann began

to dig for indications of early settlements on the chief

Homeric sites,—first at Hissarlik on the shore of the

Hellespont, which had been held by the ancients to be

the site on which Homeric Troy had stood, and then in

Argolis, at Mycenae and Tiryns,—many mocked just as

they wbuld have done if the enthusiastic German had sought

to determine the sites of the exploits of Jack the Giant-killer.

Mycenae was a place of no interest to the historian Grote,

in spite of his careful study of Homer, and Minos in his

palace at Cnosus on Crete seemed to many to be as unreal

as Minos with Rhadamanthys on the Asphodel Plain of the

nether world. Not long ago the saying of Pascal was

quoted with approval, that no one could believe Troy and

Agamemnon to have had any truer existence than the

apples of the Hesperides. The story of the Trojan War,

many of us were taught, and handbooks are still repeating

the doctrine, was only a highly imaginative and anthropo-

morphized account of the ever-renewed and unending contest

between Darkness and Light, between the West and the

East, and so between Europe and Asia, for the possession

of the beautiful Dawn, which seemed to belong partly to

each. Those who were most ready to acknowledge a

historical basis for the story, held that the conflicts of the

Iliad were only a sort of personification of the struggles

of the early Greek colonists to secure a foothold on the

shores of Asia Minor. Scholars were divided in opinion

as to which of the two sites, Hissarlik and Bunirbashi, the

poet had chosen for the Troy of his story, but they no

more expected to find a real Troy than a real Avilion.

But, as every reader now knows, Schliemann found, both

at Troy and at Mycenae, evidence of ancient, contemporary,

powerful, and wealthy settlements or kingdoms,

Tr^'^'m/'^
of similar civilization. The gold, in which the

Mycenae. Homeric poet had declared Mycenae to be rich,

had been thought to be as unsubstantial as the

treasure of the Nibelungs, or the abundant red gold of German
fairy tales. Gold was a rarity in Greece, we were told ; the
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Spartans were obliged to send to Lydia for it when they

desired to dedicate a splendid offering to Apollo (Herodotus,

i, 69), and even after the battle of Plataea, 479 B.C., the

ordinary Greek thought that the Persian general's gold plate

was brass (Herodotus, ix. 80). But the Homeric epithet " rich

in gold" {iroXv^^pua-os, H 180) was found by Schliemann to

be fully justified as applied to Mycenae. The fortifications

of "well-walled {einel-^^eo^, B 113) Troy," too, were seen to

be worthy of their Homeric builder, the god Poseidon. But
an unexpected difficulty arose : the works of art discovered

seemed to be superior to those which were familiar to

the Homeric poet. So archaeologists no longer held that

the poet's imagination far transcended what he had seen,

but were inclined on the other hand to say that he lived

in a period of decadence ; otherwise his heroes would have

carried more magnificent swords and shields, and their palaces

would have been adorned with more splendid decorations,

—

although we must grant that from detached references or

even from a description the hearer cannot judge well of

a picture or any other work of art, unless he knows exactly

the narrator's standard. Archaeologists and philologists were

perplexed also by the difference of style between the

Mycenaean and Trojan remains and what had been expected

on the basis of the preceding study of the Homeric poems.

Many saw no tie of connexion between the Homeric and

the Mycenaean civilizations, and some have gone so far as

to declare the Mycenaean remains to be un-Hellenic,—not

to recall the extravagance of the one or two who asserted

the Mycenaean tombs to be the work not of a prehistoric

people, but rather of foreign invaders of Greece since the

beginning of our era.

The question of the relation of the monuments of the

Mycenaean age to the life depicted in the Homeric poems

'is still before the archaeological courts and cannot

= be discussed in detail here, but we may say that
2ri"X>"

'the study of Mycenaean antiquities has done more ^„^|^"

' than anything else of recent years to throw light Homeric Age.

on the life of the Homeric age, and that much

'in them which at first seemed wholly strange and un-Homeric

'is now found to be our best illustration of Homeric usage.
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and in further points, too, philologists will be glad to modify

their interpretation of the Homeric poems at the suggestion

of Mycenaean and Cretan monuments. Not for more than

a dozen years after Schliemann's excavations at Mycenae

did scholars see that the Mycenaean shield was admirably

adapted to the conflicts as described by Homer, while at

present prominent scholars would consider as comparatively

late additions to the poems any passages which assume the

use of the round and not the Mycenaean shield ; and no

one showed how the Homeric shield was worn or carried

until the hint was given by figures inlaid on Mycenaean

swords, although since that time illustrations of this usage

have been multiplied. The ruins of the palace uncovered at

Tiryns were declared at first to afford no hint for the under-

standing of the Homeric palace of Odysseus, but more

recently scholars have derived from Tiryns much light for the

appreciation of the homes of Homeric princes. The opening

in the roof near the middle of the great hall for the passage

of smoke, the columns near the fire, the use of blue glass

paste icyanus) for a frieze, and of stucco for a covering of

stone seats, may be cited as examples. For our knowledge?

of Homeric dress, on the other hand, little has been gained!

from the Mycenaean monuments,—with the exception of

emphasis laid upon a loin-cloth for the men, which on early

monuments appears sometimes in the form of an Indian's

breech-clout, and sometimes like a boy's bathing drawers. As
for religion, again, the Mycenaean age sheds little light on the

Homeric poems. Shrines indeed are found in the palace at

Cnosus, and a town or village shrine, only a few feet square,

has been uncovered at Gournia, but no figure or monument
which could be associated naturally and closely with Zeus,

Apollo, or Athena. As for political life, the kings who built

the fortresses, palaces, and tombs of Mycenae, Tiryns, and
Cnosus, must have had more absolute power than Agamemnofli
seems in general to possess. These palaces were built for the

use of royal families, not for the enjoyment of the people, and
Tiryns and Cnosus still show immense store-rooms which must
have been used for treasures of grain, brought more or less

willingly by subjects to their lord. Such stores of grain are

not mentioned in the poems. The lord of Mycenae, on the
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other hand, cannot have gained his wealth of gold directly

from the tribute of his vassals : he is more likely to have
exacted this from the merchants who passed near his castle

in following the trade route by land from Nauplia to Corinth,

from the Argolic to the Corinthian Gulf, although such robber-

barons do not appear in the Homeric poems. Archaeologists

long disputed about the technical processes before the poet's

mind in the composition of the Shield of Achilles (E 478-608),
but the richly ornamented sword blades, mlaid with several

different colored metals, found at Mycenae, show that the

difficulty and dispute had arisen simply because the poet

assumed the familiarity of his hearers with a well-developed

technical process,—not because of any vagueness in his own
mind.

On the whole, then, the relations between the life depicted

in the Homeric poems and that which is indicated by the

Mycenaean remains, are much closer than were „. r ,' ytews of the

supposed a quarter of a century ago. Scholars classical

had projected into the early ages of Greece their Fenod

views of Greek life which were based on the projected into

remains and literature of the classical period,— omenc ge.

making in archaeology exactly the same mistake as was made
in philology until very recent times, since Attic meanings,

forms, and constructions, so far as possible, were long taken

as the norm also for Homeric usage. Thus through much of

the nineteenth century any work of Greek or Roman art

might be used to illustrate Homeric life. Modern artists were

left free to follow their own bent in depicting Homeric scenes,

and Flaxman seems to have " builded better than he knew,"

when he represented the Achaean warrior as ready to go into

battle without bronze cuirass, and in fact without much clothing.

Scenes from Greek vases of the sixth and fifth centuries

B.C. were used, as freely as publishers would admit, for the

elucidation of the Homeric poems.^ A third of a century

ago, illustrations from Egyptian and Assyrian monuments were

introduced in large numbers in works on the life of the

Homeric age, often bringing in, as is seen now, a mass of

'The Homeric manner of stringing the bow (see fig. 34) is perhaps the most

important lesson learned for Homeric warfare from a Greek vase, but this lesson was

learned long after the publication of the vase.
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matter which would have seemed strange not only to our

poet, but also to the Greeks of any other century. These

so-called illustrations had little reference to early Greek

monuments, and their connexion with early Greek literature

was not much closer ; they had slight relation to either the

earlier or the later civilization of Greece.

As to the time in which the Homeric poems were com-

posed, any brief statement must be vague or over dogmatic.

^ . , Archaeologists believe that Mycenae and Troy, the

Composition home of Agamemnon and that of Priam, both

of the were at the height of their power and magnificence
Homeric ;„ ^^ jitter half of the second millenium B.C.,—

''^'"^'

thus agreeing essentially with the ancient chronolo-

gists who set the fall of Troy at 1184 B.C. (with Eratos-

thenes) or twenty-four years earlier (as the Parian Chronicle).

Recently Troy and Mycenae have so been brought back from

the realm of fancy to that of fact, that scholars are more

ready than before to believe in the reality of such a siege of

Troy as is narrated in the Homeric poems. The supposition

that in the original form of the story, Troy was not sacked

because the earliest efforts of Aeolian colonists to secure a

foothold in the Troad were unsuccessful, is less important

than it was before the site of Troy was carefully examined.

Without rendering ourselves liable to ridicule from those who
have a right to an opinion on the subject, we may believe

that Troy was sacked about 1200 B.C. (which agrees closely
|

with the beliefs of the ancients) by an expedition from Hellas |

under the leadership of the king of Mycenae,—whatever may
have been his name and the cause of the war. Details like ,

the length of the war, the number of men and ships on the

expedition, and the manner of the capture of the city, are

of secondary importance. That the names of Ilium and J

Dardanians are historical, seems probable. Priam and Hector,

too, may be real persons.

Those who doubt the historic basis for the Homeric story

have not explained fully why the lays of Thessalian and

Prominence of Aeolian poets, developed and perfected in Asia
Peloponnesian Minor, should have as central figures the kings of
Warriors. Mycenae and Sparta, or how Agamemnon and
Menelaus should have been brought from northern to
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southern Greece after the story was well developed.^ If

we agree that the name Argos has been transferred from

Thessaly to Peloponnesus, we are still in ignorance of the

motive which might have led the Aeolian or Ionian poets to

make this transfer. To say that Agamemnon was originally

a local Spartan divinity, does not cast even a single ray of

light upon this problem. The very latest hypothesis offered

to explain the origin of the story of the war is that at first

Telamonian Ajax was the chief Achaean warrior, and that

his home was not on the island of Salamis but at the

Aeanteum on the Hellespont, within four miles of Priam's

palace, so that the war was between immediate neighbors.

This hypothesis cannot be proved, and seems to leave as many
difficulties as before, but the important consideration for us

in the present work is that such hypotheses do not affect

in the least our understanding or appreciation either of the

Homeric poems or the life depicted in the poems. However

important and interesting such inquiries may be, until the

results are finally determined, they do not affect seriously a

hand-book of Homeric antiquities.

If the story of the Iliad was based upon actual conflicts,

then we may believe it to have been begun within a century

or so of the war, since after that time new events would have

displaced that war in the public mind. The early elements

of the Homeric poems may be as old as the close of the

second millenium B.C.

Just as " many brave men lived before Agamemnon," so

also many bards lived before Homer. In the Odyssey, we

iCf. "The importance of Achilles and Thessaly in the heroic age has been

vastly exaggerated during the last fifty years. Critics have brought themselves to

believe in a Thessalian Epos, a Thessalian Argos ; and in a subsequent transference

of place and interest to Mycenae and Agamemnon. Archaeology has swept away

these cobwebs of the professorial brain. The coincidence of the Mycenaean

monuments with Epic tradition is a chain not to be broken. ... In Homer there

was no Thessaly. That region was in various hands. . . . There are local legends,

Lapiths and Chiron, but nothing to suggest a once ruling race, a centre of

gravity of Greece. . . . Homer, the dramatist, by selecting the portion of chronicle

to which Achilles' quarrel belonged and treating it with his art, raised Achilles to

the place where he stands. . . . The potentate of Mycenae, installed on the isthmus,

with his 100 ships, his brother at Sparta, the Arcadians on his transports, was the

Emperor for which Thucydides recognized him." T. W. Allen in Classical Review,

XX. 201.
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read of a bard Phemius at the home of Penelope, singing

under compulsion for the suitors at their feasts (a 154), of

another bard, Demodocus, at the palace of the

m'men"^"'
Phaeacian king (9 43), and of a third who was left

by Agamemnon as an adviser for his queen Cly-

taemestra, but was removed and slain by Aegisthus (7 267).

In the Odyssey, too, we have the figure of a bard reciting his lay

as a comparison for Odysseus telling of his adventures (X 368).

In the Iliad we read of no professional bard,—the scene of

active war was no place for him,—but when the embassadors ,

of the Achaeans go to Achilles, begging him to return to

the field of battle, they find him cheering his heart irt singing

of the "glorious deeds of men" (/cXe'a avSpwf, I 189), with his

comrade Patroclus by his side " waiting until he should cease

his song," when perhaps Patroclus would take up the strain.

Whether the songs of the Trojans as they bivouac on the

plain before the Achaean camp (K 13), are lyric or epic, no

one can say,—indeed this music may have been simply

instrumental ; and the spngs of the young Achaeans in honor

of Apollo at Chrysa, and the lays of Apollo himself and the

Muses, at the feast of the gods on Olympus, may have been

lyric (A 4,72, 604). But the songs of the Odyssey are clearly

epic,—one is a little Iliad (0 7 Si Soo), telling of a quarrel

between the leaders of the expedition against Troy and of the

sack of the city; another is a little Odyssey (a 326), telling

of the sad return of the Achaean leaders from Troy ; still

another sings of the loves of Ares and Aphrodite (0 266).

Indications of other epic poems are found in Homer, notably

of lays with regard to the Argonautic Expedition (as fx yd), the

labors of Heracles (as 9 363), and the Calydonian Hunt (I 529).

Many expressions convenient for the verse became fixed as

formulas, and many ornamental epithets became attached to

the names of warriors or divinities. For many generations

in Hellas all literary impulses turned to epic poetry. A,

vast mass of epic material, narrations and descriptions of

conflict and adventure, was gathered and handed down from

age to age. Some bards may have sung only the' lays which

they had learned. Others, doubtless far more numerous, not

only amended and revised what they had received as their

inheritance, but also composed lays of their own ; thus,
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Phemius of Ithaca says that he is " self-taught " (avroSlSaKTo?,

X 347). which is understood to mean that he was no mere
rhapsodist,—a singer of other men's songs,—but was himself
a composer. The idea of literary property, of course, was
still entirely unknown. These lays then became a kind of
common possession, since no one of them bore its maker's
name, and doubtless an old bard would have been sore

perplexed in many cases to distinguish his own compositions

from those of others.

Very likely the I/md contains narratives of combats between
mighty warriors who never saw the plain of Troy,—or, if the

reader prefers, scenes originally invented for a lay

which told of battles in other lands,—the field of Old Material

conflict being transferred from Crete or Thessaly to ^
the plain of the Scarnander. ' An instance of old

material used in new lays is found by scholars in the tenth

book of the Iliad. This book is thought to be of com-
paratively recent composition, but it contains the clearest

description in the poems of the old Mycenaean form of

helmet, and the most frequent mention of the use of the skins

of animals as light, shields for nobles, and it nowhere mentions

either cuirass or greaves, which at least were more common
in later than in earlier times. The Odyssey, too, is held to

be of later composition than most of the Iliad, but it nowhere

names the cuirass, though several opportunities exist for its

mention. Grammatical forms and syntactical constructions of

successive ages are found in the poems, the old and the new,

side by side. Why should we not expect to find also in the

Iliad and the Odyssey older and newer customs of war

and peace, of sentiment and of dress, in close juxtaposition ?

Some parts of the poems may be two or even three

centuries older than others.

Different strata doubtless exist in the Homeric poems,

but their limits have not yet been determined to the satis-

faction of the community of scholars. Hardly a

beginning has been made in this investigation. ^'''^^'^ '" t''^

Paul CaueV showed in his careful discussion of
P(,g„;_

the use of bronze and iron in Homer {Homer-

kritik, 1895) the possibility of applying archaeological tests

to determine the relative age of parts of the poems, but
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these indications have not been shown to agree with those

derived from philological scrutinies. Rather recently, Pro-

fessor Robert of Halle {Studien zur Ilias, 1901) has made

a vigorous attempt to distinguish strata in the Iliad by

uniting archaeological with philological arguments : the

presence of both the Mycenaean shield and Aeolic forms of

words, indicated to him an early stage, while the mention of the

round shield and firmly established Ionic grammatical forms,

proved a later stage of the poems. But Robert was obliged

not only to assume that earlier formulas and epithets had

been used by later poets, which is entirely credible, but

also to hold that in the tradition of the poems certain later

epithets had been introduced in earlier lays, and to eject

some passages which did not suit his theory. His argument

was touched by the remark that any theory can be made
to fit the poems if all passages which are inconsistent with

it may be cast out. As for the study of mythology in

relation to these poems, Gruppe {Griechische Mytkologie,

p. 610) is explicit in declaring that conclusions of different

strata in the Homeric poems, inferred from supposed aesthetic

inconsistencies, have been almost regularly worthless,—and
this in spite of his belief that these poems did not receive

their present form until near the close of the seventh

century B.C. Not even in the picture of the realm of

Hades in the eleventh book of the' Odyssey, does Gruppe
recognize strata of composition. In the Catalogue of Ships

(B 549), Athena has a temple in Athens and gives Erechtheus
a place in it, while in the Odyssey (;/ 81) her Athenian
shrine seems to be in the home of Erechtheus,—but the

Catalogue of Ships has long been recognized as of late

composition. That in the early Aeolic lays the palace of

Priam stood on the acropolis of Ilium, while in the later

Ionic lays Athena had a temple there (Z 297), has not
clearly been made out.

The archaeological arguments to show that the Odyssey
is of later composition than the Iliad are but slight. Some
scholars have thought the Odyssey to show a more advanced;
stage of civilization than the Iliad, neglecting the rather
obvious truth that the action of the Iliad is in a military]
camp, and on the field of battle, in the last year of
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a demoralizing war, while the Odyssey tells of adventures

in times of peace, when milder manners and a less auto-

cratic government are expected. In point of fact, ,

the popular assembly has no more authority in
fi,- ^^^

the Odyssey than in the Iliad, and the few Earlier

indications in the Odyssey of the increased Composition

power of the nobility may be explained by the "J ^ "^

peculiar state of affairs on Ithaca during the twenty years'

absence of its king.^ The ceremonies and routine life of

men away from home, like the Achaeans before Troy, may
have varied somewhat from those at home. Little con-

straining force as evidence of different authorship is to be

drawn from the two stock observations that in the Iliad,

Olympus is always the name of a mountain, the seat of

the Gods, while in the Odyssey it seems at times to be

used in a general way for heaven ; and that in the Iliad

Iris is the messenger of the gods, but Hermes in the

Odyssey,—although Hermes is a messenger of Zeus in the

last book of the Iliad (Q 333), and in the Odyssey (cr 6)

the Ithacan professional beggar is called Irus because he

is ready to run errands. The evidence for the later date

of the Odyssey as yet is philological, not archaeological.^

At present, and for the chief questions before us, we are

obliged to consider the Homeric poems as units, „

although we may hope that in secondary matters purpose the

archaeology will come to the help of philology Homeric

in determining what passages are to be regarded Poe'ns

as containing particularly ancient material, and

what must be recognized as of comparatively late composition.

^In the Neue Jahrbucher, 1906, pp. 313 ff., 393 ff., Finsler argues that the

State of the Odyssey is an aristocracy rather than a monarchy, but he believes

' the poet of the Iliad to have had a like aristocratic state before his eyes, although

I he depicts a monarchy.

^ That the cypress, palm, laurel, and fig are mentioned in the Odyssey, but

not in the Iliad, is not important. Nor that oracles are mentioned twice in

the Odyssey, but not in the Iliad; nor even that Sicily is not named in the

Iliad, and Egypt only at I 382. An examination of the passages allows these

• to be brought easily into the realm of chance or to be explained from the

1 difference of theme. Indeed Sicily is mentioned in the Odyssey only in passages

,
(w 383, d) 211, 366 ff.) which are clearly of later composition than most of the

rest. In Helbig's great work on the Homeric poems as elucidated by the

' monuments, the author declared that for his purposes he was obliged to treat
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The laws of the epic verse were fixed very definitely in

the Homeric period. For example, a pause was favored

Laws ofEpic
particularly between the two short syllables of

Poetry already the third foot of the verse (as in the first verse

fixed in of Longfellow's Evangeline, after " This is the

Homer'sTime.
f^^.^^^ primeval"), but was never allowed in the

same place in the fourth foot ; while a pause was approved

at the close of the fourth foot, but forbidden at the close

of the third foot. The verse was clearly past the experi-

mental stage, and the comparatively few deviations from the

fixed practice which remain in our editions of the Homeric

poems are chiefly due to errors in transmission, though

they are partly to be ascribed to unreasonable applications

of the principle of analogy by rhapsodists. The Homeric

poet was not " cabined, cribbed, confined " by such intricate

rules as those of the Master-singers of Nuremberg, but he

was an artist well trained in his art, following approved

precedents, and he did not sing untaught, like a bird, simply

because of his instinct, the spirit of song within him. He
was not such an untrained and unreflective child of nature

as some have thought him. Many generations of less skilfu|

singers had preceded him. The certainty of the laws of

Homeric verse is particularly marked when we contrast

the distinct development of the laws of the Latin hexameter

as this is used by Ennius, Cicero, Vergil, and Ovid, and as

we observe the individuality of the verse of Theocritus.

The Iliad and the Odyssey are surely not due to a single

poet in the sense in which Paradise Lost and Paradist

The Iliad Regained are the work of John Milton, and a

a Combination third of a century ago, most scholars who were

ofseparate considered to be entitled to an opinion on the
^ongs?

subject, believed with Lachmann that the Iliad

was made up of a number of originally independent lays,

skilfully united, but still showing to a careful observer the

seams of juncture. Of recent years, however, scholars are

abandoning the view of Lachmann, and believe in the organic

the poems as a unit. Several years ago, however, he stated that in the forth-

coming third edition of his work, he would distinguish between passages of earlier

and later composition, as containing earlier and later customs. But this new

edition has not appeared.
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development of the Homeric poems rather than in their

formation by a "fortuitous concourse of atoms." Many-

are now ready even to accept the necessary inference from

the principle that a great poem implies a great poet,

though no one doubts that the poet whom the Greeks

and we call Homer used with absolute freedom the poetic

material which he in common with other bards had inherited,

and which had been gathering for generations by a process

of gradual accretion, and that additions were made to the

poem by his successors. Some of the apparent sutures,

indicated chiefly by slight inconsistencies, may be due not

so much to the original lack of finish at the junctures, as

to the fact that the poems were long sung as separate lays,

selected according to the special occasion by the bard, or

as desired by the hearers, and that the rhapsode made
slight modifications of his text at the beginning and the

close of his recitation in order to give to his story greater

completeness and independence of form.^ Certain other

changes may have been made to adapt the lay more perfectly

to the audience or to the occasion on which it was

sung. The poems were thus in a manner " sung to pieces,"

rather than composed separately and stitched together. How
thoroughly the poet, whom we may call Homer, revised

and digested and modified and used the epic material which

he inherited, of course no one can say, but the stamp of a

great personality seems to lie upon each of the two great

poems. These poems have such unity as cannot easily be

explained if they are the work of several poets. Pains are

taken in advance to arouse the hearer's sympathy for Hector,

and to justify the slaughter of Penelope's suitors. But during

recent years, scholars have been so busy in searching for

proofs of the different authorship of different parts of the

poems that they have overlooked indications of unity of

purpose, of spirit, and of execution.-

For centuries, more than seven cities, among which

'With this we may compare the slight changes, additions in particular, made

at the beginning of the ecclesiastical pericopae or Scripture lessons, in order to

secure a better opening for the passage read.

2 For the latest, and an admirable, defense of the unity of the Homeric poems, see

Blass, Interpolalionen der Odyssee, Halle, 1905.
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Smyrna and Chios were prominent, contended for the honor

of being Homer's birthplace. But scholars no longer ask

where Homer was born,—the poet maintains his imper-

sonality too perfectly to encourage this question,—but where

Greek epic poetry had its rise and development.
Aeolk Source

_ -j-j^jg ggg^^g ^^ have been on the slopes of

PMn.
^^" ^o""t Olympus, the seat of the gods, near Mt.

Ossa and Mt. Pelion, not far from the home of

Peleus and Achilles. There, in Pieria, the Muses were born.

The germ of the epic went with the Aeolians to Asia

Minor, but here the art passed to the lonians, who perfected

it. Why the cause of this expedition should be the rape

of Helen, a Spartan woman, and why the commander-in-

chief should be the king of Mycenae, are not explained on

this hypothesis, however, unless in these matters the poet

was simply following tradition. Many dialectic peculiarities

of the Homeric poems are explained most easily on the

theory that phrases and epithets of the old Aeolic material

were preserved in the early form because they could not

readily be transferred into Ionic metrical equivalents. The

dialect of the poems as we have them is not such as was

ever spoken by any people. This linguistic fact of itself would

refute the view, which for a time was popular, that the

poems were composed by the people rather than by a poet.

Some of the peculiarities of dialect, however, may be

explained not so well by the use of still earlier material

nor by the oral transmission of the poems by successive

generations of rhapsodists, as by the life of the bard,

wandering from land to land and desiring to appear no-

where as a complete stranger. The fact that not only the

personality but even the country of the poet, is not indicated

in the poems, may be explained if we think of him as

without strong local attachments, a man who did not care to

glorify one land or tribe and revile another. Such a bard

might have won for himself familiarity with the geography
of Greece and with local stories ; though born and trained

in Asia Minor, he might be no stranger even to the

western coast of Peloponnesus and the island of Ithaca

The bard is mentioned {p 385), with the seer, the surgeoni

and the carpenter, as one who might be called from one
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town or settlement to another, sure of a welcome every-

where.

In early historical times several of the noble or princely

families of Asia claimed descent from Homeric warriors, and
we may suppose the Homeric poems to have

been sung and honored particularly at these ^^''^^

courts. Not impossibly some of the neighbors of r
^^^^^^

these families were the avowed descendants of

the Trojan royal family, and cherished the old traditions

and the newly composed lays. These courts supplied

audiences which were often at leisure to listen to such

poems. In democratic times and countries such audiences

could be had only on festival days. That a bard seldom

could have an opportunity to recite so long a poem as the

Odyssey, is no argument against his composing such a poem
for his own satisfaction and that of those who listened to

him often enough to have familiarity with it as a whole,

but he would be encouraged and stimulated by the audiences

at the courts of Asiatic princes.

The question is raised with much persistency, and often

with the implication of a negative answer, whether we have

a right to assume that the epic poet is telling of

life as it appeared to his own eyes. The life and '^//5'^^^fy

culture of his poems, some urge, may be just as zvhichhesaw?

unreal as the Chimaera dire or the Cyclops

Polyphemus, and we may no more expect to find the

customs of his time mirrored in the poet's page, than to

identify the cobbler who stitched the leathern bag in which

Aeolus imprisoned his winds for the safety of Odysseus.

Homer's aim and work were not to instruct but to please

even his own hearers,—in this Eratosthenes was right as

against the geographer Strabo (7 c). Still less did the poet

think of teaching archaeologists who were to live nearly

three thousand years after him. His poems were composed

for his contemporaries, not for the present generation ;
and

for us, some say, they have no value as a source of archaeo-

logical knowledge.

Some scholars are inclined to treat the archaeological

element in the Homeric poems as quite as likely to be

due to the imagination of the poet as the narrative itself
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This view seems clearly wrong. The poems contain mythical,

historical, and imaginative, as well as archaeological, elements.

The three former cannot easily be distinguished from each

other, but they can be separated from what is archaeological.

One scholar thinks Agamemnon to have been a form of

Zeus, a second holds him to have been a Thessalian prince,

another believes him to be the invention of the poet, as

truly as Mr. Pickwick and Sam Weller were the products

of Dickens' imagination ; while a fourth scholar, a peer of

the other three, would not be surprised by the discovery of

evidence that Agamemnon was the name of an actual king

of Mycenae who led a military expedition against Ilium.

At present each of these scholars has fair grounds for his

opinion and no one can determine positively which is right,

though a scholar may be satisfied for himself No device

has been found for the separation of the mythical from

the historical, and even sceptical critics who believe that

Agamemnon was a Lacedaemonian god, still think that the

name of Priam may be historical, while others who hold that

Agamemnon was a historical character, accept the view

that Helen was transferred from the company of divinities

to that of mortal women. Much that was originally

mythical may later have been stripped of its mythical

character. But with regard to Agamemnon's armor, dress,

and way of life, we may expect to reach a more stable

. position. We cannot determine indeed how much

True ?
°^ ^^^ Homeric story itself is truth and how
much is fiction. That cities of wealth and power

and similar civilization are proved to have existed at the

same time on the sites of Troy and Mycenae, near the

close of the second millenium B.C., certainly lends strong

support to the belief that the war of which Homer sings

was an actual war, really fought. The general credibility

of Hellenic tradition has been further increased in recent

years by finding that the king of Cretan Cnosus had quite

as much wealth and power as Thucydides seems to assume
for Minos ; and in lesser matters, the American excavations

at the Argive Heraeum confirm the old tales of the

importance of the worship of the Argive Hera, and our

excavations of twenty years ago at Icaria have made easy
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the belief in the old stories about Thespis of Icaria as the

founder of the Greek drama. Doubtless the Homeric poet

would have been greatly surprised if he had been told that

Helen was the Dawn, and that Hector and Paris were

demons of Darkness. But this thought removes the difficulty

only a step further from us : perhaps Homer himself was

as unable as we are to separate the mythical in his story

from the historical and from that which had been added by
the free imagination of earlier bards.

Must we acknowledge also that we cannot separate tTie

archaeological from the imaginative and mythical elements ?

The question has importance.

With regard to the picture of life presented by the Homeric

poems, three views are possible :

First, that the poet, conscious of his office to please

rather than to instruct, depicted a life such as y^^^^ Fiezvs

had never been on land or sea, drawing from his ofthe Homeric

imagination his colours as well as his forms. His Picture of

hearers were pleased with accounts of Utopia. The ^'^'

very oddity and novelty of the life depicted added interest to

the story.

Second, that the poet painted the life of the earlier genera-

tion of which he had heard,—the generation which saw the fall

of Troy and knew Odysseus.

Or, third, that the poet represented the life which was familiar

to himself and his hearers. Each action, each event might be

given by tradition, or might be the product of the poet's

imagination, but the details which show the customs of the

age, and which furnish the colors for the picture, are taken

from the life of the poet's time. His interest is centred

in the action of the story, and the introduction of unusual

manners and standards of life would only distract the attention

of his hearers.

I That the poet recognizes himself as of a later and

degenerate age, as compared with his heroes, is p^^f

' manifest. Nowhere does he claim direct or even recognizes

'indirect knowledge of the events which he nar- Himselfas ofa

I

rates, but always he appeals to the Muse for
^'"''' ?^-

inspiration and instruction. His eyes have not seen, and no
' forbears have told him of the Trojan war. He has heard

•7
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his story from no survivor of the generation of those who

fought on the shores of the Hellespont. No word of the

poem implies that he has seen the Scaean Gate and the palace

of Priam. The Muse herself tells the story, and the poet is

but her mouthpiece. He begs her to tell of the wrath of

Achilles (A i), of the wanderings of Odysseus (a i, lo), and of

the forces before Troy (B 484), since "we mortals know nothing,

but hear only report." Odysseus says to the bard Demodocus

in the palace of the Phaeacian king, that " Apollo or the Muse

must have taught him," for he sings so truly of the woes of

the Achaeans (9 488) ; he does not say that the bard must

have known personally some veteran soldiers who had served

in that war. Acknowledging the inferiority of his own

generation, the poet speaks often of one of his heroes as

doing what two men could not do, " such as men now

are" (M 449), but he nowhere indicates the consciousness

of a change of custom, as that one fashion of dress is newer

or older than another, or that men used to wear different

arms, or fight in a different way, or have a different form

of government, or ever had other ways of worshipping the

gods, or other standards of action.

,
Doubtless customs were changing. The Homeric kings no

I longer had the power of their predecessors in Greece who built

the fortresses of Mycenae and Tiryns. We may

Customs
suppose the power to be passing from the kings to

the nobles. Occasionally, Agamemnon arrogates

to himself just as absolute power as a monarch ever had,

while again he is simply first among his peers, and is rebuked

in open council for proposing plans which are both foolish

and cowardly. But this may indicate uncertainty in . the

position and authority of individual kings, rather than a

distinct change in their relation to the nobles during the

period of the composition of the Homeric lays. Some scholars

have claimed to discern a change of custom with regard to

dowry and wedding gifts, discussed in connexion with Penelope
and her suitors ; but if such a difference of custom existed,

it may have been local rather than temporal. In Greece, as

well as elsewhere, we may believe copper and bronze to have
been used before iron for tools and arms, but we are not

justified in judging to be of late composition all passages
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which imply or clearly state the use of iron ; nor, conversely,,

may we believe with certainty that a passage is of early

composition because in it bronze is said to be used and not

iron. Both metals seem to have been in use during the

Homeric period.

Against the first of the three views suggested, an important

consideration offers itself at once, viz. : the general consistency

of the views of life found in the Homeric poems.

One action at times may seem inconsistent with Consistency of

another, but, as we have already seen, we are as r^f

yet unable to say that one custom prevails in one

part of the poems and another custom in another part of
the poems. And the more poets we suppose to have had

to do with the composition of the Iliad and Odyssey, the

greater difficulty meets the assumption that all these poets

united in making a consistent picture of an unreal life. Sir

Thomas More and Dean Swift could draw consistent pictures

separately of a wholly imaginary life, but for later writers

to combine the stories of Lilliput and Utopia, without rewriting

the stories or leaving very obvious seams, would not be easy,

particularly with collaboration so indefinite as that of the

Greek epic poets.

In this connexion we must observe that the Homeric

pictures are not painted directly by descriptions such as

More presents in his Utopia, and as Sir John

Maundeville gives of the several countries which /^„-^.„;^m,

he visits, but wholly incidentally. In order to

form a clear picture of Homeric life, scattered hints or

incidents have to be gathered from different parts of the

poems. A recent writer has declared that Homer inten-

tionally makes the home of Odysseus to be far ruder and

less attractive than such a hall must have been ; the Ithacans,

on this theory, are falsely represented as semi-barbarians, just

as Odysseus himself, several centuries later, is depreciated

and treated with contempt in the Attic drama. We must

bear in mind, however, that a certain amount of rudeness

of life is entirely consistent with a kind of magnificence,

—

for even in Asia Minor in the time of Mimnermus, guests

at an Ionian banquet apparently felt free to drop upon the

floor any bones from their meat and other refuse from their
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food ; and we must remember also that the house of Odysseus,

although it is large, is but a country farm-house, and is

nowhere stated to have such splendor as the palace of

Menelaus,—Telemachus and Nestor's son are fairly dazzled

by the radiance of the Spartan palace. But observe how

widely scattered are the details from which we must gather

our pictures of the rudeness of Odysseus's house. Within

the courtyard, before the door of the house, Penelope's suitors

flayed goats and singed swine (/3 299) ; not far away, also

in front of the house, was a heap of manure (on which the

dog Argos lay) waiting to be carried to the fields (p 291).

In this courtyard (o- 105), Odysseus leaned the beggar Irus

against the outer wall, and put in his hand a stick, that

with this he might " keep off both swine and dogs,"—clearly

implying that, swine were wandering there at large. The
night before his slaughter of Penelope's suitors, Odysseus

slept on an untanned ox-hide, which he found in the court

(u 2, 96). The goats and the cow which were brought for

the suitors' feasts were bound in the corridor (v 176, 189).

One of the suitors, Ctesippus, took a hoof of an ox from

a basket by his side, as he sat feasting in the great hall,

and hurled it at the disguised Odysseus (y 299). Raw
meat seems to have been at hand in the hall, for the

suitors, dazed by Athena, ate meat mingled with blood

(al/A0(f)6pvKTa, V 348), i.e. took up uncooked flesh instead

of a roasted portion. The herald Medon wrapped himself in

an ox-hide in the hall (^ 362), while Odysseus was slaying

the suitors ; and this hide must have been lying on the

floor. That the floor of the hall was not kept neat is

indicated further by the act of the maids in the evening

after Penelope's suitors have departed,—the women throw
upon the floor ()(afxdSti! /3aXoj/, t 63) the ashes and coals

from the basins or torch-holders. That the hall of the

house had no floor of wood or stone, is shown first by
the act of Telemachus in digging a trench there for the

purpose of setting up the axes which were to serve as a

mark in the contest of archery {(p 120), and again by the

manner of cleansing the great hall after the death of the

suitors, when the upper part of the earth, which was stained

and soaked by the suitors' blood, is removed with hoes
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(X 45 5)- Now if the poet had intended to call special

attention to the rudeness and squalor of this house, he
would not have been satisfied with scattering the details of
his picture over books ii., xvii., xviii., xix., xx., xxi., and
xxii. These traits are all incidental, and have to be collected

by -pedants in order to form the picture, and for our pur-

pose this incidental testimony is more, not less, trustworthy
than direct evidence. When the old priest Chryses prays
to Apollo for vengeance upon, the Greeks who refuse to

restore to him his daughter, and asks the god to remember
if ever his priest had roofed for him a pleasing temple or

had burnt on his altars the fat thigh-pieces of bulls and
of goats (A 39), this last incidental clause is completely
satisfactory evidence both for the existence of temples in

the poet's time, and for their being so small that the priest

himself could roof them.i Another familiar example of the

poet's indirect, incidental testimony to a custom
is found in several of his epithets : e.g. when ^^"'^^"^"^

Hera is called white-armed (XeuKcoXevo?, A 55), ^/ff^Mg,
no one doubts that the Homeric dress of women
left the arms bare ; and when Telemachus, on rising in the

morning, binds his sandals under his sleek (Xnrapot, ^ 4)
feet, the poet assumes that the uncovered feet were seen

more generally than in our day. The poet assumes that his

hearers are familiar with the ordinary form of the shield,

the construction of the chariot, the manner of dress. As
we must always remember, he does not describe,—he narrates,^

and the charm of his story for his first hearers must have

rested largely on their familiarity with the materials of which

this tale is composed. Just such actions, under similar cir-

cumstances, many a one of them had beheld. The collection

of the poet's indications of the life of his time has been

left to scholars of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

But though our picture of the life of the Homeric age is

^ Of course the assistance of others for the roofing is not excluded, any more

than for the sacrifices ; but the parallelism clearly implies that the roofing was

a repeated act. (See p. 49i.)

^The description of the Garden of Alcinoiis (?) 103-131) is the only description

in the poems, and as such has been suspected to be of late composition. In

another form of the poems, this passage might have been put into the mouth of

a speaker.
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thus largely drawn from indirect evidence, this picture seems

to be even more complete than that of the life of the

ancient Hebrews which may be derived from the much more

voluminous Old Testament.

Closely akin to the argument which has just been presented,

is the consideration that a large part of the archaeological

information to be found in the Homeric poems is

Emdencefrom
contained in the nearly three hundred comparisons,

Companions.
, , , ,

-^ r i-^ u- u
drawn from all departments of life, which are

designed to throw into high relief some detail of the action

narrated, as where the seething of the waters of the Scamander

is compared to that of hog's fat in a kettle ($ 362), or where

Achilles's horses trampling on the bodies and the armor of the

slain, are compared to cattle treading out the grain on a

threshing iloor (Y 49 5 ), or, again, where Achilles's grief at the

death of Patroclus is likened to that of a lion whose whelps

a hunter has stolen (S 3 1 8).

In its very nature a Homeric comparison, like the parables

of the New Testament, is intended to throw light from the more

Comparisons familiar upon what is less familiar. The poet

throw Light cannot intend to illustrate the moderately familiar

from the more by what is wholly strange. Where the Trojans
tamt tar.

^^^ de.scribed as following their leader just as sheep

follow the ram of the flock (N 492), or where Athena turns

the arrow of Pandarus aside from Menelaus as a mother

brushes away a fly from her sleeping infant (A 130), or where

Achilles says that Patroclus weeps as a little girl who runs

by her mother's side, clinging to her gown and begging to

be taken up in her arms (IT 8), or where Ajax yields only

slowly before the Trojans, as a stubborn ass, on whose back

many sticks have been broken, leaves a cornfield only when
his appetite is sated, though he is assailed by small boys

with clubs (A 558), or where Paris, at sight of Menelaus on

the field of battle, starts back as a man starts back at the

sight of a serpent on the mountain, while Menelaus is gladdened

at sight of Paris as a hungry lion on finding a stag or wild

goat (r 33),—in these instances and dozens like them we
can have no doubt that what is used as an illustration was

well known to the hearer. The fact that the ass is not

mentioned elsewhere by the poet, would not cause us to
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doubt the existence of that animal in Greek lands, even if

mules were not named often. But if we believe that in the

examples cited the poet is using familiar illustrations, then

we may reasonably hold also that since the poet compares

Menelaus's fair skin, with the blood from his wound flowing

over it, to an ivory cheek-piece for horses, stained with

crimson by a skilful woman of Maeonia or Caria (A 141),

the poet and his hearers had seen not only ivory but also

ivory cheek-pieces for horses, and that Carian and Maeonian
women were known to be skilled in the decoration of these.

So also when Homer compares the stanching of Area's wound
to the curdling of milk by the use of the sap of the wild fig

tree (E 902), we need not doubt that many of the bard's

hearers had seen milk curdled and cheese made by that

process. To say that the waters of the Scamander seethed

like lard boiling in a kettle ($ 362), would be entirely

absurd,—certainly contrary to all our notions of the principles

of the natural epic,—if the hearers had never seen or heard

of lard thus boiling. That a thing or a custom appears

only in a comparison, and not in the action of the poems,

does not prove that it belonged only to the poet's age and

not also to that of his heroes. For example, lions are

mentioned in comparisons thirty times in the Iliad, but

naturally do not appear in the action, which has no place

for them, and no one dreams that lions became more numerous

in Greece or Asia Minor after the Trojan \\'ar. And why

and where should the process of trying hog's fat have a place

in the action ? The same is true of many other matters.

Only in the case of an article or custom which naturally

would appear in the action of the story, such as the trumpet

(which appears only in a comparison, 2219, and in a verb,

$" 388)-, has the negative argument considerable weight.

That all Homeric peoples are represented as having the

same customs, has been observed already. Only one exception

is obvious, out of fairy land,-—the Hippemolgi who Customs the

live on mare's milk (N 5). Even in fairyland the same in all

exceptions are not very many,—the Lotus Eaters ^'»"^•'•

who are vegetarians (( 84), the Laestrygonians, who are

cannibals {k i i 6), and the Cyclopes, who are savages and

have no government (( 106). The poet does not declare
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indeed, that all customs of all men agree, just as he does not

assert that all men have but one language ;
but just as the

Trojan Priam is represented as talking with - the Achaean

Achilles, without embarrassment from lack of an interpreter,

and the Lycian Glaucus converses with the Argive Diomed,

and even Odysseus with the Cyclops Polyphemus, so, on his

wanderings, Odysseus is never struck by difference of customs,

whether among the Phaeacians or at Circe's palace, though

difference of splendor is noted. He " learns the mind of many

men," as he sees their cities, but he does not learn of new

forms of government, nor of new forms of architecture, nor of

new manners of worshipping the gods. That the culture of

the Trojans cannot be distinguished from that of the Achaeans

is an old remark. Even the customs of the gods are like

those of men, though for half-a-dozen objects their vocabulary

differs. The gods have not only human weaknesses and

passions but human fashions and standards. Since men mix

their wine with water, the gods dilute their nectar (e 93).

The dress of the gods and their armor seem to agree with

those of men. Even the water-nymphs have looms and weave

(v 107), though they might seem the last persons in the world

to need garments, and to have ordinary feminine occupations.
'

Old critics tried to maintain that the Trojans are represented

as less civilized than the Achaeans, but their chief arguments

were but three ; firstlj', that the Trojans advanced to battle

with a cry, while the Achaeans came on in silence (T 2),

—

though elsewhere the Achaeans are " good at the war-cry "

;

secondly, that Priam did not allow his people to weep for their

dead when these were taken up from the plain (H 427),—as if

they would go to excess in their emotion if they were not

repressed entirely
; and, lastly, that Priam is a polygamist,^-

but he is the only polygamist in Troy, too. Another point

has been considered sometimes : the sacrifice of horses to a

Trojan river-god is onqe mentioned ($ 132), but this too is

unique for the Trojans as well as in the poems. These three

or four are the only indications which have been found of a

difference of culture between Argos and Troy, and schqlars of

to-day would lay little stress on such evidence. This apparerit|

agreement of customs in the different Homeric peoples is'

altogether natural, since to the poet the action was everything,
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and all else had importance simply as it illustrated this. He
cared nothing for " local color,"—and if he did not value local

color, why should he have heeded temporal color, and carefully

have avoided anachronisms ?

A special argument against considering Homer an archaeo-

logist, is the remark that while he is artistic, he is never

artificial, as in his age he would need to be if he Homer is

were to avoid systematically the mention of what never

was familiar to his contemporaries. The fact that ^''tifi"''l-

much in the poems is conventional, does not indicate that

it was untrue to the life of his day. The manner of his

references to customs and life generally, differs widely from

those of Apollonius Rhodius and of Vergil, both of whom
were in a sense archaeologists, with the desire to paint pictures

of an age of which they had only literary knowledge. The
later poets desired to follow the earlier in archaeological as

well as in philological matters, but in both alike they proved

themselves mere imitators. Thus, in his references to customs,

Vergil is commonly either laboriously explicit or else vague.

His remark with regard to the Italian name of reefs {altars,—
saxa vocant Itali . . . aras, A en. I. 109) is foisted into the

story, delaying the narrative, for which it has no value. Thus,

a few verses later (I. 318) Venus is described with more detail

than Homer would have used, with quiver on her shoulder,

hair floating in the breeze, and garments so girt as to leave her

knee bare. But between these two passages, a sentence with

regard to the bronze kettles placed on the shore in preparation

for a long-delayed meal, is too indefinite to be interesting
;

Vergil does not tell us, as Homer would have done, what was

cooked in these kettles,—whether vegetables, fish, fowl, or flesh.

Thus also Apollonius of Rhodes, learned in archaeology as

well as in philology, while almost painfully elaborate in some

descriptions, fairly forgets to give to his readers clear indica-

tions of the ordinary course of his heroes' life. In his story,

indeed, the Argonauts seem to care little for either food or

sleep ; not infrequently they row all night long, they are

without water for twelve days, and no particular kind of food

but mutton appears to be mentioned in the long poem. Like

Vergil, Apollonius gives comparatively little incidental archaeo-

logical information. If one tries to form a view of life in the
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heroic age according to either of these learned poets, he will

secure but a dull picture, with many broad gaps.

Bearing in mind our observation that the Homeric poet uses

his references to customs of life chiefly as by-work for his

story, to brighten and illustrate his narratives of action, we

may find a positive argument for the third of the possibilities

presented,—viz. that the poet paints a picture of the life of his

own time,—in the manner of painters at a simple stage of

culture. The Greek vase painters of the classical period used

the dress and manners of their own time in depict-

The Manner
j^^g scenes of the heroic age,—a custom which, as

Painters
^^^ hs.v& seen, misled many modern scholars. Thus

also the illustrations of Vergil and Terence published

in the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, may be (and

generally are) particularly interesting as representations of the

dress, manners, and architecture of the age of the artist,—not

of the classical period. A German engraver of that time

would give to the Athens of Pericles, Gothic cathedrals and

German scenery, with inhabitants attired in German garb, while

a Dutch artist would give to the same city the general appear-

ance of Leyden and Utrecht. Even Raphael depicted Plato in

the School of Athens with a folio book under his arm. In a

well-known edition of Terence, printed at Strasburg in 1496,;

the scenery is made more natural to the reader by the intro-

duction of a little wayside shrine with a crucifix, just such as

the traveller still sees in southern Germany or the Tyrol,

Woodcuts in editions of Vergil published four centuries ago

show very slight effort to recall the scenes at Troy and at

Carthage, such as archaeologists would depict them now. One

woodcut even introduces a cannon into the heroic age. An

old set of illustrations to Ovid shows a great four-poster bed,

such as are preserved in castles and museums, but had not

been invented in Ovid's time. The woodcuts which illustrate

a German translation of the historical work of Diodorus Siculus,

exhibit the Amazons in their conflicts with the Greeks as

carrying German lances and wearing the garb of German
peasant women of the sixteenth century of our era. Doubtless

no one of these artists supposed that his picture was historically

correct, but, like Homer, he was more interested in the action

which he was depicting than in any archaeological details.
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The early American illustrator of Milton's Paradise Lost who
represented the fallen angels as clad like British red-coats

while the heavenly host wore the garb of the Continental

army, was neither jesting nor so ignorant as to believe the

angelic hosts to have been so arrayed,—he was catering to

the tastes of his patrons ; and after all is this much worse

than the representation of the. archangel Raphael " in the

tilting garb of a knight of the fourteenth century " ? And a

high authority recently has called attention to the absurdities

of the equipment of King Arthur's knights in both poetry and

painting. The engraver's habit to which reference is made,

is most familiar to us in Biblical scenes. For these, artists for

the most part have now adopted conventional dress and

architecture, but in early times of art, local usages prevailed.

For instance, a Dutch painter would depict a thoroughly

Dutch Ishmael in the costume of the small boy of the painter's

period and country, while a Roman painter would make an

Italian of the outcast. Many a " Holy Family " in the art

galleries of Europe shows the dress and furniture of the artist's

day and country. Only within recent years has an earnest

effort been made to attain historical and archaeological

[ accuracy in depicting Biblical scenes, and even now no such

picture with archaeological truth would be used as an ordinary

aid to devotion. Why not? Simply because the strangeness

of the dress or of the other surroundings distracts the mind

from the real motive and subject of the picture. A realistic

painting of Christ before the judgment-seat of Pilate, depicting

with .perfect accuracy the dress of the Roman soldiers and

the Jewish onlookers, may be impressive, but it calls the

beholder's attention to a dozen other things than the central

figure, and would draw his mind away from the scene as

he had pictured it. Just so, if Homer had depicted a life

of Greeks, and yet a life markedly different from that of

his own day, the attention of his hearers would have been

distracted from that which he thought of prime moment to

that which was to him merely incidental,—from the chief

action to the background or setting of the picture. The poet

would in this manner have confused and darkened his story

[and not enlightened it. Thus even if he himself had been

.familiar with a difference of customs, he would not have
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assumed this knowledge on the part of his hearers, and

would have avoided drawing their attention away from what

was of primary interest to both, the events which he was

narrating. No one would argue seriously that the poet and

his hearers cared more for the very scattered hints of

customs to be found in his story than they did for the

deeds of which he told.

But analogies for our argument may be drawn not merely

from the painter's art in simple times, but also from classical

Greek literature. The Athenian dramatists are not

Anah^es
_ sticklers for archaeological accuracy nor for exact

LUeratZT ^o^al coloring. Just as Aeschylus ascribes Athenian

customs to the Persians, and represents these as

worshipping Greek divinities, and even gives to many of them

good Greek names, so he gives to his heroes of the war before

Thebes devices for their shields (which were unknown to the

Homeric period), ascribes a democratic polity to the gods of

Olympus, and makes even the ocean nymphs familiar with

the art of writing. Evidently he takes no pains to secure

archaeological accuracy. In Sophocles, the story of the death

of Agamemnon's son in the Pythian games is offered as

reasonable, although all the spectators knew that these games

were instituted only a century or so before the time of

Sophocles, instead of five hundred years earlier, in the time

of the Trojan War ; and at these games two Libyans are

represented as contending in the horse-race,—coming from

a city which was founded long after the Trojan War and.

the death of Orestes. Euripides makes Phaedra write a

note to explain her suicide, and makes Medea complain that

women must buy themselves husbands, or, as she puts it,

they buy themselves masters. But in Medea's day, brides,

not husbands, were bought, and though an art of writing

was known in Phaedra's time, women were not likely to use

it for their communications. Indeed, the spirit of the age

of Pericles is manifest frequently in the tragedies of Euripides,!

although the action of the drama is supposed to lie in the

remote past. All are familiar with Shakespeare's contempt

for anachronisms and his disregard of local color, which i

went so far as to allow modern time-pieces to the ancient

Romans. And Vergil, though something of an archaeologist.
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did not shrink from making his warriors use battering rams
and storming-ladders. Were Homer's hearers more reflective,

learned, and archaeological than Shakespeare's and Vergil's ?

Why should we suppose that the Homeric poet took more
pains than Aeschylus, Vergil, the poets of the Nibelungenlied,

and Shakespeare, to secure an exact reproduction of the

customs of the age of his warriors ?

Analogy, then, does not encourage us to believe that the

Homeric poet was an archaeologist, composing a species of

historical novel, and carefully refraining from the

introduction of any kind of anachronistic arms or
^°'""'

"f f

"

... ^ . . . Archaeolosist.
customs,— not mentionmg the art of wntmg, just

as one of our own generation would not mention the

use of telephone or telegraph in composing a story of

the Revolutionary War. That he does not picture such a

dismal country life as Hesiod knew in Boeotia, is not important

for our purpose. The difference between the spirit and tone

of the Iliad and Odyssey on the one hand, and of the Works
and Days of Hesiod on the other, lies not so much in the

changed conditions of Greece, nor, as is often said, with the

audience—that one sings for warriors and chieftains, while

the other sings for hard-working peasants,—as in the poets

themselves. The temper of Hesiod was soured by his dis-

appointments,—as truly as that of Archilochus was embittered

by his rejection by his mistress's father,—and by his life in

Ascra, which was " miserable in winter, wretched in summer,

and never good " (
Works, 640), while the Homeric poet in

general is buoyantly optimistic in spite of a very few pessimistic

sayings which are put into the mouths of his characters when

these are in dire distress. The life of Hesiod's farmer seems

much more wretched to us, since Hesiod himself hated it so

bitterly. How is the Homeric Eumaeus, the " divine swineherd,"

better off? Yet the latter complains only of the troubles caused

by the absence of Odysseus and the presence of Penelope's

suitors,—not of his being made a slave, nor of his hard work,

nor of his plain fare. He makes no hardship of taking a

sharp javelin and his goatskin cloak, and leaving his hut in

order to sleep near his swine, as their guard on a stormy

night, and he does not grumble over the lack of chairs, bed,

table, or other furnishings for his hut.
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Quite as noteworthy as the sordid nature of the life depicted

in Hesiod's poem in comparison with the largeness of heart of

the Homeric heroes, is the impersonality of Homer in contrast

with the distinct personality of Hesiod. We should expect

only a limited audience to be interested in the latter's accounts

of his quarrels with his brother and of his failures in his law-

suits. The personality of the poet is as distinct in his verses

as in those of the iambic and lyric poets, Archilochus,

Hipponax, Stesichorus, and Timocreon. Hesiod was a prophet

rather than , a popular poet, while Greeks of all classes and

of all times listened gladly to Homer.

True it is that while the Homeric poet tells of, or at

least alludes to, nearly every side and department of human,

life, yet his poems have to do chiefly with princes
Homeric ^^^ kings. The life of the ordinary plain farmer
Poems, and , , , . , . , -

'

i- .,_• ^i

Princes
°'' shepherd is not depicted quite so distinctly as

that of the nobles, except in the case of the

swine-herd Eumaeus,—just as in the Homeric battles, the

common soldier is a forgotten man, on whom the failure

or the success of the expedition does not depend. But

even in comparatively recent times our histories, for whatever

readers designed, were chiefly accounts of wars and dynasties,

and only of late years has more attention been paid to the

history of the life of the people. We need not wonder,

then, that in the Homeric poems the palaces of the Phaeaciarl

and Spartan kings are' presented to the hearer in fuller detail

than the country home of the old Laertes. The inventory

of Laertes's cabin and of Eumaeus's hut would have been

brief, and yet the poet interests his hearers in the life and

personality of the swine-herd and of Laertes on his farm.

That Homer calls the swine-herd " godlike," does not indicate

:

that his hearers had contempt for swine-herds and other

common men. Doubtless many, if not most, of his hearers

were common men, though as few " peasants " could be

found in a Homeric community as in Scottish Perthshire.

While we bear in mind the truth that not all Homeric
verses are of the same age, we must remember also that-

in primitive times customs change very slowly, and in par-

ticular that in Asia Minor these changes in many details:

have been slight in the last three thousand years, although
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the region has been overrun by many armies. Only a
couple of hours by railway train from Smyrna, ploughs of
the same pattern and manufacture as in Homer's
day are still in use, and .a little further to the ^"P'''»'''ive

interior the ordinary bread is still of the Homeric
^f^' f"ff^/

order, and meat is sold at railway stations, served

on just such spits as we may suppose Achilles to have used.

Henry Clay Trumbull has shown the persistence of old customs
of daily life in Palestine, and Samuel Ives Curtiss has proved
the survival there of very old, indeed primitive, Semitic
beliefs and religious practices. The outward life of an Arab
sheikh is very much like that of his predecessor, the patriarch

Abraham, and the Wallachian shepherds of to-day live much
in the same way as the Homeric Cyclopes. The necessity

for supposing rapid changes in the manners of life in the

early ages is less, also, since scholars are allowed indefinite

time for the development of civilization from barbarism, and
since the remains of the fifth millenium B.C. show a condition

of life with arts not very different from what had been
assumed for the beginning of the first millenium B.C. Of
gradual changes no tradition is preserved in a simple state

of society. Most of the old farmers of New England
would say that they speak exactly the same dialect now
as fifty years ago, although the changes may have been

considerable.

When epic poetry passed from the Aeolians to the lonians

new manners may have been introduced into the life repre-

sented in the poems, but no proof of this has

been found.' No one, I think, has even seriously ^^"1'"" ""'i

, . 1 1 T Ionian
suggested that one custom may have been Ionian

Customs.

and another Aeolian, except with regard to the

form of the shield and the use of the cuirass, and for this

the evidence is not yet convincing. As has been remarked

in another connexion, the suggestion that in the Aeolian

form of the Iliad, Priam's palace stood on the summit of

,the Trojan citadel, while in the Ionian form, Athena has

her temple there, is entirely unsupported by philological or

larchaeological evidence.

, Next to the impersonality of the poems we may place

.their Pan-Hellenic, almost cosmopolitan character. The poet
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has no personal local patriotic prejudices. In his accounts of

the battles on the plain of Troy, he is clearly a Greek;

he thinks of himself as standing on the Achaean
Pan-Helknk

^j^^ ^f ^^^ fight—the left of the battle to him,

theToms is the left of the Achaean line,—but many

readers of the Iliad have felt that his sympathy

was with Hector quite as strongly as with Achilles, and a

vigorous effort has been made to prove that he was a poet

at the court of the Trojan Priam. Certainly no contrast

is noted as yet between the Greeks and all foreigners,^ such

as was felt strongly in later times, and such as existed

between the Israelites and all other peoples. And in Greece

itself, the poet shows no special local affection or interest.

He glorifies no particular people and has no enmities to

gratify. His omission to record the home of the buffoon

Thersites is probably intentional ; none of the Greeks would

have been pleased if this disagreeable character- had been

assigned to their country. Old traditions and the dialect

of the poems are the only evidence that epic poetry had

its development in Asia Minor rather than on : the mainland

of Greece. Even the great critic Aristarchus believed that

Homer was an Athenian.

Long ago attention was called by scholars to the impropriety

of drawing important inferences from the Homeric poet's failure

. ^ to mention a certain thing or custom. One quarter
Inferences °

.

~^

ex Silentio. °* ^'^^ vocabulary of the poems is said to be made

up of words which are used but once by the poet

This of itself indicates the large element of chance, and the

possibility that some of these words might not have been used,

while the names of just as familiar articles in fact have been

omitted. Many words of common life must have been of a

metrical form either impossible or inconvenient for the verse.

But recently attention has been called anew to Homer's

"silences," and to the danger of assuming that he did not

know a custom or a thing simply because he does not mention

it.^and this in connexion with the view which has reeained

credence, that the poems were not " composed by the people;!'

as one scholar would put it, but by a poet who was fully

conscious of his art. For example, the art (or, an art) of

This remark is made by Thucydides, oi fx^v oiSk §ap§dpovs ((prjKe ktK., i. 3. }
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writing was known in Greek lands long before Homer's
day, but only once (Z 169) does he refer to it. There
the reference is distinct enough, a folded tablet y^^ ^^^ ^f
is given with " destructive signs," as a letter of Writing

introduction with instructions to kill the bearer, mentioned but

a " Uriah's letter," as the Germans say ; the poet
''"'^•

here does not avoid the mention of an art of writing.

The art was known, indeed, but how much was it used
except for records and commercial purposes? No one
can tell.

Philologists are familiar with the fact that Demosthenes
and the other Attic orators rarely appeal to historical docu-

ments, but often to oral tradition. Aeschines refers to the

stories which his very aged father had told him of the past,

rather than to the records in the Metroiim or to the histories

of Herodotus and Thucydides. Yet in that fourth century B.C.

the Athenians seem actually fond of writing. Herodotus

himself rarely refers to written sources of information. He
tells his tale as it was told to him, with no references to

chapter and verse for his authority, and generally implying

that he heard his story, and did not read it. This is his

manner. We need not infer that he was consciously and

intentionally ignoring the annalists who were his predecessors,

and that he saw no records on skin, bronze, or stone.

The art of writing was well known in England centuries

before King Alfred's time, but doubtless few of his knights

made use of it. That no letter was sent from Troy to Greece,

or was brought from Greece to Troy, during the ten years'

war, need excite no more surprise than the failure to send

a messenger, since there was no postal service.^ The Crusaders

lived in an age of clerks, but they sent few letters from

Palestine to their homes, and seem to have made slight use

of the art of writing. Though they occupied Palestine for

many years, they left few inscriptions behind them. But no

scholar now would set the Trojan War before the age of

the palace of Cnosus in which thousands of written documents

are found. The art of writing was known, then, not merely in

^ Possibly this lack of connexion between Greece and the camp before Troy, in the

Homeric story, may be taken as another indication that in the original form of the

story the war was not often years' duration. (See page 571.)
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the poet's own age, but also in that of his warriors and his

warriors' grandfathers. What motive could he have had for

the intentional omission of the mention of this art ?

Similarly, we are told that coined money was known

in Homer's day, but that he passes it by in silence in order

to give to his story a more antique coloring.

CoinedMoney Probably the "talent of gold" of which the poet

L> speaks (^ 269, 751) was a Babylonian shekel,

and here he recognizes a money standard of

value. But neither gold nor silver was coined in Greece

until long after his day, and even if foreign coins were known

to the Homeric Achaeans, no evidence is offered that they

were the ordinary medium of exchange in Hellas. Since the

Greeks of that time had no money of their own, the poet

may have been quite accurate in representing ordinary trade

as barter. Indeed, this is altogether probable. Recent

examples furnish American illustrations. In his Winning

of the West, President Roosevelt writes :
" In the back-

woods . . . there was hardly any money at all. Transactions

were accomplished chiefly by the primeval method of barter. . .

.

Among the articles which were enumerated as being lawfully

payable for taxes were bacon at sixpence a pound, rye

whiskey at two shillings and sixpence a gallon, peach or

apple brandy at three shillings per gallon, and country-made

sugar at one shilling per pound. Skins, however, formed the

ordinary currency ; otter, beaver, and deer being worth six

shillings apiece, and raccoon and fox one shilling and three-

pence." In this instance shillings and pence were the standard,

but this was simply by the force of long tradition, such as

that which kept cattle as the standard of value according

to the Homeric story. Even in the country towns of Northern

Ohio, little more than half a century ago, the amount of

cash money in circulation was absolutely insignificant. The

farmers brought their produce to the " general store," and

received in return the manufactured articles which they

required. They " swapped " farms or cattle or produce with

each other, equalizing the values not by payments of money

but by smaller articles "given to boot." Even now country

newspapers advertise many opportunities for exchange, and

often receive farm-produce in payment for subscriptions. A
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similar state of things still exists in large sections of the

Southern United States, where the negroes have no money
but only accounts at the country store. No one need wonder,

then, that the Achaean warriors,—who received no pay of any

kind, nor even rations, but in compensation for their services

were allowed to plunder freely,—bought wine " some with

bronze, others with bright iron, others with hides, others with

cattle themselves, and others with slaves" (H 472). The
inference that the poet here intentionally avoids the mention

of coined money, is entirely unsound.

Another matter of which Homer's real ignorance is doubted,

is cavalry. He certainly may have known the use of mounted

warriors, although the passages in the poems which

are cited as evidence of this knowledge (t 49, A 5 i) ^ /«
are not clear witnesses. But why any one should

care to substitute in his poems cavalry for chariots, is not

obvious. Certainly chariots were used in Greece in the

Mycenaean period. Only " one who was maintaining a thesis
"

would interpret otherwise the familiar Mycenaean tombstones,

on which the chariot cut on the stone is thought to indicate

the knightly rank of the man buried beneath it. And the

network of ancient roads about Mycenae seems to have been

intended for wheeled vehicles, since narrower paths would

have sufficed for pack animals and for ordinary expeditions

on foot. The use of the chariot in the national games of

Greece has fairly been considered another indication, as well as

the analogies of Egypt and Asia, of its early employment in

Hellenic wars. Some scholars, indeed, believe that chariots

were used in battle by Thebans and other Greeks until

near the close of the sixth century B.C.

The absence from the Homeric poems of any devices on

the shields, such as were usual if not universal in later Greece,

cannot prove the poet's conscious effort to avoid
.

the mention of what was familiar to him. Such
^^ Shields.

arguments clearly are of little value, unless both

the poet's knowledge can be shown and a motive assigned for

the omission.

The silence of the Homeric poet with regard to Phoenician

trading stations in Greece is curious, but may not be inter-

preted as an indication of his desire to give antique color
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to his poems. The burden of proof still rests on those

who maintain that such stations existed in the poet's time.

Archaeological excavations as yet have not sup-

Phoemcian ported the belief in ancient Phoenician settlements

ftattnf.
"" the shores of Greece. But why should the

poet shrink from mentioning such trading-posts if

he knew them ? He has no hesitation in telling of this work

or that, of art, as brought by the Sidonians. The Phoenicians

are indeed the typical traders of the poems, mentioned without

reserve, and the wares which they brought were in high repute.

And if the Phoenicians had no stations in Greece in the twelfth

century B.C., about the time set for the Trojan War, they were

not likely to be there two or three centuries later, at the time

of the poet. Similarly the poet shows no knowledge of

Phoenician trade routes by land, nor of Phoenician religious

rites as introduced into Greece. That the Sidonians, but not

the younger Tyrians, are mentioned in the poems, is a common
observation, but only a daring spirit would assert that Homer
consciously avoided the mention of Tyre, though the lack of

such mention does not argue that Tyre had not been built.

Phoenicians were Sidonians to him, just as the Persians were

still " Medes " to the Greeks, long after the conquests and

death of Cyrus the Great.

Another matter in regard to which Homer is thought by

some consciously to present a picture at variance with his own
times, is the seamanship of the Greeks. In this the

'"""H^me-
poems are entirely self-consistent. No scene from

sea-life is wrought on the Shield of Achilles (S 483),

on which almost every human activity is represented. The

wise Nestor needed a portent from the gods before he would

venture to sail across the Aegean Sea from Lesbos to the

southern point of Euboea,—a sail of about eighty miles, finally

accomplished in a long day, with land in sight all the way,—
instead of following the coast of Asia Minor to Cos, at its

south-west corner, and then the coast of Crete, to the west

(7 170). Agamemnon himself seems to have followed the

longer course (8 514). The Homeric mariners were accus-

tomed to land every night for food and sleep {/x 284, v 278).

Cape Malea at the south of Peloponnesus was dreaded by the

Homeric Greeks as Cape Horn was feared by the navigators
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of two and three centuries ago. This is not easily believed of
the Greeks of the ninth and eighth centuries B.C. Shall we
then set Homer late, and say that he and his colleagues were
always mindful to represent their warriors as fearful sailors,

unlike themselves, or shall the poet rather be assigned to a

time when his contemporaries actually feared to round Cape
Malea ? The fleet of nearly twelve hundred boats sent against

Troy, has been urged as sufficient proof that the Achaeans were
good sailors, but philologists generally recognize the Catalogue
of the Ships, on the authority of which part of the poems alone

the notion of the large number rests, as of different, and pro-

bably of much later authorship than the bulk of the poems.
In connexion with seamanship may be mentioned the

doubts lately expressed whether Homer may not have known
much more of the lands near Greece than would
appear from his poems. But Duncker long ago ^°^"y
called attention to the impossibility of a poet's

QeZraph-i
contracting the geographical field of his time. If

Homer's hearers knew much about Egypt, it would have been

absurd for him to make Menelaus tell of the island Pharos (a

few rods from the site of Alexandria) as a day's sail from

Egypt (^ 355), or Achilles refer to Egyptian Thebes as having

one hundred gates with two hundred warriors coming forth

from each gate (I 383), when in truth it had no wall or gates

at all. These misstatements prove the vagueness of the

information with regard to Egypt which had reached Greece.

If every hearer could correct the poet, the bard would indeed

have seemed ignorant, but this ignorance of the bard would

not have suggested to any one that the action of the poem
lay in a time when men had less geographical knowledge.

We may believe that the poet knew Smyrna, though he does

not mention it, but we need not hold that he carefully

suppressed all mention of that city. The action of the story

does not require such mention.

Again, the poet seems to know few temples of the gods.

Only two of these appear directly in his story,

and that to which Chryses refers was hardly „ ''

more than a wayside shrine. Shall we say that

the poet deliberately avoids the mention of such temples

as we have reason to believe existed in the eighth or
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ninth century B.C., or that he lived eariier, or that archae-

ologists are mistaken in believing Greek temples to have

been built so early? With the temples may be classed

the great national festivals and oracles at Delphi and

Olympia. Two slight references are made to the Delphian

temple (I 404) and oracle {6 80), with only a possible

hint of the games at Olympia (A 700). A distinguished

scholar seems to assume that if the Phaeacians held athletic

contests (9 100), and the Achaeans had horse-races and

games in honor of Patroclus (^ 258), then the Olympian

festival must have been established already, and familiar to our

poet, but ignored by him. But if brave men lived before

Agamemnon, may not other contests have preceded those

at Olympia? Nothing assures us, or even indicates, that

informal athletic contests were not held elsewhere in Greece

until after the founding of the Olympian games. That in

later times Pelops or Heracles was called the founder of the

Olympian festival, certainly does not prove this to have existed

before the age of Homer.

More important in this connexion may be thought the

poet's omission to say anything about fetish-worship, of

which many remains existed in Greece for a

jj f" ' thousand years after his time,—many a rude local

worship having a place in the life of the people by

the side of that of the great divinities. Shall we say that in

Asia Minor stocks and stones were not so freely accepted as in

Greece proper, as being the impersonation or abiding place

or representation of a divinity?

And shall we say the like with regard to the poet's omission

to recognize the worship of the dead,—that the Greeks in Asia

Homeric Minor, having come to new homes, far from the

Beliefs in old tombs of their ancestors, left behind them their

regard to the superstitions, and in particular their old beliefs with
^^ '

regard to the needs and the influence of the souls

of the dead ? In general, beyond question, the soul of one

of Homer's warriors, at least after his body was cremated,

was thought not to " revisit the glimpses of the moon."

The Homeric dead had no power to harm or to help, and no

reason existed for propitiating them or for striving to please

them in any way. Only slight indications are found in the
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poems of any sort of sacrifices, or offerings to the dead, but
not only were these honors to the dead paid in Plato's time,

when to secure them was a prime motive for marriage, and in

the age of St. Chrysostom, who was scandalized by them, but
the belief in their importance is very real in Greece to-day.
In this matter the poet seems, indeed, as a very high authority
has said, centuries in advance of his age. But at least it is

clear that Homer does not avoid the mention of superstitious

beliefs in order to give the impressions of an earlier generation

than his own. These superstitions prevailed through the
second millenium B.C., as well as in later ages.

In this field of religious antiquities, other specifications may
be added, where the poet is unexpectedly reticent. He says

nothing of " mysteries,"—but perhaps these had not been
founded,—nor of holy days (with a single exception, v 156,

(p 258), nor of purification from blood-guiltiness, nor of

divination by the inspection of entrails or by watching
the conduct of the sacrificial flame, though in the later,

so-called Cyclic poems, some of these appear. Some of

these customs may have arisen later than the poet, though
most are primitive in their nature, rather than of an

advanced stage of culture, but in every case the silence is

to be explained otherwise than as intended by the poet to

avoid the mention of a recent custom.

More important, perhaps, than any of the other matters in

regard to which the Homeric poems may be thought not to

represent accurately the beliefs of the poet's own „
age, is one about which dogmatic statement is influence on

still out of place. Hardly a quarter of a century the later

ago, every scholar laughed at Herodotus's assertion Conceptions of

that the Greeks owed their theology and theogony

to Homer and Hesiod. Had men not learned, on the contrary,

that 'Lev's iraTrip was not only Jupiter but also Dyduspitarl

That Uranus was Varuna, Athena was Ahana, Hermes was

Sdrameya, Prometheus was Pramantha, the centaurs were

Gandharvas, the Graces were Harits, etc., i.e. that the gods

of the Greeks were part of their primeval Aryan inheritance,

with the exception of a few divinities who might have been

borrowed, as Aphrodite from the Phoenicians and Ares

from the Thracians. That these Greek and Sanscrit gods
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did not correspond to each other very well in position and

influence, and that the etymologies were not in every case

beyond dispute, was not allowed much weight in the con-

sideration, and few scholars then had the right to express

judgment on these points. But modern mythologists attach

little importance to such resemblance or even identity of name,

and the study of the primitive religion of the • Greeks shows

that the epic poets had at least very great influence in fixing

the anthropomorphic characteristics of the gods. Not simply

for Phidias in his making of the chryselephantine statue for

the temple of Zeus at Olympia, but for the ordinary Greek as

well, the verses of Homer determined the idea of Zeus.

Indeed the Homeric poems fixed the anthropomorphic notions

of divine beauty for all western countries during later ages.

That Zeus should be recognized all over Greece as the

supreme god, and that Athena and Hera were national rather

than local deities, is due largely if not chiefly to the Homeric
poems. These did not create the divinities, but had much
to do with determining their later positions among the Greeks.

That the poet idealized somewhat the life of his age, we
may easily believe, just as he has magnified many times the

,
size of the walled city of Troy. Golden goblets

Healizef. ^^^ "°* ^^^^ '^^^" "^^^ ^° freely in Homeric
Hellas, as the poems would lead us to suppose,

and such feasts as Homer describes may not have been of

daily occurrence. Idealization and exaggeration are natural to

story tellers in a simple age,—not to say, in all ages. But
where the poet directly mentions an object or a custom, we
may believe this to have been known and somewhat familiar

to the Greeks of his own day, unless other evidence appear
(and none has appeared as yet) to the contrary. But though
the poet endeavoured to depict the manners and life of his

time, he may not have cared, or indeed have been able, so

to revise all the allusions to earlier customs in the poetic
material which he used, as to make it agree exactly with
later usages. So indications of earlier manners of life still

might remain. Even the wanderings of Odysseus have
archaeological value as presenting in the main such a view
of the regions beyond the actual knowledge of the Greeks
of the poet's time as might readily be formed on the basis
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of the stories of Phoenician and Achaean sailors and traders.

The accounts of the short nights of the Laestrygonians and
the unending nights of the Cimmerians, may have come not

by sea but by land, together with amber, over a trade route

from the Baltic, but this does not alter the principle.

With the limitations which have been indicated, the Iliad

and Odyssey afford trustworthy evidence with regard to the life

of the Greeks at the time of the composition of the poems.

The reader of the present work should not be surprised

at the large number of illustrations drawn from the Old
Testament. In spite of all its marked differences,

no other book depicts a civilization which has I "l^'^L,,

so much in common with that of the Homeric
fi^tament

Greeks in both small and important matters.

The relation of Abraham and Lot to their followers, though

they were leading a nomadic life, was much like that of

Odysseus and Menelaus to their men. The challenge of

Goliath of Gath is a fair parallel to those of the Trojans

Paris and Hector. The women ground at the mill and

pounded grain with the pestle alike in Greece and in the

land of Canaan. Even in the matter of religious ceremonies,

particularly in their burnt sacrifices and drink-offerings, the

two peoples had much in common. The Homeric Greeks,

like their contemporaries in Palestine in the time of the

Judges or under David and Solomon, had much noble poetry,

many lofty sentiments, considerable wealth and splendor,

together with many customs and principles which appear to

us rude and crude.

Homer's picture of the life of his age is of particular

interest to the modern reader since it is the earliest account

extant of the culture from which our own is ^

true lineal descendant. The civilization of the
p^-^/^j.^' -^ ^^^

Orient has affected the Occident only through Earliest

Greece. The astronomy of Babylonia and the Extant of the

mathematics of Egypt touched the west only Conization

mediately, as their learning was adapted and -^^'^^ f ^'

perfected by the Hellenes. Just as all western descended.

alphabets are derived from the Greek alphabet,—for

although the Phoenicians traded with all the peoples bordering

on the Mediterranean Sea none but the Greeks were able
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so to modify the Phoenician alphabet as to adapt it to

western use,—so no other people but the Greeks was able to

receive, employ, and carry further the arts and sciences of

the east and of Egypt. The ancients were fond of dis-

covering in the poems of Homer the essence of all wisdom,^

and often found there knowledge which was foreign to his

age. But in fact the beginnings of a large part of our

civilization may be studied in the Iliad and Odyssey. The
life of the poet's age in some respects was not very primitive,

and though many changes have been made, the various steps

of progress may clearly be traced from Homer's age to our

own. The oratory of Nestor, like that of the second book,

of the Iliad, where Odysseus urges the Achaeans to remain

before Troy (B 284), and that of the ninth book of the Iliad,

where Achilles is asked to return to the field of conflict

(I 225 ff.), is no natural untrained eloquence, but shows that

the art had been studied. The arts of war and peace are

sufficiently advanced in Homer's picture to be full of interest,

and yet the reader may feel that he approaches the cradle

of our civilization.

^ See in particular Plato's Republic, 606 E.



CHAPTER 11

HOMERIC COSMOGRAPHY AND GEOGRAPHY

The Homeric poems contain no cosmogony or theogony.^

The poet gives no indication of his beliefs with regard to

the creation of the world or about pT-evious races

of men and gods. He knows of no Golden Age ^o^^"""''S^y11-, , , ^ or Theoepm.
nor golden race m the past, and of no pre-

Hellenic inhabitants of Greece, and of only a few generations

of Greeks themselves, and he nowhere states that Zeus had
a predecessor on his throne. But Zeus and his brothers

Poseidon and Hades cast lots for their realms (0 187), and
so no one of these gods can have been the creator of the

universe.

As to the form of the earth, scholars ordinarily suppose

that the poet and his hearers believed this to be flat, and
oval or circular, since the Ocean was thought to

^hp Pftrm
be a river, encircling the earth with its ceaseless . ^, „ ,,' ^ of the Earth.
Stream. Thus Oceanus is represented as forming

the outer rim of the shield which is wrought by Hephaestus

for Achilles (2 607), while on this shield are formed scenes

from so many departments of human life that the whole

seems to stand for the world and the activity of the human
race. A learned and ingenious argument to prove that the

Homeric earth was spherical, has not generally been accepted.^

^The oiie bit 01 theogony in the poems is in the so-called "Deceit of Zeus,"

in which Hera twice, in an identical verse, and Hypnos once declare Oceanus

to be the source of the gods (dewv yiyeciv, S 201, 246, 302),—and this does not

agree with Hesiod.

'^Paradise Found: The Cradle Oj the Human Race at the North Pole, by

William F. Warren, 1885, in which the author tries to show "that the voyage of

Odysseus is a poetical account of an imaginary circumnavigation of the mythical
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The fact that Odysseus reaches the realm of Hades by sailing

in his ship a day's voyage from the island of Circe (X 1 1 f
),

while elsewhere in the poems the home of the dead seems

to lie beneath the earth, has been considered the strongest

support for such an hypothesis, but perhaps this allows of

some other explanation, or the account of Odysseus's voyage

may be by another poet, who had another view of the

state of the dead. That the poet who told of the voyage

from Circe's island thought of Odysseus as actually entering

the home of Hades is not certain.

The Homeric sun sinks into Oceanus in the west (0 485,

cf. 2 239), and rises again from the water in the east (7 i).

How it passes from the west to the east, to begin again

its daily course, is not stated. The poet by no word implies

a knowledge of the later fancy that the sun was borne from

the evening to the morning in a golden skiff along the

stream of Oceanus (Mimnermus, 11, Stesichorus 6), nor that

the sun shines in Hades during the night of gods and

men (Pindar, Frag. 129). The sun once sets prematurely

by order of Hera (S 239), for the safety of the Achaeans,

and on the other hand the Dawn is detained by Athena

near Oceanus, and not allowed to yoke her horses, Lampus
and Phaethon, which bear light to men, in order that the

reunited Odysseus and Penelope may have leisure to relate

to each other their experiences during the time of their

separation (^ 243). The " turning places of the sun

"

{rpoirai rjeXioio, o 404), above Ortygia, have been interpreted

variously. Some identify Ortygia with Delos, and see in.

the expression an observation of the solstice.^ More scholars

earth in the upper or northern hemisphere, including a trip to the southern or

under hemisphere, and a visit to the i5/t0aX6s SaXcio-o-ijs or North Pole" (p. 122).

President Warren claims alone to present a solution of the problem which places the

realm of Hades "underneath the earth" and yet "on the surface of the earth "
(p. 476).

'Thus Professor Geddes supposes that from Ionia Delos was "pointed out as

the point in the horizon where the sun sank at the shortest day, that is, at the

cardinal point of the winter solstice," and that the story was "transferred into

the Odyssey from its native habitat in Ionia, without any new adaptation to the

locality where it is supposed to be uttered" (Problem of the Homeric Poems, 294).

Miss Agnes Gierke, however, in Familiar Studies in Homer, p. 36, says, "This
probably meant that Delos lay just so much south of east from Ithaca as the

sun lies at rising on the shortest day of winter." But while the former view is

a iflere hypothesis, the latter is confessedly not very exact, and it assumes for
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would give to the Homeric Ortygia a wholly mythical char-
acter, remembering that at Circe's island, Aeaea, were the
"dwelling and dances of the Dawn and the risings of the
Sun" {fj. 6).

The sun ('HeXw?) is clearly personified (at /-t 376) where,
on the slaughter of his cattle by the comrades of Odysseus,
he demands from Zeus satisfaction, in lack of which
he will descend to the realm of Hades and give Jf//^"

""'^

light to the dead, and also (at 6 270, 302) where
he informs Hephaestus of the infidelity of Aphrodite. He is

the father of Circe and Aeetes {k 138). Agamemnon swears
" by Zeus and the sun, which seeth all things and heareth all

things'- (r 277), but his addition of "ye rivers, and thou
earth " shows that the personification here is not complete.

The sun is Hyperion (Yirepiwv, as at a 8), perhaps as the

"son of the height." In a passage of late composition (to 12),

the gates of the sun (in the west) are hard by the country
of dreams. The Dawn, as we have seen, has horses (-J^ 243).
She is rosy-fingered (poSoSaKTvXo? 'Hw, A 477), or '' with russet

mantle clad" (/c^oraVeTrXo?, 6 i), as well 2i'& fair-tressed (e 390),
golden-throned (k 541), and "bringing light to mortals"

(Q 785). Preceded by Lucifer ("Eooa-cpopoi, '^ 226), she rises

from the couch of Tithonus (A i) or from the streams of

Oceanus (T i). She was the mother of Memnon (S 188), and
loved Orion and Clitus (e 121, o 250). Light and night come
to the gods on Olympus just as they do to men on earth.

I The length of the year seems to be indicated as 350 days

by the herds and flocks of the sun,—seven herds of cattle,

I

with fifty kine in each herd, representing the days, and seven

ilocks of sheep, with fifty in each flock (fj. 128). representing

the nights ; of these none die, and to them none are born,

—

;i

i.e. the number remains the same. No names of months are

!' mentioned, and no indication is given of the length of the

1 month, though this doubtless was well understood. The poet

' had heard of countries where the nights were unending, as of

the Cimmerians (X 14), and of others where the nights were

,,
the Homeric Greek a map with a far more precise designation of latitude and

longitude than was attained for several centuries after him. A still more recent

suggestion is that Aeaea lay due south of 6reece, where the sun turned to go

down toward the west.
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very brief, as of the Laestrygonians (k 82), but he knows of

no difference in the lengths of the days in summer and in

winter in Greece. He shows further no such knowledge of

the northerly and southerly course of the sun as Hesiod shows

in his Works and Days {cf. 527, where the sun visits the

Aethiopians in winter), and as is postulated by Dr. Penrose's

astronomo-architectural observations and theories of the

orientation of early Greek temples. No stated beginning of

the year as a " New Year " is known, while Hesiod's year

seems to begin with January (At^vauiv, Works 504),—nor even

any anniversary.^ The month was an older division of time

than the year. The division of the year into three seasons

—

spring, winter, and summer^—is not absolutely clear. No
indication appears of any exact bound for the seasons, e.g.

of spring as beginning at the equinox. Even Hesiod gives

no more exact limit for the beginning of the spring voyage

than " when the fig leaves are as large as a crow's foot," ^ and

the popular division of the seasons was not precise in the

time of Thucydides. Homer's mention of the Phaeacian

fruit as failing neither in summer nor in winter (i? 118)
has been interpreted as implying the most primitive division

of the year, into but two seasons, the cold and the warm,
but the inference is not certain.

Naturally the poet knows no division of the day into hours ;

,

the " Hours " were seasons. High noon is when the sun
'

Divisions of passes the zenith (11 777), or when the weary
the Day. woodcutter pauses in his work, for his midday
meal (A 86). Similarly, late afternoon was the time for

"the loosing of cattle" from the plough (i 58, 11 779).''

' Mavrds at times may be used for an anniversary, or completion of a year. This
is the most frequent word for year,' Iros being somewhat less common. Xwd^as
(f 161, T 306,—/ax and ^aipu?) was understood by the ancients as j/ear, but some
modern scholars understand it as month or day.

2&P, ver, as Z 148; x^/^'i", hiems, as T 4 ; 6ipos as X 151, and iirii/n; (lati

summer ^ as \ 192, X 27,—clearly four seasons if Bipo^ and ivilifyr, are to be distin-

guished,—but Inriiirri would be a very early autumn, since this is the time of the
dog-star (X 27).

2 IVorks, 679. So the Indians of Connecticut planted their maize when the leaves
of the '

' Charter Oak " were as large as a mouse's ear.

* Cf. Milton's designation of time :
" Two such I saw what time the labor'd ox

|

In
his loose traces from the furrow came,

|
And the swinkt hedger at his supper sat"

(Comus, 291 f.).
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The night was divided into three watches (K 251, cf. /j.

312, ^ 483)- As in later times, it was an object of
dread

; Hght was an emblem of safety (Z 6, A 797). Twilight
is mentioned once (a/mcpiXiJKi] vv^, H 433). As with the
Hebrews, the civil day began at sunset.^ No phase of the

moon but the full moon is mentioned, although these phases
must have been observed if the moon was to measure and
mark the months. The constellation then already
1 u ^u T3 J TT' • • 1 Constellations.known both as Bear and as vVam, is named as

not " bathing in Oceanus," i.e. as never sinking below the

horizon. Odysseus sails from Calypso's island for seventeen

days, keeping this on his left hand, and so clearly sailing from

the west (e 273). Only here in Homer does a mariner direct

his course by the stars. The Pleiades are mentioned in the

same passage, and, together with the Hyades, as wrought by
Hephaestus on the Shield of Achilles (2 486). Orion ^ is

named in the two passages last referred to, and his dog-star

(not yet called Sirius) is the simile for the brightness of

Achilles's armor as he assailed the Trojan city (X 29),—most
brilliant, but an evil sign, for it " brings much feverish heat to

miortals." Sirius is thought to be in the poet's mind on two

other occasions where a bright or destructive star is mentioned

{E 5, A 62). The constellation Bootes is named among the

stars watched by Odysseus on his voyage from Calypso's

island (e 272). Its epithet "late-setting" has been explained

as derived " from the perpendicular position in which it

descends below the horizon." If it refers to a time of year,

it affords the only instance in Homer of the determination of

the seasons of the j'ear by the change of constellations. The
same constellations appear in Hesiod, Works, 615 f The

evening star, Hesperus, is the fairest star in heaven (X 318),

and serves as a simile for the brightness of the spear-point

of Achilles. The identity of the evening with the morning

star had not been observed. " Starry " is so characteristic an

epithet of the sky that it is applied even by day, as where

Polyphemus lifts his hands toward the starry heavens invoking

'Thus "yesterday" (x^'fisi T 141) is used properly of an offer made on the evening

of the second preceding day (I 262).

^ Since 'Qapiuy was the earlier (and probably Homeric) form of the name, the

suggested connexion with the Accadian Vr-atia is quite impossible.
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vengeance on Odysseus (i 527, ^ A 44)- The planets were

not yet distinguished from the fixed stars. No Milky Way

was observed. No Pole-star is known. Naturally the pre-

cession of the equinoxes had not yet brought our pole-star

to its present eminent position. No omens were taken from

the stars, which had as yet no " influence," either baleful or

precious. For the beauty of the infant son of Hector (Z 401),

no better simile is found than a " fair star."

The fall of a meteor or shooting star serves as a comparison

for the descent of Athena from Mt. Olympus to the Trojan

plain (A 75). To the English poet Pope this did
Meieors.

^^^ ^^^^ sufficiently magnificent, and in his trans-

lation he substituted a comet, but no comet is mentioned by

Homer.

An eclipse of the sun is found by a German scholar in the

darkness which attends the death of Sarpedon (H 567), but

this is by no means certain.

A rainbow is said to be stretched by Zeus as a portent for

mortals, of war or of chilling winter (P 547), and the blue

serpents on the cuirass of Agamemnon are likened to the

rainbows which the son of Cronus fixes in the cloud (A 27).

The denser atmosphere about the earth is air ;
^ the purer

atmosphere in the heights where the gods live is aether. Thus

a very tall pine on Mt. Ida reaches through the air

'llthel'^
to the aether {S 288). So Zeus dwells in the aether

(aiOefji valcov, B 4 1 2), and the clear aether (aWprj,

^ 44) lies ever about the summit of Olympus. But " out of

the aether" that is, out of the sky (11 365), come storms.

Clouds form the outer walls and gates of the dwellings of

the gods on Olympus. Of these gates the Hours are the

keepers, to open or to close them (E 749 = 6 393), and as

such they unharness the horses of Hera on her return from

earth (9 433). That these gates are said to grate or bellow

when they are opened, is a mere transference of a charac-

teristic of ordinary gates to those of the gods,—the ordinary

gate rubbed on the threshold. That the summit of Mt.

Olympus was invisible to men, of course did not indicate that

the clouds extended over this summit, but only that the Hours

had closed the gates, leaving the divinities in the bright aether,,

'dij/i, which is sometimes equivalent to mist, as F 381, B 776, 864.
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whatever weather prevailed among men. Since the clouds

form the walls of Olympus, Zeus may fitly be said (0 192,

cf. -w 264) to receive as his special realm the broad heaven

in the aether and clouds, i.e. to dwell in the aether surrounded

by clouds. Occasionally the heaven is said to be of bronze

or of iron (P 425, y 2, o 329), but this does not necessarily

imply belief in a "metal hemisphere" above the world, as a

firmament. The reader will remember Coleridge's " copper

sky."

Dew and hoar frost (ctt/jSj;, eepcrr], e 467) are feared by the

shipwrecked Odysseus as he lies down to sleep on the Phaeacian

shore. The glistering dew on the growing grain

serves as a comparison for the glad heart of „

Menelaus on receiving a prize in the horse-race

(^ 598). Dew and rain together promote the fertility of

Ithaca (y 245). Snowstorms are familiar to the poet. Words
drop like snowflakes from the lips of Odysseus (T 222), stones

fall like snowflakes from the defenders upon the assailants of

the wall about the Achaean camp (M 156), and as the

Achaeans prepare for battle, on the reconciliation of Achilles

with Agamemnon, helmets as many as snowflakes are brought

forth from the tents (T 357). The horses of Rhesus are

whiter than snow (K 437). Not only Mt. Olympus and Mt.

Tmolus, but the mountains of Thrace and Crete are snowy.^

Ice- is mentioned twice, once as a standard of cold, and once

as forming on the shield of a warrior by night on the Trojan

plain. Hail is mentioned three times, once with ice as a

standard of cold, and twice in company with snow (x<i^a'(^a,

K 6, O 170, X IS i). No rain is said to fall except in a

storm. In general little is said about the climate or of

suffering from cold or heat.

Atmospheric phenomena are primarily under the direction

of Zeus, who is the "cloud-gatherer" (vecpeX^yepeTa, A 511),

who thunders and hurls the bolt of lightning
.

(6 133, M 41 S), who sets the rambow m the clouds
p,,^J„,^„^_

(A 27) and gathers storms {i 67). But any

divinity may control the winds. Not merely Apollo (A 479)

and Athena (/3 420, o 292), but also the lesser divinities, Circe

' aya.vvi(t.ov, A 420 ; i/i04eis, T 385, S 227, t 338.

2 (cpi/o-ToXXos, X 152, J 477 ; cf. crystal, and Kpiot cold.
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(X 7) and Calypso (e 268 ; cf.o 34), send favorable breezes to

mariners, while Poseidon not only stirs the sea, but gathers the

clouds and rouses the winds for the wreck of Odysseus (e 291).

Aeolus is master of the winds (/c 21), but when a breeze is

needed to fan the flame of the funeral-pile of Patroclus, the

winds are feasting at the home of Zephyrus in Thrace ("^ 200,

cf. 230 and I s). Zephyrus is no modern zephyr, but is a

stormy blast (except ^ 567), associated with Boreas in fury.

Two winds are needed to make a storm,^ which is a " conflict

of opposing blasts" (Aeschylus, Prom. 1087). The Homeric

Greeks as well as the old Hebrews were familiar with the

sulphurous odor of ozone as accompanying the thunderbolt, and

thus thought of " fire and brimstone " as coming from Zeus.^

Intimations of earthquakes appear in Poseidon's frequent

epithet earth-shaker (evomyQwv, '^ 74-, evvotriyaio's, e 423). The

, tidal waves which accompany and follow an earth-

quake were thought to have caused it. The earth-

quakes in Cilicia were ascribed to the struggles of the monster

Typhoeus, smitten by the bolts of Zeus (B 782). The earth

was believed to rest upon the water (see page 440), but the only

floating island is that of Aeolus (k 3). Atlas certainly did not

support the world on his shoulders, and appears still to be

a sea-divinity, on whose element both the earth and the

heavens were thought to rest. No indication is found in the

poems of his being or even steadying a mountain.

The Elysian Plain is mentioned once, as the happy region

to which Menelaus should be translated (§ 563).

P/ain
"" ^* ''^^ "^^'" Oceanus, which sends refreshing west

winds for the comfort of its inhabitants, but whether
it is on an island is uncertain. The Isles of the Blest and
the Garden of the Hesperides are not Homeric.

The Homeric determination of the points of the compass
was by no means exact. The poet's ordinary and natural

orientation was from east to west, " from the dawn

Cmf£.
' ^ *° *^ darkness," " from the rising of the sun unto

the going down of the same" (k 190, Q 29,
M 239). The line from north to south was far less

important. No attempt was made to subdivide the four

cardinal points of our compass. For example, only four

1 1 4, e 292, 317, 331. 2 e 135, S 415, IX 417, J 307. Cf. Genesis xix. 24.
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winds are mentioned. Thus a west wind might be a north-
west or a southwest wind. Following the shore closely as
the Achaean mariners were wont to do, their notions of the
geographical relations of different places were often inexact.
So Athena gives to Telemachus a west wind (/3 421), to
bear him from Ithaca to Pylus, though a modern map
would show that a wind northwest by north would answer
the purpose better.^ A modern map with a designation of
Homeric places does not then really represent the Homeric
idea of the known world, any more than modern maps of
the western hemisphere can be made to agree precisely

with those drawn by the early navigators in the age of
exploration.

The limits of geographical knowledge were narrow, and
we cannot suppose that the poet claims ignorance

on matters which were familiar to his hearers
^'^"^'^^^

°.f

He had nothing to gain by appearing to be ""^fjSe"!
ignorant of what others knew. As in most
other matters, Homer was a man of his times, not an
archaeologist nor a modern scientist.

Homer had no recondite sources of knowledge nor
new information with regard to distant lands, though he
may have travelled more widely in Greece than most of

his contemporaries. The argument to prove the home of

the poet from his geographical knowledge would tend, so

far as it goes, to support the belief that early epic lays

were sung in Thessaly, the home of Achilles, and near to

the haunts of the Pierian Muses and to the seat of the

gods on Mt. Olympus, but this evidence is neither clear nor

strong. The view that the poems as we have them were

first sung at the courts of princes in Asia Minor, rests

entirely on other grounds. The poet shows no special

acquaintance with that region, outside of the Troad, and

certainly evinces no impulse to celebrate the local myths of

Asia Minor. If he would glorifj? the descendants of Nestor

by his stories of the sweet-voiced orator of the Pylians,

his purpose is well concealed.

'That the points of the compass to the Homeric mind were all a tittle askew,

so that Boreas blew from the northeast, and Eurus from the southeast, is a fancy

which cannot be proved.
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The name Europe does not appear in our poems, but

occurs first in the Hymn to Pythian Apollo (73, 113). where

it may mean Northern Greece. Asia in Homer

Greeks were not yet contrasted with " barbarians,"

so the poet has no one word for Greece. Hellas is no

more than Central Greece, if indeed it is not restricted

to Thessaly. Argos sometimes stands for Greece, some-

times for Peloponnesus, and sometimes for the town in

Argolis. Argives, Achaeans, and Danaans are names used

indiscriminately for the Greeks, according to the poet's con-

venience, differing only in metrical value. Of these, the

Danaans have no place in Greek history. Pelasgian Argos

is in Thessaly, and Achaean Argos is Peloponnesus, which

does not bear its later name. " Through Hellas and Argos "^

is a periphrasis for all Greece, with which may be com-

pared " from Dan to Beersheba," and " from John o' Groat's

to Land's End." Dorians are named but once (t 177),

and that in Crete. lonians also are named but once

(N 685), and that in connexion with Boeotians and

Locrians. The name of Aeolians does not occur. Greece^'

naturally was the centre of the poet's world of thought,

but no trace appears of a belief that Greece was the actual

centre of the earth, such as was found at Delphi in later

times.

India and China, Assyria and Babylonia are far beyond

the poet's ken. His knowledge of Egypt is vague. Nestor's

expression with regard to the travels of Menelaus, that he had

visited lands so remote that not even a bird could go and

return in the same year (y 321) doubtless is hyperbole

;

the poet shows his familiarity with the migrations of cranes

to the land of pygmies in order to escape the winter and

storm (F 3),—-the only indication of knowledge that southern

countries had a warmer climate. But the island of Pharos

is set at a day's sail from Egypt, instead of within a few

1 Ko.S' 'BXXdSa KoX iihov "Ap7os, o. 344. But scholars who hold to the Thessalian

origin, not merely of Greek epic poetry but also of the story of the Iliad,

helieve that Achaea and Argos were both originally Thessalian, and that

Agamemnon was transferred to Mycenae in Argolis after epic poetry had passed

to the lonians, when Argolis was more prominent than Thessaly. See Cauer,

Uomerkritik, 153 ff. But see note on p. 9.
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rods of the shore/ and Egyptian Thebes is believed to be

a walled city with an hundred gates, which it never had.^

Libya is only a narrow tract west of Egypt (S 85, ^ 295),

and the Syrtes and the Lake Tritonis are unknown. Ithaca

is on the very western frontier of the Greek world. Once,

it is true, a story is told of a Taphian king on his way to

Temesa in Bruttium, on the west coast of Italy, to exchange
his iron for copper (a 184). But the poet's knowledge of

Sicily is slight. The old woman servant who cared for the

aged Laertes was a Sicilian woman (yvvr] Si/ceXjy, w 211—

a

passage of late composition), and the Sicels were noted

slave traders (1; 383), but no more is heard of the race,

and no one knows even whether they yet had come to dwell

on the island of Sicily. In general, every country

to the west of Ithaca is in fairyland. Very probably ,/'"%/
f^

the dangers and horrors of the western sea were

exaggerated not simply to indulge the hearer's love of the

marvellous, and from the roving mariner's desire to excite

surprise and admiration, but also by the natural wish of the

traders who had visited the far west, to enjoy the monopoly

of trade with the peoples which they had discovered. If

they had found a region where the inhabitants were glad to

give large stores of purple, of metal, or of grain, in

exchange for baubles from the east, they desired no rivals

in this commerce.

On the north- of Greece, Homer knows not onlj^ Mt.

Olympus, but also Ossa and Pelion, and the story that

Otus and Ephialtes sought to place Ossa on Olympus and

Pelion upon Ossa, in order to scale the heavens (X 315),

shows that the shapes of these mountains were familiar to

him ; the poet knows which should form the base, and

which the apex of this pile. In general, however, the poet

has no Thessalian tales which would lead us to believe that

his predecessors had brought a large stock of stories and

13 354. A recent explanation, that the poet knew that the Delta of the Nile

was alluvial, and represented the distance of the island from the shore as so great

in order to indicate the remoteness of the period of Menelaus, is devoid of

probability.

^I 383 f. The chariots mentioned in the same passage on the other hand

might well be Egyptian. The gates may have been suggested by a story of the

great pylones of the Egyptian temples. See Introduction, p. 39.
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geographical knowledge with them from Thessaly to Asia

Minor.i Pieria and Emathia are mentioned (S 226), but

northern Macedonia and western Thrace seem to be un-

familiar. But the river Axius, which flows into the Gulf of

Salonica, is named three times (B 849, 11 288, * 141 f.).

On its banks dwell allies of Priam. The Cicones, who also-

were allies of the Trojans (B 846), and whose land was

wasted by Odysseus on his leaving Troy (t 39), throughout

antiquity were assigned to the shore north of Samothrace,
_

somewhat to the west of the modern Dede Agatch. The

shores to the east of the Cicones naturally were held by friends

of Priam,—associated with the east rather than with the west.

Thrace is the home of Ares (N 301, 361), but it is a

fertile land, rich in flocks and not lacking wine (A 222, I

72). The Hippemolgi, who use the milk of mares,

and the Abii, "justest of men" or "most cultured

of men " (N 6), seem to be the Homeric equivalents of

the Hyperboreans, who are not mentioned by our poet.

The Paphlagonians (B 851) represented the northern-

most region of Asia Minor known to our poet, who does

^ . ,,. not mention the Black Sea nor any of the rivers
Asia Minor. , . , ^ . , . , -, 1 1 t •

which flow mto this, while the southern Lycians

represent the limits of his knowledge in that direction.

Some places, however, may not have been named simply

because they were not important for the story. For

example, we are not obliged to accept the alternative that

Homer either did not know Smyrna, Ephesus, and Sardis,

or else deliberately avoided the mention of them. Miletus

appears but once, as a Carian city in the Catalogue of

Ships (B 868). The relation between the historic and the

Homeric Cilicians (Z 397), is not clear. In general sur-

prisingly little knowledge is shown of Asia Minor. Of
this, as well as of all other countries than Greece proper,

the poet knows only the coast. The Phrygians were

Priam's neighbors on the east. His queen, Hecuba, seems

to have been a Phrygian (11 718 f), and Priam went to

the defence of the Phrygians against the Amazons (F 189).

The Amazons appear in the poems only in the passage

'T. W. Allen, in the Classical Review, xx. 197 ff., discusses and elucidates the

Homeric geography of Thessaly.
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just cited, and as overcome by Bellerophon (Z 186) in

or near Lycia. Myrina, whose tomb formed a landmark
and look-out on the Trojan plain (B 814), was declared in

later times to have been an Amazon
; this story, if Homeric,

would imply an Amazonian invasion of the Troad.
Cyprus has been thought by some scholars to lie beyond

the limits of the original Homeric story, although not only
is it mentioned in several connexions,^ but a con-
siderable number of Homeric words continued' in Clyfrus and

ordinary use down to classical times only in the !f
^'j""'^' °^

dialect of that island. Little importance in the

poems is given to the islands of the Aegean Sea. Chios
is mentioned but once (7 170), and that in the account of

the return of the Achaeans from Troy. Hera's island of

Samos is not named. Delos appears once (^ 162), with a
mention of an altar of Apollo. Lesbos is named four times

{cf. I 664, fi 544, 7 169). This was taken by Achilles

(I 129), and in the earliest form of the story, Briseis very
likely was only " the maiden from Brisa " or Bresa, on that

island. Phoenicia was visited by Paris and Helen on
their way from Greece to Troy, and by Menelaus on his

wanderings after the siege (Z 291, h 83 f.).^ But who were
the Erembi, who are named in the latter of these passages,

between the Sidonians and Libya ? The ancient scholars

could not answer this question with knowledge. The Stoic

Zeno thought they were Arabians, and Crates read Eremni,

the dark, and supposed them to be Hindoos.^

As for the countries visited by Odysseus on his wanderings,

the poet does not afford sufficient indications for their

identification, either in their direction or in their

distance from known points, or in his description /qJ!
of the places themselves. The land of the Lotus

Eaters is in the south, and the island of Calypso is in the

*B 330, etc., A 21, S 83, 9 362, p i^iiz f.

^The Phoenicia of 5 83, which is distinguished from the land of the Sidonians,

may be Caria. See Athenaeus, 174 f. ; Tick, Vorgriechische Ortsnamen, 124.

* For the geographical interpretation of Homer by the scholars of the Alexandrian

and Pergamenian Schools, see Berger, Geschichte der •wissaischaftlichen Erdkunde

der Griechen,^ 386 f., 443 f., 535 ff., 576 f. Also Neumann, Strabons Urtheil

Tiber Hoi?ier, in Hermes, xxi. 134.
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far west, but the other places might be almost anywhere in

the west. In spite of this difficulty, however, many attempts

have been made to establish these identifications. Only a

few years ago, an Englishman, Mr. Butler, maintained not

only that Trapani on the northwest coast of Sicily was

Scheria, the home of the Phaeacians, but also that Nausicaa,

the Phaeacian princess, was herself the author of the Odyssey.

A little later, M. Berard, in a sumptuous book ^ intended

to prove that the Odyssey was only a Greek poetic para-

phrase of the Sailing Directions of Phoenician Mariners,

maintained that the home of Nausicaa was on the western

coast of the island Corfu, while the ancients found it at

the harbor on the eastern side of this island. Still more

recently another Frenchman ^ identifies Scheria with Ischia,

at the entrance to the bay of Naples. M. Berard identifies

Calypso's island at the foot of Monkey Mountain, just

outside the straits of Gibraltar, while a still more distin-

guished scholar is inclined to find it at the heel of Italy.

Similarly while the ancients agreed in placing the Cyclops

Polyphemus on Sicily and brought him into relations with

the volcano of Mt. Aetna, the two French writers just

referred to, place him at Posilippo, the well-known suburb of

Naples, and explain his round eye from the craters of the

small extinct volcanoes of the Solfatara region.

To discuss these theories here is impossible. We need

not be more definite than Homer himself On their return

from Troy, as they are rounding the southeastern pro-

montory of Peloponnesus, Odysseus and his ships were driven

for nine days by Boreas to the land of the Lotus Eaters,

which is not further identified, but clearly is in or near

Africa (( 83). Thence they sailed for an unspecified time

in an unspecified direction until they came to the country

of the Cyclopes, and landed on a small island which was^
stretched outside the harbor (i 105). From this island,'

after visiting the cave of Polyphemus, they sailed, again for an

unspecified time, in an unspecified direction, to the floating

island of Aeolus, master of the winds, who received them with

kindness and gave to them a favorable west wind to convey

^V. lierard, Les Pliiniciens et VOdyssie, 2 vols., Paris 1902, 1903.
2 P. Champault, Phiniciens et Grecs en Italie d'apres rodyssic, Paris 1906.
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them to Ithaca, but the folly of Odysseus's comrades undid

the bag in which the other winds were confined, and these on
being released hurried back to the home of Aeolus, and carried

the Ithacans with them (l 565 ff.). From the island of

Aeolus the comrades of Odysseus rowed, in an unspecified

direction but presumably east, until they reached the land of

the Laestrygonians on the seventh day (*: yy). There eleven

of the twelve ships were desti'oyed, but Odysseus sailed on for

an unspecified time in an unspecified direction, until he came
to the island of Circe (/c 133), from which he sailed (apparently

in a single day, X 11) in an unspecified direction, to the

bounds of Oceanus, the country of the Cimmerians, and the

realm of Hades, and to which he returned. Circe gave to

Odysseus on his departure from her island an unspecified

favorable breeze (m 149) which bore the Ithacans by the

island of the Sirens {/m. 167), and between Scylla and

Charybdis (m 235) to the Island of the Sun (fx. 261), where

the comrades killed some of the Sun's kine and therefore were

punished by shipwreck as soon as they put to sea again

(m 403). Odysseus was saved by binding the mast to the

keel of the wrecked boat and using these as a raft. This

raft was swallowed by Charybdis, to which he was borne by a

south wind, but he clung to a wild-fig tree which hung over

the abyss, and waited patiently until his raft reappeared.

Thence he was borne on this raft in an unspecified direction

for nine days, and on the tenth night reached Calypso's

island, the "navel of the sea" (m 420).

On his return from the island of Calypso Odysseus was borne

on his raft by a favorable breeze, keeping the Great Bear

upon his left (i.e. sailing due east), until on the eighteenth

day, when he was already in sight of the mountains of the

Phaeacians, Poseidon observed him and wrecked his craft

{e 268). Then Athena sent a strong north wind which bore

him for two days and nights toward the land of the

Phaeacians (e 385). From Scheria Odysseus was borne,

while he slept, to his Ithacan home (v 73), in a single

night, but the Phaeacian ships were swifter than a hawk

(v 86), and the poet does not intend to indicate that the

distance from Scheria to Ithaca was only a night's sail for

ordinary craft ; the Phaeacians had sailed to Euboea and
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back on the same day {v 321), which implies a speed

much greater than that of any steamer.

The foregoing sketch of Odysseus's wanderings clearly does

not encourage us to attempt the positive identification of

many of the sites of the story. Charybdis and Scylla have

always been found at the Strait of Messina, but the basis of

the story of Charybdis has generally been thought to be some

mariner's report of the ebb and flow of the ocean tides
; that

Charybdis gulped down the water thrice and not twice.

a

day, was "poetic exaggeration" (Strabo, 43 c). The Cyclops

Polyphemus has been associated ordinarily with Mt. Aetna;

but this may have been due to the disposition of the early

Greek colonists in the west to identify Homeric sites with the

lands visited by them, finding the promontory of the Sirens,

the home of Circe, and the entrance to Hades, all on the

western coast of Italy.^

That the Phaeacians were Phoenicians has been a common

belief, but it is based on a superficial view which overlooks

the important truth that the Homeric Phoenicians
Phaeacians were more noted as traders than as seamen, while

Phoenicians
"-*" ^^® other hand the Phaeacians delighted in the

sea but despised trade ; the most stinging insult

which one of these can offer to Odysseus is that he looks not

like an athlete, but like a trader, " a commander of sailors

who are traders,—one mindful of the cargo and of eagerly

sought gains" (9 iS9)- Such a word would be no reproach

in Homeric Phoenicia, but the Phaeacian who utters it is

bidden not merely to apologize but to make reparation by

a gift of value (Q 396). To say with M. Champault that

they were a rich Phoenician settlement which despised small

trade and formed a great " Transportation Company," does

not bring them nearer to the Homeric Phoenicians. That the

Phaeacians are the special favorites of the gods, who often

^ The epithets given to the localities visited by Odysseus do not assist greatly in

their identification. No epithet is assigned to the land of the Lotus Eaters. The

island which lay off the land of the Cyclopes is low and well wooded, it has good

soil and a, good harbor, with a spring, and it lies not very far from the mainland.

About the floating island of Aeolus stands a bronze wall and a sheer rock. The

land of the Laestrygonians has a harbor surrounded by steep rocks, with a narrow

entrance between projecting headlands. A layman would be surprised to learn what

inferences have been drawn from the poet's simple statements.
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have sat in propriis personis at their feasts, and appear openly
at their sacrifices (>? 201), does not tend to connect them with

the tricky Phoenicians.

The relation of the Phoenicians to early Greece cannot be
discussed in this place, but one may say with safety that the

current views of the wide and deep influence of

Phoenicia on Greece receive no direct confirmation
'^"t""^'-

from the Homeric poems. Homer knows of no Phoenician

trading station in Greece proper. The " divine swine-herd

"

Eumaeus was kidnapped when a child by Phoenician traders,

who spent a year at his home (o 455) and later brought

him to Ithaca and sold him to Laertes (o 482), but no
one dares say with confidence where lay this island of

Syrid, on which Eumaeus was born. It is not mentioned

elsewhere, and seldom elsewhere do we read in Homer of a

purchased Greek slave (p. 272), so Syrie may not be a Greek
island ; Eumaeus notes that he had a Phoenician nurse, who
curiously enough had been stolen from her home by Taphian

pirates (o 427). These Taphians must have gone to Sidon

as traders, and the incident shows that the Greeks went to

the east as well as the Phoenicians to the west. A
Phoenician ship called at Lemnos, however, in the generation

next preceding the Trojan War, and gave to the king of

the island a beautifully-fashioned silver bowl, evidently as a

kind of harbor dues, in return for the privilege of trading

there (^ 744)- In the Iliad, Phoenicians are mentioned

•only in this passage and in the account of old Hecuba's

bearing as an offering to Athena a robe made by Sidonian

women who were, brought to Troy by Paris (Z 290), who
seems to have called at Sidon when on his way with

Helen from Sparta to Troy. In the story of the disguised

Odysseus (^ 288) Phoenicians appear in the same character

as in the story of Eumaeus, tricky tradesmen who united

kidnapping with their other occupations. A silver bowl similar

to that given as harbor dues to the Lemnian king, is bestowed

by the Sidonian king on Menelaus, who in turn gives it to

Telemachus (o 115), but this is said to be the work of

Hephaestus. These incidents, thus collected, are seen to

form only a slight basis for the belief that the Phoenicians

Jiad a wide influence on the art and culture of Greece in the
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Homeric period. That the Phoenicians are called Sidonians^,

while Tyre is not mentioned, must not be understood as

ground for the inference that Tyre had not yet been founded.

As has been observed already, the old name was used, after

the later city had gained power, just as the Persians were

called " Medes " by the Greeks not only in the time of the

Persian wars, but even in the age of Demosthenes. Carthage,.

'

naturally, is not mentioned.

Of the Aethiopians the poet gives no exact information.

They dwell by the streams of Oceanus, and are beloved by

the gods, who repeatedly go thither to share in
lopians.

^j^^.^ feasts. Zeus and the other divinities go to

the Aethiopians for a twelve-day visit early in the action

of the Iliad (A 423), the goddess Iris makes a special trip-

by herself to share in their sacrifices C^ 205), and at the

opening of the action of the Odyssey, Poseidon is with them

(a 22), making a considerable visit, for he seems not to return

for at least twelve days. Evidently they live so far from

Greece that it is not worth the while to go thither for a

single dinner or a brief call. Some of the Aethiopians dwell

in the east and others in the west (a 24),^ and those visited

by Poseidon seem to have been the eastern people, since

he is on his return and near the mountains of the Solymi^

in Lycia, when he catches sight of Odysseus on his raft

approaching the land of the Phaeacians (e 282) from the

west. Menelaus reports that on his wanderings he visited

the Aethiopians (8 84), but gives no detail with regard to

them.^ That Memnon (who is not called an Aethiopian by

Homer) comes to the aid of the Trojans (^ 188, X 522), has

been thought by some to prove that the Aethiopians cannot

have lived very far from Troy. The Aethiopians who live

by Oceanus, so far away from Olympus that the gods gO'

to them for a twelve-day visit (A 425), would hardly send

1 Herodotus also (vii. 70) recognizes two races of Aethiopians,— straight-haired

Aethiopians of the east, and wooly-haired Aethiopians of Libya. The geographer

Strabo exerts himself {30 c f.) to justify the expression of Homer and to accommodate

it to the knowledge of his own day.

- The ancients discussed seriously the routes by which Menelaus could have reached

the Aethiopians, whether (i) through the Straits of Gibraltar, or (2) over the Isthmus

of Suez (not then covered by water), or (3) through a canal from the Nile to

the Red Sea. Strabo, 38 c.
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an army to aid the Trojans. That Memnon is called the

most beautiful of men, with no reference to his complexion,
might show that he was at least not one of Herodotus's
western Aethiopians. Some scholars would connect him with

the Assyrians, but this is seeking the basis of the Homeric
story, not declaring what the poet believed, or would represent

him.

Egypt appears in the Iliad only once (I 382), where
Egyptian Thebes is named as famed for its wealth and
power. In the Odyssey it appears more frequently.

Thither Menelaus was driven by a storm on his
^'^^^'

way home from Troy (7 300) ; there he and Helen were
entertained and received gifts—including silver bath tubs—at

the palace of the king of Thebes (^ i 2 5 ff.) ; and near Egypt
he was detained, on the island of Pharos, because of his

failure to offer proper sacrifices to the gods (5 3 5i)- The
disguised Odysseus tells a fictitious story of leading a

marauding expedition to Egypt, of wasting the fields, but

then being worsted by the inhabitants (^258, p 427). The
wealth of Egypt is noted in the Odyssey, too ((? 127), and
that this land bears many medicinal herbs and here every

man is a physician (<5 229). The river of Egypt has the

same name as the land ((5 581); the name Nile does not

appear. An old Ithacan is called Aegyptius (/3 15),—probably

because he or his father had made a voyage thither. At
the home of Odysseus is a byblinon ship's cable (^ 39 1),

—

which seems to be of papyrus—but the poet mentions no
trade between Greece and Egypt. This may be significant

with regard to his relations to Crete, since the recent

archaeological discoveries show the connexion between Crete

and Egypt to have been rather close.

Of the pre-Hellenic inhabitants of Greece, Homer -says

nothing distinctly. Pelasgians are among the allies of the

Trojans (B 840, K 429, P 288) ; others are among
the inhabitants of Crete (t 177), with the Dorians

"'^

and Cydonians. " Pelasgian Argos " seems to be Thessaly

(B 681,—it may mean only the Pelasgian Field),—and as

Patroclus sets out for the field of battle, Achilles invokes

"Pelasgian Zeus, of Dodona" (11 233). The name Larissa,

which has been thought to be a Pelasgian name for city.
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occurs only twice, in the passages mentioned above (B 841,

P 301). So the Homeric poet affords slight grounds for

inference with regard to the relations between the Hellenes

and the Pelasgians.

As for Greece proper, the poet shows a wide acquaintance

with names of countries and places, but gives no descriptions

and but few specially characteristic epithets:

Homer's Mycenae is " broad-streeted " and "rich-in-gold"

whTcTea. (^ 52, H 180), but no reference is made to the

walls of her citadel, with the Lion Gate, which

has never fallen nor been concealed, nor to the bee-hive

tombs which have been excavated there in recent years.

An epithet applied to Lacedaemon is not quite clear

(KrjTwea-ara or KaieTaecrcra, ^ I ) ; it seems to mean " full of

ravines or chasms," and then would refer to the well-marked

deep hollows worn by mountain torrents on the steep slopes

of Mt. Taygetus. Not a word is said of Acrocorinthus, nor

of the Palamidhi of Nauplia, nor of the Athenian Acropolis,

though the poet knows the palace of Erechtheus which stood

on the Acropolis. Athens indeed is mentioned only half

a dozen times in the poems, and receives no epithets except

" broad-streeted," " sacred," and " a well-built town "
; while

Corinth is called " wealthy " in the Catalogue of Ships, but

is mentioned only once more by that name, and once by its

older name Ephyra (B 570, N 664, Z 152). Amyclae is

named but once, and that without an epithet (B 584), in

the Catalogue. The ancient fortress of Gha or Gla by the

Copals lake is not mentioned, and no reference is made to

the great engineering works which drained Lake Copals,

reopened only in recent years. No Thebans took part in

the war before Troy, and the ancients offered in explanation

the theory that their city had not yet been rebuilt after its

capture by the Epigoni. But Megara and Eleusis, too, are not

named at all. The site of Nestor's Pylus was disputed by

scholars two thousand years ago, as we shall see, and modern

scholars dispute whether the classical Ithaca was the Ithaca

of Odysseus. The traditional praise of Homer's exact geo-

graphical knowledge applies in strictness only to three or

four epithets in the Catalogue of Ships (B 484-779), in which

Aulis is called " rocky," as indeed it is, Thisbe " abounding
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in doves," and Haliartus "grassy" (B 496, 502, 503). That
Ilium is "fair-towered" (iuTrvpyo?, H 71), might seem an easy

inference from the fact that it endured a lono^ siege.

The Catalogue of Ships was recognized as an important

geographical document long ago. Some ancients charged

the wise Solon or his younger contemporary Pisis-

tratus, the Athenian ruler of the sixth century fli,-^'"^"^

B.C., with interpolating in this a verse to indicate

the close relations existing between Athens and Salamis in

the heroic period, as the basis of a claim to the control of

Salamis. The relation of the Catalogue to the rest of the

Iliad, however, is not clear, and certainly no violence should

be used to bring the rest of the poems into harmony with this

document. More discrepancies exist between it and the story

of the battles than between any other parts of the poems.

The troops from Rhodes and the other islands of Asia

Minor (B 653-680), the Arcadians (B 603-614), the Magnetes

(B 756), and others, appear only in the Catalogue and not

in the battles, while on the other hand Agamemnon offers

to Achilles if he will return to the conflict (I 1 49 £) seven

Messenian cities of which no one is mentioned in the Catalogue.

A probable theory is that an early geographical register in poetic

form, which bore no relation to the war against Troy, was made

the basis for the present Catalogue,—the names of the leaders,

the numbers of ships, and a few brief episodes being added.^

^Niese, Ber homerische Schiffskatalog, Kiel, 1873.—Mr. T. W. Allen, in the

Classical Review, xx. 193 ff., presents a strong argument for an earlier date for

the Catalogue than has been accepted in recent years: "In itself, as a table, it

bears every mark of venerable antiquity. . . . AMiat is the one simplest test of

the antiquity of a document of this sort ? Surely the portrayal of a state of things,

political and topographical, which never recurred in later history; and which no

one had any interest to invent, or even the means for inventing. This character is

written all over the Catalogue ; the absence of the States of Megara and Messenia,

the separation of Orchomenus from the rest of Boeotia, Thebes represented by

'TToBtiPai and in no sense predominant, the vanished kingdom of Nestor (Pylos

and the ford of Alpheus),—none of these conditions ever existed again in the world,

and it never became anyone's interest to invent or restore them. . . . Agamemnon,

king of men, is seated at Corinth : he holds Corinth, Sicyon, and the whole of

the later Achaean riviera ; to the south of Corinth he has his castle Mycenae at

the south foot of the pass, but of the plain of the Inachus not an inch, and no

access to the sea. Argos the town, Tiryns, Asine, the whole of the Hermionic

peninsula round to Troezen and Epidaurus, even Aegina, are in the hands of

Diomed (son of the Aetolian fiigitive), Sthenelus (who represented the old

Argive house), and Euryalus."
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In this process, to make provision for warriors who were

already well known in the story of the expedition, some

kingdoms were broken up and divided. For instance,

Diomed reigns over Argos, Tiryns, Epidaurus, and so on

(B 5 59), and Agamemnon over Mycenae, Corinth, Sicyon, etc.

(B 569), although elsewhere Agamemnon is king "overall

Argos" (B 108), and where the frontier line should run

between these two kingdoms is not easily seen.

In one passage which has to do with the topography of

Argolis, the text seems to be confused. According to the

manuscripts (§ Si 5), winds drove Agamemnon
Confusion m ^^^^ j^j^ course as he was approaching his home
Topograph-! , . ^ ^ V i 7- ^ ^1

of Armlis. °" "'^ return from Troy, and carried him to the

confines of the land where Aegisthus dwelt. Then

the wind changed and a favorable breeze brought him to

his own land, where, on disembarking, he was met by his

false-hearted cousin Aegisthus, with an invitation to dine

with him before proceeding to Mycenae. Probably verses

517, 518 originally stood after 520, and the favorable

breeze brought Agamemnon to Argolis indeed, but to the

confines of the land of Aegisthus, who naturally in these

circumstances met him and invited him to dinner. Why,
if he had landed nearer Mycenae than to the home of

Aegisthus he should have dined with Aegisthus instead of

proceeding at once to his own palace, cannot be shown.

Probably the verses were transposed by some one who failed

to notice that here, as consistently in Homer, Aegisthus

takes Clytaemestra to his own home, instead of going to

Agamemnon's palace as in the story of the tragic poets.

That this story makes Agamemnon approach his home by

way of Cape Malea, should cause no trouble. If Nestor

had not received a special omen he, too, would have followed

the same route, coasting along the shores of Asia Minor

and Crete, instead of taking the short course across the

Aegean Sea (7 174), from Lesbos to Euboea.

Crete is fairly prominent in the Iliad as the home
of Idomeneus, who, though half-grizzled, is one of the

more important Achaean leaders,^ and of Meriones, his

valiant lieutenant. Idomeneus was son of Deucalion and

ir 230, A 251, M 117, N 449 f., P 608, * 450.
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grandson of Minos, who was son of Zeus, and he seems like

his grandfather to have reigned at Cnosus. The Catalogue

of Ships says that Crete had an hundred cities

(eKaTo/jLTToXi?, B 649), and enumerates Cnosus,

well-walled Gortyna, Lyctus, Miletus, gleaming Lycastus,

Phaestus, and Rhytius. It adds that eighty black ships

accompanied Idomeneus,—a number exceeded only by the

fleets of Agamemnon and of Xestor. Only a prosaic mind
sees an inconsistency between the hundred Cretan cities of

the Catalogue and the ninety cities assigned to the island

by the Odyssey (t 172), in a passage which names no city

but Cnosus, though it enumerates the peoples : Achaeans,

Eteocretans, Cydonians, Dorians in three sections, and

Pelasgians. Scholars are not in agreement as to the local

divisions of these peoples. Recent excavations, familiar to

every reader, have shown the poet's right to give prominence

to Cnosus and Phaestus, which are the only two Cretan

towns named in the Odyssey. Doubtless he knew more

than he told about their wealth and power, but here as in

Greece proper he gives us no illuminating epithets, to say

nothing of descriptions, and shows no exact knowledge of

the island. In the Odyssey, Crete receives distinction from

the stories told by the disguised Odysseus, who says to

the swine-herd Eumaeus that he is the son of a noted

Cretan by a slave woman, and had been a leader in the

siege of Troy (^ 199), and to Penelope that he is a brother

of Idomeneus, and that he received as his guest Odysseus

on his way to Troy (t 172 f.). A lying Aetolian had

reported, also, that he had seen Odysseus in Crete at the

palace of Idomeneus, repairing his ships (^ 382).

The bounds of the kingdom of Odysseus, like those of

the realm of Agamemnon, are not distinct (B 631 f), but

it well may be that in western Greece in the Homeric Age,

limits were not exactly determined for every ruler. Boundary

lines were subject to variation with the power and energy

of kings and peoples ; and since the harbors of Greece were

opened to the east rather than to the, west, the towns and

countries in western Greece were relatively unimportant. Not

all the land may have been required for the population there,

and broad neutral zones may have remained.
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According to Strabo three sites were proposed for Pylus,

the home of the wise and eloquent Nestor: (i) in Elis,

(2) Triphylian Pylus, on the coast a little to

Three Sites
^jjg 50^^^. of the mouth of the Alpheus, of

^pVus^^'"^ which no remains existed in Strabo's time, and

(3) Messenian Pylus, by the north entrance of

the Bay of Navarino, opposite the island Sphacteria.^ The

exact sites of the first two are unknown, and scholars have

been inclined to accept the identification with the third, but

in addition to the fact that no remains of a Homeric

palace have been found on this site, a serious difficulty has

appeared in recent years. Telemachus and Nestor's son

Pisistratus drive in a chariot from Pylus to Pherae, and

thence in a single day to Sparta (7 485 f). No mention

is made of any mountain range. But those who have set

Pylus by Sphacteria have also set Pherae on or near the

site of the modern Kalamata, at the head of the Gulf of

Messene. From Kalamata a path runs to Sparta, it is

true, but a path, as Berard says, better fitted for goats and

bandits than for chariots, over Mt. Taygetus, through the

noted Langadha pass. No horses ever drew a chariot briskly

along this route. On the ordinary map, Pherae or Kalamata

seems to be the natural half-way stopping-place between

Navarino and Sparta, but in reality this route is seen to

be impossible, and Homer had no map by which he might

have been deceived. The inference is necessary, that either

Homer knew nothing of the route which he makes Tele-

machus traverse, or the Messenian Pylus cannot have been

Nestor's Pylus. Berard sets the Triphylian Pylus at Samicum,

where are some ruins of classical times which have not yet

been thoroughly examined, and holds Pherae to have been

the classical Aliphera in Arcadia, fourteen or fifteen miles

from Samicum on the way to Sparta. Another station on

this trade-route from the harbor of Sparta to the west

coast of Peloponnesus, according to Berard, was Lycosura,

but here Telemachus did not tarry, although the length of

his second day's drive, from Aliphera to Sparta, seventy

miles or more, would seem excessive. Dr. Dorpfeld agrees

with B6rard in placing Nestor's Pylus at or near Samicum,

iFor a recent discussion, see Berard, Les PhSniciens et VOdyssie, i. 61 ff.
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but would set Pherae at or near the modern Leondari, in

the upper valley of the Alpheiis, overlooking a narrow pass

which separates Messenia from Arcadia, about mid-way
between Samicum and Sparta,—eight hours and a half from

Sparta according to the Guide-Joanne. Two routes were

possible from Samicum to Sparta,—one following the river

Alpheiis to the water-shed of the Eurotas, and another

further to the south, following in general the course of the

railroad which has recently been constructed. If the view

of Berard is accepted, Pylus received its name as the gate

(jnJkr\) of Peloponnesus, at the extremity of an important

route. A further argument for the Triphylian rather than

the Messenian Pylus, is that the voyage from Ithaca to the

Bay of Navarino is too long to be accomplished in a single

night {fi 434).

Alternatives not wholly unlike the dilemma presented by

the Messenian Pylus are offered with regard to Ithaca

:

either the poet, living in Asia Minor, had no ^^j. ^y
accurate knowledge of the Ionian islands, and Classical the

chose Ithaca at random for the home of his Homeric

hero, or the classical Ithaca was not the Homeric '^''^'^''

Ithaca.1 Even if the Homeric bard's home was in Asia

Minor, he might have visited Pylus in Peloponnesus, and

even have passed a year with Telemachus or his successor,

on Ithaca.

Recently Dr. Dorpfeld has urged with great force and

ingenuity the view that Leucas was the Homeric Ithaca, taking

as his text verses spoken by Odysseus to the Phaeacians :
" I

am Odysseus, son of Laertes,—my fame reaches heaven. And
I dwell in Ithaca, a land seen from afar, in which is a moun-

tain, Neritos, conspicuous. About lie many islands near each

other,—Dulichium and Sam6 and woody Zacynthus But my
island lies low in the sea, uppermost of all,—to the west, while

the rest He apart towards the dawn and the sun" {l 19 f).

Four islands are named here, but according to the prevalent

view only three appear on the map,—Zante, Cephallenia, and

1 The first hom of the dilemma is maintained by Wilamowitz, Homerische Unter-

suchungen, 24 f. ; the second, by Dorpfeld, Leukas, Athens, 1905 ; Goessler,

Leukas-Ithaka, 1904. The monograph by Manly, Ithaca or Leucas, 1903, was

published before Dorpfeld's theory was fiiUy presented.
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Ithaca. Zante is clearly Zacynthus, off the coast of Elis, and

Cephallenia has been thought to be Same, but what has

become of Dulichium ? Several explanations were offered

even two thousand years ago, among them being the suggestion

that Dulichium might have sunk beneath the sea. No one

seems to have thought of considering Leucas one of these

islands, since scholars remembered the tradition that this was

connected with the mainland until the Corinthians, about 700
B.C., dug a canal to facilitate the passage of ships on the east

of this country. But practically Leucas is and has been con-

sidered an island. So it is represented, for instance, by

Kiepert, not only on his wall-map of Greece, and in the small

Atlas Antiquus, but also in his larger Atlas von Hellas. The
ancients were not prevented by the Isthmus of Corinth from

speaking of the Morea as the Island of Pelops. But no firm

isthmus ever connected Leucas with the mainland, and the

digging of the Leucadian canal by the Corinthians may be

compared more fitly to the dredging of the channel in a

harbor filling with silt, or of a river, than to the cutting of the

Corinthian canal a few years ago. It is true that the level

of the sea in that region seems to have risen about ten feet in

the last three thousand years, but this has barely kept pace

with the rise in the bed of the sea near to the shore, due

to the silt brought by the rivers and mountain torrents, and
made by the action of the waves.

But if Leucas is accepted as one of Homer's four islands, it

must be his Ithaca, for this was the " uppermost of all, to the

west." That the west is named here instead of

Or Leucas ? the north-west, should cause no difficulty. The
ancients seem to have considered the line of navi-

gation along these islands as running east and west, rather

than north and south, or north-west and south-east. We
have seen that the Homeric Greeks did not divide the cardinal

points of our compass, and that a west wind conveyed Tele-

machus from Ithaca to Pylus. The fact that these islands lay

on the route from the eastern end of the Corinthian Gulf to

Italy in the west, may have encouraged the habit of thinking
of them as lying in an east and west line. In this respect

then, Leucas corresponds well to the description given by
Odysseus, while the classical Ithaca corresponds ill, for this
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lies not so far to the west as Cephallenia, and only a trifle

further to the north. To speak of Cephallenia as lying to the
east of Ithaca would be sheer ignorance.

A second important argument for the identity of the
classical Leucas with the Homeric Ithaca, is found in the
story of the possessions of Odysseus on the main-
land (^ 1 00 f ) : there he kept twelve herds of Classical

kine, twelve flocks of sheep, twelve droves of swine,
^'l"""

""'^'"^

and twelve herds of goats, while on Ithaca itself he Mainland.
had eleven herds of goats and 960 swine. That
is, most of his herds are on the mainland, not on the island.

Philoetius, on the day of the killing of Penelope's suitors,

brought from the mainland (v 185) a cow and goats for the
feast, carried across the water by ferry men.i But the classical

Ithaca lies more than twenty miles from the mainland, and
at no time in the year would so long a voyage for the daily

supply of beef and pork be convenient, while during several

months of the year it would be entirely impracticable.

A further difficulty in supposing the classical to be the

Homeric Ithaca has lain in the identification of the little rocky

island Asteris, with twin harbors (h 846), between
Ithaca and Same, on which Penelope's suitors J .

watched for the return of Telemachus from Pylus,

that they might kill him. A rock is found, it is true, in the

strait between Ithaca and Cephallenia, but in no way suited,

either by its situation or by its size and form, to be the place

of ambush for the suitors. It would have been quite unneces-

sary, for instance, for Telemachus to take pains to pass this in

the night ; he might have landed on the southern shore of

Ithaca before reaching this place. On the other hand,

between Leucas and Ithaca lies a small island, Arkudhi, with

a hill more than 400 feet high, which is admirably placed

to watch the approach of craft from the south. This island

also has on the east a small peninsula, with harbors on either

^5ropS/t^es, V 187. The ordinary translation of this word is not to be pressed,

however, for Herodotus uses the word twice for sailors on the voyage from Tarentum

to Corinth (i. 24), and KopBjj.-qia, for the barges used to carry grain from Asia to Mt.

Athos (vii. 25), and Euripides {Iph. Taur. 355) uses iropd/ils of a ship which should

bring Helen from Greece to the Taurians. So Pythagoras heirop$iiei6-q from the

foot of ilt, Carmel to Egypt, uTb tivwv AlymrTiav iropdiJ.iav, lamblichus, Pyih. iii.

14. But the general force of the argument remains.
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side of its isthmus, so near each other and so much alike

that they may be called twins.i Dr. Dorpfeld draws another

argument from the epithet of Ithaca, "lies low in the sea"

(xOafioXij, I 2 5), which he understands as "near the ground,"

and so as " near to land," as opposed to the high sea. In

this he has the support of ancient interpreters (Strabo, 454 c),

and of analogous expressions in modern Greek.

^

The general epithets applied to the island of Ithaca cannot

be used in its identification, since they might be applied to

most Greek islands. It is " rocky," " rugged,"

Character- .< sea-girt," " seen from afar," but the Greeks them-

'itTaca
selves were well aware that most of their islands

were simply the summits of mountains, of which

the bases were submerged. Telemachus declines Menelaus's

proffered gift of horses and chariot {8 590, 601), since Ithaca

has no broad roads nor meadow ; it is a land for goats and

not for horses. In its characterization by the disguised

Athena {v 244), it is said to have abundant grain, and grapes,

and woods ; it has continual dew and showers, and its springs

are perennial. Manifestly these characteristics do not apply

to one island rather than to its neighbor. At present the

modern Ithaca has good roads, due largely to the British

government of the first half of the last century, while Leucas

is still without them, but the latter has the broader plains, none

however more than two or three miles in length.

In the expression, "About it lie many islands" (t 22),

—

about, if it means strictly on both sides of, is better suited to

^ d/j,<pidvpi.oi, S 847, however, may mean "with a double entrance," like that by

Sphacteria.

^ Bringing Ithaca near to the mainland, Dorpfeld understands the words, " for I

do not think you came here on foot" (a 173, | 190, 7r 59, 224), addressed by an

Ithacan to a new-comer in explanation of a question as to the manner of his arrival,

not as a naive or slightly humorous remark by the islander, but as expressing the

opinion that for some reason or other the stranger probably had not come by land.

If a beggar (^ 190), he would have stopped at the town ; if well dressed (a 173),

he did not appear as if he had had a long journey.

Another argument in favor of his theory Dorpfeld draws from the story of the

disguised Odysseus of his journey from the land of the Thesprotians (J 335). The

sailors were on their way to Dulichium, but stopped at Ithaca for supper. This

would be natural if Ithaca were Leucas and Dulichium were Same. According to

the old theory, the situation of Dulichium is unknown, and therefore the relative

positions of Thesprotia and Ithaca to it cannot be discussed.
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the classical Ithaca ; but the " many islands " is well suited

to Leucas, and not at all to the traditional island.

As to local sites on Ithaca. The Homeric island has two

mountains, of which the larger seems to be Neritos (i 2 2, v

351), while the town itself lies at the foot of Nefos
Sues on

(781). A crest immediately above the town is

called the hill of Hermes (tt 471). The town

seems to lie near the harbor, for Telemachus on leaving the

Ithacan assembly (/3 260) goes to the shore before going to the

palace. He washes his hands in the sea, and prays to Athena,

but nothing indicates that he went thither expressly to pray
;

he apparently is on his way home. Not only from Eumaeus's

herds of swine, but also from Laertes's farm, one descends to the

town.i The swine kept by Eumaeus fed by the rock of Corax

(Raven Rock) and the spring Arethusa (1^ 408). In addition

to the fountain Arethusa, one, or possibly two, other springs

are mentioned by the poet. On their way to the city (p 205),

Odysseus and the swine-herd Eumaeus were overtaken by the

goat-herd Melanthius at the spring near the city, from which

the people fetched their water. A grove of alders grew round

about, and the cool water flowed down from above. An altar

of fountain-nymphs was near at hand, on which all wayfarers

were wont to sacrifice. The curb of the spring had been built

by Ithacus, Neritus,^ and Polyctor. On the morning of the

day in which Penelope's suitors are slain, twenty maid-servants

are sent from her palace to fetch water from the spring,^ and

nothing indicates that the supply of the palace is from

a different source than that of the city generally. Three

harbors are mentioned : not only the ordinary harbor, but also

Rheithron (which implies a brook flowing into the sea), away

1 505, V 163, X 188. That at a 205, on the other hand, Odysseus's party

descended to the farm of Laertes, on coming from the city, is explained by Goessler

as indicating that a ridge of hills lay between the two places, so that one must both

ascend and descend in going in either direction.

2 These names are to be understood as formed from those of the island and the

chief mountain rather than (with Goessler) as of three successive kings, who in turn

had beautified this fountain. The poet nowhere else has any knowledge of these

persons, and they may be represented only as public-spirited citizens.

'>iTrl Kp-fffv iieXivvSpov, v 158. The epithet iieXavv&pov need not be taken as a

proper name, or as distinguishing this from another spring; cf. dtpuffm/ievoi. m^w
ifSwp, 5 359.
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from the town, but like it at the foot of Mt. Nelos (a 186), and
the harbor of the old sea-god Phorcys {v 96). Into this last,

Odysseus is brought by the Phaeacians. It is formed by
projecting headlands which give perfect shelter from winds and
waves, so that a boat there may lie at rest without moorings.
From it i\It. Xeritos can be seen. At its head stands an olive

tree, and near at hand is a cave of the naiad nymphs, in which
are stone bowls and jars, where bees store honey, and there

stand stone looms at which the nymphs weave their mantles.

There too is a perennial spring of water. The grotto has two
openings, one on the north for men, and the other on the south
(presumably higher than the former) for immortals. From this

harbor a rocky path led through the forest, along the heights,

to the home of the swine-herd Eumaeus (^ i). On what
part of the island this lay, cannot be said with confidence.

If Scheria was the modern Corfu, then the Phaeacians could
have landed Odysseus most conveniently on the northern end
of the island, but on the other hand, Telemachus coming from
Pylus stops at the southern end of the island in order to go
to the hut of Eumaeus (o 497 f ), while he sends his boat

on to the town. The latter passage seems to have more
constraining force than the former, since the Phaeacian ship

would not have minded a trifling additional distance. Tele-

machus needed no harbor in the strict sense, for his landing,

since the Homeric boat could land on any smooth beach.

All the sites mentioned in the foregoing paragraph have

been found by travellers on the traditional Ithaca, but have

not been identified convincingly.^ For instance,

the grotto of the nymphs has been identified {'^entifoatiimi

. , .... , , , Unsatts-
with a small unimpressive cave nearly an hours

y^jrarv

climb from the main harbor of the island. One
may say more reasonably that the poet added the grotto from

his own imagination and observation elsewhere than that it

was suggested to him by such a hole as is shown on Ithaca.

According to another favorite identification, the hut of the

^ For a clear statement w ith regard to the topography of the classical Ithaca, see

Von Maree's Die Ithakalegende auf Thiaki va the Netie Jahrbiicker (1906), xvii.

233.—The map on page 73, from Schuchhardt's Schliemann's Excavations, gives

the ordinary modem identifications, not those of M. Berard.—The so-called Cave

of the Nymphs is not even beyond the suspicion of having been " improved " in

modem times in order to adapt it better to the Homeric story.
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swine-herd Eumaeus lay more than ten miles from the home

of Odysseus,—which is a long distance to drive swine daily,

—and yet the swine arrive before the preparations for the feast

are begun {v 162).

On Leucas Dr. Dorpfeld finds mountains and sites which

satisfy fairly well the Homeric requirements. In particular

Hozv does Syvota Bay, on the southern shore of the island,

Leucas meet forms a beautiful harbor of Phorcys. From it

the Require- may be seen a bit of the principal mountain of
ments? ^^ island, which is nearly 4000 feet high.

Small caves are found, with stalactites and stalagmites, but

apparently not answering very well to the Homeric description

of the Cave of the Nymphs.
Archaeological excavations have shown that Leucas was

inhabited in pre-Doric times, but from the nature of the

case excavations cannot prove the identity of Leucas with

the Ithaca of Odysseus. Nothing but the discovery and

decipherment of a Mycenaean inscription on stone or clay or

bronze could do this, for even if the remains of an ancient

palace should be discovered there, who could testify positively

that this was the palace of Odysseus and not another built

on a like plan ? Scholars who assume that the home of

Odysseus was firmly fixed on Ithaca by the early story, and

that the poet who inherited and embellished the tale lived

only in Asia Minor, and was ignorant of Ithaca and its exact

situation, probably will continue to believe that the classical

was also the Homeric Ithaca. But those who have been led

by the archaeological discoveries of recent years to believe

in a firmer basis of fact than was formerly assumed for the

story of the Iliad, and hold that the poet was operating with

known quantities, and see no difficulty in thinking that he

may have visited Pylus and the Ionian Islands,—these will be

inclined to accept Dr. Dorpfeld's theory.

Perhaps the most vigorous opposition to Dorpfeld's theory

has been directed against the assumption of a dislocation of

names. This dislocation he is disposed to ascribe

Dishcaiion
^° ^^^ Dorian migration. The poems in general

ofNames.
represent the pre-Dorian situation. That the

Dorians came down from the north into Pelopoa-
nesus, about one thousand years B.C., and crowded many of the'
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Achaeans to the shores of Asia Minor, is generally believed.

Dorpfeld thinks that a similar movement of peoples, about

the same time, drove before it the Cephallenians of the main-

land and the Ithacans from Leucas, the island most accessible

from the continent. He observes that of these islands in

classical times Leucas alone was inhabited by Dorians. The
Cephallenians crossed to Dulichium, and founded a new
Cephallenia. The Ithacans crossed to Same and built there

the new Ithaca. Some of the inhabitants of Same were in

turn driven out by the new Ithacans, and founded on

Dulichium a city Samos, named from their former home.

That emigrating parties often give the old names to their

new homes is shown not only by Northern Greek names in

Peloponnesus, but also by names of English towns in New
England and all over the United States.

If Leucas is accepted as the Homeric Ithaca, then the home
of the Taphians (a 105, 417, f 452, o 427) cannot be the

large island near to Leucas, but must be a like island,

Camus, or Calamos, nearer the shore of Acarnania. On
Calamos iron mines have been opened recently, which would

show where the Taphian king might have acquired his

cargo of iron (a 184).

The Leucadian Rock (Aeu/ca? Trerpt], 00 1
1 ) is named with the

streams of Oceanus, the gates of the sun (through which

this passed into darkness), and the country of

dreams (which were next of kin to the shades
^^^^^^- ^

of the dead), as on the route of the souls of ^^^^

Penelope's slain suitors to the home of Hades.

But this cliff may not have been conceived as identical with

that from which Sappho was fabled to have leaped, although

the later story may have been suggested by this cliff, which

long stood at the western extremity of the Greek world. The

passage in which this expression is found, however, is certainly

of late composition.

In the Catalogue of Ships (B 632 f), according to Dorpfeld,

Ithaca is the modern or classical Ithaca, Neritus is Leucadia,

and Samos the modern Cephallenia ; but in the older parts of

the poems, representing the pre-Dorian situation, Ithaca is the

classical Leucas, Sam6 is the historical Ithaca, Dulichium is

Cephallenia, and Zacynthus is Zante.



CHAPTER III

THE HOMERIC STATE

The state in Homeric times was extremely simple and the

government depended chiefly on the ruler fox the time.

Indeed the government was the king.^ It had
The King was

^^ organization into executive, judicial, and

legislative departments. The state neither had

legislature nor enacted laws. The king was the leader in both

peace and war ; he was the general in the field, the presiding

officer at all gatherings of the nobles or the people, and the

priest at public festivals,—Zeus omnipotent had honored him,

and loyalty was due him,—but he had no regular cabinet or

staff. He and his heralds were the only public officials.

Monarchy prevailed both on earth and on Olympus. Zeus is

indeed the type of a Homeric king. We hear of no other kind

of government, and of no land without a king,^ but we -must

1 ;8a[riXei)s,—probably in derivation leader of the people: cf. duke (dux) and the

German Herzog [Heer and zielien). SeiririTTjs and TiJ/aaypos [despot and tyrant) do not

appear in Greek literature until after Homeric times.—Finsler,

—

Das homeriscU

Konigtum, m \he Neue Jahrbiicher (Kjob), xvii. 313 ff., 393 ff.,—argues that the Odyssey

knows no true monarchy, but the aristocratic form of government prevails. But in

Teutonic fashion, he denies the name of monarch to one who does not rule strictly by

divine right ; a king who derives his powers from the people, according to his view,

is a mere officer of state. Under these limitations Finsler is right. The poet does

not tell us even that Odysseus's father Laertes, to say nothing of his grandfather

Arceisius, ever reigned, nor how the throne came to the family. Alcinoiis inherited

his kingdom from his father, but how his father gained it, is not stated. Of course,

Finsler's criterion would rule out of the company of monarchs not only Shakespeare's

Fortinbras of Norway but also the twentieth century king of Norway, as well as the

Polish kings who were elected by the nobles. That the Homeric king does not

answer in all things to the state of the modern king, is very true.

^ The Cyclopes form an apparent exception to this rule, but they not only live in

fairy-land but also are savages: "they have no counselling assemblies, either, nor
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beware of supposing the Homeric king to have exactly the

same power and dignities as his successor of modern times. No
treasury, standing army, or navy existed. Taxes in

the modern sense were unknown. Troops, boats, ^'^""h
, .. . , , ,

prevailed.
and supphes were provided by special requisition

as occasion demanded. Xo regularly appointed courts deter-

mined justice according to fixed laws. Here, as in many other

matters, we ma}' compare the situation in Israel at almost the

same period, in the reigns of Saul and David. Saul had his

cousin Abner as the captain of his host (i Samuel xiv. 50),

but he had no organized government, and his authority was
limited not by precedents, but only by the bounds of his

power. In the Homeric poems the later word for justice ;
•

meant rather manner or precedent than justice in the modern
[

\

sense. A just man was one who did as was the wont of the
'

best of the people, and a good man was a man who was useful *

in war or in peace.^ Custom was law, and the common people

and the nobles may have had a larger part than the kings in

determining custom. At times and in certain places the king

would be more potent than the nobles, and the people would/
have little weight in affairs, while again or in another land the

king might be so weak that the government would seem an

aristocracy or a democracy rather than a monarchy,—the

king would be only first among his peers. The unwritten

constitution was subject to great and rapid changes according

to the personal power of the king or of the nobles, but in

general the king seems to have had less absolute power in the

poet's day than is indicated for the king of the Mycenaean age

by the great fortresses and palaces of that time. The subjects

of Menelaus might have refused the toil necessary to build a

citadel like that at Tiryns, and no democratic community

would have constructed the vaulted tomb which was long

known as the Treasury of Atreus. The kings who built the

fortresses at Mycenae must have had some such control over

their subjects as Cheops of Egypt had over his
;

Cheops'

principles of right, but they dwell in hollow caverns along the summits of high

mountains, and each gives law to his wife and children, nor do they regard each

other" (i 112).

^ C/. BUaios, courteous, y 52 ; SIki), viamier, way, 7 244 ; ayaBSs, brave, mighty^

A 131 ; €<T8\ds, brave, Z 489.
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pyramid, too, was not built for love. The royal authority was

limited somewhat by the traditions of former generations, but

doubtless much more by the considerations of policy and

possibility. The character of the government thus depended

chiefly on the ruler for the time. One king would consult his

nobles more than his ally might be disposed to do, or more

than his father had done before him. His rule was analogous

to that of a father in his family (Arist. Pol. i. 12), with powers

not clearly defined. His subjects might decline to obey his

orders, as a son might refuse to obey his father's commands,

and he had no troops, not even a body-guard, either in peace

or in war, at his special command to enforce his will,—not to

speak of having constables or policemen. Physical, as well as

mental and moral force therefore was important for a powerful

king. A king had an advantage who, like Telamonian Ajax

(F 227) and king Saul (i Sam. ix. 2), was "from his shoulders

and upward higher than any of the people."

How little government was necessary, is shown by the fact

that on the island of Ithaca during the twenty years' absence

of the king, Odysseus, no regent was appointed,

J,"' and no session was held either of the assembly of
(jovernment

1 r . ^ ,n
Necessary. "^^ people or of any council of nobles (p 26) ; that

is, the island had no government whatever during

this long period. That the people should do what was good
in their own eyes for so long a time without utter confusion

and demoralization, shows that public opinion and sense of

right was the chief controlling force also during the presence

of the king. Laertes, who seems to have been the former

king of Ithaca, was still alive, but he appears to have taken no

steps to resume the reins of government which he had delivered

to his son. His abdication cannot have been due so much
to his desire to be freed from the burden of civil government,
which must have been light, as to his growing too old to be a

leader on ordinary occasions in war : though even on Odysseus's

return, after an absence of twenty years, Laertes still has

sufficient vigor to head the party of defense against the attack

of the friends of Penelope's slain suitors (w 498, 521). Not a

word indicates that this anarchy in Ithaca was an unusual or

dangerous condition. The occasion for its mention in the

story is simply the surprise felt at the call of an assembly of
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the people by Telemachus. No one of the aspirants for the

throne urges that since the return of Odysseus is no longer

expected, the vacant throne should be filled at once,—that

a delay of a score of years is unusual and dangerous. The
poet does not intimate that extraordinary disorder prevailed

in Ithaca, except in the one matter,—Penelope's suitors were

abusing their position as guests, and were wasting the king's

substance, as " if they were masters of the house "
; we hear of

no murders, robberies, thefts, fraud, or quarrels in the town of

Ithaca. The king, then, does not seem so necessary in peace

as in war. If Ithaca had been attacked by an enemy during

these years, a leader of its army would have been required.

On the departure of Odysseus, he had committed to the

charge of his old friend Mentor the care of his personal affairs

(o?/co?, /3 226), under the oversight and with the advice of

Laertes, but Mentor had no special authority in the govern-

ment of the island. The poet nowhere indicates „ ,^.

, . No Vtcero'js.

that regents were appomted m other states than

Ithaca, either, during the absence of the kings at the siege

of Troy. Agamemnon, on embarking for the war, left at his

palace a bard as adviser for Clytaemestra, but she held ni A

proper regency, according to Homer, although she did accordirvg /

to Aeschylus {Agamemnon, 245). Aegisthus simply usurped* '

the throne of the king when he persuaded the queen to join

him (7 305). Menelaus, too, left no viceroy at Sparta.^

Similarly, the gods leave Olympus for twelve days to feast

with the Aethiopians (A 423), without provision for any

temporary government of their subjects, men, during this

absence. The importance of the king's part in

peace, however, is indicated by the praise bestowed ^^fGratia,
on Agamemnon (r 179, the favorite verse of

Alexander the Great),—that he was "both a good king and

a mighty man of valor"—"first in war and first in peace."

The divine right of kings is recognized at times.^ At least

1 Fanta thinks that at P 245 Ajax recognizes Menelaus as commander-in-chief m
the absence of Agamemnon. But not at all. Ajax appeals to Menelaus only because

the latter can be spared better than himself from the conflict over the body of

Patroclus.

- One of Penelope's suitors warns his associates who are plotting to kill Telemachus

that •'
it is a dreadful thing to shed royal blood " (tt 401).

r
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they are " sprung from Zeus,"^ the king of the gods, and

they are "cherished by Zeus," and "servants of Zeus," just

as warriors are " servants of Ares." Zeus bestows upon them

the sceptre (B 197, 205). The princes Achilles, Ajax,

Agamemnon, Idomeneus, and Priam trace their descent

directly to Zeus, but such a genealogy is not necessary for

a king ; Nestor is a grandson of Poseidon.

^-'^jrhe right to rule in general is hereditary.^ Even Penelope's

I suitors, each of whom sought the kingdom of Ithaca for him-

I self, acknowledge that by right of inheritance it belongs to

i Telemachus (a 387). So Aeneas is told that he may not

I
hope to succeed Priam, who has sons (Y 183). If the king

has no son, the sceptre may be given to his daughter's

husband. Thus Tydeus, though an exile from Calydon,

follows Adrastus, as king of Argos (S 119), and Bellerophon,

coming from Corinth, receives a share in the kingdom of

Lycia (Z 192 f). This seems to be the explanation also for

the reign of Menelaus at Sparta,—he wedded the daughter of

Tyndareijs, and succeeded him ; but this is not a clear case,

for, according to T 236, Helen's brothers were still alive when
she left Sparta, and one of them should have inherited the

sceptre. Atreus was followed directly by his brother Thyestes

(B 106), not by his son Agamemnon, who at the death of

Atreus may not have been old enough to reign, and thus

Agamemnon receives the sceptre later from his uncle. The
situation in Ithaca at the opening of the Odyssey was much
like that in Shakespeare's Denmark on the death of the elder

Hamlet. The succession to the throne belonged by customary
right to the late king's son, but the suitors of Penelope hoped
that it would follow the king's widow, just as it went with

( Hamlet's mother to her new husband. Evidently, too, an

/
election in some form, though not by formal ballot, might be

I

held, just as there was to be a vote in Denmark on the death

;

of the king and of Hamlet, who gives his vote for Fortinbras.

Eurymachus hopes to be king, for " the people look on him as

latoyec^s is applied to Ajax, Odysseus, Peleus, and others, as A 489. For
SMTi>e4>ioiv pa.aCKi)oiv, cf. A 176, B 98. For depdiroure Aids, meaning simply kings,

of Pelias and Neleus, see X 255.

^ Cf. i-n-l fntToU yepaai Trarpxal ^airiXeiai, Thuc. I. 13, hereditary monarchies with
Jixed privileges, i.e. limited monarchies.
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a god " (o 5 20). The three divine sons of Cronus divided the
kingdom of their father (0 i 86), but the poet tells of no other
such division, unless (what is improbable) Sarpedon and
Glaucus have shared the Lycian kingdom (M 313).! In
default of direct heirs, remote kinsmen might succeed to the
throne. Thus on the death of Priam and his sons, Aeneas, by
virtue of his descent from Dardanus, was ordained by the gods
to reign over the Trojans (Y 303).

The privileges of the king, like his power and duties, were
indefinite, and varied not only in different states, but also at
different times in the same state. Telemachus
says merely, "It is not a bad thing to be king ; his ^^^.^!

house grows rich and he himself is more hiehlv f'Y^/'?'^^

honored (a 392). The king has a royal domain
(re/xei/o?, Z 194, 2 550, \ 293, X 185) in addition to his house
and private fields,—although no such domain is mentioned as

belonging to Odysseus (a 397, h 757). The king cared for

his home and fields, like any other rich man ; Odysseus built,

his own bed (\|^ 189), and had skill to build a barge (e 243)!
or to mow a field (a- 366). The princess Nausicaa joined 1

with her maids in laving the family linen (^ 74), and the'

princess of the Laestrygonians went to the town-spring to
\

fetch water for the royal household [k 107). The king receives/

gifts as tribute from his subjects,—but these gifts are not

fixed and definite. Money payments would not be expected

at a time when trade was barter, and no fixed ratio, as a

tenth of the produce of flocks or fields, was determined for

tribute,^ but more than occasional presents are implied in the

words of Agamemnon, in offering to Achilles, if he will return

to the work of battle, seven well-built cities, in which dwell

men who " will honor him as a god with gifts, and under

^ This, if true, would be not exactly such a division as the former, for Zeus and his

brothers each had undivided authority over his own domain, while Sarpedon speaks as

if he and his cousin had a common domain. These Lycian kings might be compared

more justly to the two kings of Sparta in historical times.

^ Herodotus, iii. 89, says that down to the time of Darius, the Persians paid no

regular taxes, but brought gifts to the king. The Spartan king received the hides of

tile victims sacrificed at the public festivals, and a suckling from every litter of pigs,

in addition to a few other similar tributes, but his domain seems to have been his most

important source of income. In i Savi. x. 27, we read that the children of Belial

brought to Saul " no presents," i.e. they did not recognize his authority.
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his sceptre will pay delightful dues" (Oeftiarag, 1 156). The

king receives a share, a "gift of honor" {yepas, A 163), in the

spoils of forays, even of those in which he had no personal

part. Achilles complains that of the booty which he had

brought back from his many expeditions near Troy, Agamem-

non, though he had remained in the camp, had retained much

and had divided little (I 333), and Thersites says that the king's

tents are full of bronze and of slaves which the Achaeans give

to him first when they capture a town (B 226). Doubtless

both these speakers exaggerate their causes, though the king's

portion of the booty was not fixed by law, but depended on

his will and power,—which included his favor with the people.

Briseis, the cause of the quarrel between Achilles and

Agamemnon, was such a gift of honor to Achilles, while

Chryseis was taken by Agamemnon as his prize. Sometimes

Briseis is called the gift of the people (A 299), and sometimes

the gift of the king, since he had acted as their agent in

dividing the spoil (I 367). Nausicaa's old nurse was such a

gift to Alcinoiis (rj 10), and Hecamede was selected as a

present for Nestor (A 627). If the king went on the foray in

person he had a right to his ordinary share of the booty, as

well as to his special gift of honor, which was set aside before

the general division of the spoil. He had also an apparent

right to an invitation to all feasts made by his subjects

(X 187), and the Ithacans recognized Telemachus's claim to

the throne, or at least his right to act as a representative of

his father, by thus inviting him. So the seat of honor, the

best piece of flesh at the feast, and full cups of wine (M 3 1
1

)

are named as royal emoluments.

Some scholars have thought that the king received large

court-fees for his services as judge, but this seems to be

putting late Athenian notions into Homeric times,

KiTlnP c
^"^ '^ unsupported by the poems. Once the poet

and War. speaks of a silver cup as given by Sidonians to

the Lemnian king ("* 745), clearly as a kind of

harbor dues, but this was exceptional, though naturally

strangers calling at the port for trade would seek the king's

favor. Doubtless the king could call upon his subjects for

certain services in peace. Nothing is said about payment to

the smith who gilded the horns of a heifer which Nestor
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sacrificed to Athena (7 425 ff.), and probably the smith was
bound to do such work for his king in return for the privilege

of exercising his craft at sandy Pylus.^ Certainly the king
could call upon his subjects for service in war. For the expe-
dition against Troy, each household was expected to furnish

at least one warrior. Hermes, in the guise of a comrade
of Achilles, says that he was chosen by lot from among his

father's seven sons, to join the army of the Achaeans (fi 400).
In lieu of service in the army a rich vassal of Agamemnon
gives to him a swift mare (^ 296). Another comes to the
war, though his death in battle was foretold, " avoiding the
heavy fine" {Qwriv, X 669), which evidently would have been
imposed upon him by the king for failure to perform mili-

tary duty.

The sceptre (a-Kij-n-rpov,—a long staff as it is represented

on the monuments of later times) was already the symbol of

royal power, although it was borne also by some other

officials. Zeus gave to Agamemnon the " sceptre
'

and rights" (a-KijiTTpov r >]Se Oefjua-ra?, I 99), and " to be honored

above all others with the sceptre" (I 38). Similarly Zeus
subdued the Argives under the sceptre of Pfoetus (viro a-Ki'iTrrpip

eSdfxa<7(Tev, Z 159). Agamemnon's sceptre was made by
Hephaestus and given to Zeus, who sent it by Hermes to Pelops,

who gave it to his son Atreus, at whose death it passed to

the brother Thyestes, and then to Atreus's son Agamemnon
(B loi). Odysseus receives from the king this sceptre as

a token of royal commission, like a royal ring or the king's

seal, when he sets out to check the disorderly rush of the

Achaeans to their ships (B 186). " Sceptre-bearing" (cna^TTTOv-

Xoi, B 86) is eight times an epithet of kings. Naturally, the

king did not always have this staff with him, but Nestor

sits before the door of his palace holding his " sceptre

"

(y 412). In its origin, of course, the sceptre was only a staff

("that on which one leaned "

—

o-ct/tttod), and it is borne and held

as a mark of authority also by men acting as judges (2 505),

by speakers before assemblies (A 234, T 218, /3 37), and

by priests (A 15, 28), as well as by heralds {1 505). Even a

beggar might have a a-iciJTrTpov, but this would be a mere stick,

' Cf. the ' ' duty-work " and " duty-chickens " which the Irish tenant of the

eighteenth century owed to his landlord.
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and no one would suspect it in his hands of being a badge

of -office.^ The staff with which Priam in his access of grief

drives forth the Trojans from his halls, is certainly not then

held as a badge of authority, but is used as any staff might

be wielded (Q 247).

No special royal robe was customary
;
purple and saffron

were not yet kingly colors. No crown was worn ; no crowns

or even garlands are mentioned by the poet. The
oya na'j.

^^^^ from which our throne is borrowed designates

a heavy chair, with back, arms, and foot-stool. Several of these,

however, would stand in every great hall, and were not limited

to royal use.

In two passages the power of the king seems unex-

pectedly absolute. Agamemnon offers to Achilles, on

condition of his return to the work of battle.

Ah 1
1

"'^^'^
^^^^'^ cities near the sea, on the frontier of

Pylus (I 149), and Menelaus says that if Odys-

seus had returned from the Trojan war, he would have

brought him from Ithaca with his wife and child and

people, and have given him a city in Argos, " clearing

out" (e^dXaira^a^, S 1 76) one of the cities under the speaker's

rule. Scholars have called attention to the facts that the cities

to which Agamemnon and Menelaus refer are in the same

region, and that here were subject towns in later times

also ; these may have been captured rather than inherited

cities. The king could hardly have treated an ordinary town

or district of his country in so summary a fashion, though

he was irresponsible to anybody. The Lycian king gives to

Bellerophon the half of his kingly honor (xi^^? /SacrtAjy/^os, Z

193), but this gift is made with the approval of the people,

for these bestow on Bellerophon a royal domain. Probably

the king took the new-comer, to whom he gave his daughter's

hand and thus designated him as his successor, as his associate

in the government. Peleus gives to Phoenix the rule of a

district (I 483), but doubtless this was a government wholly

subordinate to his own.

The words of Menelaus to which reference has been made

' Fanta thinks that in the later lays of the Odyssey, the sceptre is no kingly sign

;

but it is better to understand that the original meaning of the word {siqf) is retained

in the language by the side of the later.
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in the preceding paragraph, raise the question of the mutual

relation of superior and inferior kings. The Spar-

tan king could hardly have meant that Odysseus ^'^penor and

should abandon entirely his sovereignty ; he must j^^p.^

have meant that Odysseus should live on his land

and retain his authority over his people ; and so he would

have been a king in a part of another's kingdom. The
physical geography of the Argolid does not suggest how and

where a line of separation should run between the kingdom of

Diomed at Argos and that of Agamemnon at Mycenae, )-et

only Agamemnon and Xestor led more ships to Troy than

Diomed, and nothing indicates any special subordination on

his part to the king of Mycenae.^ When the king's rights and

authority were so loosely defined, his power was felt of

necessity more distinctly at his immediate home than in a

village thirty or fifty miles distant. Odysseus ruled over the

mainland near Ithaca (B 63 5 j, and had flocks and herds there

(^ 100), but the poet tells his hearer nothing of the govern-

ment on the mainland ; in ordinary times it may have been

nearly as inactive as that in Ithaca during the king's absence.

Even the extent of Odysseus's kingdom is left entirely indefi-

nite by the poet. Suitors for Penelope's hand came from

Zacynthus, Same, and Dulichium (- 245), which thus seem

to have been included in his domain ; but on the mainland

his authority is undefined. On the island of Syrie were two

cities, and the father of Eumaeus reigned in both (o 412;,

—

but these may have been situated near each other.

The king was the natural leader of his subjects in war.

This was his principal office. Agamemnon and iMenelaus

were " marshallers of the people " {Korjfu^Tope \auw,

A i6\ If the king lived to be too old for this
King the

' °
1 1-1 T Leaaer tn

service, he might abdicate his throne, like JLaertes ^^^.^^

on Ithaca,^ or he might be represented on the field

of battle by one of his sons, as Priam is represented by Hector

^See, however, note on page 65.

^ The poet nowhere expressly states that Laertes was king before Odysseus, but on

the other hand nothing indicates that a violent change of government had taken

place, and the throne of Ithaca is hereditary (a 387). That Laertes on his with-

drawal from the town lives a wretched life, and labors with his own hands (having

nothing else to do), of course does not show that his reign has been contemptible.
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and Peleus by Achilles.^ Nestor, in spite of his advanced

age, being more than sixty years old, is still vigorous ;
he

brings ninety ship-loads of warriors against Ilium (B 602),

and takes part in the battles, though he is not stated to kill

any Trojan, and he leads no onset. Whether the king had the

right to declare war on his own responsibility, is an academic

question which cannot be answered. He certainly would not

undertake a war without the assured support of his chieftains.

"Minister of justice" (SiKaa-TroXo?, X 186) is used once as

nearly equivalent to king, and a blameless king is one who
" fears the gods and maintains right " (eiiSiKias

The King as
^^g'^^g.,^ ^ 1 1 1)_ yet the king does not seem to be

" ^^'
a judge by virtue of his office. As representative

of the government, he had to take account of but few offenses.

Formal laws did not exist, and justice, as we have seen, was

custom and precedent. Most crimes and misdemeanors which

are offenses against a modern state, were private matters and

details of private quarrels in the Homeric age. Even a murder

was not yet a public crime ; it was a private wrong against the

murdered man and his family.^ The murderer withdrew from

his country in order to escape vengeance, not legal prosecution,

or punishment in the strict sense. The presence of

Murder
.^ murderer then constituted no such pollution to

PMution" ^^ people of the land as it did in later times in

Greece, and thus the act of killing in itself was

no offense against either state or gods
;
just as, even to-day,

among the Mainotes in southern Sparta, homicide is said to be

regarded simply as a matter between man and man. No cere-

monial act of religious purification for the defilement of homicide

is known, such as was absolutely necessary in the classical period.

The Homeric Orestes, on killing Aegisthus, has no such cleansing

process to undergo as is assumed by the Eumenides of Aeschylus.'

^ The ghost of Achilles in Hades inquires of Odysseus whether Peleus still retains

his royal honor (\ 495), or whether he is slighted in his old age, with no living son

near him to support his rights.

' In Attica, much later, the murderer could not be prosecuted if he had been

forgiven by the murdered man when dying, or even were forgiven by the next of kin.

No public officer was charged with the duty of discovering and punishing a criminal.

^ Probably the Homeric version of the story of Orestes allowed Clytaemestra to

hang herself in desperation and shame. The deed for which Orestes is praised by

our poet is his killing of Aegisthus, not that of Clytaemestra (o 299).
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But circumstances might make a homicide a dread offense

against the gods, especially if the tie of kinship or '' guest-

friendship " existed between the slayer and the slain. The
Erinyes, or Furies, avenge wrongs to kindred, though they

do not punish ordinary homicide ; they might have followed

Orestes if he had killed his mother, but they did not harass

Aegisthus for killing his cousin Agamemnon. The only court-

scene which is depicted by the Homeric poet is between two

men after a murder : one declares and the other denies that

the "ransom" or fine has been paid (S 498).^ No question

arises as to the execution of the murderer, for which, indeed,

the state had no provision. Evidentl)-, extenuating circum-

stances have persuaded the friends of the man who has been

killed, to accept a payment of property in satisfaction of their

loss, and the only question before the court is whether this

payment has been made. Ajax, reproaching Achilles for his

stubborn anger on account of a captive, says that many a man
receives compensation (irom^v, I 633) from the slayer of his

brother or his son, and that this murderer remains in the land, on

paying a heavy penalty as " damages." - In general, however,

the murderer believed it wise for him to flee the land.^ The

friends of the slain man under ordinary circumstances were

bound to avenge his death, and might pursue the murderer

even into distant lands (o 224). Nestor in speaking of

Orestes's vengeance on his father's murderer, says "What a good

thing it is when a son remains to take vengeance for a slain

father" (7 196). Achilles does not care to live if he cannot

avenge the death of his comrade Patroclus (2 loi), and he

'See below, page 91. The interpretation that one desires to pay, while the other

refuses to receive, a ransom for blood-guiltiness, is improbable, for the injured family

could not be compelled by a court to receive gold as " damages, "—the matter rested

entirely with their will.

2 This custom of accepting a fine in satisfaction for a homicide, existed among the

ancient Germans also. Cf. Tacitus, Germania, 21.

' So Patroclus as ii boy killed a playmate, in a quarrel about their game, and was

taken by his father at once to the home of Peleus, where he and his father remained

(* 85, A 771). Tydeus, as is made clear in the later story, went to Argos as a

suppliant because he had killed his uncle ( (f. S 119)- Tlepolemus killed his grand-

uncle, and withdrew to Rhodes because of the threats of his kinsmen (B 662). Cf.

N 696, 432, n 573, a 481, y 259, i 380, 272, f 118.—Even assassination seems no

great cause of shame {v 267).
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begs the soul of his friend to forgive him for yielding to Priam

the body of Hector (who slew Patroclus) ; he will share with

his dead friend the ransom for this body (Q S92). This spirit

of vengeance is the more remarkable since Patroclus had not

been murdered by Hector, but had been killed in open battle.

But in the fight, warriors often seek to avenge the death of a

friend (cf. N 414),—introducing a strong personal element into

the conflict. If the exile, fleeing from vengeance, proved

himself a mighty man of valor, he might receive honor and

citizenship in his new home. Otherwise he had no rights

whatever.

If homicide was a private offense, still more were all minor

personal assaults matters of which the state as such took no

cognizance. Theft as well as murder was a purely
ssau an personal cause, and each man had to protect the

Theft Private '., ^ . . .. ,,. . , ,,^
Offenses.

nghts or himself and his family, although as in

rude societies of the present day the neighbors of

the injured party might be willing on their own account to aid

in the punishment of one who might steal from them next.

Telemachus was considered particularly unfortunate, since he

had no brothers who would be his natural supporters {cf.

S 164, TT 115). Andromache, in speaking of the helpless fate

of an orphan, says that " others will take away his fields

"

(X 489) ; from such a wrong the orphan had no appeal to

the law, but he might turn to the people (as Telemachus did

when his mother's suitors were wasting his substance, and he

was unable to defend himself, fi 49), or he might seek the

personal sympathy of the king or other powerful men. Priam's

grandson might be supposed to be fairly secure in his rights,

but Andromache anticipates that he will be wronged on the

death of Hector. Most of the private lawsuits of the present

day were necessarily absent from the Homeric world. The
Achaeans had no written documents, and no mortgages to

foreclose. Debts there were, however, and disputes about
property, and doubtless other grounds of diff'erence. The
Achaeans had a place set apart for a court in their camp, near
the a£-ora (A 807). In a comparison, the poet speaks of a

man as returning to his evening meal from the place of

assembly where he had been "deciding the contentions"
{Kpivccv vekea,

fj. 440) of young men. Nothing indicates that
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this judge was a king. Doubtless most trials were really

arbitrations, both parties consenting to such a determination

of their claims, since no court had the means to see that its

decisions were executed, nor even that a delinquent debtor

was brought before it. No subpoena could be issued for

offender or witness. The parties to the suit must both be
" willing," as they were in the scene depicted on the Shield of

Achilles, to attain a decision,—not as in our courts, into which

one of the litigants may be brought sorely against his will.

The king, as the chief man of the state, may have been the

natural and usual arbitrator""^ in case of a quarrel, but he does

not seem to be the judge ex officio^ and nothing indicates that

a special class of causes was reserved for his decision. The
poet notes particularly that Arete, Alcinoiis's queen, settles

even disputes of men (/cat avSpdcri ve'iKea \vet, tj 74). On the

Shield of Achilles Hephaestus wrought a representation of a

court in which the elders (yepovTes, 2 503), sitting in a circle

on seats of polished stone, with heralds' staves in their hands,

were acting as judges. The king is not mentioned as present.

The people are present, however, actively making known their

approval of one side or the other, although they are restrained

by heralds. One of the contesting parties claims that he has

paid a recompense for a man whom he has killed ; the other, a

representative of the family of the murdered man, declares

that he has received nothing, and both are eager to attain a

decision before a judge {e-rrl 'laTopi, 2 501, 5?^ '^ 486). Two
talents of gold lie before the court, to be given to him " who

shall speak justice most straightly." ^ These seem to have

1 According lo the story of Herodotus, i. 96, Deioces, the first king of the Medes,

gained his throne by his impartiality in deciding cases submitted to his decision in a

time of great injustice, so that men came from other villages to lay their causes before

him,— clearly as an arbitrator. So in Israel {2 Sam. xv. 2) the people "came to the

king for judgment.''

2 Aristotle says that the kings in the early age or Greece were judges in lawsuits

(ras SiVas iKpivov, Politics, 1 285 b 11).

3 This passage is ambiguous, and has been much discussed. Some scholars believe

that the gold was a court-fee, and was to be presented as a reward to the special

judge who should give the best opinion ; but who would decide which of the judges

pronounced the wisest opinion ? Was this likely to be obvious ? Was the applause

of the bystanders (repressed by the heralds) to decide? If no Solomon or Daniel

came to judgment, a second trial would be necessary for the determination of the

several claims of the judges. Other scholars have thought the gold to be the sum at
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been deposited by the contestants, one by each, to be in a

manner a compensation for the trouble of the suit, as costs for

the litigants. If the murderer lost his case, his money as well

as the price of blood would be given to the prosecutor ;
if he

won his case, he received the two talents.

The active sympathy of the people in this suit is noticeable
;

indeed, the expression "laying his case before the people"

{^/j.ui TTicpaua-Koov, 2 Soo) is used, and the case is

Appeal to
really tried before the popular assembly, and the

'^Opinion
reader remembers that the heliastic courts at

Athens were really only committees of the ecclesia.

This appeal to public opinion is important, since the state has

no machinery to enforce a judgment. The contestants desire

the sympathy of their neighbors, and their acquaintance with

the facts, since the aid of the neighbors may be necessary

in order to enforce the judgment. Again the poet assumes

a court of judges, rather than the king as a single judge,

when he speaks of Zeus as angry with those " who, with

violence, in the place of assembly give crooked judgments

((TKoXias 6efji.i(TTag, 11 387) and drive out justice, not considering

the watchful eye (ottiv) of the gods," ^ where the decision

seems to rest with the people, rather than with the nobles.

The king's office, then, did not bind him to see justice done

and wrong punished, although a sense of decency as well as

self-interest required him, as the most powerful man in a

community, to make right prevail so far as practicable. A
righteous reign brought manifold blessings (t 107). If a

king was with full purpose (jrpocppaiv, ^ 230) gentle and

kindly, he deserved praise. Odysseus was gentle Qittio^, |8 47)

as a father to his people. In Hades, Odysseus sees Minos

"giving judgments to the dead" (Oe/j.KTTevoi'Ta veKvcrcrtv, X 569)-

This certainly does not mean that he was judging them for

the deeds done in the body, and still less that he was assigning

them to future abodes in Elysium or Tartarus, but rather

issue between the parties at variance ; but " two talents of gold " are the fourth prize

in the horse race, "ir 269, in which a mare was the second prize, and the value seems

too little to be the price of blood. Others still have suggested that the gold was to

pay the expenses of the court ; but a. court had no expenses at that time. If the

court had but a single judge, he might have received the gold as a fee for his trouble ;

but here a company of elders was sitting as judges.

'In Hesiod's Works and Days, the princes (/SatriX^es, 38, 261), are the judges.
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that he was determining their dues or duties in their present

shadowy existence. Whether, however, the poet thought of

Minos as exercising executive or judicial functions, serving

as a king or as an arbitrator, is not clear/ According to

Aristotle, Agamemnon claimed the right to put to death {'rap

efj.o\ ddvuTog, Politics 1285 a 14,—words not in our Homeric
MSS.j, but this may refer only to his power, not to his pre-

rogative ; so when Hector threatens death to Pulydamas for

opposing his will (M 250), this is a violent measure. Clearly

a Homeric court had no sheriff or other officers to carry out

its decisions, and the state had no prison in which an offender

could be confined. Probably a Homeric king would make
a special officer of the -most convenient person at hand, but

no punishment is adjudged by a court or inflicted by the

people in the Homeric poems. The stoning^ which is sug-

gested for Paris (F 57) would have been mere mob violence.

The person in whose favor a sentence had been given would

himself see to its execution.

The king not only is leader in war and the first in the

council, but also represents his people before the gods.^ At

the feast of the Achaean council before setting out j^^^-^.

for the first battle of the Iliad, Agamemnon offers represents his

the prayer for the sacrifice, as the head of the People before

public family (B 402) ; and at the making of the ^'" ^'"^'

truce for a single combat, he prays to the gods and cuts the

throats of the lambs (V 271 ff.). Thus also Alcinoiis seems

to offer sacrifice for his people to Poseidon {v 181). No
priest is mentioned in these connexions, nor at the great

sacrifice of the Pylians to Poseidon {y s), nor at the harvest-

home festival of Oeneus (I 535). Indeed the services of

priests seem limited to their temples, and thus no priest is

found in the Achaean army before Troy. The sacrifice, on

the other hand, which Agamemnon performs at his recon-

' The word judge seems at times to mean simply rule ; cf. Tpaal re Kal Aavaoin

SiKofeVM, e 431, "let [Zeus] rule as he will." We remember that the /zi<^g-es of the

Israelites were rulers, and that the Psalmist {Ps. xcviii. 9) in " for he cometh tojudge

the earth,'' means simply that the Lord will ruk the world.

^If the Homeric expression means simply "a stone coffin," yet death is implied

and the above remark holds good.

^ ri, Tphs Tois Beois iiroSiSorai rots pa(n\emit/, Aristotle, Politics, 1285 a 6 ; /ci/pioi

5' ^(xav (sc. ol /Soo-iXeis) . . . koX tup BuaiHv, Saai ixri lepaTina-i, ib. 1285 b 10.
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ciliation with Achilles (T 252 ff.), is personal rather than

public, and those of Peleus in his palace (A 772) and Nestor

at Pylus (7 444) are domestic in their nature. Penelope's

suitors had with them one who had the special duty of

attending to the sacrifices {Ovoctkoo?, (p 145),—but this was in

the house of Odysseus, who was absent from home. The

priestly office of the king seems another survival from the early

patriarchal form of government, and it is noteworthy in this

connexion that at Athens the ArchoB Basileus represented the

state in relation to the gods, and had charge of all matters

of public worship. Elsewhere in Greece the monarchy at

times degenerated into an hereditary priesthood.

The title of king or prince (^acriXevg) is bestowed freely.

Telemachus, in speaking of his hopes, says that there are

many other princes of the Achaeans in sea-girt

Titk of King
it-]-^aca, some one of whom may have the royal

Freeh
honor

;
but he will be the master (ava^, a 397) of

his house and servants. The island of Ithaca is

reported to have only 12,500 inhabitants now, and very likely

had no more in the Homeric age. It could have few princes

in the modern sense, especially since no kinsmen of Tele-

machus are named on the island. On Scheria were twelve

princes in addition to Alcinoiis (6 390, ^ 54),—certainly with'

no definite sphere of authority. Some old writers dreamed

that these princes might have ruled successively, as the

" command of the day " came to each in turn, but this is

unsupported by evidence. They seem to have received pre-

rogatives from the people (»? i S o), but what these privileges

were, is not clear. They formed a council, but this, too, had

only indefinite powers. Apollo, in the form of a son of

Priam, taunts Aeneas with the conti-ast between his with-

drawing before Achilles and his previous boasts to the princes

of the Trojans (^aa-i\eu<nv, Y 84),—certainly including others

than Priam's sons. The feminine form is used of the princess

Nausicaa (^ 1 1 5)-

The title anax (am^, protecting lord, lord, master^ is broader

and more frequently used than that of king. Thus it is given

to the gods (especially to Apollo), who are never called kings.

It is applied particularly to Agamemnon, as " king of men

"

(aVa^ avSpwv, nearly fifty times), though even this phrase is
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used of others, as of Anchises and Aeneas (E 268, 31 i), but it

is applied also to the owners of flocks (^ 87), and to Poly-
phemus in relation to his pet ram (i 452). The
verb formed from it sometimes retains distinctly ^'^^

'^'"''"

the meaning of protect, defend, as in Chryses's

prayer addressed to Apollo, "who art the might}' protector
of Tenedos " (Tei/e'^oio xe l(^i avao-aea, A 38, not "who dost
rule Tenedos with a rod of iron "), and in Hector's prayer for

his son^ that he might be " the great defender of Ilium
"

(IXlov I(pi avaa-a-eiv, Z 478). Thus the infant son of Hector
was called by the people Astyanax {Defender of the City, Z
403), because Hector himself was the main defence of Troy/'

A similar idea to that of anax is in the descriptive title

shepherd of the people {iroiixkvi \awv, y 156), which is applied
to kings and chieftains more than fifty times,^—to

Agamemnon more frequently than to any one else. ^^^P^'^'^ ^f

Compare " He shall feed his flock like a shepherd " ^ ^'

{Isaiah xl. 10).

The term Kotpavo? may be translated freely as sovereign.

It is used eight times,—notably in the words of Odysseus :

" The sovereignty of many {iroXuKoipavi}], B 204)
is not good ; let there be one sovereign {Kolpai/o?),

one king {^ueriXevs),—the one to whom the son of Cronus

gave it." This remark has been thought to indicate a know-
ledge of a democratic rule, but it refers rather to anarchy,

and is suggested naturally by the situation, " We cannot all

be masters here." The corresponding verb {Koipavelii) means
hold sway over, rule. The disguised Odysseus warns the

beggar Irus not to play the sovereign {Kolpavo? etvai, a 106)

over strangers and beggars.

The word ruling, ruler {Kpelwv), is used about seventy times.

The expression wide-ruling {evpu Kpelcciv) is used twelve times of

Agamehinon, and once of Poseidon. The feminine

IS used once, queen of women {Kpeiovna yvvatKwv

X 48), by Priam of his wife Laothoe. In later stories this

^ For the epithet of the father given as a name to the son, cf. Telemachns (Fighting

far frovi home), JSuryscues ( IVith broad shield) for the son of Ajax, and Gershovi,

(Stranger, in Exodus ii. 22) for Moses's son bom in the land of Midian.

^Less significance is to be attributed to the comparative frequency of the use of

such epithets, because of the influence of the convenience of the verse on the poet's

choice of words or phrases.
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word was used as a proper name for several princes and

princesses, as Creon of Thebes, CreiJsa of Corinth, and the

wife of Aeneas.

The term counsellor, ruler (^lueScov), is generally connected with

that for leader and applied to chieftains (^yi^Topeg >7Se /xeSovTeg,

B 79), leaders in both war and peace. Once it is applied to

Phorcys as the ruler of the sea (072). A cognate form is

addressed to Zeus as " ruling from Mount Ida " {^'lhr\Qev /xeSecov,

r 276).

The story of the poems does not require exact statements

with regard to governments, and we may believe that the

law of the Achaean soldiery before Ilium, and of

the Trojans in their city during the siege, was

stricter than prevailed in countries which were at peace

—

it was " martial law,"—and that the royal authority on Ithaca

had been weakened by the long absence of Odysseus. So

Aristotle {^Politics, 1285 a) believed that the power of the

Homeric kings on the field in war was greater than at home.

So far as we can judge, however, the government of the

Achaean army before Troy was much like that of the Achaean

people in Greece. Meetings of the council {fiov\r\) and of

the assembly were held as usual (7 127). Agamemnon was
" king of men," and the commander-in-chief of the expedition,

in one sense : he had gathered the forces and he had furnished

more men and far more ships (B576, 612) than any other

ruler. He was " most royal," he " ruled mightily over all

the Argives " ^ and he was expected to lead both in counsel

and in action ; all depended on him, whatever prevailed

(I 97 ff). Yet not Agamemnon, the commander-in-chief, but

Achilles, a leader of auxiliary forces, calls an assembly of the

Achaean soldiery when the pestilence has been raging in the

camp for nine days (A 54), and the notion that Agamemnon is

offended by this act of Achilles, is not supported by any word

in the poems, but solely by modern views of military propriety.

After the quarrel and Achilles's withdrawal from the field of

battle, Agamemnon cannot have him tried by court-martial

for insubordination, or punished in any other way. Achilles

is an independent prince in the army on the plain of Troy,

just as he is when at home in Thessaly. He has come to

^ ^ainXeiiraTos, I 69 ; dpicTTos 'Axtuiov, B 82 ; /j.iya wdvrwv 'Apydoii/ Kparhi, A 79.
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Troy as a volunteer, to aid Agamemnon in securing satisfaction

for the rape of Helen, but retains his independence, and may-

return to his home at his pleasure (I 356 f) ; he even threatens

to advise the other chieftains to return to their homes. The
other Achaean princes were doubtless just as untrammelled as

Achilles. So also Nestor in his early years fought as an
independent ally of the Lapithae {kut e/x' avTov, A 271), and
the disguised Odysseus, claiming to be a Cretan, says that he
was not subordinate to the Cretan king Idomeneus on the plain

of Troy (v 265, ^ 238), but was an independent commander.
Even Menelaus, in the preparations for the return of the

soldiery after the capture of the city of Troy, refuses to follow

Agamemnon's wishes (7 141), but sets sail at his own pleasure.

A council of Achaean chieftains is held at the opening

of the first day of battle, to discuss the delusive dream which

Zeus has sent to Agamemnon (B 53); another a

little later, just before the battle (B 404) ; a third ^f""^
"^

at the close of the same day, which determmes

plans for the burial of the dead and for the building of a

wall about the camp (H 313); a fourth at the close of the

second day of the battle (I 89), which sends an embassy to

Achilles, begging him to return to the conflict ; and another,

perhaps a smaller gathering, a little later in the same night

{K 195), which sends Diomed and Odysseus as spies into

the Trojan bivouac. In no one of these is a word said about

any plan of battle. In all, Agamemnon is rather the presiding

officer than an absolute commander. Thrice the wise Nestor

makes the proposition which is carried (H 324, I 93, K 203),

and he says the decisive word also at the close of the

first council (B 83), while at the close of their common
breakfast (B 435) he gives the command for action, just as

the old Echeneiis in the palace of Alcinoiis suggests to the

king the course which is then followed (>? 159). The poet tells

of an Ithacan envoy sent in early days by " Laertes and the

elders" (^ 21), which shows the latter's influence, if not their

power. Hector declares that he has been unable to follow the

" offensive " plan of war, because he has been hindered by

the elders of the city (0 721). The princes take part in

the sacrifice for the truce made between Priam and Agamemnon

on the first day of the battles (T 270) ; they are too many
G
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to lay hands directly upon the heads of the victims, and

therefore Agamemnon cuts wool from these, which wool,

clearly representing the victims themselves, the heralds dis-

tribute to the Trojan and Achaean chieftains before the prayer

to the gods. A more or less formal vote of the councillors

is taken at H 344, I 173, 710, 1 226, v 16, 47. On Olympus
too, Zeus, though absolute and almighty, and sometimes

outspoken in the statement of his sovereignty, does not

desire to act without the approval of the other gods, and

not infrequently yields his personal preference (a 65 ff.,

A 14 ff).

That the council of chieftains is an informal body rather

than a cabinet or senate with definite rights, is indicated by

Membership the fact that its membership seems variable. Who
in Council are present at the first council before Troy is not
Variable. stated. In the meeting just before the first battle,

Agamemnon has to breakfast with him not only his brother

Menelaus, but also Nestor, Idomeneus, the two Ajaxes, Diomed,

and Odysseus (B 404). These would form a council of seven,

a not improbable number in itself, although Achilles must have

been included except during the sixteen days of his wrath, as

is seen from his presence at the breakfast in Agamemnon's
tent on the morning after Hector's death (^ 35); but in

the fifth council, six chieftains volunteer to go into the Trojan,

camp, including Meriones who was not in the former company
(K 227), and the terms of the story forbid the supposition that

all the captains present volunteered for the service. Evidently

also, Agamemnon is not clear in his mind as to the persons

who should be called to the meeting ; the chieftains do not

constitute a distinctly defined body. Menelaus comes to the

breakfast without invitation, and the others would need only a

notification if they formed the council. If we suppose the

commanders of the several contingents to form a senate, we
have a company of twenty-nine (according to the Catalogue of

Ships), but some of the contingents have two or more heads,

while other commanders named in the Catalogue have no

prominence in the action of the Iliad. At T 146, seven

elders (Srif^oyepovTet) of the Trojans are sitting with Priam on

the tower by the Scaean gate,—and these have been thought

by some to constitute his council. But was no one of the sons
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of Priam, not even Hector, nor one of the sons of Antenor, nor
Aeneas, a member of the Trojan council ? This would seem
unreasonable

; at this moment the younger nobles and members
of the council naturally are engaged on the field of battle.

Alcinoijs,. king of the Phaeacians, had twelve princes to form a
council with himself (6 390); at j? 189 several of the elders

are feasting with him, but he says that on the following
morning he will call more elders for the discussion of the
succor to be given to Odysseus. A council of Trojan leaders

is held by Hector on the field after the second day of battle,

—

to ask who would go into the Greek camp (K 301). This
company cannot have been very select, for Dolon, a man
of no distinction, is present, and of course it includes none
of the elders who were with Priam by the Scaean gate. To
say that Dolon may have been present simply as a bystander,

makes the meeting of the council informal.

In the story of Eumaeus, the nobles had been dining with his

royal father, and had gone to the "session and speech of the

people " (e9 QwKov Si'i/uloio te (p^/Uii', o 468),—where
the " session " is thought to refer to a meeting

'^"IJ"'"
of the council. Perhaps, however, the council

had met at the king's table,.and the "session" refers to the

general assembly. A " common mess " at the expense of

the people, like the common dinners of the archons and
prytanes in later Athens, seems to be assumed in P 250 for

the Achaeans, and at M 319 for the Lycians.^ To give a

feast to the elders (I 70) is equivalent to holding a session

of the council. According to four verses which Wolf rejected

as un-Homeric {^ 621 f), feasters come to the palace of

Menelaus, bringing sheep, wine, and bread. This would be

^The princes drink the wine "of the people " (Sri/ua irlvov(n.v, P 250) in the tents

of Agamemnon and Menelaus, and the chieftains of the Argives mix "aldermanic

wine " (yepoviTi.ov olvov, A 259 ; cf. v 8). Some of these feasters have a limited portion

of wine (Savrpiiv, A 262), as may have been the case also in the Syssitia of Sparta,

while others have their cups " always full. " That is, as is seen elsewhere, men of all

ranks and deserts sit together in the same hall, but are not treated exactly alike.

That entertainment for public guests also should be at the expense of the people

is shown by the expectation of the Phaeacian nobles to reimburse themselves for their

f^fits to Odysseus by collections among the people (v 14), and by the story of the

disguised Odysseus of gifts bestowed by a brother of Idomeneus "from the people"

(STifwdev, T 197). But the king acted as host, being the natural representative of

his folk.
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for a feast of " the elders," the council, but not at the public

expense; it is an epavog (a 226). Before Troy, also, the

Achaeans " make ready a feast for the elders " (Saira yepovcriv

ecpoTrXiQaixev, A 344). That the queen Arete and the prince

Laodamas are present at the Phaeacian feast is not decisive

evidence against its official character. This queen had great

influence with all the people as well as with the king, and

in times of profound peace these feasts inevitably would

become informal.^ A justification for the presence of Penelope's

suitors at the palace of Odysseus, has been found not so

much in their aspirations for Penelope's hand as in the

hospitality expected of the king by all his nobles, and

indeed by the people generally. The door of the palace

was always open for the chieftains of the people. Penelope's

suitors only abused the privilege which was theirs of right.

The gathering of the nobles at dinner in the king's hall,

in the land of the Phaeacians (>? 49, v 8) as well as in

Syrie (o 467), and in the tent of Agamemnon
gW?/- ^g ^^^^ H 313, I 89, ^ 38), finds a perfect

analogy in the company of gods in the hall of

Olympian Zeus, as we see them at the close of the first

book, and at the beginning of the fourth book, of the Iliad,

and at the opening of the action of the Odyssey (a 26, e 3).

At the beginning of the eighth and twentieth books of the

Iliad, Zeus calls an assembly, but on the other occasions

the divinities are present without special invitation. They
have their own separate dwellings (A 606, 2 369, 268),

just as Paris and Hector have their own homes, but they

gather in the hall of Zeus for a common feast. Such
common feasts are assumed also by the twenty small tables

which Hephaestus makes (2 373) for the use of the gods

in their great hall, though the statement that these tables

were only to be lent to Zeus, would imply that on -some

occasions he had more guests than on others. These feasts

are a survival from the earlier patriarchal life ; the sons

gather about the father, and kinsmen come into the great

hall to discuss all matters of common interest.

1 The invitations which Telemachus is reported to Odysseus in Hades as receiving

(X 185), are thought to imply that the public feasts were not always held at the king's

palace, but successively at the homes of the princes.
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The relation between the council of elders (^ovXr; yepovrwv,
B 5 3.—where yepovTe? already has a technical sense, and
refers to age little more than senators or aldermen in

English),—and the assembly of the people {ayopi) Xawv),
is not precisely stated by the poet. According to Aris-
totle {Nicomachean Ethics, iii. 1113a), the Homeric princes
announced to the people what they had determined to do,
but this statement is not sustained by the poems. At the
opening of the Iliad, after the plague has raged
in the . camp for nine days, Achilles calls an ^"^"'bly

assembly of the soldiery (A 54). This, at least,
"{^Hl^^^,

was for deliberation
; the council had not met,

the commander-in-chief does not seem to have been con-
sulted, and no one had an order to promulgate. The
question before them, is what shall be done in order to

secure relief from the plague, and Achilles proposes that
they seek to learn from some seer the cause of the god's
anger. No one raises the point of order that this matter
belongs to the council of elders or to the commander-in-
chief, and not to the people. After the meeting of the

council at the beginning of the first day of battle, another

assembly is held, which indeed at first seems to be for the

purpose of making known to all the council's decision to

arm the soldiers for battle. But Agamemnon,—far from

presenting the plan as voted by the council,—says nothing

about a previous discussion and decision, and closes his speech

with the exhortation :
" Come ! as I say, let all obey ; let us

return with our ships to our dear native land."^ The men
start for the ships before another word is said,—no formal

vote was usual in a Homeric assembly,—but are brought

back to the agora, and Odysseus and Nestor propose for

action plans which are adopted. On the next following

morning, a Trojan herald comes to the Achaean camp to

ask a truce for the burial of the dead, and to offer the

' B 139. To say with Fanta, that this assembly is not for deliberation, but for a

trial of the sentiment of the soldiery, is misleading. The people suppose it to be a

deliberative gathering. The circumstance that Agamemnon hopes to lead them to

an end different from that which he attains, is not important in this connexion.

The form of Agamemnon's words may seem like a mild command, but if the

soldiery had not been so impetuous he would have been met by the opposition

which Diomed expresses in the gathering at the close of the second day of battle.
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proposition of Paris, looking toward a peace. The Achaeans

are assembled by the stern of Agamemnon's ship (H 383).

i.e. at the door of Agamemnon's tent. After hearing the

message, Diomed states his opinion, and " all the sons of

the Achaeans" shout in approval. Agamemnon understands

this as a viva voce vote,^ settling the question, and says to

the Trojan herald, " You yourself hear the answer of the

Achaeans." At the close of the second day of battle, the

heralds call an assembly (I 11), which is distinguished from

the council of elders (I 89) held later, not before it. Here

again no order is to be promulgated, but again Agamemnon
urges the return to Argos. Diomed rebukes him severely,

and the proposition is withdrawn ; Nestor directs the station-

ing, of a guard, and asks that a meeting of the elders be

held. Again, at the opening of the last day of battle, all

the Achaeans come together (T 45) simply to witness the

reconciliation between Achilles and Agamemnon. No orders

are to be promulgated. Finally, after the capture of Troy,

the sons of Atreus call an assembly at evening ('y 137)1^

—

not to give directions, but to lay their matter of dispute

before the soldiery, in order to secure a decision between two

plans, since Menelaus desires to hasten home, while Aga-

memnon thinks it better to remain and offer propitiatory

sacrifices to Athena. The adherents of Menelaus show their

mind by departing.^ In no instance, then, is an Achaean
assembly called that the people may learn the will of the

chieftains.

The assemblies of the Trojans, also, are deliberative.

Coming as embassadors of the Achaeans to demand the

return of Helen, before the opening of actual
Assembly

hostilities, Menelaus and Odysseus state their case

Trojans.
before the assembled Trojans (F 209), who must
have been gathered to decide between war and

peace, not simply to gratify their curiosity. At this meeting

of the people, Antimachus (who was not one of the princes)

urged that the envoys be put to death, and not allowed to

'So in Sparta in the iifth century e.g., the assembly voted with a shout, and if

the ephor was not certain of the majority, he called for a literal division, directing

the "ayes" to go to one side, and the "noes" to the other. Thucydides, i. 87.

"^Cf. ui 426 ff., where again there is a literal "division" of the assembly.
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return to the Achaean camp (A 123, 139); i.e. a debate was

held and different propositions were presented, concluding

with the decision to refuse the demand of the envoys, but

to allow them to depart. Before the first battle of the Iliad,

the Trojans are assembled in front of the gates of Priam's

palace (B 788). The subject of discussion does not appear,

but no orders are mentioned as given ; when the assembly

is dismissed, the men hasten to take their arms,—but this

was because of the tidings brought of the Achaeans'

approach. At the close of that day's battle, the Trojans

are gathered again by the gate of Priam,—in confusion and

fear because of the unexpected strength shown by the

Achaeans (H 345),—yet evidently for a discussion of the

situation. Antenor proposes to surrender Helen and her

possessions ; Paris refuses to give up Helen, but consents

to surrender the treasures. Then Priam directs the herald

to bear to the Achaean camp the proposition of Paris,

and to ask for a truce for the burial of the dead. In one

sense, this is an order ; but it is a result of the assembly,

—

the people were not called together to hear it. In modern

parlance, one might say that Antenor offered a motion to

give up Helen and her treasures ; that Paris then proposed

an amendment to the motion, and Priam declared the

motion adopted as amended. If Priam did not care for the

vote, or at least to know the mind of the people, he would

have settled the question in private. On the next following

morning, the Trojans assemble again to hear the reply of

the Greeks, and to act accordingly (H 414). The Trojan

soldiers are called to an assembly on the field at the close

of the third day of battle, when Achilles has appeared

before them (2 245). This can be for nothing but delibera-

tion. Pulydamas urges that they should return to the city
;

but Hector insists that they remain by the Greek camp,

—

saying, indeed, that he will not permit anything else,—and

he has the whole army with him (eTrl (5e Tpoje? /ceXa^jjcrai/).

" Pallas Athena took from them their senses, for they

praised Hector though he devised an evil plan, and no one

praised Pulydamas who framed excellent counsel." Here

Pulydamas makes a motion which is rejected under the

influence of Hector.
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In the assembly of Ithacans (,8 lo ff.), the old Aegyptius,

who speaks first, expects not orders but information. He
asks who has brought them together. " Has this

Assembly of
tidings of the return of our army, or does

Ithacans. =>
, . ^ .

he lay some other matter of public mterest before

us ? " Telemachus then asks the people to relieve him from

the oppression of his mother's suitors, but lays no commands

upon the assembly,—which would be futile. This assembly

is summarily dismissed by one of the suitors of Penelope,

who tells the people to go home and leave Telemachus to

the care of his friends, and they think it wise to do so

(^ 252).

The Homeric poems tell of two other popular assemblies,

one at Mycenae to determine the sending of troops against

Thebes (A 380), where the men of Mycenae (not the king)

" were willing " to grant the request for aid ; and the other

of the Phaeacians (6 5), where Odysseus is introduced by

Alcinoiis, who begins, " Hear me, that I may say what my
soul in my breast bids me," which does not sound like the

promulgation of a formal order. The importance attached

to oratory (9 170), the epithet of Nestor, "the clear-voiced

man of the assembly" {ayopij-n^?, A 248), and the epithet of

the assembly itself, " which brings glory to men " (KuSiaveipav,

A 490), all imply that the people were gathered for delibera-

tion. Nestor's oratory was useful for persuasion, not for

the conveyance of commands.
Thus the Homeric assembly of the people is clearly for

deliberation and action,—even in the midst of a military

campaign, when the discipline is necessarily stricter
ommf

j.]^^!^ ^j. j^Qjj^g^ jj^ peace,—although the right of

Deliberation. ^^ common man to speak and propose measures

as well as to vote, is not absolutely certain.

According to Tacitus {Germania, xi.), the assemblies of the

ancient Germans also were attended by all men of the tribe

in arms,—who listened seated, and showed approval or

dissent by applause or murmurs. Thersites is severely

rebuked by Odysseus for his ribald attack on Agamemnon
(B 212 ff.), but this brawler is chastised apparently not

for having spoken when he had no right, but for being

repeatedly a noisy disturber of the peace. " He was wont
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to affront Achilles and Odysseus" (B 221), which implies

several speeches in the past. Even in a town-meeting in

democratic i\merica, where every citizen has a right to be

heard, a ribald brawler may be rebuked with severity. The
Trojan Pulydamas is not one of the chief commanders
(M 2

1 3), but he makes and urges the proposal to return

to the city at the close of the third day of battle {— 249
ff.). The Antimachus who proposed to put to death the

Achaean envoys (A 138), appears nowhere else in the Trojan

story, and cannot be held to be one of the princes. Nothing

indicates, either, that the old Aegyptius who asks why the

assembly of the Ithacans has been called (/3 15), is a noble,

except that one of his sons is a suitor of Penelope ; his

other two sons " keep his farm," and the one who perished

on the expedition with Odysseus had no special distinction.

The freedom of discussion at these gatherings of the

people is shown by Diomed's open and severe criticism of

Agamemnon (I 32),—though they are in the field before

the enemy,—and by the speeches in the Ithacan assembl}-

(/3 40 ff.). This gathering in Ithaca arrives at no decision,

but this is only because it is overawed by Penelope's insolent

suitors. That the comrades of Odysseus overrule his desires

to leave Ismarus promptly (t 44), and not to land on the

island of the Sun (/j. 294), has been cited to prove the

independence of the assembly, but these seem rather excep-

tional cases of mutinous disobedience, although in form the

second instance is one of public discussion and decision.

Whether the king had a formal right of veto, cannot be

made out with certainty. Under ordinary circumstances,

however, we may be sure that nothing could be carried

out without his approval, for if the assembly were supreme,

he would be no longer king. An instance of such a veto

would be the refusal of Agamemnon to grant the request

of the old priest Chryses for the return of his daughter,

to which the people assented (A 22). The fact that the

speaker in addressing the assembly of the people directs his

words to the "leaders and counsellors of the people'' (I 17,

6 26), does not imply the insignificance of the masses, an}-

more than the modern custom of addressing one's remarks

to the chairman of the meeting, though these are intended
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primarily to influence the votes of the assemblage, rather

than the mind of the chairman, who has no vote. Odysseus

in the gathering of the Phaeacians appears as a suppliant

"of the king and all the people" (0 iS7), just as the old

priest Chryses beseeches "all the Achaeans, but especially

the sons of Atreus, the two leaders of the people" (A 15).

Idaeus is sent to lay the Trojan proposition for peace

before "the sons of Atreus," but he presents it to the

whole people (H 385).

The distinction between the nobles ^ and the common

people (S^/iio?, B 198) is sometimes manifest. Odysseus,

when he desired to recall the Achaeans to their assembly

(B 188 ff.), checked the princes by courteous words, "but

whatever man of the people he saw, and found him shouting,

him he struck with his staff and upbraided him with words."

Again, however, Pulydamas, a man of standing and even

better in counsel than Hector, is " one of the people " (S^fxov

eovra, M 2 1 3). To pass from the masses to the company

of chieftains was possible for a man of physical force and

the qualities of a leader, as is shown by the story of the

disguised Odysseus (^ 1 99 ff) : the son of a Cretan slave

woman led nine expeditions before the Trojan War, and in

this war he was a peer of the king Idomeneus.
A Man of the -pj^g distinction gained by a brave and mighty

a Leader"^" "^^" might be a kind of patent of nobility

which could be inherited by his children.^ Thus

Bellerophon's descendants ruled after him in Lycia (Z 196 f.);

that he was son of a Corinthian king, was of little consequence

to him in securing and transmitting this throne, compared

with his personal prowess ; he was an exile, and the result

would have been the same if he had been the son of an

^ (iptcrroi, r 250; dpttrr^es, SE' 236; y^povres, S 448; ^ov\ri(p6poLf fi 65 1 ;

dt)fXoy^povTe^, V 149 ; 5i/cao"Tr6Xot, X 186.

^ Fanta holds that the noble like the king had a domain, a ri/xevos, as the gift

of the people. This view is based chiefly on Odysseus's prayer for the Phaeacian

princes, that they might live long and happily, and that each on his death might

bequeath to his children his possessions in his hall, and the gift (yipas, ri 150)

which the people bestowed. That the people might bestow a domain from common
land in return for eminent public service, is clear from I 578 ; that every noble

had what deserves the name of domain, in addition to his private fields, is

improbable. See Chapter VIII.
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ordinar)- man. The Lycian king was convinced that Bellero-
phon was of divine lineage by his success in batthng with
the Chimaera, the Solymi, and the Amazons (Z 191), rather
than by any certified accounts of his ancestry. The word
hero (y'/poKj in general means simply soldier, brave z^'arrior,

or brave man,—not devii-god as in later Greek, nor is it

used in the modern sense ;
1 it was not restricted to the

chieftains. How the nobles were designated is not clear,^
perhaps only by the invitation proceeding from the king to

the feasts. They had no patents of nobility.

The place of assembly in the Achaean camp before Troy
was by the tent of Odysseus, at the middle of the line

(9 223, A 807), though once the Achaeans
gather by the ship of Agamemnon (H ^8^). ^t^/^''",,
,, - 1 , , . ^ ,

' ofJssembh.
A ear or m the agora was the chief altar of

Zeus. In Troy the people gathered before Priam's palace

(V, 788, H 345, cf. e 503). Ithaca (/3 7), Scheria (;; 44), and
even Laestrygonia (k 114), as well as Ilium (d 503), had
agoras, but the situation of these in each town is not

determined. The members of the assembly were seated

(B 99 ; cf.1, 246), as was the Athenian custom in later

times, and also the wont among the ancient Germans.

\\'ooden seats can hardly have been provided in the Achaean
camp for the immense number of men assumed by the

Catalogue of Ships, and most must have sat directly upon
the ground. But just as the accounts of battles show that

the poet had before his mind conflicts of small bodies of

men, so in the accounts of the assemblies for deliberation

the poet clearly was thinking of hundreds, and not tens of

thousands of men. Thus at the close of the second day

of battle, Agamemnon bids the heralds to summon each

man severally to an assembly, and not to cry aloud {fioav,

I 12),—wishing apparently not to attract the attention of

the enemy who are bivouacking not far away. Manifestly

such a secret summons would be both unnecessar)- and

impossible in a great army,—unnecessary since the enemy

' In parts of the Odyssey it has been thought to have an honorific sense, as in

y^povra Kaipr-qv ^poia., a 1 88 f., "the old warrior Laertes,'' or in aXXw cfvrgs

Tipiiav, B 242, but this may be only "tell one of the older warriors." Cf. also

^pws Aly^TTTLos, j8 15 ; Tjpus 'A\i.d^pcrr]$, (3 157-
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could not be near enough to hear, and impossible because

of the great numbers. And wh'en all, even the stewards

and the steersmen, come to witness the reconciliation of

Achilles and Agamemnon, the company would be too great

to hear and see what was said and done, if nearly 1,200

ships had come to Troy.

The assemblies were summoned by the heralds, generally

at the command of the king (B 50, I 10, ^ /3 6),—but,

as has been seen, not the king but Achilles called

^Hfembli *^ assembly in the time of the plague (A 54).

No stated days are appointed for the meetings.

The heralds also maintain order (B 97, S 503). The king,

as we should expect, has a special seat (/3 14), which the

elders of Ithaca yield to Telemachus when he appears in

his father's absence, to address the people. The time for

meeting, as in Athens, is early in the morning (B 48 f,

;8 5 f, 7 f). The gods, too, gather at dawn (G 2).

Only three assemblies are reported as held at evening,—one,

of the Trojans, after the first day of battle, when the

Achaeans have shown unexpected strength (H 345) ; another,

of the Greeks (I 11), after the second day of battle, when

Agamemnon believed further conflict useless ; and a third

(7 137)' after the capture of Troy, when Nestor notes that the

hour was unfitting,—the Achaeans were heavy with the wine

drunk in their joy. In the assembly, the speaker rose and

received from the herald a staff (a-KrJTTTpov, /8 37), which gave

him a quasi-official character, indicating that he had the right

to speak, or in modern parlance, that he " had the floor,"

—

the authority of the people was his. In his quarrel with

Agamemnon, Achilles casts this staff upon the ground at the

close of a speech, thus declaring that he has nothing more

to say (A 245). Similarly, when he has ended laying his

grievances before the Ithacan people, Telemachus throws the

staff upon the ground and bursts into tears (/3 80).

An epithet of the assembly is " which brings glory to men "

(KvSiaveipa, A 490), and again it is the assembly " where men
are distinguished " (apnrpe-Trees TeXeOova-i, 1 441).

Elomiena
^^"^ look upon the skilled orator as a god (0

173). The voice, of Nestor "flows sweeter than

honey from his tongue" (A 249), and he is known as the
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clear-toned orator of the Pylians (ayopirnjv, A 293); the

elders of Troy were skilled orators {ayoprjTal, T 150); words

fell like snowflakes from the lips of Odysseus (Y 222). The
perfect man was ready to lead " both in battle and in the

council," " in war and in peace."

From the meeting of the assembly no man seems to be

excluded. Even the stewards and helmsmen attend that in

which Agamemnon and Achilles are reconciled 'T 43), but

these stewards are mentioned nowhere else ; and if beggars

found a place in the hospitable palace hall {<t 2) they were not

likely to be excluded from the place of assembly, where

strangers also might go and be ^p 72J, though they might not

be allowed a part in the discussion, since they had no stake

in the action. An old formula, " Come hither, all ye people,"

appears in Plutarch {Theseus, 25), as an invitation to the

assembly.

Heralds, as has been stated, were the only official attendants

of the king, and the only officers of government. As
messengers both of Zeus and of men fA 334),

their persons seem inviolable, and they served as ^'^'^^
^ r ,, 1 - , 1 1-, 11 Officers of

a " flag of truce, —which was unknown, like all Qg^g^„„„ii,

other banners and standards. The Trojan herald

Idaeus was sent to the Achaean camp (H 372) with the

proposition for peace and (failing that) for a truce, that the

dead might be buried. The same herald attends king Priam

when he goes to the tent of Achilles to ransom the body of

his son Hector, and is called the " summoner " of the king

{KaXriTodp, Q 577), and "crier of the city" {uaTuBowTt}?, fi 701,

town-crier). On another day he fetches the bowl and golden

cups for the libation, and calls Priam to descend to the

plain to make a truce for the single combat of Paris and

Menelaus (F 248 ff.). At the close of the same day, he joins

with Agamemnon's herald Talthybius in stopping the single

combat of Hector and Ajax, when night has come on (H

274 ffi). Odysseus sends a herald with the two scouts who

go to investigate the land of the Lotus Eaters {i 90), and with

those who are dispatched to the city of the Laestrygonians

{k 102). Agamemnon sends his heralds Talthybius and

Eurybates to the tent of Achilles with the demand for the

captive Brisels (A 320), and sends Talthybius from the field
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of battle to the camp, for a lamb for sacrifice, before the single

combat of Menelaus and Paris (T 1 1 8). When Menelaus is

wounded by the treacherous arrow of Pandarus, Talthybius is

sent by his king to fetch the surgeon Machaon (A 192); and

when Agamemnon and Achilles are reconciled, Talthybius

prepares the boar for the solemn sacrifice (T 196), and at

the close of this service he hurls the body of the victim into

the sea (T 267). Before the sacrifice which accompanies the

truce of the first day of battle, heralds pour water on the

hands of the princes (F 270). In the only stated religious

festival of which the Homeric poems tell us, on Ithaca,

" heralds lead through the city the sacred hecatomb of the

gods " (v 276).

Heralds call the Achaeans before Troy to the place of

assembly (B 50), summon quietly the warriors to a council

(I 11), convoke the assembly on Ithaca at the

ii''j
^

'1/ command of Telemachus (/3 6), and convey from

the army to the Trojan city Hector's command
that the old men and boys shall stand guard during the

absence of the soldiery (0 517). Athena assumes the guise

of a herald to urge the Phaeacians to go to the assembly

at which Odysseus is introduced (6 8). Seven heralds, as

sergeantsat-arms, strive to bring to order the assembly of

Achaean soldiers (B 97), and on the Shield of Achilles is

depicted a court-scene in which heralds are maintaining

decorum (S 503). The speakers in the court-scene hold

heralds' staves (2 505); as Telemachus rises to address the

Ithacan assembly, the herald Peisenor puts a staff (a-KrJTrrpov,

/8 37) into his hand ; and when Menelaus rises to claim a

certain prize in the horse-race, a herald places a staff in his

hand and commands the people to be silent ("^ S66). When
the Achaean chieftains cast lots to determine who shall fight

with Hector in single combat, Nestor shakes the helmet which

contains the lots, but a herald bears the successful lot through

the throng, seeking the owner (H 183). The heralds, then,

deserve the name which Penelope gives them, of " public

servants" (Srjfxioepjol, t 135).

The herald did for the king what ordinary trusted servants

did for ordinary men. Agamemnon's prize in the games is

taken to his quarters by a herald ("^ 897), and in his tent the
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heralds are bidden to place the tripod over the fire and make
ready the bath ('^ 39). So in a scene on the Shield of

Achilles, a herald prepares the king's dinner Heralds

(2 559). In the palace of the Phaeacian king, Personal

the herald Pontonoiis is ordered to mix and dis- j^ttendants of

tribute the wine (>? 179). This he does again on '^^ ^^"S-

the departure of Odysseus {v 53), and then conducts the Ithacan

of many wanderings to the ship which is to bear him to his

home (v 65). He also cares for the blind bard Demodocus
at the feast (0 65). He or another herald leads Demodocus
to the place of games, conducts him back to the palace,

and bears to him Odysseus's present of a choice portion

of meat {6 106, 471, 477). The poet calls Agamemnon's
heralds his "ready attendants" (orpripw Qepa-n-ovre, A 321).

At the home of Odysseus, the heralds mix the wine and
water (a log, cr 423), bring it to the guests (a 143), and
pour water on the hands of the suitors (a 146 = 'y 338).

Menelaus's herald conducts the guests to their sleeping-

place {8 301). Each prince seems to have had his own
herald. Anchises had a herald Periphas (P 323). Eury-

bates, the Ithacan herald who cares for the cloak cast off

by Odysseus as he set out to stop the impetuous Achaeans
from their thoughtless impulse to return to Hellas (B 184),

and who serves as his personal attendant, is described by
the disguised Odysseus as having a dark complexion, thick

curly hair, and round shoulders, and as being rather older

than his master. Odysseus valued him more highly than

any other of his companions (t 246). He and Odius

accompany Odysseus and Ajax on their embassy to the

offended Achilles, to beg him to return to the battle

(I 170). Each Phaeacian prince sends a herald to his

home to fetch a gift for the guest, Odysseus (Q 399), and

heralds bring presents for the suitors to bestow on Penelope

(0- 291). The young Ithacans who accompany Telemachus

to Pylus, dispatch a herald to notify his mother of his

return (tt 328). Medon acts as herald for Penelope's suitors,

though he is in sympathy with Odysseus's household, and

his life is spared when the suitors are slain {)(_ 35 6).

The Trojan Dolon, whose name is given to the tenth book of

the Iliad ("Doloneia"), is the son of a herald, " rich in gold and
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rich in bronze" (K 315), and he is present at the council

of chieftains. This indicates that the service of a herald was

not despised or unprofitable. Heralds very rarely

!fti^/£"" ^PP^^"" °" ^^^ ^^'"^ "^ '^^"'^' ^"* ^^^ Athenian

Menestheus being hard pressed in the fight, having

no aid or adjutant, sends a herald Thootes to fetch Ajax

(M 342). The proper names given to heralds seem to have

nothing to do with their occupation,—as Idaeus, Talthybius,

Eurybates, and Medon,—and nothing indicates that the service

was hereditary, although in later times the Spartan heralds

counted themselves to be the descendants of Talthybius

(Herodotus, vii. 134).

In relation to other peoples, the men of Homer's day were

not so barbarous as to consider all strangers enemies, although

they made no formal treaties. The poet's good

^ReZTom""^
words for the Abii and the Ethiopians, " most just

of men" and "blameless" (N 6, A 423), indicate

that he had no prejudice against foreigners. The distinction

between " Greeks and barbarians " is not yet known, and the

poet did not think of the Trojan War as a stage in the great

conflict between Europe and Asia (Herodotus, i. 3). The
Achaeans had no common festivals, like those at Olympia

and Delphi in later times, and the poet lays no stress on

the tie of a common language,—hardly seeming conscious of

any linguistic differences. Nor does he indicate differences of

religion in other lands : the Cyclopes indeed care nothing for

Zeus and the other gods (t 275), but this only testifies to their

savage nature,—Polyphemus himself is the son of Poseidon

and when in trouble prays to him (t 528). "Strangers and

suppliants" (i 270) are under the special care of Zeus. The
inhabitants of an island city attacked suddenly by an enemy,

light beacon fires at night in the hope that their neighbors

may come with ships to their defence (S 212). The same
principle of self-interest which prompts one neighbor to aid

another against a thief or a robber, would incline one hamlet

to come to the succor of another in distress. Furthermore,

the impulse of .unselfish generosity and hospitality seems to

have been quite as vigorous in Homer's time as now: for

instance, Menelaus received many gifts in Egypt and Phoenicia

{§ 128 ff., 617), Odysseus received many presents and a convoy
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to his home from the Phaeacians (v 10 ff.), and the Mycenaeans
were disposed to aid Polyneices to recover Thebes, although

as a people they had only the slightest interest in his success

(A 376). A truce is made between the Achaeans and the

Trojans after a hard day's fight, for the burial of the dead

(H 375, 408). The making of a truce or armistice, and of

an agreement by which a single combat shall determine the

issue of the war, is described in detail in T 250 ff., and the

indignation of the Achaeans at the breach of the truce is

great (A 157); that the Trojans also regarded this breach as

a crime, is manifest (H 351). Menelaus and Odysseus went

to Troy as embassadors, before the beginning of hostilities,

to demand the return of Helen, and probably to declare war

in case of a refusal (T 205, A 139). Diomed's father, Tydeus,

was sent as an embassador from Argos to seven-gated Thebes,

before the expedition of the military forces against that city

(A 384, E 803, K 286). Odysseus, when a youth, was sent

as an envoy extraordinary to Messenia, to enter a protest

against an act of men of that country, who had landed at

Ithaca and carried away three hundred sheep and their

shepherds {d> 20) : the whole Messenian people were in a

sense held responsible for the wrong. On the other hand,

the father of Antinoiis, one of the suitors of Penelope, had

joined Taphian pirates and plundered the Thesprotians who

were on good terms with the Ithacans {apQu.101, tt 427), and

Odysseus had difficulty in appeasing the Thesprotians. Priam

once went to Thrace on an embassy, but the poet does not tell

his errand (e^ecrirjv eXdovri, Q, 235); that it was one of peace, is

indicated by the present of a beautiful cup then given to him.

Menelaus asks Telemachus what has brought him to Sparta,

—

affairs of the people or his own (S 314),—and Nestor's similar

question (kuto. irpTi^iv . . . old re \t]iaT>jpe?, y 72) does not

mean, " Are you a pirate or a trader," but asks merely whether

he comes on an errand (cf. Trpn^t?, 7 82). A herald, as has

been seen in detail, might serve as messenger between two

armies at war (H 372), or attend envoys on a peaceful

commission (as k 102, I 170).

An extraordinary instance of clemency to a foreigner is

related by the disguised Odysseus, who represents himself as

a Cretan who had led a marauding party to Egypt : they had
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killed the men, devastated the fields, and carried away the

women and children, but then a stronger body of Egyptians

appeared who killed or enslaved most of the
etnency o

niarauding party,—but this Cretan leader besought
Foreigners. t. r ^ >

^

&

the king for mercy, and not only his life but his

liberty was spared (^ 278). That an exile sometimes attained

high position in another country, has been seen in the cases

of Tydeus and Bellerophon, who became kings of Argos and

of Lycia. A foreigner had no rights, however, except as

under the protection of Zeus, and Achilles complains that

Agamemnon has treated him as an immigrant without rights

(aTtV^Toi/ fxiTavaa-Trtv , I 648, 11 59).^ When the suitors jeer

at the disguised Odysseus and rebuke Eumaeus for bringing

him to the town, the swine-herd replies that he has not sought

the stranger, and asks, " Who would call one from another

land, except those who are workers for the people (Stuj.ioepyol,

p 383), a seer or a healer of ills, or a worker in wood, or an

inspired bard?" Craftsmen, then, were likely to find a welcome
in another tribe, and might receive special inducements to

establish their homes there, just as in the newer American
settlements inducements were offered to physicians, teachers,

or handicraftsmen to join the settlement, and many cities are

ready to give special privileges to manufacturing establishments

in order to encourage these industries within their borders.

The Achaeans dwelt together in villages and small towns,

like the European villages of the last century, and the Utah
hamlets of even more recent times, rather than

^^^
* scattered over the country as in an ordinary new

American settlement ; they lived together not only
for mutual comfort but also for protection against marauders
and possibly wild beasts. Only herdsmen like Eumaeus
(i' 408) and Melanthius {p 223), and a few who, Hke old

Laertes, had a large establishment of their own (a 190, w 205)
lived away from the town.' The pastures were often on
the mountain slopes, where the land was not suitable for

cultivation. That a man takes his wife and daughter to

see his herds (A 476) of course implies that these were
kept at a distance from the dwelling. In the chapter on

iRidgeway interprets this as "one whose life has no ri/ai;,—is worth no blood-
gelt."
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property, the suggestion is made that each citizen had a
town-lot and a farm-lot, in addition to the right of pasturage
on the common lands of the district. What proportion the
common lands bore to the land held in severalty, the poet
does not tell, nor give any grounds for an inference.^ The
poet has no special word for village (Attic Kwfxr]).

The terms asty {acrrv) and polis (ttoXis) have no clear
distinction in ordinary usage,^ but are not absolutely synony-
mous.3 aa-Tu is used of a small number of „. .

towns,—of Ilium (T 116), Ithaca (o 308), and
*^'"'

the city of the Phaeacians (^ 296). ttoXi? is used far more
freely. Crete alone has ninety or a hundred cities {evvriKovra

7ro'Xi?e?, T 174, kaTOfiTToXtv, B 649), and about three hundred
cities in all are said to be named in the poems. Aeolus,
the master of the winds, has a ttoXk {k 13), but apparently
he and his family are the only inhabitants. This would
be an example of an early type. Tiryns, to judge from
the ruins, seems to have been a stronghold about which
many vassals dwelt who tilled the fertile plains. About
Mycenae, too, lived far more people than found room within

the wall of the acropolis. But often the chateau of the

master was not so much of a stronghold as were Tiryns and
Mycenae. The epithets high, lofty, wind-swept,^ applied to

ten towns, imply that a strong position on a height was
chosen, as we should expect in view of the danger of hostile

invasion. Athens, Ilium, and Mycenae are broad-streeted

' According to Mangold's reasonable view, 5r\iw^ originally referred to the divided

land, and d.-^fi% to common lands or pasture. But Laertes lived i-rr' dypoO (a igo),

and tke Egyptian aypis was inhabited (f 263). When Telemachus goes to Pylus,

Penelope's suitors, who know nothing of his voyage but have noticed his absence,

suppose him to be in the fields (dypQv, S 640), with the flocks or the swine-herd.

dffTu is a duielling-ploie, cf. iana ( Vesta) hearik. iroXiS seems to be in its origin

fortifiedplact', citadel, nearly equivalent to acropolis. ttoXLttjs is not used by Homer
in a technical sense for citizen, as contrasted with one who had no civil rights,

but is simply a dweller in the city.

^ Cf. ^\6ov
I

a.<nrd(TiOL Trpml &(Ttv, TrdXis 5' ^/xttXtjt-o £\4vtu>v, * 607 ; eix<^^TI Kara

&aTv . . . TrofTt t' 6vetap . . . Kara TrrdXiv, X 433*

^ Cf. S-jnrojs Ke 7r6Xti' Kal daru (Tawffrjs, P 144.

* "IXlos aliretv-q, N 773 ; 11 iJSatro;/ aiireLV7}v, Z 35 ; Uridaaov alwrjecyiTai/, "i* 87 ; IlOXov

ahrij TTToXiedpov, y 485 {cf. k 81) ; 7}V€fi6e(T(7av ^'Efiffirriv, B 606 ; "IKiov Tivefideo-irav,

V 305 ; ifrjkoiii ''EpvOivovs, B 855.
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(evpvdyvia, r; 8o, B I 2, A 52). Ilium is high-towered {v-^t.ir\)\ov,

n 698,—applied to Hypoplacian Thebes in Z 416) and well-

towered (evTrupyov, H 71). Ilium, Tiryns, and Gortyna have

notable walls.^ The epithet spacious (evpv)(opos) is applied

to six towns and to Hellas. Scheria is surrounded by a

wall (^ 9), though this is not specially needed since the city

is far removed from neighbors. Perhaps this indicates a

custom of fortifying cities, but Sparta and other towns have

no walls, at least no wall or gate is mentioned as passed by

Telemachus (S 2) on his visit to Sparta, as he approaches

the palace.

The palace seems to have been the personal property of

the king (a 397), and no court-house, senate-house, "city-hall,"

or jail existed. The courts and public meetings

n /, were held in the open air, as they were in later

times also. In addition to the temples in a few

towns, the only public building seems to have been the lesche,

or loitering place, to which allusion is made but once

:

Melantho, Penelope's wanton maid, would send the disguised

Odysseus away from the palace to sleep in the smithy or

the lesche?

As a geographical term, demus^ was applied to the land

possessed by a community, and connected with a town, and

thus meant country.*

' ttAXic Tpoitiv (vTeixeov, A 129 ; TtpvvBd re reixiiecffa;', B 559 ; TSprvvd re Tuxubeaaav,

B 646.

^Xiaxqv, <r 329. In Hesiod too (Works and Days, 493), the smithy and the

leschi are the ordinary lounging places in cold weather.—The reader may remember
that in later times the most noted Xiaxai. were at Delphi and Cnidus (both

adorned with paintings by Polygnotus), and at Sparta, where the elders spent

much of their time (Plutarch, Lycurgus, 25).

''hriij.01, B 828, r 201, u, 103, B 710, Z 158, 225, II 437.

* The Homeric meaning is preserved in the Attic terms e7ri57)/i(S, am in the country,

and airoSTj/jLla, going abroad, departure.



CHAPTER IV

WOMEN AND THE FAMILY, EDUCATION AND
RECREATION

Eight types of women are clearly drawn by Homer,
though for some he has used but few lines, and Eight Types

no one of these is repeated : Helen, Andromache, of Homeric

Penelope, Hecuba,^ Arete, Nausicaa, Clytaemestra, ^'''>'nen.

and Euryclea.

Fair Helen of Troy,—often called Argive Helen (Z 323)
from her early home,—is beautiful, fascinating, with great

tact but little conscience, the quick-witted mistress

of her household and yet easily influenced. She ^^.^''
^^^'^" '-^

is not greatly troubled in soul by the fact that

she is the cause of the war, but she applies to herself

such harsh epithets {dogfaced woman, kwcottlSos, T 180;
dog, Kvvo?, Z 356), and so wishes that she had died before

causing all this trouble (F 173), that in- general no one else

has the heart to reproach her, though Achilles, addressing

the dead Patroclus, calls her horrible (piyeSavrjg, T 325).

When she goes to the great tower by the Scaean gate, on

the first day of battle, for a view of the conflict on the

plain, Priam calls her :
" Come hither, dear child, and sit

by me that thou mayst see thy former husband, thy

kinsmen, and thy friends. Thou art not to blame in my
sight ; the gods are to blame, who brought upon me the

tearful war of the Achaeans " (F 162). Similarly Hector,

though he curses his brother Paris for bringing Helen to

^Consistency would require here the Greek form Hecabi, since Heracles is used

for Hercules, Asclepius for Aesculapius, etc. But no rule for the modernizing

of ancient names is satisfactory to all.
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Troy,—wishing that he had never been born (F 40), and

even praying for his death (Z 281),—yet has no word of

reproach for Helen herself When Hector's body is ransomed

and brought back to the city, Helen says that in the

twenty years of her life in Troy she never heard a harsh

or reproachful word from him ; but that " whenever any other

reproached her,—one of his brothers or sisters, or brothers'

wives, or his mother ; for his father, as a father, was always

kind,"—he checked them by his kind spirit and kind

words (f2 765). Menelaus, too, has no rebuke for Helen,

but welcomes her back to his home, with no reproaches,

and accepts the view which Helen herself presents when

she says that Aphrodite inspired in her blind infatuation,

" when she led her to Troy, away from her fatherland,

leaving her daughter, her home, and her husband, who was

inferior to no one either in mind or in beauty" (§ 261).

Helen presents a similar view to Hector when she says

that Zeus put an evil fate upon her and Paris, that they

should be the subject of song for men of coming time

(Z 3S7).

The poet gives no description of Helen's beauty. Nor
indeed does he mention the stature, complexion, color of

hair or eyes, or weight, of any of his chief female

Beauty
' characters, except as he implies that Nausicaa is

tall and slender (^ i S i ), by a comparison with

Artemis and a young palm tree. That tall stature was

necessary to beauty in Homer's day as well as in Aristotle's,

is indicated by Odysseus's words to Calypso when she

wonders that he longs to return to Ithaca and Penelope
though the goddess offers him a life of undying ease, and
she counts herself not inferior to Penelope in stature and
form (e 209). Not once in all the poems is the age of

man or woman given in terms of years : Nestor is old, but

Homer does not care how old ; Nausicaa is young, but

he does not tell us how young. Helen and Penelope are

ageless in their beauty, as truly as the gods themselves.

Lessing observed that no more satisfactory evidence of

Helen's beauty could be given than the words of the aged
counsellors of Troy, as she approached the Scaean gate:
" It is no matter of blame that for such a woman the
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Trojans and well-greaved Achaeans suffer long ; mightily is

she like the immortal goddesses in countenance. But yet,

such though she is, let her go in the ships and not remain
as a bane to us and our children after us " (T 15 6).

When Hector goes to the house of Paris to summon
him to return to the field of battle, he finds him sitting

with Helen in her room, and the maids busy with their

work of weaving and spinning (Z 321). On learning of

the arrival of guests at the palace of Menelaus {§ 121),
Helen, " like to Artemis," comes to the great hall " from her

fragrant, high-roofed chamber." One attendant sets for her

an easy-chair, over which another throws a rug, while a

third brings her basket of wool, for she continues her

spinning, as modern ladies do their fancy-work, in the even-

ing. Menelaus had refrained from inquiring the names and
errand of his guests, until they had finished dinner, but

he had been puzzled by their reception of his remarks
about the heroes of the Trojan War, and particularly about

Odysseus. But Helen, immediately on entering the hall,

says, " Why, this must be Telemachus." She has never seen

a son resemble his father so strongly as this young guest

resembles Odysseus (S 141). Then Menelaus says that now
he, too, sees the resemblance. A little later, Helen tells of

Odysseus's exploit in entering Troy in disguise, and Mene-
laus chimes in, "Yes, wife, all this is very true" (S 266).

Just as Telemachus is leaving Sparta, an eagle carries away a

goose from the courtyard, and he turns to Menelaus and asks

for whom this omen is sent ; Menelaus is still pondering

when the quick-witted Helen gives the right answer (o 172).

Helen's tact is shown by her courteous reference to

Menelaus in connexion with her going to Troy, already

quoted (§ 261): "she must have been infatuated, or she

would not have left such a husband." She is charming, too,

when she gives to the young Telemachus on his departure

a robe which her own hands have wrought, for him to

give to his bride on his marriage (o 126). She never is

made to utter a harsh or cutting word, except indeed to

Paris on his shrinking from the battle (T 428, Z 3 50).

Andromache is the young mother of an infant son, and

the wife of the bravest of the sons of King Priam of Troy.
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Her father was king of the neighboring Thebes, but he

and his six sons have been killed by Achilles. Her mother

was taken captive by Achilles, but was ran-

somed and died peacefully in her father's home.

Hector and the little Astyanax are Andromache's all

(Z 429). Hector is the chief of the Trojan leaders, and

she shares his cares and anxieties. Interested in all that is

his, she often even feeds his horses on his return from the

field of battle (0 187). On the first day of battle, with her

infant son and the nurse she has gone to the Scaean

Gate of the city in the hope of learning tidings of the

conflict and her husband ; there she learns that he has

come to the city, with a message for Queen Hecuba, and

she hurries to meet him just after he has sought her in

vain at their home, and is hastening to the field of war.

Hector smiles, looking upon his child in silence, but Andro-

mache, shedding tears, stands by him, clasps his hand,

and says, " My dear husband, this courage of thine will be

thy death, nor dost thou pity thine infant son and me,

hapless woman." She then reminds him that he is to her

not only husband but also father and brother, and urges

him to take his stand within the city and from the wall to

direct its defense. He replies that he remembers all this,

but he cannot remain away from the battle. He knows
that the time will come when Ilium shall perish, and he

grieves not so much for Hecuba herself, nor Priam, nor his

brothers, as at the thought of the lot that is to befall her,

—

to weave at the bidding of another, or to fetch water from

the springs of Argos or Thessaly. He caresses her and bids

her grieve not too much for him ; he cannot escape death

if the gods have willed it, nor will he be slain unless this is

fated (Z 486). He reminds her, too, that "war is the care

of men," and she departs to her home, often turning about
{ei/Tpo-jra\i^ofiev>j, Z 496) for a last look at her husband;

Andromache appears twice agairi in the poems. At
the close of the last day of battle, she is weaving in

her hall a double purple cloak, interweaving bright flowers,

and bids the maids place the tripod over the fire that the

warm bath may be ready for Hector on his return from
the battle, when she hears the shrieks which betoken that
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some calamity has befallen the Trojans. Her heart fears

the truth, and she hastens to the Tower only in time to

see Hector's body dragged to the Achaean camp behind
the chariot of Achilles. She faints, and on her recovery

bewails the fate of her son, left without a father (X 440 ff.).

And at the close of the Iliad, holding Hector's head in

her arms, she bewails him, herself, and their son,—and the

city, too ; for this "' will be sacked, since thou hast fallen, its

guardian, who didst save the city itself, and the faithful

wives and young children" (fi 728). The mutual affection

and confidence of Hector and Andromache is ideal.

Penelope of Ithaca has long been recognized as the type

of a faithful wife. For twenty years no tidings have been

received from her husband Odysseus. The other „

Achaeans have returned, or at least are accounted

for. She is in the midst of troubles,—anxious for her son and

his future, urged to marry by a large number of importunate

suitors, and seeing the estate of her husband wasted,—but she

yet clings to the hope of Odysseus's return. On his arrival

she requires full evidence of his identity ; the change in him

has been great, and she has feared the deceit of men
(•v//- 216); but on recognizing him the tears of joy fall freely.

" The gods had grudged their happiness, that they two should

remain together, to enjoy their youth and come to the

threshold of old age" (\|^ 211). During Odysseus's absence,

Penelope is the undisputed mistress of his house, being under

no guardian, and she does not allow her son Telemachus

to give directions to the women. The swine-herd Eumaeus

delights greatly in going to the palace " to talk with her,

to have something to eat and to drink, and to bring some

gift back to the field " (o 376). She is honored for her good

judgment ; she is wiser even than the famous women of

earlier times (/3 117); and she is sought in marriage not

simply because she would bring the kingdom as dowry (and

this of itself would show her importance), but also because of

her beauty [p- 245).^ Her ingenuity is manifested in the

1 Another instance of the kingdom's going with the late king's widow is that of

Epicasta (the locasta of Sophocles), whom Oedipus wedded when he received the

kingdom of Thebes (X 271). The Homeric poet only alludes to the story, but dearly

agrees in this with Sophocles.
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familiar device of her web,—she would not marry until she

had completed a fitting death-robe for her husband's aged

father Laertes (/3 97) ; and she unravelled by night all that

she had woven by day. Thus she postponed the importunity

of her suitors for three years, before her device was discovered.

On the first day of the action of the Odj/ssej/, she hears from

her upper room the lay of the bard, as he sings to her suitors

at their feast, of the sad return of the Achaeans from Troy,

and she descends to the great hall to bid the minstrel choose

some other subject of song (a 328). A second time, at the

suggestion of Athena, she appears to her suitors (0-158 ff.),

rebuking them for their insolence and reminding them of

the proper manner of conducting a suit for marriage. The

suitors acknowledge the justice of her reproach. Each is

filled with fresh eagerness to win her hand, and sends to

his home for gifts to bestow on her. Finally, on the next

day, again on the suggestion of Athena, she appears to the

suitors, and promises to wed him who most easily shall

string the old bow of Odysseus, and shoot an arrow through

a mark which her husband used to set up {(p i ff.). When

Telemachus sails away to Pylus, he takes care that his

mother may not learn of his absence, but may suppose him

to be somewhere on the farm, that she may not waste away

in anxiety for him (/3 373).

In Hecuba we see the aged mother of nineteen sons,

—

Priam's " mobled queen,"—mourning for Hector, " far the

dearest to her heart of all her children." On
Hecuba.

^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ battle. Hector comes from the

battlefield and bids her assemble the Trojan matrons, and

make prayers and vows to Athena. She bids him wait until

she shall bring a cup of wine that he may pour a libation

to Zeus, and may himself be cheered by drinking,—but he

declines ; he may not raise to Zeus hands bespattered with

blood and gore, and he fears that the wine may weaken rather

than strengthen him (Z 258). Then Hecuba sends for the

matrons, and herself chooses the most beautiful robe in her store

to " lay on the knees of Athena." She appears next at the

close of the last day of battle, on the tower by the Scaean

Gate, watching the Trojans driven by Achilles within the city

walls. And when Hector alone remains outside the gate, to
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withstand Achilles, and Priam in vain has begged him to

retreat for safety, old Hecuba bares her breast and bids him
remember her care, and pity the breast which she had held to

his lips in his infancy (X 80). When Hector is slain, Andro-
mache in her hall " hears the voice of her husband's honored
mother," and knows that " some ill is near to the children

of Priam" (X 451). Hecuba asks why she should live now
that Hector has fallen,—he who was her boast both night and
day, and a strong defense to the Trojans, who looked upon
him as a divinity (X 431). On Priam's receiving a message
from Zeus, bidding him go to the Achaean camp and ransom
Hector's body, he asks Hecuba's advice. With all her love

for her son, she now thinks only of Priam's danger, and
endeavors to dissuade him :

" How dost thou desire to go
alone to the ships of the Achaeans, before the eyes of a man
who has slain for thee many and noble sons ? Thy heart

is of iron. . . Now let us weep in our halls, apart from

Hector. To him mighty fate spun this lot at his birth,^

that he should sate the dogs, away from his parents, at the

tent of that mighty man, to whose very heart I should like

to cling, and devour it" (0 203). But since Priam is resolved

to go, she brings him a cup of wine on his departure, that he

may pour a libation and seek an omen from Zeus (Q 283).

She and Andromache meet the king returning with the corpse

of Hector, at the Scaean Gate, and her dirge follows that

of Andromache,—" Hector was surely dear in his life to the

gods who care for him thus in his death " (Q 748).

Arete, wife of Alcinoiis, king of the Phaeacians, on the

other hand, is a queen in the midst of peace and prosperity.

She guides her household, and settles disputes of
,

her people, even the quarrels of men (rj 74),—being

honored as no other woman in the world is honored by her

husband. Nausicaa and Athena both give to Odysseus the

same advice (^ 310, ;? 75) to apply for succor to the queen,

—if her favor is secured, the hero may be sure of his return

to his home. When Odysseus enters the palace, well on in

the evening, he passes by the king and makes his appeal

to Arete as she is sitting with her spinning, by her husband

and her sons, near the fire, in the midst of the counsellors

of the Phaeacians. This was her usual place, clearly the
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place of honor in the hall. She recognizes the clothing worn

by Odysseus, as the handiwork of her women, and discerns

that he must have received aid from her daughter Nausicaa,

but discreetly awaits the departure of her guests before making

inquiry with regard to this (v 238). At the conclusion of

Odysseus's story of the Fair Women whose shades he had

seen in Hades, Arete is the first to break the silence, claiming

Odysseus as her special guest, and suggesting that additional

gifts be bestowed on him (X 338). The oldest counsellor of

the Phaeacians takes up the proposition, and says that the

queen's words are just what might be expected of her. It

is she, not the king, to whom Odysseus makes his formal

adieu (v 57), and she sends women to bear to the boat his

luggage, ie. the gifts which he had received from the Phaeacians

(v 66).

The charming princess Nausicaa, daughter of Arete,—an

only daughter, with five brothers (^ 62) ;
petted but not

.
" spoiled,"—is one of the most attractive characters

'

of the poems, and the only young damsel just'

reaching the time of marriage (^ 27, 277) whom Homer
depicts. In order to prepare the way for the kindly reception

of Odysseus by the Phaeacians, on the night after he was cast

on their shores, Athena visits her in a dream, in the guise of

one of her girl-companions, and reminds her that the house-

hold linen should be washed, and that the time of her marriage

is near, when she should not only be well-clad herself, but

also furnish raiment to the groomsmen. So in the morning,

Nausicaa goes to her father, whom she addresses as " Papa

dear" (Trainra (piXe, ^ 57), and asks for his wagon and mules

that she may go to the river with her women and wash the

clothes,—saying nothing about her own marriage, but calling

attention to the propriety of his having clean linen as he sits

in council, and particularly to her brothers' desire to go to

the dance with newly washed raiment (^ 60). Her mother

prepares the luncheon and adds a goatskin bottle of wine,

and also a golden vase of olive oil that she may anoint

herself after the bath in the river, which is assumed as part

of the day's program. The maidens make a frolic and sport

of the washing {epiSa TrpocpepoucraL, ^92), spread the garments

in the sun on the clean pebbles, and, while they wait for
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them to dry, they bathe and take luncheon, and then play

a game of ball. At last a maid fails to catch the ball which

the princess has tossed, and it falls into an eddy of the river.

The maidens shriek, and this rouses the sleeping Odysseus,

who appears from under a bush. The other maidens flee, but

Athena gives to Nausicaa courage to remain. She bestows

on Odysseus raiment and food, and directions for reaching

the palace and supplicating the queen. Her sense of pro-

priety and discretion in avoiding notice are shown in her

care to avoid the remarks of the Phaeacians, by not herself

conducting the wanderer to the palace (^ 273) ; this was an

unusual case, and her conscience did not reprove her, but she

knew that her course might be misinterpreted and mis-

represented. The poet very neatly makes Alcinoiis to be less

thoughtful for conventionalities than his daughter had been,

and to say bluntly and hospitably that she should have

brought the stranger directly to the palace (i? 299). On her

return to her home, her brothers unharness the mules, and

her old nurse, who now acts as chambermaid for her, kindles

a fire in her room (the only fire in a chamber mentioned

by Homer), and prepares her evening meal. She does not

sit with the king and queen and their guests, in the great

hall, but on the next day she contrives to stand by the door

and say farewell to Odysseus, and bid him remember that he

owes his life to her (9 461).

Clytaemestra, Agamemnon's queen, has long been recog-

nized as the Lady Macbeth of the Homeric poems, and the

typical unfaithful wife. She is the special foil of

Penelope, but the poet is far from pamtmg her as

wholly bad : he says expressly that she had a good heart

(7 266), and that Aegisthus never expected to succeed in

persuading her to leave the home of her husband Agamemnon

(7 275). The Homeric story does not represent her either as

killing Agamemnon or as being killed by her son Orestes.

Very probably the poet thought of her as committing suicide

in shame on Orestes's return. But if she did not herself kill

Agamemnon, she seems at least to have consented thereto,

for his ghost in Hades says that Clytaemestra killed Cassandra

by the side of the dying Agamemnon, and did not have the

heart to close his mouth and eyes as he died, but departed
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(X 422) and left him. The contrast between the early and.the

later Clytaemestra is so great that some scholars have thought

the pictures to be inconsistent, but we need not suppose two

forms of the story. When she has once yielded to evil, the

elements of good in her are turned to wickedness. So far as

Mycenae had any regent in Agamemnon's absence, the rule

seems to have been left with her, but with a bard as

"assessor"; on taking her to his own home, however, Aegisthus

became the ruler of the land {y 305).

An eighth example of typical Homeric women may be

found in the class of servants. Euryclea, " the daughter of

Ops who was the son of Peisenor," was bought
e uue

, Laertes when she was in the prime of her
Euryclea. •'

1 / % 1

youth for the worth of twenty cattle (a 429), and

had been the nurse of both Odysseus (t 482) and his son

Telemachus (a 435). She still with a torch attends Telemachus

to his chamber at night, and smoothes the clothes which he

doffs, and hangs them on a peg near the bed, and to her alone

he confides his plan of going to Pylus and Sparta (/3 356);

She holds the key of the storeroom (/3 346), and has the

general direction of the maids of the house (v 148, x 395)-

During the slaughter of the suitors of Penelope she keeps

the door between the apartments fastened, and restrains the

women {(p 380). On Odysseus's return, she washes his feet

and recognizes him, but does not reveal his secret (t 475).

When the suitors are slain, she tells Penelope of Odysseus's

deed {^ 5), and is bidden by her to prepare the couch for

him {^ ^77)- That the poet names her grandfather, may
indicate that she was a servant by capture rather than by
birth, but she never alludes to any earlier condition of life,

and is heartily devoted to Penelope and her family.

From the position of goddesses on Olympus, one may fairly

draw inferences for the position of women on earth. We note,

perhaps with some surprise, that the chief divinity
Goddesses on r ^ a a h 1 , 11
Ohmtus

^^^"^ '^ " Ares or even Apollo, but a goddess,

Athena, a favored, almost petted, daughter of Zeus;

and her temple at Troy is in the care of a priestess who is also

wife of Antenor, and one of the most honored matrons of

the city. She may remind us of the warlike maidens, the

Amazons, who are mentioned twice in the poems (F 189,
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Z 186),—as attacking the Phrygians in Priam's early days,

and as attacked by Bellerophon, sent from Lycia a few years

earlier. Artemis as a huntress reminds the reader of Atalanta

in the Calydonian Boar Hunt, and of Cyrene who contended

alone and unarmed, even with lions (Pindar, Pyth. ix. 26).

In physical power and in freedom of action these must have

been the match of Spartan maidens. Hera is made to feel

her inferiority to Zeus, but she at least speaks her mind to

him freely, and is to hear from him what may be heard, before

any other of the divinities. She dreads to offend him, but he,

too, dislikes to offend her (A 518). The nymphs Circe and

Calypso live alone on their islands, attended by other nymphs,

and their situation is so different from that of mortals that no

inference can be drawn from them, for human conditions,

except perhaps that the notion of an unmarried woman at the

head of a household was not entirely strange. Since the

marriage-state is most clearly indicated as natural for both

women and men,—for Homer knows of no unwedded man of

middle life,—and a certain obligation rests on every marriage-

able woman to marry, as is shown in the case of Penelope, we

may be surprised that Athena and Artemis remain unwedded,

but for this no explanation is given.

The foregoing survey of the most prominent women and

goddesses of the Homeric poems shows that the Greek \\omen

of the poet's time were far from being kept in
^ , , • XT , 1 J a \ " omen not

semi-Oriental seclusion. Not only do women tlock
5^^^^^^^

to the Scaean Gate of Troy, to learn news of the

war (Z 238), and form a procession to the temple for public

worship (Z 296) ; they also go out of the town to see a circus

rider perform on four horses at once (0 683), to fetch water

from the town-spring (/c 107), and to wash clothes at the

public troughs and at the river (X 155, \ 74), and in the

harvest-field they prepare the porridge for the reapers (2 560).

On the last day of battle, Hector sa)'S that he and Achilles

cannot now "chat together, as a young man and a maiden chat

from a rock or a tree" (X 127). W'omen, evidently neighbors,

come into the middle of the street and use harsh language of

each other,
—"sayings things true and false" (Y 253). In

time of extreme danger, when the warriors are without the

gates, the women stand guard on the battlements of the city,
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with the old men (2 5 1 4). The wife of Antenor, Theano, is

priestess of Athena (Z 300). The women of Homeric Greece

clearly were far freer and more influential than their daughters

and successors of the historical period. That the Athenian

historian Thucydides names no woman, is a well-known fact.

Spartan women indeed had more freedom, but in the true

family life they do not seem nearly so influential and important

as the Homeric women. Nothing in the poems, however,

indicates the existence of a matriarchate in early Greece, but

merely what modern readers would consider the most whole-

some and natural family relations of the whole ancient world.

An explanation of the later change of the position of women
in Greece is not certain, but we at least may remember that

while Athens never gave birth to a female poet, and the

Ionian Semonides of Amorgos lampooned women, the Aeolic

race could boast of Sappho, Erinna, and Corinna, and the

indications are clear of a close connexion between epic poetry

and the Aeolians. The Athenians found such difficulty in

understanding Sappho's freedom of life and song, that their

comic poets most shamefully maligned her. In this connexion

may be noted also the fact that the Muses, too, are females,

and sing at the feasts of the gods (A 604) as well as at

AchiUes's funeral {w 60), that the Sirens were beguiling

songstresses {ix 184), and that Circe sang while she plied

her loom {k 221).

We have seen that Arete is the centre of the guests in the

palace hall, and that Helen comes to her hall as soon as she

learns that guests have arrived at the palace. Certainly

Athena and Hera had honored places in the hall of Zeus,

—

apparently one sitting on either side of him. We may fairly

infer that the great hall was the usual place of the Homeric
wife, and that she was not expected to withdraw to the

women's quarters on the entrance of a stranger. It was in

the great hall of the palace of Syrie (o 461) that the queen
and her women chaffered with the Phoenicians for their wares.

Doubtless Penelope sat in the hall of her palace until her

suitors became so numerous and importunate that she appeared

to them but seldom (o 516, o- 164). The loom on which she

wove her noted web was set up in the great hall (/8 94), and
there she sat in the morning before the suitors came {p 96,
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105), and again in the evening after their departure. There
she sits by the fire for her talk with the disguised Odysseus on
the night before the suitors are slain (r 55). The situation on
the next morning is not quite clear, but she seems to be
sitting in the hall while the suitors are feasting ; at least her

chair is placed where. she can hear their words (1/ 389). When
Penelope appears formally to the suitors, she is attended by
two maids (a 331, a 207), and, similarly escorted, Andromache
(X 450) and Helen (r 143) go to the tower by the Scaean
Gate. Young women, as appears in the case of Nausicaa, are

not expected to sit with the guests. As the wishes of Arete
prevailed with Alcinoiis, so Cleopatra prevails with her husband
Meleager (I 591) when his father and brothers and the elders

of the city had supplicated him in vain.^

The position of woman in general forbids us to believe

that she was bought and sold in marriage, though her father

received gifts from her suitor, and Aristotle says

that the early Greeks bought their wives (ray
^'''''"g^

'yvvacKas ewvovvTO, PoliUcs, w. 8. 12). No one can

suppose that Nausicaa was to be given to the highest bidder,

and that Arete and Nausicaa herself were to have no voice

in the decision. On the contrary, we must believe that the

mother and the daughter, and not the father, would determine

the suitor's fate. Indeed the poet tells his hearers that

Nausicaa has had many noble suitors, but that she (not the

father, ^ 283) slights them. Nothing could be more incon-

sistent with their family life as depicted than to suppose a

sale of the daughter, and in particular Alcinoiis is so charmed

by Odysseus that he says frankly that this is just the sort of

man he wants for his son-in-law, and he is willing to accept

him—with no property—as a suitor for his daughter's hand,

although many of the Phaeacian nobles are wooing her

{rj 311, ^ 284). In general, however, the father expected

gifts, and the poet applies to maidens the epithet cattle-bringing

{aX(pecrt/3oiai, Z 593).^ This custom was so general among

^ The large company of fair women whose ghosts Odysseus saw in Hades, of them-

selves would make it impossible for us to think of Homeric women as of little note

<X 225-329), and with this list we may compare the rj oTcu of Hesiod.

2 The Thracians of the historical period retained many of the customs of the

Greeks of Homer's day {e.g: the use of small tables at dinner) and Aristotle

I
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Indo-European peoples that we should expect it as we find

it in Greece. The largest specified dowry is that which

Iphidamas gives to his grandfather Cisses for the hand of

his aunt,—one hundred kine and the promise of a thousand

sheep and goats (A 244). How this Iphidamas came into

the possession of so many cattle is not clear, since he had

been brought up by this same grandfather (A 223); probably

he served for them, as Jacob served his uncle Laban " fourteen

years for thy two daughters, and six years for thy cattle"

{Genesis xxxi. 41). Odysseus's parents gave his sister in

marriage to a husband on the island-.df Sam6, and received

"countless gifts" (/xi/|o/' eXoi'To, o 367), and Achilles's sister

was given to a suitor who gave " boundless wedding-gifts

"

{thva, n iy%, cf. 190, X 282). The suitor Antinoiis urges

that Penelope should marry him " whom her father bids,,

and who is pleasing to herself" (/3 114), but elsewhere she

would marry " the man who is bravest and offers the most

gifts" (tt yy). The question cannot have been simply who
would pay the largest price, or the auction would have been

soon over. At last, as all know, Penelope demanded no

gift , at all, but said she would wed him who most easily

should string the old bow of Odysseus, and shoot an arrow

through a mark formed by axes {<p 75). Penelope indeed

had invited gifts from the suitors (o- 278 ff.) : Antinous

gives her a beautiful embroidered robe with twelve brooches,

Eurymachus a long necklace of gold and amber, Eurydamas
earrings, and each of the other suitors makes some present

to the queen. But these are not to be returned in case

of her marriage to another than the giver ; they are gifts

without condition. Such gifts she declares to be usual,

though commonly they would be given to the bride's father,

and in principle they are not easily separated from the gifts

of cattle by suitors.

Nestor's sister was offered as wife to any one who should

drive from Phylace the cattle of Iphiclus (X 289) ; in this

task the seer Melampus succeeded, but transferred to his

(Frag-. 611. 58) says that Thracian parents receive in exchange for their daughters

gifts which are returned in case of an unhappy marriage. But Thracian widows

were inherited like the rest of a man's estate, and this is not Homeric : Penelope

herself determines the conditions of her marriage.
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brother Bias his claim to the hand of Pero. Bellerophon

is accepted as son-in-law by the Lycian king, without gifts,

when he has killed the Chimaera and rendered other services

(Z 192, cf. ^ 211). Othryoneus came to the war as a

Trojan ally, receiving from king Priam the promise of

Cassandra to wife, if he should drive the Achaeans from

Troy. He is ' slain by Idomeneus, who then mockingly

says in exultation :
" I wonder if you will perform your

promise to Priam. We would give you the most beautiful

of Agamemnon's daughters to wife, if with us you will

sack Ilium. But conic and talk the matter over at the

ships" (X 366). Similarly, Agamemnon offers to Achilles,

when he is sulking in his tent, if he will give up his

wrath and fight for the Achaeans, whichever of his three

daughters he may choose, without gifts from the suitor

(avaeSvov, I 1 46), while the father will bestow such presents

(pLelXia, I 147) on the bridegroom as never yet were given

with a daughter,—viz. seven well-built towns. In Israel,

Saul gave to David his daughter Michal to wife,

requiring no " dowry," but that he kill one hundred

Philistines (i Samuel xviii. 25). Cf. "And Caleb said '^^''-le

that smiteth Kirjath-sepher and taketh it, to him will I give

Achsah my daughter to wife,'" Joshua xv. 16; "And it

shall be that the man who killeth him \i.e. Goliath of Gath],

the king will enrich him with great riches, and will give

him his daughter," i Samuel xvii. 25. Shechem, in love

with Jacob's daughter Dinah, said, " Ask me never so much

dowry and gift, . . . but give me the damsel to wife

"

(Genesis xxxiv. 12). So the general custom was the same

in Israel as in Homeric Greece. Fifty pieces of silver seems

to have been the ordinary gift to the bride's father, according

to Deuteronomy xxii. 29. In modern Palestine, according to

Dr. Trumbull {Oriental Studies, pp. 9, 20), " Almost universally

in the east, a betrothal is based upon an agreement of dowry

to be paid by the husband to the family of the wife. .

It is hardly fair to speak of this 'dowry' as the 'price

of a wife,' as though the father were actually selling his

daughter. . . The bride's father is expected to give a

like sum with that paid by the groom,—the entire amount

being the bride's portion."
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A much-discussed passage is contained in the advice of

Athena to Telemachus, " If thy mother's heart urges her to

marry, let her return to her father's house, and they shall

prepare the feast and make ready the wedding gifts" (a 275).

Here the persons who prepare the feast (and these must be

the bride's kinsmen and not the suitor i) are also to provide

the gifts. So also Telemachus tells his mother's suitors that

he not only consents to Penelope's marriage, but will give

her untold gifts (1/342).

Apparently the custom is changing, but such gifts, which

developed into the dowry in the modern sense, are implied not

merely in the offer of Agamemnon to Achilles but also in words

of Priam. Two of the old king's sons are missing when the

Trojans are 'driven into the city, and he says : "If they are

alive and in the Achaean camp, we will ransom them for

bronze and gold, for the renowned Altes gave many treasures

to his daughter " (X 49), i.e. to Laothoe, who was the mother

of the youths, and one of Priam's wives. Priam clearly had

received gifts with Laothoe rather than paid a heavy price for

her, and her dowry might reasonably be used for the ransom

of her sons. King Alcinoiis expresses his willingness not only

to give his daughter to the wanderer Odysseus, without

presents from the shipwrecked Ithacan, but also to bestow

upon him house and possessions (i? 314); and he does not

speak as if this were an act contrary to all precedent, any

more than Penelope does when she consents without further

conditions to wed the suitor who shows like skill in archery

with Odysseus in his young manhood. Very probably, the

father often gave to his daughter the cattle or gold which

he received from her husband, as is customary at present

in some countries of the East ; this would amount to a
" settlement " on the wife. The epithet " of many gifts,"^

applied to Andromache, Hecuba, and Penelope, is best under-

stood as " richly dowered," i.e. bringing many gifts to her husband
rather than to her father. Naturally such gifts must be repaid

if the wife returned to her father's house, and Telemachus says

^The latter alternative cannot fairly be accepted on the basis of the apparent

analogy in a 279, where the suitors bring cattle and sheep as a feast for the

maiden's friends (Koif>i\% Salra <j>l\oi!nv) and give splendid presents.

^ iroXi55w/)OS, Z 394, X 88, w 294; cf. riTrtodwpos, Z 251.
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that it would be hard for him to repay Icarius, as he must if

he should send back his daughter (/3 132).! Conversely, the
return of gifts made to the bride's father, might be demanded
in case of a divorce on the ground of infidelity (0 318).
Naturally, smaller gifts were bestowed more freely by the
bride's friends. Thus Icarius gave to Penelope on her
marriage with Odysseus a man-slave, Dolius, who later cared
for her garden (§ 735), and a serving-woman, Actoris, who
served as chambermaid (\|^ 228). These seem to have been
hers in a peculiar sense. These gifts clearly were simply
tokens of love. Such may have been the gifts which
Telemachus offered (v 342) with his mother. With these

may be compared also the wedding gifts bestowed by the

gods. For example, Aphrodite gave a veil to Andromache
on her marriage (X 470). That in later times Greek
women brought dowries to their husbands, is a familiar fact.

Solon, according to Plutarch {Solon, 20), already strove to

check the practise of giving gifts to daughters, though this

regulation may have been rather a sumptuary law to restrict

the magnificence of trousseaus, and Euripides makes Medea
complain of the lot of women in that they are obliged to " buy
themselves masters" {Medea, 233).

That Homeric women might hold property has been inferred

from the gifts which Helen received in Egypt,—Menelaus

received two silver bath-tubs and other presents

from Polybus, the king of Egyptian Thebes, and ^^^^^-^ ^

Helen received a golden distaff and a silver basket,

with castors and with gold-plated edges, from the wife of

Polybus (^ 130); but this was on the same principle as the

gift of a robe by Helen to Telemachus (o 123), though

nothing indicates that the Homeric woman was not so free

to bestow such gifts as an American woman of to-day.

Personal ornaments may be the property of even a Turkish

woman. That in general the married daughter inherited a

share of her father's estate, is altogether improbable, but no

instance to prove this proposition is mentioned by the poet.

'Keller, p. 226, understands this of 3. fine,—believing this to be "in accord with

that phase of the patriarchate where the wife's father can and will stipulate as to

her treatment," and holding the interpretation which is preferred above to be
" unjustifiable in the face of the elsewhere universal- custom of vrife-bujdng."
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The cases of Tydeus at Argos and of Bellerophon in Lycia,—

each of whom is an exile, but weds the king's daughter, and

succeeds him on the throne,—show that in lack of a son, a

father might give the right of succession to a daughter's

husband, thus transmitting the throne or property to his

daughter's sons. Thus Hypsipyle's son by Jason, Euneus,

becomes king of Lemnos (H 468), but this stands by itself,

since the ordinary form of the story represents Hypsipyle

Fig. z. The Loom.

as queen of the island when Jason and the Argonauts

landed there. Menelaus was even admitted to Elysium

(S S6g,—omitted by some authorities) as the son-in-law

of Zeus.

Antiquarians have observed that, with the single exception

of the " rape of Helen," Homer preserves no trace of the

ancient custom of stealing the bride, of which clear indications

are found in later Spartan legislation.

As for the occupations of women, another chapter shows

that most of the work within the house was done by

women, and that this included not only the care of the
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children and the ordinary house-work of modern times,

and embroidery, but also much that is now Occupations of

done by machinery, as the grinding and pound- IVomen.

ing of grain, and the carding, spinning, and weaving of

wool and flax.

Spinning and weaving were the occupations that were never

ended. The employment of the distaff doubtless was much
like that still customary in Greece. The loom was upright,

and consisted of two perpendicular beams, perhaps three

or four feet apart, connected by two horizontal cross-pieces,

one at the top and one at the bottom. Near the top of

the loom was a roller on which the cloth already woven
would be wound. The dependent threads of the warp seem

to have been attached alternately to two rods (/cai/o've?,

"^ 761),—the even threads to one, and the odd threads to

the other. The thread of the woof was wound around a

shuttle or spool {jriviov, "^ 762). The weaver would draw
first one of the rods and then the other towards her, and

push or throw the shuttle between the alternate threads of

the warp.

From the labor of sewing, however, women were relieved, at

least for the most part, as is seen in the chapter on dress, and

probably in general from the cooking of meat as well as the

most of the other cookery of modern times. Women fetched

water from the spring : thus a score of women went to the

spring from the home of Odysseus (1/ 158), and the Laestry-

gonian princess is on her way to the spring for water when

she meets Odysseus's comrades {k. 107). The grinding of grain

and the carding of wool were menial, but spi^ining, weaving,

and embroidery were proper occupations for princesses and

goddesses,—for Circe (/c 222) and Calypso (e 61) and Athena

(E 735), as well as for Penelope (/3 94), Helen (F 125, ^ 124),

Andromache (X 440), and Arete (^ 306). The Phaeacian

women were as proud of their weaving as their husbands

were of their ships {nil o). Penelope's web must have been

very elaborate if her suitors were satisfied to wait three

years for its completion (/3 106 ff.). Nausicaa's joining with

her maids in " laving the linen," not as a weekly return of

menial toil, but as part of a day's pleasant exercise by the

river side (C 26 ff.), is referred to elsewhere. Even the
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carrying of a considerable burden is assigned to women, as

when Arete sends three women to bear to the ship the gifts

which have been bestowed on Odysseus (v 66). Similarly

Telemachus is asked to send women to fetch the presents

which he had received at Sparta (p 75). Whether women
served as shepherdesses, is not clear. They seem to have

done so in the time of Daphnis and Chloe, and certainly

have done so in Modern Greece/ where in general they

are more secluded than their mothers were in Homer's time
;

and two fair-tressed nymphs, daughters of the sun-god, watched

his herds and flocks {fx 131). If the sun-god's daughters

tended his flocks and herds, we may fairly believe that the

daughters of many a chieftain would see nothing unmaidenly

in such an occupation. Perhaps women were expected to

have special skill in the use of healing herbs. Agamede,.

the daughter of Augeas of Elis, " knew all the herbs which

grew upon the broad earth" (A 741); and, not to speak of

Circe and her magic charms, Helen brought from Egypt an

herb which, put into the wine, dispelled all care and grief

(S 220).

One service rendered by women needs a special remark.

A literal translation of the Greek declares that Hebe " bathed

Ares and put upon him beautiful raiment" (E 905)^

A'^D .L when he returned, wounded, from the field of battle ;
tie Bath. ' ' '

that Helen " bathed, anointed, and clothed " Odys-

seus (S 252) when he entered Troy as a spy, and that Nestor's

daughter Polycaste performed like service for Telemachus

(y 466). But Nausicaa bids her women " to bathe " Odysseus

in the river (Xouo-are, ^ 2 1 o), where they certainly were not

expected to " rub him down " ; what they actually did was
simply to give him oil and clothes, and tell him to go and
bathe himself That the verb need not be understood with

perfect literalness is shown by its use by Odysseus himself in

telling Nausicaa's parents of her kindness to him : she had
given him food and wine, " bathed him in the river " {Xova-' ev

TTOTa/xcp, ri 296), and furnished him raiment. Again, Odysseus
says that Circe " bathed and anointed " his twenty-two com-
panions whom she had turned into swine, and clad them in

cloaks and tunics (k 450),—though he certainly did not expect

^See Snider' s Walks in Hellas.
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his hearers to beUeve that Circe personally served each ; she

merely gave them the use of the bathroom. Neither Alcinous

nor Arete understands this as meaning more than what we
have already seen. Hebe, Helen, and Polycaste also may
have done no more than make or oversee arrangements

for the bath, but doubtless the Greeks of Homer's time

shrank less than the poet's modern readers from the exposure

of the person in the bath, being in this like the Japanese,

who, though they are shocked at some Occidental pictures,

yet are not disturbed by the exposure of the person while

bathing. That Odysseus would not bathe in the river until

the women had gone away to a little distance (^ 218),

certainly seems inconsistent with his accepting from Helen

actual service at the bath, but his story says distinctly that

one of Circe's nymphs poured water down over his head and

shoulders (/c 362).

The amusements and recreations of women in Homer's time

were doubtless very unlike those of women in modern society.

Their life was simple. They had few " social

events." But they met at the harvest home and at ^fffr^j
vintage festivals (I 534, 2 567), and at marriage

feasts (2 494?), as well as by the washing-troughs and near

the river side. The maidens danced, then as now, and with

young men (S 593), though very likely the two sexes were

in different groups. After killing Penelope's suitors, Odysseus,

desiring that the tidings of what he had done should not get

abroad that night, bids the bard to strike his lyre, and

Telemachus, the swine-herd, the neat-herd, and the maid-

servants to dance, in order that any neighbor or passer-by,

hearing the sounds of festivity, might be far from suspecting

any dreadful deed of death (\^ 132), and might suppose that

Penelope was wedding one of her suitors. Polymele (11 180)

was noted as " beautiful in the dance," and Odysseus speaks

of the joy of Nausicaa's family in seeing such a " fair flower

"

{roiov^e QaXo's, ^ I 5 7,

—

such a young tree) entering the dance.

Nausicaa's brothers, too, the poet says, are " fond of going to

the dance, with newly washed raiment" (^ 64). Aphrodite,

urging Helen to come to Paris after his single combat with

Menelaus, says, "You would not think that he had come

from the fray, but that he was going to a dance, or was
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just resting from the dance" (T 392). Circe sings as she

plies her loom (/c 221), and the songs of the Sirens {fx

183) and of the Muses are familiar (A 604, w 60). Women
showed their gift of song, also, by singing dirges (Q 723),

though on such occasions men might be called in as the

leaders of the song.

The most frequent epithet applied to women is fair-tressed

{e\]-w\6Kaixo<i e 58, more than 25 times, and KaWnrXoKafio^, 2

407, six times) ; next in frequency z.x% fair-cheeked
Epithets of UaWiiraprio's, A 1 43, sixteen times), well-robed
Women. ^,„, "''

'
^-^'

. . ,,,^ „
{evluivo<;, A 429, seven times, cf. KaKKii^wvo's, J±

139, and /3a0J^owo?, y 154), dixxd fair-ancled (Ka\\icr(pvpo9, I

557). Athena is gleaming-eyed {jXavKwiri's, a 44, nearly a

hundred times), and Hera is white-armed (XevKwXevos, A 5 5)

nearly forty times) and ox-eyed {^ow-wi's, A 551). Penelope is

called considerate, prudent (Treplippcov, a 329, just fifty times,

and eye(hpwv, ^ ill, seven times). Achaea, Hellas, and Sparta

are said to abound in fair wojnen (KaWtjvvaiKa, T 75; B 683,

V A^i2). The locks of Achilles, Menelaus, and Odysseus are

tawny (^avOijg, A 197), but only one woman receives this

epithet (Agamede, A 740), and no woman or goddess is said

to have golden hair.^

Of children. Homer says little. The infant son of Hector

and Andromache is the only child who appears directly in

the action of the poems. When Andromache
meets Hector as he is hurrying to the field of

battle, the nurse accompanying her carries " in her arms the

merry-hearted child, a mere infant, the beloved son of Hector,

like to a fair star, whom Hector called Scamandrius,^ but

the rest called him Astyanax (Defender of the City), for

Hector alone defended Ilium " (Z 400). Hector extends his

arms to the child, but the boy does not recognize his father

in armor, and with a cry turns to the breast of his nurse,

"' fearing the bronze and the crest of horse-hair." The father

and mother laugh, and Hector lays his bright helmet upon

^ The s-p\'ihtt golden {xpv<r^v> ^ '4) is indeed given to Aphrodite, but probably froujj

lier golden ornaments, just as Ares is called bronze from his armor.

^ Named for the Scamander, the chief river of the Trojan plain. Rivers were

thought to have an important connexion with the birth and growth of children. The

hair of Achilles was vowed as an offering to the Spercheiis, the chief river of his

home (S^ 142).
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the ground. Then he " kisses ^ his dear son and tosses him
in his arms," and prays to Zeus that " his son, too, may be a
mighty defender of Ilium [here playing on his name], and
bring back bloody spoil from the battle, rejoicing his mother's

heart" (Z 474). Then Hector gives the child, not back
to the nurse, but to Andromache herself, as it were committing
to her a trust.

A mother's care in keeping a fly from her slumbering infant,

serves as a comparison for the care of Athena for ]\Ienelaus

(A 131), as she wards an arrow from a vital part of his

body.

No example is found in Homer of the " exposure " of

infants, which was legal long afterwards in Sparta, though
Hephaestus says that his mother Hera desired to conceal him
because he was lame (2 397).

Two words are used in the poems for nurse (ridiivr], Z 389,
rpocpo?, ,8 361),—the one, as it happens, used only in the

I/iad and the other only in the Odyssey, but \\-ith-

out apparent difference in meaning.^ The infant

Dionysus (Z 132), and Astyanax (Z 389), have nurses in the

Iliad, while Eurymedusa had been the nurse of Nausicaa

' Kissing is not mentioned very often in the poems, and never on the hps.

Agamemnon kissed his land on his return from Troy (5 522). After his shipwreck,

Odysseus kissed the land of the Phaeacians, and after his return he kissed the soil of

Ithaca (e 463, v 354). Thetis as a suppliant kisses the knees of Zeus (0 371), and

similarly old Priam, begging for the return of Hector's body, kisses the hands of

Achilles (fi 478), and a captive in battle kisses the knees of his captor (| 279). The

servants kiss the head and shoulders of Telemachus on his return (p 35), and of

Odysseus on his recognition (0 224, x 499)- The old servant Dolius kisses the hands

of Odysseus (m 398), the swine-herd Eumaeus kisses the "head, eyes, and hands"

of Telemachus (it 15), and Odysseus kisses the heads and hands of his old retainers

{0 225). Odysseus's grandmother kisses his head and fair eyes, when he visits her in

his youth (r 417), and Penelope so kisses Telemachus on his return (p 39). Odysseus

l<isses Telemachus on his recognition (it 190), and on meeting his aged father Laertes,

is eager to embrace and kiss him {w 236). Still uncertain as to his identity, Pene-

lope ponders whether she shall kiss the head and hands of Odysseus (^ 8 7), and

when her doubt has been dispelled, she throws her arms about his neck and kisses

iis head [^ 208).

^Nothing implies that these nurses were xaet-nurses. This remark would be

unnecessary but for the assumption, especially of German scholars, that "the

frequent mention of nurses and their importance id the household shows that very

generally a wet-nurse relieved the mother.'' The support of this assertion is slight

;

the number of nurses is not large. The objections to the statement are considerable.
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(ri 12), and Euryclea on Ithaca had been the nurse of both

Odysseus (t 482) and Telemachus (,8 361), and the swine-herd

Eumaeus, by birth a prince on the island of Syrie, in his

infancy had a Phoenician nurse (o 450). The tie between

the nurse and the child might continue strong in later years.

Nausicaa's old nurse lights her fire and prepares her evening

meal (tj 7), and Euryclea is sought as his faithful friend by

Telemachus (/3 349), and is the first to recognize her old

nursling and master, Odysseus (t 468). On the recognition,

Odysseus addresses her by the old name of his childhood,

which Telemachus also uses, mammy {p.aia, /3 349, t 482).

The child received its name soon after its birth (o- 6), and,

as in historical times, the name of the grandfather might be

given to his oldest grandson (E 546). The name

^ ^ ^ ^ of Odysseus was appointed by his maternal grand-

father, who visited Ithaca soon after his birth

(t 409),'- and with the name gave the promise of presents,

—

being a sort of godfather. As in the case of Astyanax,

an epithet which is due to the father may be used as a name
for the son. So Telemachus (r^Xe, t^ayofxai) receives his

name from Odysseus's being a fighter far from home when

the son was an infant.

•Nothing indicates the existence of detailed rules for the

bringing up of children. Of the food of young children, all

that we learn surprises us. Andromache says that the little

Astyanax, though still an infant in arms, " on the knees of

his father ate only marrow and the rich fat of sheep " (X 5 00)

;

Aphrodite brought up the daughters of Pandareiis on cheese,

honey, and wine {y 69),—which we see elsewhere as a posset

;

and Phoenix, in telling of his care for the young Achilles,

Hecuba, the poet tells us, suckled Hector (X 83). The nymphs who cared for

Dionysus did not "nurse" him in the special sense. Euryclea cannot well have

suckled both Odysseus and his son Telemachus, and nothing indicates that she ever

bore a child and could have served as a wet-nurse. The expression '

' at the breast

"

(^Tri /tctf^, T 483), on which stress has been laid in this discussion, proves nothing, for

the similar iirl kH\-wi^ is used of the infant Astyanax in the arms of his nurse

(Z 400), as she hurriedly accompanies Andromache to the Scaean Gate.

1 Odysseus's grandfather, Autojycus, the reader will remember, was a noted

trickster and thief (t 396) and' thus naturally unpopular. So he gives the name
'OSuffo-ei^s to his grandson because he himself was TraKkoltxiv ddmadfievos (t 407),

hated by many.
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•

says that he cut up the meat for him and held the wine to

his lips, when the child was so young that he often let the

wine fall from his lips upon the tunic of Phoenix (I 488).

Doubtless marrow is mentioned by Andromache as a dainty,

—

but such a diet as these stories imply is no modern " health-

food."i

Of older children the poet tells his hearers still less than

of infants, but a touch of nature is seen in Achilles's address

to Patroclus (11 7) on the latter's coming to him in

tears on account of the rout of the Achaeans : (^-/j
" Why, Patroclus, art thou weeping as a little girl,

who runs along at her mother's side, bidding her to take

her up, clinging to her gown and detaining her in her haste,

and looks at her with tears until she takes her in her arms?"

The archer Teucer, being himself without a shield, on

shooting at an enemy, went to his brother Ajax and the

defense of his great shield, " as a child to its mother

"

(e 271).

When a boy outgrew the care of a nurse, he might be

committed to some elderly friend of much higher rank than

the paedagogus of later times. Thus Phoenix, who was an

exile from his own home, had charge of the young Achilles,

and, being without children of his own, devoted himself to

the boy, even accompanying him to Troy at the instance

of Peleus, to teach Achilles to be "a speaker of words and

a doer of deeds" CI 443)- That boys and girls were not

always separated early, is shown by Eumaeus's growing up

with Odysseus's younger sister Ctimene (777 ofi.oii erpecpofx-rji/,

o 365), until Ctimene was married and Eumaeus was sent

to the field to care for the swine. The boy doubtless

accompanied his father in many of his occupations and

expeditions, and in particular to his feasts, which, as is seen

elsewhere, were made by daylight. Thus Andromache,

enumerating the trials of a boy who has lost his father

(X 490), says that he goes to the comrades of his father

(at a feast, as the sequel shows), plucking one by the cloak

and another by the tunic ; most disregard him, but one who

pities him holds a cup for a moment to his lips,—it wets

his lips, but not his palate ; while a boy whose parents are

^
Cf.

" My soul shall be satisfied as with marrow and fatness,'' Fsa/rn Ixiii. 5.
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alive, assails him with his fists, and says, " Be off ! Thy-

father is not feasting with us." Clearly, then, no boy might

go to the feast without his father, but the father might take

his son with him. At these feasts the boy would hear both

the tales and songs about the past, and the discussions about

the present, the principles of war and of peace. There he

would learn the unwritten laws of the people,—which were

the foundation of the public life. There, too, he would

observe the methods of public sacrifice. Whether the boys

were allowed to accompany their fathers also to the place

of assembly, the agora, is uncertain. No instance of this is

mentioned, but opportunities are lacking in the Iliad and rare

in the Odyssey. The welcome which the father received from

his children is indicated in the words of Dione, " He is not

long-lived who contends against the immortals, nor do his.

children say ' papa ' at his knees [ttot! yovva(Ti wa-nriraXpvaiv,

E 408, with which compare Nausicaa's TraTrira (pIXe] as he

returns from the battle,"

—

i.e. he will not return from the

battle. Girls, as well as boys, would listen to their father's

stories, but it was chiefly from their mothers at home, while,

they were busy with weaving or spinning, that they would

learn the customs which served as laws. The mothers, as.

well as the fathers, had tales to tell and advice to give.

Of children's playthings, our poet mentions but three,—the

top (a-Tp6/j.^o^,—which serves as a comparison for a warrior hit

. by Telamonian Ajax, S 413), the sand of the sea-

shore (0 362), and "huckle-bones" {aa-TpayaKoicri,

"^ 88). Anger in a game of huckle bones led Patroclus,.

when still a child, to kill his companion, and thus required

the exile from his home which brought him to the house

of Peleus. Doubtless boys, as well as young men, played

draughts {irea-arolaL, a 107), which was one of the amusements
of Penelope's suitors, and ball, like the. young Phaeacians of

both sexes (^ 100,' 6 372).

With regard to the musical instruments of the time, the

Homeric story gives few indications. The name fyre (Xvpa) is

j^
not used. The phorminx and the cithara seem to.

be identical (a 153, 155). This probably had but
four strings and but four notes. Whether the tortoise-shell

was used for the body of the instrument, as in later times
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{Homeric Hymns, iii. 25 ff.), is not clear. This cithara had
sheep-gut strings, wound about a peg (<^ 407). Achilles's

lyre, taken from the spoils of Eetion's city, had a bridge
(^wyoV, I 187, yoke) of silver. The lyre was used chiefly

to introduce a song and as accompaniment for the dance
and feast (a 152 f, p 271, w 144). Hector regarded it

as rather effeminate (F 54) as played by Paris. The flute

or clarionet and the shepherd's pipe or syrinx appear but
twice in the poems (aJXo'y, K 13, S 495), as played in

the Trojan bivouac in the evening after the second day
of battle, and, with the cithara, accompanying a marriage
procession depicted on the Shield of Achilles. Apollo, with

his lyre, and the Muses furnish music to the gods on Olympus
(A 603). The young Achaeans who convey Chryseis to

her father, sing a paean in praise of Apollo at his sacrifice

(A 472). Circe sings as she plies her loom {k 221). The
Muses blinded the Thracian bard Thamyris, and took away
his gift of song, since he boasted to vie with them (B 597).

Athletic contests were often held in connexion with funerals.

Thus the greater part of the twenty-third book of the Iliad

(^258 ff.) is given to an account of the funeral

games in honor of Patroclus,—a chariot-race „ ' '^

(^ 262-61 S), a contest in boxing ("J' 653-699),
a contest in wrestling ('^ 700-739,1, a foot-race C^ 740-797),
a contest in fighting with the spear C^ 798-825), a trial of

putting the shot (^ 826-849), a contest of archery ("^ 850-883),

and finally one is proposed in hurling the spear, but here

Agamemnon receives the prize without an actual trial. These
contests were all rather informal. The chariots which took

part in the race were clearly those which were used in battle.

The funeral games of king Amarynceus and of Oedipus at

Thebes are mentioned as being of a former generation (^ 630,

679), and the Achaeans with like contests honored the funeral

of Achilles (w 87). The custom is referred to also at X 164.

Nestor's father had sent a chariot and four horses to Elis for a

race,—which seems like a forerunner of the Olympian games,

—

but the occasion is not specified, though Nestor reports that

king Augeas detained the horses, but dismissed the charioteer

(A 701). The prizes in the games are a woman-slave, a mare

with a mule foal, a basin, two pieces of gold (shekels ?), a cup,
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a mule six years old, a tripod to stand over the fire, a silver

bowl, an ox, half a piece of gold, the arms of a fallen foe, a

mafes of iron, axes, hatchets, and a spear. An ordinary prize

in the foot-race is said to be an ox-hide (X 159) or a victim,

for sacrifice, while a tripod or a woman-slave was often offered

for the chariot-race. The Phaeacians had nine umpires

(ala-ufjLvrJTai, 6 258). In the chariot-race in honor of Patroclus,

old Phoenix was set at the turning-post to see that the chariots

took the right course, but this does not prevent a charge of

foul play ("^ 359)- The Phaeacians had games in honor of the

visit of Odys.seus (6 11 8- 130): a foot-race, wrestling, jumping,

boxing, and a contest with the discus. Saying that a man has

no greater glory than is won by his hands and feet, a Phaeacian

challenges Odysseus to take part in these contests, and the

latter hurls the discus farther than any one else has done.

After the games the Phaeacian dancers display their skill, and

Odysseus wonders at the twinkling of their feet (6 265).

Finally two dance alone, one tossing a ball into the air and the

other leaping and catching it before his feet touch the ground.

At the marriage-feast in the palace of Menelaus, and in a scene

depicted on the Shield of Achilles, there were not only dancers

but also tumblers.!

The formal education of the Homeric child was exceedingly

limited, and consisted almost entirely in the observation and

„ , . imitation of the elders. In the natural imitation of
tducation. . .

, , . , , , ,

their mothers, the girls learned to card, to spin, to

weave, to embroider, and to make bread, while the boys learned

from their fathers and from each other to shoot the bow, to

hurl the javelin, to put the shot, to hunt, to fish, and to swim.

In such a free, untrammelled life, no definite formal lessons

were needed. No time was required then to be set apart

for the study and practise of reading, writing, arithmetic,

geography, modern languages, etc. Some form of writing

seems to have been known, but the art was little used. The
memories of the Homeric Greeks were not yet impaired by
note books, and children were not set to reading and writing.

The use of the lyre doubtless was considered a privilege, and
the children were not held to certain times for practise, by the

clock or the hour-glass. The application of the principle of

^ KvpicrTTiTTJpe, S 18, S 605,—an identical verse, suspected in both instances.
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imitation sufficed, and parents, being imitated by their children,

were not obhged to have recourse to teachers for their

instruction. The children learned how to bind up a woiWid
and to use healing herbs, as these were used for their own
ailments, and as their own hurts were tended. Thus in

country life, evfen now, the farmer's boy learns to milk a cow,

to harness a horse, to plant corn and hoe potatoes, to shoot, to

fish, and to wrestle, to swim and to dance, without formal

lessons. He needs special instruction in these arts no more
than in speaking. So Plato observed with regard to a potter's

boys, that these watched and helped their fathers long before

they undertook making pottery on their own responsibility.

The centaur Chiron on Mt. Pelion had the only " boarding-

school " or educational establishment of classical antiquity, and
according to the story developed after Homer, he had most of

the Achaean warriors in his care during their youth ; but in

the Homeric poems, Asclepius and Achilles alone are named
as his pupils, and that in medicine (A 219, A 831), and his

special relation to Thessaly and Peleus would explain his

teaching Achilles how to care for a wound. Doubtless the

fathers told their sons about the deeds of " mighty men of

valor "
; and the songs of the " glorious deeds of men " (KXea

avSpwv, I 1 89), such as Achilles sang, would tell of the wars

of the past, and also of the ways of the gods, and the standards

and ideals of men in many matters. Even the bard Phemius

was self-taught (ai/TO^/^a/cTO?, ^ 347), but often bards might be

in the class of professionals (Stifxioepyoi, p 383), like physicians

and carpenters, who received special training. Doubtless in

general, a smith's son succeeded him, as the surgeon Asclepius

was succeeded by his sons Machaon and Podalirius, whom he

taught the lessons which he had learned from Chiron (A 219),

but at times he might take under his care another boy who
showed interest in such work.

To ask when the son came of age, would be idle. The

power of the father over his children as over his servants was

theoretically unlimited,—he was a despot (SecnroTris,
.

though this word is not used by the poet)
;

practi-
Pq^Jj^j^j

cally his power seems to have been used mildly.

The horrible sacrifice of Iphigenia by Agamemnon, and the

exposure of the infant Oedipus by his parents, are un-Homeric,
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Youths might be sent on important errands, if they were

thought trustworthy. Thus Odysseus while still a boy (TraiSvo?,

(p 21) was sent to Messene to complain of a raid on which

Messenians had taken three hundred sheep and their shepherds

from Ithaca.

If any one thinks that the father's choice of a husband for

his daughter is an indication of the subjection of women, he

should remember that in theory the father chose also a wife

for his son. Thus Achilles, rejecting scornfully Agamemnon's

offer of the hand of one of his daughters, says he would not

wed her though she had the beauty of Aphrodite and the

accomplishments of Athena, and that if the gods bring him

safely home, Peleus himself will seek out a wife for him.^ So

when Telemachus visits Sparta, Menelaus is celebrating the

marriage feast for his daughter Hermione, who goes to Thessaly

as the bride of Achilles's son Neoptolemus, and for Mega-

penthes (his son by a slave), for whom he was taking {vlet

tiyero, (5 lo) a wife from Sparta.

For the marriage the Homeric Greeks had no formal

ceremony of words ; the feast and the sacrifice which accom-

panied every feast were the only formalities of

which we learn ; very likely the hand of the bride

was placed in that of her husband, but the poet has no

occasion to mention this. The feast was the marriage (ydfxos,

S 3) just as the funeral feast was the funeral (roKpoi, y 309).

As a rule it was held at the home of the bride's father (a 277,

^3), and the bride was then conducted to her husband's home.

Such a procession is represented on the Shield of Achilles,

—

" by the light of blazing torches, with a loud wedding hymn,

the dance of youths, and the sound of flutes and lyres (for the

' wedding march '), while the women stood in their doorways

and looked on " (2 49 1 ). The bride's family was expected to

furnish the wedding garments for the young men who escorted

'^ymaiKd ye /uiffffeTm airds, I 394. Another reading is yafiiaatTai., will marryfor

me,-^\mX is found nowhere else for a marriage by proxy. For this office of the

parents for the son, cf. Judges xiv. 2, where Samson says to his father and mother,

" I have seen a woman in Timnath of the daughters of the Philistines ; now therefore

get her for me to wife. . . . Get her for me, for she pleaseth me well," and Genesis

xxi. 21, where Hagar, acting for Ishmael, "took him a wife out of the land of

Egypt." Similarly Abraham feels the responsibility for choosing a wife for his son

Isaac (Genesis xxiv.).
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her, who served as a kind of ushers or "groomsmen" (^ 28).

The gods were all present at the wedding-feast of Achilles's

parents, and Apollo had his lyre with him,—evidently to

accompany the wedding hymn (Q 62). As we have just seen,

Odysseus, after killing Penelope's suitors, sought to give to

passers-by the impression of a scene of a wedding instead of

one of horror, by causing the younger men and the women to

dance to the sound of the lyre ('J' 135). An exception to the

rule of having the wedding-feast at the home of the bride's

father is made in the case of a double wedding, when both

the daughter and the son of Menelaus are married at the same
time (S 4). Perhaps the fact that the groom's father was the

king of the land, made the feast at his palace the more natural,

but Telemachus threatens Ctesippus that the latter's father

might have to prepare a funeral instead of a marriage feast for

his son (v 307). Nothing is said of bridesmaids or "maids of

honor." For the prayer at the wedding, we may derive a hint

from Odysseus's prayer for Xausicaa, that " the gods may
grant to her a husband and home and union of spirit

(ofjLocppocrvvrji', ^ 181), which is the greatest blessing of all,''

—

a prayer which in itself shows the honorable position of women
in the Homeric age.

That marriages were " made in heaven," is indicated by the

rather odd combination of expressions of one of Penelope's

suitors :
" She would wed him who should bring the most

gifts and who should be according to fate " (fjLopcrifjLos eXOoi,

TT 392), and perhaps by Aphrodite's making a special petition

to Zeus for the marriage of the daughters of Pandareiis (u 74).

But, in those days, everything was determined on Olympus.

For the most part the marriage connexion was formed

between young people of the same district and tribe, but this

rule had its exceptions. The Phaeacian nobles would not be

pleased if Nausicaa should wed a foreigner (^ 283), but as has

just been seen, Helen's daughter Hermione leaves Sparta for a

home in Thessaly. Odysseus's maternal grandfather lived on

the slope of Parnassus (t 394). The poet does not tell us

what land was the early home of Penelope, but her sister

Iphthime was the wife of Eumelus in Pherae of Thessaly

(S 798), and the two sisters were widely separated; according

to the story which appears later, their father Icarius was
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brother of Tyndareiis, the putative father of Helen, and

lived in Sparta,—and thus Helen and Penelope were step-

first-cousins,—a story which makes the removal of Penelope

and Iphthime the more notable. That Tydeus of Calydon

married the daughter of the king of Argos (E? 121), and

that Bellerophon of Corinth wedded a Lycian princess (Z

192), are only apparent exceptions to the rule, since they

were exiles and each established his home in the country of

his bride. But Hecuba was by birth a Phrygian (II 718),

and not a Trojan ; Laothoe, another wife of Priam, was a

princess from Pedasus, and Castianeira, a third wife, was

from Thrace (0 304). And Patroclus promised Brisels that

she, though a Trojan captive, should be made the lawful

wife of Achilles (T 298).

That Iphidamas married his mother's sister (A 226), has

been noticed already. So also, according to the ordinary

interpretation, Diomed's wife Aegialea is the

^e'tweef
daughter of Adrastus (^KSpno-Tivn, E 412), and so

Kindred. ^^^ sister of his mother. Similarly Alcinoiis weds
his niece (»? 66). Aeolus, the master of the

winds, gives his six daughters in marriage to his sons
{k 7), but he is so far out of the pale of ordinary life that

his case need not be taken as a human precedent, any more
than the act of Zeus in marrying his sister Hera (A 58).

Priam of Troy is the only polygamist of the poems.
Hecuba has born him nineteen sons, and Laothoe two. In

all, " when the sons of the Achaeans came " he

^ae^mh
^^'^ ^^^'^ ^°"^ ^"^ twelve daughters (Q. 495,

Polygamist. ^ ^44). Castianeira was " in form like to the god-
desses," and was "wooed from Aesyme " (0 304).

Laothoe was a princess by birth .(* 85), and had the full

dignity of a wife. Very likely, however, many of his children
were born by concubines, though all his children, with the
exception of Hector and Paris, seem to live with him in

patriarchal fashion, bringing their wives and husbands into the
great household (Z 244, X 62).

As in the Old Testament times, the husband was bound
with a looser tie than the wife. No one seems to have
thought that Agamemnon was in any way unfaithful to
Clytaemestra in keeping Chryseis as his concubine, though
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Aeschylus makes Clytaemestra present this as a palHation for
her conduct (^^. 1393); nor did Odysseus wrong Penelope
by his relations with Circe and Calypso.i Naturally Helen
could not complain because in her absence a slave bore a son
to Menelaus (S 1 2). Concubinage was not forbidden by public
sentiment, and there were no laws for any offenses ; but
Laertes, in order to spare his wife's feelings (a 433), did not
take Euryclea as his concubine, and the mother of Phoenix
violently objected to a similar rival (I 451). Among the
gods, Hera is at least accustomed to the wantonness of Zeus
with mortal women, but has a clear grudge against Heracles,
his son by Alcmene,—a hatred dating from before the hero's

birth (T 98). The only instances of adultery on the part of
the wife are those of Clytaemestra (7 272), and of the goddess
Aphrodite (6 267), in addition to that of Helen. The story of
Bellerophon and Antea (Z 160) is a close parallel to that

of Joseph and Potiphar's wife.

The relations of sons of slave-women (vodoi) to their

half-brothers and fathers were not definite. Teucer, son of
Telamon by a captive in war (a Trojan princess,

according to the later story, it is true), is the
Hlff-irotim

constant companion of Telamon's other son, Ajax,

and is one of the bravest of the Achaean warriors. On the

second day of battle, when he is shooting his arrows effec-

tively, Agamemnon calls to him, " Shoot on thus, if haply thou

mayst prove a light of safety to the Danaans, and a glory to

thy father Telamon, who brought thee up in his house, child

of a slave {vodov, 282) though thou art." Antenor's wife

Theano, for her husband's sake, brings up as her own child

his son by a slave (E 70). The disguised Odysseus, in one

of his fictions, says that he is the son of a , Cretan by a con-

cubine, and that on his father's death the sons of legitimate ^

' The circumstances were peculiar because of his long absence from home, and the

poet says not only that Circe commanded Odysseus to share her couch (k 334), but

that the Ithacan {at least near the end of his stay) lay by Calypso unwillingly {Trap'

ouK iSiXav i6e\oija-r}, e 155) ; but the principle seems to have been accepted that

at least such an act would not introduce an alien element into the family, as the

infidelity of a wife might. Gladstone notes that among the Greek chieftains cases of

homicide are more frequent than of bastardy.

^The terms legitimate and illegitimate do not correspond exactly to the Greek

thought which lays stress chiefly on the inequality of station of the parents of tlie poSos.
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birth had divided the estate among themselves by lot, and

had given him only a house and a small property (^ 202) ;

but because of his personal worth he had married a daughter

of a wealthy family. The husband of an illegitimate daughter

of Priam " dwelt at Pedaeus before the sons of the Achaeans

came," but on tidings of the war, he came to Ilium and lived in

the palace of Priam, who " honored him like his own children
"

(N 173), and an illegitimate son of Priam was Cebriones,

the trusted charioteer of his half-brother Hector (0 318).

On the other hand, two of the leaders of the Myrmidons
are sons of divinities by mortal maidens, who after their

connexion with Hermes or the river Spercheiis, married men
(n 174, 185). One of these children was brought up by his

mortal grandfather.

The household of Priam is the best Homeric illustration of

a patriarchal family. The old king has in his palace apart-

.
ments not only for his wives, but for all his fifty

Household
^°"^ ^"*^ their wives, and for his twelve daughters

and their husbands, and for all his grand-children

(Z 244, X 63). His older sons, however, have homes of their

own near the palace,—so Hector and Paris (Z 3 1 7), and
Delphobus (0 517).^

Large families were desired. Priam was counted peculiarly

happy in his wealth of sons (fi 546), and the man was pitied

who had no sons to inherit his possessions (E 156).

Families
Niobe aroused the ire of Apollo and Artemis by
boasting of the number of her own children (f}

607), while Leto had but one son and one daughter. The
Homeric families in general, however, were small. Nestor,

indeed, had several sons, but Agamemnon had only one
brother, Menelaus, and one son, Orestes. Menelaus had only
one son, and him by a slave. Hector had but one son.

Telamonian Ajax and his Locrian namesake had each a half-

brother, but no brother by the same mother. Achilles and
Diomed had no brothers. Telemachus was even more solitary:

he himself was the only child of Odysseus and Penelope;
Penelope seems to have had no brothers and only one sister

{8 797) ;
Odysseus also had one sister (o 363) and no brother,

and his father Laertes, too, was an only son (tt 117).

1 Unless Deiphobus inherited the house as well as the widow of Paris.
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Like the ancient Hebrews, the Homeric Greeks had a strong

desire for the perpetuation of their famiHes. The curse of

childlessness is grievous, and is pronounced only in bitter

anger (I 455). A father grieves with sorest anguish for the

death of a son just married, who has come to man's estate,

but leaves no descendants ("^ 222). No instance of the formal

adoption of a son is mentioned. Phoenix says that he adopted

Achilles (I 494), but the latter surely did not leave the family

of Peleus, and did not exchange fathers (H 15, X 494).
The marriage state is appointed and natural, for men as

well as for women. No unmarried man or woman of mature

age is mentioned in the poems, except the old

Phoenix, already referred to, on whom the curse '^'"'''^''S^

of childlessness imprecated by his father had proved
^citural

effectual (I 456). Somewhat curiously, however,

though a woman is expected to marry again on the death

of her husband {cf. a- 270, and Helen's marriage with

Deiphobus on the death of Paris, 517), yet no Homeric
widower takes a second wife.^

To enumerate the Homeric instances of tender family love,

would be a long and unnecessary task. In speaking of the

cause of the Trojan war, Achilles asks if the sons

of Atreus, Agamemnon and Menelaus, alone love f^ ^
' ° AJfectton.

their wives ;
" every good and sensible man loves

and cares for his wife, as I heartily loved Brisei's, captive

though she was" (I 341). The land appeared to Odysseus

after his shipwreck as welcome as the recovery of a father

from a long illness appears to his children (e 394), and Priam

implores Achilles by his love for his father (fi 486), as having

no stronger motive for pity. By the funeral pile of Patroclus,

Achilles " mourns as a father in burning the bones of his

son, who by his death has brought grief to his wretched

parents" (^ 222), and Odysseus's mother, after long sorrow

for her son, at last hangs herself in her grief (X 200). Hecuba

asks, as we have seen, why she should live, now that Hector

is dead (X 431), and to Andromache Hector is all in all

'An exception has been found in the use cf step-mother {/j-Tp-pviri, B 389),—but this

is spoken in regard to the mortal sons of Poseidon, who strove to put Ossa on

Olympus and Pelion on Ossa (X 315), and who had imprisoned Ares. How any one

should be their step-mother in the ordinary sense is not clear.
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(Z 429). The special duty of the Erinyes, the later Furies,

seems to have been to punish breaches of family duty, especi-

ally of children to parents. Odysseus's longing to return to

his home (a 57), and the readiness of men to fight and to

die for wife and children (9 57, 497), are suiificient examples

and proofs of unselfish devotion and affection. Brothers are

often found in close connexion standing by each other in

battle, as Ajax and Teucer (G 267), or as Hector and

Cebriones and Gorgythion (G 302, 318). The story of

Thetis packing her son's chest as he sets out for the war,

and putting into it plenty of woolen garments (11 222),

has quite a modern tone.

The Homeric poems contain no instance of a divorce or

formal and voluntary separation of man and wife. No stress

-^ ^. can fairly be laid on the etymology of the words

for wife,—meaning simply woman {^yvvli) or couch-

mate {aXo-^og, (xkoitk). " I pronounce you man and wife," is

sufficiently definite now, though the last words meant origin-

ally only man and woman.
The term cousin (ai/e'\|/(o?) is used five times in the poems,

but little stress is laid upon this relationship. The poet

<, ^ . „ never speaks of such a tie as existing between
ielamonian Ajax and Achilles, whose fathers were

brothers according to the later story, or between Hector and
Aeneas,—but these last would be third cousins.



CHAPTER V

DRESS AXD DECORATION 1

For our knowledge of Homeric dress little light has been
gained from the study of the monuments of the Mycenaean
Age. In the early works of art which have been , .,,, j ,

r J ^ T- Little Light
found at Cnosus, Tiryns, and Mycenae, the men joy Dj-g^^

in action, whether in battle with their kind or in from the

conflict with wild animals, appear either as naked Mycenaean

or as clad in nothing more than a loin-cloth or
^''

at most a pair of bathing trunks, while on the other hand
the women are elaborately clad in garments which are not

only sewed but fitted closely to the person, differing entirely

from the Athenian woman's dress of the classical period,

and not conforming to the indications of the Homeric poems.

In certain respects the garb of the Cretan ladies was sur-

prisingly modern, with entirely separate garments for the

upper and the lower part of the body, while the Homeric

woman's dress, like the primitive raiment of other branches

o{ the Indo-European family, had no separate skirts or

bodice. The dress of a faience figure about a foot in height,

found at Cnosus in 1903, is described by Lady Evans as

follows :2 " This figure appears to be wearing (i) a skirt without

gathers, touching the ground evenly all round, decorated with

horizontal lines representing either tucks or embroidery or

' Earlier discussions of this subject were superseded by that of Studniczka, BeitJ-dge

zur Geschichte der altgriechischen Tracht, 1885. See also Helbig, Das homerische

Epos, etc., Percy Gardner, Grammar of Greek Art, and Schrader, Reallexicon der

indogerTnanischen Altertumskutide, Article Kleidimg.

'^ Anntial of the British School at Athens, ix. 80. See also Plate viii. of the

same volume.
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woven stripes in the material ; ... (2) a double apron or

polonaise made without fulness, reaching to the knee at the

back and front, and rising to the hips at the sides ; . . .

(3) a tight-fitting jacket bodice, of rich stuff decorated

apparently in embroidery ... in front the bodice is cut

away in a V-shape from the shoulders to a point at the

waist ; . . . (4) a high cap or tiara."

In early Greece, Italy, and Germany alike, the dress of

men seems to have differed little from that of women. ^ In

each of these peoples, the chief garment of both
Prmitwe

sexes was a quadrangular piece of woolen cloth,
Dress in

i o i.

Greece
"°* sewed, but fastened by pins. In addition,

the men wore loin-cloths (see Fig. 24. page 635),

which developed gradually into drawers and trousers, or

were discarded and replaced by tunics. The course of

development or change of garb, in detail, among the different

peoples, was determined naturally not only by caprice and

the influence of neighboring fashions, but still more by the

climate. The climate of Greece and Asia Minor is mild.

The summer there is warm and long, and during this season

a man needs but little clothing.

In the making of Homeric dress, little cutting and sewing

was required, and probably no fitting. Buttons and hooks

and eyes were still unknown. The Achaeans
'

, p "l ^ had neither tailors nor dressmakers nor milliners.
and hewing.

The work of carding, spinning, and weaving was

done by the women of the household (X 511); only once

in the poems (M 433) does a women spin for pay. Sewing

is mentioned but once, when the poet says that the old

Laertes wore a sewed or patched tunic {pairrov, w 228).

Cloth in general was not woven in long strips from which

pieces might be cut according to need ; i.e. not cloth, but

clothes were woven. Since fashions changed very slowly, and
garments were not closely fitted to the person, raiment which

was made for one man might serve just as well for another,

and in wealthy houses a considerable stock of clothing was

'See Schrader, Keallexicon ; Toga non solum viri sed etiam feminae utebatitur,

Nonius S.V.; and Varro's statement ante enim ohm toga fuit commune vestimentum

et diurnu7n et nocturnum et miiliebre et virile ; Tacitus, Germ. 17. On the Harpy
Tomb from Lycia, in the British Museum, the sexes are not always distinguished

by their garb.
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T<ept on hand.^ This might be an important part of a family's

wealth, and garments frequently were not only bestowed on
men ^ but presented to the gods. Thus the disguised Athena
says that Penelope's suitors, if they should see Odysseus
returning to his home, would pray to be light of foot rather

than rich in gold and raiment (a 164). The Trojan women
bear a beautiful peplos to the temple of Athena as an offering

to the goddess (Z 90, 302), and Aegisthus, in gratitude to

the gods for his unexpected success in winning the love of

Clytaemestra, hangs up at their shrines votive offerings of

raiment and of gold {y 274).

The Homeric man in general wore but two garments,—

a

tunic or shirt, and a mantle or plaid. His garb thus was

simple in comparison with that of his successor of

to-day. When the king left his palace for the g^J^T'™
council of his peers, he wore but five articles of

clothing, including his girdle and his two shoes, instead of

the dozen or fifteen articles which are worn by the modern

gentleman. He had no hat, collar, neck-tie, cuffs, or gloves,

and carried no handkerchief The primitive style of dress

was preserved in the main in Homeric Hellas, but the men
had added the tunic as an undergarment, while the women,

retaining the early form of the peplos, had added a thick

long veil or wrap as an outer garment.

The shaggy woolen ^ chlaena (^yXalva)—essentially like the

Attic hhnatium, and not very different from the Spartan tribon

(Tpi/Saiv), but not worn in the same manner as the Macedonian

chlaniys (vXayuv?),—was the chief garment of all

J- i iU ) ^ J.7 J -i Woolen
men, correspondmg to the woman s peptos, and it p,

,

served also as a blanket at night.* (See Fig. 4.)

It was a large rectangular mantle, plaid, or shawl, and often

'Z 289, fi 229, a 165, § 339, 7 348, d 424, 438. Cf. St. Paul's words to the

elders of the church at Ephesus, itfyvplov ^ x9^'''<-°^ ^ Iixo.ti<tixo\j oiiBevds eweSrfj.ri<Ta,

Acts XX. 33.

-e 392, 106, ir 79, p 557.

' Cf. offK-q S' i-rreiirivoee Xaxv-q, K 134 ; x^"'''"' oii\a$, fi 646, 5 50, k 451, p 89 ;

yyiOLvav oCXtjv, t 225.

^xAari-ai /cat p-q-yea . . . ivevSetii, 7 349; cf. d 299, rj 338, X 189, f 520, v 4. A
goatskin serves the swine-herd as a blanket as well as for a mantle ; | 51, 530,

Cf. also Soph. TracA. 540, Eur. Fra^. 603, Theoc. xviii. 19, and Jfui/i iii. 9,

Ezek. xvi. 8.
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was worn folded ;^ it was thrown over the shoulders and held

in place by one or more pins.^

That the chlaena was originally the chief garment of

men is indicated further by the fact that even in later

Greece and in Rome to be clad solely in the

Chlaena the hi„^atium was perfectly respectable, although

^Gafment.
unusual. Not only Socrates but also Agesilaus

king of Sparta appeared in public, and the

younger Cato came to the senate, without the tunic, while

a man without the himatium was called naked.^ Yet the

chlaena was not worn ordinarily in the house,—any more

than the ancient foot-covering or the modern head-covering,

—

but was put on only when men went abroad. Thus at

night Telemachus, being at home, does not take off his cloak

when he goes to bed (a 437),—for he had not worn . it for

hours ; and Hephaestus, being called to see Thetis in his

hall, on leaving his forge, dons a tunic but no cloak (S 4 1 6).

Of course the mantle was not worn commonly on the iield

of battle,—although Agamemnon holds his in his hand as

a signal, at 221,—and it was. thrown off in preparing for

any exertion. Thus Odysseus casts off his cloak when at

the suggestion of Athena he sets out to run through the

Achaean camp in order to stop the disorderl}^ flight of the

soldiery (B 183); Thoas throws off his cloak when he sets

out to run from the bivouac to bear a message to the camp

(^ 500) ; and Telemachus lays aside his mantle and sword

when he digs the trench for the axes which were to be the

mark for the contest in archery (0 11 8). Penelope's

suitors naturally lay off their mantles when they kill the

cattle on which they are to feast (v 249). That Odysseus

at the games of the Phaeacians starts up, cloak and all

{avrif (pdpei, 186), to hurl the discus, only proves the rule,

for the act is noteworthy. Under ordinary circumstances,

^ Cf. xXat^^ai' StTrX^i', K 133, r 225 ; StirXa/ca {si: xXatj/ai') iropcpvpeTjVj V 12^, X 441,

T 225 ; Sltttvxov afi4>' d/j-oun . . XiliTnjv, v 224. Contrast with OTrXoiSas xXo.f-va.i,

ft 230, o) 276.

^ Cf. ireporfirraTo, K 133 ; t 226. In the latter passage, a single brooch was used.

In the shipwreck of Odysseus, his mantle would not have hampered his movements

if it had simply been thrown about his shoulders, and not fastened (e 321, 372).

"Xen. Mem. i. 6. 2;. Aelian, V.ff. vh. 13; Plut. Cato, 44;. Xen. An. iv. 4. I2:

Plato, Laws, xii. 954 a.
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clearly, and if he had not been greatly provoked, he would
have laid aside his cloak.

An epithet which is applied seven times to the chlaena
(Trop(pvperi, as (5 1

1 5, 1 54, t 242) has generally been under-
stood as purple, and this interpretation receives

support from another epithet of this meaning,— Epithets of

{(poiviKoea-aa, K 133, f SOO, <p \\Z\purple, crimson,

or scarlet,—which also is applied to the cloak. But some
scholars understand this epithet when applied to the sea

as seething, foaming, and when applied to a garment as either

white as the foam of the sea, or merely gleaming. Whether
Homeric wool was dyed, has been thought uncertain,—the

dark wool which Helen spun ih 135) possibly being shorn

from a black sheep (r 103). But twice patterns are inter-

woven in such cloaks : when Helen was called to the Great

Tower of Ilium, she was weaving a large web, a double

chlaena, and "sprinkled in {evetracrcrev, V 126) many contests

of the knightly Trojans and the bronze-clad Achaeans'';

and, a few days later, when Andromache was startled by
the shrieks which betokened the death of Hector, she was
weaving a like web, but " sprinkling in many colored flowers

"

(X 441),

—

i.e. so weaving in her web tufts of wool of other

colors, as to form a pattern.^ Such scenes suppose the use

of colored, dyed wool. The figures on the plaid might hang
symmetrically over the back and thus might be seen fairly.

The ordinary use of the cloak as a protection against

cold, is recognized in two similar epithets of wind-shelter.^

Nestor wears his mantle on going by night to the council

of the Achaean chieftains (K 133), and Agamemnon, Odysseus,

and Thersites are reported as wearing this garment to the

assembly of the people (B 43, 183, 262). Agamemnon once

holds his cloak in his hand, probably waving it, as a signal

to the troops (6 221).

The pharos {(papos, B 43) was much like the chlaena in form,

and probably was only a variety of it. Thus Odysseus wears

^ In view of the fact that flowers seem not to have been used freely in early Greek

decoration of garments,—the geometric motives being far more common,— Helbig

understands dpova, here as of ornaments in general, though he acknowledges rosettes

as a possible translation.—Queen Arete is spinning a\nr6p(f)vpa wool at f 53,—which

seems much like sea-bhie, though some would understand it as like the sea-foam.

^ ave^oUKeTTTjs, 11 224; dXe^ctpe^os, | 529*
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a phaj'os in the assembly of the Phaeacians (at Q 84), but

has a chlaena a little later on the same day.^ It is often

called great,—this, however, need not be in contrast
Pharos a

^j^j^ ^j^g chlaena, but may be a general characteristic

Chlafena epithet. But while all men wore the chlaena, only

the nobles are represented as wearing the pharos.

For this garment no brooches or pins are mentioned, nor any

embroidery or tapestry work upon it, and it is not stated to

have been used as a blanket at night. It seems to have been

of linen,^ and to have been used not so much for warmth as

for display. Thus a fastening to hold it in place was less

necessary than for the woolen chlaena. Flax and linen were

known to the early Greeks {cf. \ivov, v 73, and linen), and we

need not suppose this material to have been imported, though

wool was the staple material for clothing in early as well as

in later Greece.

The term pharos seems to have meant originally only web,

cloth, and later to have received its special application. It is

applied, as will be seen soon, to the principal
ei uses Of

^^Qj^^^'g garment, as well as to the cloth given

by Calypso to Odysseus for the making of a sail

(e 258), and to Penelope's web, which was to serve as a shroud

for the aged Laertes (/8 97, t 142, w 147). With the last use

have been compared the wrapping of the body of Patroclus in

a linen cloth and its covering with a white pharos (2 352,

cf. "^ 254), and the shrouding of Hector's body in two of

these mantles (f2 580). These details have further been

brought into connexion with indications of the poet's acquaint-

ance with the Egyptian practise of embalming {cf. T 39 ; see

page 475), and the use of linen in the wrapping of mummies.
In the New Testament story, also, linen cloths were wrapped

about the dead {St. John xi. 44, xx. 6).

Instead of a woven mantle, the skin of some animal was

' Kx. 9 455. Telemachus has a <papos, y 467, 61, but a x^'"''''- at S 50, p 86,

(p 118.

^The epithet well-washed [l:\nrkvvh, 8 392, 425, v 67, ir 173) seems better suited

to linen than to a woolen cloak ; conversely, the linen material was less suited than

woolen for tapestry and embroidery. The etymology of 0£pos has not been

established, but Studniczka conjectures that the word was borrowed from the

Egyptian, just as ehiton was borrowed from the Phoenician, and that the garment

was made originally of an Egyptian variety of flax.
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sometimes worn. Thus lion-skins are worn by Agamemnon
and Diomed (K 23, 177), leopard-skins by Menelaus
and Paris (K 29, T 17), a wolf's skin by Dolon
(K 334), a deer-skin by the disguised Od)-sseus ^''["f'^^^i"
, ^. , ,.,, 1! Mantle,
{v 436), and a goat-skm hy the swme-herd
Eumaeus (^ S30)-^ In the case of the warriors, the uses

of the skins for clothing and for light armor, cannot be
sharply distinguished. His lion's skin served Heracles as

a shield against both cold and enemies. In ancient works
of art, he sometimes has the skin bound closely to his

body, while in other cases it hangs free (see Fig. 33).

The chiton was a tunic or shirt of linen,—not a primitive

Greek garment, but borrowed from the Phoenicians and
accepted by the lonians first of all Greeks. It

differed from the Athenian chiton of later times ^!^"°" "f
, . , , . Linen.

not greatly m shape, but m material,—the later

chiton being woolen. The name seems to have been borrowed
from Phoenicia with the garment, and to be from the same
root as our own cotton, and possibly even the Latin tunica.

This gradually took the place of the earlier loin-cloth, which in

the Mycenaean period was the sole garb of the man in action.

It was assumed on rising (B 42, K 21, o 60), and was doffed

on going to bed (a 437),—when clearly the man had no
special night gear, but slept naked like the English and the

Germans of a few generations ago. Little is said by the poet

of its form or material. It never, however, like the chlaena, is

' pinned on " or " thrown about the shoulders," and no pins or

brooches are used for it. Always it is entered^—doubtless

being drawn on over the head. No slit down the front is

mentioned ; without such an opening it must have had large

holes for the neck and arms. No indication is given of

sleeves, and the ordinary chiton may have been as shapeless

as a bag or a modern " sweater," which also may have no slit

at the neck. The tunic of Odysseus, however, on his leaving

home, is compared to a layer of dry onion (r 232), and is said

^ In the Argonautica of Apollonius of Rhodes (i. 324), PeUas's son Acastus comes

to join the expedition, wearing a bull's hide, which reached from his shoulders to

his feet, while his companion wore a mantle (SiTrXaJ),—evidently for the same

purpose.

^50 5e xtrcDi'a, 2 416 ; ZvGa.vTo Xt-Tcijvas, ^ 739 ! X*^'*'*'^ dOvev, 60 ; ?vdvve xtTwi/a,

B 42, K 21, 131 ; x'™""' cydOa-a, E 736= 8 387.
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to be as bright as the sun. This description implies a

garment which fits snugly and smoothly, as one of linen. A
woolen garment of primitive web, does not suggest a layer

of onion nor the brightness of the sun.

The chiton generally was worn ungirt, and thus on ancient

vases, men not in action, old men and men of dignity,—as kings,

priests, heralds, charioteers,—are represented with

%Tirt
chitons ungirt and reaching nearly to the ground.

Only once does the poet mention the act of girding

the loins ; the swine-herd Eumaeus girds up his tunic as he

sets out for his pig-stye to fetch a porker.^ Not too much,

however, must be inferred from this fact. Achilles binds

the arms of his captive Trojans with the leathern " straps

which they wore over their tunics" (# 30), and these straps

are best explained as girdles. By Nestor's side at night, in

camp before Troy, lay the belt with which he girt himself

for battle (^wa-rrip . . . & I^wvuvto, K 77). At the opening

of the third day of battle, Agamemnon with a shout bids

his men gird themselves {^wvvva-Oai, A 15),^

—

ie. to prepare

for the fray.

Not all tunics needed to be of the same length, any

more than in later times. The lonians once are called

tunic-trailing (eX/cej^tTcoi/e?, N 685), but this surely

rp"^- was a general standing epithet for the lonians,

who are supposed to have been the first Greeks

to adopt the tunic, rather than an indication that such

trailing robes were worn on the field of battle ; that

Homeric epithets are sometimes applied without special

reference to the circumstances of the case, is a well-known

truth. The same epithet is given to the lonians at a

festival, by the poet of the first Homeric Hymn (146).

The tunic of Odysseus seems to have reached at least to

the knee, else the scar on his leg would have been observed,

and his strong thighs earlier noticed by Penelope's suitors

'? 72. Cf. "and he [Elijah] girded up his loins and ran before Ahab to the

entrance of Jezreel," i Kings xviii. 46.—The ^aaai/.^vu of "if 685 refers to

the boxers assuming the loin-cloth or fii^a in place of the chiton. They were

not girding up their tunics.

'^ While /ciXTTos in Homer regularly means the bosom or the dress above it, yet at

T471, where the dark blood KbXirov eviirX-qaiv, kSXtov seems to be "the bosom or

hollow of his x"''i''i which was belted at the waist."
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(i' 434; T 391, 450, 468; o- 74). From the fact that the

thighs of Menelaus, wounded by the arrow of Pandarus,

were seen to be stained with blood, the inference is drawn
fairly that he wore no chiton, but a loin-cloth (A 1 46

;

cf. 187). This is supported by the further fact that in

order to inspect the wound, the surgeon looses the loin-

cloth, while the tunic is not mentioned. That, at the close

of the first day of the action of the Odyssey, Telemachus is

represented as seating himself on his bed before he takes

off his tunic (a 437), has been criticised. But perhaps he

wore a short tunic, and he may have hitched it up before

he sat down. Athena doffs her long robe, and dons her

father's tunic (E 734 = 385), in preparation for a descent

to the field of battle, and from this the inference has been

drawn that the tunic was shorter than the peplos. Else

why did she make the exchange? But this tunic of Zeus

may have been specially fitted for war, by plates of metal

fastened upon it ; and the natural difference in stature between

Zeus and his daughter, maj' not have been overlooked.

The epithet twisted or twined (o-TjoeTrro?, E 113) seems

to be equivalent to well-spun, with reference to the linen

thread from which the tunic was made. Another

epithet of the tunic, also used but once, is
,[! j'JJ}

bordered (TepiuLoeis, t 242),—and this border seems

to be the tunic's only ornament,—it having no decoration

on any other part. For such ornament, we are reminded

again, linen is not so well adapted, as a woolen fabric like

the chlaena. Laertes's tunic is called sewed {pa-wrov, w 228),

which is generally interpreted as patched, although in the

very next following verse the same epithet is applied to

gaiters, where it may mean well sewed.

Since the cultivation of flax in Homeric Greece has been

unfairly doubted, it is reasonable to note that Queen Arete

recognizes the tunic given to Odysseus by Nausicaa as the

work of herself and her women (»/ 234), and that the loom

at which these women are busy seems to be for weaving

with flaxen thread {r\ 107).

The girdle or belt^ of men corresponds to the zone

^foxTTijp, A 132, B 615, K 77, etc. In A 234, Kajo. ^ihvrjv seems to mean at the

•waist, though the ^aar-fip is mentioned just below.

L
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(jQ^vri) of women, and was used chiefly to gird up the tunic.

It was probably of leather, and may have been adorned,

like the reins of chariots, by thin plates of metal,
Gtrdle of

gince it is called gleaming and cunningly fashioned

(Trai/a/oXoy, A 1 86, iaihoKeo^, A 1 35). The girdle

of Menelaus had golden fastenings (dx^e? -^va-eioi, A 132).

Aeneas gave to Bellerophon, and Ajax gave to Hector,

girdles bright with purple {(polviKt (paeivov, Z 219, H 305).

To the loin-cloth 1 reference has been made already. This

garment probably was worn more often than might be

inferred from the infrequency of its mention. But

for the special description of the treatment of

Menelaus's wound, the reader would not know that this

warrior wore no tunic. No occasion ordinarily occurs for

its mention by the poet. The ancient Greeks disliked to

be seen in utter nakedness (Thucydides, i. 6), and even the

girt chiton would be a hindrance and a burden in battle

on a hot day. The Egyptians of the early dynasties seem

to have worn only the loin-cloth in battle. Perhaps the

term zo7na may have been used by the poet at times (as

Helbig conjectures for ^ 482) for the short tunic which

replaced it.

The zostra {'^wcrrpa, ^38), mentioned but once,—apparently

garments of Nausicaa's brothers,—may well have been the

short tunics, which replaced the loin-cloth. Since these are

the only garments in the list enumerated which could be

used by men, and since Nausicaa was undertaking her

expedition largely for the sake of her brothers (^ 62), they

are not to be interpreted as women's belts, which further do

not deserve precedence over the women's robes in the

enumeration.

Under the loin-cloth or the tunic,—if the loin-cloth were

not worn,—the warrior might wear about his waist a broad

band of metal, or of leather reinforced with metal (filTprj,

A 137), for the special protection of his bowels, but this

if(i/ia, A 187, 216, St' 683, ? 482. See Fig. 26.—For comparison, the following

description of tlie breech-clout of the North American Indian is added. " Originally

it was made of skin, a foot wide and three or four long, which was passed between

the thighs and then carried up under a belt of sinew, snake skin or some other

material, worn around the waist, from which the two ends hung down a foot or

more, the one in front with a flap, the other like a tail behind."
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was part of his armor rather than of his clothing (see

page 658), although it might be worn, as the • spear was
carried, also in time of peace. This as a rule was
hidden by the loin-cloth or tunic, but was some-

^itre ^.W^r

.... , , Loin-cmh.
times visible, so that an Achaean is said to have
a bright mitr^ {alo\ofj.LTpr]<;, E 707). That it was generally,

but not always worn in battle, is indicated by an epithet

of Sarpedon's comrades who wore chitons without mitre

{afxiTpoyiTdDve^, 11 419).

The peplos} the chief garment of women, like the chlaena,

the principal garment of men, was a quadrangular piece of
woolen cloth, which may be represented by lan.mbo

in I of Fig. 4,- in which about a third, along ^^-^f^
/^plos

^ of fr omen
the length of the cloth {ablni), has been folded

over ; next the whole was folded again, at right angles to

the former fold, to form ab.c.no.d of II. Then, the

person standing between the two folds, at efgh of III, the

two were pinned together on the breast,^ a little below

the shoulder. The space fc would form an abundant arm-hole

for the left arm, and the right arm would be left quite free.

The edges of the two sides an and bo may have been

sewed together in some cases, at least for part of the way,

but the peplos which was given to Penelope by one of her

suitors, was fastened by twelve pins or brooches (o- 293),

and was not sewed at all, but was left open down the

side, except as the edges of the garment were held together

1 TT^^rXos, of uncertain etymology. It is always a woman's garment. So at fi 229,

where Priam takes twelve of these, as a present to Achilles, part of a ransom for

Hector's body. Garments were good personal property in general, but Achilles

would give these to Briseis, Diomede, and his other female attendants. The

peplos is clearly the chief garment also in the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite^ 86.

The name came to be used in Attic poetry as a general term for garment, clothing.

—iavhi or Aavb^ (S 178, II 9, $ 507, Horn. Hy. v. 176) is a synonym for peplos.

Its relation to the adjective kavbi (E 734, G 385, 2 352, 613, ^ 254), pliant, soft,

is not clear. Apparently it is from the root ffs, clothe.

^ Borrowed from Professor Percy Gardner's Grammar of Greek Art, p. 46.

^ h^7'Q(Ti. Kara (TttjOos irepovaro, S 180. Cf. T^irXoi'' yvvaLKGLOv ^vbv^a, TO&recTi

X^Tujva 8v ovK ivedvovTO, dXX' ^TrepovwvTo, scholium on E 734 ; yvvaLKeZov lfi6.Ti.ov . . .

Kara to, AupiKd, Eustathius on <r 292.—In later Sparta the like garment of young

women was left open at the side, or at least unfastened, as is shown by the

epithet applied to them, thigh-showing {(paivo/i-rfpides, Ibycus, 61), as well as by

representations on vases,—but these had no girdle.
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by pins, and the garment itself was held in place by a

girdle.^ Very possibly one pin at the shoulder, e.g. at /,

might ordinarily be left attached to the robe, so that only

the pin at e need be fastened or unfastened each time

that the garment was donned or doffed. Aphrodite uses

a fold of her peplos for the protection of her son Aeneas

in the battle (E 315), and this act is most easily intelligible

if she is assumed to wear a Dorian robe, not pinned at the

side,—for if this peplos were a close-fitting gown sewed down

the side, the act would have been impossible. Preparing

III

ab

Im,

4-

d no g h d
Fig. 4. The Peplos.

to descend from Olympus to the iield of battle on the

Trojan plain, Athena lets her peplos fall to the floor

(TreVAov ixkv Karkyivev, E 734 = 385), and instead puts on

the chiton of Zeus ; and the expression there used, " poured

down her robe," is £ lited to the gliding of the garment to

her feet when a pin ' reifioved. When Aphrodite is wounded
by Diomed, Athena sugg&§ts mockingly to Zeus that the

wound was caused by Aphrodite's caressing some Achaean
woman (E 424), and scratching her wrist on the golden

^ Doubtless the girdle was considered more important than the pins, and the

suggestion has been offered that not all of these twelve pins were to be used by
Penelope at once, but that an allowance was made for breakage and loss, though
this is not implied in Homer's story.
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pin of her garment, as she threw her arm affectionately

about her neck. Hera's epithet white-armed^ and the mention

of the white arms of Aphrodite and Penelope [Tr-iyyee. XevKw,

E 314, ^ 240) are in themselves sufficient evidence that

the Homeric dress left the women's arms bare.

That the peplos was not sewed, is indicated further by
its use (or, at least, the use of this term) as a covering for

chairs (>? 96) and for chariots at rest (E 194)

and for the chest in which lay Hector's bones p^^j^""

(0 796). The peplos carried in the Panathenaic

procession as an offering to Athena, also, seems to have

been a rectangular piece of cloth.^

The epithet robe-trailing, ^ given to Trojan women, bears

witness to the length of the garment at the back ; in front

it may not have been so long, but in the Homeric Hymn
to Demeter (176, cf. 182), it is held up by maidens when
they are running.

The peplos ordinarily was of wool. This would be

necessary for warmth, and wool clearly was much more

plentiful than flax. Further, the epithets many
colored, cunningly wrought, * and the like, imply jj/ ,

-^

colored weaving, and hence probably wool. The
Dawn is called saffron-robed {KpoKO-weifKo^, i, T i, etc.),

—

the prototype of Shakespeare's " Morn in russet mantle clad,"

—but the special color of no woman's robe is mentioned.

The term pharos is used twice for the woman's peplos

(e 230, K 543). In the narrative of e 230, the pharos and

kalyptri of Calypso correspond to the chiton and chlaena of

Odysseus. Since pharos seems to mean a linen chlaena

(see page 158), the supposition is not unreasonable that

when it is used of a woman's garment, it means a linen

peplos.

1 Xei;Kt6Xepos applied 28 times to Hera, as A 55, and occasionally to Helen,

Andromache, and others.

2 See Michaelis, der Pmthenon, p. 328.

3 e\Ke(7lT£Tr\os, Z 442, H 297, X 105 ; tf. eXKexlraves ot Ionian men. The

similar epithet rapi^xeirXos, V 228, S 385, 424, etc., has been translated m'iA long

stretching robe or with large, full robe.

^TToidXos, B 735, e 386, <r 293 ; rra/j.iroiKi.Xos, Z 289, 105 ; iroiKiKiMTa, Z 294,

107 ; SaiSaKa, H 179'
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The othonae,^ likewise, were linen peploi. The material

is indicated by the description of their weaving by Phaea-

cian women (>/ 107), where oil drips from the
onae-

^Jq^j^ ^ jjj^g ^gg Qf Qij jj^ the preparation of

linen garments is observed (2 596) for the tunics of young

men, but seems to be unknown for woolen cloth.

The poet mentions no under-garments for women, and

Hera, in robing herself after the bath, dons her heanos or

peplos first of all (S 178).

A girdle,^ which was more necessary for the loose robe,

particularly when this was not pinned along the side, than

for a tunic, aided to hold the peplos in place. Into the

hollow between her breasts and her robe,^ held securely

by the girdle, Hera places the cestus which she borrows

from Aphrodite (S 223), and in the like receptacle

the Phoenician nurse of the young Eumaeus places the

three golden cups which she steals from the king's table

(o 469),—the articles in both cases being slipped in at

the openings left for the arms,—to unfasten the robe at

the shoulder being quite unnecessary. The " bosom " was

used as a pocket in far more recent times, as when,

in Pilgrhn's Progress, Christian plucks his roll " out of his

bosom."

The girdles of Calypso and Circe were adorned with gold

(e 231 =/c 544), as seems to have been also that of

Menelaus (A 215); that of Hera had a fringe

of fine gold wire or thin strips of gold foil, or

tassels, or pendants of some kind (eKarov Oucravoi^ apapviav,

S 181). The cestus of Aphrodite is not assigned to a

definite service, but the fact that Hera does not put it

about her waist, but places it into her bosom, cannot prove

that Aphrodite herself did not wear it as a girdle. This

seems to have been an embroidered or otherwise decorated band

^6Bbva.i, V 141, S 595, cf. ri 107.—This term as well as iavbt seems originally

to have been a. general word for clothing.—In the Septuagint version of the story

«f Samson (Judges xiv. 13), dBbvia is used for cambric or muslin under garments

with (TToXds IjxaTlwv for the upper garments.

'^iiliv-n, as 3 181, e 23i = K 544, X 245.

'^ kSXttos seems to have meant first the hollow between the breasts, and then the

hosom itself,—but not in Homer a fold of the robe, except in T 471.
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of leather,! and might have been recognized as Aphrodite's by
Zeus, if it were worn by Hera. The epithet deep-girdled

(^aOv^wvos, I 594, 7 154) seems to be equivalent to slender-

waisted, contrasting the outline of the waist with that of the

bosom and hips. Well-girt"^ refers not so much to the beauty
of the girdle as to the trimness of the wearer. The epithet

deep-bosomed'^ refers to the shapely fulness of the bust.

The Homeric woman had no upper garment which corre-

sponded closely to the chlaena or mantle of her husband,
but she had a thick and heavy veil which was
almost a garment. Certainly it was not a veil

Kredemnon

in the ordinary modern sense of the word,—used
y^^i

simply as a restraint for the hair from the blowing

wind, or as a protection for the complexion from the rays

of the sun, or, at most, as it was a generation or more ago,

to hide the face of the wearer,—but it was like the long

and full bridal veil, in which the old form has best been

preserved, and in some uses like the heavy black crape veil

of modern mourning. The Homeric veil or kredemnoti hung
from the back part of the head, and covered the back and
shoulders, just as many an Irish peasant woman's shawl

is thrown over her head and shoulders, as a coverine for

both head and body,—and it, also, was held in place by
the hand, as is shown by its falling from the heads of

Hecuba and Andromache when they forget themselves and
loose their grasp of it, in grief at the death of Hector

(X 406, 470 ; cf. a 334). It could be drawn forward, but

generally it did not cover the face. When Penelope appears

before her suitors, she wears this veil, but it does not

entirely conceal her countenance, for they are enraptured

by her beauty (a 334, tt 416, 1 2 10, ^ 65). That Helen,

desiring to escape observation as she leaves the Great Tower of

^ KeiTTOs IfJMS, S 214; cf. the ToXvKecrTO! ifids which served as a holder for the

helmet of Paris, passing under his chin {T 371)-

^ivl^avos, A 429, Z 467, I 366, 590, 667, 'ir 261, 760; and its synonym koXKi^uh'os,

H 139, fi 698, f 147.

'^ padvKoXiros, S 122, 339, Q 215. Some critics observed that this was applied

by our poet only to Trojan women, but modern scholars would attach no importance

to this. It is applied to the Muses by Pindar {F. i. 12) and by Homer himself

according to Zenodotus's recension of B 484.—The poet makes Helen recognize

Aphrodite not merely by her neck and eyes, but also by her arTjdea Ifxepdevra, T 397.
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Ilium, wraps herself closely in her mantle-like veil (F 419),

and that in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter the goddess in

her grief hides her face in her veil {Horn. Hy. v. 197),

no more indicate this to be the usual office of this gar-

ment than the similar act of Odysseus, drawing his mantle

over his head (0 84), shows the ordinary use of his cloak.

This woman's veil, like the man's mantle, is not worn

ordinarily at home, and it, too, is thrown off for any special

exertion, though Penelope assumes it when she
Kredemnon appears to her suitors in her own house, as being

"uome'.'^"
" ^^^^ °^ f"^^ dress. Hera puts on her kredemnon

when she leaves Olympus for Mt. Ida (S 184), and

Calypso and Circe do the like when they go to the beach

{KaXv-wTpnv, e 232 =/c 545). Thetis takes a dark "wrap"

{KaXufjLfjLa, fi 93),—the color indicating her sadness of heart,

—as she obeys the summons of Zeus to Olympus. Hecuba

and Andromache wear their veils when they go to the

Great Tower of Ilium to observe the battle (X 406, 470),

and, conversely, Nausicaa's maids lay away their veils when
they would play ball (^ 100). That a kredemnon was given

by Aphrodite as a wedding present to Andromache (X 470),

has no special significance ; any garment was an appropriate

gift. Kredemnon and kalyptre^ seem to be synonymous,

—

the one name being derived from the office of the veil, and

the other from the chief part which it covered.

Like the chlaena of men, the kredemnon of women seems

to have been made sometimes of wool, and again of linen,

—

the material chosen perhaps with reference to the

of Linen
weather, but also, like the pharos, according to

the wealth of the wearer. Hera's veil is clearly

of linen at S 185, where it is "as bright as the sun," and
that the kalyptre of Hecuba has a sheen (XtTrapij, X 406),
and the epithet bright-veiled (KiirapoKpriSefjLvos, 2 382) applied

to Charis, would imply the same for them.^ Doubtless woolen
was the usual material.

' KpriSe/j.vov, u, 334, IT 416, etc., from Kdp-r), head, and 5eu, bind. KoKiiirTp-ri, X 406,
f 232 = K 545, and KdXv/i/ui,, ft 93, from koKutttid, cover, conceal.—i06vM, V 141,

and iav6i, V 385, 419, appear to be used of the veil, though both of these words,

originally seem to have had a general signification.

2 The epithet dpyevval applied to Helen's odovixi. at T 141 suggests that this was.

of linen, and we have seen that oBbvai was sometimes used for a linen peplos.
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The poet has little to say of other head-gear for women.
But when Andromache, on the last day of the battles of
the Iliad, hearing the shrieks of the Trojan women,
goes to the Great Tower and catches sight of ^^^S^"''

the dead body of Hector dragged behind the

car of Achilles to the Achaean camp, she faints ; and as

she sinks backward ampyx, kekrjphalos, anadesme, and kre-

deninon'^ fall from her head.

The avipyx is a metal frontlet or diadem, over the fore-

head,—mentioned in later Greek literature and appearing in

works of art, as on the familiar Diana of Versailles.

As an ornament, this corresponded in a general

way to the high comb of comparatively recent times, but

the Homeric lady must wear such an ornament at the front

of her head, since if it were at the back it would be hidden

by the kredemnon. Similar to the ampyx, but probably

larger, was the stephane worn by maidens represented in

the dance on the Shield of Achilles, and by Aphrodite in

a Homeric Hymn.^
The kekryphalos^ was a kerchief of some kind,—perhaps

a cap or hood.

What the "woven anadesme" (cf. ava, ^e'co, bind up) was,

no one knows. It was possibly a ribbon or band to hold the

hair or kerchief in place, corresponding to the classical mitral

That the kredemnon is mentioned last of all in this enumer-

ation can hardly prove that it lay under the kekryphalos and

the anadesme, but it lay behind the ampyx.

No explanation has been offered why Andromache alone

should be thus decked. If these articles were for special

adornment, Hera might have been expected to wear them

when she went to visit Zeus on Mt. Ida (S 184).

Considerable uncertainty as to details of the Homeric

^d/jLirvKa KiKpiipaKbv re iSi Tr\eKTT)v ivaSefffirjii
|
KpjfSeiivbv re, X 469.

'^
<iTe(p6.rr], S 597. The xP^""-!^'"'"'^" 'Opai receive xP^'^^'^'i'^'P"-^"" 'A.<ppoSiTriv

[Horn. Hy. vi. I, 7), and place a aT€<i>6.vT\ upon her head. Cf. ev(rT^cpa.vos, $ 511,

;8 120, d 267, 288, ff 193. These words remind the reader of crriipav.os, crmvti,

but this word is not used by Homer.

^
Cf. Kpiirrw, conceal, and the use of tiaXi-rrrprq and koKvixixo. for veil.

*
Cf. puTpav K6p.a! Siiro ippi^ev, Eur. Bacch. 1 1 15; KeKpv(pd\ov Set /cai fitrpas, Arist.

Thesm. 257, where Euripides is made to supply his night-cap, and 941.
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woman's dress would seem natural to a modern man who

finds much that is unintelligible in even the latest fashion

magazine. Only the simplicity of ancient dress, and
Uncertainties

^^^ ^^^^ indisposition of those times to change
'

fashions, render it possible by the aid of later works

of art to attain a fairly reasonable and consistent conception

of the Homeric garb.

The Homeric poet says nothing of the dress of children.

Probably the small boy in summer wore nothing

^f",,
"^ but a loin cloth. Larger children would be dressed

Children.
, , . , ,

like their elders.

Sandals ^ are mentioned nineteen times in the Homeric

poems. Like the man's chlaena and the woman's kredemnon,

they are not worn within the house.^ Athena

binds on her sandals when she sets out on the

journey from Olympus to Ithaca, and Hermes dons his when

he sets out for Troy or Calypso's island. Agamemnon puts

on his sandals as he leaves his tent to go to the council of

elders, and Telemachus does the like when he arises from his

couch to call an assembly of Ithacans. The swine-herd

Eumaeus is making his own shoes (^ 24) when Odysseus

approaches, but the leather-cutter (ctkl'totoVo?, H 221) of

Hyle may have made for other men sandals as well as shields.

Whether the foot-gear were only soles or may have been

rude shoes, cannot be said. Hesiod {Works, 541) advises

felt-lined pedila for winter, and the old Laertes wears gaiters

(KvrjfxiSe(;, to 229), which shows a desire for the protection of

the ankles. Probably the rank and file of the people through

most of the year went barefoot, like Socrates in the Periclean

age. Accustomed to this from childhood, their feet were not

so tender as those of the modern civilized man. The epithet

s/eek (Xnrapol, /3 4, S 241) applied to feet, implies that these

were seen more often than those of the present day, and
Menelaus even observes that the feet and hands of Telemachus

^ TT^SiXa {cf. voiis and pes) is the ordinary word, as a 96, /3 4, 5 309, e 44, tt 154,

/) 2, B 44, K 22, 132, H 186, fi 340; iiToSri/iaTa (virb. Sea), o 369, a 361.

—

aavSaka is

not Homeric, but appears first in the Hymn to Hermes, 79, 83, 139, and Sappho,

Frag. 95.

'^In the Prometheus of Aeschylus (135), that the Ocean nymphs set out from

home without sandals, indicates their haste,—comparable to modern young women
not waiting to put on their hats.
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resemble those of his father Odysseus (S 1 49). " Silver-

footed " (apyvpoire^a, A 538) applied to the sea-nymph Thetis,

is generally explained as comparing the whiteness of her feet

with silver, but Milton's translation, "tinsel-slippered Thetis,"

shows another interpretation.

No woman is said to wear sandals, but this probably is due
to mere chance, since these are worn by the goddesses Hera
and Athena (S 186, a 96), and the garb of divinities is like

in kind to that of human beings.

Leather was made from the skins of kine, goats, weasels,

and probably of dogs (as is indicated by the name Kwer]

for a cap), but no leather from sheepskin is men-
tioned. Which of these skins were used for

sandals, the poet does not say. The sandals of the gods

are called golden. Perhaps the poet knew sandals adorned

with gold foil, but here again he may have yielded to the

impulse to represent all the possessions of the gods as of

most precious materials.

That the kredemnon served as a protection for the head of

women, has been observed. But no hat or cap is mentioned

for men, except in connexion with war, where the cap might

serve as a helmet. In later art, Odysseus was identified by his

cap or traveller's hat, but this is not Homeric. In general,

men went bareheaded.

The hormos^ was a long chain, passing about the neck and

falling over the breast. The suitor Eurvmachus „ ,,*
i\ £Ckl^CBS

gives to Penelope one of gold and amber,^—the

beads alternating.

The isthmian (la-Qfj-Lov, rr 300) was a necklace of ordinary

modern length, made to lie near the throat. One such is

given to Penelope by a suitor.

Hephaestus, when cast out of Olympus, and living at the

home of Thetis, wrought many curious things,—necklaces,

brooches, bent helices, and calyces (S 401). The identifica-

tion of the last two is not certain. The helices (eXi^) have

^ op/ios, S 401, 460, " 295; Jlom. Hy. i. 103, iv. 88, vi. II.

^7j\iKTpoL<nv, <T 296, in itself is ambiguous,—uncertain whether it is from iJKiKTpov,

amber, or i^Xexxpos, white gold, i.e. gold alloyed with silver,—but the latter would not

form so good a contrast to gold, and gold and amber are found together in Etruscan

breast ornaments.
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been interpreted either as spiral, snake-like bands for the

arms, or as ear ornaments, or as spiral brooches^ for the robe,

or as fastenings for the hair (the TerTiye^ of the
Ornaments

^^^ Athenians). The interpretation of calyces {bud,

Hephaestus rose-bud) has been thought entirely uncertain, except

as the passage quoted in the last note seems to

connect it with the robe. A recent plausible suggestion,^

however, is that both helices and calyces were pendants,

attached to the long necklace, and possibly serving also as

brooches to connect this with the robe.

Earrings^ are mentioned twice, once as worn by Hera, and

again as brought by a suitor as a present to Penelope. The
same two adjectives are used for both,—apparently indicating

ornaments in the shape of a berry, and a group of three,

each in form like the apple of the eye.

Pins,* safety pins, and brooches have been seen to be of

importance both for men and for women, buttons and hooks-

and-eyes being yet unknown. The peronae of the

Brooche
"^o^^ which was given to Penelope by one of her

suitors, had "well-bent locks" (K\t]'iSe?, a- 293), I.e.

shields or sheaths for the ends of the pins. Helbig compares

an ancient Italian brooch with two parts,—the shields for the

pins being fastened by hooks to the other part. The brooch

on the cloak worn by Odysseus when he set out for Troy
was elaborate. It was of gold with a double fastening

(avXoIa-iv SiSu/j.otcri, t 227); the front was curiously wrought:
a hound with his fore paws held firm a still struggling

dappled fawn, which was striving to escape. With this, Pottier

has compared an Egyptian painting of a dog holding and
killing a gazelle, and analogies have been found also in primi-

tive Greek art.

Perone is used for the straight pin as well as for the brooch

1 Supported by Horn. Hy. iv. 87, 'i^mo. . . efxf 5' ivyvd/AirTas eXi/cas KaXuxis re.

^Hadaczek in Oester. Jahreshefte, vi. 121.

'Ip/iara TJKei/ evrpriTOLcn Xo/Soiiric
|
TpLyXT/va [three-eyed], iiopbevra [berry-like, or

possibly gleaming), S 182, cf. ir 297.

" T!-ep6vq is the general word for pin ; B 425, <t 293, r 226, 256, cf. irepovqa-aTo,

K 133, S 180; Triporqde, H 145, N 397. Cf. also Soph. O.T. 1269. TripTrai are

mentioned at S \oi=Bom. Hy. iv. 163. Cf. Eur. Hec. 1170, Phoen. 62 (called

Tepovai at 805). iveraC (ivlTuxi,—apparently at first only an epithet of ireplivaC) appear
only at S 180. See Hadaczek, Oester. Jahreshefte, vi. 108.
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or safety pin. At the Argive Heraeum/ straight pins were far
the more numerous,—in round numbers, 750 of these being
there found, and 150 of the brooches. The straight
pins are represented on the figures of the Francois ^'"^^'f'"'-

vase (see Fig. 6), which served as a basis for the revised
views of early Greek dress, but on some early terra-cotta
figurines the robe is represented as pinned at the shoulder

Fig. 7.—Pins found at the Argive Heraeum.
From Prof. W. Ridgeway's ' Early Age ofGreece.'

Fig. 6.—From the Francois Vase.

by a large star-like brooch. The assumption of a straight

pin explains most easily the words of Athena to Zeus, suggest-

ing that Aphrodite had scratched her wrist in caressing some
Achaean woman (see p. 164), and its service for the blinding

of Oedipus and of Polymestor, and the stabbing by the

Athenian women of the solitary soldier who returned in safety

from the expedition to Aegina (Herodotus, v. 87). Doubtless

a woman could scratch her arm on a brooch, or even inflict

a bodily injury on another with such a weapon, and with

such an instrument Oedipus could have put out his eyes,

^ See The Argive Heraeum, ii. 207 ff., and Plates Ixxvii.-lxxxviii.
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but such a purpose would have been served better by a

pointed pin, like a stiletto. Some of the Argive pins may
have been used as hairpins {cf. the Italian and Japanese

custom), but such a use is not indicated in the Homeric poems.

Possibly some may have been used, like modern hatpins,

to hold the kredemnon to the head, but many of them are

too small for such service, and this use, too, finds no support

in the poems. The Fran9ois vase represents a pin five or six

inches in length. The length of the pin may explain why,

though the fold of the robe is pinned on the breast just

below the shoulder, the pin evidently is thrust upward and

not downward ; the hand would need to reach much farther

back in order to thrust a long pin downward, and the tension

of the garment would hold the pin in place. The pins along

the thigh, if not safety pins, would naturally be much shorter

than those of the Fran5ois vase. The frequent use of straight

pins only half a century ago on modern garments, where only

safety pins would be used at present, may be a partial answer

to the doubt whether straight pins could reasonably be used

to hold the chlaena and the peplos, as well as Tacitus's state-

ment that the ancient Germans, in default of a better pin,

used a thorn for this purpose. The thickness of many of the

straight pins which have been preserved might seem likely

to tear a closely woven, delicate fabric, but the Homeric
woolen garments ordinarily doubtless were quite as coarse and
loosely woven as the Scotch plaid, if indeed they were not

like a blanket.

Whether the Homeric robes, like the gowns of the

Mycenaeans, were decorated by thin ornaments of gold foil,

cannot be stated, but this is not improbable, since thin plates

of gold and other metals were used for the adornment of

both wood and leather, as for chariots, chairs, and straps.

Of finger-rings, seals, pearls, diamonds, opals, and other

precious stones, the Homeric poet shows no knowledge,

though seals were much used in Crete as well as

^'iiTlwi!'
'" Babylonia. Personal decorations and beauty

unknown-. ^^^"^ ^^ times to be despised by the poet's char-

acters, but this is only in comparison with prowess
in war. Thus Hector mocks at Paris, whose beauty and
long hair—the gifts of Aphrodite,—would not avail him in
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the conflict with Menelaus, but he would be laid in the

dust.i

A frequent epithet of the Achaeans is long-haired {Kaprj

KOfj.6wvTe9, used thirty times).^ The hair of the contestants

in the horse race floats in the air ('^ 367), Paris

is proud of his long hair {T 55),^ and the goat-
",^°^f„

herd Melanthius is dragged by his hair (^ 188). Achaeans
In general, long hair seems to have been in plaited

tresses, or otherwise confined. Achilles's luxuriant hair had

been dedicated to the Spercheiis, the river of his Thessalian

Fig. 8.—Gold foil ornament lor raiment, found at Mycenae.

From Prof. W. Ridgeway's 'Early Age of Greece."

home, but at the funeral of Patroclus he cuts it off" and lays

it in the hand of his dead friend (^ 141), and the corpse

was covered with the hair of his comrades. To " cut the hair

and shed tears" were the ordinary tokens of mourning (^ 198).

ir 44, 54, cf. B 673, 872.

2 Apollo is unshorn [aKepa-eKd/iris, T 39) ; c/. inlonsum Cynlhium, Horace, Odes,

i. 21, and the Apollo Belvedere. The locks of Zeus wave at A 529. Cf. also the

long hair of Samson and of Absalom, and see Tacitus, Germania, 31.

^ Paris is said to be " splendid with horn " {Kipai ayKai, A 385), and Helbig would

understand this not of his bow of horn, but of a stiff spiral braid of hair, standing

like a horn by the side of his head.
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So on the death of Achilles, the Daiiaf shed many hot tears

and cut their hair.^

On archaic works of art the hair of men often reaches to

the middle of their shoulder blades. Jason returned to lolcos,

according to Pindar {P. iv. 82), with hair gleaming down his

back. The Athenian gentlemen of the olden time were wont

to fasten up their long locks with golden "grasshoppers"

(Te'TTi7e?, Thuc. i. 6), which may have been in form like

the Homeric helices or spirals, but called grasshoppers from

the chirping noise which they made on movement. That

the Spartans wore long hair at the opening of, the fifth

century B.C. is shown by the story of Herodotus (vii. 208) that

Leonidas's men before the conflict at Thermopylae were

combing their hair in preparation for the battle on the

following day.

The locks of Euphorbus, son of Panthoiis, were held in

place (ea-(j)tiK(i}VTo, P 52) by gold and silver ornaments. Such

may have been the ornaments of the Carian Nastes who

went to war " adorned with gold, like a girl " (ijvTe Kovpri, B
872).

The Euboean Abantes {oinOev KO/uLowvre?, B 5 42) wore their

hair cut short, " banged," in front, but suffered it to grow

long at the back. The Thracians, on the other
Peculiar Cut

^^^^ (iKpoKo/ixoi, A 533), seem to have had their

hair cut short behind, and to have tied their long

hair in a knot on the top of their head,—perhaps in a sort,

of cue, such as appears on monuments of the early fifth century

B.C.^ The poet was familiar with the use of the razor

—

possibly such a crescent-shaped knife as was commonly
used for such purposes in ancient times, of which the form

is best preserved in a knife now commonly used only by

shoemakers, but possibly also in a form much resembling

the modern razor,—since Nestor is made to say that the

destruction or safety of the Achaeans stood upon a razor's

edge (eTTi ^upov 'IcrraTai aK/j.rjs, K 173). Probably only the

' w 46. In Euripides's Alcesiis the question of the chorus whether they shall

cut their hair {215), means simply, "Is Alcestis now dead?" Heracles sees that

Admetus is in grief by his shorn head (512), and the king orders that his subjects

shall cut not only their own hair, but also the manes of their horses (425).

^Aihenische Miiteiluiigen, viii., PI. xi. xii.
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moustache was shaved, as at Sparta and on ancient monu-
ments ; certainly the beard often was allowed to grow
(tt 176).

The epithet fair-tressed} applied to both goddesses and

mortal women, refers to the well-braided tresses .

rather than to the color, fineness, or abundance of

the hair. Blond hair was assigned to Achilles {^avQri, A
197, "^ 141), Meleager (B 642), Menelaus (E 284), Demeter

(E 500), Agamede (A 740), and Odysseus (v 399).

The hair of Zeus and Poseidon is dark (A 528, J* 5" ^

y 6). Whether light hair was frequent in the

Homeric period, or is ascribed to Achilles and Menelaus as

a mark of beauty cannot be decided definitely, but the

manner of the use of the epithet indicates that it is not

intended as a distinction.

' ivirkoKaixos, as Z 380, and its synonym KaXXnr\6/ca/ios, as S 407, derived from

TrXfKw, flecto. Cf. i<'j^avo% and xaXXifwi'OS.



CHAPTER VI

HOUSE AND FURNITURE

The Homeric poet describes no house, and so much of the

action of the poems takes place in the open air that the

certain reconstruction of a typical Homeric house

r, ; , from the incidental indications of its structure, is
Described.

not easy. Neither the battles of the Iliad nor the

wanderings of Odysseus could be expected to contribute much
to our knowledge of the architecture of the poet's age. But

one old error may be excluded at the outset : we need not

suppose that every house in the poet's age was built on

exactly the same plan. The excavations on the sites of

Troy, Mycenae, Tiryns, Cnosus, and Phaestus—not to name
the uncovering of less magnificent structures like those at

Phylacopi on Melos and at Gournia in Crete,—show the

ruins of ancient palaces and private houses of different plans,

' though with certain resemblances. Doubtless then, as now,

the situation of a dwelling had much weight in determining

details of form. Nothing indicates that the whole structure

regularly formed such a rectangle as is presented in many

^
old books on classical antiquities as the plan of a Homeric

1
dwelling. Sometimes, as seems to be the case at the home

, of Odysseus on Ithaca, the women's apartment

jj„iformif!\'"^'^y
^^^^ ^^^^ built directly in the rear of the

I great hall, while again, as apparently at Tiryns,

it may have been at the side of the men's apartments.

Some houses may have had but two or three rooms, or even

, only one large hall, like those of the Homeric city of

Hissarlik, while others may have had many apartments, like

. the great Cretan palaces.
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The palaces at Tiryns and in Crete certainly were built

according to elaborate and complicated plans, and the poet's

words with regard to the home of Odysseus make this also

appear as an aggregation of structures which have some '

independence.^ Telemachus has a bed-chamber of his own,
in a sheltered spot of the beautiful courtyard.- This room of

the young prince clearly had a separate entrance, but it is

not at all likely to have been conceived by the poet as an
independent and isolated hut or bungalow ;

' it must have
been part of the main building. The bed-chamber of

Odysseus was built around an olive tree, of which the

stump was to serve as a bed-post (\|^ 190). He may have

made this tree the determining point for his whole structure,

but he is more likely to have added this room to the rest

of his plan ; this chamber was not used in any wa}- during

his absence (\|/- 227), and it does not seem like part of a

regularly built house. To attach additions to the side of

the house was the simpler since the great hall had no

windows in the modern sense ; and the great hall may well

have been higher than the rooms on the side, so that

such rooms would not prevent the possibility of side open- ^

ings for light just under the roof Possibly the structure

on the side of the great hall may have had two storeys,

the two together equalling the height of the hall, but

this is mere surmise. We do not know how much the

Greeks of that age cared for exact symmetry in their '

architecture.

The three essential elements of a Homeric house are an

open court (ai5\?;), a vestibule or porch (irpoSoiuLos or SiJofxa),

and an inner room (OdXafMo?). In the palaces uncovered

^f^ eT€piOf ^ep' eaTLV, iirrjffK-qTai de ol ait\T]
| rolx^ ^'at BpLyKoZtn, dijpai 5' ivefyyees

dniv, p 266.

^OaKafjLos irept/caXXe'os adXijs . . . TrepitTKeirTtp ivi X'^P^t "425-—Treptfr/ceTrrt^ has been

translated conspicttmis, but this is httle suited to such a chamber, and hardly more

so to the palace of Circe (k 211) and the hut of Eumaeus (f 6), to which the same

epithet is apphed.

^ Protodikos thinks this to have been an isolated structure in the front court, and

similarly the bed-chamber of Odysseus to have stood behind not only the main

hall but the women's apartments, as an independent building. But this arrange-

ment is neither indicated in the poem, nor reasonable in itself, nor supported by

the analogy of ancient buildings uncovered by recent excavations.
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at Tiryns and Mycenae, according to Dorpfeld/ " this tri-

partite disposition is present, but it is not so obvious

Essential since each part is en suite. The court is a

Elements ofa double one ; the doma is made up of hall,

Homeric ante-room, and vestibule ; and in place of the
°"''^'

simple thalamos we have a special women's

quarter with several adjoining rooms." Similar architectural

problems were solved differently on Melos and in Crete.

The life of Greek men was spent chiefly in the open

air. What had a Homeric warrior to occupy him within

the house,—beyond polishing his arms, like Paris
Life ofMen . ^j^^ ^j^^ ^f Y{&\&n (Z 321)? Before Troy, the
m the Open ' ,,-.,, at 1 t^- ,

^^y poet says definitely that Nestor and Diomed
slept in the open air (K 74, 151), and the same

is to be assumed for many if not most of the rest of the

warriors.^ That, on the other hand, Penelope's suitors and

the Phaeacian nobles dine in the great halls (a 144, ^ 305,

n 136) instead of in the courtyards or porches, is to be

explained by the cool season of the year in the action of

that poem,—so cool that Arete and Penelope both sit by
the fire (^ 305, p 572, t 55), and the princess Nausicaa

has a fire kindled for her in her chamber (»; 7).^ Probably

in summer the suitors would have feasted in the courtyard,

in the shade of the porches.

The homes of princes not infrequently stood on heights,

being in a sense " hill-fortresses." So Pylus lay on a hill,

as well as the homes of Erechtheus at Athens,
Houses of Qf Agamemnon at Mycenae, and of Priam at
Princes on -, ° ' '

j^jllj^
Iroy. ihis was natural in view of the prevail-

ing notions with regard to might and right.

Marauding expeditions were to be feared by sea and by
land, and the home of Odysseus seems to be prepared to

1 Introduction to Tsountas and Manatt, Mycenaean Age, xxiv.

^The action of the Jliad, the poet clearly indicates to have been in warm
weather. Cf. E 796, K 572, A 811, 241, H 109, # 51, 561, X :i, * 507,

688, 715-

"The shipwrecked Odysseus fears that he may be overcome by cold (e 467,

cf. 487), and in the hut of Eumaeus the same hero has a warm place to sleep by
the fire, with a blanket over him {% 518), and he del.iys his walk to the palace
until the sun has warmed the air (p 23). Cf. a 443, 7 349, X 373, <r 328,
T 64, 507, V 3.
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meet any such sudden attack (p 268). But no indication

is given that the home of Odysseus was situated on a hill,

or that the palace of Menelaus lay in a plain (S 2).

y^^^.

Fig. 10.—Men's Apartment at Tiryns.

The palace at Tiryns had before it an outer as well as

an inner court. Probably most less magnificent
^^ ^^

dwellings had only a single court, but this may

have had divisions. The swine which Eumaeus brought for

the feast of Penelope's suitors are suffered to graze in the
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enclosure (v 164), but they may not have been turned loose

I

to wander freely over the whole courtyard, in which the suitors

' were sitting at ease. The dungheap on which Odysseus's

old dog Argos lies, on the hero's return, seems to be

within the courtyard, but it may not have been very near

the seats of the suitors. Nothing shows the size nor the

shape of the court. Doubtless the courts of different houses

differed in both respects, being adapted to the lie of the land.

The court seems to have lain exclusively before the house

;

this house did not stand in the middle of an enclosure, with

free grounds all about it. There was no court in the rear,

nor any back door. Thus the stalls for horses stood before

the house, not behind it, and wagons were left leaning against

the front wall. Helen's geese were fed in the court before

the house (o 161, c/. t 536), and there Penelope's suitors

seem to have slaughtered and flayed, as well as cooked, the

cattle and swine on which they feasted (/3 300). That

/ swine grazed {vejxea-Qai, v 164) in the enclosure, does not

prove that grass grew all over it ; the ground where the

suitors amused themselves with " putting the shot " and

hurling spears at a mark, seems to have been of hardened

clay {ev tvktw Sa-TreSw, p 1 69). The court of Tiryns was

paved. An olive tree grew in the enclosure of Odysseus

(e'jo/ceo? ei/To'y, x/^ 190) before it was made a part of his

bed-chamber. The courtyard was enclosed by a wall, which

at the home of Odysseus had a cornice {QpijKolcn, p 267,

—

very likely of the prickly pear, cf. ^ 10) which served the

purpose of iron spikes and broken glass in walls about

modern gardens and lawns. The ordinary height of such

a wall is not indicated, except that Phoenix leaped over

his father's wall (I 476), while Odysseus says that no man
could easily surmount his {p 268). Apparently the herald

Medon, while outside of the courtyard {S 678), hears the

plots of Penelope's suitors within the court ; the sound must
have come over the wall.

The court was the ordinary gathering place of the men
of the family, and it was such an essential part of a home
that Achilles had one before his barrack on the field of

Troy (Q 452), the swine-herd Eumaeus had one before

his hut (^ 5), and Polyphemus had one before his cave
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(t 1 84). The clouds seem to form such an enclosure before

the dwellings of the gods on Olympus. The Hours have
in their charge the "gates of Olympus" (G 393),

—"both
to roll back and to close the thick cloud." In agreement
with this is the statement that the Hours unharnessed the

steeds of Hera and Athena, on their return from the field

of battle to the home of the gods, and tied them to

their mangers (0 433), for the goddesses naturally would
leave their chariots at or near the entrance to the enclosure,

where the Hours were stationed.

In the courtyard, but not necessarily at its centre,^ stood

an altar of Zeus Herceius, the guardian of the enclosure.^

There Peleus is sacrificing to Zeus when he

receives the visit of Nestor and Odysseus, there
f!""^

'" '^'

Achilles prays to Zeus when he is about to

send Patroclus into the conflict, there Priam stands to pray

to Zeus before going to the tent of Achilles, and there

the Ithacan bard takes his place as a suppliant, when
Penelope's suitors are slain.

Before the door of Nestor's home stood seats of polished

stone, which apparently were covered with a kind of varnish

or stucco.* There the old Neleus had sat in his

time, and there sat his son Nestor and his guests

after they arose from their couches in the morning. Similarly,

at the general assembly of the gods (Y 11), the divinities sat

in the porch of the hall of Zeus. Within the courtyard of

Odysseus, his wife's suitors sat on the hides of the cattle

on which they themselves had feasted (a 108). Such an

untanned hide Odysseus used as a bed in the porch, on the

night after his return to his home, in disguise (v 2, 96).

Along the sides of the courtyard may have stood store-

rooms, some of which may have been used as stalls for horses.*

^ At Tiryns the altar was near the front gate and on one side of the middle.

This left the main space of the court the freer for any activity.

- Cf. ai\ris iv x°P'''V> ^ 774! "T™' fi^irij) IpKei, 11 231, S2 306 ; x 334i 379> Plato,

Jie/.. 328 c. ^

^ eirl ^€<TTOL(n Xidoiaiv . . . Xeu/cot, dTocrTtX/SoiTes dXdtparos^ y 406 f. Cf. IC)

fifKadpa ^aaiK^cov . . . cre/xvol re BcLkoi, Aesch. /Ig. 518.

* The Homeric Greeks had no barns or stables or other special structures for

their ho/ses. The number of horses in general was not large, and as a, rule these

were kept in the open air, in the field {cf. T 281).
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Certainly the mills for grinding grain seem to have been

in the courtyard, for the disguised Odysseus, on the morning

after his return to his home, while in the court

^'Tstir ^""^ apparently near the porch, hears the prayer

of an old woman working at a mill (y io6).

The bed-chamber of Telemachus clearly had an inde-

pendent entrance from the court (a 425), and the old

Phoenix, paedagogus of Achilles, who in running away

from home as a young man, " broke open the door

of his chamber and leaped over the wall of the court
''

(I 47 5), cannot have slept in a room which lay behind

the great hall. The sons and sons-in-law of Priam had

apartments on either side of the court of the palace,^ all

joining with their wives and children in the patriarchal life

of the great family. The room of Nausicaa may be assumed

to be on the ground floor, for she has a fire in it (?? 7),

but no material is furnished by the poet for a safe inference

as to its position in relation to the great hall, which was

the centre of the household life. Nothing shows, either, the

place of the apartments of Nestor's sons {y 396, 413).

A circular structure, a tholos or rotunda, of uncertain use,

is mentioned, but only in a single connexion as standing

in the courtyard of Odysseus (}( 442, 466).

Penelope's wanton serving maids, after the slaughter

of her suitors, are hung by the neck in nooses of a ship's rope

which is stretched for the purpose from a pillar (which may have

been part of the front gateway) to this tholos. A recent sug-

gestion is that this round structure was an altar, but an altar

does not seem well adapted to the hanging of the women.^

'Z 245 f. The arrangement of these apartments is not made clear by the poet.

Nothing indicates that the apartments had two storeys. The rooms of the sons-

in-law, twelve in number, are said to be opposite those of the sons, fifty in

number, but this would give much greater space to each of the sons-in-law.

Possibly, just as the story of the number of Penelope's suitors outgrew the dimen-

sions of Odysseus's dining hall, so also that of Priam's sons outgrew the limits

of any reasonable courtyard. But we are not obliged to think of the apartments
as palatial according to modern notions. The excavations at Cnosus have shown
that inmates of a very splendid ancient palace might be satisfied with very small

sleeping-rooms, and the small bed-rooms at Pompeii, the merest closets, are

familiar to many readers.

^Parrot and Chipiez, vii. 85, incline to believe this to have been a kiosk or

summer-house.
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The gateway which led from the court to the street or

road, seems to have been more than a simple opening in

the wall. That of Odysseus had double gates

(jO 267) and a threshold (a 104), which doubtless

was of stone. In order to prevent intrusion and interference

from without, when Odysseus slays Penelope's suitors, he
has these doors not merely fastened by a great bolt, but
also tied by a ship's cable which lies in the corridor close

at hand (^ 240, 390). The gate of Achilles's court is

fastened by a great bar of pine, which "three of the

Achaeans are wont to thrust home or to open" {Q, 453),
though Achilles alone can push it home. At Tiryns the

gateway resembled the Propylaea of classical times. Tele-

machus and his companion " drive out of the porch
(irpodvpoto, o 191, cf. Q 323) and resounding corridor"

of Menelaus, and the epithet indicates that the corridor^

was roofed, and echoed to the tread of the horses. The
Homeric Greeks were glad to have a shelter from the sun

and rain, such as the stoa of historical times, which did

not check wholly the movement of the air. In this outer

porch, goats and kine are tied, waiting to be slaughtered

{v 176, 187), there the corpses of Penelope's suitors are

heaped up
()(_ 449), and there the beggar Irus is set,

grievously worsted in his contest with the disguised Odysseus
(a- 239). At the opening of the action of the Odyssey,

Telemachus, seated among his mother's suitors in the court-

yard, but taking no part in their games, catches sight of

Athena, in the guise of Mentes, standing " at the front gate

of Odysseus, on the threshold of the court," ^ and at the

front gate Nestor and Odysseus, on visiting Peleus, stood

until Achilles welcomed them (A 777\ The porch (TrpoSofMo?,

^ 5) in which the swine-herd Eumaeus is sitting, making his

sandals, when Odysseus approaches, is probably not that at

' In this front gateway a fire was built by those who were watching Phoenix,

I 472.—The same word Trp68vpov is used, naturally enough, also of the area before

the entrance to the main hall. Thus Theoclymenus with prophetic soul sees the

prothyron and court full of ghosts hurrying to the abode of darkness (i; 355), and

the goat-herd Melanthius is dragged through the prothyron and court (x 474)>

—

in both of which passages the porch of the dwelling itself is meant ; cj. also

cr 385, <f, 299.

^ eVt irpodvpoi^ 'OduaTJos, ovdov eir' avXeiov, u, ^03.
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the entrance to the court, however, but at the entrance to

the hut itself.

Against the front wall of the dwelling, on either side of

the entrance, the poles of the two-wheeled chariots were

sometimes leaned,—these chariots in this position

Chariots requiring a minimum of space,—and similarly

Front "wdl^ spears might be placed thus against the front

wall of a barrack. Odysseus here leans his old

bow, near the door-post, when he has shot his last arrow

at the suitors of Penelope.^ He shoots his arrows from

the doorway, but when these are exhausted (which naturally

is unexpected by the suitors), he moves aside quickly behind

the wall for protection while he puts on his shield and helmet.

Every house was expected to have a porch or portico^

at its main entrance. This porch is the ordinary sleeping-

place of guests, as will be seen later. In his

p^rch Eumaeus sits, busy in cobbling, when

Odysseus approaches (^ S). The columns of the porch

doubtless were ordinarily of wood, as at Tiryns, set on

stone bases. The entablature between the columns also

would be of wood. The columns may not have been very

magnificent in every case
;

perhaps posts would be a better

word for most of them. Whether they tapered downward,

in Mycenae n fashion, is uncertain. That the court was

surrounde_ by a peristyle, is unlikely.

The word house ^ is a general term, often explained and

limited by the context. So, naturally, to " leave the house
"

when one is in the megaj'on, is to leave the

"clnerll"
" ^'"^^^ ^"^'^ ^^ '^^^- " ^" *^ house" (o 516)

j.^,.^ may be contrasted with "in the hyperoon or

loggia on the house top." " Silence throughout

the house" may mean only silence in the great hall (1? 144,

"^ hCi-Eia wa/ujiai'diiiiiTa, 9 435, S 42 ; N 261, x 121. The epithet ^hamnig
implies stucco. The etymology of ivuwia, m face, seems to refer only to the wall

which met the eye of one who entered the court, but perhaps the word was used

also of the opposite wall of the enclosure, on either side of the entrance of the

court, where according to modern ideas chariots might naturally be left.

2 irpbSonos and aWovaa,—apparently synonymous in 5 297, 302 ; but aWovcra was
used also of the great entrance to the court, as I 472.

3 5S>/j.a or Su/xara, used without difference of meaning, about 250 times ; Sdfios,

used a trifle more than i 50 times ; oUos, nearly 200 times, and okfa, 24 times.
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cf. Q 512); and when Odysseus searches " through the
house" (/cara ?l6^J.ov, X 381, cf. 291, 440, 45 5) for any of
Penelope's suitors who may have escaped death, he does
not leave the megaron. Telemachus goes from a store-room
"to his house" (e? Scofxara, /3 381), and mingles with the
suitors. Conversely, Telemachus on coming to his house
(tt^o? ^w//a, /3 298) finds the suitors " in the great hall

"

(ev fj-eydpoia-iv) flaying goats and singeing swine in the court-

yard (ev avXr], ^ 300),—where Aall must be used loosely.^

The material of the house is named only for the palace
of Priam (Z 244), which was built of polished stone. The
hut of the swine-herd Eumaeus was probably of

sun-dried brick, which now is known to have
Jf/J^^l'

""^

been used not merely for the upper part of the

fortifications of the Homeric Ilium, but also for the upper
part of the walls of the Heraeum at Olympia and of the

palace at Tiryns.^ For most houses, we may suppose that

the walls similarly were of such brick with a footing of

stone. The walls of stone and sun-dried brick in the

better houses were covered on the interior with stacco, and
were painted, and had friezes of colored stones or of blue

paste (as at the palace of the Phaeacian king, »? 87), with

various decorations of metal ((5 73, >? 86). Shields and

helmets seem to have hung upon the wallsF;or columns
(tt 284, ;)( 24), as upon the walls of the po.^i Alcaeus

(Frag. 56).

Wood must have been used for the door-casings, for the

protection of the mud-brick. The roof in most cases was

nearly flat,—reeds being laid on cross-timbers ^, „ ,
, , , , • , , r , , ,

F/at Roof.
and above them a thick layer of clay which was

rolled with stone cylinders until it was hard, having only

sufficient slope to carry off the rain-water. Such roofs are

' Protodikos gives illustrations ot the interchange of the words for house. £.^.

okos is used (i) of the whole house, as i* 375, and often, (2) of the megaron, as

" 516, (3) of the women's apartments, as S 717, {4) of the place where the mills

stand, u 105, and (5) of the other chambers in the court, 7 396.—That oi/cos,

o 356, is used of the women's apartments as opposed to the hall, is due to the

unskilled adaptation of these verses from Z 490, where oXkos is contrasted with

the street.

-Dorpfeld, in Troja zmd lliou, ^p. 109, 118; m. Aufsdtze Ernst Curtius gruoidmei,

p. 139 f. ; and in Schliemann's Tiryns, p. 256.
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customary in the Troad at present. The poet seems to

have been famiUar also with gable roofs, for he compares

the position of two wrestlers, holding each other in close

grasp, to that of the rafters of a high house which a skilled

builder fits firmly (^P" 7 1 2). The roof of Achilles's barrack, also,

seems to be thatched,—his comrades '' roofed it, gathering the

shaggy roofing (opocpov, f2 45 i) from the meadow."

Near the door, but within the great hall, stood a column

which served also as a spear-rack. When Athena visits

Ithaca in the guise of Mentes, Telemachus takes
utnn as

^^^ spear from her hand, and " leans it against

a column, within the well-polished spear-holder

(SovpoSoKi], a 128) where stood many other spears,—spears

of Odysseus." Grooves or flutings in the columns are

suggested by this incident ; a single large cut in the column

would have weakened it too much, and would have ruined

, its symmetry. Robert conjectures that such grooves may
have given the first hint which led to the fluting of the

Ionic columns. On his return to Ithaca, Telemachus leaves

his spear at a column before entering the great hall

(p 29),—depositing it at the entrance, like a modern
umbrella, as not needed within the house. But that

Eumaeus receives the spear of Telemachus before the latter

enters the hut (tt 40), does not prove that he left it in

the courtyard,—he may have carried it within, as Telemachus

carried Athena's. The spears, helmets, and shields which

Odysseus removes from the hall on the night before he

slays his wife's suitors, clearly are in the hall, and not

without the door, for the pretext for their removal is to be

that they are defiled by the smoke of the hall (t 7, 32).

The great hall or megaron ^ is the centre of the life of

the household,—not unlike the baronial halls of the old

English castles. Here all classes gather,—the

„ ,,

'^^ beggar and the retainer as well as the master ofHaU or °
•, 1 ,

Megaron. ^^^ family and the most honored guests. Here,

before the advent of the suitors, sat Penelope
and her rtiaids, spinning and weaving. Its size naturally

'The plural is rather more frequent than the singular, without difference of

meaning. Cf. SiifxaTa, 4> 234=53/^0, 378, iipiiaTa= dpi/.a, and Sx^a {chariot,

B 745) with 6kxov of Pindar, 0/. vi. 24.
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differed with the circumstances of the owner. Priam would

need a large hall for his patriarchal family,—even without

provision for any guests,—and the suitors of Penelope, if

more than a hundred in number, could not be seated

easily in Homeric fashion in a small room. The Homeric
chairs were heavy, and the tables light, and the chairs were

ranged along the sides of the hall,^ with room for a small

table between each pair,—the main space of the hall being

left free for weaving and other work. Thus far fewer guests

could sit at dinner than in a modern hall of the same size,

and if we should calculate the size of Odysseus's megaron,

according to the number of guests said to be present,

allowing but three feet for the width of each suitor's chair

and table, the dimensions would far exceed all reasonable

limits for the hall of an Ithacan palace. The number of

suitors was multiplied in the story as it appears in the tale

of Telemachus to his father.^ The hall of Odysseus is not

likely to have been larger than that at Tiryns, or about

forty feet in length.^

In addition to the broad front door, the hall of Odysseus

had a door at the rear, leading to the women's apartments,

and a small side door on a higher level.

In the centre of the hall was a fireplace, which at

Tiryns was circular, and about 10 feet in diameter. For

this the middle of the hall was most convenient, since thus

all parts of the room would be heated equally by the

central fire. Still more important, however, was

another consideration, the hall had no chimney ^J^replace tn

and the smoke from the fire must escape as it
^^//_

could,—most of it doubtless being expected to

find its way out through an opening in the roof above the

fire, but the ceiling is called smoky or sooty {alQclXoev,

It; 95, I 219, fi 476, 598; a, 138.

^ir 247 ff.,—verses which appear to have been rejected by Aristarchus. No-

where else are such numbers assumed.

^The floor-space of three ancient megara may be stated in round numbers as

follows : that at Mycenae and the largest found in Homeric Troy, alike about

1420 square feet,—15.30 x 8.40 metres at Troy, and 12.92 x 11.50 metres at Mycenae ;

the megaron at Tiryns was somewhat smaller (11.81x9.80 metres). An earlier

palace at Troy, perhaps a thousand years before Priam's time, was much larger,

having a megaron about 66 feet in length and half as broad.
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B 415, X 239).^ About the fire stood four columns in

the main hall at Tiryns, and a similar arrangement existed

in the palace of Alcinoiis, for the queen Arete there has the

seat of honor, near the fire and close by a pillar (^ 305).

So also Penelope sits near the fire (t 55). These columns

about the fire served as supports for the timbers of the roof,

and naturally must have been near the middle of the hall.

Dorpfeld supposes that no large hole was left in the roof

above the fire, for this would have been inconvenient in

cold weather, and particularly in rainy or stormy weather, but

that the middle part of the roof was raised, leaving vertical

openings, a clei^estory, at the sides of the raised portion.

This opening in the roof allowed also the entrance of light,

which was important, for at best the Homeric halls were

both smoky and dark.^ They had no windows in the

modern sense. Possibly, however, there were openings above

the cornice, between the ends of the beams which supported

the roof,—-the metopes of Doric architecture. Homeric life

did not require much light for indoor work. No reading or

writing and (apparently) little sewing was done. Little light

was needed for the processes of spinning and ordinary weaving.

Those whose occupations called for the best illumination would

sit near the door or near the fire.

The hearth ^ at Tiryns was slightly raised above the floor,

and at the palace of Alcinoiis, Odysseus sits as a suppliant

~, .. , on the hearth in the ashes, by the fire (»? i S %),—
The Hearth. ...

,

v joy>

the ashes havmg spread somewhat from the fire

itself Cooking was done at this fire as well as in the

courtyard [cr 44), and naturally this was the ordinary place

for roasting flesh in the swine-herd's hut (^ 420) ; no
special room in the Homeric house was set apart as a

kitchen. The fire was useful in the evening, also, as giving
light (t 64).

1 At the monastery at Poros in Greece, and doubtless elsewhere in similar structures,

still, the smoke from the main fire has no chimney to guide it, but escapes by a
hole in the roof. A conjecture has been suggested that the darkened, mahogany-like
color of the beams of the ceiling was admired.

2 The epithet shadowy, (xkiUvto., is applied to the great hall at a 365, 5 768, etc.

^iaxi-my f 52- The word IstIt^ (Attic ksTla.) is never applied to this, but is

used only in oaths, as | 159, p 156.
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The floor of the great hall at Mycenae was of stone

plates, with an alabaster border ; that at Tiryns was of

concrete. That of the home of Odysseus was
of hardened earth (-v|/- 46), and Telemachus treats

it with so little respect that he digs a trench in it to set

up the axes which are to serve as a mark for the archery

contest
((f)

120). Penelope's maids sweep and sprinkle

the floor in the morning (v 149). After the slaughter of

Penelope's suitors, hoes are used to remove the upper layer

of blood-stained earth (x 45 5)- No carpets or floor-rugs are

mentioned, and the lack of these explains the importance

of the footstools which were attached to the heavy chairs

(r 57)-

The ceiling of the hall was the lower part of the roof

If the upper part of the wall was of sun-dried brick, a thick

plank or a beam would have been needed over ^, ^ ...

this, to support the cross-timbers.'^ Other beams
ran the length of the room, resting on the columns near

the fire. Naturally the beams running in one direction passed

over or under those which they crossed. Thus an open space

was left from which a rope might hang,—as locasta hung

herself from the ceiling,^—or where a bird might perch,—as

Athena sat like a swallow on a timber of the ceiling (^ 239).

Some of these beams projected so far outwards that a bird

could rest on their outer end (t 544).

The thresholds seem to have been somewhat raised, for

he who enters a room is said to " come down " over the

threshold (^ 680), and the very frequency of their ^ .

mention would argue their prominence. They
appear to have been commonly of stone,^—as is true not

simply of the palace of Odysseus and the temple at Delphi,

but also of the swine-herd's hut. Penelope's store-room had

a threshold of oak ((^ 43), and the front threshold of Odysseus

^ In Toixoi. /J-eydpiov KoXai re yuetroS^ai
|
eiXdrcvai re donoi Kai Klove^ vxpocr' ^x^''^^^,

T 37,

—

walls, cross-timbers, pine beams, and columns,— the parts of the structure

most obvious to the beholder are enumerated. Some understand the fMecr6S/j,ai.

to be not the cross-timbers but the beams running the length of the room ; but

the analogy of /Mea-dSfi-n (/3 424) as a cross-piece, thwart, of 1 boat, favors the former

interpretation.

^ cL^pafx^vT] ^pbxov alirdv d(p' {jiprjXolo {xeKdOpou, X 2 78.

"p 30, V 258, ^t 88; « 80; T 41.
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once appears as of ash wood (/ue'Aii/o?, p 339),—doubtless laid

over stone, as at the Argive Heraeum. The threshold of

the palace of Alcinoiis, as well as those of the palaces of

Zeus ^nd Hephaestus, and of the home of Hades, is said to

be of bronze,—probably having only a bronze covering over

wood.^ Twice the threshold of Odysseus's hall is said to be

polished (o- 33, X 72), but this epithet is applied both to wood

and to stone. As suppliants, the comrades of Odysseus sat

on the threshold of Aeolus (k 62). Odysseus himself, dis-

guised as a needy wanderer, took his place thus in all humility,

on his own threshold (p 339, 413, 466), and when the Ithacan

beggar comes, Odysseus tells him that the threshold will hold

them both (tr 17). In the Levant still the threshold is the

beggar's seat.

The megaron of Odysseus had a third door, which is

mentioned only in the story of the death of the suitors.^

Apparently this is a hanging-door (or possibly a

G "' t°Hall
^'^^^^d. door) near the rear of the great hall,

opening into a side passage (Kavpti, ^ 128), which

in turn led in one direction to the courtyard, and in the

other direction to the store rooms and other apartments at

the back of the house. It was reached by a short ladder

or movable steps, though why this side-door should not reach

the ground like the rest, is unknown. It cannot have been

used ordinarily, or we should hear of it elsewhere
;
perhaps

it may have been raised for light.^ The ancient scholars and

critics of Alexandria and Rome were themselves in doubt

and at variance with regard to it. When Odysseus, standing

at the main entrance of the hall, has shot with his archery

many of Penelope's suitors and is preparing to assail the

rest, these propose that some one should go up and out

through this door and tell their friends in the city of the

action of Odysseus, and thus ask their aid. The goat-herd

Melanthius replies that no one could escape in this way.

Odysseus, standing at the front door of the megaron, com-

^17 83, 89, V 4. xaX/fO;8aT^s Su, A 426, S 173, * 438; 6 321. 15.

'^ dpaodip-i;, x 126, 132, 333. See Schenkl, Die homerhche Palastbeschreibung,

Vienna, 1893, which contains an elaborate statement of the views of old authorities.

* Professor Ernest Gardner is quoted as suggesting that it may have been "a
species of serving-hatch." J.H.S. xxiii. 329.
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manded the exit from the narrow passage to the court ; but
Melanthius does not raise the objection that the side-door is

inaccessible. He thinks he can find the arms which have
been conveyed away from the great hall by Odysseus and
Telemachus, and apparently slips out by this side-door/

and turns to the store-rooms at the rear of the house,

—

the doors leading to the women's quarters had been fastened

by Euryclea according to the injunction of Telemachus

((f)
381), but the door to the armory had been left ajar by

Telemachus (^ 156),—and fetches twelve shields, spears, and
helmets for the suitors. After the suitors have been slain,

the bard Phemius, standing near this orsythyre, hesitates

whether to slip out into the courtyard (evidently by this

side-door and the narrow passage) and sit as a suppliant

on the altar of Zeus, or to address Odysseus directly

(x 330).

The word for door is generally used in the plural (as

Qvpai, ^ 19), which indicates that double or folding doors

were usual. The singular also is used (as a 441),

however, and doubtless some doors were double

and others single.^ The epithet bright (ipaewal, ^ 19)

implies decorations of metal attached to the wood of the

door, and a similar explanation holds for the golden doors,

the silver door-post and the silver lintel of Alcinoiis (ji 88),

the ivory and horn gates of Dreamland (t 563), and the

iron gates of Tartarus (0 15). This custom of decoration

with plates of metal, was common in Egypt and Meso-

potamia also.^ That the door-casings were of wood, has

been seen already ; the front door-post of Odysseus's hall

^dya pSyas fieydpoio, x '43 (mentioned only here). What the pioyes are, if not

this door, no one knows. The openings between the rafters, under the roof,—or

the clerestory,—have been suggested. But how should Melanthius reach these?

By swarming up one of the pillars? And the alternative of Odysseus (x 151).

that eif&er Melanthius, who knew the house, or the women have supplied the

arms, would indicate that these arms had been brought by a fairly accessible way.

If Melanthius had climbed one of the columns, he would have been more likely

to be seen than if he slipped out by a side door.

^So in the royal villa at Cnosus. See Anmial of the British School at Athens,

ix. 14.—The leaves of the double door are 6ipa.i, p 267, Siperpa, a 385, or croyiSes,

I 583-

^See Helbig, Homerisches Epos'', 433. A solid bronze or iron fire-proof door is

not Ukely to have been known to the poet.
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was of cypress.i How the doors were hung is not made

clear. At Tiryns the door swung on a pivot which turned

in a hemispherical cavity, the upper end of the beam

turning in a hole in the lintel.^ These vertical door-beams

were the datpoi (M 462), broken in the gate of the Achaean

camp before Troy by the force of a mighty stone hurled

by Hector. The door was drawn to, or closed from the

outside, by means of a hook {Kopdvij, a 441, v go, 4> 165),

which was of silver for Telemachus's bedroom, but of gold

for the palace of Alcinoiis. By

pulling a strap from the outside

a bolt was shot, which could

readily be pushed back from

within, while from without a key\

was needed.^ The Homeric key

is represented on some ancient

works of art, as borne by

priestesses,—as it were, a badge

of office,—a key between two

and three feet in length, bent

twice at right angles, suggest-

ing vaguely the shape of the

human "collar-bone" (which also

is called /fXiy/?, E 146). The
opening of a locked door is

briefly described by our poet

Fig. II.—Priestess with key. jn his narration of Penelope's

going to the store-room in which was kept the old bow

of Odysseus, in addition to many other things ((p 6, 46).

Penelope takes in her strong hand the well-bent key of bronze,

which had an ivory handle ; she unties the strap from the

hook (see above) which had been used to close the door ; she

pushes back the bolts of the door ; as she pressed forward, the

door roared like a bull feeding in the pasture, and the door

opened quickly. This noise, compared to the roaring of a

^aradixi^ Kvirapiaalvif, p 340. The lintel is iiTepBipiov, r] 90.

^See Schliemann's Tiryns, 281. For the like arrangement in Crete, see Annual

of British School, ix. 290; and on Carpathus, I.e. 184. Diels, Partnettides, 121.

^For the Homeric bolts and locks, see Diels, Pannmides, 117 ; and for primitive

wooden locks on Carpathus, see Dawkins in Annual of British School, ix. 190.
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bull, has generally been explained as the door on its

hinges grating " harsh thunder,'' or grating not merely on

its hinges but particularly on the threshold ; but Diels holds

it to be the noise of the key pushing against the heavy

bolts. Whether the bolt was double or single cannot be

determined. The best suggested explanation of the knot

of the strap of Penelope's lock, since no one was to be

fastened within the chamber, is that this served as a seal
;

if the knot was cunningly tied,' Penelope could be sure

that no servant had unlocked the door in her absence

;

Figs. 12 and 13.—Door with lock.

the key was too heavy to hang regularly at her girdle.

Seals are not mentioned by the poet.^

Whether portieres or curtains were used at the doors of

Homeric houses, as is common in the East, as has been

conjectured for Tiryns, and as was true at the palace of

Menelaus, according to Aeschylus {Ag. 6gi), is uncertain.

^Odysseus, at the suggestion of the queen, ties about his chest of presents from

the Phaeacians (e 447) a cord in a knot which Circe had taught him, which can

be intended only to assure him that the chest had not been opened,—serving as a

sealing.

^Figures 12 and 13, borrowed from Diels, show the door from the inside and out-

side respectively, a is a knob on the bolt, against which the key strikes in order to

push the bolt back ; i is the bolt ; c is the strap, by pulling which the bolt may be

shot from without ; d is the keyhole ; e is the key ; / is the hole for the strap ; ^ is

the hook or Kopiivr], by which the door was closed from without.
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No such curtain is mentioned by the poet, and with wood

casings and sills, the door might have hung from these.
^^

That the great hall or megaron is the "living room" of

the household, has already been stated. Indeed, in the

Homeric city at Hissarlik no enclosed rooms

Great Hall existed behind and beside this. The Homeric
as Sleeping

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ conception of such

a simple structure. For example, the great hall

seems at night to be the sleeping apartment of the lord and

lady. Modern notions of the necessity of privacy did not

prevail. At the close of the first book of the Iliad, the other

gods go to their dwellings, but Zeus to his bed (A 609),

—

apparently in his great hall.\ ,
Similarly, Nestor, Menelaus,

and Alcinous seem to sleep in their great halls. This explains

why Nestor's bed is not prepared until he is ready to enter

it, when his wife prepares it for him (7 403) ; it might not

stand ready all day in the great hall. Obviously, Achilles

and Briseis slept in one corner of the big room which in

his barrack corresponded to the megaron of a palace, and

Patroclus with his mate in another corner (I 663, Q 675).

This custom suggests a sufficient reason also for the practice

of guests sleeping in the porch. If the megaron was unoccu-

pied, why should not the guests have slept in it, especially

on a cold night? But the Homeric house has no guest-

room, and at the homes of Nestor and of Menelaus, Telemachus,

though an honored guest, sleeps in the porch (7 399, ^ 302),

as did Odysseus in the palace of Alcinous {n 336), and Priam

^ See Noack, llomerische Palaste. Hera has a. room of her own only at H l66.

Noack thinks that Paris has no megaron apart from the 9dXa/ios of Z 321, where the

Trojan sits and polishes his armor, while Helen and the maids there spin and weave.

Thus 9iXati.ov koX dQ/io. Kal ai\-qv, Z 316, wojild be equivalent to /xiyapov Kal Su/ia Kal

aiMiv of X 494' If ^^ house had a, megaron, we should expect to find the maids

there, and not in the ddXa/j-os, or if the edXa/xos was set apart for women, then Hector

might not have entered it so freely. At T 125, Helen is weaving in her megaron, but

being summoned to the Great Tower of Ilium, she sets out from her fldXa/xos, V 142.

But she may have gone to the OdXa/ios in order to put on her sandals and her wrap.

At the time of Hector's death, Andromache is weaving "in the recess of the high

dwelling " (/JtvxV ^OM"" v^j/tjXoio, X 440)—the very expression which is used for the

place of the beds of Nestor (7 402), of Menelaus {5 304), and of Alcinous (?; 346, cf.

Q 67s, e 226),—but hearing the shrieks from the city wall, she rushes through her

megaron. The laiyhi Sdfiov, in Noack's view, was not the rear of the house, but

the back part of a room.
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at the tent of Achilles (0 644),—in spite of the cold weather
(see note on page 180). Only in the last passage is any
explanation thought necessary for the choice of place.

The unmarried sons of the household, after emerging from
childhood, seem also to have slept in the porch (y 400),
while the married sons naturally had their own rooms

(7 396, Z 244). Telemachus, indeed, has a chamber of
his own (a 425), but he is the only son, and his case seems
exceptional. That Penelope, in her husband's absence, does
not sleep in the great hall should not cause surprise.

Although the megaron may serve as the bedroom of Nestor
and other princes, yet separate bed-chambers are known.
Thus on the visit of Telemachus, Helen comes
into the great hall from her chamber {h 121, cf. ^/f'^'^

\ T-r 11,1. ,- , ^Bed-rooms.
7-53). ihe most noted bed-chamber of the poems,

however, is that of Odysseus and Penelope (\|/- 192),—very

likely, as has been seen, an addition to the original plan of

the house,—which the Ithacan had built around a wild olive

tree, using the stump of this tree as a bed-post. Why
Penelope should not occupy this room during her husband's

absence, is not clear ; it cannot have been from loneliness,

for as two maids sleep on either side of Nausicaa's door

(^ 18), so Penelope might have had such attendants near her.

The only indication as to the women's quarters is from

the house of Odysseus, where they seem to be at the rear

of the main hall, and directly connected with this

by a door. Nothing is known of the size, lighting, ^
°^^"

'

' ^ ' i^ fa' Quarters.
and heating of this room. Probably it had a

hearth, like the megaron, and the serving women slept on the

floor about the fire, like Laertes's servants, the family of

Dolius (X 190), and the swine-herd and his comrades (^ 518)

;

that they had a separate sleeping-room is very unlikely. That

the entrance to the women's quarters was from the courtyard,

opposite the great hall, according to a recent theory,1 seems

impossible. This theory gives to the women an independent

structure, for which the evidence is insufficient, with quite

as great publicity as the megaron of the men, while the

author of it holds that the women were very strictly secluded.

For such an arrangement no support appears to be found

'See Myres '\n J.H.S. xx. 132.
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in the ruins of either earlier or later times.^ A less objection-

able view gives to the women's apartment an opening on the

main court, but at the side of the men's hall,—not unlike the

palace at Tiryns.

Behind the women's apartment, and accessible from the

narrow side-passage, the laura, was the store-room of Odysseus,

in which were placed the arms which had been

fn'the°R!!lr
conveyed away from the great hall, in order that

they might not be accessible to Penelope's suitors

(t 3, ^ 143)- I" this room was a single column or pillar

(X 176), doubtless in the middle of the room for the support

of the roof^ Two other store-rooms are mentioned at the

home of Odysseus,—one at the extreme rear, where bronze,

gold, and iron are kept ((^ 9), and another in which wine and

oil were stored, as well as raiment, gold, and silver, and in

which Euryclea was continually on guard (/8 337).^ Mene-

laus and Helen go to a chamber to fetch a gift for

Telemachus (o 99) ; the Phaeacian queen Arete brings a chest

from her thalamos (6 439), to hold the presents intended for

Odysseus ; Hecuba and Priam go to their chamber for gifts

to offer to the goddess Athena (Z 288), and as a ransom for

the body of Hector (Q 191). This chamber of Priam was

finished in cedar-wood, which indicates that the dislike of

moths for the odor of cedar was already known. The store-

room of Penelope seems to have had a raised platform (craw?,

<f)
51), doubtless designed to keep the iron and the raiment

from the dampness of the ground. Clothes were kept in

chests {^(riXoi, ^ 339; cjxapiafjLol, Q 228); wine was stored in

large earthen jars {-Trldoi, $ 340), and was transported either in

smaller jars (afj.cpi<poprjei, /3 349, i 164) or in leathern bottles

j(aa-(co'y, i 196, ^ 78, T 247). Wooden casks or barrels were

unknown. Leathern sacks were used also for the trans-

portation of meal (/3 354, t 213), but grain as well as wine,

doubtless, was stored in great earthen jars.*

^The inference drawn from the remains at Mycenae, is too weak to be called

evidence.

^ Unless this kIuiv is a column, and not ihe column of the room.

3 Perhaps these two are but one, and the query is raised whether this was not the

bedchamber of Odysseus, unused during his absence.

* Great jars actually filled with grain were found at Hissarlik, and at Cnosus
magazines were found with jars standing in rows, in Homeric fashion.
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An upper room (inrepwiov, S 787) is mentioned in the

Odyssey only for the house of Odysseus, but in it Penelope
seems to spend much of her time ; in the I/iad it

is named twice as the bedroom of young maidens, ^f^"'
^'"""

r 1 11 , , , (xiyperoon).—of whom one there bears sons to the god Ares

(B 513), while another is there visited by the god Hermes
(n 184). Since the palace at Cnosus is found to have had 1

three or four storeys, no prejudice can be felt against the 1

existence of such a room on Ithaca. Clearly, however, this

upper apartment cannot have lain immediately over the whole
\

of the main hall or meg-aron, for this would have prevented I

the entrance of light from above to the megaron, as well as

the exit of smoke
; but the rooms on either side of the great

hall may not have been so high as this, and the hyperoon

may have lain above the great hall, and yet not have extended

over its entire length and breadth. Since the roof of the

ordinary Homeric dwelling was flat, or nearly flat, a shelter

over this, or over part of this, would form a loggia, which

would easily develop into a room. One of the comrades

of Odysseus, somewhat under the influence of wine, is sleeping \

on the roof of Circe's dwelling (/c 554) when he hears the

noise of his friends' preparations for departure, and, forgetting

to go to the staircase, he falls off the roof and breaks his neck.

The Ithacan hyperoon was reached by a staircase, which

apparently was within the house ; it was in no sense a public

room, and the maids seem to be there only as attendants of

Penelope. From her upper room Penelope hears the song

of the bard in the great hall (a 328), and descends the

lofty staircase to beg him to choose some other theme than

the sad return of the Achaeans from the Trojan expedition.

Conversely, the disguised Odysseus, waking early on the

morning of the day in which he slays Penelope's suitors,

from his sleeping-place in the porch hears his wife's cry

of lament over her lot (u 92),—which proves that her upper

room, her hyperoon, must have been near the court. Once

(051 7), Penelope is said to be weaving in the upper room,

but no ground exists for the supposition that she there wove

and unravelled her famous web. She wove this by day in

the great hall, and was seen at work,—she unravelled it by

night, by torch-light, naturally after callers had departed.
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The suitors were not importunate at that time, but when they

virtually took possession of the great hall, then the loom was

removed to the upper room. Only once {S 787, 802) is this

room represented as a bed-chamber, with closed door. The

standing epithet of the room is gleaming (criyaXoevTa, cr 206),

which may refer to a coating of stucco on the walls.^

Every well-appointed Homeric dwelling seems to have had

a bath-room. Baths are offered or taken at the homes of

Odysseus (a 310), Nestor (7 464), Menelaus {S 48),

Alcinoiis {6 456), Circe (/c 451), and Helen in

Troy (S 252). Not in every case does a bath imply a bath-

room, however, for Laertes has a tub in his very primitive

quarters (co 370), where he slept in winter on the ground near

the fire ; and in the Achaean camp before Troy, Diomed and

Odysseus, after their expedition within the Trojan line, first

bathe in the sea and then enter their bath-tubs (e? p' aaranxMovi

j8ai/Te?, K 576), for which they would hardly have a special

1 room. No hint is given by the poet of the situation of the

I

bath-room, except that the princess Nausicaa waits to speak

to Odysseus by the door of the great hall, as he is on his way

from the bath to the megaron {9 456). Thus there seems

to have been no direct opening from the bath to the hall.

The remains of a bath-room were uncovered in the excavations

at Tiryns,^ with a floor consisting of a single great stone slab,

. about nine feet broad by twelve feet long, with a gentle slope

/ toward one corner, where was an opening into a drain. A
piece of a large terra-cotta bath-tub was found also. Several

ancient bath-tubs have been found in the excavations in

Crete. Our poet says that Menelaus received two silver

bath-tubs as a present from the Egyptian king (S 128), but

such were not likely to be common. The epithet well-polished

(ev^ea-ras, ^ 48, jO 87) is applied not only to the tubs in the

palace of Menelaus but also to those in the home of Odysseus,

and implies a tub of metal or stone rather than of terra-cotta
;

a wooden tub is improbable since the art of the cooper had
not been perfected,—jars, as has been seen, taking the place

of barrels. Not all tubs were of a man's length, as is seen

' This upper room appears chiefly in formulaic verses,—Penelope goes thither to

weep, to pray, and the like.

^Schliemann, Tiryns, 229.
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from the account of the bath at Circe's palace, where Odysseus
was seated in a tub,^ and warm water was poured over his

head and shoulders. The bath was generally prepared by
maid-servants, but Nestor's daughter "bathes" Telemachus

(7 464), and Helen in her Trojan home renders the same
service to Odysseus, who had entered the city as a spy
{S 252), as Hebe bathes Ares (E 905; (see page 136). One
of Penelope's suitors, hurling an ox's hoof at the disguised

Odysseus, says mockingly that this may be used as a gift

to the bath-maid {Xoerpoxoo}, v 297), or some other of the

servants. A basin was used for the washing of feet, and
the bathing of the feet of the disguised Odysseus by his

old nurse, affords the opportunity for her recognition of her

master by an old scar (t 386),—but this foot-bath was given

in the great hall, where Penelope was sitting by the fire. The
foot-bath was naturally more important when sandals were
worn out of the house, rather than boots or shoes, and were

often if not regularly removed on entering the house. After

the bath, the use of ointment is so regular as to seem quite

essential. Even when Nausicaa goes to the shore to lave the

linen, her mother gives to her oil in a golden flask, that she

and her maids may anoint themselves after their bath in the

river (^ 79). Nothing is said about morning ablutions with

a wash-bowl ; ablutions are .mentioned only as made before

eating or after a journey.^ The use of soap, or fuller's

earth, is not mentioned. The bodies of the dead are bathed

and anointed before incineration (w 45, S 350).

The furniture of the Homeric house was simple, and

consisted of little more than chairs, small tables, and beds.

It included no book-cases or library tables, no

mirrors, wardrobes, bureaus, or washstands, no „ ^i"'^

sideboards nor large dining tables. Clothes when

out of use were kept in chests ; Telemachus's tunic, when

^ Is p' dcrd^LvBoif ^aaaa, k 361.

^ Hesiod is emphatic in his requirement of ablutions ( Works and Days, 724)

before the morning prayer to Zeus, but he seems to think the custom of bathing

effeminate (I.e. 753). Latrines with intricate drain-system and pipes to supply

water for flushing have been found at Cnosus, but are not mentioned in Homer,

unless the rotunda (ffdXos, x 44^ ; see page 184) in the court served this purpose.

The poet nowhere mentions either of the two chief natural human excretions.

For the bath, water is warmed in a kettle (X 443, S 346).
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he goes to bed, is hung on a peg near him (a 440).

The ordinary room in Modern Greece, away from the large

towns, is still generally almost empty except for a divan,

and the rug which is to serve as seats for the guests, with

the low table at which they are to dine, may be brought

into the room after their arrival. The only movable

(decorations of the walls in the Homeric times were shields

'and helmets. The chairs, for the most part stationary,

stood by the wall of the great hall,—often set in pairs.^

so that two guests might use the same table. The tables

were light, and were drawn beside the chairs before each

meal (a 138, S 54, >] 174); "the table still stood beside

Achilles," as he was concluding his evening meal (Q 476),

when Priam entered the room, and this

is equivalent to the modern expression,

"he was still sitting at the table." The
thrones (dpovoi, a 130) were seats of honor,

—tall {6 422) and heavy, probably pro-

vided with arms as in later times and

^-s. ___^,>^ with footstools attached (see Fig. 14).

Fig. I4-—Throne of Olympian As has already been suggested, the foot-
^'"''

stools were important because the floor

had no covering, and often, as on Ithaca, was only
hardened earth, while sandals or shoes of any kind were

• ,
not worn in the house (a 96). Other chairs are

Lhatrs and ,. , , . . , ,

FooMools.
mentioned which seem to have been more easily

moved, and not less comfortable, but less stately.^

The easy-chairs of the gods were adorned with thin plates
of gold (9 436), and that of Telemachus also was richly
ornamented

;
others were adorned with silver nails or studs

(>? 162), or were inlaid with silver and ivory (t 55). These
chairs were of wood, and not upholstered, but a linen cloth
or a woolen rug or a sheep's fleece was spread over them
just before they were to be used ;

^ at the palace of Circe,
a linen cloth was thrown over the chair first, and over this

^ a 130 f., 5 54; Athenaeus, i. ii f.

2kWm<5s, a 132; KkiH'T,, 5 123, r 55. At <r 190 Penelope has a nap in a
K\ivTjjp, which obviously is from the same verb-stem.

^X™, a 130; iviTrXoi, -q 96; T&irrrrei, v 150, I 200 ; S 124; i>^yea, Xtra, K 352 ;

Ktliea, p 32, 177.
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a woolen rug was laid. A light stool without back or

arms is used as a seat by Helen (T 424), and as an easily

moved chair in the home of Odysseus (r 97, v 259, <p 177).
In addition to the footstools attached to the thrones (dpijwi,

T 57), Others stood free, probably for use with the easy-
chairs.i One of these is hurled by a suitor of Penelope
at the head of the disguised Odysseus. In the courtyard
were stone benches near the front door, as has been seen

(7 406), but the ordinary seats of Penelope's suitors in the

courtyard were the raw hides of the cattle on which they
had feasted (a 108, c/. y 38).

The Homeric tables were small,—large tables being required

by no element of their life, neither for reading and writing,

nor for books and bric-a-brac. That the ordinary

small table or stand had four legs or feet, is
" "'

indicated by its name ;
^ other stands were three-legged and

called tripods. When Thetis visits Hephaestus, to engage
him to make arms for her son (S 369), the god is

engaged in making tripods or small tables, placing wheels

or castors under each that they "of their own accord," i.e. as

automata, might go to the assembly of the gods, when they

were needed there for any special gathering, and then return

to his home. Hephaestus attaches " ears " to these tables,

evidently to serve as handles for convenient transportation,

corresponding to the rings seen in representations of later

tripods ; these were not needed for his automata, but were

part of the Homeric conception of a light table.^ But

when Telemachus had set his seat by that of Athena, a

housemaid drew (eTavucnTe, a 138) a table beside them. The
light weight of the tables is indicated by their use as shields

by Penelope's suitors when attacked by Odysseus (;( 74),

and by their overturning readily when struck by a falling

man (t^ 19). The table in Nestor's tent has dark feet

'(r0Aos, p 231, (7 394. The $p^vvs of p 409, also, is attached to no seat.

^Tpairej^a being for rcTpa-irefa. C/. Tpv<pd\eia, as T 376, for the helmet with

four <f>d\oi {cf. r 362).

' To suppose that these tj-ipods were kettles or trivets, is quite impossible. The

poet says that these were to stand "about the wall" of the great hall, i.e. along

the wall about the room, by the chairs. The simple fact of their being set on

castors should refute the supposition that they might be kettles.
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(A 629),—probably stained. Table-cloths and napkins were

unknown.

To the bed of Paris, the epithet well-turned or rounded

{StvwTos, r 391) is applied, as well as to the easy-chair

of Penelope and the shield of Idomeneus (t 56,

N 407),—not implying the use of a lathe, but

ornamentation. The bed of Odysseus is the most noted

in the poems : as has been seen already, the trunk of an

olive-tree, which grew in the space enclosed for the chamber,

served as one bed-post, on being properly trimmed and cut

(v|/- 190). Straps (-^ 201) ran from end to end and from

side to side of the bedstead, serving as supports for the

rugs which were the equivalent of the modern mattress, and

affording a slight amount of elasticity.? The holes made
for the passage of the straps in the bars at the ends and

sides of the bed, gave rise to the epithet perforated} which

is applied to the bedstead six times. _ Not all bedsteads

were stationary, like that of Odysseus, for Achilles bids his

maids to place in the porch bedsteads for the sleep of

Priam and his herald (f2 644 = ^ 297), which assumes that

the beds did not always stand there. The bed of Hephaestus

seems to have had tall posts, for he hung about these a

cunningly contrived invisible net like a spider's web, dependent

from the ceiling (0 278), as a snare for Aphrodite and Ares,

but the poet knows of no bed-curtains or nettings. Above
the straps which served as a support for the bedding

and the sleeper, were spread sheep's fleeces, rugs, coverlets,

and blankets.^ Of course, nothing like the modern sheet

was to be expected. No pillows were used, though Diomed
has a rug under his head, and his comrades use their shields

thus (K 152). The Homeric Greeks had no special night-

gear, and doubtless the garment which served as a cloak

or mantle by day, was generally used at night as a blanket

or coverlet.

I

At night the Homeric Greeks went to bed early. Thus

'Ropes, "bed-cords," were thus used on American beds until comparatively

recent years.^The use of straps for the chariot-board on which the driver stood

(cf. eijTrXeKTOs, 'if 335), seems to rest on this quality of elasticity.

'TpriT6^, V 448, a 440, 7 399, t, 345, k 12, O 720. CJ. TiTfyr,va repirpifi, i/- 198.

3 olbs diirr(ji, a 443 ; p^ea irop(pipea, i<j>OTepee rdirriTas, xXafvas oCXas, Q 6/^.
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at the close of the Pylian festival, the remark is made that

the sun has gone down, and it is time to return to their

homes and go to bed (y 329); and "when the

bright light of the sun set," even the feast of
J^^"f^J/'^

the gods is brought to an end, and each divinity-

departs to his home (A 605). But the company did not
always break up at sun-down. Odysseus comes to the palace

of Alcinoiis in the early evening, just as the guests were about
to depart (^ 321, >] 137), but finds the great hall bright

not only with the light of the fire on the central hearth

but also from the blaze of torches, held by golden torch-

holders in the forms of youths (^ 305, rj 100). On the

next night, the Phaeacians sit late in the hall, listening to

the apologue of Odysseus (i-/x, cf. X 330),—and ready to

listen all night long. Penelope's suitors generally left her

home at night-fall {cf. a 423), but at times they remained
later. On the night before their slaughter by Odysseus,

they thus remained, and the hall was lighted by three

lampters}—probably braziers on stands, in which dry and
small wood was heaped. These required constant tending

which was done by the maids, until the disguised Odysseus
undertook to do this work. On the departure of the suitors

on this evening, when Penelope comes into the hall, the

maids throw down upon the ground the fire from the basins

and make a fresh blaze (t 63). These small fires on a

cold evening gave the cheer of warmth as well as light

(t 64) ; that they were sometimes used for cooking, is not

stated by the poet, but is altogether probable. In the story

of Penelope's web, the poet says that she wove by day, but

unravelled her web at night by the light of torches (/3 105).

In the excavations in Crete several stone lamp-stands have

been found about thirty inches in height.^ Torches were used

to conduct Telemachus to his chamber (a 434, t 48), and

by servants in preparing the bed for a guest (^ 300, -^ 290,

647). Oil does not seem to have been used for illumination,

^XaiiTTTTipa^, . . . irepl di ^i\a . . . BTJKav . . . Kai datSas, " 307.

^One of these of lilac gypsum, found on the steps of the tribune in the Royal

Villa at Cnosus, is represented in the Annual of the British School at Athens,

ix. Fig. 89, and part of a pedestal of a similar but more highly ornamented

lamp-stand in Fig. 3 of the same volume. Similar stands are said to have been

found at Mycenae.
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although lamps were used in Crete long before the Homeric

time. Since matches had not been invented, nor even the

use of flint and steel, fire of course had to be carefully

kept, and the poet compares the ship-wrrecked Odysseus,

reaching land and lying down to sleep covered well with

leaves, to coals preserved in the ashes, on a remote farm

which has no neighbors near at hand to give fire (e 488).

Wood was still abundant in Homer's time. Shepherds

have fires on the mountains (T 376, cf. k 30), and fire-brands

are used to frighten lions and keep them from farmyards

(A 5 54 = P 663). Even Polyphemus has a fire (t 251), though

he does not seem to use it for cooking. No means of

striking fire are mentioned.

The " divine swine-herd " Eumaeus seems to have absolutely

no furniture in his hut. He has no chairs nor tables nor

beds nor bedding, and no dishes but a wooden
"^^^

bowl (? 78, TT 52) and a smaller bowl or cup
Swine-herd s , , , >- , tt- j. -l. -i r
Furniture.

i^^vcpoi, ^ 112). His guests sit on a pile of

rushes, which is covered for the occasion by a

sheepskin or a goatskin (^ 49, tt 47), and he kills a

five-year-old hog for supper by a blow with a billet of

wood,—and actually in his hut. He rriust have had an

axe for chopping wood (^ 425), a knife to cut the animal's

throat (^ 426), and spits for roasting the flesh (^ 430), in

addition to his sword (^ 528). A goatskin serves him as

special protection against cold and rain. His hand-mill for

grinding grain may have been very primitive, but doubtless

furnished the barleymeal with which he dredges his roast-

pork (^ 429). That Polyphemus sleeps on rushes indicates

for him no ruder life than the old Laertes had on his

farm, where he slept on the ground near the fire.

That the Homeric house had no kitchen, has been stated

already, and that the responsibility for cooking did not rest solely

upon the woman. The next chapter, on Homeric
Kitchen

viands, shows that little kitchen furniture is neces-
and Table

, ,, ,
. . , . .

Furniture
sary, and naturally this is not made prominent in

the poems. Rolling pins, chopping knives, and

egg-beaters did not exist, but even if these articles had been

familiar to him, the poet might not have named them. The
hand-mill, consisting of one stone fitted in a way to another
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beneath it, and perhaps equipped with a handle to facilitate

turning, and a mortar and pestle, for the grinding and
bruising of grain, may be assumed as present in every

household. The roasting of meat required only spits {S^eXol)

and fire-dogs (KparevTal, I 214), and the fire-dogs may often

have been mere stones on which the end of the spits

could rest. A kettle (Xe^m, $ 362; cf. ix 237) is named
but once,—as used for trying lard. The same name is

applied to basins (as a 137), and not always can the two
be distinguished,

—

e.g. not when they are offered as prizes

for the games (^ 267, 885 ; cf. T 244). Some kettles

seem to have three legs and to be called tripods (S 344,
X 443, Q 43 5),—thus having the same name as the small

tables. Even Polyphemus had vessels which served as

pails and pans for his milk {yavKoi re a-KacpiSes re, i 223),

wicker crates for his cheese {rdXapoi, i 247), and a large

wooden bowl (kio-o-v^iov, i 346). Nestor and Achilles have

golden goblets (Siiras, A 632, 11 225), and the returning

Odysseus, though in the guise of a beggar, is served by
Telemachus with wine in a golden cup {v 261). The
ordinary cups of the household, however (we may be sure

although no word of the poems indicates it), were of earthen-

ware. A large bowl for the mixing of wine with water was

one of the most important articles in a luxurious family

;

Menelaus gives Telemachus a solid silver mixing-bowl {Kprjrijp,

o 115) with gold-plated edges. A silver bowl, with golden

cups, was used also at the home of Circe {k 356). A golden

ewer (TTjOo'^ooy, a 136) is used by the maid in pouring water

on the hands of Telemachus's guest, and a smaller one in

dipping the wine from the mixing bowl (o- 397). Spoons are

not known, and forks had not been invented. Plates seem

not to have been used, but bread was served in baskets,

which at Circe's home were of gold and at the tent of Nestor

were of bronze (Kaveia, 1/255, «. 355, A 63 o). A meat-tray

{Kpe'tov, I 206), probably of wood, was used for the carving

of the flesh before it was roasted, and a dresser (eXeo'y, I 215)

received the roasted meat from the spits.



CHAPTER VII

HOMERIC FOOD

The Homeric Greeks, like ourselves, seem to have desired

and expected three meals a day,—breakfast, dinner, and

supper,^—but little regularity was observed. Not

^ infrequently one of the three seems to be omitted.

Breakfast is named but twice,—once in the hut

of the swine-herd Eumaeus on Ithaca, and once in the tent

of Achilles on the plain of Troy. Doubtless it was an

informal repast,—as it was in Athens during the historical

period, and as it is generally on the continent of Europe

at present,—and not an occasion for a family gathering.

The Greek countryman of this century does not understand

the American's requirement of substantial food before the

day's expedition is begun. But at the palace of Menelaus

when, early in the morning of the last day of his visit,

Telemachus announced his intention to depart for home,

the Spartan king asked his neighbor Prince Eteoneus, who
happened along (o 95), to kindle a fire and roast some
meat for them. Clearly no definite arrangement had been

made for a breakfast for the household. Similarly at the

beginning of the second day of the action of the Odyssey,

Telemachus rises from his couch, dresses, and proceeds to

the place of assembly, without any apparent thought of

breakfast ; and at the beginning of the day on which
Penelope's suitors are slain, a fire is kindled on the hearth

it is true, but Telemachus goes to the place of assembly
without taking food, knd nothing is done in the way of

preparation of food until the swine-herd has brought three

'^dpuTTOv, TT 2, n 124; duTTvoi', B 38 1, a 1 34; S6pjroc, (3 20, H 370.
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hogs from his rather distant enclosure, the goat-herd has

brought goats, and even the neat-herd has brought a cow
and goats across the water from the mainland (v 123,

162, 250).

The dinner is the principal meal of the day, whenever

it is taken. It is generally eaten about noon (Set-?n/ov,

A 86),—but no respite could be had from the

battle for rest and refreshment when the sun ,J!"'-^'' ,111 , 1 ,
(Deipnon).

reached the zenith, and on a journey the noon-

hour might find the traveller far from hospitable homes.

So, on the one hand, the Greeks take " dinner " in the

morning before going out to battle,^ and again Telemachus
has dinner at Sparta (S 61) in the evening, after a long

day's drive.

At their feasts, the Homeric Greeks did not recline like the

later Athenians and the Romans, but sat, and their chairs

were not drawn up before and about a large table in the

middle of the room, but were ranged in a single row along

the walls of the great hall, with small tables placed beside

them (a 138),—in general one small table serving for two

guests.^ The tables were removed at the close of the repast

(f} 476), instead of the guests rising from the table. These

tables were not covered with cloths, but as a rule were of

polished wood and themselves served as plates, ,. „,
, , r r ,, , - ,

^0 Plates.

and therefore were carefully wiped with sponges

just before each meal (a iii). The guest was provided

with no napkin, fork, nor spoon,—nor had he a knife

except what he might carry at his own belt ;—and so,

as his fingers were to serve as fork, water was poured

upon his hands immediately before each meal (a 136,

'x^s B 381, 399, 9 53. So Polyphemus "dines" before going out for his day

in the pasture, i 311. At 500, the companions of Telemachus, returning from

their voyage to Pylus, reach Ithaca and prepare a 5il-wvov,—a " square meal,"

—

apparently at the verv time when Eumaeus and Odysseus were making ready their

&piaTov, IT 2.

"-The Cretans and northern Greeks sat at dinner also in later times, and the

guests sat at some of the banquets of Alexander the Great ; cf. Xen. An. vii. 3. 22,

where Seuthes, too, seems to use no, platters. When Orestes came to Athens after

slaying Clytaemestra, each guest sat at a separate table (Eur. /ph. Taur. 949),

and the same custom is assumed by the story of Thyestes feasted by Atreus on his

children's flesh (Aesch. Ag. 1595).

O
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§ 213, I 171), even though he had just taken a bath (as

§ 52).'- The table bore no plate nor other dish, except

a cup for wine and a basket or basket-like dish for

bread.2 At times, doubtless, the bread (and perhaps

an onion for relish,—A 630), as well as the meat, was laid

directly on the table. The guests do not seem to have

been finical or squeamish about the use of fingers and hands

instead of forks and dishes.^ Platters were not in ordinary

use, if, indeed, they were known at all.* Menelaus takes

up with his fingers the piece of roast meat which had been

given to him as the " piece of honor," and places it on the

table of his guests Telemachus and Pisistratus {§ 65),

for their delectation ; and Odysseus puts into the hands

of the Phaeacian herald a fine fat dripping piece of pork to

give to the bard Demodocus {d 476), as a token of appreciation

of his lay. At his own home, Telemachus calls to him the

swine-herd Eumaeus, and gives to him as much bread and

meat as his hands can hold, to convey to the disguised

Odysseus, who receives it with both hands {p 344, 356)
and lays it on the threshold beside him. This is not merely

'This custom is familiar from that of the Jews. Cf. "Here is Elisha, the son of

Shaphat, which poured water on the hands of Elijah " [i.e. was his attendant), 2 Kings

iii. II ; "For the Pharisees and all the Jews, except they wash their hands oft, eat

not, holding; the tradition of the elders," Mark vii. 3.—No towel or wiping of

hands ia mentioned by Homer,—nor handkerchief.

-The evidence for the absence of plates is from the nature of the case only

negative, but it seems entirely sufficient. The only indication of the use of plates

has been found in the expression KpeiCiv irivaKes, a 141, which has been translated

plates of meat, but which seems to mean slices offlesh. At v 151, the maids are

bidden to wipe off the tables, and wash the cups and bowls,—but no plates. After

supper, the maids removed the remains of the food, and the tables and the cups

(t 61),—but no plates. The suitor Eurymachus, when shot by Odysseus, falls

over his table and throws the viands and his cup to the floor (x 85; cf. 20),—but

no plate. Observe also the argument from the instances which follow in the text.

^ Cf. from Lane's. Modern Egyptians :

'

' Neither knives nor forks are used. ... To
pick out a delicate morsel and hand it to a friend, is esteemed polite. The
manner of eating with the fingers ... is more delicate than may be imagined by

Europeans who have not witnessed it. Every person before he sits down to the

table . . washes his hands ... or at least has some water poured upon his right

hand, ... a servant brings to him a basin and ewer of tinned copper or of brass."

The A€6s of I 215, J 432 seems to be a dresser or serving-table.—Aristophanes

of Byzantium said that the Homeric Greeks had no platters, but he was "corrected"

by Athenaeus (228 D).
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treating Odysseus informally, as a beggar, since a little later

(o- 121), one of the suitors gives ^ him a golden cup of

wine.

Athenaeus (8 f) calls attention to the fact that all men
in the Homeric halls share in the same feast,—beggar,

swine-herd, goat-herd, neat-herd, and princes.

The king's table is spread for all his retainers ,1 r ,

as well as his subjects of higher rank. All have

the same " bill of fare,'' though the places of honor and the

choice pieces of meat are reserved for the most distinguished

guests,'^ and indications appear that the common man might

be restricted in his supply of wine (A 262). No indication

is given that one part of the great hall is considered more

honorable than another. The hall has no dais, nor a long

table at which some might sit '' above the salt."

To some feasts, each guest brought his share of food

(epavo's, a 226). The principle was that of the American

picnic, but the result was different, not only

because these common feasts were held in halls ,„• . j,,

or courtyards, but particularly because of the

absence of the feminine element. The poet tells of such a

feast at the palace of Menelaus (^ 621-624):^ some

brought sheep and others wine, while their wives sent bread

for them. Such may have been the feast to which

Andromache imagines the orphaned Astyanax as going

(X 492), but as driven away on the ground that he

had no rights there, by a boy whose father was at the

feast.
•

Maids in general served as waitresses (a 139, 147, ^ 55),

but pages assisted at the home of Odysseus (o 331),

—

apparently free-born youths whom Penelope's

suitors had brought with them,—and the herald,

who saw to the mixing of the wine, may have had a

general oversight of their services. On the last day of the

feasting of these suitors, the neat-herd served the bread,

'H 321, e 162, M 311, S 65, J 437. The Celts, too, honored their brave

warriors by the best portions of meat (Diod. Sic. v. 28). Cf. Plato, Republic, 468 D.

2 These four verses seem not to have been in the edition of Zenodotus and are

bracketed in many modern editions. They may be based on an early form of

the common feasts of the Spartans.
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and the goat-herd acted as cup-bearer (v 254), so no fixed

arrangement need be assumed. At the palace of Menelaus,

his son poured the wine (o 141):

No garlands were .worn by the feasters, as was customary

in later times in Greece,—flowers were not used then for

,. . decorations,—but Demodocus or some other bard
MUSIC. . . , , . . . 1-1 r ii

furnished music, singing to his lyre 01 the

capture of Troy, or the quarrel between Achilles and

Odysseus, or the sad return of the Achaeans from Troy,

or of other " glorious deeds of men," ^ and the feast often

was followed by the dance. The sound of the lyre or

phorminx reaches the ears of Odysseus as he approaches

his home after his long absence,^—this meant that Penelope's

suitors were feasting and making merry. The poet declares

song and dance to be the natural accompaniments of a

feast (a 152),—this dance naturally being of the men by
themselves. After the slaughter of the suitors, Odysseus

bids the bard to take his lyre and " lead the playful dance

"

(\|/- 134), in order that any neighbor or passer-by might

assume festal joy in the palace. The reader will remember
that after the Prodigal's return, the elder brother heard

"music and dancing" {St. Luke'-Kv. 25), as he approached

his home.

The feasts were generally held by day. At Pylus the

men are busy with the roasting of meat when the sun

rises, and at the close of the day the fictitious

1 jQ Mentes reminds Nestor that the sun has gone

down, and it is time for them to go home and
to bed (7 332). So at the close of the first book of the

Iliad (A 60s), when the sun sets, even the gods depart for

their homes, to go to rest. Women were not present as

guests at the feasts,—though Helen and Arete sit with their

guests in their own halls,—but fathers were accustomed to

bring their boys (X 496). In accordance with Hellenic

notions of hospitality, as has been seen already, the door

'/cX^o dj-Spwc, I 189; cf. a. 325, 6 73, 499.^—We read ot no music at the feasts

of the Iliad, except as the youths at Chrysa "sang hymns to Apollo (A 472), but
the feasts on the plain of Troy were in the midst of war and confusion.

2p 261. Cf. a 152, e 63, 499, 430. "The gods made the phorminx to be a
companion to the fea.st" (Sairis eraipiji/, p 271).
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was not shut against beggars and men of low estate. The
beggar Irus came as of full right to the feasts of Penelope's

suitors, and while the suitor Antinous rebukes Eumaeus
for bringing the disguised Odysseus to Ithaca (p 375), he
does not question his right to presence at the feast.

Feasts were held not simply at the celebration of
marriages, but also at funerals.^ Indeed the feast was the
chief part of the wedding and funeral ceremonies.

Plato, in his Republic (404 c), calls attention to the

simplicity of the diet of the Homeric warriors before Troy.
These ate no boiled meats, nor sweets, nor relishes

[nhmfiara), nor fish, though they were encamped '^""/'?"0'

on the shores of the " fishy Hellespont." Bread
and roast beef, mutton, goat's flesh, and pork are the only

dishes served in the Iliad, with the exception of a single

onion, served as sauce for a posset (A 630). This is indeed

a simple diet when compared with that of our own day.

Of course we do not expect to find on Agamemnon's table

preparations of Indian corn, Irish potatoes, or sweet potatoes,

tomatoes, or turkeys, any more than tea or coffee or chocolate,

—or tobacco for a last course,—but whole classes of other

edibles are lacking which we are wont to regard as almost

natural to civilized man, and rice, which is said to be the chief

food of more than half the human race at present, is unknown
to our poet.

Fruits and nuts may have been eaten by Adam and Eve
in the Garden of Eden, but they are not reported as abounding

in the valley of the Scamander. The poet does not

mention oranges, lemons, peaches, plums, cherries,
d w t p

quinces, strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, mul-

berries, nor melons (in spite of the name /j.rjXoi'),—not even

medlars. What the so-called apples {iJ-riKa, I 542, rj 120)

were, is not known. They are as likely to have been crab

apples as anything which we should recognize as an ordinary

apple. Pomegranates are named twice in the Odyssey (potai,

1 115, A 589),—in the garden of King Alcinoiis and as

hanging over the head of Tantalus in Hades ; figs and pear

trees are mentioned in these two places, and also in the

orchard of Laertes on Ithaca (w 246). These three fruits

^ Cf. d ^, a 226, >j/ 135 ; 7 309, Q 665, 802.
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do not appear in the poems of Hesiod any more than in

the Iliad, and the passages of the Odyssey in which they

are mentioned are recognized as of later composition than

the bulk of the poems.

Grapes should be mentioned among Homeric fruits, although

the poet does not say expressly that they were eaten. The

vintage scene wrought by Hephaestus on the Shield
Grapes.

of Achilles (2 561) gives a good representation of

what may be seen in Modern Greece in any August. The

poet tells of the curing of raisins by the Phaeacians {n 123),

—also like what may be seen at Corinth in August and

September of any year,—and these raisins may have been

as great a comfort in winter time to the Homeric Greeks

as his were to Robinson Crusoe on an uninhabited island.^

But we do not hear much of dried grapes in later Greece

;

Plato in his Republic does not mention them as among

natural articles of food.

For nuts, Agamemnon was not much better off than for

fruits. He had no almonds, pistachio nuts, or walnuts.

Whether the Homeric phegos tree {(piryoi) bore chestnuts or

edible acorns, no one dares say,—but probably the latter.

In the garden of Alcinous were flourishing beds of

vegetables,^ and Odysseus remarks to the old Laertes on

the care which the latter's vegetable beds (w 247)
' had received, but no garden vegetables are men-

tioned as eaten, and no fresh or green vegetables,—such as > > >

squash, spinach, and cucumbers,^—are known at all, except

an onion * in one instance as a relish for wine. The Achaeans

seem to have had no " greens " or salads. Even the Hesiodic

mallows are not named. Beans and chickpease (Kva/xot,

^ Among the presents sent by Abigail to David when he was an outcast, were

"a hundred clusters of raisins" (i Sam. xxv. i8).—Possibly these grapes of Alcinoiis

may merely have been sunned before pressing, as seems to be intended by the

•direction of Hesiod, Works, 611 f.

^irpaaial, -q 127. These may have been only leek-beds. Cf. irpAcov, leek.

^Yet cf. the name of the town "Zlkvuiv (connected with the word for cucumber),

B 572, * 299.

*Kp6ixvov, A 630. In later times onions were disdained at symposia, as suited

to the taste of sailors rather than of princes (Plut. Symp. Qiiaest. iv. 4).—Cress,

mustard, " mint, anise, and cummin," lettuce, and celery, are not mentioned by the

poet.
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epe^ivBoL, N 589) are mentioned together once, in a com-
parison,—but dried, as is manifest from their mention in

connexion with the process of winnowing. Of course these
may have been first soaked and then baked, somewhat in

American fashion, but more probably they were prepared
for food by pounding in a mortar or grinding, i.e. they were
treated just Hke grain. Then a porridge or cakes could be
made of them.^

Of condiments, the Homeric warrior had the best,—hunger
;

of artificial spices and relishes, he had few. Salt is mentioned
only once in the Iliad, being sprinkled upon
the meat which Patroclus roasted for the guests

'^'""^""'''"

of Achilles (I 214); but in the Odyssey the Ithacan hero,

—

apparently as an atonement to the sea-god Poseidon for the

blinding of Poseidon's son Polyphemus,—is directed to take

his oar and go far into the interior, where men will think

his oar to be a winnowing- shovel, and •' where they do
not eat salt with their food" (X 123),—which implies not

only that the Homeric salt was gained from sea-water, but

also that the Greek by the sea-shore was wonted to it with

his food. Again in the Odyssey, the disguised hero charges

the suitor Antinolis with being so illiberal that he would
not give even a grain of salt to a beggar {ov8' oka Solijg,

p 45 S). Salt-fish (raiotp^o?) and salt-flesh do not seem to be

Homeric, although the poet uses the verb to pickle in the

sense of to bury, i.e. to embalm.^ Pepper, cinnamon, nutmeg,

and other spices, and vinegar, are unknown.

Honey served instead of the modern sugar.^ Comparisons

with honey are not unusual,—Nestor's voice flows like

honey from his lips (A 249),—but honey itself

is mentioned in connexion with food only as „
""^^'^'"^

^ hngar.
one of the ingredients of a posset (A 624, k 234,

3 1 6), and where Aphrodite is said to have brought up the

daughters of Pandareiis " on cheese, honey, and wine

"

^ Cf. "let them give us pulse to eat," Daniel i. 12.

^Tapxiirucn, H 85. Is this use derived from some custom of embalming, -or.

from an observation of the preservation of the dead in prehistoric graves in Egypt

by the natron of the soil?

^At Callatebus in Lydia, according to Herodotus, vii. 31, men manufactured

honey from the tamarisk and wheat, just as Vermont farmers make "maple-honey"'

from the sap of the maple tree.
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{v 6g), which are the very ingredients of the posset. This

honey, of course, was that of wild bees (v io6). Honey is

familiar in legend as the food of the infant Zeus and of

others, in un-Homeric accounts, and some see another

indication of its use as food, in the jars of honey placed

against the bier in the funeral rites in honor of Patroclus

("F 170). The corpse of Achilles, too, was burned "in the

raiment of the gods (i.e. that brought by his mother

Thetis), and much oil and sweet honey " {w 68). Some
scholars, however, think that this usage was connected with

some process of preserving the corpse in honey. However

this may be, no one would call Homeric Greece " a land

flowing with milk and honey." Confectionery, sweetmeats,

and sweet cakes were unknown.

Just as honey served for sugar, olive oil might be

expected to take the place of butter, as it does very

largely at present in Greece and Italy. Butter,

,
naturally, was unknown.' The climate of Greece

onty an .
'

. . . . r i_ >.
•

Unzuent '^ '^°* favorable to the preservation 01 butter m
an attractive condition, and in the classical times

at Athens butter was unimportant, being used chiefly as an

unguent. Olive oil and the olive berry are so necessary in

Greek life to-day that scholars have been slow to recognize

the fact that the Homeric poet mentions them neither as

food, nor even in connexion with the preparation of food.

In Homer, olive oil is always an unguent, and is generally

mentioned in connexion with the bath. The princess

Nausicaa takes with her a golden flask of oil when she

goes to the river (^ 79, 96), and Aphrodite at Paphos is

anointed by the Graces (Q 364). The verse "but when
she had bathed and anointed herself richly with oil " ^ occurs

a dozen times with slight variations. The epithet rosy

(poSoeK, ^ 186) applied to the oil with which Aphrodite
anointed' the body of the slain Hector, clearly refers to

perfume,^ and we may compare the attar of roses which is

now prepared not far away from the Troad. As the last

' Herodotus (iv. 2) and Hippocrates seem to be the earliest authorities for butler.

^7 466, 5 49, 252, f 219, e 364, 454, K 364, 450, p 88, T 505, 'p 154, 366.

^ Cf. evUdes ¥\ai.ov, /3 339, fragrant olive oil, of the oil kept in great jars in the

storeroom of the palace of Odysseus.
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example shows, even dead bodies were anointed after being

washed in preparation for the funeral,—very likely only

because anointing was so closely associated with bathing,

although the oil may have contained some antiseptic

element.^ The earliest references to the use of oil amo.ng

the ancient Hebrews also seem to be to its use as an

unguent, although these used it also in food and in- lamps.

Moses received elaborate instructions for compounding the

"holy anointing oil" {Exodus xxx. 25), and among the

gifts for which the Psalmist is grateful {Psalms civ. 15),

are " wine that maketh glad the heart of man and oil to

make his face to shine," with which may be compared
" Thou anointest my head with oil, my cup runneth over

"

of the Twenty-third Psalm.

Pork-fat, suet (<^ 183), marrow, and the like, served the

Homeric Greeks as butter. That these, though in a warm
country, did not object to animal fat, is shown by the

case of Hector's child, Astyanax, who, according to his

mother, had been brought up largely on " the marrow and

rich fat of sheep" (X 501), with which we may compare

the " fat of lambs,'.' which is mentioned by Moses in his

last song {Deuteronomy xxxii. 14), together with honey,

milk, and butter, as among the good gifts of the Lord.

The fat of the tail of the broad-tailed sheep is said to be

still much prized in parts of Asia, " entering largely into

the preparation of many dishes," and being more easily

kept fresh and sweet, it is preferred by many to butter.

Milk does not seem a frequent article of food in the life

depicted in the Homeric poems. The warriors perhaps

could hardly be expected to drink largely of

milk after wine had been introduced. They had
p,.„^^^;^

passed the nomadic stage of civilization. But a

large part of their wealth still consisted in flocks and herds,

and what the dairyman calls " milk products " must have

been more important in ordinary life than appears in the

poems. We remember that the land of Canaan was

characterized as a " land flowing with milk and honey,"

—

not as abounding in roast-beef or roast-turkey, and plum-

bs 350, fi 587, M 73. The body of Sarpedon is bathed by Apollo in the river,

and then anointed with ambrosia (II 680).
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pudding,—and milk, curds, and cheese are among the chief

articles of food in Modern Greece, being indefinitely more

important than flesh. But milk is mentioned only four

times in the Iliad, and each time in a comparison : the

number of the Achaeans opposed to the Trojans on the

plain of battle, reminds the poet of the flies which gather

about the milk-vessels on a farm in spring-time (B 471),—

which may imply that milk was not ordinarily expected

throughout the year,—the cattle not being kept fresh ; the

confused shout of the Trojans as they advance to battle,

reminds Homer of the bleating of the countless sheep

a-milking in the farmyard of a rich man (A 434) ; when pain-

killing herbs are sprinkled on the wound of Ares, the pain

is checked just as white milk is curdled by the sap of the

wild fig tree (E 902) ; and the Greeks gather about

Sarpedon's body as flies swarm about the milk vessels in

spring (II 641). In the Odyssey, Menelaus says in praise

of the country of Libya {I 89), that there neither master

nor man lacks cheese nor flesh nor white milk, the whole

year round, for the ewes bring forth lambs three times a

year. In the poems, however, Polyphemus alone is repre-

sented as drinking milk and making cheese. Cheese, indeed,

seems to be the chief ordinary food of the Cyclops, though

possibly he may have eaten mutton or goat's flesh when he

had no strangers to devour. Euripides in his Cyclops (399)

represents the monster as boiling one of the comrades of

Odysseus, and roasting another, but though the Homeric

Polyphemus has a fire, he seems to have no thought of

cookery. '^ Finally, whey is mentioned once {^p 225), by the

insolent goat-herd Melanthius, as an article of food likely to

give a big thigh to the disguised Odysseus if the latter

would take the place of under-goatherd for his flocks,^

—

' ^ Some scholars indeed have supposed cooking to be included in inMaaojo

Sbprov, I 291, but the description is detailed in other respects, and tlie poet would

hardly have omitted mention of the spits. Probably to him as well as to us the

scene of Polyphemus eating "like a mountain lion" was less offensive than that

of a cannibal gourmand like the Cyclops of Euripides ; and that Homer was not

seeking to paint a most harrowing picture is shown by a comparison of the ninth

book of the Odyssey with the corresponding passage of Vergil's Aeiuid.
;

^The use of milk in offerings to the dead (Aesch. Pers. 611, Soph. El. 895,

Eur. Iph. Taur. 162 ; cf. X 27) is thought to point to its early importance as

food,— if any such evidence were needed.
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when obviously curds and whey would constitute most of

his food.

Only sheep's milk and goats' milk are used, except by the

Mare-milkers ( linrrifxoKyoL, N 5), whom we may suppose

to be a Scythian tribe. The Mongolian tribes

of the steppes of Central Asia still use the milk "^ij ,'

of mares,—not to mention koumiss, which has

become familiar in western countries. Cows' milk is not

mentioned by Homer. Kine are considered to belong to a

more advanced stage of pastoral life than the smaller cattle,

but they are common enough in the poems : they are eaten

freely, and they form the ordinary standard of values. In

classical times cows' milk was not considered wholesome by

many Greeks, and a generation ago only one cow was

reported to be kept for milk in all Attica. Poetic economy,

however, may have been the motive which prevented the

poet from giving kine and a dog to Polyphemus : bulls

would have been less easy for Odysseus to manage than

the rams, while the barking of the dog would have discon-

certed Odysseus's best plan.

Cheese (rvpo?, i 219) was a general term which included

everything, from " bonny-clabber " or soft curds to the dry

hard cheese which could be grated (A 639). The

Cyclops Polyphemus placed his curds in baskets,

which allowed the whey to drain away, and in time the

curds would become hard.

From the absence of fish from the accounts of feasts

in the Homeric poems, not too much must be inferred.

Meleager of Gadara (in Athenaeus, 157 B)

said that Homer was a Syrian by descent and

therefore represented the Achaeans as abstaining from fish,

and many a commentary says that " fish, afterwards so

prized by Athenian epicures, were eaten by the Homeric

men only to prevent starvation." But, while it is true that

the comrades of Odysseus (m 331) and of Menelaus (<5 369)

are reported to eat fish only when wind-bound on islands,

and short of provisions, yet, as Athenaeus remarked, they

must have had their fish-hooks with them on the voyage,

since these could not have been found on the desert islands.

Further, abundance of fish is classed with large harvests of
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wheat and barley, fruit from trees, and fertility of flocks,

among the blessings granted by the gods to the people

whose king fears the gods and maintains justice (t log).

And in his comparisons, the poet shows himself familiar

with the practise of fishing not only with hook and line,

but also with spear, and with net. The epithet fishy

(i)(0v6ei9, I 360), applied to the Hellespont, can hardly be

due to the number of fish which appeared to the eye and

thus attracted attention, but must have been given after

experience in catching fish there. Representations of fishes

are found on Mycenaean and Cretan works of art. We
may believe, then, that the Homeric Greeks were familiar

with fish as an article of food.^

Oysters (ri/flea, 11 747) are mentioned once : Patroclus hit

Hector's brother and charioteer Cebriones with a stone, and

hurled him from his chariot. Then, boasting
'

over him as he fell head-foremost, he said, " How
nimble the man is ! Even in a stormy sea, he could dive and

provide oysters enough for many men." This expression

shows incidentally that the Homeric Greeks had not invented

the long rakes or dredges which are used by modern oyster-

men. Oyster shells and even unopened oysters were found by

Dr. Schliemann at Mycenae, and the liking for oysters is not

likely to have been lost between the Mycenaean and the

Homeric times. In the remains of the Homeric (Sixth)

City at Troy are very many cockle shells, but cockles do

not seem to be named by Homer.

Eels are mentioned ($ 203, 353), but only as in the

water ; they may not have been eaten.

The Homeric warriors are not represented as eating game,

any more than fish, when they had beef and pork at hand.

On Circe's island, Odysseus strikes down a great

stag (k 158), which cheers the hearts of his

comrades, but nowhere else is venison mentioned as food.

Once, however, a hunter is called a deer-hitter (eXa(p>]/36Xoi,

2 319); a lion is said to rejoice greatly in coming upon

1 According to the Cypria, Palamedes was fishing when he was murdered by

Odysseus (Pausanias, x. 31. 2).—The general statement of Plato in the Republic,

quoted above, seems to have been the basis of the more detailed remarks of

Plutarch, Morals, 353 D.
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a wounded horned stag or wild goat {T 24) ; and again,

the Trojans press upon the wounded Odysseus as jackals

upon a stag which has been wounded by an arrow

(A 47 S),—expressions which clearly imply the chase. On
landing at the island opposite the country of the Cyclopes,

the comrades of Odysseus found countless wild goats, and

took their bows and hunting-spears (alyaveag, i 156) from

the boats, and had a " heart-satisfying chase." These warriors

had had no flesh-food, and little of anything to eat, for more

than ten days, and were prepared to enjoy the game. \'\'ild

goats, fawns, and hares were chased by Odysseus with his

dog Argos, before he went to the Trojan war {p 295).

The bow of the Lycian archer Pandarus was made of the

horns of a wild goat which he himself had shot (A 105,

see page 668). The famous hunter Orion continued his chase

even in the home of Hades (X 572). The stories of Artemis

(C 102) imply that even maidens might pursue wild animals.

Of the island near the land of the Cyclopes, the poet

says expressly that it had many wild goats, since hunters

did not traverse it (i 120). Wild boars also were hunted,

and doubtless not exclusively for their destruction as noxious

animals (as I 539); Odysseus received the wound of which

the scar proved convenient for his identification, on a boar-

hunt on the slopes of Mt. Parnassus (r 429). Of course

the very joy of the chase may have been the incitement

to it, rather than the desire for the animal's flesh, though

those who were accustomed to pork would not have wasted

the flesh of the wild boar. The contest after the Calydonian

Boar Hunt, however, arose not over the animal's carcase,

but over the disposition of his head and shaggy hide

(I 548), i.e. the trophies of victory. Thrushes and -wild

pigeons were taken in snares (x 468), which would imph'

distinctly their use as food.

That in later times game and fish were not ordinarily

sacrificed to the gods, argues nothing against the earlier

use of these creatures for food. According to one view,

it was the life of the animal,—its blood,—which was offered

to the gods, and as a rule little life or blood was left in

fish or deer when these were brought to the fire of the

hearth, and therefore they could not be offered in sacrifice.
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As for fowls, our familiar cocks and hens seem to have

been not common in Greece until shortly before the Persian

Wars, about five hundred years B.C., so their

^'""''-
absence from Homeric life can cause no surprise.^

An eagle bears a goose from the courtyard of Menelaus

(o i6i), and Penelope has a flock of twenty geese (t 536),

which eat wheat soaked in water in a trough. Penelope

delights in watching her geese, but this does not prove that

she is unwilling to eat them and their eggs. Homer, how-

ever, nowhere mentions eggs of any kind.

As for ordinary flesh, Plato observed that Homer did not

feed his warriors on boiled meat.^ The Homeric Greeks

knew no soup, although the poet was acquainted
No boiled

^j^j^ j.j^g phenomenon of fdt pork boiling in a

kettle ($ 362),—apparently the process of ".trying"

lard ; and in the Odyssey, the suitors call for a "wheel" {jpoxo^,

(p 178) or large cake of tallow (arTeap), that they may rub this as

an emollient upon the unyielding horn of the bow of Odysseus.

Beef clearly is the favorite meat of the Homeric warriors,

and the flesh of full-grown animals is preferred to that of

the young,—five-year-old beef (B 403, H 315, ^ 419, r 420)

to veal, which indeed does not seem to be eaten

Beef the
j, them. But pork, too, was alw^ays in good

repute among the Greeks, and later was even

thought to be more digestible than beef. The

meat of hogs, also, was preferred to that of young pigs.

Favorite

Meat.

1 But a cock appears on a monument of much earlier date in the Museum at

Sparta, and on Greek vases of the sixth century B.C. Homer has the proper

names 'AXhroip (5 lo) and 'AXeKTpviiiv (P 602),—but these seem to be elder

brothers of the later word for cock, rather than derived from it,—or even may be

derived from \ix°^> ^"d dX^KTwp may be the masculine of fiXoxos.—No hen, cock,

chickens, or hen's eggs are mentioned in the Old Testament either.

^ Hesiod, however, knows the use of a kettle for cooking food ( Works, 748)1

and Vergil, though he doubtless desires to follow his Greek model, makes the sea-

tossed companions of Aeneas, on reaching land and obtaining venison, at once set'

in order their kettles on the shore and build fires under them.—That the Children

of Israel at the passover service ate the flesh of the lamb "roast with fire," not

"sodden at all with water" (Exodus xii. 8), indicates that the Hebrews considered

this the ancient approved method of cooking ; but part of the trouble with the

sons of Eli arose because of their preference for roast meat to the sodden flesh of

the ordinary sacrifice (i Samuel ii. 13). Cf. Exodus xxix. 31, Lev. vii. 31,

Judges vi. 19, Ezekiel xlvi. 20, 24.
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Eumaeus apologizes to Odysseus for offering to him a young
porker (^ 80), although he supposes his guest to be only a
common tramp ; Penelope's suitors, he says, want all the
grown hogs.

The animal is killed only just before his flesh is to be
eaten

; the Greeks did not care to have their meat gamey.
This custom doubtless was due largely to the

exigencies of the climate, in which meat soon ^^"^ ^"^^^

becomes uneatable, and the custom is maintained ^7; ;

in Modern Greece, where Easter lambs, for in-

stance, are always sold alive. Only once 1 in the Homeric
poems do we read of meat as being on hand uncooked
(I 207) : on the arrival of the embassadors from Agamemnon,
Achilles produces the chines of a sheep and a fat goat,

and the spare-rib of a well-fed hog, all ready to cook. In

general, the animal has to be killed after the guest arrives.

Thus on the visit of king Priam to the tent of Achilles,

the latter springs up and cuts the throat of a sheep (which

seems to be conveniently close at hand), and his comrades
dress and cook the flesh (Q 621). We may compare with

this the visit of the three angels to Abraham on the plain of

Mamre: " And Abraham ran unto the herd and fetcht a calf

tender and good, and gave it unto a young man ; and he

hasted to dress it. And he took butter and milk, and the

calf which he had dressed, and set it before them " {Genesis

xviii. 7).^ Homer knew ice (X 152, ^ 477) and snow (as

r 222, K 7, h 566), but his friends made no use of these

for the preservation of food, and only once (tt 49) does he

speak of the use of meat which remained from the previous

evening's repast.^

The fullest account of the cooking of meat is found in

the narrative of the visit of Agamemnon's embassadors to

' On the departure of Telemachus from the palace of Menelaus, the latter bids

his neighbor Eteoneus to kindle a fire and to roast meat (o 97) ; whether the

animal must be killed first, is not stated.

^See 2Xsa Judges vi. 19, for Gideon's dressing a kid for an angel of the Lord.

^In like manner among the Jews, "that which remaineth" until the morning

ot the passover least, the Israelites were directed to "burn with fire" (Exodus

xii. 10); and the same rule held for every "sacrifice of thanksgiving" (Leviticus

xxxii. 30) ; apparently no meat was to be kept until the third day (Le-'i'i:us

xix. 6).
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Achilles (I 206). Patroclus places the great meat-tray near

the blaze of the fire, and puts in it the chine of a sheep

and that of a goat, and the loin of a hog, drip-

Crf»^fl/
pjj^g ^j^j^ f^^_ Achilles cuts these skilfully and

spits them. A fine fire is kindled, and when the

flame has died away, the coals are spread, and the spits are

stretched over them, rested upon the stone fire-dogs, and

salt is sprinkled on the meat. When the meat is roasted,

it is drawn from the spits and is put into a tray (eXeot). In

the hut of Eumaeus, Odysseus dredges his roast-pig with

barley meal.^ At formal feasts, the nobler vitals, the heart

and liver (and lungs ?) are cooked, and a portion is given

to each guest, before the outer flesh is roasted {Kpea

inreprepa, y 9, 65). In general, as in the tent of Achilles,

the carving is done before the cooking, but the divider

(SaiTpos, a 141, cf. ^ 433) may have cut as well as distri-

buted the meat. The cooking of a large roast, weighing

ten or fifteen pounds, not to speak of a whole leg of beef,

would have occupied so much time as to be inconvenient

on such an occasion as the visit of the embassadors to

Achilles, while the roasting of small portions would entail

but little delay. At times, the meat was given to the guest,

spit and all, fresh from the coals.^ Meat thus cooked over

coals, in large mouthfuls (kebabs), on a skewer not larger

than a big knitting-needle, is familiar to every traveller in

Asia Minor and is sometimes seen in rural districts of

Greece,—doubtless a direct inheritance from Homeric times
;

but the French en brochette refers to what is essentially the

same custom, and nature suggests this for the cooking of

salt pork in a logging camp or in a camp of explorers.

Long bronze pins which seem to have served as such

spits for the cooking of meat, were found in the excavations

on the site of the Argive Heraeum.

The Homeric Greeks knew no professional cooks and had

no servants set apart for this office. In fact, in no case

in the poems is the cooking of meat entrusted to menials

or even to women. Just as Achilles and Patroclus, on the

^ ^ 77- Unless indeed this bXtpna. \euKa. ttclXwev means that the meat was

wrapped in a barley cake.

"^ iravTa ip^pojy wapedrjK' 'OdvaTJi
\

d^pfJ.' avToh o^eXoitnv, ^ 76.
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occasion to which reference has been made, themselves pre-

pare the food for their honored guests, so the suitors of
Penelope do their own cooking {p 178),—at least

of meat ; the bread may well have been made ^^

by the women.i This cooking is simple; no
^Colkf"""^

ragouts or " made dishes " of any kind are known.
The dinners are hearty, but consist of a single course only.

But one exception has to be made to the last remarks :

mention is made of a sort of " black pudding " or haggis
or blutwurst,—the intestine of a goat (yaa-rhp atyo';, cr 44,
cf. V 26) filled with fat and blood,—which is toasted rather

than roasted before the fire. One such is given by the

suitors as a prize of combat to the disguised Odysseus, when
in a pugilistic contest he overcomes the beggar Irus. This
is a " made dish," but the ingredients are simple.

How much meat was thought to be a fair allowance for

a Homeric warrior, is not easily determined. The swine-

herd Eumaeus thinks that Odysseus and he need
a small roast-pig apiece for luncheon (^ 72) ; and ^"^ """-^

then at the close of the day they are ready to allowed?
kill a five-year-old hog, which they divide into

seven parts,—one for Hermes and the nymphs, and one for

each of the six feasters,—an ample meal, as it would seem.^

It is only fair to say, however, that so much of this pork

remains after dinner that Odysseus and his host have enough
for luncheon the next day (^419, tt 49), but the like would
now be expected if six or seven men had dined on a single

" sparerib.'' For Penelope's suitors on the last day of their

feasting, the goat-herd Melanthius, accompanied by two helpers,

brings the best of his flocks (jO 212),—from Ithaca alone eleven

goats each day, the swine-herd says (^ 105); but in addition,

Philoetius brings other goats and a cow from the mainland

(w 185), while Eumaeus brings three fat swine {y 162). This

seems to be about the ordinary daily supply from the flocks

and herds of Odysseus. The household of the Ithacan prince

' So on the Shield of Achilles, S 560, while the heralds are dressing the carcase

of a great bull, women are making barley cakes or porridge for the reapers.

^ '

' For the entire establishment [of Napoleon on St. Helena], the Governor

set down one hundred pounds of meat per diem, besides eighteen fowls, game-birds,

etc., and a ham."
P
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was always large, and was increased by more than a hundred

suitors with their attendants, but the supply of meat seems

abundant. At a public feast at Pylus (7 S), nine companies

of five hundred men each, had eighty-one bulls to eat, or

one bull for fifty-six men. This would seem to be at least

nine or ten times as much as was necessary. The Homeric

heroes were '' valiant trenchermen," to use Shake-

„ ^ „ speare's phrase, or " able eaters," to use an old

New England expression. Critics have been

amused by the warriors' readiness to take food at all times.

For instance, early in the ninth book of the Iliad, the

Achaean chieftains eat a " heart-satisfying meal " (/j-evoeiKea

SaiTU, I 90) in the tent of Agamemnon ; thence Odysseus

and Ajax go as embassadors to the tent of Achilles, who
at once roasts three kinds of meat for his guests, before

the reason for their coming is mentioned (I 206) ; while

on their return to Agamemnon's tent, they are invited again

to cheer their hearts with food and wine before going to

rest (I 705). Similarly, when Priam visits the tent of Achilles,

to ransom the body of his son Hector, he finds the son of

Thetis just finishing his evening meal (O 47 S), but a sheep

is soon killed, and the host and guest together partake of

the meat (Q 621). Achilles cannot have been hungry in

the latter instance, and in the former, Odysseus says plainly

to Achilles (I 225), though after a formulaic verse with

regard to driving out the desire for eating and drinking,

that they have no need of a well-ordered feast,—this they

have had in the tent of Agamemnon,—but they desire his

help in battle. Clearly the offer of food was the first duty
of hospitality,! and hospitality was one of heaven's highest

laws. Thus no Homeric host but the Cyclops Polyphemus
inquires of his guest's errand before he has given him food.^

The king of Lycia feasted Bellerophon for nine days (Z 174),

' Cf. ^eifou Ht' iXebvTsaaLv eiepyiraL
\
Seiirv' e7ra77^\Xoi'Ti vfiGiTov, Pindar, Pyth.

iv. 30.

2 a 123, 7 69, S 60, L 252, J 46. At e 87 ff., the nymph Calypso asks Hermes the

reason of his coming when he appears, but he gives no reply until he has eaten

and drunk. When Thetis is summoned to the council of the gods, Hera puts a
golden cup in her hand, and she drinks, before Zeus tells her why she has been

summoned (fi loi).—In Modern Greece, a cigarette is often offered as a like

indication of hospitality.
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killing an ox each day, before he asked to see his letter of
introduction. Such a repast as that provided by Achilles
for Ajax and Odysseus was purely formal and honorific,

—

an act of courteous welcome. Gluttony was never one of
the crying sins of the Greeks, and certainly did not belong
to the Homeric age,—being seldom found, indeed, together
with Homeric simplicity of fare.

But if the Greeks of Homer's time were hearty eaters,

they certainly were not hard drinkers. Only three instances

of drunkenness occur in the action of the Homeric
story, and a heavy punishment follows each. One ^°'. ^"'"^

r A ^ . . ,. , ^ ,
Drinkers.

of these mstances is immediately after the capture

of Troy,—in celebration of the victory at the conclusion of

a ten years' siege : an assembly is called at evening, the
Achaeans come heavy with wine (7 139), and a sad quarrel

between the leaders follows. The second instance is that

of the Cyclops Polyphemus, which really was accidental,

but cost the monster his sight (t 345),—he did not expect

the wine to prove so strong, he being like a country-

man who supposes champagne to be only very excellent

cider. The third instance of drunkenness in the action of

the poems is that of Odysseus's comrade Elpenor,—" the

youngest of the company, and neither very brave in battle

nor well-balanced in mind" {k 552),—who paid for his

indulgence with his life, falling from the roof of Circe's

palace, where he had been sleeping, on being roused

before he had quite recovered himself The poet refers

also to the drunkenness of the centaur Eurytion in the

home of Peiritholis (^ 295),—but he, like Polyphemus, was
not a Greek, and he, too, was miserably punished. Not even

Penelope's insolent suitors, nor the luxurious Phaeacians,

incline to drink too much wine. Homer knows no drinking-

bouts (although this used to be a favorite class-room trans-

lation for eiXaTr/i/j;, a 226). "Heavy with wine" (oivo^ape^,

A 225), addressed in anger by Achilles to Agamemnon, is a

grievous reproach and nothing in the poems indicates that it

was justified.^ Telemachus, as a mere pretext for removing

the arms from his great hall, is to say that he feared lest

'Athenaeus (i. IIA) adds to I 119 a verse which represents Agamemnon as

ascribing his folly either to wine or to the gods.
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the suitors heated with wine (olvoDOevTe?, r ii) might misuse

them ; and the disguised Odysseus begs not to be reminded

of his sorrows, that no one may suspect him of maudlin

tears (t 122). Penelope's suitor Antinoiis charges the

disguised Odysseus with being either drunk or crazy,

because of his desire to make trial with Penelope's suitors

of his ability to string the bow ((p 293), but this does not

imply that any one actually had been drinking wine too

freely. On Hector's return from the field on the first

day of battle to urge the Trojan matrons to offer vows to

Athena, Queen Hecuba bids her son wait until she shall

bring him a cup of wine, which " increases the strength of

a weary man,"—but he replies, " Lift not for me the wine,

revered mother, lest you weaken my limbs, and I forget

my might and valor" (Z 258).

Greek wine, in Homer's time as well as in our own, was

mixed with water before drinking. The usual proportion of

water to wine is unknown. Hesiod (Works, S96)
. , rr^ recommends for the dog-days three parts of water

to one of wine,' but the later Greeks thought that

this was a draught suited to fishes rather than proper for men.

That the wine which intoxicated Polyphemus was commonly
mixed with twenty parts of water (i 209), shows nothing for

ordinary wine ; it was necessarily of extraordinary strength,

for its special purpose. That the proportion of water to wine

was not always the same, is seen from Achilles's direction to

Patroclus on the visit of Ajax and Odysseus, to mix the wine

stronger for the honored guests.^ The poet is so accustomed

to the weakening of wine with water that he represents the

nymph Calypso as thus mixing her nectar before she offers

it to Hermes (e 93), and the gods, like men, dip their

draughts from a mixing-bowl (otto KprjTtjpo?, A 598). The
meaning of the epithet {ctKprjTov, i 297) applied to the milk

which Polyphemus drinks, has been considered obscure,

—

scholars hesitating to translate it unmixed, as if men were
in the habit of weakening their milk,—but the commentator
seems to be right who translates it thus, with the remark,
" half humorous, from the custom of diluting wine."

The mixing-bowl stood opposite the main entrance to

^ ^apbrepov Sk K^paie, I 203.
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the great hall ((p 145), and the wine was served from left

to right {evSe^ia, A 597, c/. <p 141).

Since the wine was weakened with water, it was given even

to small children, (as to Achilles, I 485). Eurymachus, one
of the suitors, tells Penelope that in former times,

in his childhood, Odysseus often seated him on his ^^"^
&J'"'

1 1 11 • , . , 1 , , , , * Children.
knee, placed the roast-meat m his hands, and held

the cup of wine to his lips (tt 442),—which shows incidentally

that very small boys were brought to feasts. Andromache,
picturing the wretched life of a boy in orphanage, thinks of

him as going to the companions of his father at a feast ; one

of those who pity him holds a cup of wine for a moment to

his lips,—•" it wets his lips, but it does not wet his palate

"

(X 494) ; but the grudging gift of wine was not represented

as due to the thought that wine was unsuitable for boys.

Nausicaa takes a leathern bottle of wine with her when she

goes to the shore with her attendant maidens (^ yj').

Aphrodite brought up the daughters of Pandareiis on cheese,

honey, and wine (u 68),—which seems to mean a „
I , , • , r r ,

Possets.

posset rather than three separate articles of food

and drink. Such a posset {KUKeicov, A 624, k 234) is described

as given to the wounded Machaon in the tent of Nestor,

where it is called a draught, and as given by Circe to the

comrades of Odysseus, where it is called food (o-Fto?, k 235),

and thus may be supposed to be of thicker consistency.^ In

both instances cheese, barley meal, and honey are mixed with

Pramnian wine, which, in later times, had the reputation of

being rather heavy. No other special sort of wine is named,

except that from Thracian Ismarus (i 196) which Odysseus

gave to the Cyclops.

Several towns or countries are called vine-clad (afnreXoet?),

as Epidaurus (B 561), Phrygia (r 184), Pedasus (I 152) ; or

rich-in-grapes (iroXvaracpvXo?), as Arne (B 507) and Histiaea

(^ 537)- Some names are derived from wine, as Oenops

((p 144, cf. E 707) and that of Diomed's grandfather, Oeneus

(Z 216), if not Oenomaus (E 706).

Wine is brought to the Achaeans before Troy, from Thrace

"daily" (I 72), and from Lemnos (H 467), and exchanged

^At the symposium of Xenophanes (i. 9), after the feast, golden loaves are at hand

and a table laden with cheese and rich honey in addition to the wine.
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for copper, iron, cattle, hides, and slaves, and other objects

which the Achaeans have plundered from the neighbors of

the Trojans.

The Homeric Greeks knew no intoxicating liquor obtained

from grain or from honey,—no whiskey or beer or mead ; but

they were familiar with the improvement in wine

R^'^j when carefully kept. Nestor orders wine eleven
or Mead.

, , / ,^ . . . . , ...
years old to be taken from its jar, m honor of his

guest Telemachus (7 390), and Odysseus's old housekeeper

is guarding certain wine of unusual quality against the time

of her lord's return (/3 340). In the house, wine is kept in

jars (I 469); it is transported either in leathern bottles (e 265,

i 196), or in smaller jars (/3 290, t 204).

Water is not directly mentioned as drunk without wine,

but Calypso puts a leathern bottle of water as well as one

of wine on the craft of Odysseus (e 266), and, as
aerjor ^^ should expect, a supply of fresh water is one

of the most important characteristics of a good

landing-place for voyagers {§ 359, i 85, 140, /x 306, v 109).

Barley meal, wine, and beeves (in this order) are enumerated

as the constituents of a long and hearty feast (r 197), and

though meat was eaten freely, bread ^ was, if not

the " staff of life," at least the " marrow of men "

(/xi/eXo? av^puiv, /3 290, v 1 08), but this bread would hardly

be recognized as such by modern occidental bakers and

housewives.

Of one of the earliest stages in the use of cereals, the

Homeric Greeks possessed a survival in the use of barley-

corns ^ in sacrifices to the gods. In nothing are

Barleycorns
"'^^ '"^''^ conservative than in their ritual of

worship, and these barleycorns offered in sacrifice

seem to have represented the food of the early worshipper,

corresponding to the parched grain which in primitive times

^If this name may be used for dpros (wheat bread,—only p 343 and cr 120) and
ffiTos,—so unlike our own. Trvpvbv is given to beggars (0 312, p 12, 362) ; probably

it was made ot coarse meal.

''ovKal or oiXoxvrai, y 441, 445. Cf. ravTais {sc. KpiOais,—in contrast to ground
grain) dir' apxv^ f^^" oiXoxiTeiTO Kara rds TrpSras ffvalas rb dvSpunruv yivoi, Porphyry,

de Abstinentia, ii. 6.—Another theory is that these barleycorns were a sort of

preliminary offering, a sacrifice to Earth before the main sacrifice to the higher

divinities.
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was eaten without being beaten or ground/ Many American
boys have eaten maize parched after the manner of their

Iroquois and Delaware predecessors, and " Robinson Crusoe
"

teaches us that the English were familiar with a similar usage

three hundred years ago. This custom of eating parched

corn probably lasted in Greece until after Homer's time, but

the barleycorns are mentioned by the poet only in connexion

with sacrifices.

A natural step of advance upon the earliest parched-corn

stage of culture was the bruising of the grain (after parching)

in a mortar with a pestle, or between two stones,

the lower of which would be somewhat hollowed „
"^'^'^

in order to keep the grain and meal from scatter-

ing.^ The mortar of Hesiod (oX/xo?, Works, 423) was three

feet in height ; his pestle was to be three cubits, or about

four and a half feet, in length. Such a mortar is mentioned

by Homer once, in a comparison (A 147),—a simile for

Peisander's body after his head and arms have been cut off,

but on early Cretan sites and at Hissarlik pounding-stones

have been found, only a few inches in length. Scenes on

old vases show that the use of the mortar and pestle for

pounding grain was long continued in Greece. In Africa,

on the Isthmus of Panama, and in other countries on the

same level of civilization, this use is familiar at present.^

^ The separation of the kernel from the husk must have been troublesome to the

primitive man until he discovered that the removal of the chaff by fire left the grain

more palatable, more readily broken, and more easily digested. In classical times

in Greece, grain seems to have been at least somewhat parched before it was

ground. Cf. the oracle quoted by Herodotus with regard to Salamis ("the

women of Colias shall parch their grain with oars," Hdt. viii. 96), and Thucydides's

statement that the Athenian expedition against Syracuse took with them large

quantities of parched corn (Thuc. vi. 22). For the usage of the Israelites, c/. Lev.

xxiii. 14, I Sam. xvii. 17, 2 Sam. xvii. 28 ; Ruth ii. 14 "and he reached her parched

corn, and she did eat and was sufiiced, and left." Cf. also Nunc torrete ignifruges,

nunc frangite saxo, Verg. Georg. i. 267, a.j\A fruges . . . torrere parant flammis et

frangere saxo, Verg. Aen. i. 179. The Romans ascribed to Numa Pompilius the

introduction of the custom of parching com.

^Apparently the Greeks did not roll their grain on a slab like the Mexicans,

but their grinding-stones may have resembled the stones used for rolling, as much

as they resembled the Scotch quern.

2
Cf.

" Though thou shouldest bray a fool in a mortar among wheat with a

pestle, yet will not his foolishness depart from him,'' Prcmerbs xxvii. 22 ;
" ears of

corn dried by the fire, even corn beaten out of full ears," Lev. ii. 14.
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The bruising of grain between two loose stones was followed

by the hand-mill. Such family mills, as well as larger grist-

„ . .„ mills to be turned by horse power, have been
Hand-mills. ^ , . , . r U -r-i u j -ii

found m the rums of Pompen. These hand-mills

are used in Palestine still, and the Scottish quern has been

discarded only within the last century. In Homer, mills are

mentioned twice,—in the palace of Alcinoiis (»? 104), where

fifty maids are occupied with spinning and grinding, and in

the home of Odysseus {y 1 06, 1 1
1 ), where twelve women

grind. That grinding is the work of women in Greece as

well as in Palestine (" Two women grinding at the mill "),

is what we should expect. Under Penelope's management,

the meal or flour for each day's use in general was ground

each morning early, but yet some must have been ground in

advance, for, on his journey to Pylus, Telemachus takes

with him twenty measures of barley meal (/3 354).^ A stone

which Ajax hurls at Hector (H 270), is likened to a mill-

stone, and on the third day of battle the defenders of the

Achaean wall are said to hurl mill-stones {/uLvXaKes, M 161)

upon their assailants. No sieve is mentioned,^ and the meal

must have been coarse, with a considerable admixture of sand

and other dirt.^ The mill-stones were not always chosen for

their hardness, nor were they always fitted to each other.

Dr. Schliemann says that the saddle-querns found by him

on the site of Troy could have produced nothing like flour.

The earliest use of the meal from the mortar or the mill,

would be for porridge,—being mixed with water or possibly

„ .

,

with milk.* The clearest Homeric example of

this use is in a harvest scene on the Shield

of Achilles, in which " women are sprinkling much white

barley meal as a dinner for the workmen," ^—which has been

^ Herodotus thinks it worthy of notice that grain already ground {aXi)Keiyyivo%,

vii. 23) was sent from Asia to those who were engaged in digging the canal across

the isthmus of Athos.

^The Danaid story is not Homeric.

^ Skulls of North American Indians sometimes show teeth in excellent condition

except in that they are worn of! nearly to the gums, a circumstance due not only

to the mastication of imperfectly ground grain, but also to the presence of sand in

the meal.

' Cj. fj.S,^d t' AixoKyalri, Hesiod, Works, 590.

^ S 560, \€VK 6X<j>iTa TToWd iroXwov.
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interpreted often as meaning simply that the women sprinkled

barley meal on the flesh of the ox which had been roasted,

but which is more naturally interpreted as referring to the

preparation of thick porridge or barley cakes. These cakes

or porridge would be the ordinary food of the working man.

The warriors before Troy and Penelope's suitors might have

beef and pork to eat every day, but the ordinary Greek was
doubtless as frugal then as now, and seldom tasted flesh.^

With this porridge have been compared the posset which has

been mentioned and the sacrificial mass which is spoken of

in Attic tragedy.^

From the oatmeal porridge, as thick as it is used in

Scotland, to the Scotch cakes or bannocks, is but a short

and easy step. The maza {jxaXa) of the classical

period seems to have been such a barley cake,— c\^^
perhaps not always baked,—corresponding to the

Italian pnlenta? According to Athenaeus (iv. 137 E), these

barley cakes were served to the guests in the Prytaneum at

Athens on ordinary days, and wheat bread only on festal

occasions.

Leavened bread is a product of later development,

—

appearing in Greek literature first in Xenophon's Anabasis

(vii. 3. 21). The Jews had leaven long before that

time, having learned its use in Egypt, but their
^read

avoidance of leaven in the celebration of the pass-

over, is a clear proof of their memory of the time when it

was unknown to their ancestors. Why the Greeks did not

learn of leaven early, no one knows. No arrangem.ents for

the baking of bread have been found at Hissarlik, Mycenae,

or Tiryns, nor in Crete, further than earthenware vessels,

1 Wellhausen says that to the Semites "flesh was an uncommon luxury, and

they ate it with quite different feehngs from those with which they partook of

fruits or of milk. . . . The pouring out of blood was ventured upon only in such

a way as to give it back to the deity, the source of life.'' So in Aeschylus [Ai^.

1592) a day of festivity is Kpeovfyy6v Vf^'^Pt ^ day on which flesh is eaten.

"ttAovos, as Aeschylus, Persians, 204. This seems to designate food of the

porridge or " mush " variety, whether as thin as gruel or as thick as dough.

—

Roscher (_/./. 1888, 523) calls attention to the fact that barley meal is the most

important ingredient of the KVKeibv or posset which has been mentioned above.

'Plato in his RepuHic (ii. 372) plays upon the word,—Aidfai'Tes /nafas and

TTetj/avTes dprovs.—The word /tSfa is not Homeric.
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which seem to have been used as bread pans, and Homer

says nothing of the baking of bread.-' The poet seems to

have known no loaves of bread in the modern

sense. Homer's bread ^ probably was like that

still ordinarily used in Asia Minor,—cakes in form like the

Jewish Passover-bread, or even more like the Mexican

tortillas,—about a foot in diameter^ and a fifth of an inch

in thickness, made daily, baked on a plate of iron or a hot

stone, and rolled up to look something like a ribbon.* Of

these cakes, men eat four to six a day, with cheese, curds,

leeks, etc., as a relish. They serve also as plates, to receive

the portion of other food assigned.* Such cakes are repre-

sented on ancient vases. On his journey to Pylus, Telemachus

took with him wine and twenty measures of meal, but no

bread. From the meal, the cakes were readily made, and

porridge was easily mixed.

' The 7pT;i>s Ka/xiPib, oven-v/oxna.n, of <r 27, according to Aristarchus and Herodian,

was not a baker of bread, but a woman who parched the barley as a preliminary

to grinding,—r^ (ppviroiarj ra? Kptdas irpbs rb TrotTJaat dXeupa.

- See Benndorf, Altgriechisches Brot, in Eranos Vindobonensis.

^ Earthenware pans for baking bread, a foot to fifteen inches in diameter, with

small holes in the bottom which may have made an imprint on the cake (like

waffles), have been found at Tiryns (Schliemann, Tiryns 116) and in Crete (Annual

of the British School, ix. 325).

* So the (Spros oi5Xos of p 343 would be a rolled or curly cake. Cf. oSkq as an

epithet of \ii.xv], wool, K 134.

^ Cf. the oracle in Vergil's Aeneid (iii. 256, vii. 107), that the Trojan refugees

should eat their tables. Their tables were their plates ; their bread, at the

fulfilment of the oracle, served as both tables and plates.



CHAPTER VIII

HOMERIC PROPERTY

In Homeric times much of the land, if not most of it, was
held as common property, not in severalty. In the earliest

period of the Hellenic occupancy, land in itself

had little value,—its chief worth was due to the Much Land

labors of the men who cleared away the trees Common
and underbrush and stones, and first tilled it.

Plenty of ground remained to be improved in this way, all

of which belonged to the community. The inhabitants who
remained in the country from a conquered tribe which had
formerly been in possession, if such inhabitants there were,

having no civil rights, were obliged to till the soil and to

tend flocks and herds, in return for their maintenance and
the privilege of existence ; their lives had been spared

when the right of the conqueror might have been exercised

to the uttermost, and they had no claim to a share in the

possessions of the community. The first division of land

would be among families and clans ; the individual's claim

would be but temporary,^—he had only a life interest. The
land of a family was under a strict entail, and could not

be sold nor otherwise alienated. Even when alienation of

real estate became legal, it did not become at once respectable,

and we may fairly compare the words of Naboth to Ahab
in Palestine (i Kings xxi. 3), "The Lord forbid it me
that I should give the inheritance of my fathers unto thee."

Within the limits of the family domain, and under the

control of the head of the clan, a house would be built. A
field cultivated for a crop of grain need not be in the per-

manent possession of a single man or family, for it was.
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and is, the custom of the Greeks to allow their land to lie

fallow, often, if not between every two crops, and the man

Grain-land who had cultivated a field two years ago, might

and Fruit- have .no special right or claim to it for this year.

land held in His services to the land had been as temporary
Severalty.

^^ j^j^ occupancy of it ; the land might have a

rotation of possessors as well as of crops.^ But although

this temporary possession is not in itself improbable, not

a word in the Homeric poems implies that the tilled land

of Greece at the poet's time was not held like any other

property. The contention that then land in Greece was

not held in severalty by common men, does not seem to

have been proved.^ In the scene described on the Shield of

Achilles (2 541), the ploughmen must be working for one

master, for as each comes to the end of his furrow, he

receives a cup of wine from an attendant, and the situation

is similar to that of A 6"] , where several reapers are busy in

harvesting a rich man's grain. Certainly the chief men, and

not the princes only, had homes of their own, and the owner-

ship of a house in primitive times almost necessarily implied

ownership of ground. As the stage of culture in which grain

is planted, is an advance on nomadic life, and assumes that

the ground is in possession of the individual for at least a
,

year, so the cultivation of vines and fruit trees obviously

assumes permanent occupancy of the land. A man will

plant pears and vines that his children may eat of the fruit,

although he may not expect to enjoy this himself; no man,

however, under such conditions as existed in Homeric Greece,

'^

Cf. Caesar, Gallic War, vi. 22. The statement of Tacitus, Germania, xxvi.,

is less certain : agri pro numero cultorum ab universis in vices occupantur. "Tacitus

appears to describe a condition of things somewhat further advanced than Caesar's,"

with assignments made for longer periods.

^ See especially Ridgeway, The Homeric Land System, in the Journal of Hellenic

Studies, vi. 319, and Pdhlmann, Feldgemeinschaft bei Homer, in Altertum und
Gegemvart, p. 105. Ridgeway holds that land in the early epic age was the

property of the community in general, and that "the idea of property in land

is foreign certainly to the Iliad," but that in the Odyssey are to be found "evidences

of a state of society later in time and more advanced in institutions than that

portrayed in the Iliad" " TroXii/cXijpos (J 211) indicates most clearly an age when
property in land is recognized as an important item of wealth, and when many
KhTtpoi had come to be accumulated in the hands of one individual, and when
consequently landed property was held perpetually in severalty."
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would plant an orchard in which he and his children had
no special rights, but which should belong to the community
in general. The importance of the Homeric vineyard is

shown by the fact that wine is the ordinary drink of the

people,—not merely that of the princes but also that of the

swine-herds (£ 78, ir 14). As a matter of fact, all such

orchards and vineyards in Homeric Greece are in private

ownership. In these poems we have to do chiefly with

kings and nobles, and it is true that the two orchards which

are described in detail are those of Alcinoiis, king of the

Phaeacians (»? 1 1 2 ff.), and of Laertes, the old king of Ithaca

(to 221 ff), but nothing indicates that the possession of land

was a royal prerogative. Laertes had '" acquired " (KTedrLa-crev,

w 207) his farm,—which does not seem like a peculiarly

royal act. Royal domains and sacred groves for the gods

(both called by the same name,

—

Tt/nevo?, cf. Teixvia, templuni)

very probably were set apart from common use before ordinary

men held land in severalty. Thus Sarpedon and Glaucus

had corn-land and fruit-land in Lycia (M 3 1 4), and Tydeus

received the like with the hand of Adrastus's daughter at

Argos (S 122), but without any pasture land. But the

mention of fruit and grapes (2 561), and of the care of an

olive tree (P 53), of itself indicates that private men might

have fields of their own. Odysseus comments on the promised

fertility of the island near the home of the Cyclopes (t i 3 i ff),

—" if it were well tilled, it would bear all things in their

season." This expression, " if it received proper care," has

been thought to show that the poet was accustomed to see

all good land occupied,—but this inference is rather more

than the premisses warrant,—the Ithacan was simply filled

with admiration of the island. Cultivated fields need not

always have been in close connexion with the habitation of

their owner. The name given to them corresponds exactly

to the name ordinarily given to the fields of the early settlers

in New England (KXrjpoi, lots) ; they were /ots since they

were allotted (t 10). A poor man was "one without a

lot" (aKXrjpoi, X 490), while a rich man had many lots

(woXvKXr/po^, P 211). For the assignment of lots in a new

settlement, we may compare the Athenian deruchi (KXi^povyoC),

who received lots, or allotted portions, of land in conquered
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territory. On the third day of the battles of the Iliad,

Hector, urging the Trojan to fight bravely, tells them that

even if one falls, his " wife and children, house and lot " will

be safe, if only the Achaeans are driven from Troy (0 497 ff.).

Lot here naturally means neither inheritance in general nor

the citizen's right to a temporary use of the public lands,

but property in land, and this weighs much against the view

of those who hold that the portion of land was called

a lot on the assumption that the portions of inherited pro-

perty were allotted to the heirs (as ^ 209). Still more clear

is the expression at ^63, where Eumaeus expresses his con-

fidence that Odysseus, if he had returned in safety, would

have given to him " house and lot and wife."

While no land is sold in the Homeric poems, clearly it

could be sold in Hesiod's time, for, according to him, one

„ , , -
, , of the rewards of the gods' favor is that " no one

No Land Sold.
, „ , , ,

"
, ,, , , ,

shall buy your lot, but you shall buy another s"

{Works and Days, 341). Restrictions on the sale of land

were well known in early Attica, among the Locrians, and in

Sparta, and are advocated by Plato in his Republic, but do
not mean that the possessor has a weak title as against

another claimant
; he may hold it as the representative of

his family, in which case it is virtually entailed.

Private ownership might be secured in more than one
way. Some land would be allotted for homes, grain fields,

and orchards when the tribe first took possession
ow was

qJ- jjg newly won territory.^ . Other land would
Uzvnersnip

, .

•'

Secured? "e given as the reward of a tribe to a benefactor.

So at I 574 ff., a field is promised to Meleager
if he will drive the enemy from Calydon, and at Y i84ff.,

a field is suggested as an offer of a reward to Aeneas if

he shall kill Achilles. In neither of these cases is the land
strictly part of a royal domain, and when Bellerophon, at

Z 193 ff., receives half of the kingdom and a domain, we
are not to suppose that the previous domain of the Lycian
king is divided, but that an additional portion of the public

^Cj. Numbers xxxiii. 53: "And ye shall dispossess the inhabitants of the land,
and dwell therein. . And ye shall divide the land by lot for an inheritance
among your families." See Athenaeus, iv. 167 D, for the allotment of land by the
colonists of Syracuse.
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lands is set apart for Bellerophon's use. Other land would
become the property of him who reclaimed it from forest

or marsh. Plenty remained to be thus reclaimed. The
country was not so thickly settled as to make wild land
valuable except in large quantities. In telling of the
removal of the Phaeacians from their earlier homes, where
the Cyclopes troubled them, the poet sa}-s, " Nausithous
settled his people in Scheria, ran a wall about the citj-.

built houses, erected temples for the gods, and divided the
grain fields" (eSdira-aT apovpai, ^ 10). This must have meant
more than the assignment of fields for the tillage of the

next year ; it was such an allotment as was made by
the early settlers of some of the New England towns,
where each head of a family received the assignment of a

village lot and a farm lot,^—one for his home, and the

other for his plough,—without exhausting the land of the

community. The reader observes that the Phaeacians seem
to have dispossessed no previous occupants. They clearly

came to an uninhabited region and took possession of the

land for their use. They lived in fairyland, it is true, but

the poet is wont to ascribe to all peoples the customs of

those with which he is familiar. In the so-called Homeric
Hymn to Aphrodite, the cultivated land {epya avQpdnruiv,

122) is contrasted with the unallotted and untilled land

(JxKKrjpov Te KOI uKTiTov, 1 23), over which wild beasts wander.

To attempt to determine even approximately the ordinary

size of the Homeric " lots " of land, would be futile. But

since garden vegetables were an insignificant part of their

diet, the home lot may have been small.

" Squatter's rights " seem to have been acquired easily

in the Homeric age, and indeed are secured without much
difficulty in the Greece of to-day, as they were for more

than the first half of the nineteenth century in the United

States.

In Lacedaemon during historical times, vast tracts

of land which were used as pastures, were " commons,"

^For a field at a distance from the village, cf. dypov eir' ^a-xa-Tiijs, S 517, e 489.

So Euryclea comforts Penelope, by assuring her that the gods care for the house

of Laertes, and that some one will remain to keep the " lofty dwellings and the

rich fields far away" (dTroTrpoSi wiovas dypous, S 757)-
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where all citizens might pasture their cattle. The Spartans

retained the traditions of the Homeric age in many par-

ticulars, and the only wealth really honorable
Commons in

^^^^^ them was property in flocks and herds.

This was a natural survival from the customs

and rights of an earlier period, when all mechanical labor

was considered menial, and trade was despised, but the care

of cattle was compatible with royal dignity. In Boeotian

Orchomenos {C.I.G. 15691a:), the right to pasture on public

lands a hundred and twenty kine or horses and a thousand

sheep or goats, was granted to a former creditor of the

state in return for his favors and concessions. Extant

records show that several times as a recognition and partial

compensation for important services, a Greek state in the

classical period granted to a foreigner, together with certain

other privileges of citizenship, the right to own a house and

to pasture herds and flocks.^ Clearly Odysseus had rights

of pasturage on the mainland, and Noemon who lends his

boat to Telemachus for his voyage to the home of Nestor,

two or three days later desires it that he may cross to Elis,

where he has brood mares, and fetch a young mule to break

(^ 635). So in Modern Greece, much of the wilder land

belongs to the government (just as the land on the mountain

slopes of New Hampshire in some cases still belongs to

the town in which it lies), and flocks are taken by their

shepherd to the mountains for weeks or months, just as

the Swiss cattle are driven to the mountain pastures for

the four months of summer. The Messenger in Sophocles's

Oedipus Tyramius (11 34) says that for three summers,
" from spring to Arcturus," his flocks on Mount Cithaeron

had grazed next those of Laius, while, for the winter, one

flock was driven to Thebes and the other to Corinth, i.e. the

flocks of Thebans and of Corinthians, during the summer,
were herded together on the same mountain slopes.

Odysseus's swine were kept on the hills, at a little distance

from the town,—hardly less than an hour's walk from the

^ ^TTTracii' 7aj KoX oLKtas, eTTLVo^iatf Kal dauXiav, C.I.G. \']1\b. Cf. C.I.G. 1335.

—

According to C.I.G. 2556, a treaty was made between two neighboring states in

Crete, which among other things allowed the people of one state to pasture their

flocks on the land of the other.—Mares with foal are still sent from Arcadia to

Elis because of the good pasture there.
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palace,—and were taken from their pens every day to be

fed in the fields.^ Melanthius, the goat-herd, overtook

Odysseus on his way from his herds to the palace

(p 212), and so we may assume that he kept '^'^y"^'"'

his goats nearly as far away from the town
as the swine. The swine had no provender provided for

them in their pens ; all their food came from the fields,

and nothing indicates that these were private property.

Eumaeus enumerates twelve flocks of sheep, twelve herds of

goats, and twelve droves of swine,—all belonging to Odysseus
and feeding on the mainland opposite Ithaca,—while the Ithacan

king has 960 swine and eleven herds of goats on the island

itself ; but the " divine swine-herd " says not a word about

his master's broad acres and luxuriant crops of grain. Nor
are these fields mentioned elsewhere in the poems, although

opportunities for such mention are not lacking. Though
the fields existed, they were less important than the cattle.

Eumaeus's reticence is not due solely to his being a swine-

herd, and thus less interested in fields of grain than in

living creatures. Wealth in cornland is predicated of no

one in the poems,^ but this should not be understood as

implying lack of private ownership. The absence of the

mention of the pastures, on the other hand, is characteristic.

Probably the greater part of the island was still available

for such use. It certainly was not occupied with grain

fields, and there were no meadows in the modern sense of

the term.^ In this connexion we may note that while grain-

fields and fruit-land are promised and given in return for

public services, according to Homer, no pasture-land is so

bestowed. Why should it be? Its use was free, with only

indefinite restrictions. Pastures were not counted as part

of a man's estate. They were often on land which was

^f 25, 372, TT 3, u 150. So in Theocritus, /dyh, xiii. 25, the sheep are taken in the

spring to the "remote pastures" (firxiiriaO. Cf. Euripides, Cyclops, 27.

^TToXvX^ios, E 613, is pretty near this, but strictly is rich in standing grain,

"with abundant harvests."

^X«/i(ii' (as B 461) is a grassy place, and grass was sometimes cut for the use of the

flocks (o- 366 fl^.), but no hay seems to have been cured and stored for winter

use, and the meadow was a mere adjunct to the pasture. The grass was cut

with the sickle {dp4iravov, a 368). Such meadows were naturally often well watered

(v3pri\ol, i 133).

Q
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not fit for the plough, especially on the mountain side.

Thus Priam's brother and his son tended their flocks and

herds on the foot-hills of Mount Ida (Z 25, A 105), where

Aeneas was watching his cattle when Achilles came upon

him (Y 188), and there Apollo attended the kine of

Laomedon ($ 449). The prominence of wild beasts in the

life of the poet's age, shows that much land was left un-

occupied and was ranged by wild boars and lions, with

wolves and jackals not unknown.

As long as the land and other property belonged to the

family as such, and not to the individual who happened to

be its head, of course no will or testament was
„""

. , , possible. On the death of the head of the family,

his sons divided the estate by lot (^ 209). The
son of a concubine apparently could demand no definite

portion ; but he might receive a house and a smaller share

of flocks and herds than his brothers (^ 210). As in later

Athenian law, women do not seem to inherit. They go with

the estate, and the brother would be expected to have a

father's care for them, and to plan for their marriage. Of
course the normal state of woman in such a civilization is in

the marriage relation. No arrangement is made for her

except as part of a family, and on her marriage she becomes

a member of her husband's family. She has no property of

her own, because she needs none. The poet knows that at

times, in default of descendants, the estate goes to more

remote relatives {^ijpwa-Tal, E 158, ^ Hesiod, Theogony, 607).

If the family of Odysseus had not been so small,—neither

he himself, nor his wife, nor his father, nor his son had any

brother,—we might have learned more about the rights of

succession in that early age, but the poet has no occasion to

give detailed information on this point. Andromache (X 488)
implies that her son would inherit lands, but fears that, being

fatherless, he may be deprived of them ; the question clearly

was not so much whether he would receive, as whether

he could keep them.

We remember that Solon was accounted the first law-giver

to allow the right of making a will, and that at no time in

Greece could a man bequeath his property if he had legitimate

sons. Thus in a true sense, not only land but all property
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continued to belong to the family through the classical

period.

While grain-fields and orchards are carefully enclosed, the

very practise of herding cattle assumes the absence of fences

and clearly marked boundaries. The herd is taken now to

one region, and again to another,—wherever it is likely to

find the best pasturage,—just as the youthful Joseph found his

brothers not in Shechem but in Dothan (Genesis xxxvii. 17).

So even much later, in the poems of Theocritus {Id. iv. 17),

when Battus mockingly inquires whether a certain slender

heifer is fed on dew like the cicada, the herdsman replies
;

" No, indeed ! At one time I pasture her on the banks of

the Aesarus, and again she skips about shady Latymnum."

And again (Theocritus, Id. viii. 37), Daphnis sings :
" Fountains

and pastures, if Daphnis sings like the nightingale, fatten this

herd ; and if Menalcas lead any cattle hither, let him, too,

have abundance,"—assuming that the pastures did not belong

to a particular owner, but that any herdsman might bring

his cattle to them, Menalcas as well as Daphnis. That

flocks might mingle in the pasture, is seen from a comparison

of the leaders of the Achaeans, arranging their forces before

going into battle, with goat-herds separating their broad flocks

when these have become confused in the fields (B 474).

Bread was the " marrow of men " (/nveXos avSpwv, /3 290),

as we have seen already, yet the poet tells us little of grain-

fields and their cultivation. The movement of the . ^
. , Gram-nelds.

assembly of the Achaeans before Troy is likened

to that of a field of tall grain before a strong west wind

(B 147); Ajax, stubbornly resisting the onsets of the Trojan

warriors is compared to a stubborn ass which small boys are

unable to drive from a field of grain until his hunger is

satisfied (A 5 59); the glad heart of Menelaus on receiving

a prize in the chariot-race in honor of Patroclus, is bright

like the dew on the ears of growing grain (SE^ 598). On

the Shield of Achilles, Hephaestus forges scenes which appear

to stand for the three seasons of spring, summer, and

autumn:—(i) a rich thrice-ploughed corn-field, on which

many ploughmen are driving their teams to and fro, while an

attendant stands, ready to give to each a glass of wine, as he

reaches the end of his furrow
; (2) a royal harvest-field, on
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which reapers are busy with sickles, while three binders are

tying in sheaves the grain which boys bring to them in their

arms ; the prince is looking on, well-pleased, and dinner is

preparing under an oak
; (3) a vintage scene, with young

men and maidens merrily bringing baskets of grapes, with

feet keeping time to the music of a lyre and the vintage song

of a boy (S 5 4 1 ff.). But these scenes afford us but a scant

basis for a detailed account of the farm-life of the Homeric

period. The three ploughings of the fields perhaps refer not

to work done on three separate occasions, at different times

of the year (as in accordance with later usage), but to the

earnest efforts to " ear " the ground thoroughly before the

sowing. The primitive Greek plough did not turn the soil

up and over, like its modern successor in western lands ; it

only tickled the earth, and a single ploughing did not suffice

to loosen the soil and bring its chemical elements into relation

with the grain which was to be planted. In Modern Greece,

the traveller may see the husbandman give his newly ploughed

field a second tilth, with furrows at right angles to those

which were run at first, in order to prepare the soil more
perfectly for the seed.

That Homer's spring scene represents the activity of many
ploughmen, must not be understood as a strong indication

that the poet knew no small fields ploughed and sown. The
number of ploughmen, like the presence of the attendant

with cups of wine, is simply for the greater animation of the

scene. The poet as a rule chooses to depict that which is

on a large scale, and somewhat magnificent according to the

standards of the time, rather than to paint the life of the

farmer of Hesiod, who gains scanty returns for hard labor.

Not only is the song addressed to princes and warriors rather

than to peasants and petty farmers, but he does not choose
to describe in realistic fashion the sufferings of the poor. The
difference of tone between the Homeric poet and Hesiod,
however, we have learned elsewhere, is due not so much to

the difference of audience as to the different spirits of the
poets themselves. The later poet's experiences had embittered
his life, and he found only weariness and vexation of spirit,

where the Homeric poet would have something to enjoy or
to praise.
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To determine the size of the Homeric grain-fields, is not

easy. A field of fifty gyae^—half for orchard and half for

grain,—is offered to Meleager as an inducement to

render military service for the Calydonians (I 577). !^'p- u
The disguised Odysseus proposes as a trial of

strength with Eurymachus, that they mow together a field

of four gyae (tr 374), and this is the size of the garden of

Alcinoiis (t) 113). Odysseus evidently proposes what would
be a full day's work, but we must remember that the work
was to be done with the sickle, and not with the scythe

or modern mowing machine. According to Eustathius, the

garden of Alcinoiis was a hundred feet square,^ but this has

been thought inadequate, and other authorities would multiply

this by twelve,—making a field four hundred feet long by
three hundred feet broad.^ This might seem to agree with

Eustathius's view that the field was as large as a strong man
with good oxen could plough in a single day, for a plot

one hundred feet square would seem too small for such a

stint ; this was exactly the definition of an English acre,

which was much larger, and naturally the standard was not

entirely fixed,—in some districts a day's ploughing amounted

to more than in others. An ordinary standard of an acre

seems to have been thirty-two furrows, each a furrow (furlong)

long. But here again we may receive light from modern

usage in oriental lands. According to Van Lennep {Bible

Lands, p. 74), " the standard measure of land throughout the

Turkish empire is called a dunumf" and is the area which

one pair of oxen can plough in a single day ; it is equal to

a quarter of an acre, or a square of forty arshuns (nearly

^ Ridgeway derives the use of -^iri for a division of land, from 7i)t)S, the curved

part of the plough, which was used for the plough itself.

^The iriKeBpav of * 407, X 577, is naturally brought into connexion with the

Attic irKidpov, one hundred feet ; as a measure of surface then it would be 10,000

square feet,—though this makes the overthrown Ares to cover a space 700 feet

by 100, which presents him as a monster. What place would such a creature

have on the battlefield ? How could he be wounded by Diomed (E 855) ? But

the epic poet did not shrink from telling of scenes which could not be represented

on the stage.

^See Hultsch, Metrologie,^ 41.

* " Derived," says President Washburn, of Robert College, " from dunmek, to turn.

The Bulgarian and Slavic words for about this measure also come from the verb

meaning to turn, and therefore they probably have some relation to ploughing."
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one hundred feet)."i The modern Turkish plough so closely

resembles that of the old Greeks, that an inference from the

work done by the present implement, to the Homeric measures

of land, would be reasonable enough in itself, but the garden

of Alcinoiis and the domain offered to Meleager would be

much less magnificent than we are wont to think them.

The more abundant we suppose the supply of land to have

been at that time, in comparison with the demand, and the

smaller the measure of the gya, the less valuable was the

inducement which was offered to Meleager for his defence

of Calydon.

Grain-fields are carefully limited,^ and fruit-fields are

enclosed by dykes or stone walls or hedges.^ The poet

once compares the contest between the Achaeans

Fkldf'^'"
°^ ^"^ ^^"^ Lycians over the wall of the Greek camp

(M 421) to that of two men with regard to the

bounds that should fix their rights in a grain-field which

had been held in common,—but here clearly was no enclosure

;

possibly the ground in question may have been the space

left untilled between two allotments.

'Pohlmann, Aus dem hellenischen Mittelalter, in Altertuvi und Gegenwart, p. 178,

believes the square pUthron to be what a man could plough in half a day, and the

71)1; to be a. double plethron, or 100 by 200 feet. Thus a wevT'qKovTTiyvov field

would contain twenty-five or thirty acres. But he thinks that not all yvai were

of the same size, and accepts the view of the Scholiast on t; 113 for the garden of

Alcinoiis, that the side was of two stadia, or a trifle more than 1200 feet, and

then the jrevT-qKovT'fiyvov field would cover about 140 acres. The question is

complicated, since, at some times and in some places, the standard was set by the

work done by a team of eight oxen, and in others by a team of two oxen. That

the work done in half a day should form a standard, results from the fact that with the

fodder available in some places, oxen could draw the plough but half a day, needing

the afternoon for rest and food. Hence some would understand the Homeric time

of "loosing cattle from the plough" (povKvrbvSe, 1 58) as noon rather than late

afternoon (see page 48).—One hundred feet seems to us very short for a furrow.

The very name furlong is a reminder that the old English furrow was more than

650 feet in length.

^ Cf. a. stone as boundary of the field (oBpos apoipris, $ 405, where Athena over-

throws Ares, by hitting him with such a stone) and a.Trovpri(Tov(nv dpoiipas, X 489,

remove the boundary of his fields. Compare with the latter the Hebrew injunction,

" Thou shalt not remove thy neighbor's landmark, which they of old time have

set in thy inheritance" (Deut. xix. 14), and the very first of Plato's Laws, jj.'ii

KivdTOi 7^s &pia fiijSeU [Laws, 842 e).

^ye(f>ipai, SpKea dXydwc, E88f., cf. S 564, i) 113, u 224.
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For ploughing either oxen or mules were used (K 351,
N 703, 6 124). Mules were preferred to oxen for this

work : the poet takes as a measure of distance

the length of the furrow of mules, " for these are ^^^^ "'

better than oxen to draw the well-made plough ph"h°'
on the deep fallow ground." ^ That horses should

not be used, is as we should expect ; horses were never set to

menial tasks in ancient Greece, being the '' delight of proud
luxury," according to Aeschylus, and not to be
humiliated by service as common draught animals.

Horses were to be used ^ in war, in the games, for display,

and for occasional journeys, but not for hard labor. When
Priam goes to the Achaean camp in order to ransom
Hector's body, the king drives in a chariot drawn by horses,

while his old herald follows him in a cart drawn by mules,

for the taking of the ransom and the bringing of the dead
body (fl 263 ff.). No horse pulls a plough or common
wagon, but a chariot drawn by horses conveys the young
Telemachus and his friend Pisistratus from Pylus to Sparta

(7 496). Nausicaa takes a vehicle drawn by mules when
she goes with her maids to the sea-shore to wash the family

linen (^ 73). Oxen and mules are used to bring the dead

bodies from the field of battle to the camp (H 333), and

mules draw and carry from the mountain to the plain the

wood for the funeral pyre of Patroclus {^ iii, 121). So
in P 742, the weariness of the Achaeans in bringing the

body of Patroclus to the camp, is likened to that of mules

in drawing a ship-timber from the mountain.

"Mules of the field " are said to come from the Eneti

in Paphlagonia (B 852), and at f2 277 the Mysians are said

^ Others would understand this measure to be of the breadth, not of the length

of the patch ploughed,—supposing that the length of the furrow was uniform, but

that the mules moved faster, and thus ploughed more furrows in a day.

^ The Greek feeling is well illustrated by that of the Arabs :
" Abd-el-Kader . . .

declares that many of the horses of the Arab race have fallen from their nobility

because employed in tillage, in carrying burdens, and doing useful rather than orna-

mental work. He declares that if the true horse even treads upon the ploughed land,

he diminishes in value." "There has been no blessing upon our country since we

have changed our coursers into beasts of burden and of tillage. Has not God made

the ox for the plough, the camel to transport merchandise, and the horse alone for the

race ?
"
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to have given a pair to king Priam. The Homeric mule

seems a more dignified animal than the mule of the Occi-

dent, but less so than his cousin of the Orient.
" "'

The ordinary word for mule is half-ass (Ji^iovo's)
;

mountain-beast (pvpev^, from ovpo^, mountain) is used four or

possibly five times. No distinction has been made clear

between the use of the two, and we may suppose them to

have been synonymous. So far as appears, the mare is the

mother of the half-ass (at •^ 266 a mare is big with a

mule colt, and at (^ 23 and 8 636 mares have mule colts),

and some one has conjectured that the ovpev's had a horse

for sire,—but this is uncertain. Manure of oxen and mules

lies in the courtyard of Odysseus's palace on Ithaca {p 298),

but the poet tells of no horses on the island, and makes

Telemachus say expressly that this is better fitted for goats

than for horses, and decline Menelaus's offer of -a gift of three

horses and a chariot {8 589 fif.). Mules are bestowed as

gifts and as prizes for excellence in games (o 85 and

^ 662). The patience of this animal is recognized, but

also the fact that he is not easily trained to labor ("^ 662,

665). The ass (6V0?, A 558) is mentioned but once, and

that in a comparison, as a symbol of stubborn obstinacy.

Homer gives no description of the plough, but this

unquestionably was much like that of Hesiod, for such

implements are still used in Greece and in the

Orient generally. The plough which Echetlseus

wielded effectively as a weapon of offense on the battlefield

of Marathon (Pausanias, i. 32. 5) cannot have been such

an implement as is used in the great grain-fields of the

North-west, and even in Modern Greece a woman sometimes

carries home her plough on her shoulder, while she drives

her oxen (or, more exactly, her kine, since as in old times

cows are used for draught and not as milch cows) before

her.i

Of orchards we read little in Homer except in three

passages which critics incline to think of later composition

than most of the poems : (
i ) the orchard of the old king

' Homer gives to the plough the epithet well-joined (ir-qKrhv, K 353), and does

not mention the avrlr/vov of Hesiod, in which the share and the pole seem to have

been of the same piece of timber. See page 331.
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Laertes on Ithaca (w 222 ff, 340 ff.), (2) that of Alcinoiis,

king of the Phaeacians (>? 112 ff.), and (3) the representa-

tion of a vintage scene on the Shield of Achilles ^ , ,

(2 561 ff.), where the vines are stayed on props.

The extent of Laertes's orchard is indicated by his gift to

his son Odysseus, when a boy, of ten apple trees, thirteen

pear-trees, forty fig-trees, and fifty rows of grape-vines,

bearing all manner of varieties of grapes. Alcinoiis had
" pears, pomegranates, bright gleaming apples, sweet figs,

and luxuriant olives." His succession of grapes, too, was
long,—at the same time, some being ready to be picked,

and others just changing color, while others were only

shedding their flowers. These grapes of Alcinoiis were not

only for wine but were also to be dried for raisins (j? 123),

unless the exposure of the gathered grapes to the sun in

this passage was simply to prepare them for the wine press.

This Phaeacian garden may have been arranged in terraces,

but these are indicated for no other garden or vineyard of the

poems. The grotto of Calypso is overhung with a domestic vine

laden with clusters of grapes (^juepis, e 69). The two verses

which enumerate the fruit trees of Alcinoiis, recur in the

description of the punishment of Tantalus in Hades (X 589 f)

:

Tantalus is surrounded with fruit, but can reach none. The
fall of Euphorbus when he is struck by Menelaus, is com-

pared by the poet to the overthrow by the wind of a

young olive tree, which a man had planted in a trench,

well supplied with water (P 53). It was an olive tree,

too, of which Odysseus fashioned the stump into a post

for his bed (-^ 190), allowing it to stand firm where

it had grown, and building the wall of his bed-chamber

about it.

Wealth in the Homeric age consisted largely in flocks

and herds, as has been already intimated. Indeed, cattle

were the natural and usual standard of value, and

the most convenient medium of exchange. Kine „ ,

were valued then for their flesh and hides on their

death, and for their services as draught animals during

life. They also served incidentally in other ways, as for

threshing grain (Y 495),
—"treading out the corn," as among

the ancient Hebrews. The milk of cows was not used.
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No difference in breed of cattle is noticed, and probably all

were much alike.^

One female slave costs the worth of twenty cattle (a 431),

while another is worth only four (^ 705): a suit of gold

armor is worth a hundred cattle, while one of bronze is

worth but nine (Z 236); a tripod may be worth twelve

cattle (* 703) ; a captured son of Priam is sold by Achilles

to a Lemnian prince, who evidently bought him on speculation,

for the equivalent of a hundred cattle (# 79). Not that

cattle served as money, but that they formed the basis and

standard of values,—one evidently not differing much in

worth from another. Thyestes was " rich in lambs " {wokvapvi,

B 106), Iphiclus was "rich in flocks" {-rroKvfj.rikov, B 70S);

Agamemnon offers to Achilles as part atonement for his

wrong to him, cities in which are men " rich in sheep and

kine" {-wokupprive^, -rroXv^ovrai, I 154); Mentor was "rich

in horses" {iroKvLinrov, N 1 71); Pelias was "rich in sheep"

{iroXvpprivo's, X 257). Tydeus (S 122) "had abundance of

corn-fields and orchards and flocks, and was best of the

Achaeans with the spear." Treasures and flocks are

coordinated in /3 75. The confused voices of the Trojans

as they go into battle are compared to the bleating of

countless sheep in the folds of a rich man (iroXvTrafj.ovoi,

A 433). The Trojan king Erichthonius had three thousand

mares feeding on the lowlands (Y 221). Antenor's son

Iphidamas gave for his bride (although she was his mother's

sister, and his grandfather would not be expected to be

exorbitant in his demands for wedding presents) one

hundred cattle, and he promised to give in addition one

thousand sheep and goats (A 244). With this dowry we

may compare the epithet which is given to maidens,

{aXcpea-l^oiat, S 593) "bringing cattle" to their fathers.

The general expression " rich in possessions " (jroXvKTy'if/.wv,

E 613) seems to refer to flocks and herds,-

—

KTij/uLara.

Hesiod {Fragment, 80) as well as Homer recognizes flocks

and herds as meaning wealth.

' Ridgeway, however, would distinguish in Homer cattle with crumpled horns,

such as are represented on Mycenaean monuments, and a breed with short straight

horns, which he believes to have been introduced after the Mycenaean period, from

the north.
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Less frequently than cattle are harvests ^ or gold or bronze
(as TToXv-xjjvao^, TToXiy'^aX/co?, K 315) used as indications

of wealth. Only once is wealth in slaves mentioned

{p 422). The suitors of Penelope are declared ^^"^'^ '»

likely to wish for themselves speed of foot rather p
"''

than wealth of gold and raiment, if they should

see Odysseus returning to his home (a 165). This may
be intended to show what was precious in their eyes, but
in that age clothing was a much more permanent possession

than now, not merely because fashions were less fickle, but
also because garments were not " fitted " to the person, but
could be worn by one as well as by another.

The Homeric flocks and herds in general seem to have
been brought home from the pasture at evening, though the

practise was not uniform. Very likely the usage

differed in different seasons of the year, but the ^^°'^^^ '^"'^

protection at home was not more from the cold
jvv>/{/

than from wild beasts and thieves. At A 5 48,

Ajax, withdrawing before the enemy, is likened to a lion

reluctantly leaving a cattle-yard,—driven away by men and

boys who keep watch all night ; and similarly, Menelaus
{P 109, 657) leaves the body of Patroclus, before the

advancing Hector and the Trojans, like a lion driven

unwillingly from a farm-yard. At A 433, the voices of the

Trojans are likened to the bleating of countless sheep in

the farm-yard of a wealthy man,—a-milking and hearing the

voices of their young, from which manifestly they have been

separated during the day. When Odysseus returned to his

companions from the palace of Circe, these ran to meet

him as calves run to meet their mothers on their return to

the yard, "and the pens no longer hold them'' {k 410 ff.).

Diomed is roused by a wound, as a lion is roused when
wounded by a shepherd, as he leaps over the wall of the

sheepfold (E 137). After the third day of battle, the

Achaean guards sit watchful, as dogs keep guard over their

flocks in a farm-yard when they hear a wild beast coming

through the forest over the mountain (K 183). At M 300,

Sarpedon is compared to a lion which is driven by hunger

to assail the flocks even within the fold, and in spite of

^So ttoXuXtJios, E 613; cf. aX-^ios, I 125, ^aBvMiios, S 550.
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shepherds with dogs and spears. The warriors about

Sarpedon's dead body are hkened to flies gathering about

the pails of milk in a farm-yard in spring-time (11 641).

On the Shield of Achilles, Hephaestus forges a representation

of a great sheep-pasture in a glen, with stalls, well-roofed

lean-to's, and pens (2 588), and of a herd of cattle going

with lowing from the farm-yard to the pasture, attended by

four shepherds and nine dogs, but attacked by two fierce

lions (2 575). In the Odyssey, we see not only the droves

of Odysseus's swine taken out to pasture in the morning and

brought back at evening (^ 25, 410, tt 3), but also the

herds and flocks of the Cyclops Polyphemus, who left only

the kids and lambs in their pens, during the day (i 217

ff., 237 ff., 315, 336, 449 ff".), and was wont to leave the

rams and the he-goats in the courtyard, without the cave,

at night. On the eve of the night when the Cyclops was

blinded, having a presentiment of ill, he drove all the flocks

into the cave,—evidently expecting an attack upon his sheep

and goats by wild beasts or marauders. Polyphemus, we

may remark incidentally, had no dogs to aid him in the

care of his flocks. This was well managed by the poet,

for a single dog would have frustrated Odysseus's wisest

schemes for escape; but while the swine-herd Eumaeus has

dogs (^ 22), we read of no sheep-dogs in the fields.

Another instance of the herding of cattle in the Odyssey,

is in connexion with the short nights of the Laestrygonians,

—

where the shepherd as he drove home his flocks at night-

fall was hailed by the herd who was then driving out his

cattle for the next day !—and the poet adds that in that

land a man who needed no sleep could earn double wages,

one by herding kine, and the other by tending sheep,

—

evidently each for twelve hours (/c 82 ff.). But when
Odysseus by the aid of Aeolus so nearly reaches his home
that he sees men tending fires {irup'TroX.eovTas eXevara-oixev,

K 30), these must be shepherds bivouacking on the mountain,
" keeping watch over their flocks by night." The flight of

the Trojans over the plain at the beginning of the third

day of battle is compared to that of a herd of cattle

attacked by a lion in the darkness of the night (A 172);
if these fled, they cannot have been in an enclosure, but
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must have been in their pasture, in a field or on a
mountain. So the poet speaks of a thick mist as " not at

all dear to the shepherd, but better than night for the
thief" (r 11), which does not imply, as some cornmentators
have believed, that the flocks were in folds at night, but
rather only that the thief was as secure against detection in

the mist as by night, and yet could see better for the

conveyance of his booty. A principal duty of the herdsman
was, as we have seen, to protect his cattle against wild

beasts, and at 632, the poet compares the Achaeans put
to flight by Hector and Zeus, to cattle under the care of

a herdsman who was not yet skilled in fighting with beasts,

attacked by a lion.

The farm-yard and farm-buildings were often primitive,

and no more of a protection than the cave into which the

herdsman is represented as driving his flocks for

shelter on the approach of a storm, at A 279. j, y. ,

The goat-herds of Homer's Greece as well as

those of Theocritus's Sicily may have regarded a cave as

affording a reasonable amount of shelter. The yard of

Odysseus's swine-herd, Eumaeus, was made with palisades

of oak, but the hut contained no furniture of any kind. A
goatskin was thrown over a heap of rushes as a seat for

Odysseus (^ 49), and a similar provision was made for

Telemachus on his arrival (tt 47). Odysseus (in disguise)

was honored by a place to sleep on goatskins and sheepskins

near the fire (^51 8), while the swine-herd himself threw a

thick cloak about him, took a big goatskin, and went out

to sleep near the swine under shelter of a rock. So far as

Eumaeus is concerned, then, the swine and their herd might

as well have been at any sheltered spot on the mountain

side : but this was on a winter night, and perhaps the

swine were not driven to their pens at all on the ordinary

summer night. No table is mentioned in the hut of

Eumaeus, and we can hardly believe that he had this

article of furniture when he had neither bed nor chair.

That the Cyclops Polyphemus has no table, bed, or chair,

then, does not prove his barbarism ; he has as much
furniture as ordinary shepherds. So the old Laertes, when
he lays down the cares of state, such as they are, and goes
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to dwell upon his farm, lives like the rest, the servants : in

winter he sleeps on the ashes by the fire, while in the

summer he finds his bed on the leaves, wherever he happens

to be, in the fields (X 190); he has no bedstead and

mattcess.

Of the domestication of wild animals, the poet says nothing.

Wild goats feed in great numbers on the island which

lies opposite the land of the Cyclopes (i 224), and

^,
'

, Odysseus and his companions in a brief chase

kill more than one hundred for food. The
swine-herd Eumaeus had the skin of a wild goat as his

blanket (^ 50). Odysseus's dog Argos in his prime was
taken out to hunt wild goats, hares, and fawns (p 295),

and comparisons with the hunt for wild goats are found at

r 24 and 271. The bow of the Lycian archer Pandarus-

(A 105) was made from the horns of a wild goat which

the archer himself had shot on the hills. The exact

species of these animals can only be conjectured ; we need

not believe that the domesticated was of the same species

as the wild goat. No wild horses or asses are mentioned

by the poet, but he seems to refer to wild bulls at N 571,

where Adamas, pierced through the bowels by the spear of

Meriones, struggled as a bull which herdsmen bind with

thongs upon the mountains, and lead by force against his

will. This might be a bull which had strayed from his

herd, and had become enamored of a free life, but the

representations of a bull-chase on the beautiful gold cups

which were found atVaphio near Sparta (see Fig. 15), and
on the frescoed wall of the palace at Tiryns, confirm the

interpretation of the Homeric passage as referring to wild

cattle. Wild boars are frequently mentioned by Homer.
Their fierce courage was as proverbial to the Greeks as

that of lions, with which they were often pitted. The hunt

of the Calydonian boar, which laid waste the field of

Oeneus, and the conflict which ensued over the trophy, was
one of the best known of the early Greek stories of adven-

ture, and is referred to by Homer at I 529 ff. The scar

by which the returning Odysseus was recognized by his

faithful nurse, was from a wound received on a wild-boar

hunt in his youth (t 392 ff.).
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Metals naturally were stored as treasures (/cet/x)?Xia, /3 75).

Three times we read :

'

" Many treasures lie in the home of

my father,—copper and gold and the well-wrought iron.

From these he would give thee gladly a boundless ransom.
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if he should learn that I was alive at the ships of the

Achaeans" (Z 47, K 379, A 133).

Whence came the Homeric gold and silver? No one can

say definitely. No mines are mentioned by the poet, and

thus the provenience of the metals is but a matter
Gold and

^j- conjecture, although this is based on some

facts. Did the Greeks of that age know of the

veins of silver in Attica, or of the silver and copper on

Euboea (Strabo, x. 447)? Did they bring their copper from

Cyprus, or from Magna Graecia, or did they find it near

Argos? At Athena's visit to Ithaca in the guise of Mentes,

in the first book of the Odyssey, she says that she is on

her way to Temesa for copper, taking a cargo of iron for

exchange. The story is fictitious, but it was devised

to seem probable to the listener. The situation of this

Temesa from which the copper was to be brought, has been

much discussed, but it seems to be on the west coast of

Bruttium.^ The poet does not indicate, either, where the

Taphian king Mentes could most easily have procured his

load of iron which he was to give for copper, but iron is

said to be found in the island near Acarnania which Dr.

Dorpfeld is disposed to identify with the Homeric Taphos.

The uses of the metals ii^ Homer's time are discussed in

Chapter X.

The life of the Greeks of Homer's time was in the country.

Indeed they knew no city life as it is understood in modern

times,—opposed to country life. Their towns were

j-r ' small. Manufactures were domestic. Every man
was a farmer. Princes thought the tending of

cattle not beneath their dignity.^ Anchises was keeping his

herds when he was visited by the goddess Aphrodite (E 3 1 3),

and the three goddesses in their contest for the prize of

beauty sought the judgment of the herdsman Paris on his

farm (Q, 29). When Telemachus's absence from the palace

is noted, it causes no surprise ; he is thought to be some-

where on the farm (5 640). The old Laerte.s, having yielded

his throne to his son, retires to his farm, and spends the

'a 184. See Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Homerische Untersuchungen, 24; Strabo,

vi. 255. But for the Cyprian site, &te Jahrbuch, xxii. 41.

2Z 25, 423, A 105, T 188, c 222, o 386.
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close of his life in patched garb, cultivating trees, with
gloves and gaiters as protection against thorns (w 227). On
the Shield of Achilles a king is represented as watching
with glad heart the harvesters in his field (2 556). The
disguised Odysseus vaunts against Penelope's suitors his

strength and skill in mowing and ploughing (cr 366), as

though these young suitors, too, with all their insolence,

prided themselves on such accomplishments. Men were in

close connexion with the soil. The use of plough and
sickle was as familiar as that of sword and spear.

No such painful poverty is pictured by Homer as by
Hesiod, who is a prophet,—with a clear eye and ringing

voice to see and to denounce the sordid character

of the peasant's life. In Homer's time, land was "^^''^(''

abundant, and the tiller of the soil in that climate
jii'f^J""'"

was able to secure a subsistence without exces-

sive labor. But doubtless some of that generation felt the

burdens of life, though the poet does not tell about them.

The swine-herd and neat-herd of Odysseus were not aware

of their privations, and enjoyed what goods they had. A sharp

contrast between the life of the rich and the poor, we
should not expect to find at a time when wealth could

secure so few advantages. The occupations of the wealthy

were ' about the same as those of the poor, and the wealthy

were not indolent,—although of course the rich man was not

obliged to work when he did not want to do so,—and their

possessions were, for the most part, such as were liable to

be removed by a marauding expedition or other hostile

incursion. To increase one's herds was to increase the

temptation for an invasion of his neighbor over the border.

The rich man had no opportunity to buy government bonds,

or make other safe investments. The natural disposition

to save and increase wealth was thus checked by other

considerations. The wealthy man had few of the amuse-

ments of the rich man of to-day. He had no pictures, no

library, no scientific collections. His chariot and horses did

not differ greatly from those of his neighbors. He had no

excitement from the promotion of great industrial enterprises.



CHAPTER IX

SLAVERY AND SERVITUDE

The term slavery implies to the modern reader much that

did not exist in Homeric Greece. Nowhere in the civilized

world at present is to be found just such a relation

^''
^"Y'^ between the superior and the inferior as prevailed

Sense
'" Greece a thousand years before Christ. During

no period in ancient Greece was slavery a dominant

economic factor, as it became in the southern states of

America. And in Homer's time manufactures and mines

had not yet given importance to this institution, as in

later Athens the father of the orator Demosthenes had

thirty-two slaves working as cutlers and twenty as cabinet-

makers ; the orator Lysias and his brother had one hundred

and twenty slaves employed in their arms factory ; the

general Nicias had a thousand slaves engaged in the silver

mines at Laurium, Hipponicus had six hundred slaves at

work there, and a certain Philemonides had three hundred

slaves there. The Bedouin chieftain may have many devoted

followers, who would do his bidding and would render any

service demanded by their leader, but these are not his

slaves. Loyal submission does not make slavery. The
ordinary Homeric man and woman did not shrink from

physical exertion. Toil was not considered a curse upon

the race then, and no contempt was felt for either labor or

the laborer.

Shall we call the dependents of the Homeric age followers,

retainers, vassals, henchmen, servants, bondmen, serfs, thralls, or

slaves ? They were their master's men, but were they slaves ?

For convenience we may call them slaves, but we must
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remember that they possessed considerable independence and
comfort, and that they lacked the two distinguishing marks of
a slave according to modern writers,—being allowed

to possess wife and property of their own, and ^'j^''^^^'^

^

thus having the rights of connicbium and conimer-

cium, and not being sold. Eumaeus had the commercium and
Dolius the connubium, and both apparently lacked the third

mark of a slave,—the danger of being sold away from their

homes. If they had been sent away for sale, this would
have been an act of violence, not in harmony with the
sentiment of the people, unless unusual provocation had been
given. The ordinary Greek word for slave {^ovko's) is not
found in the Homeric poems in its masculine form,i and
its nearest equivalent is cognate to the word which Priam
uses of the freemen,—the soldiers,—who are subject to

Agamemnon on the plain of Troy.^ The subjects were
bound to perform certain services for their feudal lord,—to

labor on his fields, or to give tribute from the fruits of their

land and flocks in time of peace, and to follow him to battle in

time of war. But these services were determined and regulated

by no law, and in most instances must have been entirely

indefinite. Some lords would require more than others, just

as in other matters, too, the constitution of society left much
to the will or caprice of the stronger. Since the state as

such afforded no protection to life and property, the com-
fortable existence of an isolated peasant was impossible. The
peasants were obliged to seek or accept the patronage of

some leader who should care for their interests in peace, and

who would defend them and their families in the troublous

times of war,—and most of those times were troublous.

They needed a master of some sort as much as ever the

Children of Israel needed a king. The economic situation,

if not war, was almost sure to bring them into a dependent

relation ; and if a peasant of independent spirit did not

make himself the vassal of a stronger man, he was likely

to be reduced to this position by the strong man himself,

without any one's interference in his behalf Thus, just as in

^ But cf. SoijXt], 5 12, r 409 ; 5ov\o(Tvvri, x 423 ; SoiXiov rnxap, Z 463 ; iouKuov elSos,

u 252.

^ Cf. Sfuis, 01 257, d/iifiai, a 147, with deSin^aro, T 183.
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Attica in early times, many of the poor tilled the soil and

herded the cattle of the rich and powerful, and were paid

in the products of the soil and the herds, and in the use of

ground for themselves, as well as by the security which

association with a mighty man afforded. Then the peasants

who failed to bring their tribute to their lord, being in debt

to him, were much in the position of serfs : they were not

truly free, though they could not be sold from the land.

Any attempt at resistance might accelerate the process, and

make the subjects slaves at once. Similar conditions in

Attica, after coined money had been introduced, brought

about the selling of many of the people into foreign lands.'^

The state of the Homeric bondman (Sjucos) in certain respects

corresponded to that of the Spartan Helots and the Thes-

salian Penestae of the historical period, but was not identical

with it. Nothing in Homer points to a class of slaves whose

fathers had been the owners of the land, but h^ been reduced

to servitude by a conquering tribe, as seems to be true of

the Helots and Penestae, though the evidence for this is not

perfect.

The Homeric family is patriarchal and independent ; it

is sufficient in itself. The servants are strictly members of

their master's family, but naturally not all have
Seri>ants

^.j^g same office,—some are subordinate to others.
Members of „, ^^ . , , . ,

the Family. ^ "^ Homeric bondman is less of a " living

tool," however, than his successor in Attica.

The name of slave is applied to him no more justly than

to the retainers of Abraham, of Lot, and of Laban, who
followed and did the bidding of their tribal chief, without
considering themselves his slaves. The servants of the

Greeks as well as those of the Israelites, took part in

the sacrifices and feasts of the family.^ The fact that

they had no rights before the law, does not indicate

that they were treated with cruelty. No one at that time
1 "The people were in debt to the rich," Plutarch, Solon, xiii.

= For the Israelites, note that the family servants, but no foreigner or hired
servant, took part in the celebration of the Passover. Cf. Exodus xii. 45,
Deul. xvi. II. Abraham's steward Eliezer was so distinctly a member of his
family that if Abraham had died without issue, Eliezer would have succeeded him
(Gen. XV. 2). And .Sheshan, having no son, gave his daughter to his Egyptian
servant to wife (i Chron. ii. 34 f).
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possessed rights before the law. The head of the family
punished his child on the same principles, and with the
same lack of legal limitations, as he punished his servant.^

Odysseus put to death the faithless maid-servants of
Penelope, as well as her insolent suitors, and the goat-

herd Melanthius who had sided with them
(;;( 458 ff.), and

severe punishment is threatened to men for disorderly conduct
in another passage of the Odyssey (o 444), but these are

exceptional acts of violence,—the hanging of the women
no less than the slaying of the men.^ When Euryclea,

acknowledging her fault, says to Penelope, " Kill me if

you like, dear lady, but I will tell the truth" (5 743), she

certainly does not expect to be taken at her word. Nor
does Od\'sseus, when he threatens to kill the same old

woman, who had been his nurse in his childhood, if she

shall make known his identity, expect to be obliged to

kill her; he really does not doubt her fidelity (t 488).

In general, the interests of master and servants are held

to be identical. The latter are heartily devoted and loyal

to the family, in the Homeric poems as well as

in the representations of the same age in Attic ^^l'^""''
'^"'^

iQA ,,• 1,,- Masters
tragedy.'^ Agamemnon believed that his return jr^-^^^^/^

would be " welcome to his children and his

servants" (X 431), and Andromache's maids weep with her

over the approaching death of Hector (Z 500) as well as

over his actual death (fi 746). Penelope's women mourn

^ Cf. St. Paul's words, " The heir as long as he is a child differeth nothing from

a servant " [ovSkv Stacpepei dov\ou), Galatians iv. i.

^Summary procedure is not unusual in primitive times, and the situation of

Odysseus would justify almost any measures in the judgment of Homer's hearers.

We are reminded of the informal order which Shakespeare makes Henry V.

give for the execution of the Earl of Cambridge, Lord Scroop of Masham, and

Grey of Northumberland (Henry V. ii. 2. 177),
—"Get you therefore hence,

Poor miserable wretches, to your death." This was a summary process, in truth.

'^

Cf. m. Aeschylus the loyal attachment to his master of Agamemnon's old

servant (Ag. 32 f), the sympathy of the Choephori for Electra and Orestes

(Cho. 152, and passim), and in Euripides the fidelity of Medea's women (e.g.

Medea, 54, " to _good servants the misfortunes of the master are a source of grief,"

and Medea's appeal to another to tell nothing of Medea's plans, "if indeed you

are a friend to your mistress," Medea, 823), and the grief of the old attendant

in the Alcestis for his mistress's death. So in the Helena (1640) the leader of

the chorus says that to die for their mistress is a noble death.
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in sympathy with her loneliness {§ 7 1 9). The captive

women of Achilles and Patroclus grieve on learning of the

latter's death (S 29). Odysseus's servants shed tears of joy

at his safe return (<p 223 ; cf. ^ 498, co 397), and at that

of Telemachus (p 33). The trusted Eumaeus is full of

affectionate regard for his young master (tt 15), and says

that servants delight to talk with their lord, and to eat and

drink in the great hall, and Telemachus on his part calls

Eumaeus " daddy " (arra, tt 3 I ),—^just as both Telemachus

and his father call Euryclea " mammy " (/uLala). The daughter

of old Dolius, who was given to Penelope by her father

on her marriage, was brought up as her own child (a 322),

and Eumaeus, purchased as a child from traders by Laertes,

was brought up with Odysseus's sister Ctimene (o 365).

Certainly the relation between master and .man was not

thought of as one of natural hostility. That a servant

or slave might have a certain dignity and a right to an

honorable title, is shown by the case of the swine-herd

Eumaeus, to which we shall recur : he is called " god-like

"

twelve times {Stog, ^ 48), and "leader of men" (opj^a/xos

avSpcov, ^ 121), and he has a slave of his own,-^yet he is

one of the few servants noted in the Homeric poems as

purchased.

To distinguish accurately and sharply between the different

classes of servants and the different degrees of servitude in the

Homeric age, is obviously impossible. Doubtless

V,.,..«/ the lines between them were not broad and clear
hervants.

even to men of that time. The three main
classes of servants exist: (i) slaves by descent, born in

the household, (2) captives in war, and (3) bought slaves

;

but one class does not seem inferior to another either

in privileges or in social estimation. Captives in war or

purchased slaves might be of princely birth, but this past

history is not shown to affect in any way the present or

future condition of the servant. Eumaeus, the swine-herd,

was the kidnapped son of a king, but in the establishment

of Odysseus he was of no higher rank and had no greater

privileges than the goat-herd who was born in slavery.

Hector thinks of his wife Andromache, a king's daughter as

well as a prince's wife, as enslaved after the fall of Troy,
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and fetching water from the spring in some Greek land, or

as plying the loom under the direction of an Achaean mistress

(Z 746). So in the Trojan Women of Euripides (192), old

Hecuba looked forward to her lot as changed from that of

the queen of Troy to that of a keeper of the door, or a nurse

of children in Greece ; and in the Hecuba (367), the princess

Polyxena accepts her lot of death more readily because of

the alternative,—to sweep, to weave, and make bread, and be

wedded to a slave. The attendants whom the suitors of

Penelope bring with them to their feasts seem to be free men,

though the word {QepairovTe^') which is applied to most of them

is as indefinite as the English word attendant ; in the Iliad it

is used freely of the esquire, who might be the social peer

of his knight, and in Sparta it ever retained this meaning,

being used of a comrade in arms. The term oikeus

designates merely a member of the household or family

{oLKO'}), and Hector uses it of his wife Andromache and

his son Astyanax (Z 366),^—though in later times it came

to mean a domestic. The thetes appear to be " hired

men,'' "day laborers"; but the time for which they are

hired may be indefinite in duration,^ and the terms of their

payment uncertain. The cognate verb is used of the service

which Apollo and Poseidon were sent to render to Laomedon

of Troy for a year, in tending herds and in building a wall

about the city ($ 444) ; also of the position which the

ghost of Achilles declares that he would prefer,
—

" to labor

on the field of a poor man rather than to rule over all

the dead in the realm of Hades " (X 489) ; and of the

place offered in jest to the disguised Odysseus by one of

Penelope's insolent suitors (a- 357). Poseidon and Apollo,

we are told by the poet, were dismissed from this service

to Laomedon at the expiration of their year of humiliation,

and without their wages in spite of their protests ;
Laomedon

even threatened to sell them into slavery ($ 453). What

their wages should have been, we do not learn. The incident

'
CJ. also E 413. oiV^T?;? has the same meaning in Herodotus, as viii. 44, 106,

and oi/c^is in Theocritus, Idyls, xviii. 38.

2 But the term of service of Apollo and Poseidon to Laomedon of Troy, of

Apollo to Admetus, and of Heracles to the Phrygian Omphale (Sophocles,

Trachuiiae, 253), is a year in each case.
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reminds the reader of the injunction of the poet Hesiod, not

many generations later, that wages should be duly paid

(Works, 370). That hired workmen were familiar to the

poet's hearers, is shown by his remark on the short night

of the Laestrygonians : a man without need of sleep could

there earn double wages (Sotoug e^^paro fxtcrOoui, k 84),

—

clearly by serving as shepherd for twelve hours, and as neat-

herd for the remaining hours of the long day. Odysseus's

herds on the mainland, too, are under the care of " strangers

and his own herdsmen" (^ 102), and clearly these "strangers"

must have been hired men.^ Nothing indicates that any fixed

rate of compensation was known,—for example, any relation

between the worth of a sheep and a day's labor. What
they received often might be called gifts as well as pay,

though, naturally, at times an agreement might be made
for a fixed number of kine or sheep, or measures of grain

or wine. These thetes had no land of their own ; they held

that which they occupied on condition of rendering services

to their lord in peace as well as in war. They were bound
to serve him in reaping the grain of his fields as well as

in fighting his battles, and such service could not always

be defined in terms of days' work. That a thes might be

the servant of a poor man, is made clear by the expression

of Achilles's ghost which is quoted above.

The ordinary word for bond-servant is dmos (Sju-m, fem.

Sfj-cpy'i), which means strictly only subject, as we have seen.

Once the epithet compulsory {avajKoioi, co 2 1 o) is

servant
added, and once a compound, underling (vTroSfjutx;,

S 386), is applied to the sea-god Proteus in his

relation to Poseidon.

The word epiOoi, workmen, is used twice (2 550, 5 60) of

the reapers on a royal domain. It has been thought to

Workm
mean slaves simply. Commentators were averse

to admitting that the king might not have enough
slaves to do all his work. But it may refer quite as well to

free retainers who were performing part of their quota of work
for their lord. The latter view is supported by the use of
the compound a-weptdo? (^ 32), where Athena in the guise
of a maiden friend of Nausicaa offers to accompany and aid

iSo at S 644, Odysseus is said to have both d/j-wes and eiJTes.
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her in her expedition to the river to wash the clothes of the
family. These erithi were called in for a special piece of
work, while the thetes (see page 263) were hired for a )-ear,

or at least for a term of months.

—

^prja-Trip and its feminine
SpwTeipa, sei'ving-man or woma?i (from ^pam,—cf. vTroSpwwaw,
o 333). are used five times: of the nymphs who serve in the
house of Circe (k 349), of the six attendants of the fifty-two

suitors for the hand of Penelope who come from Dulichium
(tt 248, cf. a- 76, V 160), and of the serving women in

Odysseus's house (t 345).—^iJA,; (h 12, T 409) is not
distinguished from (5mi»>/, though in both passages it is used
of a concubine.

—

afj.(piTro\o9 may be the feminine counterpart
of Oepatruiv, being used to designate a female attendant in a
general sense.

—

av^pairo^ov is used but once (H 475), and that

of the captives whom the Achaeans before Troy exchange
with the Lemnian traders for wine.—The xe|Oi/^r;? of M 433
is clearly a free woman, since she is striving by working
with wool to earn a miserable pittance for the support of

her children. But her wool may be for sale, and she may
not be working for hire, but independently, and then she

does not concern us in this connexion.

Male slaves seem unknown to the ordinary household lif.^

of the Homeric time. Thus the Achaean chieftains took no
body-servants with them to Troy.^ They needed

none. They were themselves accustomed not only . ^^
Slaves

to other forms of physical exercise, but also to Household?
hard work. The Achaeans rowed their own boats,

built their own barracks, cared for their own arms and armor,

and for their horses ; they killed, dressed, and cooked the

cattle for their repasts, and they would have been puzzled

to find occupation for valets. When the embassy for recon-

ciliation comes from the Achaean chieftains to Achilles, the

latter himself, with the aid of his comrades Patroclus and

Automedon, cooks mutton and pork for his guests (I 207).

^ Philo Judaeus makes a similar remark (ii. 467, M. ) with regard to the heroes

of the Argonautic Expedition for the Golden Fleece, who took no slaves with

them, but supplied their own needs. These primitive customs endured long in

the parts of Greece which were remote from the new culture, especially in Phocis

and Locris according to Timaeus {Athenaeus, 244c), and in Euboea, where it con-

tinued customary for the younger to wait upon the elder, and where the page

might become the lord.
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His comrades, not servants, place the water over the fire to

prepare the bath for the body of Patroclus (2 343). On
receiving a visit from the old king Priam, who would ransom

Hector's body, the same proud warrior, Achilles, kills a sheep,

which his comrades cook (f2 621); and in his lament over

the body of Patroclus (T 3 1 6), he recalls how this friend

often had placed food before him. The preparation of food,

then, is not assigned to the captive Trojan women in the

Achaean camp, unless, as we may suppose, they had charge

of the grinding of grain and the making of the so-called

bread. In the household of Odysseus on Ithaca, although

fifty women are engaged in various labors, no man-servant is

mentioned.^ The " heralds and ready attendants " {Qepairovre^,

a log) who prepare the feasts for Penelope's suitors, seem to

have accompanied these from their homes (six Sprjo-Trjpeg,

TT 248 ; two Oepd-rrovTe?, ir 253), and we may safely agree

with the Alexandrian scholars in thinking them to be freemen.

Nothing contradicts this view. But these wipe the tables

with sponges (a iii), assist in mixing the wine and the

water, and split wood for the fire {v 160). Even in the

palace of Menelaus at Sparta, with all its splendor of gold,

silver, and ivory, were no male household servants, with the

exception of Asphalion, the " ready attendant " {Qepairwv,

S 216) who once pours water on the hands of the king

and his guests. On the arrival there of Telemachus and

Pisistratus, "prince Eteoneus '' (Kpelwv 'ErecoveJj, S 22) with

his comrades unharnesses their horses, and ties these to the

manger ; and at the close of their visit, when Telemachus
makes known his desire to depart, the same Eteoneus, who
" dwelt not far away,'' happens along and is bidden by
Menelaus to light a fire and cook meat for breakfast (095 f).

Would Menelaus have done this work himself, if Eteoneus
had not come ? At this same breakfast at which Eteoneus
cooks and carves the meat, Menelaus's son acts as butler,

and serves the wine (o 141). No servant is mentioned in

connexion with the departure : the cooking and serving, as

we have seen, are done by two princes
; Helen and Menelaus

'One such has been found by some in the "wine pourer '' or butler {olvoxios,

ff 396, <f- 4'6) ; but we can hardly suppose him to be a. servant of Odysseus,
when all his associates are attached to the persons of the suitors.
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themselves fetch the gifts for the departing guests, and

Telemachus and Pisistratus themselves harness the horses

to the chariot (o 145). In Troy, king Priam bids his sons

to harness his horses and his mules, when he would visit

the Achaean camp (^ 253). In Phaeacia, the king, Alcinoiis,

orders his men-servants, it is true, to harness the mules for

Nausicaa's use (^ 71), but on the princess's return from the

river, her brothers unharness these mules (j; 6). We may
assume that Hector had no man-servant at his house, if, as

he says, Andromache often fed his horses on his return from

the battle-field (0 186). Nestor bids his sons, not his

servants, to fetch the goldsmith, the comrades of Telemachus,

and a heifer for sacrifice, and to harness the horses for the

journey of his Ithacan guest (7 418, 475). The account of

Nestor's sacrifice to Athena {y 430 ff.) contains no mention

of any servant. Possibly, for religious reasons, only members

of the family in the strictest sense were to take part in these

rites, though in general slaves shared in the sacrifices and

feasts of the family (Aeschylus, Ag: 990), but the poet gives

to his hearer the' impression that the establishment of Nestor

was modest. A housemaid there brings wine for the guests

(7 392), but the daughter of the family arranges the bath

for the chief visitor (7 464), and Nestor's couch is prepared

for him by his wife, not by a maid (y 403),—yet Nestor led

ninety ships of the Achaeans to the siege of Troy.

That Nausicaa joins with her attendants in " laving the

family linen," and then in the bath, the luncheon, and the

game of ball, shows that she regards them rather
.

as companions than slaves, and does not think
i'^^'/

'-^

of the work as servile,—no more than are the

spinning and weaving at which Circe, Helen, Andromache,

and Penelope work with their women. No young lady of

the southern United States, before the Civil War, would (or

could be imagined to) have gone with slave women on such

an excursion. So, too, the " wives and fair daughters of the

Trojans'' were wont to wash their gleaming raiment in the

stone washing-troughs near the city, before the war (X 153 f.).

If slavery in the modern sense haJ existed at that time,

highJagrn- -dames would not have Bemeaned themselves to

the toil which was ordinarily done by drudges. The dignity
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of labor was upheld, since this occupation was shared by

the high as well as by the low. To perform manual labor

involved no loss of self-respect. The work of the laundry

by the river-side was not drudgery ; Nausicaa evidently todk

it as a pleasant day's excursion, though as a duty,—and not

as an exceptional task ; and she and her attendants made a

contest {eptSa irpocpepova-ai, ^ 92) or game of the employ-

ment. No young woman of modern life takes a golden jar

of cosmetics with her, as Nausicaa did, when she goes oul

for a day's washing ! If she has the golden jar, she does

not go out to wash linen. A partial illustration of the dis-

position toward labor in Homeric times may be found in

the different feeling on this subject in New England at the

middle of the last century from that which prevailed at

the same period in the southern states. A lady of New
England then might do with her own hands, and without

hesitation, services which one of her culture, wealth, and tastes

at the south would certainly leave to the slaves. -^Uvg^lahnr '

in Homeric Greece had not driven out free labor. Fair Helen

of Troy sat with her attendants, spinning and weaving

(Z 323),—taking part in the ordinary occupations of women,

just as her husband Paris did in the work of the men,

when he took an active part in the building of his house

(Z 314), and tended his flocks on the mountains (0 29),

and as old Laertes tended the trees of his orchard (w 227).^

On Odysseus's return to Ithaca, Athena meets him in the

guise of a delicate youth, a shepherd of flocks, " such as are

the sons of kings" (1/ 223).

We might expect at least to find a porter on duty at

every palace gate ; but none is mentioned,—neither on Ithaca,

No Porter
"^^^^^ Telemachus is the first to notice the

approaching guest (a 1 1 3), nor in Sparta, where

a neighbor, Eteoneus, reports the guests' arrival to the host,

Menelaus (^ 22).

The divinities on Mount Olympus are as independent of

male servants as are mortals. When on the first day of

battle, Hera and Athena descend to the Trojan plain, Hera
herself, assisted by Hebe, harnesses her steeds (E 721); on

1 So among the Israelites, Saul, after he was anointed king, continued his life »4

a common farmer, and drove his cattle home at night (i Sam. xi. 5).
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the same day Iris unharnesses the horses of Ares (E 368)

;

on the next day of battle, Zeus himself makes ready his

chariot (9 41) for a drive to Mount Ida, while on
his return, Poseidon looses for him his horses,

^o
^'f^"""

and puts the chariot m its place (9 440). Such
service was not menial. Indeed no service was menial

except perhaps the grinding of grain in the hand-mill,

which the gods did not need ; of the preparation of

their nectar and ambrosia we learn nothing, but at least

they are never represented as cooking. Athena was not

reduced in social rank by fashioning a robe for Hera
(S? 178), as well as her own garment (E 735); she did not

stand to Hera in the relation of dressmaker to customer.

Circe was at work at her loom, singing as she wove, when
the comrades of Odysseus came to her palace (/c 221 f.).

Every lady of the age not only spun and wove, but was
proud of her skill in these accomplishments. Nor did

Hephaestus on Mt. Olympus lose social position by making
tables and other articles for the use of his associates. This

work did not make of him a blacksmith, although the most

realistic picture in the poems of the work of a smith is in

the account of Hephaestus's smithy (S 372 ff., 470 ff.).

Clearly labor was no disgrace on Olympus, and affected

social standing there no more than it did on earth ; and

conversely, we may be sure that the blacksmith on Ithaca

was conscious of no sort of humiliation or degradation in his

calling. The two pictures of life, on earth and on Olympus,

as usual agree with and illustrate each other. The nymph
Calypso serves Odysseus with food and drink, before she

seats herself to be served in turn with ambrosia and nectar

by her attendant nymphs (e 196 f.). Doubtless the mortal

wife often or regularly rendered such service to her husband.

Nausicaa did not become a " laundress " by taking the

family linen to the river, and laving it, any more than Hebe
was a " waitress " because she served the gods with nectar

and ambrosia (A 3), and prepared the bath for Ares (E 905),

as Polycaste did for Telemachus {y 465); nor was Poseidon

a " groom " because he cared for the horses of Zeus (9 440).

Apollo and Poseidon were punished by being made subject to

the mortal king Laomedon ($ 446), but the labor which they
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performed for him did not humiliate them ; to tend herds and

to build a wall were honorable employments even for divinities,

and Poseidon takes pride and pleasure in the wall which he

built (H 452). This last myth was offensive to Lucian in

the century after Christ, but not to the poet's hearers.

Perhaps we may compare fairly the life of a modern

party camping in the woods of Maine or the Adirondacks,

when each person, no matter what his distinction, takes his

part in the %ork which is necessary for the common comfort.

Something of the same spirit is seen at a "picnic," where

each expects to serve as well as to be served.

Clearly the men-servants, the bondmen, of the Homeric

age, in general were employed in the fields, and not about

the house, nor in the arts, except for their own

zwirS'! Piasters: they were ploughing, planting, reaping,

threshing and winnowing, curing grapes and making

wine, laying stone walls, arranging hedges, building sheds,

chopping and splitting wood, tanning hides, making shoes

for themselves or other members of the family, doing smith's

and carpenter's work on the farm, and tending the flocks

and herds. Thus Melanthius was the chief goat-herd on

the estate of Odysseus (p 212 ff.), while his sister Melantho

was one of the women of Penelope's household (cr 321), and

their father Dolius had charge of the farm on which the

old Laertes lived (to 387).^ The simple, primitive character

of life in the Homeric age is always to be remembered. All

the ordinary wants of the family,—food, clothing, house, and

furniture,—were met by home production, but without trained

artisans as slaves.

In war, the men of the defeated army were generally

slain, while the women and children were led into captivity.

This was the custom among the early Jews, too,
Capwes in ^^j ^j^^gg suffered from it as late as the MaccabeanWar
Enslaved.

times (i Mace. i. 32). "To the victor belong,

the spoils." Mercy or the desire for gain might

lead a conqueror to spare the life of the man whom he

'We are not concerned here with the problem why on Odysseus's visit to this

farm (u 387 ff. ), no reference is made to the killing of Melanthius and Melantho

on the preceding day by order of Odysseus. Possibly, of course, this Dolius may
not be the same as the father of the unfaithful servants, —but the present principle

is unchanged.
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had overcome. Sons of rich fathers might be ransomed
;

other captives would be sold, while others still might be

kept as slaves (# 40, Q 75 1). Thus Agamemnon has not

only the daughter of the old priest Chryses, but also at

least seven Lesbian women as his captive attendants, for

he offers these to Achilles (I 128), and Achilles has not

only Briseis and Diomede (I 665) as his female slaves, but

a considerable company of others (2 28, 339, T 301).

These female captives often were taken as concubines; such

was the fate of war. The old priest Chryses finds no fault

with Agamemnon for making Chrysei's his concubine, but

only for his refusing to give her up in exchange for an

abundant ransom. Andromache's mother was brought in

captivity to the Achaean camp on the capture of her city,

but was ransomed by her father (Z 426). Hector looks

forward to the time when Troy shall be taken and his

wife Andromache shall weave at the bidding of another,

and shall fetch for her mistress water from the springs of

Argos or of Thessaly (Z 456) ; while Andromache herself

anticipates a life of toil under a pitiless master as the lot

of her son Astyanax (Q 734). No rank in life secured

against slavery a captive in war, although of course power-

ful friends might provide a ransom. But in itself, as we

have seen, to fetch water from the spring, or to weave, was

not always the work of slaves,—though the Old Testament

expression, " hewers of wood and drawers of water," reminds

us that such service in oriental countries was generally imposed

on the meaner members of the household. The Laestrygonian

princess was fetching water from the public spring when she

met the companions of Odysseus (k 105), and according to

Herodotus (vi. 137), the free-born Athenian maidens were

wont in early times to go to the Enneacrunus to fetch

water, " for neither they nor the other Greeks of that time

had slaves." But though all the captives became, like Cas-

sandra (Aeschylus, Ag: 1038), truly members of the great

household into which they were conveyed, yet the aliens,

brought from a hostile city, would naturally be called to

perform the hardest labor, and would receive the fewest

privileges. They had no legal rights, as we have seen.

That their lives had been spared, was in itself an act of
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mercy, and they could not justly complain if their associates

treated them with contumely.

Greece naturally had more female than male slaves,

—

this was true in all periods of its history, and necessarily,

since the females were saved when the males
More Female ^^^^ gj^jj, ;„ battle. Trojan warriors, if their
than Male ,. , ^ ^u • _^- ^

Slaves
''^^^ ^^''^ spared, were sent on their capture to

•a neighboring island for sale (H 475, # 102,

"^ 766, f2 75), but the poet tells of no such Trojan male

slaves in Greece, nor do any such appear in the stories of

the Attic tragedians. The men in Greece who have been

reduced to slavery according to the Homeric poems, were

kidnapped in childhood, like Eumaeus.

The purchased slaves of whom we hear in Homeric Greece

are but three in number t Euryclea, the old nurse of Odysseus,

who was bought by Laertes in her prime for the

^kvtT'^
worth of twenty cattle (a 430),—who may have

been free or even a princess by birth, for the

poet names her father and grandfather ; the swine-herd

Eumaeus, who as a small child was bought by Laertes

from Phoenician traders who had stolen him from his home
(o 483) ; and this same swine-herd's own servant, Mesaulius

(^ 449). The positions of the two former ' seem very com-

fortable. The one was the most trusted of all Penelope's

women, and had the oversight over them ; while Eumaeus
had been brought up with Odysseus's younger sister Ctimene

(o 363), and he is called the "divine swine-herd" and "leader

of men" (o 30 1, 351) Eumaeus has a certain right to

be called a leader, since he not only has three subordinates,

but also owns the servant just referred to, Mesaulius, whom;

he had purchased from the Taphians on his own account

(^ 449), and who waits on him and his companions at dinner.'-

Eumaeus had some independence, surelj^ He is the faithful

retainer to whom both Odysseus and Telemachus come first

' For the money or property of Eumaeus, with which he bought a slave, compare

I Samuel ix. 8, where Saul's servant offers to lend to his master a quarter of a

shekel of silver, when he wishes to consult the seer Samuel. At o 461 f., Eumaeus
tells of the visit of a Phoenician trader to his parents' home, and the offer of a
golden necklace which his mother and the maidservants admired and chaffered

for. The maids themselves, then, had their penUium, which made the purchase

of a gold necklace not absolutely out of the question for them.
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(at the suggestion of Athena, it is true), on their return to

Ithaca ; and Telemachus treats him as a freeman when he
tells him that he will send from the palace food and clothing

for the disguised Odysseus, that the latter may not be a

burden to the swine-herd and his comrades (tt 83 f.). Perhaps

the secluded position of the swine-herd's hut, was the reason

for Athena's sending Odysseus thither, rather than to his old

friend Mentor, to whose care he had left his estate on
embarking for Troy (^ 226).

In the absence of Odysseus, Eumaeus thinks of seeking

another master, and so cannot have been bound to the soil.

His spirit is far from that of an ordinary slave,

both in relation to his master, and in particular ."^^ ?^"
'"

with regard to his work : although the night is

cold and stormy, he leaves the other swine-herds and Odysseus

to sleep about the fire, while he takes his goatskin cloak

and his javelin, and goes from his cabin to sleep near

his swine,—evidently to protect them from robbers or wild

animals (^ 524 ff). In speaking of Odysseus, Eumaeus says

that he will never find another master so kindly, wherever

he may go (ottttoo-' e-TriXdw, ^ 1 39),—which surely does not

mean wherever he may be sold as a slave. The neat-herd

Philoetius, too, says that he has often thought of leaving

Odysseus's cattle, but has been restrained by loyalty to his

absent master, nor will he go while Telemachus lives (y 2 1 8).

This story is told as of a simple change of home and

employment,—not as of escape from bondage. Philoetius

would be no freer nor better off elsewhere, except for the

relief from the annoyances of the insolent suitors. . His

duties are not degrading ; king's sons have performed the

like.

To Eumaeus and Philoetius, for their help against the

suitors, Odysseus promises that each shall have a wife, a

house, and possessions
(<f)

214),—they shall be as

brothers to Telemachus ;—but nothing is said of
ggj-^^j^^

their manumission, which cannot be necessary in

any formal way. Old Dolius and his sons on Laertes's

farm sit with their lords at dinner without the feeling of

any incongruity (w 411). They are not treated as slaves

nor even as servants, but as faithful and esteemed retainers

;

s
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Odysseus, as he greets them, says that dinner has been

waiting for them. Dolius's daughter, we have noticed, had

been brought up by the daughterless Penelope as her own
child (o- 322 f.).

We have seen that Dolius had a family of his own,

—

seven sons and a daughter,—-and nothing indicates that this

was an unusual privilege, though we learn that

r •/• he was given to Penelope by her father on her
Families. ° „

t- j

marriage (0 736), as was also hef maid Actoris,

of whom we hear only once (>/' 228). Eumaeus has no

doubt that if Odysseus had returned to his home at the

close of the Trojan war, the slave would have received from

his master "house, and lot, and comely wife" (^ 63);

these, indeed, are to be expected by faithful servants of a

kindly master.

If a slave woman bore a son to her master, this son

might have not only freedom, but also an honorable civil

position (P 202). Teucer, the half-brother of
Sons of Slave t, , . ^ .. ^, .

Women lelamonian Ajax, was the son of a captive,

though his case is not normal, since his mother

(at least according to the later story) was a Trojan princess,

and he is not on the ordinary footing of sons of captives

in war. But he is an honored leader, and only once is

reference made to his special duty to be brave and to honor
his father, who cared for him in his house " though he was
the son of a captive" {voQov eovra, 284). The captive

might become the wife of her master, as Patroclus promised
Brisels that Achilles would marry her (T 297).

The disguised Odysseus suggests to his host, the swine-

herd Eumaeus, that the wanderer might secure a situation

as servant to Penelope's suitors (o 317),—he is

Servants.
skilled in chopping wood, in carving and in

roasting meat, and in serving wine,—" such services

as inferiors render to their betters,"—which shows that some
houses had butlers, or at least men-of-all-work. He receives

the reply that the suitors' servants are better clad and kempt
than he ; but his proposal is significant,—it is not that he
should become a slave, nor of course would he receive

money as pay ; he would be a hired servant, he would
receive food, clothing, shelter, and occasional gifts such as
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slaves also received. A definite proposition (though very
likely spoken in irony) is made to the disguised Odysseus
by one of the suitors, Eurymachus (o- 358), of work as

hedger and ditcher. Nowhere do we read of definite wages
being paid, and we are reminded that smiths and other

public servants seem to have had no regular rates of com-
pensation. No tariff of charges had been introduced, and
indeed this was difficult before the introduction of money.
The goldsmith who adorns for Nestor the horns of a heifer

for sacrifice to Athena, presents no bill for his services (y
432 ff.). Probably he was expected to do such work
whenever it was required, in return for privileges granted by
Nestor, the lord of the land. The system of giving fees

instead of pay for minor services, which still endures in

Europe, may be a survival of such a state of society. The
custom of a guest's bestowing presents on his host's servants

is assumed by Penelope's suitor, Ctesippus, who says that

he will present the disguised Odysseus with a gift which he
may give to the bath-maid or to some other of the servants

(v 297),—and then he hurls at him the hoof of an ox.

To estimate the number of serving-men on the estate of

Odysseus, of which we know more than of any other, would

be mere conjecture. He possessed on Ithaca

nearly a thousand swine in twelve herds, normally '^'^^"^^ °J

of one hundred each, but the demands of the ^J^ants

suitors had reduced the number of the hogs

(^ 13 ff".), and eleven herds of goats ; and on the

mainland he had twelve herds of kine, twelve flocks of

sheep, twelve droves of swine, and twelve herds of goats

(^ 100 ff.). Five men seem to have cared for his Ithacan

swine,—and the task must have kept them busy : but in

general, each herd or flock would appear to require the

services of at least one man. These had to be guarded as

well as tended. To keep them together and feed them

was not enough. Cattle must be defended against thieves

(r II), marauders (A 677 ff., <^ 18), and wild beasts (K 183

ff, P 657 ff.),—particularly against lions. An unskilful

herdsman might allow the destruction of his cattle (0 632,

n 352). The defense of the flocks required both skill and

courage which were worthy of princes. The lion sometimes
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even entered the farm-yard in which the flocks and herds

were gathered (E 136, 556), and at night he had to be kept

away with firebrands. Further, the cultivated fields and

orchards of Odysseus required care, and at least Dolius

and his six sons were employed in such work (m 223 f).

DoliuSj himself, we are told, had charge of Penelope's garden

(«^ 73S>
The men-servants of Odysseus, then, including the hired

men who cared for his flocks on the mainland, must have

been at least as numerous as the maid-servants of
^«/w«-

Penelope, who numbered fifty (x 421), although

his men on Ithaca itself may have been far

fewer. The Phaeacian queen, as well as Penelope, had

fifty women in her household (»? 103). But Circe had only

four nymphs for her service (k 348),—born from fountains,

springs, and groves. Her family was a small one, and

more attendants do not seem to have been needed. As

we have seen, nothing is said of the preparation of nectar

and ambrosia for her use, or for that of any other of the

divinities, whether lesser or greater. Living on an island,

she had no need of horses and grooms, and seems to have

had no boats. Her life was nearly as retired as that of

Calypso, who, we are told, received few visits.

The women-servants card wool, spin, and weave (rj 103,

X 422, Z 456); they wash clothes (^ 25), fetch water

from the spring (Z 457, v 153), wait on table,
Occupations of ^^ich includes the pouring of water on the guests'

Servants.
hands (a 136 ff.), they clear the table (t 61),

wash dishes (u 151), prepare the baths for guests

((5 49, K 361), throw rugs over the chairs (^ 124), see to

the lights in the hall (o- 311), make the beds and show
the way to the chamber with torches (^ 296, -^ 294), and

grind the grain for the daily use of the family (y 108).

Naturally the care of the children devolved upon the

women (Z 372). Euryclea gives in the morning her

directions for the day's work (y 149). Euryclea (a 429)
and Eurynomei (\|/ 293) on Ithaca, and Eurymedusa in

iQne is tempted, indeed, to think that Euryclea and Eurynome were originally,

identical. Certainly at i/- 293, Eurynome does not only what Euryclea had done

for Telemachus at a 429, but what we should expect of Euryclea from t 344 ff.,
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Scheria (>] 8) are chambermaids (6aXa/ix.r]Tr6\oi),—an office

which on Ithaca includes the care of the store-rooms

(/5 345)- Of Penelope's fifty maids, twelve worked at the

hand-mills (y 107), but these were obliged to prepare flour

and meal for the suitors of Penelope as well as for the

family proper. No women seem to work in the fields.

Twenty women, which appears a large number for the

purpose, went to the spring for water (i; 158). One served

as housekeeper (ra/x/)?, a 139, y 392, S 55).

Two maids served as personal attendants of the mistress,

but this certainly was incidental, not their chief work.

Penelope never appears before the suitors in her great hall

except so attended (a 331, tt 413, o- 211). Helen and
Andromache are each accompanied by two maids as they

go to the Great Tower by the Scaean Gate of Troy
(r 143, X 461), and Helen as she enters her own
hall (S 121). Yet when Andromache goes with her child

to the Scaean Gate, she seems to be attended only by the

nursemaid (Z 399). Two maids appear to be assigned also

to the personal service of the princess Nausicaa, and sleep

on either side of her door, probably within her chamber

(^ 18).

Of all the occupations of the household, the labor of

grinding grain seems to have been considered most menial.

This was sedentary and laborious, and required

little but brute force, and yet was performed J!"
'"^

by women. So in Palestine : that the blinded

Samson should be set to grind at the mill was a manifest

degradation ; it would have humiliated any man. The

hand-mills were doubtless essentially like those which have

been in use in the Orient from immemorial times, and the

Scottish querns. In the New Testament, we read of " two

women grinding at the mill," but in the only Homeric

passage which is specific on this point (y iii), one old

woman was at work alone. The mills in the palace of

Alcinoiis are mentioned at n 104. In the Trojan attack

and she conducts Odysseus and Penelope to their chamber on the first night

after the hero's recognition by his wife. We may compare the pairs of names

to designate one person,—Epicaste and locasta, Perimede and Agamede, Iphianassa

and Iphigenia. But at ^ 289 " Eurynome and the' nurse " prepare the couch.
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on the Greek camp, the assailed defend themselves with

millstones (/uvXaKeo-ai, M 161), which would indicate that

the mills were not very carefully prepared, but that almost

any stone approximately circular and nearly flat might be

used for the purpose, and that some which had been so

used were not regarded as of special value. In his single

combat, Ajax hurls at Hector a stone " like a millstone

"

(fxvXoeiSd' irerpu), H 270), which roughly indicates the size.^

The use of mortar and pestle for pounding grain, is

indicated by only one expression : in A 147 the armless

and headless trunk of Pisander's body is rolled like a

mortar (oXjulov coy). In Hesiod (
Works and Days, 42 3),

directions are given that the mortar (oX/no^) is to be three

feet in height, and the pestle (ywepo^) three ells in length.

The grain used in sacrifices seems to have been bruised

rather than ground (ovK6-)(yrai, ovXal), maintaining the

early customs,—possibly being pounded with such stones

as have been found in Crete, which were the precursors

of primitive mills. The sieve is not mentioned by the

Homeric poet, nor does its name appear in other early Greek

literature.

In addition to the grinding of grain, which was always

considered as the proper work of woman, occasionally other

tasks requiring physical strength were imposed
omen carry

^^ women. Thus at v 68, one of the women
of Arete, the Phaeacian queen, is sent to carry

to the boat Odysseus's chest, which must have been heavj'

since it contained twelve or thirteen suits of clothes. The
faithless women of Penelope are made to carry from the

great hall, into the courtyard, the dead bodies of the queen's

suitors {y^ 446).

Of separate servants' quarters, we have no hint. Nausicaa's

two maids slept on either side of her door. The old Laertes,

whose wife was dead and whose son's return was not expected,

living on the farm, slept with the servants "near the fire"

(X 190), as Odysseus and the swine-herds lay in the hut

of Eumaeus (^ 518).

The slave trade, so far as it exists in the Homeric period,

''Cf. "It were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck,"

S. Matthew xviii. 6.
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is in the hands of Phoenicians ^ and Taphians,—the chief

traders and the most notorious pirates of the Homeric
poems. Kidnapping is a natural associate of

piracy, which was then tolerated, as we have

seen, if it were not actually respectable. The disguised

Odysseus asks Eumaeus how he came to his life of servi-

tude,—whether his city was sacked, or he was captured

alone while tending sheep or cattle (o 384). Eumaeus
was the son of a king, and was stolen by Phoenician

traders and his Phoenician nurse, who in turn had been

captured by Taphian pirates (o 427). Eumaeus had pur-

chased his own attendant, Mesaulius, from the Taphians

(^ 452). According to a fictitious story of the disguised

Odysseus, a Phoenician trader induced him to come upon

his ship, with the plan of selling him into slavery (^ 297),

but the boat was wrecked on the Thesprotian coast. The
king of the Thesprotians received Odysseus kindly, accord-

ing to the story, but the Thesprotian sailors who .were

ordered to convey him home, planned to enslave him

(^ 340). Of course the fictitious character of the story

does not impair its value as evidence of the customs of

the poet's times ; such a story seemed plausible to him.

That the Sicels were ready to buy slaves, we learn from

V 382, and the wife of Penelope's slave Dolius, who cared

for the aged Laertes, seems to have come from them

(ft) 211). No family servants are sold. As we have

seen, the army before Troy sells its captives to Lemnos,

Samothrace, and Imbros (Q 753), i-e. to the neighboring

islands, in exchange for wine and probably for other

provisions (H 475), but this does not constitute a regular

slave trade,— it is a mere incident of the war. The tribes

of Greece doubtless seldom had an abiding peace, but

Homer nowhere tells us of slaves as part of the booty of

such wars. The Greeks, however, who had no scruples

about killing inoffensive men and enslaving their wives and

children, in Thrace or Egypt, and who seem to have had

so slight a consciousness of the difference between " Greeks

1 Cf. the prophet /oei iii. 4 f. ^
" What have ye to do with me, O Tyre and

Zidon, and all the coasts of Palestine ? . . . The children also of Judah and the

children of Jerusalem have ye sold unto the Grecians."
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and barbarians," could not be expected to be very scrupulous

in their treatment of the children of Greeks of another tribe,

whose cattle they were driving away. Those who were

"fighting in behalf of their city and their wives" (X 403),

were not at war solely with non-Greeks.

The question whether Achaeans were kept as slaves by

Achaeans, cannot be answered categorically. Euryclea at

least " had a grandfather," as we have seen, and he may

have been a Greek for all that we know. And Eumaeus

was kidnapped in early childhood from his home on the

island of Syrie (o 403), but where this island was, and of

what race were its inhabitants, we do not know.

For only two slaves is the price mentioned : Laertes paid

the worth of twenty cattle for Euryclea (a 430) ; and a

slave woman, skilled in various accomplishments,

J/'^
"*

who is offered as a prize in the funeral games

in honor of Patroclus, is estimated to be worth

four cattle (^705). The market for slaves before Troy

evidently was glutted by the war, just as in later times,

after the victory of Lucullus in Pontus, a slave could be

bought for four drachmae.^ Lycaon, Priam's son, was sold

by Achilles to Jason's son, Euneiis of Lemnos, for the worth

of one hundred cattle (# 79, "^ 746), but this clearly was

not the price of a slave,—it was a prince's ransom, offered

on speculation by Euneiis who required the payment of

thrice as heavy a price from the young man's father.

A tradition that the early Greeks had no slaves, is men-

tioned by Herodotus (vj. 137), and Athenaeus quotes Timaeus

and Theopompus as holding that it was not the
harp Greeks custom of the ancients to own purchased slaves,
kaa no

, . 7 7 • o

Slaves
^^^ ^° "° their own work, to practise autodtakoma.''

The Locrians and Phocians in particular had no

men-servants nor maid-servants {ovTi depaTralva^ ouTe oiKerai),

and the Chiagg were the first to have slaves from foreign

lands, after the Spartans had reduced to subjection the

Helots, the old Achaean holders of the land, and the

Thessalians had made Penestae of the Perrhaebians whose

^Plutarch, Lucullus, 14.—Procopius {de Bella Vandalico, ii. 12. 27) says that

after Solomon's victory, Moor boys were sold for the price of sheep.

^Athenaeus, 18 B, 264 C, 272 B.
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land they took in a similar way. U'hether Hesiod con-

sidered a slave to be an essential part of a well-to-do

household, is uncertain. He has been thought to name him
in his JVor/ds and Days, 602, but the expression for the

workman is t/ies (0)/?),^ which in Homer is applied to the free

peasant or " hired man," while the work-woman is an erithos

{e'pido^, who seems to be free in Homer), and we must note
also the fact that the five verses in which this line occurs

interrupt the connexion of thought in the passage, and very
likely are not original.- But the Greeks of the historical

period had no doubt that slavery was natural : some men
were born to be slaves and others to be masters, though
there was no difference of color between them. Plato

would have no Greek reduced to slavery {Republic, 469 C),

and makes the slave no part of his ideal state {cf. Rep.

371 E for the hirelings), but he takes no position on
principle against the institution of slavery, while Aristotle

{Politics, i. 2) defends it.

The demoralizing influence of compulsory service, is ex-

pressed by Eumaeus in a noted speech : "Servants

{Sfiweg) are not inclined to do their duty when Demoi^/iza-

their master is not in control. A man loses half
g/^^/^^

his manhood {apenj) when he falls into slaver}-

"

{SovXiov ^fJLap eXycrLv, p 323).

'Philo (ii. 285 M.), too, contrasts the slaves and the tkeies, sajing that because

of the Jewish Year of Jubilee 5oi5Xoi>s iih> dyo/jA^ecrSai avix^i^-qKe, drp-as 5c rip 6vtl

elvat.

''In Works and Days, 459, 502, 573, 597, 608, 766, Hesiod uses the word S/icis,

assuming that the farmer has a man, but this 5/ii6s may be no slave, in the modern

sense. Hesiod, as well as Homer, does not use the word iovKo%.



CHAPTER X

TRADE AND THE CRAFTS

Each household for the most part suppHed its own wants,

whether of shelter, clothing, or food. Odysseus built his

own bed-chamber, and constructed his own bed
^'^'^'^

, ,, (^189 ff.)- That he built his own house, with
HousenoU '

. ... ,.,,,.
Indetendent ^^ assistance 01 his men, we may readily believe,

since he skilfully (eTrio-ra^iej/ft)?, e 245) made the

craft which bore him from Calypso's grotto to the land of

the Phaeacians,—a voyage of seventeen days,—and even the

effeminate Paris built his own house, with the assistance of

the best workmen of the Trojan city (Z 3 1 4). The chairs

and the tables, as well as the bed, were doubtless oi

domestic manufacture, though possibly the aid of a specially

skilled worker in wood sometimes was called in. Of course

the meat eaten in Odysseus's halls was the flesh of his own
flocks and herds, which furnished also milk to drink and

cheese both as a relish and as food, hides for leathern

bottles, shoes, and belts, helmets and shields, and wool which

Penelope and her maidens carded, spun, and wove into

garments. The Homeric swine-herd as well as the Hesiodic

farmer makes his own shoes. Then as later, in Greece, the

cutting and sewing of ' th were unimportant. If the lord

and lady wore raimeifi.- of linen, this was woven probably

from the flax of their own fields,—though of this we cannot
be so certain, linen being little used. Their fields produced
the grain which the women of the family ground into flour

or meal, from which their bread was baked and their

porridge stirred. In general the grain was ground on the

day when it was to be used for bread,—never apparently in
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large quantities, though Telemachus, setting off unexpectedly

on a journey, bids the old housekeeper to provide him with

twenty measures of barley meal in well-sewed leathern bags

(/^ 3 54)- The poet knew no large grist-mills which served

a community. The animal of which the flesh was to be

eaten, also, was slaughtered only when and where its flesh

was desired. Vines, too, grew on the island of Ithaca (v 244,
(0 341), and fruit to supply all the needs of the family in

that respect. Pottery surely could be made on the island,

and this would include the great jars which served for the

storage of grain and wine, and perhaps also of oil, in place

of modern barrels and casks. Chariots had no place on

Ithaca (S 601 ff.), but if they had been wanted they could

have been made at home : Priam's son, Lycaon, was taken

captive by Achilles one night as he was cutting the }oung

shoots of a wild-fig tree for the rim of a chariot ($ 37),

and we have no reason to suppose that he had more skill

in wagon-making than was possessed by other princes. Of
all necessaries, metals alone seem to be lacking among the

products of Ithaca, but these were far less important then

than they have come to be in modern life. Possibly olive

oil and other perfumeries, and fine embroideries and rugs,

also were imported. Ivory and amber were brought from

the south and the north, but only as rare luxuries. The

purple dye, which was highly esteemed, was gained from a

little shellfish that seems to have drawn the Phoenicians to

Greece in early times, and we need not suppose that the

Achaeans bought this dye back from the Phoenicians instead

of preparing it themselves, though Maeonian and Carian

women were particularly skilful in staining ivory with purple

{(polviKi, Phoenician color, A 141). If most of the iron and

copper was imported, yet doubtless some one on the farm

could fashion them into the heedt":' articles. So one of the

prizes which Achilles offers in the fu. eral games in honor of

Patroclus, is a mass of iron to be used in " putting the

shot,"—a mass so large that with it at hand " neither

shepherd nor ploughman would go to town in need of iron,

but this would supply it" (^ 834). Clearly, the shepherd

was expected himself to fashion the metal into the tools

and appliances which he needed. So Hesiod's farmer makes
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his own plough and farming implements
(
Works and Days,

423 ff.)- But the poet tells of a bronzesmith at Pylus

(7 432), and one of the impudent maids of Penelope

suggests that the disguised Odysseus should go to the

smithy to sleep (a- 328). Metals were far less important

than in the present century, since the home had no stove

or furnace, few and small kettles, no pails, few pans, and

no forks or metal spoons. Not only was life much simpler

than at present, but pottery and wood were much used for

articles in which they now are replaced by metals.

The Homeric community thus had no place for grocers,

butchers, millers, or bakers, nor for tailors, haberdashers,

milliners, or shoemakers. We read of no shop-

„V ^ keepers or peddlers. Each house as well as
or Bakers.

. ,

each hamlet was independent. Homer knows no

word for trader. Phoenician traders appear now and then,

it is true. The fictitious Mentes says that he is taking a

boat-load of iron to Temesa, to exchange for a cargo of

copper (a 184). But he is not a professional trader,—he is

a king,—and his cargo may not be very heavy, since he

is seeking copper only ior himself and his subjects. Ships

from Lemnos, sent by Euneiis, the king of that island,

brought wine to the Achaean army before Troy, to be

exchanged for captives or other booty of the army ; but

this was a temporary arrangement, and the wine may have

been brought by the very men who produced it.

From $ 40, Achilles seems to have taken in person

some of his captives to Lemnos for sale, or he sent them
in the care of one of his lieutenants. So Hesiod's farmer

will take his own boat and carry his produce to those who
will receive it {Wor-ks, 641),—perhaps for exchange with those

who have less grain or more wool or wine than he. The
question which is put to Telemachus by Nestor and to

Odysseus by Polyphemus ^ is better translated, '• Do you
come on an errand ? " than " Do you come for trade ? " In a

noted passage, however, Odysseus is taunted by a young
Phaeacian as resembling a " commander of sailors, who is

watchful of the cargo and of greedy gains," rather than an

athlete (9 162). Trade and manufactures, then, had but a

^7 72, 1 253, Kara Trpriiiv . . . wKtli' vypd K4\ev$a

;
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small place in the Greece of the Homeric age. Thebes, for

instance, could furnish little that Athens lacked, and what did

Mycenae produce which Sparta could not provide for itself?

The expedition of the Achaeans with 11 86 ships against

Troy is in itself the best evidence for the free use of the

sea by the Greeks of the Homeric age (but see

page 39). Of these ships one hundred were
''" ^ y

manned by the forces of Agamemnon, who in

addition (according to the Catalogue of Ships, B 612)
furnished sixty ships to the Arcadians, who had no boats

of their own, since their territory alone of the states of

Hellas did not touch the sea at any point. At Ithaca

were many boats, "both old and new" (/3 293),—of which

some probably were used for fishing. The poet makes
Odysseus note that the Cyclopes have no vessels which

would accomplish their errands, '' as men often traverse the

sea to each other" (i 128), as implying a lack of civilization.

The Phaeacians were given to a maritime life,—they were

not warlike, but seamen (X 270), though it is a Phaeacian who
speaks contemptuously of trade and traders (6 161; see p. 60).

We learn of a number of short voyages. Odysseus went to

Ephyra and Taphos (a 258 f), and his son Telemachus

went to Pylos in quest of tidings of his father (/3 Jin.).

Helen says that Idomeneus often came from Crete to visit

Menelaus at Sparta (F 232), and Telemachus tells Athena

in the guise of Mentes (a 176) that many visitors used to

come to Ithaca in his father's time, and that Odysseus

himself was fond of visiting men (JinaTpocpo^ ^v avOpwiroov).

King Proetus of Tiryns married a Lycian princess, and

Bellerophon on his banishment went to Lycia (Z 168 ff.).

The suitors of Penelope propose to send a boat to the

Sicels (y 383), and the old woman who cares for the wants

of Laertes, seems to have been brought thence (ywij Si/ceXj/,

(o 211). The Phaeacians, however, mariners though they

were, thought the island of Euboea to be very remote

(T>;XoTaTft), rj 322), and the Greeks' notion of Egypt was

inexact,—Pharos being counted a full day's sail from the

mainland, and Egypt being thought a four or five days'

sail from Crete (^ 257). But after all, coast trade in

Greece was easier than traversing the mountain paths, a
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thousand years before Christ, as it was even during the

first two-thirds of the nineteenth century of our era. Corinth

was rich (acpveios, B 5 70), and the wealth of Mycenae and

Troy also would indicate trade, for how else was their gold

obtained ? But whether this trade was by land as well as

by sea, is not indicated, nor how much of the gold was

secured simply by yielding the products of the neighboring

country to the Phoenicians, who long had controlled the

" carrying trade " df the Mediterranean.

The great trade routes of the Homeric times are in no

way referred to by the poet. He gives no hint as to the

^ source of the supply of metals, except that silver

came from Alybe of the Halizonians (odev

apyvpov ea-r). yeveOXij, B 857), between the Paphlagonians

and the Mysians, and that a load of copper was expected

from Temesa (a 184), a place- which used to be sought in

Cyprus, but now is found by scholars on the western coast

of Italy, in Bruttium. That these were the main sources of

supply of these metals, is very improbable. No word is

uttered about ivory as coming from the south, or of amber
as brought from the north. In so far as such objects

were supplied by Phoenician traders, we should expect no

emphasis to be laid on their provenience ; the Phoenicians did

not desire to give information which would aid others in

breaking their monopoly, and the purchasers, on the other

hand, cared little to learn the source of the articles which

the Phoenicians brought. Hence many even of the people

who possessed objects of ivory, amber, and gold, may have
had only very vague notions of the countries from which

these came. That the amber found by Dr. Schliemann at

Mycenae was brought from the Baltic, has been ascertained

by chemical analysis, and the discovery of similar beads in

ancient tombs in Switzerland and other inland countries

has done much to prove the existence of great through
trade routes from the north to the head of the Adriatic.^

Along such routes, rather than from the wanderings of

adventurous sailors, seem to have come the stories of a

land where the nights were very brief (of the Laestrygonians.

1 See Ridgeway, Origin of Metallic Currency, 105 ff. ; Early Age of Greece,.

i- 359 ff-
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K 86), and of another which was perpetually shrouded in

darkness and mist, where the sun never shone (of the
Cimmerians, A 14 ff.),—stories which indicate some know-
ledge of the short summer nights and the long winter nights

of northern regions. The difference between the length of

the day in summer and that in winter naturally is less

marked in Greece than in New England, not to speak of

North Britain and Germany.
No man in Homeric Greece produced ordinary com-

modities for sale, but primarily for the use of his own
family ; any surplus naturally he was glad to exchange
for what he could not make, or cause to grow, for himself

The Homeric Greeks were used to the sea, but clearly

did not like long voyages, and were not adventurous mariners.

They did not like to spend the night upon the

water, and preferred to take a much longer course Jf'j.,
'J'^^"

than one which would carry them far from land.

To skirt the western coast of Asia Minor, and then the

shores of Crete, and then come north to Argos or Sparta,

seemed as natural as from Lesbos to strike boldly to the

west, across the Aegean Sea, although this is studded with

islands ; time was of little importance to them. (^So we
cannot be surprised that trade is still largely in the hands

of the Phoenicians. Indeed the poet tells us of no Greek

professional merchant or trader. As the first prize for the

foot-race in honor of Patroclus (^ 744), Achilles offers a

silver mixing-bowl, holding six measures, which Sidonians

had wrought, and which Phoenicians brought to Lemnos,

where they gave it to the king of the island as a sort of

harbor dues, clearly for the privilege of trade.^ ^Odysseus,

returning in disguise to Ithaca (i' 272), tells Athena, whom
he does not recognize but supposes to be a young shepherd,

that he had been obliged to flee from Crete because of a

murder which he had committed, and that Phoenicians had

brought him on his way, but had been unable to' land him

at Pylus or Elis. A little later on the same day (f 288),

the disguised Odysseus tells to the faithful swine-herd

' So the Lemnian king, in sending wine for sale in the Achaean camp, sent a

thousand measures of wine as a special gift to the two chief leaders of the expe-

dition, Agamemnon and Menelaus (H 470),—a sort of customs duty.
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Eumaeus a fictitious story of his wanderings, which includes

an adventure with a Phoenician who (according to his story),

fell in with him in Crete, took him to his Phoenician home

for a year, and then took him to Libya as an assistant

supercargo, but with the intention of selling him there. On
the following day, Eumaeus tells the disguised Odysseus

the story of his boyhood : he was the son of a prince on

the island of Syrie, but Phoenician traders spent a year in

trade there, and beguiled his Phoenician nurse who ran

away with them and took the boy, who was purchased

from the traders by Laertes (o 415 fif.). So the Homeric

story agrees with our other information of the fame of

Phoenician traders, though it tells of no Phoenician trading

station or settlement in Greece. That the tales told by

Odysseus are fictitious, does not injure their value as evidence

in this matter ; they were designed to have the fullest

verisimilitude!

Although cattle formed the chief Homeric standard of

value, and trade was still for the most part barter (see

page 36), and gold, silver, and copper were

n , articles of merchandize rather than a medium of
Barter.

exchange, yet a foundation seems to have been

laid for a gold standard of values. A " talent " {raXavrov,

weight) of gold appears to have been a piece of metal of

definite weight, and it may have had conventional value,

though it is not named as the price of a commodity^ Ten
talents were part of the recompense which Agamemnon gave

to Achilles for the wrong he had done him (T 247), and

a like amount was part of the ransom paid to Achilles

by Priam for Hector's body (Q 232), and among the

presents received by Menelaus in Egypt (^ 1 29). The
priest of Apollo at Ismarus gave to Odysseus, for sparing

his life, seven talents of gold (t 202), a mixing-bowl, and
wine. Each of the Phaeacian nobles contributes a talent

of gold, a cloak, and a tunic, for the wanderer Odysseus

(^ 393)- Two talents were given by Aegisthus as a year's

pay to the lookout whom he set to watch for the returning

Achaeans (5 S26). To the contestants in the foot-race in

honor of Patroclus ("^ 7 5 1 ), an ox is offered as the second

prize, and half a talent in gold as the third (or " consolation ")
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prize ; while in the chariot race, a mare is the second prize,

a bronze basin the third, and two talents of gold the fourth
("* 269). Finally, in the court scene depicted on the Shield
of Achilles, two talents lie before the judges to be given
to him who shall "state justice most straightly" (o? /uexa

Tolai SiKrjv IQvvTOTa eiiroi, 2 5 07 f. ; see page 91).

Evidently, the Homeric talent, being worth less than a
mare, and half a talent being the third prize where an ox
is the second, must have been very different in

value from the Attic talent, which as a round ^'^^ Talent

sum was equivalent to about $1,000 in modern
^Attlc Talent.

silver, but had five or ten times as great

purchasing power. That a half-talent is mentioned, is

perhaps the clearest indication of a definite weight or

value : if talents were mere pieces of gold of indefinite

size, then a half-talent would mean nothing,—it might be
as large as another whole talent.

To ascertain definitely the value of the Homeric talent,

however, is impossible. Hultsch {Metrologie'^, 128) believes

it to have been the heavy shekel of 16.8 grams,

while Ridgeway {Origin of Currency and Weight

Standards, 7) believes it to have been the light shekel, 8.4

grams or 130 grains Troy weight, the Daric of later times,

the didrachm of the Attic-Euboic standard, not very far

from the American eagle and the British sovereign.^ Ridge-

way holds, moreover, that the Homeric gold talent had the

value of an ox, and that in practise these gold pieces

may have been in more common use than one would infer

from the language of the poems,—the old standards being

preserved in speech after metal was used in ordinary

commercial transactions. But the Draconian code, in the

seventh century B.C., still imposed fines on the standard of

cattle, and Solon, in the next century, assumed a definite

relation between the value of a drachma and that of a

sheep or a goat.^

^In Journal of Hellenic Studies, xiii. 225, Arthur Evans, from the weight of

Mycenaean rings, concludes " that the Mycenaeans possessed a weight standard the

unit of which was a stater of 135 grains." Cf. also Ridgeway in J. U.S. x. go S.

" Kav Toii ApaKOVTOs vbixois €<rrlv aTTOTLveiv deKa^otov ' Kal €v ry trapa AriXioLi

0€Ojpig. rbv K-rjpvKa KfjpvTTeLV (paaiv ort Sodrj^ovTai aur^J ToaovTOi ^6es' Kal bldoffddi

Ka$' CKaffTov §ovv Suo dpaxjJ^o-s 'AmKas, Pollux, ix. 61 ; Plutarch, Solon, xxiii.

T
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Since trade was barter, the craftsmen can have had no

fixed prices for their labor and the products of their craft.

Each sale or piece of work was the subject of
P i*i f*p f /fly t

„ .
•^ a special bargain, except in so far as a general

arrangement was made with particular persons.

Often, doubtless, an act of service was as unlimited as one

of friendship,
—

" I will do this for you now
;

you will do

as much for me at another time." The later introduction

of money and the consequent haggling over details, degraded

the relation between the buyer and the seller, the employer

and the employed, just as it made definite debts possible.

Nestor himself furnishes to the smith the gold which he

desires to have moulded about the horns of the heifer for

sacrifice (7 436), and no special payment is named for the

smith's services. Pandarus himself shot the wild goat whose

horns were used by a skilful craftsman in the manufacture

of his bow (A 106). Just so in New England, in the

eighteenth century, the cloth which was made at home, of

wool from the domestic flocks, carded, spun, and woven in

the home, often was given for' making into garments to a

tailor who came to his customer's house to do the work.

As has been observed in connexion with servants, the

work which was to be done indoors was done by women :

the carding, weaving, and spinning of wool and

and Women" ^^'^' *^^ grinding of corn, and the baking of

bread are all left exclusively to them, and in

the higher of these employments all women take part. Thus
not only do Helen and Andromache weave and spin, but

Athena makes a robe for Hera (S 178). The women, too,

lave the linen (X 155, ^ 31),—even Nausicaa, the fair

daughter of the luxurious Phaeacian king, taking part in

such work. Maid-servants bring water for the household
from the spring (7 429, k 107, Z 457), and the Laestry-

gonian princess does her part in this service. Women, also,

have charge of the fires in the house (7 429, »? 7, cr 307),
and of the lights (torches) in the great hall. Man's place

is in the fields, and in doing the heavy work of carpenter,

mason, or smith. Since the people lived for the most part

in small hamlets or in scattered dwellings, not in towns or

cities, each man as well as each family was more independent
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than in the ordinary cultured life of to-day. He was a

Jack-of-all-trades, a " handy " man, who could do almost any
required work,—^just as many a New Hampshire farmer even

now can shoe a horse, or make a wagon, or lay a stone

wall, or build a house, or run a saw-mill, or bind up a

wound with considerable skill, while his wife is equal to a

physician for many ailments, and can make a gown, or

cook, or cultivate flowers. The Homeric Greeks knew no
refined division of labor. The pastoral stage of civilization

has no division of labor in the strict sense, and in the early

agricultural stage each household is fairly independent!

Eumaeus made his own shoes (^ 23), and built the stone

wall of his court-yard (^ 7). One servant of Odysseus is

set to care for his swine, as Eumaeus, another to care for

his goats, as Melanthius, and a third for his kine, as

Philoetius,—but ordinary men have no division of labor, and

these three probably could have exchanged work with little

inconvenience. The disguised Odysseus, suggesting that he

might secure employment from the suitors of Penelope, says

that he can not only chop wood and tend the fire, but

also roast and carve meat, and serve wine (o 322) ; he

is ready to be a " man of all work,"—butler as well as

drudge.

In such a primitive community as existed in Homeric

Greece, a trained artisan would find little to do. Not only

is no need felt there for plumbers, gas-fitters,
.

r . 1 1 ^ • Ao trained
furnace-men, engmeers, and electricians,—no more

j^.^^^^^^

than for lawyers, editors, civil-engineers, and

college professors,—but even carpenters, masons, and black-

smiths have no regular occupation in the exercise of their

craft, and rely chiefly on their farms for the support of

their families. They cannot aflbrd to lie idle in the

intervals between their technical engagements. The Iliad

and the Odyssey know no Cabiri, Telchines, or Cyclopes at

the forge ; Polyphemus's brothers seem to bear no relation

to Hesiod's Cyclopes who forged the thunderbolt of Zeus.

But the chief crafts already existed in a rudimentary

stage in Homer's day, and although the leader of the people

would prefer to care for his flocks or herds, or to oversee

the work on his fields, rather than to have part in any
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handicraft, yet no such stigma rested on the work of the

artisan in early times as at Athens in the sixth and fifth

centuries before our era. Hephaestus, as we
Chief see elsewhere, did not lose social standing on

^RudhtiZtar
01yr"P"s because he was a Tubal Cain. We read

Stage.

"
of ^ shield-maker Tychius, " best of all workers

in leather" (H 220), who, though he lived in

Boeotia, made the great "shield like a tower," of seven

bulls' hides, for Telamonian Ajax of Salamis, His fame as

a workman must have been considerable in order to bring

him a commission from Salamis. Though a worker in

leather, Tychius hammered (^^\aa-e) upon the shield its

outermost layer of bronze. A worker in horn is not above

attaching metal tips to the bow which he has made (A iii),

a wagon-maker cuts his own poplar (A 485), and ship-

carpenters fell their own trees.

What crafts existed in Homer's time? The general name
for a skilled workman is wright {rkKTwv—not yet specialized

to the meaning of carpenter,—connected with

r f Tf'x'"'' ^^0' who builds ships or houses, and makes

existed? furniture and adorns it with silver and ivory (t 56,

of Icmalius), or who joins and smooths horns to

form a bow (A 1 1 o). We read also of smiths (j^aX/cei^y,

7 432, o- 328, etc.j, a worker in gold (xjOi'o'o;^o'o?, <y 425),

a potter and his wheel {Kepa/xev^, S 601), a wagon maker

{apiJ.aToirrjjo's, A 485), a worker in leather {<tkvtot6ij.o^,

H 221), and seamen or sailors (aXieJ?, jjl 251, &) 419,

Kopdfj.ev's, V 187) who doubtless often served as fishermen.

The tanning or curing of leather (P 389), by stretching it

repeatedly in many directions, may have been done on the farm.

In Hesiod's time {Works and Days, 25), the potter's craft was

so firmly established that the jealqusy of potter for potter

was taken as an illustration of the rivalries in life. The
"workers for the people" {Srifuoepyo'i, p 383) who may be

called from one place to another, are enumerated as " a seer,

a healer of ills, a worker in wood, and an inspired bard who
cheers men by his song.'' These might receive inducements

to make their homes here or there, just as in early colonial

days in America, a clergyman, a teacher, or a physician

often received a homestead or other privileges, and as at present
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manufacturers are drawn by promoters to one growing town
or another. Long after Homer, the Spartans gave special

prerogatives to a seer, according to Herodotus (ix. 33).
Whether the herald should be included in the list of crafts-

men, may be questioned ; he seems to be attached closely

to the person and service of the king. The bard was a
daily guest in the palaces of Odysseus and of Alcinoiis

;

but he does not seem to have been one of the household.

What recompense did these craftsmen receive? Probably
in many cases none which we should recognize as definite

pay. They were " clients," and received from

their chief what they needed from the products ^"'"P^"'^-

of his fields or from his herds,—a relationship which has

not entirely died away even in modern life, in the midst

of the commercial spirit. But, of course, a shield-maker

or a chariot-maker might stipulate for a certain number of

kine or sheep in return for his skilled labor.

That the craftsman's whole time in general was not

devoted to his craft, has been intimated. The two surgeons

in the army before Troy were primarily warriors,

and actually only once in the Iliad is either one Craftsmen

r , 111 - I A 1 • <^"<' Farmers
of them called to exercise his art. Amphiaraus, ^^^ Firhters

according to the poet of the Thebaid, was both

a good seer and a good spearman, Priam's fatidic son

Helenus is a warrior (Z J 6, H 44), as well as a seer, and
of the Trojan allies the Mysian Ennomus was both seer

and warrior (B 858, P 218). Whether the seer Calchas

(A 69, B 322) had other duties than those of seer, is not

plain, but that Poseidon takes his form (X 45) when he

would rouse the Greek warriors in battle to more vigorous

action, may imply that he was an active fighter. That a

herald might be a rich man, we see from the wealth of

Dolon's father (K 315, 380). Epeus, the builder of the

wooden horse, which was a great undertaking for those times,

is nowhere called a carpenter ; he was one of the warriors

before Troy, though he himself says that he is a better boxer

than spearman ("^ 670). The difference between man and

man as craftsman was rather in the degree than in the kind

of their knowledge. Paris could build his own house, but

some of the Trojans had special skill in building (Z 314).
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The skilled workman or wright (reKTcov) had as tools

an axe (TreXe/cw, e 234), an adze {a-Ketrapvov, e 237), an

augur (rpinravov, t 385, reperpa, e 246), and a

plumbline or rule {a-racpvXt], B 765), as well as

a hammer {crcpvpa, only mentioned as one of the smith's

tools, y 434) and doubtless also a saw, which is not named,

but which was used on stone in the earlier period at

Tiryns and Mycenae. The file and chisel, too, are not

named, and metal nails and screws were lacking. The
smith had an anvil and bellows, as well as smelting pots

and hammer and tongs (E 372, 470, 476). Wooden pegs

(yo/iKpoi, e 248) are used by Odysseus in the construction

of his barge. Odysseus's axe had a helve of olive wood
(e 236). A test of skill in archery was to shoot an arrow

through twelve axes
((f)

y6, 1 20) which were fixed in a

trench in the earth. The arrow can hardly have passed

through twelve helve-holes, and perhaps we must suppose

that the helves of the axes were crossed and that the

arrow was shot between them. In the games in honor of

Patroclus, ten axes are offered as the first prize of archery,

and ten hatchets (half-axes, rmiweXeKKa, '^ 851) as the second

prize.

From the comparison in which a chariot-maker (apixaro-

TDj-yoy, A 485) is mentioned, we might infer a craft for

.
that service, but, as we have seen, Priam's son

makers
Lycaon went out of Troy by night to cut

young shoots of a wild-fig tree for the rim of a

chariot ($ 36). This young prince doubtless had received

no special training in the making of chariots, and many
another Trojan warrior could have made as good a wagon,
but this was part of a man's work. The prince did not

become a chariot-maker, in the modern sense, by making a

chariot.

Architects we might expect to come nearest to forming
a profession, when we think of the noble and elaborate

Architects
structures of the Mycenaean age. That Greece
had known sculptors not very long before Homer's

day, the Lions' Gate at Mycenae still testifies. But archi-

tects, painters, and sculptors are not mentioned, and only
•one reference (and that indirect, Z 303 ; see page 492) to
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a statue is found in the poems. Doubtless no broad line

was drawn between the artisan and the artist, but even the

artisan painter seems to be lacking, except so far as

the ships are painted black, with vermillion bows, for which
work no special skill was needed.

The smith was strictly a worker in bronze (^aX/cey?, A 187),

but this name is applied to the goldsmith (xP'^'^o-)(oos, 7 425)
Laerces, as well as to the blacksmith, in the

passage in which the eye of Polyphemus is said

to hiss when Odysseus thrust the heated stake into it, just

as hot iron hisses when a smith dips this into water to

temper it {i 392). The smithy (cr 328, c/. Hesiod, Works, 493)
is a semi-public place where a vagrant would be likely to

seek warmth and shelter. The workshop of Hephaestus is

described with some detail (2 468 f, c/. 273),—near his

dwelling on Olympus, not on Lemnos nor in Mt. Aetna.

Hephaestus keeps his tools in a silver chest (Xdpva^, 2 413),
and has hammer and tongs (paiari'jp, irvpaypv), 2 477).

His anvil is placed on the anvil-block (uKfj-wv, aKfioOerov)

only when it is to be used. He has smelting pots (^(oavoi)

for his metals, and when these are placed on the fire, a

score of self-acting bellows blow in among them. When
busy at his work, he wears no tunic (2 416), and when
summoned to receive the visit of Thetis, he sponges off his

face, arms, neck, and breast.

Hephaestus appears to us as a typical smith, and we may
fairly take the works of his craft as examples of what his

follower on earth would try to make. At the

time of Thetis's visit he is engaged in making Hephaestus

a Typical
small tables, which could be used at the feasts of

^^^"/vJ.

the gods. These are automata, being mounted

on wheels or castors in order that at the god's bidding

they may go to and return from the great hall of Zeus.

Hephaestus has wonderful crutches, also,—golden maidens,

endowed with thought and speech (2 418), and instructed

by the immortals in various accomplishments. By the

coming of Thetis, Hephaestus is reminded of the time when

in her grotto he had made brooches and necklaces. He
made also a silver bowl with gilded edges which Menelaus

received as a gift from the king of Sidon and bestowed in
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turn on Telemachus (o 115). He makes armor for Achilles

(S 478 ff.). He made the aegis for Zeus (0 308), and the

sceptre of Agamemnon (B loi) which had descended -to the

Greek leader through Zeus and Pelops. Hera promises Sleep

that Hephaestus shall make a fine throne for him (S 239).

Hephaestus also built the homes for the gods (A 607 f,

Y 10 ff.), and thus seems to be a worker in stone and

wood as well as in metals. The moulding of gold about

silver is ascribed (^ 232) to one whom Hephaestus and

Athena have taught. That simple apparatus may suffice for

an iron furnace and for delicate work in gold, is shown by

the rude forges of the interior of Africa and the delicate

filigree work of the goldsmiths in India and Mexico.

Metals were used not only for arms and for tools, for

cups, pitchers, and basins, but also for the ornamentation of

staves, of chariots and furniture, and of leather

Jf °
1 belts and straps, and for the covering of doors

and thresholds. Chairs and beds were inlaid with

plates of metal, and Telemachus, coming from the island of

Ithaca, wondered at the gleam of copper, gold, electrum,

silver, and ivory in the great hall of Menelaus at Sparta

(<5 72). The latter passage may refer to plates of metal

fastened as decorations upon the wall, as rosettes of bronze

were attached to the wall of the so-called Treasury of

Atreus at Mycenae. Possibly, however, the reference is

chiefly to the shields and helmets, and even basins received

as prizes, hung upon the walls,—for which we may compare a

fragment of the poet Alcaeus (Frag. 56), who says that his

great hall gleams with bronze, and goes on to explain that

his whole house is adorned for Ares : helmets, greaves,

shields, and cuirasses are hanging on the pegs (doubtless, of

the walls). In the fairyland of Phaeacia, dogs of gold and
of silver stood on either side of the entrance to the palace,

and golden figures of _youths served as torch-holders in the

great hall {r\ 91 ff.). An elaborate (presumably silver) cup
of Nestor (A 632) is adorned with golden studs; it has

two supports, and four handles, with two doves at each

handle {cf. Fig. 16). The cuirass of Agamemnon is described

in a passage (A 19 ff.) which bears marks of comparatively

late composition ; it has ten circles of dark lapis lazuli,
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twelve of gold, and twenty of tin, and three dark serpents

on either shoulder stretch up toward the neck. Another

Homeric work of art was the golden brooch of Odysseus

(t 226): a hound held with his forepaws a dappled fawn

which struggled and endeavored to escape. On the golden

baldric of Heracles in Hades were wrought figures of bears,

wild boars, and lions, as well as representations of battles

Fig. 16.
—"Nestor's Cup," from Mycenae.

(X 610). The golden maidens of Hephaestus, who served

him as crutches, have been mentioned already (p. 295).

Apollo had a silver bow (apyvporo^o's, A 37), and Hera

had a chariot of metal, with a silver pole and a yoke

of gold (E 722),—but these, like Apollo's "golden lyre"

in Pindar, were drawn from the imagination for the

adornment of the scene. The lyre of Achilles, taken

from the spoils of Cilician Thebes, had a bridge i^yyoi',

I 187) of silver; but perhaps this was. only adorned with

silver, as the "golden staff" of the priest Chryses was

doubtless of wood, adorned with golden handle and studs
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(A IS, cf. 246), and the "iron mace" of Arelthous (H 141)

seems to have been a wooden club with knobs of iron.

The arms {i.e. the great shield?) of the Lycian Glaucus are

said to be of gold, worth one hundred cattle, while the

arms of Diomed were of bronze, and worth nine cattle

(Z 236); but the gold or bronze in these was chiefly-

external, and largely for ornament. The shield of Nestor,

too, is said to be of gold (6 193), "both the rods and the

shield itself" ; but even here the gold probably was thought

of as forming the outermost layer, with one or more layers

of oxhide beneath it (£/: H 223). So a belt which the

"smiths wrought" (xaX/c^e? ra/xoi/, A 216) may have been

so lined with cloth or skins that we should not be sure

whether the metal was of primary or secondary importance.

" Six metals are named by the Homeric poet : copper or

bronze, iron, lead, tin, silver, and gold. Naturally the last

two were precious. The poet has no one word
StxMetah.

^^^ ^^^^j ^^ ^j^^^ ^^^ mentioned. Only for

copper and silver does he seem to know the source or a

source of supply.

The poet seems to be living near the close of the

Bronze Age of Greece.^ In the poems bronze is mentioned

far more frequently than iron,—more than 320
Uose of tie

xx'ca&s, including derivatives, in the Iliad, and more
Bronze Age. '

. - , U , , •, •

than 90 times m the Odyssey, while iron is

named only 23 times in the Iliad and 25 times in the

Odyssey. That bronze is mentioned so much more frequently

in the Iliad than in the Odyssey was understood for a time

as an indication of the earlier date of the composition of

the Iliad, but now it is explained more reasonably by the

-observation that the weapons of the Iliad were of bronze.

Since the name of this metal is often used by the poet

as a synonym for spear or other weapon, just as steel is

used in modern times,^ bronze naturally appears often in

^ Hesiod, Works, 151, puts the Bronze before the Iron Age. Cf. Et prior aeris

erat quam ferri cogiiitus usus,
\
quo facilis magis est naiura et copia maior, Lucretius,

V. 1287 ; x^^^^ ^^ ^^'^ aiSijpov X^7et 5ta rijv TrdXat ttot^ xP^^^^ ^oD xa\/coC,

Eustathius on A 236.—Copper was naturally the first metal to be used by man,

since it occurs in a comparatively pure state, easily malleable.

'' Cf. "foeman worthy of his steel." See Iron in Homer, by F. B. Jevons in

Journal of Hellenic Studies, xiii. 25, and Cauer, Homerkritik, 179.—Of the 23
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the books which treat of battles. Doubtless, too, just as
the name copper-smith is given to the worker in iron and
in gold (xaXKEw, i 391, y 432), so also the word for

•copper was used often where the actual implement or
article was of iron.

The Homeric instances of the use of iron have been
subjected to various unsuccessful analyses, in the endeavor
to gain from them an indication of different

strata in the poems. Iron still remains firm in {l""
'"

what is acknowledged to be the older parts of

the poems, unless unjustifiably bold excisions are made of
otherwise inoffensive verses. The following articles are of
iron : in the I/tad, a club, probably of wood with iron

knobs, such as Heracles in later works of art is often

represented as bearing (H 141), knives (2 34, ^ 30), an

arrow-head (A 123), axes (A 485, ^ 851), the axle of

Hera's chariot (E 723), and the gates of Tartarus (0 15);
in the Odyssey, axes or adzes (( 393) and bonds or chains

(a 204). Cauer observes that in nine instances iron is

mentioned only as a possession, with no indication of its

use ; fifteen times it is used to express firmness of body
or soul (as a " heart of steel," in English), with figurative

use, as "the iron might of fire" ("^ 177), and the epithet

of iron applied to the firmament (o 329); and thrice objects

of iron are mentioned which had no real existence,—the

gates of Tartarus, the axle of Hera's chariot, and the bonds

which were imagined to hold Odysseus. In most of the

other instances iron is used for tools ; only half a dozen

times is iron used for weapons of war, as for the club of

Areithoiis, the arrow-point of Pandarus, and the knife or

sword with which the throats of kine were cut. From his

examination of the passages, Cauer infers that this metal was

not familiar to the people, but that its reputation for hard-

ness was fixed. An epithet used four times, " much-worked "

{Tro\vKixr\TO<;, as Z 48), implies that it was known to be less

malleable than copper. But a great mass of unwrought

iron is used in the contest of " putting the shot," in the

examples in the Iliad, according to Cauer, three are in A, three in H, five in Sf',

and two in fl ; ten books have no mention of iron. Eleven books of the Odyssey

contain no mention of iron. See also Lang, Homer and his Age, 176 ff.
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games in honor of Patroclus (^ 826), and is itself the

prize. If a man had this, Achilles assured the Achaeans,

his shepherd or ploughman would not need to go to the

town for iron, since this mass would supply it. This

implies, as we have seen, that some one on the farm was

expected to have skill in working in iron, and the Achaeans

may well have had primitive but efficient forges. The
comparison for the noise caused by the burning of the

Cyclops's eye,—that this hissed about the red-hot stake

" as when a smith dips an axe or adze in cold water,

tempering it, for this is the strength of the iron" (i 391),

shows that this process was well known. The fictitious

king of the Taphians is said to be taking a cargo of iron

to Temesa to exchange for copper (a 184). Where he

obtained this iron, the poet does not intimate. Since the

Taphians were noted pirates, the iron may have been gained

by unlawful means, but iron is reported to have been found

in very recent times near or on the island of the Taphians.

If the Achaeans had iron to give in barter for copper, they

may be supposed to have learned how to prepare it for

their . own use.

That bronze or copper was the ordinary metal of the

arts of the Homeric age, has been stated already. Assays

have shown the admixture of tin to have been

j^ in general so slight at Mycenae and Hissarlik,

that the question is fair whether bronze or

copper is the better translation for the Homeric ^aX/co?.

The poet shows no knowledge of its being an alloy.

Apparently the Achaeans were able to make this metal

harder than the copper of modern commerce, since they

used it not only for spear-points but also for knives and
razors, but once (A 237) the bronze point of a spear is

" turned back like lead " on meeting the silver plate which
adorned and strengthened a warrior's belt. Copper is to

be procured at Temesa (a 184), which probably was in

Bruttium. Sidon is called "rich in bronze" (o 425), but

this may be a general expression for wealth. Doubtless

Phoenician traders brought articles of copper as well as of

silver, but the poet may not have thought of these metals

as derived originally from Sidon. Bronze was used for all
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weapons and armor (including a battle-axe, N 612), for

basins and cups, as a covering for thresholds (as i? 83),
and as a decoration for chariots, furniture, and even walls

(as ri 87). Ares receives the epithet of bronze (xaXfeor,

E 704),—probably from his equipment of arms, though
possibly also from his unyielding firmness. The horses of
Zeus are bronze-footed {yaXKO-Kohe^, 41),—certainly not as

shod with bronze, but as strong-hoofed. The loud-voiced

Stentor is bronze-voiced ()(a\K£6(pa)voi, E 785), as " trumpet-
tongued" or unwearied in the battle-cry. Similarly, at the
introduction to the Catalogue of Ships, the poet says he
could not name all the warriors though he had a heart

of bronze (B 490).^

Lead is mentioned but twice in the Homeric poems,—as a

sinker on a fish line (fjLo\v^Saivri, Q 80), and
as a standard for what is pliant and yielding

(^to'Xi/3o? wr, A 237).

Tin - appears more frequently than lead, being mentioned

ten times, but of these, six are in connexion with the arms
of Achilles (S 474, 565, 574, 613, Y 271, y,.^

$ 592), and two of the remaining instances are

in connexion with the armor of Agamemnon (A 25, 34),

and one with the cuirass of Asteropaeus ('^ 561). In the

remaining instance, tin is used with gold in the decoration

of the chariot of Diomed ("^ S03). This metal has too

little power of resistance to be useful for armor ; it must

have been used for ornament rather than for strength, and

a difficulty arises since, in a scene on the Shield of Achilles

(Ii 565), tin is used with gold, silver, and blue enamel, where

the difference in appearance between the silver and the tin

must have been only slight. Hephaestus makes the greaves

of Achilles of tin, which would awaken little surprise, except

for the resistance which these greaves show to the spear

of Agenor (# 593)- The suggestion has been made that

tin formed only an outer layer, over some harder substance,

but the poet does not appear to be well acquainted with

the properties of this metal, though it is named ten times,

^With this one may compare the epithet x°-^i'^'''''epos (bronze-bowelled) appUed to

the indefatigable Homeric scholar Didymus.

^See Ridgeway, Early Age of Greece, i. 608.
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and no indication is given as to the source of its supply.

Of course it may have been brought from Cornwall, but

pure tin is said to have been found among the lake-dwellings,

of Switzerland.

Little gold was found in Greece proper in historical

times, and the source of supply of the Homeric gold,

—

whether the shores of Thrace or Lydia,—is

entirely conjectural. Its brilliancy and freedom

from oxidation made it to be highly prized, and thus it

was said to be used by the gods even for purposes for

which it is ill fitted. That the pavement of the hall of

Zeus is of gold (A 2), reminds the reader of the picture of
the New Jerusalem.'^ The house of Poseidon was of gold

(N 22), as well as the thrones of Zeus and other gods

(0 436, 442), the aegis of Zeus (Q 21), the wand of Hermes-

(e 87), the yoke and fellies of Hera's chariot (E 724, 730),
the hobbles of Poseidon's horses (N 36), and many other

possessions of the gods. Aphrodite is called golden (as

X 470),—with reference to her gold ornaments more
probably than because of the color of her h^ir. Men as

well as gods had an abundance of gold. The palace of

Menelaus fairly gleamed with gold (^ 72). Wine was
served in golden cups at the home of Odysseus (a 142),

and water for the hands was brought in a golden ewer

(« 136). Helen had a golden distaff {} 131). The shield

of Nestor is said to have been of gold (9 193), but this

seems to refer only to the framework and the outer layer.

Hector's spear had a gold ferule about the bronze point

(Z 320). Agamemnon's sword had golden knobs or studs

on the hilt (A 29). Antimachus went to battle with gold
ornaments, very likely for his hair, "like a girl" (B 872).
Nausicaa on going to the river took olive oil as an unguent
in a gold flask (^ 79). Goldfoil was moulded about the

horns of a victim for sacrifice (7 437). Hundreds of thin

gold laminae were found in the tombs excavated at Mycenae
which clearly were used for decorative purposes (Fig. 8,

p. 175), and the Homeric Achaeans also had thin gold
plates as decorations for straps and furniture. The edges
of silver bowls were sometimes covered with a gold plate

;

'^T] TrXareta Trjs Tr&Keus XP'"'^°'' nadapiv, Rev. xxi. 21.
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thus being literally plated (as ^ 616). In the manufacture

of Achilles's shield (S 468 ff.), Hephaestus seems to have

inlaid the precious metals in the manner of swords found

by Schliemann at Mycenae (see Fig. 24).

Silver is not mentioned in the Homeric poems so

frequently as gold. It is said to be derived from Alybe
(B 857), whence came allies of the Trojans.

The relation of this place to the later Chalybians

(assumed by Strabo, 549), is not clear. The silver mines

at Laurium in Attica do not seem to have been opened

so early. Apollo's bow is of silver (A 37), since this was

a precious metal,—perhaps with a thought also of the gleam

of the silver, as like the rays of the sun-god,—and the poet

had no thought of its lack of elasticity. Achilles's mother

Thetis is silver-footed (apyvpoireXa, A 556),—the epithet

which Milton translated by tinsel-slippered. The pole of

Hera's chariot is of silver (E 729), as well as Circe's tables

(k. 3SS), the tool-chest of Hephaestus (2 413), the mixing-

bowls and basins (as h 616, a 137) of several mortals,

the bridge of Achilles's lyre (I 187), and the door-posts

and lintel of Alcinoiis {n 89). Menelaus even received

two silver bath-tubs as a present from an Egyptian king

(^ 128). Silver as well as gold was used for the decora-

tion of furniture, belts, hilts of swords, sceptres, and the

like.

White gold, a mixture of silver and gold, is assumed for

the decoration of the palace of Menelaus (>j\eKTpov, S 73),

—

named with gold, silver, and ivory. The word for
^j^^^^.^^

amber would have the same form, but amber

seems less fitted for such a use. On the other hand, electron

seems to mean amber when it appears in two necklaces

(o 460, o- 296).

Amber appears in the Homeric poems only in the two

instances which are cited in the last preceding sentence, and

the poet shows no knowledge of the source from
^^^^^

which it is derived. The excavations at Mycenae

have shown that it was highly esteemed there, and the

route has been traced by which it was brought down from

the Baltic.^

1 See Ridgeway, Early Age of Greece, i. 359 ff.
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The Achaeans before Troy had no ivory, but the poet

was familiar with it, though he nowhere mentions the

elephant, and may not have known whence the

ivory was derived. Of course it was imported

and foreign to Greece. Penelope is made by Athena fairer

than ivory (a- 196). The white thighs of Menelaus, stained

with his blood, are compared by the poet to ivory stained

purple by a Maeonian or Carian woman, to serve as a

cheek-piece {irapriiov, A 142) for horses. The leader of the

Paphlagonians had for his steeds reins white with ivory

(\€vk' iXiipavTi, E 583),^thin plates of ivory being used

just as metals were employed with leather. Ivory is used

also for the decoration of a bedstead (-^ 200) and an

easy chair (r 56), for the handle of a key (cf) 7), for the

scabbard of a sword (9 404, cf. Alcaeus, Fra^: 36), and

even with gold, silver, and electron for the adornment of

the great hall of Menelaus's palace (S ^3 ; cf. i Kings xxii. 39,

Amos iii. 15). Finally, the gates through which deceitful

dreams pass are said to be of ivory (t 563, with a play on

eXe'^ay, ivory, and eKecpalpo/xai, deceive), while the truthful

dreams come through the gates of horn (with a play on
Kspai, horn, and Kpatvw, accmnplisK).

Cyanus {Kiiavo^, r/ 87) was an imitation of lapis lazuli, a

kind of blue paste. It was used for a cornice-decoration in

„ the great hall of Alcinoils.^ and for the adornment
Cyanus. r A

of Agamemnon s cuirass and shield (A 24, 35),

and of the shield of Achilles (2 564). The adjective formed
from this word is used freely for dark, being applied not

only to clouds and ships but also to the brows of Zeus
(A 528) and to the hair of Poseidon {KvavoyalTri^, y 6),

—

which gave the suggestion for Neptune's " blue-haired deities,"

in Milton's Comus, 29.

' Cf. the frieze of the great hall at Tiryns ; Tsountas and Manatt, Mycenaean
Age, p. 47, fig. n.



CHAPTER XI

SEA LIFE AND SHIPS

The Greeks of the Homeric age were not hardy and
adventurous mariners, and the shield which Hephaestus
fashioned for Achilles (2 483 f), although it is

adorned with representations of actions of war ,
,"'

.

"

, r r , , ,- . r ,
Manners.

and of peace, of ploughmg, of reapmg, of the

vintage, of the herding of cattle, of contentions before

judges, of the marriage procession, and of the choral dance

—including most of the experiences of human life,—yet has

no scene taken from sea-life.^ On their return from the

siege of Troy, Menelaus, Nestor, and Diomed at Lesbos

(7 169) "pondered over the long voyage,"—whether to sail

across the open Aegean Sea to the southern end of the

island Euboea, about 1 1 o miles, with the island of Psyria

for their encouragement, about mid-way,—or to follow the

coast of Asia Minor, to the south, and then to skirt the

shore of Crete, and thus come up to Peloponnesus from

the south,—a route more than twice as long for Diomed, but

keeping close to the land all the way. Indeed they did

not dare " cleave the open sea " until they received a

guiding omen from the gods. Then they sailed directly

from Lesbos to Euboea,—a long day's sail,—and arrived

after nightfall (y 177). Agamemnon, the leader of the

expedition, took the other course and sailed past Cape

Malea {§ 514) on his way to Mycenae. Later on his

' None of Homer's characters sail for recreation, just as none of them seem to

fish for sport. They are too near the primitive life to care for this.—On the other

hand, only once is a possible reference made to (freedom from) seasickness

(foowoi, f 255).

U
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wanderings, Odysseus is thought cruel by his companions

because, though they are " overcome by weariness and sleep,''

he bids them not to land at evening on the

f^^^f.""
island of the Sun (m 274). "Let us obey black

night," say they, " and remain and prepare our

supper by the side of the swift ship." The ships were

only open boats, with no hold and no cabin, with no

berths or hammocks, and thus with no arrangements of any

sort for cooking or for sleeping. No one can wonder then

that Odysseus's comrades, in spite of his warnings of danger

from the landing, desired to spend the night as usual on

shore. The element of time was not so important for them

as it is at present ; a Phoenician trading ship was content

to remain for a whole year in one port (o 455). At

times, indeed, the crew were obliged to spend one or more

nights on board their boat, as when for more than nine

days the fleet of Odysseus was driven by north winds,

from Thrace to the land of the Lotus Eaters (t 82), but

the men were very wretched meanwhile. The only night-

voyages which are willingly undertaken are those of Telemachus

to Pylus and return (/3 434, o 296), in which he desires

to escape notice, and the convoy of Odysseus by the Phaea-

cians (f 29 f), where again it was of the highest importance

that his arrival should be unobserved. Since, when the

mariners were out of sight of land, the stars and the sun

were their only guides for the course, men at sea on a

stormy night must suffer themselves to be driven aimlessl}'

by the wind. On his way home from Calypso's island

(e 270), Odysseus took no sleep by night, constantly
" observing the Pleiades, the late-setting Bootes, and the

Bear which men call also the Wain,i which turns in one

spot and watches Orion, and alone has no part in the

baths of Oceanus " (i.e. does not set). Not that Odysseus
had no sleep for more than a fortnight, but he could sleep

most securely by day, when, before lying down to rest,

his watchful eye could reach a distance of many miles

before him. Naturally, during the winter months a journey

by sea would be avoided, and Hesiod {Works and Days, 620)

1 According to Strabo, i. 3, the Phoenicians taught the Greeks to use this

constellation as a guide in their voyages.
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advises his friends at the setting of the Pleiades to draw

up their boats and make these secure on land, and to bring

into the house all the tackle, including oars and rudder.

The boats would take no large store of provisions, but

would carry parched grain or meal in leathern bags {^ 354,
e 266), and water and wine in jars or leathern bottles

(e 266, /3 349, J 165). The sailors were particularly glad

to find a spring of fresh water at their landing place

{^ 359, ' 85, 140, K 56, V 109).

The boats were for transport, not for naval warfare, with

no beak or ram for hostile purposes, as in later times,—low,

with a small deck at either end, with high bow
and stern. They were blackened {fxeKawai, B 524), f i^^ f
probably with pitch, but often had red or blue

prows.'^ The use of the word cheek, in the note below, would

imply that the bow was not sharp, and the early Egyptian

boats, too, seem to have been designed to slip over the water

rather than to cleave the waves. The most frequent Homeric

epithet of ships is swift, though they can hardly have

deserved this adjective on modern standards ; the epithet

next in frequency is hollow or curved, then black. Ships

are straight-horned (opOoKpaipai, S 3),—which \\'as long under-

stood of the raised stem and stern, but has been interpreted

recently as a reference to the two ends of the yard.^ They

were hooked (KopwviSe?, t 182), and this has been explained

as referring to the curved ends.^ The stern" apparently

had some carved ornament.* The ships were called well-

decked, though the deck covered but a small part of the

boat.^

The trees named as used for ship-building are Timber.

oak, white poplar, and pine (N 389 = 1! 482).

The Achaean sailors were prepared to use sails if the

^ /uXroirdprioi, B 637, vermilHon-cheeked ; <j>oivi.KO-!rdprjot, \ 124, purple-cheeked;

iwav6irpi(ipoi, l 482, blue-prowed,—but this blue may be very dark. Cf. Kvaviiindis

vies, Aesch. J'ers. 559.

^ C/. cornua antemnaruin, Verg. Aen. iii. 549-

''

Cf. dii4ii\i.<saa.i, f 264, curved at both ends. Also &aa.i., f 271, equal, well-

balanced.

* (i<j>\a<TTov, 717, cf. Hdt. vi. 114; and inpa KSpiifi^a, I 241.

^ ^va-ffeXfios, B 170; the noun ri\/ia is not Homeric.
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wind was fair, but every man on board, except the com-

mander (and perhaps also a steersman), was
ivian

Rows.

very an
expected to ply an oar in a calm, and the oar

was so personal a possession that Odysseus's

comrade Elpenor desired to have his oar planted as a

monument on his grave (X 77^^
Merchant ships have twenty oarsmen (t 322), and a boat

of this size is used to convey Chryseis to her father (A 309),

Telemachus to Pylus (a 280), and the suitors of
22^0/

Penelope on their expedition of hostility to

Telemachus {h 669). If we suppose that two

men sat on each thwart, and allow an interval of three feet

between the thole-pins on the same side, and leave a little

space for the deck at bow and stern, such a boat would

be about forty feet in length. Its breadth cannot have

been less than eight feet, and is not likely to have exceeded

ten feet. , These are about the dimensions of the Gloucester

seine-boat, which is built of cedar, with special reference to

lightness, and weighs about a ton before it is put into the

water. The Homeric boat for twenty men is not likely to

have weighed less than two or three tons. !'But the ordinary

ships used by the Achaean expedition against Troy were

much larger. The ships of Achilles and of Protesilaus had

each fifty oarsmen (11 170, B 719) ; the Phaeacian ship which

brought Odysseus to his home had 52 men (0 48) ; Odysseus's

own boat had 46 men (k 208), after six had perished in

battle with the Ciconians (t 60), and six had been devoured

by Polyphemus (t 2*89, 311, 344); the ships of the Boeotian

contingent bore each 120 men (B 510, cf. Thuc. i. 10).

Unless we are to suppose that not more than half of the

Boeotians rowed at once, their boats would have been incon-

veniently and insecurely long, for no hint is given that

two or more men toiled at a single oar, nor that the

1 In the Argonautica of Apollonius of Rhodes, each hero, except Jason the leader

and Tiphys the helmsman, plies an oar and often all night long, and in Pindar's

account of the same expedition, though with a favorable breeze, the "rowing went

on unwearied" (Pyth. iv. 202). According to Theocritus (xiii. 37), who probably

follows some older poet, Heracles and Telamon shared the same table,—which is

simply another way of saying that they rowed on the same bench and were comrades.

— Cj. aintfihai hi Hn fja-av Kal fidxifioi irAvres, iv rais ^iXokttjtov vavffl SeS-qKuKiv

{sc. "O/iripos), Thuc. i. 10.
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oarsmen were then arranged in banks or tiers as became
common in later times. Aeneas's comparison of a boat

with a hundred thwarts ^ is a clear hyperbole.

The importance of the oars, as not simply resorted to in

an emergency but used almost constantly on the voyage, is

shown by the prominence given in the story to

the number of oarsmen. The oars, not the sails, '^''." ^^^

were the "wings of the ship" (irrepa vrjvcri, X 125).^ 5,4;"*

The joy of the Trojan warriors on the return of

Hector and Paris to the field of battle (H 4) is likened to

that of sailors, weary with beating the sea with their oars

of fir, on some god's granting them a favorable breeze. On
their second voyage homeward from the isle of Aeolus, the

souls of Odysseus's comrades are wearied by the grievous

rowing, since no breeze aids them (k 78). The Achaean
sailors prayed for favorable winds, but did not always wait

for them.^ Only when on the island of Pharos, near Egypt,

Menelaus was detained by a calm (§ 360), but to their

minds Egypt was at an almost immeasurable distance from

Greece ; and Odysseus with his comrades was detained by

contrary winds on the island of the Sun (fj. 325),—but how
far he thought this to lie from Ithaca, we cannot guess,

since it was in fairyland. In particular, oars were commonly
used on entering or leaving a harbor.*

The small decks or platforms ('iKpia) at bow and stern

afford a resting-place for two or three passengers. Here

(m -Trpvfxvi}, /3 417, cf. o 285) sit Athena, in the
5^^//^^^^,

guise of Mentor, and Telemachus, for the voyage

from Ithaca to Pylus, and Odysseus lies sleeping on the

deck at the stern (stt' iKpi6(piv Trpvfj.vrj-?, v 74) when he is

conveyed by the Phaeacians to his home. Under these

decks must have been some storage room, but when Odysseus

'VTiii^ (KaTo^vyos, T 247. woXvkXtjis, 9 161, with many rowlocks, is used eleven

times as an epithet of ships.

^ Cf. Tapaiji KaT'fipu irhvXov iiTTcpafi.^voi', Eur. /pk. Tanr. 1 346. But in

Aeschylus {Prom. 468), the sails are the wings of ships.

*The story of the detention of the fleet at Aulis by contrary winds (Aesch.

A^, 187) is not Homeric.

^ A 435, 497.—To row was to drive (iXaivem, sc. vria) ; cf. i) 109, li 276, 7 157.

At H 6, however, it is " beating the sea " {irbvTov iXaivovrei), and at ?; 319, " beating

the calm " (eXdiacn yakt^v-qv, sc. OdXaa-aav ?).
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takes his three reluctant companions from the land of the

Lotus Eaters, he binds them under the thwarts (y-wo Xvya,

I 99), showing that he had no free room for them at the

end of the boat ; and king Alcinoiis in person " goes through

the boat " and sees to it that the Phaeacian gifts for Odysseus

shall be so stowed under the thwarts (i' 21) as not to be

in the way of the rowers, while he would have used the

hold for storage if it had existed. If the bow and stern

rose as rapidly as in the Egyptian boats, little space would

be left under the decks. When Odysseus fears that if he

should tell his comrades about the monster Scylla they in

fear would hide themselves "within" (euro?, /ui. 225), he must

have in mind their crawling under the benches. But the

Phoenician nurse of Eumaeus falls from the deck into the

bilge-water (avrXo) S' evSovirija-e, o 479), which indicates an

open space between the rowers and the deck or the station

of the steersman, and such a place must have been needed

for the hecatomb which Odysseus took to Chrysa (A 309),

though not for the sheep which he took to the land of Hades
(X 4). The thwarts served both as seats and as bonds

(^vyd) between the sides of the boats ; whether any of them
could easily be removed, is not stated. A gangway ran

from stem to stern, and thus the commander could pass

" through the ship encouraging his comrades " {Sla vrjo^ Iwv,

fj., 206) but whether this was a plank between the oarsmen,

or by the side of the gunwale, is not clear. From the

bow to the mast, it might well have lain between the rowers,

but towards the stern, the lowered mast seems to have

required this place.

The oars^ were of pine or fir (H 5, ^ 172), as in modern
times they are often of spruce. They were well-polished

The Oars
(^'^^^'°"^»^> H s) and sharpened at the blade

{-irpoYiKea, jj. 205). That the oar-blades were
broader than in modern times, is indicated by the direction

of Teiresias : in order to appease the wrath of Poseidon,

Odysseus is to take his oar on his shoulder and journey

iThe oar is ip^riiii, pi. e/aeT/id (f 271) ; cf. Lat. remus and English oar.

The blade is ttijSAi' (t^ 328). The handle is Kiinrt\ (1 489), which is used also for

the hilt of a sword (A 219) or the handle of a key (0 7), and at times this seems

to be used for the oar itself (as i 489, /u. 214).
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inland until he shall come to men who know not the sea

nor eat salt with their food, and who will think his oar to

be a winnowing shovel (X 128). As in modern times, the

oarsmen faced toward the stern, where the commander had
his place (|S 417). Thus (as at i 490) the captain could

direct his men by a nod, without words. The oars were

fastened to thole-pins (kej/s, KXi^lSe?, 6 37, 53, c/. /j. 203) by
leathern thongs (rpoTrol, S 782) as also in modern times in

Greek lands, so that when the oar-handle was dropped, the

oar was not lost, but its blade clattered along the side of

the boat (fx. 204). The oars might thus be made ready

hours before the departure of the boat (6 53, S 7S2)}

The rudder (-TrrjSdXiov, y 281, e 255) was a steering paddle,

perhaps with a broader blade than the ordinary oar. Whether
it was attached to the side, or passed through the „, „ ,

,

c ^u u ^ \. • T. ^ ^^^ Rudder.
stern of the boat, is uncertam. It was removed

when the boat was drawn up on shore, and Hesiod would

have it hung above the fire {v-wkp Kairvov, Works 45, 629),

—

i.e. under the roof, in a dry place and out of the way,

—during the winter.^

A sort of ladder or landing-plank is referred to once ^

as depending from the stern. Some such device must have

been generally convenient, and at times almost

necessary, and is observed on vase-paintings of a „/ 1

later age. The steersman had a bench or

platform seven feet in length (Opfjvv^ eirTaTroStj^, 729)

;

on such a platform Ajax took his stand while defending

the Achaean fleet drawn up on the Trojan shore.

The mast of Telemachus's ship is of fir (eiXanvov, /3 424).

The wild-olive trunk which Polyphemus had cut to serve as

a staff (i 322), is likened in length and thickness „, ,.
^ '^ ^'

, , - 1 , Tie Mast.
to the mast of a twenty-oared ship, and this

comparison has been used for the basis of determining the

^ Cf. Aesch. I'ers. 376, TpowovTO kwtttjv ffKoKfibv a^(p^ ei'Tiper/xoVy as one of the

early preparations for naval service just before the battle of Salamis.

-The use of the plural olrjia (as ju. 218) is explained as referring to the parts

of a rudder with T-form handle.

^e^6\KaLoi>, J 350,—evidently from irfiihca, drag after. The epithet polished

(ienTbv) indicates that it is of wood, as we should expect, for it is not likely to

have been of metal. This has been explained by some as a rudder, but with

little probability.
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height of such a mast,—hardly more than twenty or twenty-

five feet,—but who knows how long a staff Polyphemus

needed ? Obviously, if the twenty-oared boat was forty feet

in length, the height of such a mast would be about half

the boat's length, and if it were placed in the middle of

the boat, it would, when lowered, just reach to the stern.

This mast was set on the keel in a mast-step.^ When the

boat was drawn upon shore, the mast was lowered toward

the stern, and was held in a mast-crutch (IcrToSoKtj, A 434),

which may have been the top of the stern-post. When set

up (icrrdvai, ,8 425), the mast leaned against the principal

thwart or cros, -timber of the boat (fj-ea-oSiut], ^ 424 = 289),

which had a deep notch ^ in which to receive it.

The mast was held in place by two fore-stays {Trporovoi,

/3 425),—ropes which reached from near the top of the

mast to either side of the bow. The loosening
tore-stays. . , ,, 1 , • , , ,

of these allowed the mast to smk toward the

stern. Adhere its top rested in a crutch. In a storm (/u. 409),

the fore-stays of Odysseus's boat break, and the mast falls

backward suddenly and kills the steersman. How Odysseus

fastened the mast in the craft which he himself constructed

on Calypso's island, is not stated : it was securely stepped,

for it was broken in the middle, not torn from its fastenings,

by a fierce blast (e 316). The yard to which the sail was
fastened, was drawn up the mast by a back-stay (ewiTovo?,

fj. 423) of ox-hide, which must have passed through a ring

attached to the mast-head, or through a hole in the mast
itself, which served as a pulley. Where it was made fast

below, is not stated, but this was probably near the stern.

' laTOTT^Si], IX 51. This may have been held sometimes by a pivot at the

bottom, in order to facilitate its lowering and raising ; but this device would have

little practical value. Certainly the mast was easily removed from the boat. Probably

the foot of the mast was held firm on three sides by the frame of the mast-step.

^The Homeric expression is literally "within the hollow cross-timber," which
implies that the mast passed through the main thwart of the boat used by
Telemachus. This is entirely practicable for a mast of the length supposed, though

it would be difficult in a large ship ; when freed from the weight of the sail and
yard, it could be lifted without difficulty. Such lifting of the mast seems to be

implied further in deipavres, /3 425, but is inconsistent with the lowering of the

mast simply by loosening the fore-stays. The mast of Odysseus's craft was broken
(e 316) because he either forgot or was not able to lower his sail on the sudden
approach of a storm.
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Since the yard with the sail hung in front of the mast, the

back-stay not only held up the sail but also steadied the

mast, and relieved the strain on the mast in a high wind.

Without it, the mast would be kept from falling forward

only by the fastenings at its step and by the thwart. The
strain and friction on this back-stay, used in hauling up
the yard and sail without a block, were unusually great, and
of this rope alone does the poet say that it was of ox-hide

;

and it was a back-stay with which the ship-wrecked

Odysseus bound together mast and keel to serve him as a

kind of raft (m 423).

Braces (inrepai, e 260) were fastened to ei her end of the

yard to set and hold this in the right position as regards

the wind, and at the stern. These corresponded

to the sheets (Tro'^e?, e 260, the feet of the sail)
'^^'ff"

""'^

which were fastened to the lower corners of the

sail, and then to either side of the ship, probably not much
aft of the mast.^ The sail was a square-sail, and cannot

have been much broader than the boat,—thus spreading

only about 200 square feet of canvas for a boat forty feet

in length. For a sail thus set, a " fair " breeze, from

directly astern, would be better than one on the quarter.

iThe "foot of the ship" {w6da j'i76s, k 32), which Odysseus held continuously

during the nine days' voyage from the island of Aeolus to Ithaca, can hardly

have been the sAeet, or the feet of the sail, but must have been the rudder

;

so in Pindar {Nem. vi. 55) the wave dashes Trap ttoSi vabi, and the scholiast

interprets this as rudder, irritaKwv, and in Timotheus, Persians 102, the irbia.%

vaJ>% are the oars (cf. the irTepd vT]val of \ 125). Sailing, as they were, with a

fair wind, the adjustment of the sheet was of less importance than the management

of the rudder, and the same man could hardly have held both. Further, if the

sheet, without a block near the mast, had been drawn tight by the helmsman,

the lower part of the sail would have been drawn too much toward the stern, and

this would have given to the whole sail an unprofitable slant.—Once (e 260) the

word K&XoL (ropes) is used in connexion with sheets and braces ; perhaps referring

to the stays, though others interpret it as buntlines, "used to haul up to the

yard the body of the sail when taking it in."

—

ottXoj' (f 346, 390) is a strong

ship's rope or cable. At ^ 391, it is ^ip^ivov, which should mean oj pdpyrus

(cf. Hdt. vii. 34, 36), and it has been thought to be of rushes, simply in order to escape

the inference of close connexion between Ithaca and Egypt. That most of the

ropes were not of leather, is shown by Agamemnon's words before Troy (B 135)

:

"their ship-timbers have rotted and their ropes ((nrdpra,—of rushes or hemp)

are loosed,"- i.e. untwisted.—The implements (oVXa) of /3 390 seems to refer to

mast, sail, and oars, as well as ropes.

M M M Mk
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To "loose the sail" (Xvov lo-rla, o 496) is to loose the

halyard or back-stay which held up the yard.^ The word

for sail is generally used in the plural,^ but means
The Sat!.

^^^^ ^^^ ^^.j^ ^^^ ^^^ ^-^^^^^ marks the conscious-

ness of the strips of cloth of which it is made.^ Certainly

Odysseus's craft had but a single yard {e-n-LKpiov, e 254), and

so only a single sail, but for this sail the plural form is

used. This sail of Odysseus was made of linen cloth

furnished by Calypso ((papea, e 258; see page 1 5 8).

In addition to the implements already mentioned, a ship

might have a long pole (kovto^, i 487), to aid in pushing

off and in coming to land,—in particular when
Boarding

^^^ sailors were to land against resistance. Such

pikes the Achaeans use in defending their ships

from the attack of the Trojans (^vcttoV, 388). That

wielded by Ajax (0 677) was twenty-two ells in length,

and was made of several pieces of wood bound together.

This is called " made for a ship-fight " (vavfiaxov), but this

does not imply naval engagements in the modern sense, but

only contests waged from the boats against men on land,

who resisted the landing of the assailants, a manner of strife

much like that in which Ajax actually used this pike.

When the stay on land was to be very brief, a boat

might be moored, with stern-ropes (irpufj-vw^a, A 436)

fastened to a tree or a rock on shore, and, if

" the wind was from the sea, fastened with anchor-

stones {evval, A 436) cast from the bow. No anchors of

modern form, with flukes, were known until much later.

The habit of mooring the ship with the stern by the land,

was a natural precaution of early ages, making ready for a

speedy departure if this should prove necessary. At some

landing places, holes were made in large stones or rocks

^ To lower the sail is Kadiixev, i 72, or KaOeKtiv, i 149 ; to furl is /iriprjcrairdai,

/J, 170. To lah down the sail, in a general sense, is (TTeTXai., 7 11. It is hard to

see how the sail was shortened ; perhaps the Achaeans were acquainted with some

species of brailing. To Aoisl sail is dva . . . ipvffai, i 77 ; to spread it, is a.vh, . . . ireTdirat,

A 480.

^iiTTia, e 259,—the singular but three times.

' Cf. ix''"- (E 794) of a single chariot, Siifiara (Z 313) of a house, and ;8airiXeia

(Xen. An. i. 2. 7) of a palace. Another suggestion of the use of the plural is that

the ropes are included,— "all that belongs to the mast."
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near the water for the convenience of fastening the stern-

ropes (k 96).^ The length of a stern-cable is inferred only

from the use of one to hang at once the twelve unfaithful

maids of Penelope,—one end being fastened to a column
of the palace or the gateway, and the other to a building

in the courtyard (x 465), and nooses being made to receive

the women's heads. For this purpose a rope sixty feet in

length would not have been too long, and such a length

would be suitable for a boat's cable.

[For a stay of a night or two, the boat was generally run

up on shore, stern foremost. With the tools of the Homeric
age, the ships could not easily be made water-

tight. The joints cannot have been close. That c.^'^''

""

, ,,1 , . , , .
SAore.

these were caulked and pitched m some way, is

probable, but no clear statement is made to this effect'

Naturally then the boat was not left in the water longer

than was necessary.

When the stay was to be of weeks' or months' duration,

the boat was drawn upon land, stern foremost as before,

entirely out of the water, and props,—sometimes stones, as

S 410,—were put under the sides to keep them from

resting and rotting on the ground (A 486, B 154). The
keels were probably of little depth. Deep keels would be

inconvenient in drawing the boats upon shore, and they

were unnecessary, since the Homeric Greeks had not learned

to sail close to the wind ; but the boats were not absolutely

flat-bottomed,—they had keels.y The ships of the Achaeans

when they were encamped before Troy were so completely

out of the water that when the Greeks started to depart

for home they not only removed the props but also cleared

out the trenches (ovpol, B 153) along which the ships had

been dragged. No rollers are mentioned as used in drawing

the boats up and down, though Apollonius of Rhodes makes

much of them (cpaXayyei, Arg. i. 388). Hesiod {Wo7-ks, 624)

' Others less reasonably understand this stone to be perforated for convenient use

as an anchor.

^The suggestion has been made that a-irdpTa, B 135, means not ropes (see above),

but hemp used lor caulking. But this is improbable.

^Odysseus represents himself as hugging the keel {rpdvis, ij 252) of bis wrecked

ship, and thus borne to the isle of Calypso, though at n 424 he says (as we have

seen above) that he bound keel and mast together by the back-stay.
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recommends his hearers when they draw up their boats

for the winter to weight them with stones, and to take out

the plug in the bottom, that water may not gather in them,

—but of this Homer says nothing.

The preparations for a voyage are stated in detail at

§ 780, 51 : the ship is drawn to the sea, the mast and

sails are placed in it, and the oars are made
Preparations

^^^, ^^ ^^^ thole-pins. When most of the crew
for Fo'iaze. ,

'^

. o r., ,

are in their places {cf. A 480, o 552, /5 418), the

stern-ropes are loosed from the shore, then the mast is

raised, the sail is spread, the wind fills the belly of the sail,

the dark wave roars about the cutwater, and the sailors,

having made all fast, sit in their order while the ship

accomplishes her course.^

On their return from the voyage, conversely, the sailors

furl the sail,—probably still attached to the yard, for a yard

only ten or twelve feet long, with sail furled
Remnfrom

^^^^ j^ ^^ gathered up against it, would be

easily handled,—and lay it in the ship, lower the

mast to its support, row to the mooring-place, and then

bind the stern-cables to the shore (A 433, 7 10, o 496).

In general, as we have seen, the crew expected to row into

and out of the harbor (cf. also X 640).

The winds most dreaded are the north and west,

—

"Boreas and Zephyrus, which blow from Thrace" (I 5),

though the comrades of Odysseus fear " lest a

^. , blast of wind may come suddenly, either of

Notus (the south wind) or of harsh-blowing

Zephyrus, which especially tear a ship in pieces, even

against the will of the guardian gods" {fi. 288). Two
winds are needed to make a storm (I 4, e 331; cf. Aesch.

Prometheus 1087), though of course a single wind may
drive a mariner from his course {i 67).

The longest voyage of which the poet speaks, with a

definite course and time-limit, is from Crete to Egypt,—

a

, ,
voyage of four days (P 257),—though Odysseus

Length of ^ ^
^ J i.- r. -I- r

Vo^azes
^'^^ seventeen days on his craft, saihng from

Calypso's island to the land oi the Phaeacians

(e 278). For nine days the Ithacans were driven by Boreas

^For the description of a ship in a storm, see e 313, i 67, jx. 405, 625.
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from Cape Malea to the land of the Lotus-Eaters

(i 82), and for nine days they were borne by the west

wind from the island of Aeolus to Ithaca (/c 28). From
Circe's island to the stream of Oceanus and the land of

shades, was a sail of but a single day with a favorable

breeze (X 11). The voyage from Ithaca to Pylus occupied

a single night (^ 434, o 296, 495). The voyage from the

Achaean camp before Troy to Chrysa seems to occupy but

a few hours ; at least Odysseus sets out with Chryseis after

the assembly of the Achaeans had been held, and at

Chrysa they offer sacrifice and sing hymns to Apollo " all

day long" (A 472). On his return from Troy, Nestor

spent the first night at Tenedos (about fifteen miles from

Troy), the second at Lesbos (about fifty miles from, Tenedos),

the third at Geraestus, at the southern end of Euboea (iio

miles.) ; then his associate Diomed reached Argos on the

fourth day, but Nestor, with a favorable wind, kept on his

way to Pylus {y 159 ff.). The Phaeacians in a single

night bring Odysseus from Scheria to Ithaca {v 33, 95),

but their ship is "as swift as a thought" (&)? el vorjiua, ij 36),

and since the Phaeacians dwell in fairyland, the length of

the voyage is unknown.

Cape Malea, at the south-eastern corner of Peloponnesus,

has justly been called the " Cape Horn of ancient navigation."

There Menelaus met with a storm which ended ^ ,^ ,

r 1 1 / o \ Cape Malea.
in the destruction of most of his ships (7 287).

There Agamemnon himself was caught by a blast which

bore him out of his course ((5 514). There the current and

the north wind drove Odysseus far to the south {i 80),

and from that cape the disguised Odysseus represents his

real self as driven to Crete, when he desired to proceed to

Troy (r 187).^

The indications, found by some scholars, of primitive

beacons to warn sailors by night from dangerous coasts,

refer, when rightly interpreted, only to the camp-
^^^^^^^^^^

fires of shepherds on the mountains (k 30, T 375).

Only a bright moonlight night would tempt a Homeric

mariner willingly to continue his voyage.

1 Strabo {378) attributes the prosperity of Corinth largely to the trader's fear of

Malea, and quotes the proverb, "On rounding JIalea forget your friends at home."
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The poet has Httle to say of professional sailors, though

he notes the Cyclopes' lack of ships, "which would accom-

Pnfessional pHsh each errand, visiting the cities of men, as

Sailors. men often traverse the sea to visit one another"

(i I2S). He represents no Greeks as traders, except the

Taphians ; the Phoenicians and the Taphians are traders

(a 184, ^ 452; o 415 ff.), and with trade then, piracy 1

and kidnapping were often connected (o 427, 449). The

Aegean Sea was safe for the Homeric boat during only a

few months of the year. Hesiod {Works, 663) considers the

fifty days after the summer solstice the only really secure

period for a voyage, though he allows that men may sail

also in the spring, when the fig-leaf is as large as a crow's

foot. No man, then, would be a sailor without other occu-

pation ; through most of the year he would be a farmer, or

busy with some handicraft. Conversely, most Greeks, living

by the sea as they did, could manage a boat. " Ferrymen " 2

brought Odysseus's cattle from the mainland to Ithaca

(y 187), as they "bring other men, too, on their way,

whoever may come to them." Similarly, the bodies of

Penelope's slain suitors from other lands were given to

•'men of the sea" (aXi&Jvi, u> 419) to convey to their homes.

Telemachus has no boat of his own, and clearly the state

has none ; that he may make his voyage to Pylus, Athena

borrows for him a boat of Noemon (^ 634), who four days

later himself desires it in order to bring from Elis some

young mules which he is pasturing there.

The Phaeacians^ are the typical race of seamen, but they

live in fairyland. Almost all of their names are derived

Phaeacian from the sea or seamanship. Their place of

Sailors. assembly is by the sacred precinct of Poseidon

(^ 266), and there they make their ropes and sails, and

' In a well-known passage (i. 5. 4) Thucydides asserts that piracy was no

disgrace in Homer's time, but this was disputed by Aristarchus. Cf. y 73= 1 254,

i 40, f 85, 262.

^ iropdiiriei, v 187 ; the Attic prose meaning of the word is not to be pressed,

since Herodotus (i. 24) uses it of the sailors who undertook to convey Arion from

Tarentum to Corinth, and Euripides (Iph. Taur. 355) uses TopB/xis of a ship

which should bring Helen from Greece to Thrace ; yet no man would keep his

cattle many hours' sail from his home. See page 71.

'These have often been thought to be Phoenicians, but see page 60.
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fashion their oars. They do not care for war, but delight

in ships. In one passage the Phaeacian boats are said

to need no rudders,—" they are possessed of intelligence

and themselves know the thoughts and minds of men, and
the cities and fields of all men, and most swiftly traverse the
sea" (6 5 57),—but this is inconsistent with the more prosaic

account of the shipyards, and of the oarsmen tossing up the

sea with their oars (v 78), and the force of the rowing
which ran the boat half its length on land (v 115, ^ 22).

The most detailed account of ship-building presented by
the poet is in his story of the craft built by Odysseus for

his return from Calypso's island. This cannot
have been a ship in the ordinary sense of the ?f^'"f'"./,.

T .1 , , . , hhip-bmldme.
term. It is not called a ship, but a frame
(o-)(^ESirj), and nothing even hints that it has the shape of a

ship. Odysseus shrinks from risking his life in it for a

voyage across the sea (e 174). If it were a ship, then

Calypso's excuse would have been very paltrj' : she tells

Hermes that she cannot send Odysseus home, for she has

no ships (e 141). It was built in four days (e 262) by
a single man, with no tools but axe,-' hewing axe, and
augurs,-—thus without either saw or nails. Furthermore, the

timber was not previously prepared : Odysseus's work in-

cluded even the felling of the trees, the making of the

wooden pegs or treenails, and the sewing of the sail.

Homer often represents his heroes as doing acts which

require extraordinary power,—as where Hector hurls a stone

which no two men of the poet's age could lift,—but nowhere

else is Odysseus made to have such magic force as to do

in four days what would require more than as many weeks

of another man's work, and the poet had little to gain by
hurrying the achievement of his plan,—Odysseus might have

^The axe (xAe/cus, e 234) has a helve of olive-wood, and is "sharpened on

both sides,"—not both front and back, for the back must have been needed as a

hammer or mallet,—which would give a wedge-like cut ; while the hewing-axe

{a-K4Trapvov), being sharpened only on the inner side of the edge, would leave a

smooth surface below. The augurs [Teperpa, e 246) were to bore holes of different

diameters for dowels and treenails. These clearly could be used by a single

person ; a larger auger or drill for ship-timbers, to be worked by three or four

men, is used as an object of comparison for the hot pointed stick turned in the

eye of Polyphemus (rpiJiraco!', i 385).
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been employed (like Robinson Crusoe) four months upon

his craft, if necessary. Even with the trees felled and

sawed into beams and boards, and with the best of modern-

tools, a skilled carpenter would need more than four weeks

to build such a boat as some modern scholars have imagined

that of Odysseus to have been.^ Without a saw the making

of boards so straight that they could be fitted together with

water-tight joints was very laborious and slow work. Further,

the poet's expression with regard to the wreck of the craft,

—" the waves scattered it as the wind scatters a heap of

chaff" (e 368),—seems to indicate a raft rather than what

would deserve the name of a boat.

The only hint of the size of Odysseus's raft is given by a

comparison with the bottom of a merchant ship (e 249), but

this should not be pressed." Odysseus fells twenty
ysseuss

dead, well-seasoned trees,—alder, black poplar, and

fir,—choosing these because they " would float

lightly" (e 240). The alder is heavy, but it may have been

used for pegs. Of the size of the trees the poet says nothing,

but they need not have been more than six or eight inches

in diameter. One of these would have been needed for the

mast, and part of another for a yard ; another would have

to be split into boards or slabs to be used as binders. If

a conjecture is to be risked, perhaps we may fairly suppose

the raft to have been twenty or twenty-five feet in length

and ten or twelve feet in breadth,—it was as broad as a

" broad merchantman " (e 249). The felled trees were laid

side by side, after they had been trimmed and cut so as to

lie close together (e 245) ; at either end, and probably near

the middle, a bed would have to be prepared for the slabs

which were laid across the trimmed trunks of trees to serve

as binders {apfxovlai, e 248), being fastened to the timber

below by wooden pegs (y6fjL<poi). After this frame was

' And as for size, Buchholz imagines the craft to have been about 50 x 20 feet.

But how could Odysseus have brought this into the sea? Would he have
succeeded better than Robinson Crusoe in launching such a heavy, clumsy
structure ? The very fact that Odysseus had but twenty trees, and these all felled

in a short time, if not in a single morning, should have kept scholars from

assuming a large and complicated craft.

^The term may be used here of a barge rather than of a ship built to ply

between different countries.
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completed, Odysseus made a sort of a deck (xpia, e 252)
or platform, supported by props (o-Ta/xtVe?) which allowed
the waves to wash over the raft without wetting the voyager.
Then he made a mast and a yard, and a steering oar, and
a railing with wicker bulwarks to keep off the spray, and
finally heaped upon the platform boughs of trees, to be his

seat^ and his couch for the long voyage,—a couch over which
were thrown cloaks and rugs. This work, with the sewing
of the sail, would seem sufficient occupation for four days.^

Whether the distance from Calypso's island to the land of
the Phaeacians was too great to be traversed by a raft in

seventeen days, depends on the situation of Circe's island

and the strength of the wind provided by Circe,—both of
which are unknown. That Odysseus's craft was not a mere
raft has been argued chiefly from the care taken to trim

the timber "straight to a line" (e 244), but this would be
convenient also for a good raft. The eighty or a hundred
treenails necessary for such a raft would amply justify the

epithet "with many fastenings" (iroXuSea-fMo?, e 338).^

^ Cf. the boughs or shrubs which serve for seats in the hut of Eumaeus, J 49, ir 47.

^Others, less reasonably, have thought the axeSLrj to have been conceived as

not flat-bottomed, but as composed of a series of combinations of four timbers ; of

these, the lower two of each set were joined at about a right angle, and this

angle served as a keel, while the upper two were morticed to the others as

uprights, as I ^' . The number of pegs necessary for such a boat would abundantly

justify the epithet Tro\vSea-/io!. But the labor of building such a craft would be

indefinitely greater than that of making a few such frames, and covering them

with planks. The chief objection to the supposition of such a craft is that

Odysseus could not possibly have made it in four days or in four weeks. Another

difficulty is to understand the use of the wattles "as a defense from the wave,'' if

the gunwales were as high as they are depicted in some modern books, and yet

Odysseus by this scheme is left in the trough, and not high above the water, as

in e 163 f.

^ The best statement with regard to the craft of Odysseus is : Assman, Das

Floss der Odyssee, Berlin, 1905,—published after this chapter was written. The

views of scholars differ widely with regard to Odysseus's craft. When technical

terms are used but once their exact meaning may be quite ambiguous, and

thus the poet's story may be obscure to those who have an uncertain view of

these technical terms. Even as early as the time of Aristophanes (Daii. 15), the

Athenian boy must learn at school the meaning of words like Kdpv/ifia, stem

ornaments.—iTriiyKevi5e<7<7i, c 253, has been interpreted as planks, but better as long

binders to form the gunwale ; and aTatilve(T<n, e 252, as riis, braces for the sides,

but better as icprights let into the floor of the raft, as supports for the platform or

"hurricane" deck.—A scholiast supposed the boughs of trees to be intended for
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The ships which bore Paris to Greece in quest of Helen

were- made by Tecton {Carpenter, E 60), the son of Harmon
{Joiner), who was taught his art by Athena herself.

D -u .
Perhaps this indicates a sort of guild of builders

in which the skill might descend from father to

son,i but more probably the names were simply invented

by the poet as appropriate to the story.

Penelope calls ships " the chariots of the sea " {aXo<s "nnroi,

S 708), and the quick motions of the Phaeacian

ties'""'
ship are compared to a chariot drawn by four

stallions quickly accomplishing their course over

the plain (v 81).

The early Greeks doubtless learned much with regard to

navigation from the Phoenicians, but none of the Homeric

nautical terms have been traced to a Phoenician
Influence of • Ui. u ^ j • • /- ,1

Phoenicians
source, as might be expected m view of the

large number of such terms which the English

language has borrowed from the Dutch, as ahoy, avast,

belay, boom, skipper, sloop, etc., and those which the French

have borrowed from the English, as beaupre, cabine, paquebot,

touer.

ballast, which is quite absurd.— Spiioxoi, t 574, is another word of uncertain

meaning, used but once, in a comparison for the setting up of axes as a mark for

bowmen in the hall of Odysseus. It has been understood as ribs, but now is

interpreted as the pieces of timber which supported the keel while the ship was

building.

^The untiring strength of Hector is likened by Paris to that of an axe which

cleaves a ship-timber (F 61). Cf. N 391 = 11 484, 410, P 744, i 384, 498. But

many men then knew how to build ships.



CHAPTER XII

AGRICULTURE, PLANTS, AND TREES

The ownership and the hmitation of fields have been
discussed already, and the reader has been reminded that

the life of the men in Homeric Greece was in the

fields,—not in houses, counting-rooms, or factories, r^"
~, r 1 1 r ii ,1 r Ornamental
Ihese fields were for use rather than for ornament. Qardenim
We find no indications of avenues of trees, not

to speak of more elaborate landscape-gardening, and few

hints of care for flowers. The grove in which the nymph
Calypso lived (e 63 f ) most nearly resembled a park, but it

was a natural park. The only shade trees which seem to

have been planted are the elms which the mountain nymphs
planted about the grave of Andromache's father (Z 419).

Gardens {kyj-koC), which included fruit trees and vines, are

mentioned six times and are nearly equivalent to orchards

{opya.To<s, w 222, S 123). The vineyard which was

depicted on the Shield of Achilles was enclosed by a

trench and a hedge (2 564), and entered by a single path.

The garlands in which the companions of Alcaeus and the

Athenians of the fifth century B.C. delighted, were not

worn at the feasts of Homer's heroes. Flowers were not

used for the adornment of either the house or the person. The
poet nowhere alludes to the fragrance of either flowers or

fruit.

The rose is not mentioned in Homer except in the

epithets rosy-fingered (poSoSuKTuXo?, /3 i and oft), which is

applied to the Dawn, and rosy (poSoetg, "^ 186), which is

given to Aphrodite's perfumed unguent, that very probably

came from the Orient, and is used on the body of Hector
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to keep it from corruption. The violet is named once (wv,

"72) as growing with parsley on the meadow of Calypso;

it may have been the pansy. It does not seem
The Rose, ^^ j^^^g \,e.&n of a bright blue color, for the

Crocus
sheep of Polyphemus are said to have " dark

violet wool" (loSve<pe? elpos, i 426), which seems

to mean simply that they were " black sheep." The

crocus also appears once (KpoKo?, S 348) as joining with

the hyacinth and the lotus to form a couch for Zeus and

Hera, and four times the epithet saffron-robed {KpoKoweTrXos,

O i) is applied to the Dawn. No mortal woman or other

goddess wears a robe of this color, though in Pindar's time

this was thought to have been a royal color in the heroic

age. This saffron dye, too, may have been imported from

the Phoenicians, but the crocus as well as the lily is found

in works of art in the palace at Cnosus in Crete. Very

possibly the poet had only a slight acquaintance with the

rose, the lily, and the hyacinth,—his ignorance being due

either to their general neglect at that time, or to their

being comparative strangers to Greece. Both the lily and

the rose are thought to have been brought from Media

and Persia. The hyacinth appears on two other
Hyacinti and r i- • r ^i. 1
ji, occasions, furmshmg a comparison for the hair

of Odysseus (yaKivQlvw avOei ofiow, ^ 231 ),—in

which we may believe the likeness to lie not in the color,

but in the thick curl of the flower. The lily appears in

the so-called Homeric Hymn to Demeter (427), which is

assigned to the seventh century B.C., but in the Iliad and

Odyssey it serves only for a rather remarkable comparison

with the soft voices of the Trojan elders {o-jra Xeipioea-a-av,

r 152), and in a mocking speech of Hector, with the soft

skin of Telamonian Ajax (XjOo'a Xeipioevra, N 830). The \y

asphodel is named only as growing on the

p'^/y.'
"" "Asphodel Plain" of Hades (\ 539, 573,0) 13),

until the Homeric Hymn to Hermes (221). In

the early spring this flower has grace and beauty, but later

in the year its tall, dry stalk is barren and dreary, and we
cannot be quite sure whether the poet thought of the

Asphodel Plain as cheerful or as dismal. This plant still

grows in neglected cemeteries as in other desolate and
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waste fields of Greece, and is thought to have been planted

over graves by the ancients. The bulb, according to Hesiod
{Works and Days, 41), formed part of a very frugal diet, but
is not mentioned by the Homeric poet. The poppy grew in

gardens {jx7\ku>v . . . h\ Kijiruj, Q 306), but it may have been
cultivated for its oil or for its soporific qualities, rather than

for the beauty of its flower. Some would hold that the

" Nepenthes which the wife of Thone
In Egypt gave to Jove-born Helena"

{S 221), was a kind of opium, or at least that the story

was based upon the effects of opium. Parsley (creXivov,

B 776) is named as food for the horses of Achilles, together

with the lotus, which is recognized as a kind of clover,—of

course entirely distinct from the plant of the " Lotus

Eaters" (XwToqxxyoi, i 92), which is thought to be the

jujube, found in Libya, with cherry-like fruit. The Egyptian

lotus is not mentioned.

The flowers which have been enumerated were doubtless

for the most part wild flowers. Nowhere in the world,

perhaps, are the fields brighter with spring flowers

than in Greece. The " flowery mead " (Xei/j-wv' „ ,

^

avOe/xoevTU, n 159) is mentioned by Homer,

however, only in connexion with the Sirens {fj. 159), and

the plain of the Scamander (B 467), where an allusion is

made to the leaves and flowers of spring-time ; Pyrasus is

also called Jlowery in the Catalogue of the Ships (B 695).

But, as has been observed by others, the absence of

expressions of enthusiastic love for flowers, does not prove

the absence of feeling for them, any more than indifference

on the part of the Greeks of the Periclean age to the

sculptures of the Parthenon may justly be inferred from

the neglect of these in classical literature. Odysseus,

however, seems to have had at his home no front lawn

nor flower beds, since we learn that before the Ithacan

palace lay a heap of manure (jO 297), and that swine

wandered through the courtyard (o- 105, v 164), while

goats and kine for slaughter were tethered in the front

porch (v 176, 189), and probably were killed in the front

yard.

The Homeric Greeks knew no meadows in the modern
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sense, since they cut and cured no grass for hay,^ and

grass does not readily form turf in Greek soil and climate.

Other herbs there are more important for cattle than our

grass. But cyper grass grew on the banks of the

Scamander (Kvireipov, $ 35 and served as fodder for

horses (S 603). In addition to this, horses were fed on

lotus (B 7y6), white barley (Kpi XevKov, E 196), wheat (tti/^o?,

O 188), and spelt (o'Xvpai, E 196, ^eiai, § 604).

Herds and flocks have been seen to be the chief source

and element of wealth in the Homeric time, and doubtless

were the chief care of the prosperous man. Princes
Country Life ^^.g n shepherds of the people " (-TrotfJievei Xam,
the Natural

-r, o n j ^ j ^u • n 1 -^u j • -^

^^•^ B 85), and tend their flocks with a dignity

which would not comport well with active labor

in the harvest field or in the smithy. Farming was the

occupation of the old Romans, too, and Cato preferred the

pastoral to the strictly agricultural stage. Comparatively

little land was devoted to agriculture,—whether to grain

land or to fruit land. But a country life was the natural

life of all, and no manual labor (except grinding at the mill)

was noted as menial, while grain had become an important

part of subsistence. It is significant that the word works

{epya, TT 140) is used {ox farm in Homer, while in Attic Gre^k

it is used for a mine or a factory. On the Shield of Achilles

(2 541-572) are represented three scenes of agricultural life,

for the three Greek seasons,—ploughing, reaping, and the

vintage, for spring, summer, and autumn. Fields had to be

tilled, sown, and reaped. The Cyclopes alone are so blest

by the gods, and their land is so fertile, ,that wheat, barley,

and vines grow for them unplanted and unsown, but

Polyphemus makes no use of grain, and has but an inferior

sort of wine
; Ismaric wine is as nectar to his taste. The

Cyclopes clearly had not advanced beyond the pastoral or

nomadic stage,—tending their flocks and enjoying wild fruits.

Grass was not cultivated
; the expression " clovery plains

"

(ireSla XcoTewra, M 283) does not require the assumption of

cultivation. The clover (Xcoro?) is mentioned four times ; it

served as fodder for horses, and clearly was not abundant

1 The herbage which is mentioned once as cut (a- 368) was taken probably at once

to the animals which were to eat it.
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on Ithaca (S 603), which was a "land for goats rather than
for horses." No special fodder was prepared for the winter

season.

Beans (Kuafj.01) and chick pease {epe^LvQoi) are the two kinds

of legumes mentioned by Homer, and that only in a
comparison : an arrow bounded from the armor
of Menelaus like pease and beans from a l'"""""^
wmnowmg shovel {airo irrvoipiv, N 588). This

shows that these vegetables were allowed to ripen fully, and
were dried. Probably they were treated like grain, and were
bruised or ground' before being prepared directly for use as

food. They were vegetables of the field rather than of the

garden.

Garden vegetables, in modern American variety and
profusion, were unknown to the Homeric Greeks, as they

were to their remote descendants until very recent

years. Garden beds are mentioned in connexion ^^/ ''"

with the palace of AlcinoUs (rj 112 ff.) and the

farm of Laertes (w 247), but no specification is given of the

variety of plants, and the name for the bed {irpaa-iri,—cf. irpaa-ov)

implies that these vegetables were of some species of leek or

garlic,—of which the pungent flavor has always been enjoyed

in Southern Europe,—and we remember that an onion was
served as a relish with a posset, in Nestor's tent (Kpoixvov

iTOTw o\l/ov, A 630). The conjecture that the leeks served

only as a border for the beds in which other vegetables were

planted, is unsupported. The layers of the dried onion are

referred to by Penelope (t 233) as a comparison for the

smoothly finished and fitting cloak of Odysseus.

Of the grains, barley and wheat were the chief; rice,

rye, oats, and buck-vi'heat were unknown. Barley has always

been more common in Greece than wheat. In

328 B.C., according to an Eleusinian inscription ^, ^
{Bulletin Corr. Hell. viii. 194 ff.), about ten times

as many bushels of barley as of wheat were raised in

Attica. Probably since it was recognized as the oldest of

the grains, it was used chiefly in sacrifice, only partially

bruised or ground. Of the words for bearded barley, a\<piTov

(only three times) or aXcpiTa (plural, with reference to the

meal or groats) occurs fifteen times in the Homeric poems
;
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Kpi (three times) or KpcOtj occurs nine times. Barley is called

white {Kpi XevKov, E 196) and broad-growing (evpv(pu€i, 604),

which is interpreted as indicating the variety with six rows

of kernels on the ear ; the two-rowed variety is said to be

uKocTT^, which appears in the poems only in the participial

form (aKocrrricrai, Z 506 = 263),—used of the high feeding

of a horse. Spelt (^«a, S 41, 604) is named but twice,

and both times as fodder ; but it occurs twelve times in

an epithet of the earth, grain-giving (l^elScopoi, B 548).

Some would interpret this as sesame ; the exact determination

of the species of Homeric plants and artimals is difficult

when it is not impossible. One-grained barley, i.e. with but

one row of grains on the ear (oXvpai, E 196, 564) also

is named twice, and as fodder for horses. Wheat {irvpo's,

§ 604) is mentioned nine times, six times in the Odyssey and

three times in the Iliad, and four times a plain or fields

are called wheat-bearing (Trvpocpopog or -irvprjipopo^, y 495)-

The name Pyrasus (Jivpacro^, B 695) of a Thessalian village

which is called the sacred field of Demeter (^t]/uL>jTp6?

TejULevoi), indicates the cultivation of wheat in that region.

Wheat is said to grow for the Cyclopes, as well as barley

and grapes, without sowing and planting (i iio). It is

called honey-sweet (fxeXiriStji, K 569) and sweet-hearted

(fA.eXi<ppwv, Q 188), as well as apple-faced {p.r]Ko-^, r; 104),

which we have interpreted as golden. Twice in the Odyssey

wheat is the food of geese, and twice in the Iliad it is

fodder for horses. Rich harvests of wheat and barley are

among the blessings which the gods bestow on a land

where the king maintains justice (t r i 2). " Eating bread " ^

is characteristic of men, in contrast both to the gods who
eat ambrosia and drink nectar, and to raw-flesh-eating

(wfji.ocpd'yoi XvKoi, II 157, oicovoi aifxtja-Tai, A 4 54) wild beasts

and birds of prey.

Flax was of less importance in the Homeric period since

not only the ordinary outer garments of men, and the rugs

. which were thrown over chairs as upholstery, but

also the ordinary bedding, was of wool. The
poet does not mention the flax plant. But since the Homeric

^eiri x^o"' "''<"' SSovres, i 89; <nTO(j>dyoi, 1 191; o£ dpoi/pjjs Kaprbv Idovnv, Z 142,

cf. $ 465 ; Ss ISoi ArjfiriT^pos i,KT-fiv, N 322.
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Greeks used linen for garments of both men and women,
for bed-clothing (i^ 73, 118), for burial shrouds (^ 254),
for tunics in war (B 529), and for fish lines (EE 408) and
nets (E 487), to doubt their cultivation of the plant would
be unnecessary. The word for tunic (x^twv, English cotton)

is supposed to have been borrowed from the Phoenician

kitonet, linen, and indicates that the Greeks received their

knowledge of linen, or of its best preparation, from the

Phoenicians, who in turn are thought to have learned this

from the Egyptians, through the Jews. Possibly the Achaeans
may still have imported their finest linen from the East,

but this is mere conjecture. If the Achaeans procured their

linen from the Phoenicians, Homer certainly does not tell

of this. The Homeric word for linen (\lvov) is cognate

with the English linen and linseed (possibly with line), and

the German Leinen. The <papo9 of Circe and of Calypso

was of linen, probably identical in form with the TreirXo?,

and of linen were the SOovat of the maidens represented in

the dance on the Shield of Achilles (S 595),—possibly under

oriental influence. At times a linen cloth, as well as a rug,

was thrown over a chair before this was occupied (vtto \Ira

7reTa<7(ra?, a 1 30), and over a god's chariot when this was

set away (0 441), and a similar cloth was used as a cover-

ing for the body of Patroclus (2 352). Of linen was the

thread spun by the Fates (Y 128, ii 210, »y 198), and

the Phaeacian women wove and spun linen (rj 107). In

weaving linen, oil was used in its finish (1 107, -2 595)-

The ropes of the ships (anrdpTa, B 135) were ordinarily- of

tow, or some kind of hemp,—though possibly they were of

rushes at times. A ship's rope at the palace of Odysseus

is said to be of papyrus (/3v^Xlvov, <p 391.; see pages 313,

315). Cotton seems to have been unknown.

In poems of war and adventure, we do not expect to

find detailed accounts of agricultural processes such as

Hesiod gives, but Homer's view of life is so , . .^
, ,-11 Irrigatton.

broad that many mdications of rural employ-

ments are given. That the Homeric Greeks knew the

advantages of irrigation, we see from a comparison of

the river Xanthus, overtaking Achilles as he fled from it,

with the stream which a gardener guides among his vines
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and plants, removing the obstructions with his mattock

($ 257 f.); and, again, a few verses later, where the Trojan

plain was dried " as a newly watered field " is dried by

the north wind in late summer ($ 346 f.). In his description

of the garden of Alcinoiis, too, the poet says that one

spring scatters its water in different directions through

the whole garden, while another flows to the threshold

of the courtyard, for the use of the palace and the

people generally {n 129). Before the grotto of the

nymph Calypso were four springs flowing with clear water

in different directions (TSTpafxpLevac oWvSk aWt], e 71),

evidently for the refreshment of the vine and the trees

which have been mentioned in the text. The story of

the daughters of Danaiis (unknown to Homer), carrying

water in sieves in the. lower world, has been interpreted as

based upon such irrigation as now makes parts of the Argive

plain to "blossom as the rose."^

The use of manure as a fertilizer is shown by the notice

of a heap lying near the palace of Odysseus (p 297), waiting

to be taken by the servants to enrich the king's
Manure.

great domain. Hesiod does not mention it, and

king Augeas, according to the later myth, does not seem

to have known its value, since he allowed it to accumulate

in his stalls until Heracles turned the stream of the Alpheiis

through these, and cleansed them.

The cultivated fields were allowed to lie fallow,^ as in

modern Greece, for their refreshment; how long they rested,

we are not told. Pindar {N. vi. 9 f.) says that

F'eld
fields in alternate years render their fruits and

regain their strength. Rotation of crops is

nowhere indicated. The legumes may have alternated with

the grains,—but this is only conjecture. Such fallow ground
was ploughed thrice.^

^ Professor Bassett suggests that the expression, '

' the rain of Zeus gives it increase
"

{kolI iT<t>iv Aiis S/i;8/Dos ai^ei, i 111 = 358) of the fruits of the Cyclopes, implies that

elsewhere artificial irrigation was employed.

'^ vh6%,— cf. vios. K 353, N 703. But this etymology is uncertain, and vabi

may mean simply field.

"" S4i! f 127. Whether this triple ploughing was, once each, in spring, summer,
and autumn, or all at one season, cannot be absolutely determined. The former
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Agricultural methods and implements were primitive, no
doubt, in the Homeric age, but they differed little from
those now employed in Asia Minor. The plough
was the most important tool, and its name 1 is

'^Sr'^"^"'^'^^

cognate with those for grainfield (apovpa, T 246)
and for tilth (apoai?, I 580). The mattock (/uaKeXXa, $ 259)
is mentioned but once.^ Laertes uses a hoe in loosening

the ground around a vine (Xia-rpevoi'Tu, w 227), and a like

tool is used in removing from the floor of the great hall of

Odysseus, the earth which was stained with the blood
of Penelope's slain suitors (Xla-Tpoicnv, ^ 45 S).

To the plough Homer gives the epithet well-joined

{irriKTov aporpov, K 353). Hesiod knows not only this

manufactured plough but also one made of a single

piece of wood (avroyvov, Works and Days, 433),
and recommends the farmer to have both, that if he should

break one, he may have the other ready for use. Of the

implement used in the Cyclades, Bent writes {Cyclades, p. 97):
" The chief ingredient in a plough is a tree with a trunk and
two branches

; one branch serves as a tail, and the other

has a bit of iron fixed to it, and penetrates the ground
;

the trunk is the pole." Such a plough has no great weight,

and at times a ploughman in Greece may be seen returning

from his work at night, driving his kine before him, and

carrying his plough upon his shoulder. Homer does not

name ploughshare, beam, nor head. The share may not

have been tipped with metal, as it does not seem to have

been even in the classical period ; but the use of iron by a

ploughman is assumed in one passage (^ 835 ; see page 300).

The primitive plough did not turn the clod, but only tore

it ; it simply " tickled " the ground. Two names are used

for the furrow,—(S\^ (N 707, o- 375) and- oy^ios (2 546).

The latter of these is used also for the swath of the reaper

(w 552), and may indicate that the grain was planted rather

than sown ; but it seems to be connected with ayoo, lead,

has been thought probable, but has no Homeric support, and the other is certainly

reasonable. Cf. Columella, ii. 4; Xenophon, Oec. xiii. 11 ; Theocritus, xxv. 25;

Vergil, Georgia, ii. 399.

^dpoTpov, V 32, Lat. aratrum, cf. Eng. eai in "ear the ground."

-The oiKeWa is not named.
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and thus may mean only line drawn, whether ploughed or

reaped. Care was taken to make the furrow straight.

For ploughing, cattle (cows as well as oxen, cf. Z 3 09),

and by preference (K 352) mules, were used,—not horses,

which never in Greece were subjected to menial
mmasjor

j-^gj^g except in emergencies, they being a " delight

of proud luxury." The ass is mentioned not at all

by Hesiod, and by Homer only once (A 5 5 8), where the

animal's stubbornness is taken as an illustration for that of

Ajax. Hesiod counts an ox for ploughing {fiovv apornpa,

Works and Days, 405) as the most important part of a

farmer's establishment, next to his wife. A like estimate of

the ox is indicated by a fragment (25) of Archilochus.

The question has been raised whether the cattle may not

have pulled by a band about the forehead,—as at present in

parts of Germany and Nova Scotia,—instead of by a yoke

about the neck, since the poet speaks of sweat as gushing

forth at the roots of their horns, as they plough (N 705),

and seven times applies to cattle the epithet " with broad

forehead" (eypv/j-eTooirov, y 382); but in the first of these

passages the yoke is mentioned as holding the oxen apart,

and no good reason exists for thinking of this yoke as

essentially different from that of their horses.

The weary toil of the ploughman is indicated in a

comparison : Odysseus on the night before his return to

Ithaca, though in the hospitable palace of the Phaeacians,

longs for the sun to set (which is the time appointed for the

beginning of his voyage), as does a ploughman " for whom
all day the two dark-faced kine have drawn the well-made
plough over the fallow field . . . and his knees shake as he

goes " (,8Aa/3eTat ^e Te youvaT Iovtl, i' 3 1 f ).

The furrow naturally would be as long as the animals

could draw the plough to advantage without resting. We
The Furrow.

^^7^ learned (see page 245) that in Asia Minor
this distance is one hundred feet, which is very

much less than that of Occidental fields. Of course the

furlong {furrow-long) has been from Anglo-Saxon times an
important measure in England. In the spring scene repre-

sented on the Shield of Achilles (S 541), each ploughman
receives a cup of wine from a youthful attendant as he
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reaches the end of his furrow. This refreshment would
hardly be needed for every two hundred feet of ploughing,
but it might at least be offered. The comparison with old

Teutonic customs has suggested that this provision of wine
was in accordance with the law, written or unwritten, that
when the retainer was performing labor for his liege lord he

Fig. 17.—Egyptian Plough.

should be well furnished with both food and drink, and that

3. great feast for the retainers was part of their recompense

for the toil. Professor Ridgeway^ holds that the length of

the furrow was fixed, and much greater than one hundred

feet, but that in Greece the bi^eadth of a day's ploughing

was one hundred feet.^

^\r\ Journal of Hellenic Studies, vi. 319.

^With a single exception {iKardiiTeSov, of the pyre of Patroclus, * 164), the

yool is not used by the Homeric poet as a measure of distance,—but the hand-
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The time of harvest is not specified by Homer, but

must have been very nearly the same as at present. Hesiod

(IVor/cs, 383 ff.) directs that the harvest should
Seasons for begin at the heliacal rising- of the Pleiades, or
Ploughing . ^ , -

, r- r T , , ,

and Reaping. ^^^^ before the nrst of June, and that the

ploughing should begin with the setting of the

same constellation. Barley naturally is harvested somewhat

earlier than wheat.

Grain was reaped with a sickle {hpe-wavi], S 551, Speiravov,

<7 368). The reapers are called mowers (afjLrjTrjpe^, A 67),

and worked in rivalry with each other ; the harvest
^ was the inath (a/uitjToi;, T 223). We have seen

that the swath received the same name as the furrow (oy/xog,

A 68). Armsful of grain are SpdyfiaTa (2 552), which

were gathered by boys, and furnished by them to the binders

(^a/j.aX\oSeT>jp€i, 2 5 54)-

No mention is made of music in the harvest-fields, such

as is found at the vintage and such as was customary in

the time of Theocritus (Idy/s, x. 16). But once we read

of a harvest-home festival (6a\va-ia, I 534, ^ Theocritus, vii.),

or Feast of First Fruits, as celebrated apparently in thanks-

giving for the harvest.

The treading out of the wheat by a yoke of oxen in

a carefully prepared threshing floor (euKTi/uLevrj ev aXairi, Y 496)
is used as a comparison for the horses of Achilles's

the'^Grain"^
chariot trampling under foot shields and corpses,

as the warrior pursued the Trojans to their city.

The reader will remember the Mosaic injunction, " Thou shalt

not muzzle the ox when he treadeth out the corn," in

Deuteronomy xxv. 4. Flails and other threshing machines
are unknown.

The process of winnowing is referred to in E 499
{\LKfj.wvTU)v), where the dust which arose in the conflict and

breadth (A 109), fore-arm or ell (/c 517), the distance of a horse from the wheel
of his chariot, or that of the weaving-rod from the breast of a woman at the loom
(* 517. 760), a fathom or the distance between the fingers of a man's hands,

extended in opposite directions {* 327) ; the cast of a, spear (K 357, O 358), or of

a discus (* 431), or of a shepherd's crook (^' 845); or a bow-shot (/i S3), or the

reach of the voice (i 473). If the pekthron of $ 407, X 577, (a square measure),

is the square of the Attic plethron (100 feet), it would imply other examples of

the exception already made.
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fell upon the Achaeans, is likened to the chaff {ay^yai) of

the winnowing floor ; the winnowing of beans and pease is

mentioned in a comparison in N 590, where the
^ / J ii . , Winnowinr.wmnower is AiK/xriTiip, and the wmnowmg tool

is named in the direction of Teiresias to Odysseus, that

with his oar on his shoulder he shall proceed far inland

until he comes to a country where men do not know salt,

and where the oar is mistaken for a winnowing-shovel

(adripriKoiyov, X 12 8),—which indicates both the shape and
the size of the implement.^ A heap of chaff was a^vp/uui]

(E 502). Not onl>' in primitive but also in later times

the grain was parched, which facilitated the removal of the

husk and chaff, before it was pounded or bruised in a

mortar, or ground in a mill, but of this parching the only

Homeric indication is in Ka/uivw, oven-woman (a- 27,—see

pages 230, 234).

That the soul of the farmer was not free from the trial

of weeds, is indicated by the mention of thistle-

down (aKa.i/6as, e 328) as borne by the north

wind in late summer.

For fruit, grapes, olives, figs, pears, apples, and pome-

granates were known and cultivated.

The fall of Euphorbus, slain by Menelaus (P 53 f), is

likened to that of a young olive tree which had been planted

carefully by itself where it would have sufficient ^, ^ ,.

, , . , , . .
, , . , ,

Tie Olive.
water, and which was luxuriant with white blossoms,

but was suddenly overturned by a blast of wind, and stretched

upon the ground. Olive trees are mentioned also in the

gardens of Alcinoiis and of Laertes, but are not enumerated

in the scenes of life depicted on the Shield of Achilles,

with the vine and the corn field. That the Homeric Greeks

were familiar with the wild olive, has been inferred from

their possessing for it a name of their own. But since

the Homeric and Hesiodic poems show no use of the olive

berry as food, nor of the oil except as an unguent, some

scholars have thought that the cultivated olive was hardly

known in Greece a thousand years B.C.,—holding that the

climate of Greece was not favorable for the development

' The XiKvov or vannus, winnoii'ing-fan of later times (see ^liss Harrison in

Journal of Hellenic Sliidies, xxiii. 292, xxiv. 241) is not Homeric.
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from the wild to the cultivated variety, and remembering

the myth that the olive was established in Greece as the

special gift of Athena to Athens. The olive tree, however,

seems to be represented on a fragment of a silver vase

found at Mycenae (see page 63O), and appears as a "motive

for decoration both for frescoes and vase paintings " at

Cnosus, and olive stones were found at Mycenae in the

rubbish of ancient houses, as well as in Crete, and a jar

of olive stones was found at Tiryns, while remains of pre-

historic oil-presses are discovered on the island of Thera,

at the palace of Cnosus, and elsewhere. The use of oil

in funeral ceremonies ('^ 170) also indicates its early close

connexion with human life. Hesiod may not have known
or mentioned the tree simply because his verses were for

Boeotians, and their climate was not suited to the olive.

Neither the fig nor the vine is mentioned by him, either,

though he knows wine well. The olive in Homer is not

associated with Athena, any more than the laurel with Apollo

or the vine with Dionysus. The olive club which Polyphemus
cut as a walking stick, but which Odysseus thrust in the

Cyclops's eye, was as long as the mast of a " twenty-oared

black ship, a broad merchantman" (t 322).

That the Homeric poet does not mention the olive berry

or oil as food, or mingled with food, has been noted. As
an unguent, the oil seems to have been, at least

frequently, perfumed. Thus the oil with which

Aphrodite anointed the body of Patroclus, is called rosjf

{poSoevTi, "^ 186), and that which was stored up in the

palace of Odysseus, is called fragrant {evw^f.'s, /3 339),^

—

epithets which would not be applied to the modern olive

oil of commerce. This use of perfume4 oil seems to have

been learned by the Greeks from the Phoenicians, from

whom also the Children of Israel appear to have taken it.

Compare Exodus xxx. 23 f, where the recipe is given, of

pure myrrh, cinnamon, sweet calamus, and " oil olive "
:

" and
thou shalt make it an oil of holy ointment, an ointment
compound after the art of the apothecary [perfumer] ; it

shall be an holy anointing oil." Possibly the perfumed oil

itself was imported to Greece in the Homeric time. Olive

' C". (ki.a% Knp-rris eviid-rjs, Aesch. /'ers. 617. See page 216.
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oil was used also in dressing cloth.i Lamps are not
mentioned.

The olive tree (eXalr;, e 477), under which Odysseus crept
when he escaped from his shipwreck, may have been an
oleaster, or wild olive. The bar with which
Odysseus blinded the eye of Polyphemus was

^*''^ ^''^^

of "green olive" (i 320), and the post of the same hero's

lectus genialis was an olive stump (>|^ 190). Olive wood
was used also for axe-helves (e 236, N 612).

Grape-vines grew wild on the land of the Cyclopes (j i i o),

and the cultivated vine twined luxuriantly about the entrance
to Calypso's grotto (e 6g). On the Shield of

Achilles is represented a vintage scene (2 561 ff.),
'^''"f^-"'""-

with young men and maidens merrily bearing baskets of
the ripe fruit, keeping time with their feet, while a boy
sings a harvest song to the accompaniment of a lyre.^ The
vines in this scene are supported on props (Ka/xa^i),—not

on a trellis,—each by itself, as in Modern Greece. So they
were trimmed close, and did not stretch over much ground
nor climb trees. In the vineyard of Alcinoiis, king of the

Phaeacians, Odysseus found grapes in all stages of advance-

ment (rj 121 ff.),—some just shedding their flowers and others

just changing their color, while others fully ripe were sunning
or drying for raisins, and others were picking for the wine-

press.

Nothing in Homer hints at a tradition of the introduction

of the grape vine to Greece from another land. If the

Greeks originally learned from the Semites how to stop

the fermentation of the juice of the grape at the vinous

stage, long before Homer's time they had forgotten that

they ever needed such a lesson, though the Italians seem
to have received their wine from Greece, and Pliny (N. H.
xiv. 88) tells of ancient rites, instituted by Romulus, in

which milk, and not wine, was poured as a libation. In

^ Cf. x^T^Pcty . . . (JT'lK^ovto.% eXaicfj, 2 596, and aTroXet^erat . . Aatoi', tj 107.

Helbig=, 168, Studniczka, 48 f.

^For the merry-making at the vintage festival, compare y^^^^ej ix. 27: "And
they went out into the fields and gathered their vineyards and trod the grapes,

and made merry."—This Homeric festival is not in honor of Dionysus, but seems

a. natural precursor of the Dionysiac festivals of later centuries.

Y
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Homeric Greece wine was the ordinary drink of all classes;

—from beggars and swine-herds to kings ; of all ages,

—

from children in arms (I 489, tt 444) to old Nestor ; and

of both sexes,—the fair and youthful princess Nausicaa taking

a flask of wine with her luncheon when she went to the

river bank to " lave the linen " (^ 76). Andromache in

lamenting the fate of her infant Astyanax on Hector's death,

pictures the life of an orphan : the boy goes to his father's

comrades at their feast, and one gives him a draught of wine

which wets his lips but does not wet his palate (X 494).

In the two poems no one is represented as thirsting for or

drinking water. Even the horses of Hector are refreshed

with wine after their day's labor (9 189, if the text is right),

as modern race horses are said to be treated at times after

a sharp contest.

Homer calls Epidaurus " rich in vines" (ap-iriKoevra, B 561),

while Arne in Boeotia and Histiaea in Euboea are " rich in

clusters" {iToKv(Tra(^v\ov, B 507, S37). Tydeus
P"^'' J^"^ y^ras the son of Oeneus, the wine-man (OfVew,

Z 216) of Calydon in Aetolia, and the early

name of the island Aegina was Vineyard (OiVcovj;, Herodotus,

viii. 46). Wine is brought to the Achaean camp before Troy

from Thrace (I 72) and from the island of Lemnos
(H 467). Thracian wine from Ismarus {i 196)

is used by Odysseus to intoxicate the Cyclops Polyphemus.

This last was the gift of the priest Maron, and was so

strong that it was ordinarily diluted with twenty parts of

water to one of wine. Ismaric wine was noted later, and

is named by the poet Archilochus {Frag. 3), whose home
was at Thasos, not very far away. Pramnian wine (probably

so called from Pramne, a mountain on the island Icaria)

is mentioned twice (A 639, k 235) as the important part

of a posset. No other special varieties of grapes or wine

are named by Homer, and none by Hesiod.

The poet makes no allusion to the fermentation of the

juice of the grape nor to any process of its care. The wine

was stored ordinarily in large earthen jars (Trldoi, /3 340),

and carried in smaller earthen amphorae (h.p.&)i&>ome<s^ i 204),

or in goatskin bottles (aa-Kol, i 212). Only once is allusion

made to the pressing of the grapes (rpaTreovcri, r) 125), and
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the word does not indicate clearly the treading of the grapes

in a vat, though this is probable. Grapes as such are not

reported to be eaten, but no more are any other kinds of fruit,

and it is highly improbable that, with grapes so abundant,

none were used for eating.

Figs, apples, pears, and pomegranates are mentioned only

in connexion with orchards, not with repasts, nor as food.

Cherries, plums, and peaches are not mentioned ^.
Fi25 etc

at all. Fig-trees were in the garden of Alcinoiis
'

(>; 116, 121) and in that of Laertes (« 246, 341), and
grew in Hades for the aggravation of Tantalus (X 590);
—in two instances the fruit is called sweet. Clearly the

fig was not so important in Greece as among the Semites,

where to live under one's " own vine and fig-tree " was an
ideal state of comfort. Neither the Iliad nor Hesiod mentions

the cultivated fig, and the wild fig (epweos, $ 37) was useful,

so far as we see, only as furnishing wood for the rim of a

chariot. The Roman Horace expresses clearly enough the

ancient low estimate of the value of its wood. Scholars

have observed the small number of Greek geographical names
derived from the fig (prvKov), in comparison with those drawn
from the vine and the olive. Thus the passages of the

Odyssey which mention the fig are reasonably suspected of

not being of early composition. But the fig may have been

known and cultivated in Asia Minor, where it still is at its

best, long before it reached Greece and could be known to

a Boeotian poet like Hesiod, who moreover had to do rather

with the necessaries than with the luxuries of life. That

the fruit of the fig-tree ripens at different times of the year,

is recognized in the description of Alcinoiis's garden {jj 121).

Apples are mentioned by Homer in the three passages

which name the fig, and also in the ninth book of the Iliad

among the trees destroyed by the Calydonian

Boar (I 542). These passages are all supposed

to be of comparatively late composition. No one dares say

how closely the so-called apple (/j.rj\ov) of Homeric times

(any more than that of Milton's Garden of Eden) resembled

the apple of to-day, and much less whether it was a russet,

a greening, or a pippin. Some have thought it was a quince,

and the epithet apple-faced (/ocj/Xovl^, r] 104), as applied to
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wheat, is thought to refer to the golden color of the fruit

of the quince. The climate of Greece in general is too

warm for apples and pears. The name of apples, with a

qualifying epithet which later became the distinctive name,

was applied in after times to quinces (KvSwviKa f^rjXa), plums

(AaiuLa(TK}]va. /J.>j\a), and peaches (HepcriKa /x^Xa), and gave to

the Romans the name melon which has come to our own

day, and thus seems originally to have included a large

variety of fruit.

Pears (py^ai)^ again, appear only in the gardens of

Alcinoiis and of Laertes, and near Tantalus in Hades.

The reader may compare what is said of the fig.

The branches of the prickly wild pear {aye.p^o's,

^ lo) were used to form a hedge.

The pomegranate {poiri) is not in the orchard of Laertes,

but like the pear, apple, and fig is in the garden of Alcinoiis,

and near Tantalus. It appears in later Greek

first in the Hymn to Demeter (372, 412), where

Persephone's marriage tie to Pluto was confirmed by her

swallowing a pomegranate seed as his gift. It seems to

have been brought from Persia, and to have reached Greece

through Syria.

The Homeric mention of the mulberry rests upon the

interpretation of an adjective which twice is applied to ear-

,. „ rings (Mopo'ei/ra, S 183, o- 298). Are these to
Mulberry. ,11 r , . „

be thought 01 as gleaming, or as mulberry-

like ? Scholars are not agreed, but incline to the latter

view.

The chestnut has been found in the Homeric (ptiyo^

{cf. the Latin fagus), though this seems to be an oak with

Ch stnut
edible acorns. One notable tree of this variety,

sacred to Zeus, was the most frequently mentioned
land-mark on the Trojan plain, not far from the Scaean Gate
of the city.i

The laurel (§d(pvt], i 183) is mentioned as decking the

entrance to the cave of Polyphemus. In the Hymn to

Laurel.
Pythian Apollo (215), it is brought first into

connexion with that divinity.

The word for oak ((^p?) is used seventeen times in the

^E 693, Z 237, H 22, 60, I 354, * 549.
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Homeric poems,—almost for tree in general/ according to

the observation of the great critic Aristarchus (as X 126,
^ 118), just as oak-cutter (SpvTo/xo?, A 86,

n 633, "^ 315) stands for wood-cutter, and an

oak-grove (Spvfj.d, A 1 1 8) for thicket. The oak is the

favorite tree in comparisons, as " He fell as an oak or a

poplar or a slender pine, which carpenters cut on the

mountains for ship-timber" (N 389), and "These two. stood

before the high gates as high-crowned oaks on the mountains,

which await wind and rain through all days, fixed firm

with their great long roots" (M 132). The oak of Zeus
at Dodona was the seat of the Thesprotian oracle (^ 328).

The fragrant cypress {ei)whr\'s KUTrapia-aos, e 64) was among
the trees near Calypso's grotto, and of this wood was a

door-post in the palace of Odysseus (p 340).

Two names of places also, in the Catalogue
y^''^^^-

of Ships, are derived from this (B 519, S93).

The cluster pine or pinaster {irevKr], A 494, 'SP" 328) is

named twice with the oak. It is said by specialists to be

the most important conifer of Greece. The dark

pine (tt/tw, N 390, 11 483, i 186) stood with

the oak about the cave of Polyphemus, and was cut on

the mountains for ship-timbers. Pitch is mentioned once

in a comparison for a black cloud (Tr/cro-a, A 277) ; the

suggestion that this was crude petroleum, is gratuitous. The
stone pine is said to have been introduced into Greece after

the Homeric period.

The juniper (KeSpo?, e 60) was burned upon the hearth

of Calypso, and furnished the wood-work for the

treasure chamber of Priam (Q 192).

The fir (eXdrrj) is mentioned six times. It is called ta/l,

"reaching to heaven" (ovpavofxrjK)]^, e 239), and it furnished

material for oars (m 172, H 5) and for the

barrack of Achilles (Q 450).

The ash (ju-eXlt], used sixteen times) was the ordinary wood
for the spear-shaft, which is often called by the

name of the tree. Thus the spear of Achilles was

the " Pelian ash (UtiXidSa fj-eklriv, 11 143) which Chiron gave

^ The reader will remember the etymological connexion apparent between 5/jCs,

Druid, and tree.
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his dear father from the summit of Pelion, to be the death

of warriors,"—but the ash is said not to be found on Mt.

Pelion in modern times. We may compare the epithet

" with good ashen spear " (eu/jLiu.e\i>]?), which is used eight

times,—applied chiefly to Priam. The front threshold of

the palace of Odysseus ^as covered with ash (p 339).

The elm (xreXe*;, Z 419, * 242, 350) was planted by

mountain nymphs about the grave of Andromache's father,

but nowhere else appears in connexion with tombs

or mourning
;
probably these trees were only to

make a pleasant grove. One grew also on the bank of

the Scamander, was undermined by the waters, and fell

across the stream,—thus forming a dj'ke which checked

the current. Elms are named also, together with willows

and tamarisks, on the Trojan plain, not far from the river.

The tamarisk (/j.vplKr], K 466 f., # 18, 350) grew on the

Trojan plain as a shrub or small tree. On one of these

^ . ,
Odysseus hung the armor of the scout Dolon,

whom he killed on a night-expedition, that this

might await his own return from the Trojan camp. Achilles

leaned his spear on a clump of them, when he leaped into

the Scamander with his sword, to slay the Trojans who
were struggling in the eddies of the river. Others are

mentioned in connexion with elm and willow, and in one

a chariot of the Trojans, hurrying to flight, was caught

and broken (Z 39).

The alder (/cXjy0|O^, e 64, 239) stood by the grotto of

Calypso, and was one of the trees on the shore

of her island which Odysseus felled for the con-

struction of his barge or raft.

The black poplar (a'lyeipog, A 482, and in eight other

places) grew on a moist lowland. It is named both times

_ , with the alder on the island of Calypso. A
Poplars. r , 1 A , / ,

grove of poplars sacred to Athena stood near the

city of the Phaeacians (^ 292). Poplars grew also about

the cave to which Odysseus came on the island opposite

the country of the Cyclopes (t 141), on the shore of the

land of Hades {k 510), and by the fountain of Ithaca, where
they are called water-fed (vSaTorpe(f)ewv, p 208). Fellies for

a chariot-wheel are made of this wood (A 485).
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The silver poplar (a-)(^Ep(ais, N 389, 11 482) is named
twice in an identical verse, in which its fall illustrates that

of a warrior.

The box (tti/^o?, irv^tvoi^, i} 269) is mentioned only as

furnishing the wood for the yoke of Priam's mules. This
tree is said not to grow in Greece, and the

conjecture has been offered that Priam may
'"^'

have received his yoke as well as his mules from Mysia.
The myrtle is named only as it is contained in the

proper name Mvpcrivo? in the Catalogue of Ships

(B 616).
^^y'^'-

A plane tree (-TrXaTuvia-ro?, B 307, 310) stood over the

spring at Aulis, where the Achaeans gathered for their

expedition against Troy. The devouring of
Plane Tree

sparrows in their nest on this tree by a serpent

was the portent which showed the length of the Trojan war.

The palm tree ((polvi^, ^ 163) is mentioned once:

Odysseus compared the slender Nausicaa to a young
palm which he had seen growing by the altar of

Apollo on the island of Delos.

The cornel tree (Kpaveia, 11 767, k 242) once is named
among the trees of a forest beaten by the wind,

and once its fruit is thrown with acorns before the

comrades of Odysseus who had been transformed into swine

by Circe.

The willow (tVe;;, K 510, '#
3 5°) grew on the Trojan

plain near the Scamander, and on the shore of the land of

Hades. With withes {piirecrcrL olo-vYvrjo-Lv, e 256), ...

Odysseus formed a woven bulwark for his barge,

and bound his comrades to the sheep which were to convey

them out of the cave of the Cyclops (Xvyoicriv, i 427), and

tied together the feet of the great deer which he killed on

Calypso's island (k 166).

The ivy (mo-cro?) is not named by the Homeric poet.

The etymology of the name of the great bowl

(Kicraij/Siov, t 346, TT 52) which rustics used for

milk and wine, is uncertain. Certainly ivy-wood would seem

particularly ill-suited for such a purpose.



CHAPTER XIII

ANIMALS, FISHES, BIRDS, AND INSECTS

The Homeric poet has no word for animal, either as a

living thing, the later XJfov, distinguished from vegetable or

mineral matter, or as distinguished from bird or fish.^ The

ordinary word for beast {Q-hp, 0>]plov) connotes zviVd beast,

especially a fierce wild beast, as a lion. Thus Mt. Ida

above Troy is the " mother of wild beasts " {iJ.riTepa Qr\pm,

S 283). The Aeolic form of this word {(^np, A 268, B 743)

is used of the centaurs, who receive the epithets shaggy

(Xavi/jjei/re?, B 743) and with homes on the mountain (SpecrKceoi,

A 268), but are not indicated otherwise as having the form

familiar from later myths and works of art, of a combination

of man and horse.^

The poet had no occasion to name many living creatures

with which he may have been acquainted, and mentions

most but once or twice, and this in comparisons.
Living f^g j^^y have known the fox, the rat, the cuckoo,

Mentioned." ^^^ butterfly, the lizard, the frog, the ant, and

the musquito,—but he does not mention them

;

and no lions make their appearance actually in the course

'' KviidaXov is used in /d 317, of a wild beast of the forest. triXup and iriXoipov

seem nearly the equivalent of the English monster,—thus being applied to the

Gorgon (B 741, X 634), Scylla (ft. 87), a serpent seized by an eagle (M 202), the

portent of a transformed serpent (B 321), the lame Hephaestus (2 410), the Cyclops

Polyphemus (i 428), a goose seized by an eagle (0 161), a great stag (k 168),

and beasts transformed by Circe (k 219).

2 In literature this form of a quadruped appears first in Pindar's Second Pythian-

Ode. The centaurs are mentioned by their ordinary name in A 832, where

Chiron is called "most just of the centaurs," and in
<f> 295 f., where reference

is made to the conflict between the centaurs and the Lapithae, because of the

drunken insolence of the centaur Eurytion.
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of the story, though they are mentioned often in comparisons.
We are not surprised at his ignorance of the ape and the

camel, the tiger and the kangaroo, though the Phoenicians
in his time were bringing apes and peacocks to Tyre, and
so naturally to their customers on the shores of the Aegean
Sea. The cat and the hen had not been introduced into

Greece in the poet's time. The elephant is not named,
but ivory is known- (eXecpag,—see page 304) ; the spider,

too, is not named, but a spider's web is mentioned twice

(apdxvta, 6 280, TT 35). Purple is named as a hue, but
not the little mollusk from which the dye was gained. The
mouse is not named, but Apollo seems to have received

his appellation Smintheus (A 39) as the destroyer of field-

mice. Similarly the weasel is not named as an animal, but

the Trojan Dolon, when he v/as preparing for an expedition

by night as a spy on the Achaean camp, took for the

protection of his head a weasel-skin cap.^

From Homer we expect no scientific distinctions, and
at this remove of time, and with so slight indications, in

many instances we dare not be dogmatic in the assignment

of different species. His verses were composed for those

to whom both the creatures and their names were familiar.

Chance had much to do with the mention of many of these

animals, which appear but once in. the poems, and that in

a comparison. No significance is to be attached to such a

fact as that swine are not mentioned in Troy. The poet

tells his hearer little about the details of life in the Trojan

city, and speaks of no eating there except in a bare reference

to the funeral feast in honor of Hector. Little weight is

to be attached to negative evidence in such a field.

The domesticated animals and fowl of which Homer
speaks are the horse, the ass (once), mules, the dog, kine,

sheep, goats, swine, and geese. The horse is

mentioned more than 450 times, cattle about ^'^"'f'^/-'

• 1 • ^ "J Lwing
175 times, dogs about 115 times, lions 62 times.

Creatures.

Of wild animals, Homer mentions lions, leopards,

wolves, jackals, wild boars, wild goats, deer, and hares.

' KTiSi-qv Kvvi-riv, K 335. A scholiast on this verse says the ikt-is is an animal

which eats birds and is knavish (iravovpyo^) ; it is larger and shaggier than a

yaXri {catl), but similar, and some call it >• wild 70X7;.
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The bear is named once (apKToi, X 6ii) as part of the

decoration for the baldric of Heracles, and twice (2 487,
e 273) as the appellation of the well-known constellation of

the northern heavens. Of sea animals, the seal and the

sea-calf (/ewe?, fx g6) are mentioned with dolphins and other

creatures of the sea. Of fishes, no species is named but

eels and dolphins ; of other sea creatures, the poet knows

the oyster, the polyp, and the sponge: Of birds, the poet

names the eagle, the osprey, the falcon, the goshawk, the

vulture, the gull, the crane, the swan, the heron, the diver,

the halcyon, the wild goose, the crow, the jackdaw, the

starling, the nightingale, the thrush, the sparrow, the swallow,

and the pigeon. The chalcis, as it was called by gods, or

cymindis, as it was called by men (S 291), cannot be identified.

Of other flying things. Homer knows the bat, the bee, the

wasp, the fly (which may include the gnat), the gadfly,

the cicada, and the locust. No varieties of serpent are

named except the water-snake (ySpo^, B 723) which bit

Philoctetes. Of worms Homer knows the earth worm
{aKwXr}^, N 654, to which a warrior stretched on the ground
is compared), the borers (lire?, <p 395, the larvae of a beetle

which eat wood and horn, and thus might have injured the

bow of Odysseus), and maggots (evXai, T 26, X 509, G! 414)
which feed upon the bodies of the slain. For completeness

the insect,—probably some kind of a flea,—which annoyed the

old dog Argos as he lay upon the dung-heap (Kwopaia-r^?,

p 300) may be added to the list, though it cannot be
identified.

Living creatures are not associated with special divinities,

as under their patronage, except in so far as the eagle was
beginning to be the messenger of Zeus (Q 292),

Jnima/s.
^"^ Poseidon perhaps appears once as the patron
of horses (^ 307), where Zeus and Poseidon

taught Antilochus horsemanship,—but Poseidon was an
ancestor of Antilochus, and may have taught him out of
pure friendship. The owl is not yet sacred to Athena,
nor the dove to Aphrodite, nor the peacock to Hera.
Artemis was indeed the goddess of the chase, but she was
not the special patroness of young animals as she is in the
Agamemnon of Aeschylus. That the Sun has flocks and
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herds is not important in this connexion
; these are his

like any other possession.

Attention has been called by Miss Gierke ^ to the fact

that the poet pays slight heed to the noises

of animals. " Homer's horses neither whinny nor ^°"." f
neigh,^ his pigs refrain from grunting, his jackals

do not howl, the roar of the lion nowhere resounds through
his forests."

In the Iliad, as the story of war, the horse is naturally

the most prominent and important animal. In the Old
Testament, too, the horse is recognized as adapted
to battle :

" Hast thou given the horse strength ?
^'^^ ^°"''

Hast thou clothed his neck with thunder? . . . The glory

of his nostrils is terrible. He paweth in the valley, and
rejoiceth in his strength : he goeth on to meet the armed
men. ... He saith among the trumpets ' Ha, ha

!

' and
he smelleth the battle afar off, the thunder of the captains,

and the shouting" {Job xxxix. 19-25). The Hebrews
thought of the horse as the animal of war, while the ass

and the mule were used in peace, and in Greece never was
the horse used as a beast of burden, nor for menial work
of any kind. Thus Priam takes a wagon drawn by mules

to the Greek camp, bearing to Achilles the ransom for

Hector's body, and to bring back the corpse, while the old

king himself drives on a chariot drawn by horses (Q 279).

The longest journey by chariot and horses described in

the Homeric poems, is the two-days' drive of Telemachus
and Pisistratus from "sandy Pylus " to Sparta (7 475-^2),
but Menelaus sends his newly married daughter from Sparta

to Thessaly with horses and chariot {^ 8 f), and Aegisthus

^Fainiliar Studies in Nonier.

^ XPE;''^"f'"'> M Sij must mean snorted, rather than neighed, for the beasts were

in a state of excited terror. So ixj/ijx^e!, B 772) 4' 27, must mean snorting. Cf. the

expression of the book oi Job, quoted in the text.—Perhaps we may infer the

roar of a lion from K 183 where dogs are wakeful, hearing a mighty beast [lion]

coming through the forest. Certainly the sheep bleat ; the clamor of the Trojan

army is compared to the incessant bleating of innumerable sheep, a-milking and

hearing the voices of their lambs (A 435) ; cattle low and sheep bleat at /n 265 ;

and on the morning after the blinding of Polyphemus, his ewes bleat unmilked about

the pens (t 439). At the opening of the third book of the Iliad the din of the

Trojan army is compared to that of cranes on their way to the streams of

Oceanus.
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comes to the shore with horses and chariot to meet his

cousin Agamemnon on his return from the siege of Troy,

and to invite him to be his guest (S 533). The divinities

also use chariots and horses. Zeus harnesses his " bronze-

hoofed horses, swift of flight," for the journey from Olympus

to Mt. Ida (9 41); Hera and Athena once drive from the

home of the gods to the Trojan plain (E 720), and again

begin this drive, but are stopped by the command of Zeus

(9 382 ff ) ; Ares has his chariot with him on the Trojan

plain, but lends it to Aphrodite when she is wounded by

Diomed (E 355 ff.), and himself, when wounded, rises " to

the broad heaven with the clouds " (E 866) ; Poseidon (at

N 20) on seeing that Zeus is not attending to the conflicts

between the Greeks and the Trojans, goes from Samothrace

to his home at Aegae, harnesses his steeds, and drives to

a grotto between Tenedos and Imbros, where he leaves his

horses hobbled by golden fetters, while he goes to the plain

of Troy. Poseidon seems to have used his horses and

chariot also on his journey to the Aethiopians (e 380).

Near the close of the Odyssey the horses of the Dawn are

named as Lampus and Phaethon (\|^ 246). Elsewhere the

divinities traverse space without a vehicle, as Athena comes

to the Achaean army in each of the first two books of the

Iliad, and the need of the chariot is not apparent. In

particular, Poseidon, we should say, might more easily

have taken the usual course from Samothrace to the Troad.

The chapters on Homeric War show that riding was not

customary, and give a sufficient reason for the preference of

_.,. the chariot over the saddle-horse in the Homeric
Riding.

battle,—the chariot was used not as a platform,

from which to fight, but as a vehicle for quick and easy

transportation of the warrior and his heavy shield from one
part of the field to another. The horse may have been
smaller than his successor of to-day, but the evidence for

this is slight. We remember that in the wars of the Old
Testament, also, and in those depicted on the monuments
of Egypt and Assyria, chariots were used rather than cavalry,

but these were used as points of vantage by the warrior.

That riding on horseback was not wholly unknown, might
be supposed. Returning from a midnight expedition into the
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Trojan camp, Odysseus and Diomed ride the horses of

Rhesus which they have captured (K 513), just as a boy
rides a horse bareback from the pasture. Ajax, leaping from
stern to stern of the Greek ships drawn up on shore, in his

defense of the fleet against the Trojans who are bringing

fire to destroy it, is likened to a man well skilled in riding

(KeXriTit^eLv), who drives four horses to town, leaping from the
back of one to another (0 679). This circus-rider perhaps
finds his best ancient counterpart in the acrobat above a

bull on a fresco at Tiryns, and in women, who seem to be
exhibiting in an arena, in a fresco painting recently found

at Cnosus in Crete. After the wreck of his barge, Odysseus
bestrode a timber as he would ride on the back of a horse

(KeXtjO' 6)? "iinrov eXavvwv, e 371). But these examples are

insufficient to prove the custom of riding on horseback

against the weight of negative evidence.

Horses were for the enjoyment of chieftains, not the

possession of ordinary men. The figure of a horse and
chariot on a Mycenaean tombstone (fig. 18) seems

intended primarily to indicate equestrian rank.^
Ch'^ft

Telamonian Ajax, from the island of Salamis, and

Odysseus, from the island of Ithaca, use no chariots in the

conflicts before Troy. They had none at their homes, naturally,

for they could not use them on these rugged islands. Tele-

machus declines to accept Menelaus's offer of horses and

chariot as a gift ; he could not use them on Ithaca, which

has no broad roads nor meadow (^ 601). The Ithacan

Noemon had twelve mares, but he kept them across the

strait, on the mainland, in Elis, and bred mules, which

would be useful in rocky Ithaca (<^ 635). In a. long story

of the achievements of his youth, Nestor tells of a foray in

which the Pylians carried off 150 mares of the Eleans, with

many colts (A 680). Achilles in emphasizing the fact that

he had come before Troy for the sake of Menelaus, not

'For this we may compare the terms 'm-n-odaiios (H 38), iTriroTa (B 336) or

ImrriXdra. (A 387), liriroKeXevdos (11 584), iirTnoxipf^V^ {^ 257), wXri^iinrm (B 104),

and perhaps lTnroKopv(TT-fi^ (B i), which correspond in a general way to our terms

knight, chevalier, cavalier (from the French cheval and the Latin caballus),

associated with chivalry, horsemanship {Xirvoaivrj, A 303) sometimes is much Hke

knighthood. Fifteen Homeric proper names are formed from iitttos, as Hippodamia,

Hippolochus, Hippotades, Pheidippus.
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because of any personal grievance, says that the Trojans

never had driven off his cattle or his horses (A i54)-

Erichthonius, son of Dardanus, is declared to have been

the richest of men, and to have had 3000 mares with

frisking colts feeding on the lowlands of the Troad (Y 219).

Priam seems to have had a stock farm for horses at Abydus,

on the Hellespont, for his son Democoon comes thence " from

the horses" {-irap' 'linrwi; A 500). The Danaans were called

men of swift steeds (ray^yiruiXot, Q 161), and the epithet

wztk good steeds (eiVwXo?, E SSi) was applied to Ilium. The
epithet horse-feeding {iiriro^oTov, y 263, T 329) seems to

have been transferred to southern Argos, the Argolid, from

northern Argos, Thessaly, which during all its history was

noted for its horses. The application of the adjective with

renowned steeds {kKvto-kmKo's, E 6 5 4) which is given to Hades,

has not been satisfactorily explained ; according to a familiar

later myth he carried Persephone on his chariot from earth

to the realms below.

Horses generally were pastured in herds (A 680, T 281,

Y 221), but some were fed in stalls (Z 506, K 568).

For fodder, the Homeric horse had white barley

Hoes' ^'^P^
XevKOv, E 1 96), spelt {oXvpai, E 1 96), sesame,

wheat, clover, cyper-grass (^eial, irvpoi, Xtoro'?,

Kinreipov, S 603 f), and some species of parsley {rrekivov,

B 776). They had no oats. According to 189, wine

was given on occasion
; this line is of doubtful authenticity,

but is followed at least by Matthew Arnold in his Sohrab

and Rustuni. The steeds of gods naturally fed on ambrosial

fodder (E 369). Andromache herself feeds Hector's horses

on his return from the field of battle (0 1 86), and Patroclus

bathes the steeds of Achilles and oils their manes ("^ 281).

According to the usual text of ~^ 266, a mule might
not be set to work until his sixth or seventh year ; how
early colts were used, is not stated. The milk of mares
was not used by the Trojans or Achaeans, but the poet
knows of the Mare-milkers ('iTrTrrijuoXyol, N 5), who lived

on this milk, and who were at least the neighbors of the
" most just of men." The tail or flowing mane (eOeipai) of

horses was used as crest for the warrior's helmet (\6(boi;

tTTTTfoxai'Tj;?, Z 469). The Homeric horses must have been
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well trained, for they drew the chariot by a yoke, without

traces, and so were much freer than the horse harnessed to

a modern carriage. But this discipline needs not to have

been so strict as that for a modern fire-engine horse,—perhaps

not more than that for a polo pony,—and in modern battles

Fig. 18.—A Mycenaean Tomb?tone.

From Prof. AV. Ridgeway's ' Early Age of Greece.'

a riderless horse has been known to keep his place in the

familiar troop. The book of Job has been quoted already

as witness to the steed's joy in the conflict. Since Poseidon

used metal "hobbles" for his horses (N 36), this was

probably the custom of men also. That the driver made

much use of his voice is shown by Pandarus's choice to wield
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the spear by Aeneas's side rather than to drive the horses

of Aeneas, lest " missing thy voice " they should delay

(E 234), and by the shouts in the horse-race (^ 452).

The whip was a goad with a lash (t/xavre?, ^ 3^3)) ^"d

that it was important, is shown in the horse-race, where

Apollo thought to take the prize from Diomed by making

him drop his whip {Kevrpov, ^ 387). The chariot race was

the first and most important of the games in honor of the

dead Patroclus, and is described at greatest length ("^ 262-

615). A good horse is eager for the race as well as for

the battle {^ 300). Old Nestor tells (^ 638) of his own

part in the chariot race in honor of the dead king of the

Epeans, and of his father's sending a chariot and four horses

to race for a tripod in Elis, when king Augeas (of the

famous stables) detained chariot and horses, but let the

charioteer go (A 699). Clearly the horse-race was a common

event, and the epithet prize-bearing (ae6\o<f)6poi, X 22) is

given to horses five times. In the race the ordinary chariot

was used.

The horses of Aeneas were descended from steeds which

Zeus had given to king Tros (for whom Troy was named)

as a consolatory return for Ganymede, whom

Hmel"^ Zeus had taken as his cup-bearer (E 265). The

horses of Achilles were immortal, sired by the

wind Zephyrus and born by the Harpy Podarge {JFleetfoot,

n 150), and were the gift of the god Poseidon to Peleus

(^ 277); naturally enough they "flew with the winds"

(Jifxa TTvoqia-i Trerea-Ot^i', 11 1 49). One of these steeds, Xanthus,

is endowed with the power of speech for a moment by Hera,

that he may explain to Achilles the death of Patroclus, and

may predict the great warrior's own death (T 407). With

the mares of Erichthonius, the north wind Boreas generates

twelve colts of wonderful lightness of foot, which run over

the grain without breaking it, and over the foam of the

sea (Y 223). The horses of the Thracian Rhesus are

"whiter than snow, and as swift as the winds" (K 437).

One of the horses of Diomed was a sorrel ((f)oivi^, 'SP" 454)
vi^ith a round white spot on the forehead. The " tawny

heads of horses " (I 407) are supposed to have been bays,

but the Homeric definitions of color are not very exact,
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and the adjective is that which Pindar applies to cattle.

The two immortal horses of Achilles are Xanthus and
Balius (n 149),—probably Bay and Dapple. A third horse

of Achilles is called Pedasus, perhaps from the place where

it was bred ; he captured it at Thebes (IT 153). Agamemnon
had a mare Aethe {Bright), and Menelaus a horse Podargus

{Fleetfoot, ~^ 295). In a line which has been thought a late

interpolation, because it assumes four horses as attached to

a single chariot, Hector addresses his steeds as Xanthus,

Podargus, Aethon, and Lampus {Shining, 9 185). The
swiftest horse of previous generations is declared to have been

Areion {Horse of Ares? "^ 346), the property of Adrastus.

The steeds of the Dawn are Lampus and Phaethon

{Gleaming, ^ 246). The chariot in general is drawn by

two horses, but according to the reference just given, Hector

had four, Neleus sent four to contend for a prize at Elis

(A 699), and the Phaeacian ship conveying Odysseus to

his home is compared to four stallions rushing over the

plain under the blows of the whip (v 81). A side-horse

(iraprjopos, H 474, cf. 87) is twice referred to, which is

attached to the chariot only by straps, and apparently is

to be used only in case of an accident to one of the other

horses ; but curiously enough, in both of these instances

the side-horse himself is wounded and is a hindrance, while

in the second instance he could not have been needed

since the other two horses were immortal.

At least a score of epithets are applied to horses by

the poet, of which six refer to speed.^ The epithet high-

stepping {aepa-liroSe^, T 327) is evidently contrasted

with that of winding-gaited {etXiTroSe?, Z 424) ^^^^^
applied to the clumsy kine. Bronze-hoofed

{yakKoiTovi, G 41) of the horses of Zeus does not imply

that these were shod by the smith, but refers only to

the strength of their feet, like strong-hoofed (Kparepuvv^,

E 329). An epithet which is applied more frequently than

any other except Jieet, is of uncertain derivation and

meaning {/uLwvvxe?, I 127),—it being understood by some

as solid-hoofed, while others would interpret it as eager-

'li/ctis, A 500; li/ctiTToScs, B 296; TToSJiKens, P 614; TrdSas oiiXos, T 404; Tali's,

X 464; iia-KapffiJioi., N 31,—no two of which are of the same metrical value.

Z
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hoofed} The horses of the gods are swift-in-flight (wKv-rrera,^

42), as the horses of men are fleet of foot {ooKUTroSe?).

The word for horse, when used without reference to sex,

is generally feminine in Homer. This has been understood

by some as indicating that mares were preferred for service

in war, but this interpretation is unnecessary, and in the

chariot race (^ 409) Antilochus urges his steeds to hasten

lest Aethe, a piare, should put them to shame.

The most notable comparison in which the horse appears,

is that in which Paris in the pride of his heart, in armor

gleaming like the sun, laughing aloud, borne on
orses tn

, j^j^ swift feet as he descends from the Trojan
Comparisons. ' '

city to the battle on the plain, is compared to

a horse well-fed at the manger, who has broken his halter

and is galloping with clattering hoofs over the plain,

proudly holding his head high, and with mane floating on

his shoulders, as he seeks the haunts and pasture of the

horses (Z 504).^ Just before the death of Hector, Achilles

in pursuit of the Trojans is likened to a horse, which has

received prizes, running over the plain. The poet did not

fail to notice the frisking of colts (Y 222).

The reader is told elsewhere that the chariots were low

and light ; and that the occupants commonly stood, not

sat,—as indeed might be most comfortable, since the vehicle

had no springs. The charioteer was called the rein-holder

(rtvlo-)(0's, E 231). No more than two persons occupy a

single chariot.

Only once does the poet refer to the offering of horses

as a sacrifice to divinities. On the last day of battle,

Achilles, throwing the corpse of a son of Priam
Horses tn ._ ^1 • r> 1 , , ^ .

Sacrifice
° "^^'' Scamander, says that the Trojans

shall not be saved even by the silver-eddying

river to which they sacrifice many bulls, and into whose

^The former taking /icivuf for ixov-ovv^, corresponding to /j-ovlixaKa. of Eur. I. A.

225 ; the latter associating it with the root of iiifiaa, am eager. The Greel<s did

not make sharply the Hebrew distinction between cloven-footed animals and those-

"which part not the hoof,"—Homer never speaks of cattle as cloven-hoofed,—and in

Homer iibvo^ is never found for /joScos.

2 Mortal horses, indeed, at times are said to fly over the plain (werMriv, <ir 381),

but this is clearly figurative and not a good basis for an epithet.

3 This passage was borrowed by Vergil and applied to Turnus (.4en. xi. 492),
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eddies they sink living horses ($ 131). This sacrifice of

horses is called un-Hellenic.^ Perhaps in this connexion,

however, the slaughter of four horses at the burial of
Patroclus QJr 171) should be noted, although these horses,

like the two dogs who were then killed, were not a sacrifice

in the ordinary sense.

The ass (oi/oy, A 558) appears but once in Homer, and
that in a comparison. The mighty Ajax unwillingly with-

drawing, when overpowered by the Trojans, is

likened to a stubborn ass, on whose back many
clubs have been broken, who has entered a field of tall

grain, and is driven out by boys only after he has satisfied

his hunger. The comparison contained nothing undignified

for the warrior. The ass and the mule in oriental countries

have a higher reputation than in the west.

The mule was the ordinary beast of burden and draught

animal for menial service. He has two names, one designating

him as a half-ass (rnxlovo?, B 852) and the other r^, f. 1

as a mountain-beast (oi/jOew, A So).^ His sure

step and small foot make him important also in modern

times on mountains, while his strong digestion makes him

valuable in war. In general, mules seem to have been

bred from mares ("^ 265, h 635, 22). The breed of

the Eneti in Paphlagonia appears to have been approved

(B 852), and Priam received mules as a present from the

Mysians (Q 278). One is offered as the second prize in

the chariot race C^ 266), and another as the first prize for

boxing (^ 654). Mules draw the car on which lies Hector's

body (fi 150), and that with which Nausicaa goes with

her washing to the river side (^ 37). They draw the cars

which bring the dead bodies from the field of battle to

the Achaean camp (H 333, 426), and bring wood, apparently

fastened directly to the animal ("5^ 121), from Mt. Ida for

the funeral pile of Patroclus. As mules draw from the

^ Stengel, Kultusaltertiimei;- 120, refers to the sacrifice of a span of white horses

by Mithridates before the war with the Romans (Appian, Mith. Bell. 70), and a

similar sacrifice by Sextus Pompeius (Dio Cassius, xlviii. 48).

^The two words are synonyms. See * in, 115, 121. ovpei^ was originally

an adjective, and became a noun, like TTTcif (P 676, cowering) for the hare and

Tfrfipoiv (timid, in iroKvTpTipuiv, B 502) for the dove.
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mountain along a rugged path a beam or great ship-timber,

and are distressed " by weariness and sweat," so the two

Ajaxes bear away the body of Patroclus, hard pressed by

the Trojans (P 742). They are counted better than oxen

for the plough (K 352). The difficulty of breaking them to

labor is recognized (^ 655).^ They are called strong-hoofed

(KpaTepwwxe?, ^ 253), patient in labor {TaXaepyo?, "* 654),

working in harness (evTea-iepyoi, O 277), and 0/ the field

{ayporepoi, B 852, with reference to the herd).

The dog was not needed in the ordinary occupations of

the Iliad, and in that poem generally appears in an

unpleasant way, as a scavenger and a wild beast
Tie Dog. ^^

p^^^^ ^j^jjg j^ ^^g j^Qj.g important in the

peaceful and pastoral life of the Odyssey. We need to

assume no " reversal of sympathies " for the horse and the

dog in the two poems, although, as Mahaffy and Geddes^

have pointed out, the horse has greater prominence in the

Iliad, and the dog has a pleasanter character, though it

is not mentioned so often, in the Odyssey than in the Iliad.

Only once in the Iliad, and that in one of the books which

Geddes considered Odyssean, are dogs in the Achaean camp

before Troy mentioned as having an individual master

(^ 173); these are the nine dogs of Patroclus, of whom

two are slain and thrown upon the funeral pile of their

master. King Priam, too, has dogs, but he fears lest these

dogs which he has " fed with food from his table, to guard

his doors," after he has been slain, and when they have

been maddened by the taste of his blood, will themselves

tear his body (X 66). This shows that their wolfish nature

was only hidden, and indeed many dogs of Constantinople

and even of Athens in recent times have been essentially

wild beasts.^ No variety of species is mentioned by Homer.

^ Ordinary texts read e|tr^' dS/ii^rjx kt\., but the conjecture that the words should be

divided differently, efer^a SfiTjrriv, (so that the meaning should be six years old, well

broken, instead of six years old, unbroken) is reasonable. That a mule of such an age

was unused to labor, would not increase its value, as seems to be intended in the

expression.

^ Problem of the Homerk Poems. See also Miss Gierke, Familiar Studies in

Hornet

.

^ Geddes refers to Byron's Siege of Corinth for the fierceness of Greek dogs under

Turkish rule.
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Dogs appear in Homer as shepherd-dogs to guard flocks,

as watch-dogs for the house and as companions, as hunting-
dogs in the chase, and as scavengers. Their
watchfulness is pictured at K 183, where the ^'"'/^"S^-

Achaean guards are likened to dogs in a sheep-fold hearing
a lion coming through the forest on the mountains, and
"sleep has perished from their eyes." Again, at M 303,
a hungry lion seeks to enter the sheep-fold, though he finds

"the herdsmen keeping guard with dogs and spears." On
the Shield of Achilles is wrought a scene in which four

herdsmen and nine dogs are accompanying a herd of cattle

to the pasture ; two lions hold a bellowing bull, and the

men urge on the dogs in vain,—the dogs bark but keep
out of the lions' way (2 578). At E 476, also, dogs cower
before a lion. Eumaeus, the swine-herd, has four dogs " like

to wild beasts" (^21) which guard his farm-building in his

absence {p 200). These nearly tear Odysseus in pieces,

but he on their approach sits down and throws away his

staff, which act stops them for a moment, until Eumaeus
appears and drives them off with stones. Two days later,

however, on the approach of Telemachus the dogs welcome
him (tt 4), and thus assure Odysseus that the newcomer is

an acquaintance of Eumaeus. A little later, on the same
day, the same dogs are filled with awe, whine, and slink

away at the coming of the goddess Athena (tt 162).

Mention has been made of the dogs which Priam reared

"to guard his door" (dupawpovs, X 69). On either side

of the door of the palace of King Alcinoiis

on Scheria stood gold and silver does which
-"fc.-^

Hephaestus had made to " guard the house " (Sw/ua (pvXaa--

aefievai, tj 93). Before the palace of Circe were wolves and

lions into which she had changed men, who fawned upon

the companions of Odysseus " as dogs fawn upon their master

when he comes from the feast, for he always brings some tid-

bits for them " (k 21 6). The watch-dog of Hades is referred

to twice (0 368, X 623), but is not named as Cerberus.

Thrice Telemachus is accompanied by two dogs as he goes

to the "place of assembly" (j8 11, p 62, v 145). The dis-

guised Odysseus, inquiring about the dog Argos, suggests

that he may have been one of the pet dogs which men
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feed with food from their table because of their beauty

(p 309)-

In the chase, the hunter is often accompanied by dogs.

Indeed the term dog-leader {KvvrjyeTri^, i 120) is used once

for /lunter, and the same notion is the basis of

"P '" ^ a similar name (eTraKTfjpeg, P 135)- For a lion

or wild-boar hunt, dogs were quite indispensable

(I 545, P 725, 9 338). The youthful Odysseus was hunting

a wild boar with dogs on Mt. Parnassus when he received

the wound of which the scar remained for his identification

(t 436). At the close of the last day of battle of the

I/iad, Achilles pursues Hector as a dog pursues a fawn

which it has started from its couch upon the mountains

(X 189); though the fawn hides under a bush, the dog

scents it out and finds it. Two days earlier, Diomed and

Odysseus follow the Trojan scout Dolon, as two sharp-toothed

dogs, well skilled in the chase, press upon a fawn or hare

(K 360). Odysseus, when he left home for Troy, had a

golden brooch ornamented by the figure of a dog holding

a dappled fawn by his fore paws (see p. 172). Of course the

most noted dog of antiquity, and the only animal to receive

a proper name in the Odyssey, is Argos, the only creature to

recognize Odysseus on his return from his absence of a score

of years,—who, seeing his master, wagged his tail and died

{p 291 ff.). This Argos had been a famous hunter in his

day : no wild goat, fawn, or hare could escape him by

flight, and he was distinguished for his keen scent.

But in the Iliad, as has been said, the dog in general is

a scavenger, a wild beast, no better than a jackal. Thus
at the very opening of the poem, the prooemium

Scavengers.
^^^^ ^^^^ ^"^^ Wrath of Achilles made the bodies

of many brave warriors to be the prey of dogs
and a feast to the birds, with which we may compare the

prophecy sent from Elisha, " The dogs shall eat Jezebel in

the portion of Jezreel " (2 Kings ix. 10). Hector was eager

to secure the body of Patroclus, that he might give it to

the Trojan dogs (P 127); but when himself at the point

of death, he begged Achilles not to allow the dogs to devour
him by the ships of the Achaeans (X 339). When Priam
is on his way to the Achaean camp to ransom the body
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of his son, one of his first questions to Hermes, who
represents himself as a companion of Achilles, is whether
Achilles has cut Hector limb from limb and given him to

the dogs (Q 409); and Hermes's reply is: "The dogs and
the birds have not devoured him."

The general reputation of the dog being what is implied

and contained in the preceding paragraph, no one can be
surprised that the dog was to the Homeric Greeks
the personification of shamelessness. So Achilles z!f^'

"',

,1 A ^ , . ishameless.
addresses Agamemnon, " O thou with the eyes

of a dog and the heart of a deer" (A 225); and he says

of Agamemnon, to those who had come to beg him to

return to the battle, " Doggish though he is, he would not

dare to look me in the face" (I 373). The name dog is

applied contemptuously, as in modern times. Helen applies

it to herself (Z 344, 356), Iris applies it to Athena
(according to our text of 423), and Penelope applies it

to her unfaithful serving-maids (t 91, 154). The shade of

Agamemnon in Hades, in telling of his death and Clytae-

mestra's behavior, says that nothing is more doggish than

such a woman (Kvvrepov, X 427); and Odysseus, rousing

his heart for endurance, says, " Be patient now, my soul
;

thou hast endured what is more doggish still" {v 18).

Dog-eyed becomes thus equivalent to shameless {Kvvwin's,

S 145, X 424). The sublimation of persistent insolence is

found in the term dog-fly (Kwd/xvia, $ 421), which need not

be understood as indicating a special variety of fly.

The epithets applied to Homeric dogs refer to their

sharp white teeth, to their fleetness of foot, and (seldom)

to their barking.^ The term raging, raving,

mad (\viT(T>]Ti]pa, Q 299, cf. Xvcra-uiSrj^, N 53) rf
-^

refers to violent anger, not to the disease rabies.

The dog-star, as the Dog of Orion, is named at X 29. That

caps were often made of dogskin, seems to be indicated by

their name ; though the derivation is forgotten at times,

and Dolon has a weasel-skin dogskin (KTiSer/v Kvvetjv, K 335,

where dogskin must mean simply cap). The dog Argos is

distressed by some parasitic insect (jcvvopaiG-Teoov, p 300,

^ dfryiodovras, A 292, Kapxa-poBovre, K 360 ; irodas a.pyoi, X 57S, dpyovs, A 50,

dpyiirodas, fi 211, rax^^^, T 26; uXa/ci/iwpot, ^ 29, barking.
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dog destroyers,—formed on the analogy of Ou/nopaio-Tewv, 2 220,

/i/e destroying), which need not be identified. The whelp,

puppy, is mentioned three times : at m 86 the voice of

Scylla is said to be like that of a young whelp {crKxJka^,—
with an evident play upon her name); at t 289, Polyphemus

seizes two of the companions of Odysseus, and dashes them

like puppies on the ground ; and at y 14, the heart of

Odysseus is compared to a mother-dog, standing over her

tender young, and barking at the approach of a stranger.

Geddes calls attention to the curious circumstances that

the dog, often appearing in the similes for combat, generally

represents the Trojans,^ and that the term dog is applied to

Hector more frequently than to any other warrior.

The importance of cattle in Homeric life is indicated by

their being the standard of value. They formed the chief

item of personal property. The worth of a slave,

a shield, or a basin is estimated in terms of cattle

(see page 250). The poet Hesiod's first advice to his brother

is to buy cattle for the plough (IVorks and Days, 405).

Cow's milk was not used,^ but in addition to their value on

the farm, cattle were the most , honored sacrifice to the gods,

their flesh was the favorite food of the warriors, and their

hides were useful in many ways. The herding of cattle was

an honorable occupation, followed by kings' sons. Anchises

was tending his cattle when he was visited by the goddess

Aphrodite (E 313), and Phoebus Apollo himself tended the

herds of Laomedon in the glens of Mt. Ida (* 448). Cattle

were the ordinary present to the father of a bride (A 244),
and maidens thus receive an epithet as bringing cattle

{a.X(p€<Ti^oiai, S 593) to their fathers. They were the booty
most frequently sought and gained on forays, and thus were
a usual occasion of war. Thus Achilles, reminding Aga-
memnon that he had come against Troy only on the latter's

account, says that the Trojans have done him no wrong:
they have never driven away his cattle or horses (A 154);
and Nestor tells how he and his friends drove away from the

^As e 338, A 292, 32s, 414, M 147, N 198, P 65, no, 282, 658, 725.

= In Epirus, in much later times, after the classical period at Athens, great cows
were kept which yielded ten gallons of milk a day. Aristotle, B.A. iii 21 Aelian
JV.ff. iii. 33.
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Eleans fifty herds of cattle and other spoil (A 678). On
his visit to Hades, Odysseus inquires of the shade of

Agamemnon the occasion of his death, whether he perished

in the sea, or enemies slew him on land as he was cutting

off their cattle or fair flocks of sheep (A. 399). Naturally,

then, importance is attached to the possession of large herds

of cattle, and they seem to be found in ever)' land, although

the Cyclops Polyphemus has none. Ithaca was called a good

pasture for cattle ((8oy/3oT09, v 246) ; Odysseus, however, had

his kine, twelve herds, tended on the adjoining mainland

(^ 100), and from these Philoetius brought a cow for the

last feast of Penelope's suitors (1^ 185). On the island of

Thrinacia, the sun-god had seven herds of cattle and as

many flocks of sheep, with fifty in each herd and flock

(/u 129); the numbers seem to indicate that the cattle

represented the days of the Homeric year, but that does not

concern us here. Whether Homer knew different breeds of

cattle has not clearly been made out.^ The neat-herd had

not a crook, but a club, which he threw for the guidance of

his herd (KoXavpoTra, '^ 845).

The two Ajaxes, standing together in defense of the

Achaean ships, are likened to two wine-faced oxen with like

spirit, drawing a well-joined plough, while the

abundant sweat gushes forth at the roots of their
^^^ pkug/i

horns as they press along the furrow (N 703).

The longing of Odysseus for the sun to set, on the evening

before his return to Ithaca, is compared to that of the

farmer whose oxen all day long have been drawing the

plough (v 31). The disguised Odysseus, when Penelope's

suitors speak contemptuously of his strength, tells them that

if they had an acre-field, and two well-fed oxen of like

draught, and the clod should yield to the plough, they

would see whether he could cut a straight long furrow

(o- 371). But at K 352 the poet says that mules are better

than oxen to draw the plough in the deep fallowland.

The hour for loosing the cattle from the plough defines

the time of day (/3ov\vr6vSe, II 779). See page 48. That

^Ridgeway {Early Age of Greece, i. 332) holds that there were two species,—the

straight-homed Mycenaean variety, and another with longer, curved horns, which had

recently come down with immigrants from the north.
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the cattle were used for the plough only during the morning,

is a mere hypothesis, and is opposed to the information in

the comparison quoted in the preceding paragraph.

Less frequently, doubtless, were cattle used for drawing

wagons ; roads were few, and pack-animals and men's

shoulders carried most burdens. But oxen were
Cattle for j- -^^ bringing the dead bodies to the
Draught. ^° ^ . . . , . .

,

camp for burial (H 333), and m brmgmg wood

from Mt. Ida for the funeral pile of Hector (Q 782). They

also "trod out the corn'' on the threshing floor (Y 495),

with which may be compared the Hebrew custom which is

indicated by the injunction, " Thou shalt not muzzle the ox

when he treadeth out the corn," Deut. xxv. 4. They were

kept in herds and watched on the pasture, but often

were driven to the farmyard at night. The comrades of

Odysseus rejoice at his return from Circe's palace as calves

rejoice in the return of their mothers from the pasture

{/c 410). In the pasture they are at times driven madly

by the gadfly (x 299). On the Shield of Achilles (2 573)
was wrought by Hephaestus a representation of a herd of

cattle on its way to the pasture, with herdsmen and dogs,

and attacked by two lions. Comparisons are drawn from

cattle attacked by lions, at E 162 and A 172 ; clearly lions

were the chief danger of the herd.^ As the Achaeans first

go out to meet the Trojans in battle, Agamemnon, conspicuous

among the warriors, is likened to a bull, preeminent in the

herd of cattle (B 480). That the ox was sometimes fed

at a manger, is shown by the comparison of the death of

Agamemnon, at the feast to which Aegisthus had invited

him, to the killing of an ox at the crib (em (parvrj, § S3S).
Cattle were oiTered in sacrifice to Zeus (B 410, H 314,

9 240), to Apollo (A 41, 316), to Athena (Z 308, K 292,

Catt/e in
^ ^^^' ^ ^'^^

'
^^ ^ ^^°^' ^° Poseidon (A 728,

slcrifia.
a 25, 7 6, 178, X 13 i), to the Alpheiis (A 728), and

to the river Xanthus (# 131). The term hecatomb

{eKUTOfi^rj, A 315) may have been applied originally to an

offering of one hundred cattle, but it came to be used of

sacrifices in general, as B 306. The largest offering which

is mentioned is that of eighty-one bulls in a great feast of

' Cf. E 556, A 548, n 487, P 61, 542, 657.
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the Pylians in honor of Poseidon (7 7). The ox was killed

by striking him with a sharp axe behind the horns, and
severing the mass of sinews there

; then the creature ran

forward and fell (P 520). When Nestor sacrifices a heifer to

Athena (7 430 ff.), after the animal is stunned, Nestor's sons

raise her, and one cuts the throat so that the blood pours

out.

The hides of cattle were useful for many purposes. Un-
tanned, they were made into shields of various forms (H 222),

so that dry ox hide is used without other limitation

for shield (as H 238, M 425). The hide was ^'""f^"^"-

" tanned " or cured by giving it a liberal covering of oil

or grease, and then by pulling it and stretching it vigorously

in every direction, so that the oil should enter the pores

(P 389). Ox leather was used for large sacks {k 19),

greaves or gaiters {w 228), helmets (K 258), sandals (f 24),

ship-ropes ifi 426, m 423), reins for horses (^ 324), straps for

helmets (F 37 5), a cestus for the boxer C^ 684), and straps

for beds (to be stretched from side to side and from end

to end of the bedstead, serving as springs, -^ 201), and the

body of Hector was fastened behind the chariot of Achilles

by thongs of ox hide (X 397). The sinews of the ox served

as bowstrings (A 122, 469). A hide served as a bed

for Diomed in camp (K 155), and for the disguised Odysseus

on the night before the slaying of Penelope's suitors {y 142),

and the suitors sat on such hides as they played draughts

in the courtyard of the palace (a 108).

When Penelope's suitors are striving to string the bow of

Odysseus, a great cake of tallow (o-Tearo? Tpo-yov, (p 178) is

brought out, in the hope that the bow whep well greased

would be more pliable. Whether the jars of ointment

(aXeicbaroi, ^ 170) which were placed on the pyre of

Patroclus, were of animal or vegetable fat is uncertain.^

Epithets in large variety are applied to cattle. They are

^ai {wLOva, B 403), well-fed ('^arpe(p€wv, H 223),

spirited (fJ-eydOvjuov, U 488), straight-horned (6p6o- ^'f^/"
Kpaipawv, 231), "of broad forehead" (evpu/nerwirou,

K 292), bellowing {kpifxiiKUiv^ Y 497, epvyiJ.n\ov, 2 580),

^ To say that aKoi.tp'q is used always of animal fat, and &\ei(pap of vegetable oils, is

arbitrary. The connexion decides.

EpitheU of
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wine-faced {o'ivo-Ke, N 70 3), all black (7ra/x/xe'Xai/ay, y 6).

Several epithets are of uncertain meaning : rivif, Ta 94, seems

to mean sleek, but other scholars understand it as one year

old; apyol, '^ 30, may mean white or sleek; alOccva, II 488,

may mean either spirited or tawny. The most frequent

epithet (eXiKus, a 92, used fourteen times) is thought by some

to mean crumpled-hor-ned, by others to mean winding-gaited,

and by others to mean sleek. It is applied at /j. 355 to the

cattle of the Sun, which at /u 348 are straight-horned, and

so there should not mean with crumpled horn ; but six times

it accompanies the next epithet to be considered, which

certainly refers to the gait, so the two cannot be synonymous.

elXiTToSa'; (a 92), used ten times, is interpreted as winding-

gaited from the curious motion of the hind feet of the

cow, contrasted with the epithet high-stepping {aepa-L-KoSe';)

applied to horses. The cow does not pick up her feet neatly

and move them directly forward, but swings them loosely

outward, in a manner which may be illustrated roughly by

the following diagram, in which B represents the horizontal

motion of the left foot, and A that of the right

:

B
A

Only three or four times, as has been noted, is the color

^ , ^„. of the kine specified, and it may be of interest
Color ofKme. . f „• , ,, ,-.,.,

to remember that Pmdar calls the Thracian bulls

red {^avOo'i, Pythian, iv. 205).

The large, calm eye of the cow is recognized in the epithet

ox-eyed {jSowTTL?, A 551), which is applied fifteen times to the

goddess Hera, and once each to two mortal

women. The care of a young cow for her off-

spring, standing over it in its defense, forms a simile for

Menelaus, bestriding the body of Patroclus and warding off

the Trojans (P 4). The bellowing of a bull serves as a

comparison for the roaring of the river Xanthus ($ 237),
the grating of the gate of the Achaean camp forced open
by a stone thrown by Hector (M 460), and the creaking of
the long unused door which opened from the treasure-

chamber of Odysseus (<^ 48).

The chase of wild bulls may be referred to at N 571, where
the struggle of a wounded man is likened to that of a
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bull on the mountains which herdsmen have bound with

ropes and are leading away. Such a contest is repre-

sented on beautiful golden cups of the Mycenaean
period found at Vaphio, near Sparta (see p. 255). ^^^Iil"^^^^
But the use of the term herdsmen instead of

hunters, allowed the hearer to think of the capture of a

bull which had escaped from the herd and was loath to be
deprived of his new freedom.

Small cattle, sheep and goats (m^^'j o'e'f ^e '(^a' c!'^7f?)> like

kine, are an important element of wealth in the time of

Homer. They are well adapted to the moun-
^ „ r> ,

tainous districts of Greece, more easily than kine

climbing over the rocks and providing themselves with

food. Ithaca in particular is said by Telemachus to be a

land for goats rather than for horses (^ 606). Arcadian

Orchomenus is called "rich in flocks" (iroXiifXTjXov, B 605),

Pelias is said to have been " rich in lambs " {Trdkvpprjvo^,

X 257), and Agamemnon promises to give to Achilles, if

he will but desist from his wrath, seven cities in which men
dwell ' rich in sheep and rich in kine " (7roX.vppt;v€^ -TroXvjSovTai,

I 154). In Libya, ewes and she-goats bear young thrice

yearly {S 86), and there the young are born with horns.

The keeping of no other herd is described by the poet so

fully as that of the Cyclops Polyphemus. The sheep and

the goats were brought for the night into his

cave,—the males being left as a rule in the outer „ "/
''. ^

° Polyphemus.
yard. By day the older flocks were driven out

on the mountain, while the young were left in pens, separated

in three companies according to age. Early in the morning

and at evening the ewes and the she-goats were milked first by

Polyphemus and then by their young (1217 ff.). The flocks

of the Laestrygonians, also, were driven forth to pasture by

day [k 82).

The flesh of both sheep and goats was eaten, and the

milk of both was used for drinking and for cheese.

Sheepsgut was used for the strings of the phorminx

{(^ 408). The clothing of the ordinary man and
^^'Jq ,

'^^

woman was of wool. Telemachus slept " wrapped

in the down of the sheep" (a 443), which is better under-

stood of the woolen bedding than of sheepskins. But
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sheepskins were thrown over the chairs, as upholstery (p 32),

and upon the pile of green boughs or rushes on which

Telemachus sat when he visited the hut of the swine-herd

(tt 47). Hector bore a great stone to hurl against the gate

of the Achaean camp, as a shepherd " easily bears in one hand

the fleece of a ram" (M 451). Black sheep ^ are known as

well as white (apyewdoii', F 198 ;
apyvcpa, «: 85)- The epithet

aXiTTopcpvpa, r 53, applied to wool on the distaff, seems to mean

sea-blue, though some would understand it as gleaming white.

The general epithets for both sheep and goats are goodly

(l(f)ia, fx. 263), /al (irtova, M 3 1 9), fair-haired (KaWiTpt^a,

I 469), long-legged (ravavTroha, i 464). Sheep are
Epithet! of huddling (aSiva, a 92) as contrasted with goats

Goats
which feed scattered in " broad herds " {aliroKia

ifKarea, B 474). The special epithets of sheep

are borrowed naturally from their wool,

—

close-fleeced (jnryeiTi.-

yuaXXft), r 197), thick-fleeced (Saa-v/maWoi, i 425), woolly-fleeced

(eipoTTOKOLi, E 137), and shaggy (Xacno?, Q 1 2 5).

At r 196, Priam compares Odysseus to a ram stalking

through a flock of sheep. Aeneas is followed by the Trojan

soldiery as a ram is followed by sheep (N 492).
Lomparmns

-pj^g Danaans attack the Trojans as ravening wolves
with SmdU

, , , , . , ^_. . ,
,

Cattle
attack lambs or kids (li 352). As we have seen

already, the noise of Trojan troops advancing is

likened to the bleating of innumerable sheep (A 433).

Between wolves and lambs there can be no friendship,

Achilles tells Hector (X 263). Lions, also, are enemies of

sheep (E 136, ^ 130), and an eagle swoops upon a tender

lamb {apv afxaXnv, X 310). The shepherd needs to protect

his sheep against thieves and robbers as well as against

wild beasts (T 11).

Rams and lambs are sacrificed to Apollo (A I20, "^ 873),
and rams to Erechtheus at Athens (B 550). For the

sacrifice which preceded the truce on the first

Sacrifice
'^^^ °^ battle, the Trojans furnish a white male
lamb to be offered to the Sun, and a black ewe

lamb to be offered to the Earth, while the Achaeans bring

another male lamb for sacrifice to Zeus (F 103). For
Teiresias in Hades, Circe bids Odysseus kill a black ram

^ tieMivav, K 215; TraAiMAai-a, k 527; ioSveipis eipos Ix'"''^", ' 426.
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(k 524),—the color clearly being chosen as suited to the

inhabitants of the realm of night.

That goats were counted as less valuable and honorable

than sheep, is nowhere expressly stated, as it is in the idyls

of Theocritus, but may easily be understood, since „

the wool of the sheep was so important. That

goats were sometimes kept with sheep, has been seen above,

in the case of the Cyclops Polyphemus. They feed scattered,

and different flocks sometimes mingle in the pasture (B 474) ;

they are driven into a cave at the approach of a storm

(A 275) ; they are kept in pens at night, and green fodder

is brought for the kids (p 224). Ithdca, as a hilly island,

is well suited for goats {alyllSoTo?, S 606, r 246). Odysseus

has twelve flocks of goats on the mainland near Ithaca, and

eleven on Ithaca itself (^ loi). In the Iliad, goat's flesh is

eaten but twice,— in the tent of Achilles (I 207) and at the

funeral feast of Patroclus ("^ 31). In the Odyssey, the goat-

herd brings daily the best of his flock for the feasts of

Penelope's suitors {p 213, v 173, cf. ^ 56, 300). A sort of

blood-pudding, haggis, or Blutwurst, was made by filling a

goat's intestine with fat and blood, and roasting or toasting

it before the fire,—a viand which was eaten apparently after

the more solid meats (o- 44), and appears but once in the

poems. This was given by Penelope's suitors to the dis-

guised Odysseus as a sort of prize for his beating the beggar

Irus. Goat's cheese was grated for a posset which was pre-

pared for the wounded Machaon (A 639). From goatskin

were made leathern bottles for wine {a<xKw ev alyelw, T 247,

"^ j%, cf. I 196) and the cap of old Laertes (to 231). A
goatskin served as a mantle for the swine-herd Eumaeus,

being thrown over his ordinary cloak, when he slept in the

open air near his swine (^ S3o),—which may be compared

with the deerskin of the disguised Odysseus {v 436).

Goats are called bleating {p.r\KaZe's, A 383), fat {irlovo'i,

I 207), well-fed (^arpecpeoov, ^106; euTpetpeo?, f 530).

Offerings of goats are made to Apollo (A 66), to Hermes

(t 398), and to Ithacan fountain nymphs (p 242).

Wild goats are found by Odysseus in large numbers on

the woody island opposite the land of the Cyclopes (i 118).

The skin of a wild goat is spread by Eumaeus over a
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heap of rushes (^ 50) as a seat for the disguised Odysseus.

The archer Pandarus himself shot the wild goat of which

,.,.,, „ the horns were used in making a bow used at
IVtld Goats. _ , . , , , ^f - , 1-1

Troy (A 105, see page 668). The epithets applied

to the wild goat are of uncertain meaning,

—

'l^aXo? (A 105,

—

possibly agz/e) and lovOag (^ 50,—probably shaggy or bearded).

The Chimaera (Kl/maipa, Z 179) is strictly a hd in name,

but it is a fabulous monster with a lion's head, the head

,, ,. of a kid projecting from its back, and a ser-
Chimaera. , . ., , , . , , ,

pent for its tail,— breathing forth the might

of blazing fire." ^ (See Fig. 1 9.)

The importance of swine in the life of the Homeric age

is indicated by the fact that Odysseus has twelve droves

(a-v^6(7La) on the mainland in addition to the 960
swine under the care of Eumaeus and his three

assistants on Ithaca itself (^ 13 ff., 10 1). That boys were

used in driving swine, is shown by Achilles's comparison of

himself, when in danger from the river Scamander, with a

" boy swine-tender " (iraiSa crucpop^ov, # 282) swept away

by the water as he crosses a ditch in winter. Fifty droves

of swine are among the booty gained by Nestor and his

friends from Elis (A 679). Pork is next to beef as the

favorite food of the Homeric warrior, and apparently each

day three fat swine are brought for the feasts of Penelope's

suitors (v 163); roast pig, however, is not highly valued

(^ 8 i ). At the funeral feast of Patroclus, " many white

tusked swine, abounding in fat, were stretched singeing through

the flame of Hephaestus " ("^ 3 2),—which teaches that the

bristles were removed not by scalding but by the direct use

of flame. The shade of Agamemnon in Hades compares

the slaughter of his comrades in the home of Aegisthus

with that of swine in the house of a rich 'man, for a marriage

fea.st or a banquet (\ 413). Lard is nowhere mentioned as

used, but hog's fat is " tried " in a kettle ($ 363). Boar's

teeth are strung about a helmet (K 263), probably both for

ornament and as a protection for the head (see Fig. 31);
teeth which had been so used have been found at Mycenae.

1 The foundation for the story is unknown. Berard would derive the name from

the Semitic languages. He understands it to mean seething, and compares Sicilian

Himera and its hot springs.
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The most frequent epithet of swine is white-tusked
(apyioSovTa, I 539). The . adjective sLeeping-upon-the-ground

(xanaieuvdSe?, k 243, ^ 15) is used twice. The
swine were taken from their sties (a-vcpeov?, ^13) ^P^^!'^'^ "f

by day to feed upon the hills (^ 410, vr 3), but
as in the case of the sheep and goats the young ones were
left at home (^ 72,)- The males of Odysseus's droves were
kept apart from the females, and were far less numerous since

they were preferred for food by Penelope's suitors (^ 17).

The favorite food of swine was acorns, chestnuts, and the

^f /"^

%-:_:. IM,
Fig. 19.—The Chimaera.

fruit of the cornel tree (/c 242, cf. v 409), and these are

cast by Circe before the comrades of Odysseus whom she

has transformed into swine.

The hog, when domesticated, was not an animal to arouse

the poet's enthusiasm or imagination, but in spite of this a

distinguished position was given to the " divine

swine-herd" (&"o? vcpop^o?, o 301) Eumaeus, at ,. , ,„

whose hut, by the plan of Athena, Odysseus on

his return to Ithaca met his son Telemachus, and deter-

mined the death of Penelope's suitors (tt i ff.). He was

a "leader of men" (6p)(afj.o? avSpwr, ^ 22).^

A hog is offered to Zeus and other divinities at the

^For his position as a servant, see the chapter on Sla%'ery (p. 272).

2 A
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sacrifice in confirmation of the reconciliation between Aga-

memnon and Achilles (T 250), and Teiresias directs
Swine in

Odysseus to offer to Poseidon a hog with a bull
bacnhce. ^ ^ , •, r 1 t-, n •

and a ram (the su-ove-taui'iha of the Komans;, m
order to appease the god's anger (X 1 31).

Wild boars appear frequently in comparisons and are

counted next to lions ^ in courage and might. Odysseus and

Diomed fall upon the Trojans as two wild boars

with proud hearts fall upon hunting dogs (A 324).

Hector attacks the retreating Achaeans as a dog fastens

upon a wild boar or a lion, pursuing him with swift feet,

and watching him as he turns (0 338); and a little later

he sets the Trojans upon the Achaeans as a hunter sets

his white-toothed dogs upon a boar or a lion (A 292).

Idomeneus awaits Aeneas as a boar on the mountains,

trusting to his strength, with bristling back and glearhing

eyes, and whetting his tusks, awaits a throng of men and

dogs (N 471). Hector and Patroclus fight as a lion and a

tireless boar fight on the summit of a mountain, for the

water of a little spring (11 823). As the body of Patroclus

is borne from the field of battle, the Trojans press on the

retreating Achaeans as dogs upon a wounded wild boar

(P 725). At P 20, Menelaus says that the spirit of

Euphorbus surpasses that of leopard, lion, or wild boar, whose

heart rages most mightily. When the youthful Odysseus

visits his grandfather on the slopes of Parnassus, on the very

day after his arrival he is taken out to a boar hunt, evidently

held in his honor, and he receives a wound of which the scar

serves as a means of identification many years later {r. 429).

Wild boars were hunted not merely for the excitement of

the sport, but also as being harmful to crops and to trees.

Sometimes the men of a whole district gathered for such a

hunt, with which we may compare the similar forces raised

against lions ; and we may remember that such gatherings

have been necessary in modern times, as for example even

in the winter of 1830, an army of wolves descended from

the mountains in Tamworth, .New Hampshire, and farmers,

six hundred in number, from all the neighboring towns, came
against them, and formed a sort of military organization

1 Cf. Plato, Laches, 196 E.
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under a former army officer. Thus the hunters and dogs
from many cities (I 544) were collected by Meleager to

hunt the Calydonian boar, which Artemis had sent in anger
at Meleager's father's neglect to honor her at his harvest-home
festival (daXva-ia, I 534). This boar, we are told, "put many
men upon the grievous funeral pile" (I 546), after wasting

the fields and even uprooting fruit trees.^ The sea-god

Proteus took the form of a wild boar in his efforts to escape

from Menelaus {§ 457).

The epithets applied to the wild boar are tireless (a/cd-

Mavra, II 823), white-tusked {a,pyi6§oi>-a, I S39), 0/ the

field (ayporepw, A 293), and destructive-minded (oXoocppovo?,

P 21).

The poet does not mention the wild boar as an article

of food, but we remember that venison appears in the poems
onl)' once, though undoubtedly it was eaten freely.

The only domesticated fowl which appears in the Homeric
poems is the goose

(^x''^
o 161, r 536). Whether it is kept

for diversion or for eating, is not clear. An eagle

seizes a white goose from the court}-ard of

Menelaus, just as Telemachus is setting out to return to

his home ; and Helen interprets the omen to mean that

Odysseus will return to Ithaca and take vengeance on

Penelope's suitors. On the evening before the sla}-ing of

the suitors, Penelope tells to the disguised Odysseus her

dream : she has twenty geese which eat wheat soaked

in water, and she delights in watching them ; she dreamed

that a mighty eagle came from the mountain and killed

them all, but then with human voice he declared that

he was her husband and would slay the suitors ; on

waking she sees the geese eating wheat by the trough

as before.

The wild goose is mentioned twice (B 460, 692) in an

identical line, with cranes and swans. Upon these an eagle

pounces at 692, and at P 460 Automedon pursues the

Trojans as .a falcon pursues geese.

The lion (X.ewv, A/?) is eminently the wild beast most

dreaded by herds and herdsmen. It is named sixty-two

' C/. Heracles's "labor" of killing the Erymanthian boar, and the killing of the

Crommyonian sow by Theseus.
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times in the poems, appearing in comparisons about thirty-

times in the Iliad. This animal must have been famihar

to the poet and his hearers, and zoologists
^""

praise the accuracy of Homeric expressions.'

Naturally it is not introduced directly into the narrative.

A lion's skin was used by Agamemnon and by Nestor as

a mantle for protection against cold, and as light armor to

ward off missiles (K 23, 177), just as Heracles wore the

skin of the Nemean lion.

The principal epithets applied to the lion are mighty

(Kparepoio, S 335), ravening (o-iVr;/?, Y 165), gleaming-eyed

{japoiroL, X 611), raw-flesh eating {w^ocjidyoia-iv,

Epithets of E 782), terrible (a-fiepSaXew, 2 579), mountain-

nurtured (6peo-iTpo(j)o?, M 299), bearded {nvjeveLO';,

27 s), and tawny (§a<poiv6v, K 23). Whether u'lOayv

(K 24) means flery in spirit or tawny, is not certain. As

in all times, the lion is the incarnation of fierce courage,

and the epithet lion-hearted (du/uLo\eovTa, E 639, H 228,

S 724) is applied to Heracles, Achilles, and Odysseus.

Since the lion is associated with death and destruction,

Hera says that Artemis is " a lion to women," because she

sends quiet death to them (<^ 483 ;
see p. 432).

The Homeric comparisons represent the lion as brought

up in a thicket on a mountain summit (E 5 54). Ajax

stands over the body of Patroclus as a lion stands

2aLiT °^^' ^'^ y°""^ '^^'^^ "^^^ ^y '"""^^^ (^ "33);

Achilles grieves for Patroclus as a bearded lion

for his whelps (2 3 1 8). The lion goes out at night, with

a roar, for his prey (K 184). The Trojans fled before

Agamemnon on the third day of battle like cows which a

lion puts to flight in the darkness of the night,—he breaks

' Lions are not found in Greece and Asia Minor now, but we are told that in

Palaeolithic times the lion ranged over a great part of Europe, the remains of

bones showing that there were European as well as African and Asiatic lions.

The story of Heracles and the Nemean lion indicates that the Greeks had heard

of lions in Peloponnesus. Herodotus (vii. 125) says that lions came down from

the mountains of Thrace and attacked the camels in Xerxes's army, 480 B.C., and

his story is confirmed by Aristotle, ffist. An. vi. 31, viii. 28; Xenophon, Cyn. xi. ;

and Pausanias, vi. 5. L;ons were known to the writers of the Old Testament, but

now have disappeared from that part of Asia; cf. Isaiah xxxviii. 13; "The
lion hath roared, who will not fear?" Amos iii. 8.
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the neck of one, and gulps down her blood and inward
parts (A 173). Menelaus is driven against his will from
the body of Patroclus as a lion is kept from a farmyard
by the spears and voices of men (P 109), and he sets out

to seek for Antilochus, like a lion who, though hungry for

flesh, has been kept from the farmyard in the night by dogs
and men with javelins and firebrands, and departs unwillingly

at dawn (P 657). Odysseus, after the wreck of his barge,

emerging from the thicket to meet the princess Nausicaa, is

like a lion going in wind and rain to seek cattle or sheep
or deer (^ 130). Menelaus declares that Odysseus will return

to his home and slay Penelope's suitors, just as a lion returns

and kills suckling fawns which the doe unwittingly has left

in his thicket, while she seeks pasture in the neighboring

grassy glens (<^ 335). At T 23, Menelaus in meeting Paris

rejoices as a hungry lion rejoices on finding a horned stag

or a wild goat which hunters have just wounded or killed
;

Hector and Patroclus contend together for the body of

Hector's brother and charioteer Cebriones, just as two lions

fight for a slain doe (II 756), and a little later Hector

overcomes Patroclus as a lion overcomes a wild boar, in

conflict for the water of a small spring on a mountain

(n 823). Like the wild boar, the lion is sometimes hunted

by the men of a district : Achilles advances against Aeneas

like a ravening lion which men assembling from a whole

district are eager to kill ; the lion comes on at first with

little heed for them, but when one of the youths has hit

him with a spea'r, he gathers himself together, his mouth
is wide open, foam collects about his teeth, he lashes his side

and flanks with his tail, and with gleaming eyes he is borne

by his fury straight onward, if haply he may slay one of

the men (Y 164; cf. § 791, M 41). Achilles tells Hector

that there is no truce between lions and men, and there shall

be none between these warriors (X 262). Naturally the

poet refers to the lion less frequently in the Odyssey than

in the Iliad, but the Cyclops Polyphemus devours the

companions of Odysseus like a mountain-bred lion, " vitals,

and flesh, and marrowy bones" (( 293).

The leopard (irdpSaXi?) appears three times in Homeric

comparisons, and is among the forms which the sea-god
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Proteus assumes (§ 457), between the lion and serpent and

the wild boar. On the last day of battle, Achilles advances

to meet Agenor, " as a leopard goes from a
"''^'"' '

deep thicket to meet a hunter, nor does it fear

in soul nor flee when it hears the barking of the dogs
;

for

even though the hunter shall be first to wound, by blow or

throw, yet though pierced by the spear it does not cease

from its defense until it come into close quarters or be

slain" ($ 573). At P 20 its fury is compared with that

of a lion or wild boar, and at N 103 it is classed with jackals

and wolves as an enemy of deer. As a lion's skin is used

by Agamemnon and a wolf-skin by Dolon, so leopards'

skins (irapSaXeri, F 17, K 29) are worn by Paris and by

Menelaus as a mantle or aegis.

Every reader will remember the reference to the leopard

in the Old Testament, as a familiar animal :
" Can the

Ethiopian ..hange his skin or a leopard his spots ?

"

(^Jeremiah xiii. 23.)

The bear (apKTo<s) does not appear in the Homeric poems

in person or in a comparison. On the baldric which the

ghost of Heracles wore in Hades, however, were

represented bears, with boars and lions and con-

flicts of all sort"-(\ 611). Twice the constellation of the

Great Bear is named ;—once as represented on the Shield of

Achilles, with tb "'' sun, the moon, " and all the constellations

with which the heaven is crowned, the Pleiades, the Hyades,

and the strength of Orion" (S 487) ; and again as guiding the

course of Odysseus o.i his way from the island of Calypso,

who bade him "watch the Pleiades and the late-setting Bootes,

and the bean ''which men call also the wain, which turns on

the same spot and watches Orion" (e 27 3).^

The wolf (X(;/co9) is named by the poet ten times, as a

bold and cruel animal, and an enemy of the small flocks.

-^ ,^ At A 471 and A 72, the warriors rush upon each

other like wolves. Ravening (a-lvrai, II 352)
wolves attack lambs and kids, and timid deer are a prey

1 Strabo, i. 3, says that the Phoenicians taught the Greeks to use this constellation

in their navigation. Berard thinks that the wain was the Phoenician name for the

constellation, and the dear the Greek name. Bear {riisAas=lipKTos) was also the

name of the Great Bear in India in the Vedic age.
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to them as well as to jackals and leopards (N 103). Just
as wolf and lamb cannot agree, neither can Achilles and
Hector live at peace with each other (X 263). The
Myrmidons, going forth to battle with Patroclus, are compared
in spirit to " raw-flesh eating wolves " which have devoured
a great horned stag on the mountains, and with cheeks
crimson with blood go in a pack to lap with their thin tongues
the top of the dark water from a spring, belching out the

gore of blood (11 156). Circe transformed men into "wolves
of the mountain" {opearepoL, k 212, cf. k 433), but these

retained their kindly human spirit.

Epithets, other than those which have been mentioned,

applied to wolves, are gnrj (iroXwio, K 334), and of niiglity

claw (KpaTepwi/u-^es, k 218).

The Trojan scout Dolon wore a wolf-skin (pwoi' Xvkoio,

K 334) over his shoulders, just as Agamemnon wore a lion's

skin.

The jackal (6w's) appears in two Homeric comparisons. At
A 474 the Trojans follow the wounded Odysseus as tawny
(Sacpoifoi) jackals on the mountain press upon a

-.tag, wounded by an arrow, which has escaped the

hunter but at last sinks from loss of blood. The jackals are

devouring this deer in a shady grove whe a lion appears,

and they scatter. So flee the Trojans in u.Hl rent directions

when Ajax appears to the defense of C 'ysseus. In the

other passage (N 103), the jackal is simply classed with

leopards and wolves as the enemy of deer.

The deer (eXacpoi), strongly contrasted with the lion, the

leopard, and the wolf is the S3'mbol 01 cowardice (X i)

The Trojans are likened to timid does ((pvt^uKi 79

e\d(poia-iv, N 1 02) ; Agamemnon cries to the

Argives, " Why stand ye thus, dazed like fawns ? " (tpre fe/Spoi,

A 243); and Achilles, as his most bitter insult to Agamemnon,
says that he has the " eye of a dog and the heart of a deer

"

(A 225). At A 113 the helplessness of the Trojans to defend

a comrade slain by Agamemnon is likened to that of a doe

whose fawn is killed by a lion, while she is near at hand

but is forced to flee. Naturally deer are the prey of all

carnivorous wild beasts, of lions (§ 335), of wolves (11 158),

of leopards, and of jackals (X 103, A 474). A fawn carried
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away by an eagle, but let fall by the altar in the Achaean

camp, is an omen sent by Zeus (6 248). The only deer

which appears in its own person and not merely in a

comparison, in the Homeric poems, is killed by Odysseus

on Circe's island, when oppressed by the heat it comes from

the forest to drink at the river (/c 1 5 8,

—

cf.
" As the hart

panteth after the water brooks," Psalm xlii. i). This is the

only occasion when the poet speaks of venison as an article

of human food, but the deer was often hunted, and naturally

for its flesh. Artemis goes over Mt. Taygetus or Mt.

Erymanthus, delighting in the wild boars and swift deer

(t 104), which seems like the chase, since she is the archer-

goddess, and at # 486 Hera tells Artemis that the killing

of wil'd beasts and deer on the mountain is her proper work.

The Achaeans, pressing on their enemies, but stopping short

at the sight of Hector, are compared to countrymen in hot

pursuit of a horned stag or wild goat, but suddenly met by a

bearded lion who is roused by their voices (0 271); and, a

few verses later, Antilochus rushes upon the wounded

Melanippus as a dog rushes upon a fawn which a hunter

has wounded (0 579). Odysseus and Diomed pursue Dolon

as two sharp-toothed dogs well skilled in the chase pursue

a deer or a hare (K 361). A fawn in the clutches of a

dog is the device for the brooch of Odysseus (t 228),

and Achilles pursues Hector as a dog pursues a fawn

on the mountain (X 189). Odysseus's old dog Argos

in his prime was taken to hunt wild goats, roes, and hares

(|0 295). Once a hunter is called a deer-hitter (eXa(j)>]^6\o9,

2 319).

The epithets of deer are horned {Kepaov, V 24), with high

horns (y^LKepwv, k 158), swi/t (ra^eiV, 248), of the field

(aypoTepaii, ^ I 33), a.nd fugitive, cowardly {(f>v(aKivri<s,

Deer
N 102). The fawn is yiew-born, suckling (ve^poixf

ver/yevea^ yaXaOijvovg, § 336), or dappled iitoiKikov

eXXov, T 228). The /ce/xa? of K 361 has not been well

identified
;

it may be a two-year old deer, or it may be an

antelope. So the TrpoKe? of p 295, pursued by the dog
Argos, may be roes, but the meaning of the term is

uncertain.

A deerskin (Sep^a eXdcpoto, v 436) is given by Athena to
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the disguised Odysseus on his arrival at Ithaca, to serve as

a beggar's cloak. This corresponds pretty nearly

to the skins of lions and leopards worn by '' "'

warriors, and the goatskin worn by the swine-herd Eumaeus.
The hare (Xaywos, tttw^, P 676) appears in the poems

four times in comparisons
; twice as espied and killed b}- an

eagle (P 676, X 310), and twice as pursued by
dogs (K 361, |0 29s). It is swi/t of foot {-o^a-i

^^^ ^'"''

rayi';, P 676) and cowering {jtrwKa, X 310). The latter

epithet is used as a noun at P 676, with which may be
compared the use of mountain beast (ovpev?) for mule, and
circ/er (apKo?) for hawk.

As for creatures of the sea, fish (ixOve^) were caught by
hook and line, by net, and by spear, but they are not often

mentioned as eaten. The sea is called fs/ij'

(iyOvoevTa, T 378) twelve times, however, and the

poet was more likely to be impressed by the fish that were
drawn out of the deep than by those which remained there.

This epithet is applied also to the Hellespont (I 360) and
to the river Hyllus (Y 392). Iris, bearing a message from

Zeus to Thetis, sinks into the sea like the lead fixed upon
the horn of an ox, which bears death to fishes (0 80). The
use of the lead as sinker is familiar to modern readers

;

probably the horn was intended to prevent the fish from

biting off the line. Odysseus, in the story of his adventures,

says that Sc)-lla raised to her cave in the rock his struggling

companions, as a fisherman on a projecting rock, with long

rod, casting bait as a deceit to small fishes, throws into the

sea the horn of an ox and then draws out the struggling

fish {/J. 251); here the horn clearly implies the hook, as in

the foregoing passage ; but probably it is not to be under-

stood as the hook itself. Patroclus strikes in the jaw a

Trojan in his chariot, and draws him over the chariot-rim

as a man sitting on a projecting rock draws a big fish

forth from the water by line and bright bronze (\'lvw km
rjvoTn -^oXkui, II 408). Here, of -course, the bronze must be

the book ; the lead and the horn have no occasion to be

mentioned. So also on the island of Pharos near Egypt,

the comrades of Menelaus fished with bent hooks i yvajj-irToh

ayKia-TpoKTiv, S 369), and, according to ordinary texts, the
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comrades of Odysseus did the like on the island of the Sun

(/J. 332). When the ships of Odysseus (all at least but his

own) incautiously entered the harbor of the Laestrygonians,

the people of the land, " not like to men but to giants," sunk

the ships by hurling great rocks upon them, and speared

the men as fishes (('x^i^?
^' w Treipov-reg, k 124). The slain

suitors in the palace of Odysseus are like fishes which men

of the sea have drawn with the many-meshed net (Siktikii

TroXuwTTM, X 3^^) upon the curving shore from the grey

deep. Sarpedon reproaches Hector with the indifference of

the Trojans, who do not seem ready to fight, " that ye may
not be caught in the meshes of the all-embracing net (a\l^icn

\lvou iravaypou, E 487) and become the prey and spoil of

the enemy." It is true that the poet mentions fish as eaten

only by the comrades of Menelaus and those of Odysseus

when wind-bound on islands, and after their stores of

provisions were exhausted ; but, as Athenaeus remarks, they

must have had their fish hooks with them on the voyage, since

these could not have been found on the islands. Further,

abundance of fish is named with large harvests of wheat and

barley, fruit from trees, and prosperity of flocks, among the

blessings granted by the gods to the people whose king " fears

the gods and maintains justice" (r 113). And we must not

forget that only once, too, is venison mentioned as eaten, and

yet we have seen that men often hunted deer. That men
at that stage of civilization seldom hunted and fished for

mere pleasure, we may surmise ; they .were not very remote

from the period when these occupations were not pastime

but were counted as hard labor ; and we must believe that

the hunting, fishing, and laying snares for birds were, as

both before Homer and in the classical period, chiefly for

food. The poet explicitly mentions the griefs (aXyea, i i 2 I

)

of hunters traversing the forest and mountains, and gives

nowhere any indication of " sport " in hunting and fishing,

except, perhaps, in the case of the wild boar, and in the

delight of Artemis in the wild beasts. To chase the wild

boar then required much more skill and courage than

modern " pig-sticking " in India.

No special variety of fishes is mentioned except eels and '

dolphins ;
and the poet does not seem to have considered
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eels to be fish in a strict sense, but says " both eels and

fishes" (e^^eXneV re Koi ix^due?, ^ 203, 3 5 3).-^ Before a huge

dolphin (SeX<pivo? /xe-ya/o^reof, $ 22) the other fish

flee into the recesses of the harbor, "for earerly rf ', f''

, „ ,
Dolphtm.

does it devour whatever one it takes, and so

the Trojans fled before Achilles. The dolphin itself, in turn,

is associated with the sea-dog or sea-calf (Kvva^, /x 96) and

other creatures,- for which Scylla fishes {i-)(Qvafi.) about her

rock. Seals ((pwKai, S 404) are noted in particular, because of

one of the experiences of Mer\elaus : detained on

the island of Pharos near Egypt, by the advice

and with the aid of a daughter of Proteus, he hides himself

and three comrades under newly flayed seal-skins, in the

group of seals lying on the seashore, that he may take the

sea-god off his guard, and compel him to give advice for

the return to Greece. The seals come forth from the water

to sun themselves, a little before noon, and lie in a line on

the shore. The most noticeable characteristic of the seal, to

the mind of Menelaus, seems to be its disagreeable odor,

—

an " ancient and fish-like smell " ; but they are called also

well-fed (^aTpe(peai;, § 451), sea-bred (aXtoTpecpewi', S 442), and

offspring of the daughter of the sea (yeiroSe? aXocrvSi't]^, S 404,

—

unless indeed veiroSe? means swim-footed). Seals are named

also among the creatures which would devour a corpse thrown

into the sea (o 480). Ordinary fishes, too, are thought of

as. tearing the flesh of corpses in the water. Achilles drags

the body of Priam's son Lycaon to the bank of the Scamander

and throws him into the river with the words : " There lie

now among the fishes who shall lick the blood from thy

wound. . . . The eddying Scamander shall bear thee within the

broad bosom of the sea. Many a fish shall leap up under

the dark ripple to eat the white fat of Lycaon" (# 122).

Achilles left the body of Asteropaeus in the bed of the

Scamander, " lying on the sand, and the dark water wet

him, and both the eels and the fishes were busy about him,

tearing the fat above the kidne3^s " ($ 201). The old Laertes,

despairing of the return of Odysseus, says, " Doubtless' far

' With iyx^'>^vs cf. ^x". serpeni, and the Latin anguilla.

^/cTTTos, cf. cetaceous, and ixeyaK-qT-n^ of the dolphin in * 22. At N 27 the K-qTea

sport about Poseidon as he drives over the sea in his chariot.
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from his friends and his native land, either fishes devoured

him in the sea, or on the land he became a prey to beasts

and birds" (w 291). And the epithet raw-flesh eating, cruel,

is applied to fishes {M/ui.ri(TTr]crtv ixOuai, f2 82), as it is elsewhere

to beasts and birds of prey and to Achilles.^ To Homer

the fishes are not " dumb " as in Aeschylus.

The oyster {rnOea, 11 747) appears in one comparison.

The charioteer and half-brother of Hector, Cebriones, is hit

by Patroclus in the forehead with a stone, and
Oysters.

^^^^^ ^^^^ foremost from his chariot like a diver

(apveuTfjpi eoiKck, 11 742). Patroclus mockingly says, in his

exultation: "Truly the man is agile; how easily he turns

a somersault ! If he were on the fishy sea, he would

provide oysters for many by diving from the ship, though

the weather were stormy."

The octopus or polyp (-TrouXinroSo?, e 432, many-footed) is

mentioned once. The skin of Odysseus's fingers, as he clung

to a rough rock after his shipwreck, striving to

^ "r"^" save himself from the sea, stuck to the rock as

pebbles remain fixed to the tentacles (KOTv\r]Sov6<piv, cups)

of a polyp drawn out of its chamber.

The sponge (o-Troyyo), 2 414) is used exactly as in modern

times. Hephaestus, after his work at his forge, sponges his

face and arms, his neck and shaggy breast, before
•^ he dons clean linen and leaves his smithy to receive

the visit of Thetis (S 414). And the tables in the great

hall of Odysseus were wiped with the " porous sponges

"

(a-TvoyyouTL 7ro\vTpy']Tot<Ti, a ill, c/. u 151, ;>( 439> 453) before

each repast.

The sea monster (k^toi, Y 147) which came against Troy

in the time of Laomedon (demanding the king's daughter,

according to the later story), and from which Heracles freed

the land, was fabulous and needs no identification.

The general name for birds is ornlthes (opviOe?, cf. orni-

thology),—whether large or small, from an eagle or a crane

' The epithet iEp6s as applied to a fish at 11 407 has not been satisfactorily

explained from ordinary Greek usage ; instead of meaning sacred, it seems to

mean active, vigormts, or strong. Cf. the same epithet appUe'd to the picket-guard

of the Achaeans at K 56.
—"The corresponding Sanskrit is/iird= iep6s, is active,

agile, strong, and is applied to horses, spies, gods, mind, women, and cows."
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to a pigeon or a sparrow.^ The term oionos (olwvos) - is

limited to large birds of prey, as the eagle and the

vulture, and since oracles were drawn particularly

from the flight of these great birds, this term " ''

often means omen. Thus when Pulydamas urges Hector
to yield to the will of the gods for their retreat, as shown
in particular by an eagle skirting their host to the left.

Hector replies, " One omen (oioivos, bird, M 243) is best,

—

to fight for one's native land." In the Catalogue of Trojan

forces, of Ennomus who led the Mysians the poet says, that

he was a seer of birds {pmvKJTi]';, B 858), "but not by birds

iomvolaiv, omens, i.e. by the interpretation of omens) did he
ward off black fate.'' Priam, when Hecuba strives to dis-

courage him as he is about to go to the Achaean camp to

ransom Hector's body, says to her, " Be not thyself to me
a bird of ill-omen " {opvi<s kuko?, Q, 219), and a few verses

later she urges him to ask from Zeus a favorable bird of

omen (olowov Se^iov, Q 292).^

Birds of prey are mentioned often as feeding on the corpses

of the slain. At the very opening of the I/iad, the poet says

that the wrath of Achilles made the bodies of „.
u •

i< iu u ^ r J J Birds ofPrey.many brave warriors the booty of dogs and a

feast to the birds of prey" (oiwvoia-i re SaiTu, A 5). Addressing

his men as they are setting out for the first battle of the

I/iad, Agamemnon declares that any man whom he shall

see desiring to remain in, the camp, away from the battle,

shall not "escape the dogs and birds" (B 393). Achilles

reiterates to the dying Hector the threat that the " dogs and

birds" shall devour him (X 335, 354); but Priam on his

way to the Achaean camp to ransom Hector's body is cheered

by learning from Hermes that the " dogs and birds " have

not devoured his son's corpse (fi 411)- Nestor, in telling

Telemachus of the death of Agamemnon, says that if the

^The cognate Spvcov is found only at N 64. TrereTivd [TriTop-ai.), flying things, is

used by the poet three times as an adjective, as it 218, and seven times as a noun,

as 9 247.

^This has often been connected vi^ith the adjective olos, alone, since these birds

do not gather in floclis ; but it is better associated with the Latin avis, bird. Cf.

omen {^ovisme7i).

^See the chapter on Divination (page 521).
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hero's brother Menelaus had found the murderer alive when

he returned to Achaea, the " dogs and birds " would have

devoured Aegisthus on the plain (7 259). Diomed says of

him whosoever is hit by his spear,—" his wife's cheeks are

torn in grief, his children are orphans, and there are more

birds than women about him," i.e. his body is not composed

for burial but is torn by birds of prey (A 395).^

The eagle, as we should expect, is recognized as the king

of birds. It is the strongest, swiftest, and most perfect of

^ , flvins: thincrs? It has the keenest sight of all

birds, and espies a hare even when this is

crouching under a leafy bush (P 676). Its home is on

the mountain (o 175), and it flies high in the air (v\^LTreTt]9,

M 201, i;\|/-i7r6T)7e(?, w 538); it has a hooked beak (ajKiAo-

^e/X?;?, T 538); and it is a hunter (QrjpTjTTipa, Q 316),—attacking

wild geese, cranes, and swans (0 690). Three similar epithets

meaning black, dark, or dusky are applied to the eagle, once

each (fxiXavo?, $252; fxSpcpvov, irepKvov, Ci 316). The epithet

a'tOojv (0 690) probably means tawny, but may mean fiery.

The eagle is the dearest of birds to Zeus {ft 311)' ^"^

preeminently the bird for omens. Thus Zeus sends an eagle

to encourage Priam (f2 315), as he had sent another to cheer

the Achaeans (0 247), and he sends two for Telemachus

(/3 146). On other occasions, what divinity sends the eagle

as an omen is not known (M 201, N 821, o 160, v 242).

Near the close of the conflict between Achilles and Hector,

Achilles swoops upon his adversary as an eagle which descends

to the plain, through the dark clouds, to seize a tender lamb
or a timid hare (X 308). As the river Scamander arose in

wrath against Achilles who was in its stream, Achilles

sprang a spear's cast away, with the rush of a dark eagle

' Cf. " Our monuments shall be the maws of kites," Macbeth, iii. 3. 72 ;
" The eye

that mocketh at his father and despiseth to obey his mother,—the ravens of the valley

shall pick it out and the young eagles shall eat it," Proverbs xxx. 17, i.e. this man's

body shall be eaten by birds of prey ; and Goliath's words to David, "Come to me
and I will give thy flesh unto the fowls of the air and to the beasts of the field," and

David's reply, " I will give the carcases of the hosts of the Philistines this day unto

the fowls of the air, and to the wild beasts of the earth," i Samuel Wu. 44 ff. ; cf. also

Sophocles, Antigone, 205, where Creon declares that the body of Polynices shall be

eaten by dogs and vultures, and Aeschylus, Sep/. 1021.

'^ Kafrntrrbs re Kal ajKiaros Trererjvwv, $ 253, Te\ei6Ta,TOV , fl 315.
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("i" 252). The gaze of Menelaus seeking Antilochus as a

messenger to Achilles of the death of Patroclus, is like that

of an eagle (P 674). Homer does not represent an eagle

as bearing Ganymede to Mt. Olympus to be the cup-bearer

of Zeus. The reader has seen that the eagle assailed

geese, cranes, swans, lambs, and fawns (0 248). An eagle

is carrying to its nest for its young a serpent, when the

serpent bites it in the neck and is dropped into the midst

of the Trojan throng (M 201).

The sea eagle or osprey ((privt],—perhaps named from the

whitish color of breast and belly) is named twice. In

leaving Nestor and the Pylians, the goddess

Athena departs like this bird,—apparently taking
^'

its form {cp/jvi] elSof/.ei'Tj, y 372), though some would interpret

the expression merely " as swiftly as an osprey." At Tr 217,
the loud sobbing of Odysseus' and Telemachus is compared to

the cries of these birds or falcons when deprived of their young.

The falcon (aiyvTrio?, N 531 ,—connected with yv^j^ ?) is

named six times. Athena and Apollo sit like falcons ^ on
an oak tree to watch the proceedings of the

Achaeans and the Trojans, " delighting in the men "

(H 59). At N 531, Meriones leaped forward like a falcon

to recover the spear which he had thrown. Sarpedon and

Patroclus rush upon each other with a mighty shout,

as falcons fight with loud cries, on a high crag (11 428).

Automedon on the chariot of Achilles, driving upon the

Trojans, is compared to a falcon pursuing geese (P 460).

At X 302, Odysseus and his companions rage against the

suitors of Penelope, like falcons of hooked beaks and crooked

talons, coming from the mountains and assailing small birds,

which flee the clouds (i.e. the falcons descending from the

clouds), while men delight in the chase. Are these falcons

trained as in modern times to aid men in the chase ? As
is observed in the preceding paragraph, Odysseus and

Telemachus weep for joy more vehemently than ospreys or

crooked-taloned falcons for their young (tt 2 1 7).

' Cf. " Thence up he [Satan] flew, and on the Tree of Life,

The middle tree and highest there that grew.

Sat like a cormorant."

Milton, Paradise Lost, iv. :34.
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The goshawk * is the lightest, swiftest of flying things

(eXacbpoTUTO^ TreTeijvaiv, X 139, v 86; co/cto-ro? TreTerjvuiv,

„ , , 2^8), swift-winged (wKuTTTepoi, N 62), and swift
Goshawk. ,-,,,, 1 ' ^ „N T • r 1

ptgeon-kiLler {(pacra-ocpovw, (J 238). .It is found

with the sea-crow nesting in the trees of Calypso's island

(e 65). This also is a bird of omen,—appearing to

Telemachus as a " swift messenger of Apollo," with a dove

in its talons, and scattering the dove's feathers on the ground

(o 526). Its speed is the quality most noted in comparisons.

Poseidon left the Ajaxes, as swift as a hawk (N 62). Thetis,

having achieved her purpose, darts from the smithy of

Hephaestus on Olympus, as a hawk ('ipi^ coy, 2 6 1 6). Ajax,

threatening, says that Hector will pray to have horses swifter

than hawks in flight (N 8
1 9). Achilles pursues Hector as

a hawk on the mountain swoops after a timid pigeon (X 139).

At V 86, the Phaeacian ship, conveying Odysseus to Ithaca,

cleft the waves so swiftly that not even a hawk could keep

pace with it. Patroclus pressed through the foremost fighters

of the Achaeans upon the Lycians and Trojans, like a hawk
which puts to flight jackdaws and starlings (11 582), and, on

the other hand, after the death of Patroclus, the Achaeans
flee before Aeneas and Hector as a cloud (vecpo?) of starlings

or jackdaws flee before a hawk " which bears death to small

birds'' (P 757).

The harpc {dpirn, T 350,—connected with apiraXai'?) is a

„ , long-winged clear-voiced (TavuTTTepvyi Xiyv^dovw)

bird to which Athena is likened as she leaps

down from Olympus through the aether. It is thought to

be a bird of prey.

Vultures (yi^Tre?, A 237) are mentioned by Homer seven
times, but receive from him no epithets. They feed upon

Fu/iures.
^^^ bodies of the slain (as A 162, 11 836), in

which they are associated with dogs (as 2 271,
X 42), except at X 578, where two vultures, one on either

hand, tear the liver of Tityus in Hades,—the liver being to

the Greeks the seat of the passions, and he being punished
for an assault upon Leto.

1 ipri^, N 62 ;
dpKos, X 139,—probably originally an epithet from its flight in a

circle.—The KipKos possibly may be a species of Iprj^, appearing in apposition with it in

V 87 ; i/)j)f seems like a general terra for hawk.
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The scops (o-KtoTre?, e 66) is not identified. It nests in

the alders and black poplars of Calypso's island,

with the hawk an-d sea-crow.^ " '

The chalcis (-xaXKlSa, S 291), as it is called by gods, or

cymindis (ku/xivSiv, S 291), as it is called by men, is also

unidentified. Sleep, Hypnos. hides like to this _,,

clear-voiced (Xiyvprj') bird of the mountains in the

branches of a fir tree, to await the result of Hera's inter-

view with Zeus.^

The crane (yepavos, B 460, T 3, 692) appears three times

in the poems,—with geese and long-necked swans, on the

banks of the Cayster, or attacked by an eagle

as they feed by the side of a river ; and the

clamor of the advancing Trojan army is compared with that

of cranes as these flee from winter and ineffable storm to the

streams of Oceanus, bearing death and fate to the Pygmies.

This is said to be the earliest notice in literature of birds

of passage, and the Plain of the Cayster is declared to be

one of their natural stations on their route. Some have

thought the stork (which is not named by Homer) to be

included in the designation of cranes.

The swan (kukvo^, B 460, 692) is mentioned twice, in an

identical line,—only with geese and cranes, as

detailed in the foregoing paragraph. Its epithet

is long-neched (Sov\iy(o§elpoov).

Athena sends a heron (epwSios, K 274) as an omen on

their right to Odysseus and Diomed as they set ^^^

out by night as scouts into the Trojan camp.

They do not see it, but hear its croak.^

The sea-gull (Xap<fi, e 51) is mentioned once. Hermes on

his journey to the island of Calypso moves over
^^^ 7,

the waves like a gull which in seeking fish dips

its thick plumage into the briny flood.

1 Aristotle thought this to be a night-bird, ff.A. ix. 592 b; Pliny, Tf.ff. x. 49. 70,

did rot know the bird. Scholars have commonly called it an owl,—a screech owl or

a homed owl. Berard derives the name from the Semitic, and thinks it a vulture.

2 Aristotle, ff.A. ix. 615 b, thinks it to be a mountain bird as large as a hawk, but

says it is not often seen. He says that the lonians call it cymindis, but may refer

only to the Ionian Epic. Others have thought it a species of owl.

' Sir Charles Fellowes saw herons on the Trojan plain (Asia Minor, 56).

2 B
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The sea-crow (Kopwvai) appears in the poems thrice. It

nests in alders, black poplars, and cypresses on Calypso's

island (e 66),—being called 0/ the sea (elvaXiai, e 67)
and tongue-stretching {TavvyKooo-a-oi). Twice, but in,

an identical line {fx 418, ^ 308), the comrades of Odysseus on

their shipwreck, as they are borne on the waves, are likened to

sea-crows.

The aethyia (aWuia, e [337], 3 S3) is clearly some kind of a

, , . diver. After advising Odysseus on his raft in the
Aethyia. . , . , 1 it i-i , •

midst of the storm, the sea-nymph Ino, like this

bird, sinks beneath the wave.^

The cex (k)?^, o 479) is another undefined sea bird. The
nurse of the child Eumaeus falls into the hold of the ship,

P as the cex of the sea. Some have thought this

to be a sea-hen, others a gull ; while others have

brought it into connexion with the halcyon, since the Krjv^

was thought to be the male halcyon ; and others think it

originally not a " specific bird-name, but a mystical term

connected with the halcyon-myth."

The halcyon (oXkuovo?, I 563) is mentioned but once by

Homer. According to the story of the old Phoenix, Alcyone

r, ,
received this name because her mother suffered

Halcyon.
the grief of a halcyon in the 'loss of her husband.

The poet does not show knowledge of the " halcyon days " at

the winter solstice.

The sparrow (crTpovOoio, B 311) is said to be the most

common bird in Greece, as well as in other countries, but it

c,^ is mentioned by the Homeric poet in only one
iiparrow. ' c j

passage. On their way against Troy, while the

Achaeans were sacrificing at Aulis, a serpent devoured the

eight young of a sparrow and the mother-bird herself, as they

were resting on the branch of a great plane-tree, and the seer

Calchas interpreted the portent to mean that they should fight

for nine years and should capture Troy on the tenth. Surely

the poet did not expect his hearer to be disturbed by the un-

usually large number of the sparrow's young. This must have
been part of the portent. Aristotle was quoted by Athenaeus

(391 F) as saying that the sparrow might have eight young.

^Aristotle, H.A. v. 9, says that the ai'Suict lays her eggs in early spring, while the

Xdpos lays eggs in summer.
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The jackdaw (koXolov?, II 583, P 755,

—

brawler 1:') and
starling (\|/^|0a?, II 583, P 755) are named together

without epithets as fleeing before a swift hawk.

So fled both the Trojans before Patroclus, and the Achaeans
before Aeneas and Hector.

The nightingale (arjSciov, t 518,—connected with aetSw, sing?)

sings in the thick foliage of the trees at the opening of

spring, pouring forth an ever-varying strain in ^.

lamentation for her dear child Itylus, whom she

has unwittingly slain. The epithet ^ooptjl? seems best

interpreted as yellow-throated, brownish-throated.

The swallow (x^eXiSwv) is named twice. The sound of the

bowstring as Odysseus twanged it, to try if his old bow
were still whole, is likened to the note of a swallow . ,,

., N,iir ^ , -,. ouia/eow.

{<p 411). And after encouragmg Odysseus m his

slaughter of Penelope's suitors, Athena " like to a swallow

"

(j^eXiSovi eiKeXr], )(_ 240) rose and sat on the cross- timbers of

the ceiling.

The thrush {dyXai, ^ 468) is caught in snares. The bird

struggling to escape serves as a comparison for the unfaithful

serving-women of Penelope, hanging by the neck „,

in punishment for their misdeeds. It is called

wing-stretching (Tawa-iirTepoL). That it is snared in nets,

implies its use for food, and in later times it certainly was

considered a dainty.

The dove or pigeon (ireXeta, # 493 ; TreXeiaSe?, A 634,

—

probably named from its ash color) is timid {Tpripwveg^
fj. 63,

cf. Tpeco and tremble')?- Like the thrush, it is j.

caught in snares. No domesticated pigeons are

mentioned. The gait of the goddesses Athena and Hera

as they come upon the field of battle,—Athena wearing the

martial dress of Zeus,—is likened to that of doves, their

feminine mincing steps probably being contrasted with the

long strides of the warriors (E 778). The chief enemy of

the pigeon naturally is the hawk. Thus Achilles rushes upon

Hector as a hawk upon a pigeon ; the pigeon seeks to

^ This epithet becomes n. noun in the compound woKvTp^funv, rich in doves,

applied to Thisbe (B 502) and to Messe (B 582).

^The word 0dcrira, wood-pigeon, appears in 238 in the epithet of the hawk,

^aaffO(p6yu3, pigeon-killer.
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flee, but the hawk with a shrill shriek darts upon it again

and again (X 139). In the conflict of the divinities on the

Trojan plain, Artemis flees from Hera as a pigeon flees

from a hawk into a hole in the rock, and escapes ($ 493).

The eagle, too, is an enemy to be feared ; as an omen of

warning to the suitors of Penelope an eagle appears to them

on their left, bearing a timid dove (v 243). Nestor's golden

cup was adorned by figures of doves (cf. page 297). In

Homeric times a live pigeon was used as a mark for sports-

men with the bow (^ 853).

The bat (vuKTepi^, /x 433, w 6) is named manifestly from

its nocturnal habits. Odysseus, after his shipwreck, holds

„ to the tree which overhangs Charybdis, like a bat,

being unable to rest his foot on any support,

from one tide to the next. The souls of Penelope's suitors

go to Hades squeaking ^ like bats which in a great cave hang

together, when one of the number loses its hold on the rock.

The serpent (SpuKovra, M 202 = ocpw, M 208) is dlood red

{(pocvnevTa, M 202 ; Sa<poiv6g, B 3 08) and wriggling (aloXov,

„ M 208). The epithet dark blue, dark (Kvdveos,

A 39), applied to the serpent represented on the

baldric of Agamemnon, may refer either to the material of

the representation or to the living creature represented. The
portent which predicted the length of the siege of Troy
was a serpent at Aulis which devoured eight young sparrows

and the mother bird, and then was turned to stone (B 308).

At the opening of the first day of battle of the Iliad, Paris

is striding before the ranks as a champion of the Trojans

when he catches sight of Menelaus, whose wife he has carried

from Sparta, and he starts back as a man at sight of a

serpent, in the glens of a mountain, starts back,—trembling

seizes his limbs and paleness comes over his cheeks (F 33).

Near the close of the last day of battle. Hector awaits

Achilles as a serpent on the mountain, having eaten poisonous
herbs, filled with dire wrath, awaits a man, coiling about

^For the squeaking of ghosts, cf. "The sheeted dead did squeak and gibber in

the Roman streets," Bam. i. i. 115; "ghosts did shriek and squeal about the

street," /ulzus Caesar, ii. 2. 24. Herodotus, iv. 183, says that the Troglodytes
do not have a language like other men, iut squeak as bats {TeTplycunv Kardrep ai

VVKTepldes).
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its hole (X 93),—in which incident the herbs seem both to

have maddened the serpent and to have provided its venom.
At M 202, an eagle bearing to its young a serpent (its

hereditary foe), is bitten by this serpent in the neck, and forced

to let it fall into the midst of the Trojan throng, to whom
it comes as an omen of Zeus. The sea-god Proteus takes

the form of a serpent, among other shapes, in his endeavor

to escape from the arms of Menelaus (S 457). The Chimaera
had a serpent for a tail (Z 181). No species of serpent is

named except the destructive-minded water-snake (6\o6(ppovoi

vSpou, B 723), of which the bite caused the wound of

Philoctetes.

The bee (fjLeXicrcrat, M 167) is mentioned three times by
Homer; honey (^te'Xi, A 631) is named seven times, and
enters into several compounds. The Achaean „

soldiers, coming to the place of assembly, are

likened to swarms of huddling (aSivdoov, B 87) bees ever

coming afresh from a hollow rock, and flying in clusters to

the spring ilowers. The spirit of the Lapithae in defense of

the gate of the Achaean camp, is compared to that of wasps

or bees who have their nests by a rocky road, and do not

desert their homes but fight with hunters in defense of their

young (M 167). In a cave by the seashore of Ithaca, bees

store their honey in jars of the nymphs (j^ 106). Honey
served the ancient Greeks as sugar. It was an ingredient

of a posset mixed for Nestor (A 631) and another prepared

by Circe (k 234), and Aphrodite brought up the daughters

of Pandareiis on cheese, honey, and wine (u 69). Nestor's

"voice flowed sweeter than honey from his tongue" (A 249).

Achilles wishes an end to anger, " which urges even a wise

man to rage," and " which is sweeter than dripping honey

"

(S 109). Honey was among the offerings at the funeral piles

of Patroclus (^ 170) and of Achilles (to 68), and mixed (with

milk) is poured as a libation to the dead (fxeXiKpijTcp, k 519).

Sleep is honey-hearted (iui.€Xl(f)pwv, B 34), and the same epithet

is applied to wine at Z 264. Beeswax {Kripog, cf. cerd) is

mentioned in only one connexion : in accordance with Circe's

injunction, Odysseus stops the ears of his comrades with wax,

that they may not hear and be charmed by the song of the

Sirens (m 173). Hives of bees are familiar to Hesiod
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{Theogony, 598), but in Homer's time the bees seem to

have stored their honey in crevices of the rock.

The term fly (/m-via) seems to be general, including gnats,

common house flies, and carrion flies. As the Achaean forces

_. advance to meet the Trojans on the first day

of battle, their number is compared to that of

flies about the farm buildings in spring time when the milk

fills the pans (B 469). When the Trojan Pandarus

treacherously shoots at Menelaus during the truce, Athena

keeps the arrow from Menelaus as a mother keeps a

fly from her child lying in sweet slumber (A 131). At
P 570, Athena puts in Menelaus the spirit of a fly which

though often driven away seeks to bite a man, for " sweet

to it is human blood." Achilles expresses to his mother

the fear that flies may enter the wounds of the dead

Patroclus and beget maggots (eJXa'y, T 25); and as she

beholds Hector's corpse dragged away behind the chariot

of Achilles, to the tents of the Achaeans, Andromache
closes her lament by saying, " but now will the wriggling

worms devour thee, when the dogs shall have sated them-

selves on thee" (X 509).

Ares applies the term dog-fly (Kwa/mvia) to Athena,

—

apparently as combining the impudence of a dog with the

^^ „ bold pertinacity of a fly ("I" 394), and a few

verses later Hera uses it of Aphrodite ($ 421).

This word (in the form Kvvomvia) was used by the Septuagint

translators of the Old Testament for the flies which formed
one of the plagues of Egypt ; but it seems to have been the

name of no insect in Homer's time.

The gadfly (oTcrTpog, x 300) appears once in a comparison.

When Athena raises her aegis in the palace of Odysseus,

Gadfiv
during the conflict between Odysseus and Penelope's

suitors, the suitors flee as cows flee before the

"quick-moving (aioXo^) gadfly in the spring time, when the

days grow long."

The wasp (crcpfJKeg, M 167, 11 259), as we might expect,

is a symbol of irritability. It is slender-waisted, or more

^ literally quick moving at the middle (/ueo-ov aioXo?,

M 167). Wasps, like bees, build their nests by
the wayside in rocky places, and defend their young against
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hunters. Boys are wont to tease them, and so they con-

sider every wayfarer to be an enemy, even if he disturbs

them unwillingly.

The borers {iTreg, (p 395) are larvae of a beetle which eat

wood and horn, and so might have injured the

bow of Odysseus during his absence of twenty

years.

The cicada (TeTTiyea-aiv, T 151) was appreciated through

classical antiquity more highly than in modern times. The
Trojan elders on the tower by the Scaean Gate „. ,

r , . , . , . , , . Ctcadae.
of their city, watchmg the armies on the plain

below, are compared to cicadae " which in the forest sit

upon a tree and utter their lily-like voice."

Locusts (aKplSei, $ 1 2) are represented as fleeing to a

river in order to escape fire. Apparently the farmers have

been burning the grass and herbage in order to ,^ ^
.

^
. Locusts.

destroy the locusts, which have been driven along

until they came to a stream, and have fallen into that.

The flea may have been the undetermined insect (Kuvopaicm]';,

dog-destroyer or dog-plague^ which distresses the old dog
Argos as he lies neglected on a dunghill {^p 300).

The only worm mentioned by the Homeric poet is the

common earth-worm (o-koiX}]^, N 654), to which a fallen

warrior, stretched upon the ground, is likened.



CHAPTER XIV

OLYMPUS AND THE GODS

In several respects this is the most difficult and perplexing

chapter of Homeric antiquities.^ With regard to religion as

in other matters, scholars have sought to find in
tjjicut ^^ Homeric poems the earliest condition of

Chapter.
. \ . tt ,, i

society to be known in Hellas, or at least a

stage which should be recognized as intermediate between

the earliest and the later stages. Yet, while the poems give

a fairly consistent account of a system of divinities and a

body of beliefs with regard to the state of the dead, they

offer no intimation of certain other beliefs and associated

practises which existed not only among other Indo-European

peoples in very early times but also among the Greeks

themselves in later ages. For example, the poems contain

no trace of a belief in fetishes and of the wor-

ship of natural objects,—sticks or unwrought

stones,—yet these were worshipped and dreaded as the

embodiment or seat of supernatural powers in Hellas a thousand

years later, and no one believes that these primitive super-

stitions had their rise between the age of Homer and that

of Augustus. At Cnosus Mr. Evans has found ^ a shrine

with fetish images of natural formation which he thinks

present in most primitive guise " the traditional Cretan cult

of Mother Rhea and the infant Zeus,"—of an age far

earlier than the Homeric poems or the Trojan war. The
only trees which are in any way sacred in Homer are an

^Nagelsbach, Honurische Theologie, 3te Ausgabe, 1884, is antiquated but not

superseded.

'''Annual of British School at Athens, xi. 11.
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"oak of Zeus"^ which served as a land-mark on the plain of

Troy (Z 237), and the "oak of Zeus" at Dodona (^ 328), but
nothing indicates that either was thought to be the dwelling

place of the god. Hesiod's thirty thousand guardian angels

(Works, 252), also, find no place in the Homeric poems.
Further, long after the Homeric age indications remain

that in the early period the Greeks worshipped local

divinities, and that no one god had secured

preeminence over all the rest : whereas in Homer, V,". ..

Zeus IS absolute m his authority, and secure on
his throne. No one doubts his supreme power, except the

savage Cyclopes, and even the Cyclops Polyphemus claims

to be Poseidon's son, and thus belongs to this dynasty. In

later times Athena was more important at Athens than Zeus,

who had no shrine within the wall of the Acropolis, and
Poseidon was chief in Ionia, Apollo was preeminent at

Delphi if not in Sparta, and the Graces were queens at

Minyan Orchomenos, but these all were far from being

local deities. That the Homeric Hera is particularly fond

of Sparta, Argos, and Mycenae (A 52), and that Ares

has special connexions with Thrace (N 301, 6 361), and

Aphrodite with Cyprus (0 362, E 422), does not constitute

them local divinities in the ordinary sense of the word.

Hephaestus is said to have been cared for by the Lemnians,

when Zeus hurled him from heaven (A 593), and Lemnos
was to him the "dearest of all lands" (Q 284), but, though

he is comparatively unimportant, his worship is not restricted

to that island, and his workshop is not yet established there.

The chief hint of local deities in Homer is found in the

statement that before the first battle of the Iliad, " one of

the Greeks offered sacrifices to one, and another to another

of the ever-living gods " (B 400), while Agamemnon sacrificed

to Zeus. But this may indicate only a system of individual

patron saints, rather than that all the Greeks from a single

district offered sacrifice to the same divinity. If the latter

were true, Agamemnon as coming from Mycenae would be

expected to sacrifice to Argive Hera. Odysseus and Diomed,

for instance, though one from Ithaca and the other from

Argos, both worship Athena, and Nestor offers sacrifices to

' Or chestnut. See page 340.
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Poseidon, but Athena was certainly not a local divinity of

Ithaca or of Argos, any more than Poseidon was the local

god of Pylus. On the other hand, the river-gods,—as the

Scamander ($ 212), the Spercheiis (-^ 142), and the Enipeus

(X 238),—and the mountain-nymphs (opecrndSe^ Z 42 o), which

may fairly be called local deities, have too little influence on

the action of men to be called divinities in the strict sense.

Again, the scholar finds in Homer slight indication of

apotheosis or any worship of the dead or of sacrifices at

their tombs,—although the graves at Mycenae,
No Worship

^jj.j^ openings to convey the offerings as directly
of the Dead.

., , , , 7. ^ ^\.
as possible to the corpse, bear witness to the

existence of such worship there long before Homer's day,

and similar customs continued through the classical period.^

Finally, no monstrous deities are worshipped by the

Homeric Greeks or Trojans, such as the horse-

^eilT'°"' ^^^'i<^<^ Demeter of Phigalia, and the ass-headed

Mycenaean divinities, and the stag-headed or

boar-headed Cretan figures.^ No indications of any sort of

totemism are found in the Homeric poems.

Of the origin of the Homeric system of gods, the poems

give little information. Whether these gods were originally

personifications of the forces of nature, or were

tC^C d
developed from fetish-worship, or were introduced

from other peoples, the poems assume and report

them as simply existing, without any question as to the

past. The poems show little interest in the origin or even

the early history of either men or gods. Of few families

^ The Sirens, as we shall see, have no apparent connexion with the souls of the

dead.

^Paus. viii. 42. 4; Journal of Hellenic Studies, xiv. 81 ; Annual of British School

at Athens, xi. 18. Scylla {)!, 85) cannot be cited as an exception, nor the

Chimaera (Z 181). Both were composite monsters, but neither was worshipped.—

•

To the four particulars mentioned above in which the Homeric religion differs

from what is expected on the basis of modern investigations with regard to

primitive religion, some scholars would add two': (i) the absence of human

sacrifices, such as that of Iphigenia at Aulis by Agamemnon, according to the

Cyprian epic ; and (2) the absence of mysteries, like those at Eleusis or Samothrace,

or of the Cabiri at Thebes. But the former of these has to do primarily with

worship, and as to the latter we know too little of their origin and their prevalence,

to wonder that Homer does not mention them, though our poet reasonably might

be expected to know some of them.
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does the poet give any " family tree." If Cronus ever reigned

before the Homeric Zeus, no details of his sway are noted.

Homer presents no such theogony or cosmogony as that of

Hesiod, and troubles himself with no theodicy. He is no
prophet, like Hesiod, with a burdened soul. Hera seldom
appears in Homer with the traits of the special guardian of

women, which connect her with the Roman Juno. If

Hermes ever was a wind-god, our poet shows no conscious-

ness of this. If Aphrodite and Heracles were imported

from Phoenicia, or if their cults were even deeply influenced

by Oriental beliefs and worship, the poet considers them fully

naturalized and no foreigners, and nothing Oriental appears

in his mention of them. However much the early Greeks

may have been affected by the religious beliefs and customs

of the Phoenicians and Egyptians and other nations, they

so assimilated all these foreign elements that these can no
longer be separated clearly from what was native.

The difficulty of the study of Homeric religion is greatly

increased since the agreement of facts in this field is not

nearly so complete as appears at first sight and

has been thought. Here are great inconsistencies, V"'"',

, . , . , , .
sistenctes.

though not such as to aid. as yet m the analysis

of the poems into earlier and later elements, while the

philological discussion of the composition of the poems has

been unfruitful for religion and mythology. For example

:

in general the realm of Hades lies beneath the earth (0 16).

On the last day of battle, Aidoneus seems to be im-

mediately beneath the Trojan plain, and fears that the

earth may be torn open and expose his murky realms to

the light of day (Y 61 ;
see page 457). But in the

eleventh book of the Odyssey, the Ithacan hero reaches

Hades not by descending through a cavern, like Heracles

at Taenarus and elsewhere, on his expedition to bring up

the dog Cerberus, but by a voyage to the far west (X init.
;

see page 46). Olympus, in general, is a lofty mountain,

on the summit of which the gods dwell, bnt again it seems

nearly equivalent to heaven (0 init?)} Hephaestus in the

Odyssey has Aphrodite to wife (0 268), but in the Iliad his

• Aristarchus held that the poet was faithful to the former usage ; but clearly he

did not persuade all his contemporaries. Lehrs, Arist? 163. See note on p. 418.
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wife is one of the Graces (2 382). Poseidon claims equal

rights with Zeus on earth, and superiority to him on the

sea (0 189), but he is sent by Zeus to serve the Trojan

king Laomedon for a year ($ 444), in which time of

service he builds the eity-wall of which he later boasts

(H 452), and he, as a younger brother, unharnesses the

horses of Zeus on the latter's return to Olympus (9 440).

The winds are in the keeping of Aeolus (k 21), but each

divinity can command a favorable breeze,—as Apollo for the

Greeks on their return from Chrysa (A 479), Athena for

Telemachus on his voyage to Pylus (/8 420), and even lesser

divinities, as Calypso and Circe for Odysseus (e 268, X 6)

;

while Hera causes a storm for the discomfiture of Heracles

(S 254), and Poseidon rouses all the winds to wreck the

craft of Odysseus (e 292). Near the close of the action of

the Iliad, again, the winds are feasting in the home of

Zephyrus,—apparently in Thrace (^ 200, cf. 230),—and

each seems to have independence ; Iris tells Zephyrus and

Boreas that Achilles desires their services, and will give

them beautiful sacrifices, and they set out at once to fan

the flames of Patroclus's pyre.

The Greeks never had a generally accepted body of dog-

matic theology. Their priests had no office of instruction

or exhortation, and were in no sense teachers of

Theoloft
^^^ people. They were bound only to maintain

and perform the appointed traditional ritual service

at the altars which they served. No Greek was liable to

be " cast out of the synagogue " or punished in any way for

holding views different from those of the rest of his tribe or

nation, though he must not teack what might interfere with

the standing order of the state. Naturally, then, the views

of the people were not settled with regard to the gods, and
the expressions of the poet Pindar with regard to the future

life are not altogether consistent with each other, but we
expect in the verses of no single poet such differences as

have been pointed out in the Homeric poems. That both

Greeks and Trojans worship the same divinities, is part of

a general question which is touched elsewhere.

The Homeric divinities, however, in spite of all inconsis-

tencies, form a fairly well-defined company of clearly drawn
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characters. Men made their gods in their own image, and
the society on the Homeric Olympus is the counterpart of

that on earth.i The life of the gods is a reflec-

tion of that of men. The most realistic picture " ^
, .

r TT • -^1 • .1 , r TT 1 God! in thetr
of an Homeric smithy is that of Hephaestus, ^^^ imase
who on being summoned to meet Thetis, gathers

up his tools and puts them away in a chest, sponges off

his face, arms, and neck, and dons his tunic (2 412),—^just

as any human blacksmith would do. Homeric gods are not

free from human frailties,—their subjects have no conception

of a Being " infinite in power, knowledge, wisdom, holiness,

justice, goodness, and truth." Though kindly, the gods are

not always patient and reasonable. In their needs, appetites,

and passions, they are not far removed from human beings
;

indeed the morality of the Olympian gods is on a lower

plane than that of the best families on earth, and we
cannot wonder that Plato would not have the Homeric gods

presented as models for imitation in his ideal State. Hermes
appears as a sort of patron saint of thievery (t 396), and

in general the motives of the gods are no loftier or more

unselfish than those of men. The duties of men to the

gods are ritualistic rather than ethical. A man has a fairly

free conscience as regards the divinities if he offers sacrifices

at proper times, and does not abuse the god's name by

perjury (T 279). Zeus warns Aegisthus (a 37) that he will

be punished for his adultery and murder,

—

i.e. vengeance will

come upon him from Orestes, the son of the murdered

Agamemnon,—but the propriety of punishment being inflicted

by the gods for such crimes, does not occur to him. Orestes

is not held to be the " instrument " of Apollo, but simply

^The criticisms of Xenophanes in the sixth century B.C. are familiar {Fi-ag. ii,

Diels) : that Homer and Hesiod ascribed to the gods all actions which are a blame

and reproach among men, as theft, adultery, and deceit. Xenophanes declared that

there was. but one god,—and he not in human form,—saying that if cattle and

horses could paint pictures they would represent the gods as in their own image

;

and just so, and with no more reason, men had represented the gods in human

form (F7-ag. 15). In Plato's time and later, these Homeric stories of the gods

were explained as allegorical. A third of a century ago, they were explained as

nature-myths, which made moral character for them impossible. For the relation

of the religion to the morality ot the- Greeks, see Packard, Studies in Greek

Thought; L. Schmidt, Ethik der Griechen.
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avenges his own wrong. But though " commandments " are

few and the gods lack holiness, yet, after all, " evil deeds

do not prosper" (9 329), "the blessed gods do not love

wicked deeds" (^ 83), and the good are rewarded (t 109)/

Penelope is assured that her " son will return, since he is

not an offender in the eyes of the gods " (§ 807). Gods

visit men in disguise, like the good Haroun al Raschid,

that they may observe their lawlessness or righteous spirit

(yo 485). Zeus even sends storms and floods in his anger

at men who give '' crooked judgments " {a-KoXiag 6efj.t<TTa?,

n 387) in the assembly. Penelope, at first disbelieving the

message of the return of Odysseus, thinks some one of the

immortals has slain her suitors, angry at their insolence and

evil deeds (\|/- 64).^ The gods are wont to support the

right, but, no more than mortal kings, are they bound

to have wrong punished and to make right prevail. They

are influenced by caprice, personal preference, and by gratitude

for services performed. Hera gives no reason for her hatred

of Troy and her love for Sparta and Argos (A 26, 51).

If we follow the later story, and suppose her to be incensed

by the preference of Paris for the beauty of Aphrodite,

certainly the desire for ideal justice was not uppermost in

her mind. Nothing in the poems supports the modern

suggestion that she was moved simply by her sense of

wrong. If she was so keen for right, why did she leave

the punishment of Aegisthus to the mortal Orestes ? The
punishment, when rendered, might be out of all proportion

to the offense.^ When the Achaean army suffers from the

^ For a brief discussion of the ethics of the Homeric Greeks, see the close of

this chapter. The moral standard of the Odyssey has been thought to mark an

advance on that of the Jliad, but perhaps this apparent difference is due to the

circumstances of the two actions.

2 Cf. X 4i4> " 352, a 46, (3 66, 143.

^Even in the book oi Job (ii. 10) we read, "Shall we receive good at the hand

of God and shall we not receive evil?"—"The idea of God [among the rude

tribes of Syria] is very vague, but he seems to be mainly an enlarged edition of

a Bedouin sheik ; that is of a beneficent but capricious despot, . . somewhat
more powerful, of course, than their own head-man, but in other respects of much
the same style and character" (Curtiss, Primitive Semitic Religion, p. 67). "In
the belief of the ruder Semitic peoples of to-day, God may mislead man" [I.e. p. 69).

"Misfortune comes not because a man or woman is .guilty of some sin, but because

God is arbitrarily angry" [I.e. p. 220).
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plague, and Achilles calls an assembly to consider what

shall be done, the question is not what drug can be found

as a specific for the pestilence, but how the god is to be

appeased ; and not what sin has been committed, but whether

some vow has been left unperformed or some sacrifice unoffered

(A 64). The plague was sent, not because of a common
act of all the people (like the plague which destroyed 14,700
of the people of Israel, because of their murmuring. Numbers
xvi. 49), but because Agamemnon had refused to give up

for ransom the captive daughter of a priest of Apollo, in

spite of the fact that this priest had presented reverence

for his god, in addition to boundless gifts, as a motive for

granting his request. The offense was a lack of respect,

—

not a moral crime. The god would not have been offended

if Chryseis had not happened to be the daughter of his

priest. The act of Apollo must have been opposed to the

will of Hera- and Athena, and Zeus does not seem to have

been consulted in the matter. Perhaps he might not have

been interested in it. The chief motive urged by the old

priest, in his desire for vengeance, is the services which he

had rendered to Apollo, in offering sacrifices and making

shrines,—not the cruelty of Agamemnon in keeping a girl

captive.

The Homeric divinities are all anthropomorphic, and each

has his own physical characteristics, though they are able

to change their forms at pleasure. Agamemnon
is said to have the head and eyes of Zeus, the ^^Jjj[^

girth of' Ares, and the chest of Poseidon (B 478).

The gods are of what corresponds very nearly to human

flesh and blood ; and Athena's helmet is said, with remark-

able hyperbole, to be fitted to the infantry of a hundred

towns (E 744). Diomed wounds both Aphrodite and Ares

(E 339, 858). From Aphrodite flows immortal h\ooA,— ichor,

" such blood as flows in the veins of the blessed gods, for

they do not eat bread nor drink wine." Ares, when wounded

by Diomed, shouts " as nine thousand or ten thousand men

shout in battle" (E 860,—Poseidon gives a similar shout

at S 148); and when overthrown by Athena he sprawls

over seven pelethra of land (nearly two acres, $ 407)-''

^See page 245.
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His wound is soothed by a pain-killing herb. Clearly the

gods are not removed from physical pains and indignities.

Ares complains that if he had not fled swiftly he would

have been left among the dead, helpless (E 885). He had

had similar experiences before, having been imprisoned by

mortals in a bronze jar for a full year (E 387). Hera and

Hades himself had been wounded by arrows from the bow
of Heracles (E 392). The clothing of the gods corresponds

to that of men, and Athena changes her ordinary raiment for

the armor of Zeus when she goes to the field of battle

(E 734), and takes a helmet and a light shield. She is not

so incorporeal that she cannot feel pain, nor is her divine

body proof against human spears. The gods slip off their

sandals on reaching Olympus, and put them on when they

go on a journey (O 340). In a passage which more nearly

resembles a burlesque than any other in the poems,—the

conflict of the gods on the plain of Troy ($ 385-513),—
Athena hits Ares in the neck with a large stone, and over-

throws him ; Aphrodite then leads him from the battle, but

Athena follows the two and with a blow of her " thick

hand " casts both upon the ground. A few verses later,

Hera boxes the ears of Artemis, and sends her in tears

from the field of battle. In the same episode, Poseidon

reminds Apollo that they two were sent down by Zeus to

serve Priam's father Laomedon for a year,—that the one

built a wall for the city and the other tended flocks, but

that at the expiration of their term of service, Laomedon
had dismissed them without the pay which had been

stipulated, and with the threat to bind them hand and foot,

and send them to distant lands to be sold as slaves, or he

would lop off their ears for them ($ 444). Apollo had

rendered a similar service to Admetus of Pherae, tending

his flocks and herds (B 766, cf. "^ 383). Hera declares that

she herself sweat, and that her horses were wearied in arousing

the Achaeans against the Trojans (A 27). The test which
Zeus proposes for the comparative strength of himself and

the rest of the gods is purely physical,—it is a " tug of

war." They are to take hold of one end of a golden chain,

and he of the other, to make trial whether they can draw him
from heaven to the plain, or he shall lift them together with
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earth and sea (9 19). Of course the gods were far mightier

than men. Apollo easily with his feet breaks down the

Achaean ramparts (0 362), just as a child destroys the

walls of sand which he has built in play on the seashore.

Olympus trembles when Zeus nods (A 530), or when Hera
moves uneasily on her throne (0 199).

The gods need sleep and food as truly as any mortal.

After his promise to Thetis that he would honor Achilles,

Zeus lies awake, in anxious care, when all the

rest, both gods and men, are asleep (B i);
fff/"""^

and while Hera sleeps by his side he com-
missions a delusive Dream to go to Agamemnon. Once
during his slumber, long before the action of the I/md
(S 252), Hera raised a storm, and drove Heracles from
his course, and again, while he slept, Poseidon drove the

Trojans in confusion from the Achaean camp (H 3 59).

Zeus and his court are sorely troubled by the threat of the

sun-god to descend to Hades (m 383), and they bid him
still to " give light among immortals and for mortal men."

The Dawn (Eos, T i), "in russet mantle clad" "arises from

the streams of Oceanus to bear light to immortals and to

mortals." The divinities have separate homes (A 606, S 166,

2 369, 376, 6 268), but gather frequently,—apparently each

day,—in the great hall of Zeus, just as earthly nobles

assemble to feast in the palace of their king (A 533, A i,

84, a 27). They have no family life in the modern sense,

—there are no children among them,—yet their

community life is distinctly patriarchal. Zeus is ^ .^

eminently " father of both gods and men " (irarrip

avSpwv re Qewv re, A 5 44), though not in a literal sense

;

he is the head of the family, the clan. The relationships

of the gods to each other are not always clear. Zeus is

both husband and brother of Hera at A 58, but here alone

specifically. Both are children of Cronus, but Cronus is a

very indistinct personality. Aphrodite is not yet born of

the sea; she is the daughter of Zeus (6 308) and Dione

(E 370). Hermes has no father, and is the son of Maea
only at ^ 435 ; apparently he is not yet the Argus-slayer

(in spite of his epithet Argeiphontes), and few myths are known

with regard to him. The myth of Athena as having sprung fully

2 c
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armed from the head of Zeus, is not Homeric, but she is the

daughter of Zeus (E 875), and no mother is mentioned for her.

Hephaestus is son of Hera (A 572). Ares is son of Zeus and

Hera (E 892). Apollo is the son of Zeus and Leto (A 9).

The gods desire food and drink, and Hebe serves as

waitress (A 2), though she loses no dignity by this service.

Ambrosia as food appears only in the Odyssey,—
^mbrom

^^ ^^^v^^ at Calypso's table (e 93, 199), as brought
ana Nectar.

, „ ^ ^ , , • -,

by the Pleiades to Zeus (m 63), and as a simile

in words of Polyphemus (i 3 59)-^ The relation between

ambrosia and immortality is not made clear,—whether, for

instance, a man would live as long as the gods if he too

had such a diet, which seems to be Pindar's view {01. i. 62).

When Calypso remarks that Hermes does not often visit

her home, he, having satisfied his appetite Q'lfyape Qvfxov eSwSrj^

e 95), replies with a question,
—"Who of his own accord

would make such a journey far from the cities of mortals

who offer sacrifices to the gods ? " The savor of the sacrifices

rises to heaven (A 317) and is pleasing to the gods,^ though

it is not represented as their food. Evidently the poet was

far from thinking )f the gods as incorporeal, and his position

is only a trifle less materialistic than the view burlesqued by
Aristophan^j (Birds, 183) in the suggestion that by inter-

posing a barrier between gods and men the birds could

starve the divinities.^ The gods go to feast with the Aethio-

^ In the Iliad, ambrosia is used as fodder for the horses of Ares (E 777), or is

an unguent (S 170, 11 670). Leaf (on B 19) follows Verrall in understanding

this as ambergris, afi^p6(no9, fragrant, from a Semitic word, and having no con-

nexion with dfi^poroi in the sense immortal. Roscher held that ambrosia and

nectar were preparations of honey {Lex. i. 280).—The hair of Zeus, the sandals,

of Athena, the fodder of Ares's horses, and the robes of Aphrodite and Hera are

"ambrosial" (A 529, a 97, B 369, 338, S 178), and Helen's gown is "nectarean"'

(r 385). Aphrodite anoints the corpse of Patroclus with ambrosial oil (^ 187),

and Athena cleanses Penelope's face with " ambrosial beauty, such as Aphrodite

anoints herself withal " (o- 193).

^A 66; and rfSeiai-, 6 550, if that which is quoted as Homeric in the Pseudo-

Platonic Akibiades is good evidence. Not improbably the meat of sacrifice was
burnt as the most effective means of conveying it to the gods. Similarly clothing

was to be burned for the ghost of Hector (X 512), and part of Hector's ransom

was to be conveyed to the shade of Patroclus (Q 595). The Chinese burn prayers,

written on paper, in order to convey them most effectually to their gods.

'Jehovah also "smelled a sweet savor," according to Genesis viii. 21. Is this,

only that he is gratified by the honor paid him ?
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pians (A 423, ^ 207, a 22), and Alcinoiis says that the

gods feast with the Phaeacians, seated by their side (»/ 203),

and appear before their eyes as they offer hecatombs.

Apparently at these feasts gods and men partook of the

same food. That a member of the Trojan royal family,

Ganymede, should be a cupbearer for the gods, does not

seem unreasonable.^ Athena, in human guise, eats and drinks

human food and wine (a 139, y 40). No food is cooked or

otherwise prepared by the gods, however.

Children are born to the gods by mortal women,^—Heracles
and Dionysus may serve as examples,—and Aphrodite is

enamoured of the Trojan Anchises and bears to

him Aeneas (E 313). Sarpedon is a son of Zeus ', '^
"'"

(Z 198),—the only own son of this god in the

generation of the Trojan War. Nestor is grandson of

Poseidon; Ares has two sons in the Achaean army (B 512,

112). Many of the warriors, like Achilles, Agamemnon,
and Hector trace their lineage to Zeus in the third or a

more remote generation. Achilles of course is the son of

the sea-nymph Thetis ; and of the other lesser divinities, both

Circe and Calypso desire to retain Od_j s^eus as husband

(i 29),—Calypso definitely offering to him immortality if he

will remain with her (e 209). The Dawn has- as" her consort

(A i) Tithonus, a brother of Priam (Y 237), tb whom she

bore a son Memnon {S 188, X 522), and an earlier husband

had been Orion (e 121). The Dawn had "snatched up"

another mortal to dwell with the gods, because of his

beauty,—Cleitus, o 250,—but the poet does not say whether

she took him as her spouse. The only mention in the I/zad

of fountain or stream nymphs is as the mothers of sons by

mortal lovers (Z 22, S 444, Y 384;. Achilles's sister

Polydora bears a son to the river Spercheiis (11 174), and

a son of the river Axius fights as an ally of the Trojans

(# 141). One of the three instances of adultery in the

Homeric poems (the other two being of Helen with Paris,

1 Ganymede is mentioned but twice, B 266, T 232, and does not appear on

Olympus. The poet does not say how he was taken to Olympus, but says that

Zeus gave to Tros horses in exchange.

2 So according to Bedouin belief a spirit may be the physical father of a child

(Curtiss, /.c.) ; and this is a frequent notion in all mythologies.
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and of Clytaemestra with Aegisthus) is that of Aphrodite

with Ares (6 268).

The divinities have chariots and horses " swift of flight

"

(MKuireTa, 9 42). Each stride of the steeds of Hera carries

them as great a distance as a man can see through
tvtniies

^ ^j^g ^jg^ ^ 769). Zeus harnesses his horses in

order to journey from Olympus to Mt. Ida

(6 41), and there releases them from the chariot and covers

them with mist, as he takes his place to view the battles of

the Trojans and Achaeans ; when Hera visits him there, he

assumes that she has driven (S 299), although she appears

to him without a chariot. Hera and Athena take a chariot

to go to the Trojan plain (E 720, G 374), but more frequently,

Athena descends without special equipment (A 194, B 167,

A 74, H 19, X 187). At a 97, if the text is right, Athena

has winged sandals like those of Hermes. At G 455, Zeus

says that if Hera and Athena had disobeyed him they would

not have returned to Olympus on their chariots,

—

i.e. their

chariots would have been broken and they themselves would

have been utterly disabled,—not in ten years would their

wounds have been healed. Ares goes with his car to the

field of battle, and allows the wounded Aphrodite to use it

for her return to Olympus (E 363); when he himself is

wounded, a little later, he rises to the heavens like a thick

mist (E 864), but again (at 119) he orders his horses to

be made ready for a like journey to the Trojan plain.

Poseidon takes his horses to go to this Trojan plain, and
leaves them hobbled in a grotto between Tenedos and Imbros
(N 23), though apparently he could have gone comfortably

without them, since he makes but four strides for the distance

between Samothrace and Aegae,—wherever this may be
(N 20). The divinities are so corporeal that when Athena
enters the chariot of Diomed, the oaken axle creaks loudly

(E 838) from the unaccustomed weight. Hermes, on being
sent to Calypso's island, takes no chariot, but ties on his

winged sandals for the flight. When Calypso remarks that

she has not seen him of late, he replies (e 100), as we have
seen already, "Who of his own will would journey over so

vast a sea?"—implying that distance was thought to be a

barrier for gods as well as for men. The only divinity
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represented as winged, and she but twice (0 398=A 185),

is " golden-winged Iris."

Homer knows no divine providence, in the sense of a

definite purpose and guidance for the Hfe of a man or for

the development of a city or nation. When Zeus

goes from Olympus to feast with the Aethiopians „" ..'"^^t

(A 424), he has not even an inkling of the storm

of trouble which is to break upon the Achaean camp before

his return. Nor does he know what Hera will say in regard

to his promise given to Thetis to aid the Trojans, except

that his past experience has taught him that she will be

highly displeased (A 518). Thoughts come to Athena just

as they do to mortals (/3 382, 393). The gods discuss a

plan just as men would (a 76),—by no means seeing the end

from the beginning. At the opening of the second day of

battle (Q S), Zeus forbids the divinities to take part in the

conflict, while two days later he commands them to do so

(Y 24). No sufficient reason is given for the change, which

appears to be the result of mere caprice. So on the second

day of battle, Zeus weighs the fates of the Achaeans and

the Trojans, and the latter rise, i.e. have the advantage.

He then hurls a thunderbolt into the midst of the Achaean

host to terrify them, and again to stop the advance of

Diomed and Nestor, and thunders thrice again from Mt. Ida

(9 69, y6, 133, 170); but a little later he pities the Greeks,

and sends his eagle carrying in its talons a fawn, which

it drops by the side of his altar in the Achaean camp, in

order to encourage the Greeks (0 247) ; again, however, when

the Trojans are hard pressed he encourages and strengthens

them. All this, in the course of a single day, is vacillating

caprice,—not the result of a plan.

The gods, and Zeus in particular, are said to " know all

things" (5 468, V 75), but they are far from omniscient in

the modern theological sense. Zeus looks off at

the Thracians (N 4), and fails to observe what is
Q^^i^cknt

doing on the Trojan plain at his very feet.

Poseidon is surprised and vexed at the action of the gods

taken in his absence, with regard to the return of Odysseus

(e 286). If Poseidon had tarried only a few hours longer

with the Aethiopians, Odysseus would have been saved a
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shipwreck. Iris is sent by Hera to Achilles secretly, without

the knowledge of the other gods (2 i68); and Hephaestus,

when thrown from heaven by his mother, is concealed for

nine years in the home of Thetis (S 398),—the din of the

surging waves covering the noise of his hammer and anvil,

as he works in the grotto ; apparently no one but Thetis

knows where- he is. A god is able to hear a prayer, how-

ever, although far away. So Glaucus prays to Apollo,

" Whether thou art in Lycia or in the land of Troy,"-

—

Apollo can hear wherever he Is.^ In general, however, the

gods help only when near at hand. Hera's sweat and the

weariness of her horses (A 27) show that she was not

satisfied with inspiring interest in the expedition from afar,

but herself went about to gather the military forces to

proceed against Troy.

When Telemachus speaks in a despairing tone of the

return of Odysseus, Athena, in the guise of Mentor, rebukes

him : a god could bring home a man in safety

" / "'^"J
^^^" from a distant land (7 231). But practically

the gods' powers are limited either by the plans

and desires of their associates or hy an indefinite fate.

They may strive to thwart each other, and in the Trojan

War some zealously favor the Achaeans, while others as

-earnestly aid the Trojans. Near the close of the first day

of battle, Athena descends to the Trojan plain, evidently to

aid her friends ; but Apollo catches sight of her and hurries

to meet her with the suggestion of a single-combat between

Hector and some Achaean (H 17). Athena accepts the

suggestion, sayirfg that she herself had come with that very

desire,—a statement which the connexion forbids our believing.

On the night after the second day of battle, again Apollo

observing Athena accompanying Odysseus and Diomed,
suspects some ill for the Trojans, and sets out to follow

them, but arrives on the scene of action just too late to

save the life of the Thracian Rhesus (K 515). A few days

later, in the chariot-race held in honor of the dead Patroclus,

1 Bivacrcu Si ffi jrdvTO(r' aKoieiv, U 515. But that, while the gods are feasting -with

the Aethiopians (A 424), Apollo hears the prayer of his old priest Chryses (A 457),

and Hera sends Athena to the Trojan plain (A 195), is an inconsistency in the

poenns.
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Apollo knocks the whip from the hand of Diomed that the

advantage may be given to his chief competitor Eumelus,
whose horses Apollo himself had tended during his year
of service to Admetus ; but Athena sees the trick, restores

the whip to Diomed, and breaks the yoke of the chariot

of Eumelus,—thus causing him to lose the race ("^ 384).
To such pettiness do these great gods descend. But Athena
shrinks from helping Odysseus, on the wanderings of his

return, as she tells him, because she desires to avoid a

quarrel with Poseidon (v 341).

Their several human favorites, and their plans for them,
cause the greater part of the quarrels and jealousies of the

gods, as they are presented in the Homeric story. „

These quarrel, however, as a rule, not for long.
'"

Zeus and Hera sleep peacefully side by side after their

sharp \^'ords at the close of the first book of the Iliad.

Poseidon is on perfectly good terms with Zeus on the last

day of battle (Y 13), though he was very angry at him on

the day preceding (0 185).

The gods appear in their proper form only to a single

mortal at once,—never to a group or a large number (tt 161,

A 198, E 123).^ Generally they appear in the

guise of men. Thus Athena takes the form of J'
' '"

r^
. Human torm.

a son of Antenor when she enters the Trojan

army seeking to effect a breach of the truce (A 86) ; that

of Priam's son Deiphobus, to deceive Hector (X 227); that

of Mentes, king of the Taphians, when she first visits

Telemachus (a 105); that of Mentor, an Ithacan friend of

Odysseus, in order to accompany Telemachus to Pylus, and

to encourage Odysseus in his slaughter of Penelope's suitors

(^ 268 ff, X 206, (o 503, 548); that of a Phaeacian maiden,

in order to guide Odysseus to the home of Alcinoiis (ji 20)

;

that of a Phaeacian man (yet recognized by Odysseus) in

the games at Scheria (0 194); that of a young Ithacan

shepherd, at the return of Odysseus {v 222);- when she

' With this, perhaps reasonably, may be sompared the fact that in modern super-

stitions ghosts appear only to one person ; a small boy will see no ghost if he is

not alone.

^ Whether Athena ever actually takes the form of a bird, is not entirely clear. She

ilies upward "as a bird" (a 320), departs "like to a sea-hen" or osprey
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visits Odysseus at the hut of Eumaeus (tt 158), she perhaps

appears in her own form, " as a woman, beautiful and tall,

and skilled in goodly accomplishments." No other of the

gods takes such a personal part as Athena in the affairs

of men. Apollo takes the form of Asius, Hector's uncle

(II 717), that of Priam's son Lycaon (Y 81), and that of

Antenor's son Agenor (# 600). Poseidon likens himself to

the seer Calchas (N 45), and a little later to the Aetolian Thoas

(N 216) or possibly to another (N 357). Hermes in the

guise of a princely youth conducts Priam to Achilles's quarters

(Q 347) ; when he appears to Odysseus on Circe's island as

a young man, he may be in his own form (/c 278),—but

this conception of him does not seem to be the earliest.

Aphrodite appears as an old woman servant of Helen

(r 386),—-apparently changing only her garb and face, for

Helen recognizes her by her neck and breast,—and Iris takes

the form of Priam's most beautiful daughter, Laodice, to

call Helen to the tower by the Scaean Gate {T 1 24).

None of the stories of Zeus in disguise as a lover are

Homeric. Penelope's suitor Antinoiis is warned by his

companions not to ill-treat the disguised Odysseus, for " the

gods in all forms visit the cities of men, observing their

insolence and their law-abiding spirit" (p 485). Athena

removes the mist from the eyes of Diomed (E 127), that

he may distinguish god from man, and thus he recog-

nizes Aphrodite and Ares, though the rest do not. When
the gods feast with the Aethiopians or with the Phaeacians

doubtless each appears in propria persona,—but these dwelt

in fairyland. Curiously Athena is not only seen by Odysseus

but also recognized by the swine-herd's dogs,^ which whine-

(0»}!'i; eiSo/iirrj, y 372), sits "like a swallow" (xeX'So''' (lk^Xti, % 240) on a rafter

of Odysseus's hall, and sits with Apollo " like vultures " {bpvia-i.v ioiKdrcs alyvTrioicnv,

H 59) on the high oak of Zeus, to watch the single-combat of Hector and Ajax.

^ In Theocritus, Idyls, ii. 35, the howling of the dogs shows that Hecate is at

the cross-roads. In Maeterlinck's Intruder, the old blind grandfather, alone of

persons, recognizes the coming of the ghostly messenger, but the dog slinks into

his kennel, and the birds are still. So in the ordinary superstitions, the howling

of the dog means affliction to the family. Cf. also Longfellow's Golden Legend,

The Nativity, viii. : "In the Rabbinical Book it saith
|
The dogs howl when with

icy breath
|
Great Sammael, the Angel of Death,

|
Takes through the town his.

flight."
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and flee, though she is unseen by Telemachus (tt 162).

The sea-god Proteus is seized by Menelaus (§ 456), and
in striving to escape becomes in turn a bearded

Hon, a serpent, a leopard, a wild boar, flowine
'o^^"' f^

, , • 1 1 .1 1 A mam forms.
water, and a high-branched tree/ Once, in

attacking Ares (E 845), Athena puts on a "cap of Hades,"

which makes her invisible even to her fellow-divinities. No
token is given, like unwinking eyes or the lack of shadows,

by which gods can be recognized.

Every human action of an}' importance is ascribed to the

suggestion or cooperation of some divinity. Nothing could

be more characteristic than the first question of

the Iliad (A 8),—" Which one of the gods brought p^^^f
L7lt6TfBT€71C$

Agamemnon and Achilles together in strife ?
"— ofDivinities

which assumes that some god is responsible for

the quarrel. Apollo sends the pestilence upon the Greeks

(A so). Only a few verses later, Achilles calls the Achaeans

to an assembly, "for Hera put it into his heart" (A 55). In

the midst of the quarrel of Achilles and Agamemnon, Athena,

at the suggestion of Hera, comes down from Olympus and,

stepping up behind Achilles, takes him by his tawny hair

(A 19s). He is astonished to be thus approached, but does

not seem in the least surprised to find that it is a divinity.

He recognizes Athena at once by her flashing eyes,—he

must have seen her before. At the opening of the second

book of the Iliad, Zeus sends a delusive Dream to

Agamemnon, in order to influence his action. A little later,

on the same day, Athena, again at the suggestion of Hera,

descends to the Trojan plain and rouses Odysseus to stop

the departure of the Achaeans (B 166). Near the close of

the same book, the goddess Iris is sent by Zeus as a mes-

senger to Hector, to tell him that the Achaean forces are

advancing (B 786). In the third book. Iris brings Helen

to the Great Tower to watch the conflict (T 121), and

Aphrodite, after saving Paris from death at the hands of

Menelaus (E 374), fetches Helen home again (E 389).

' Proteus's readiness to change his form may be due to his being a di\'init)' of

the changing sea. Cf. the familiar similar stories about Thetis.—That the poet

received the story of Proteus in a settled form, is indicated by the shapes taken

by the sea-god, including flowing water, which Menelaus could not have held.
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Early in the fourth book, Athena is sent down to secure a

breach of the truce between Achaeans and Trojans (A 74),

but so guides the arrow of Pandarus that it brings no great

harm to Menelaus (A 1 29), she turning it aside " as a

mother keeps a fly from her sleeping babe." In the first

verses of the fifth book of the Iliad, she "gives might

and courage to the son of Tydeus," and so on. Thus also

at the opening of the action of the Odyssey, Athena is

sent (but on her own motion) to Ithaca with directions for

Telemachus (a 88), and at the close of the last book (w 529)

she makes peace between the Ithacan parties. Hermes is

the "affable spirit ' (Q 334), but Athena,—partly as being

goddess of war, and partly as the special patron of Odysseus,

—

interferes actively in the affairs of men more often than any

other divinity. She even gives Telemachus confidence to

approach Nestor (7 jy), sets a mark for Odysseus in the

Phaeacian games {Q 193), and cleanses the face of Penelope,

with "ambrosial beauty" such as Aphrodite uses (tr 192),

in order to secure for her the increased admiration of her

suitors. The Locrian Ajax says that Athena cares " like a

mother" for Odysseus ('^ 783),—she had caused Ajax to

slip in the foot-race, in order that Odysseus might win the

prize ; Nestor declares that he never saw gods displaying

such care for other men (7 222) ; and Athena herself says

that she stands by him and guards him in all toils {y 301),

being charmed by his ever-ready wit. Odysseus is so

accustomed to indications of her presence and care that he

wonders at not seeing her from the. time of the capture of

Troy, until he reaches the land of the Phaeacians (1^ 316).

Every mortal who possesses distinction has received this

from some god. Zeus grants the sceptre to kings (B 205).

^j, Apollo gives skill in divination (A 87), and bestows

Distinction a bow and skill to use it (B 827). A skilled

comesfrom hunter is taught by Artemis (E 51), and a smith
a God.

Qj. carpenter is taught by Athena or Hephaestus

(E 61, ^ 233), and Paris has the "gifts of Aphrodite"

(r 54).

A deus ex machina appears to save several Trojans in the

battle, removing them bodily from danger. Thus Aphrodite

carries Paris from the single combat to his home (F 380),
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and starts to carry Aeneas away from Diomed (E 3 1 8).

When she is wounded, and drops her son, Apollo bears Aeneas
to his temple in Troy (E 44S). Near the close of the

battles of the Iliad, Poseidon saves Aeneas from Achilles, caus-

ing him to leap over " many ranks of men and of chariots
"

(Y 325), while Apollo snatches up {e^npira^ev, Y 443) first

Hector and then Agenor (^ 597). For Apollo at that time

to have placed Hector within the walls of the city, however,

would have interfered too much with the progress of the

action.

Similarly, if a mortal suffers ill, he assumes that some god
is angry. Menelaus, detained on an island by unfavorable

weather, desires to know whom he has offended,

—what god fetters him (S 378). Artemis sends ^"^HJ/^

a fierce wild boar upon the fields of Calydon "^qJ"""
because Geneus failed to remember her at his

harvest-home festival {QaXva-ia, I 5 34), when he offered

sacrifices to the other gods. Athena causes an evil return

from Troy for the Achaeans, whose cause she had been

aiding for ten years, because of the offense of one of their

number (a 327, y 145, 8 S02), for which Agamemnon had
striven by sacrifices to atone. Poseidon retains for nearly

ten years his wrath at Odysseus for blinding Poseidon's son

Polyphemus (a 68, v 341), and finally prepares destruction

for the Phaeacians on account of their kindness to Odysseus
{v 149). The lesser Ajax, though shipwrecked, might have

been saved but for his insolent word,—that he was safe in

spite of the gods,—which offended Poseidon (^ S03). The
sun-god Helius is so enraged at the slaughter of some of

his cattle by the comrades of Odysseus, that he threatens

to descend to Hades, and to give no more light to gods

and men, if he is not well avenged (m 382), and at his

instance Zeus wrecks the Ithacan ship and brings death to

all but Odysseus, who is free from blame in this matter.

The '' mindful wrath " of Hera and Athena because of their

slighted beauty, is familiar from the later story, and is

mentioned in one passage of the present text of the Homeric

poems (Q, 29).

Naturally in these poems the divinities seem most con-

cerned with the Trojan war ; all show a deep interest in
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the conflicts on the Trojan plain, and have taken sides de-

finitely. They are divided into parties on this issue. Only

Ares is charged with being fickle (aXXoTrpoa-aXXog,
Godi interest g 831),—having changed from a helper of the

^PFar!^^" Achaeans to a defender of the Trojans. No
reason for this change is given. The poet,

as we have just seen, alludes but once to the cause of

the desire of Hera and Athena for the overthrow of Troy

(Q 29), and but once to the reason for Poseidon's position on

the same side ($ 442),—the treatment which he had received

from Priam's father, Laomedon.
The wrong to the laws of hospitality done by Paris in

bringing Helen to Troy has been suggested seriously as

a ground for the course of Hera and Athena. In that case,

however, Zeus, preeminentlj' the god of hospitality, should be

more angry even than they, but he never hints at such

a reason for the destruction of Ilium, and cannot under-

stand why Hera is so bitter (A 31) in her hatred of the

Trojans.

No reason is stated why on the last day of the action

of the Iliad, . Artemis supports the Trojans and Hermes
opposes them (Y 35, 39); in general these take no part in

the fray. Athena, Hera, and Poseidon alone of the gods
are active on the side of the Achaeans, and Apollo, Ares,

and Aphrodite on the side of the Trojans,—and Aphrodite

is a " cowardly goddess," not fit for war, and is advised by her

father, Zeus, to keep away from the battlefield (E 331, 428).

Under ordinary circumstances, the divinities are very well

disposed toward men, their subjects. They are kindly rulers

^ , ,. „ and patrons, with abundant sympathy in human
Gods kindh . , -nt r 1 , .

toward Men. J°y^ ^"^ sorrows. No one of the gods is

malicious and delights in causing suffering. They
have no mischievous attendant spirits, or hobgoblins, to

frighten the children of men. Homer was very far from
believing in any devils,—or at least he considered them
beneath his notice.^

1 Professor Hopkins calls attention to the facts that the "Vedic Hymns ignore

the host of disease-devils, etc., which a special Veda, the Atharva (Witchcraft)

Veda, shows to have been feared and worshipped, and from the Babylonian Epic
we should not know much of the Babylonian Devil worship."
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The language of the gods is said to differ somewhat from
that of men. The river Scamander is called Xanthus by
the divinities (Y 74), and these call Aegaeon,
Briareiis (A 404), Batieia, Myrina (B 814), and ]^^^q^%

"^

the bird cymindis, chalcis (E 291), while they

give the name Planctae (n 61) to "the justling rocks," and
7nofy to a plant which men cannot easily dig (/c 305). Of
these six words all but f/iofy have an obvious Greek deriva-

tion, and the reason for assigning them to the gods' special

vocabulary is hidden.

As for the occupations of the divinities, Hephaestus is

the only one who has a clear profession, a definite vocation.

For the most part, like earthly rulers, the gods

spend their time in watching their subjects and ^"^Pft]"^'"/

m leastmg. Ihey seem to have no games, how-
ever, like the draughts of Penelope's suitors and the quoits

of the young Phaeacians. They have music at their feasts

(A 603), but no dancing. Artemis is a huntress (E 51,

^ 102). Apollo is an archer {^ 872, <^ 258), but probably

as a warrior rather than as a hunter of wild beasts. Athena
has skill in weaving and spinning (E 735, S 179,—but

perhaps as a female rather than as a patron goddess of

the art), and she also teaches skill in working wood and

metal (^ 233, E 61). Hermes and Iris are sent to bear

messages (Q 143, 334),—but Hermes is not a messenger-

boy. He is dispatched as a member of the family,—not

as an underling ; this service was not his regular occupation.

Monarchy prevails in heaven as on earth. Zeus,—the

typical monarch of the poems,—is at least as absolute a

ruler as Agamemnon. Once, indeed, Hera says

to Poseidon (9 205) that if those gods who were
o/vT*^

^
""

on the side of the Achaeans would unite, they

could constrain Zeus, and drive back the Trojans. At once,

however, she is rebuked by Poseidon, who acknowledges

Zeus's superior power, and an hour or so later, when she

and Athena have started for the Trojan plain and are

stopped by a stern threat from Zeus, brought by Iris, she

says to her companion that she does not favor a contest

with Zeus for the sake of mortals (6 427). Achilles refers

to one attempt at insurrection (A 399), when Hera, Poseidon,
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and Athena (as it chances, the very three who aid the

Achaeans, but this seems to have no importance for our

story), desired to bind Zeus, but Thetis called to Olympus,

the hundred-handed Briareiis, who sat by Zeus, " exulting in

his glory,'' and the gods desisted from their attempt. How
Zeus secured his throne is not told,—further than that

he had divided their new kingdom with his two brothers,.

Hades and Poseidon (0 187). No account is given of the

rule or the overthrow of the preceding dynasty, if Cronus

had ever ruled, as seems unlikely. Cronus is invented, since

Zeus must have a father, but he is hardly a personality in

the poems ; he does indeed receive the epithet " crooked-

minded " (ayKv\oiui.7jT>js, A 59), but no explanation is offered

for the use of this adjective.

Four sharp distinctions are made between men and the

higher gods: (i) these are mortal, while those are immortal

and ever young
; (2) these toil and labor, while

Four Distinc- the gods "live at ease"; (3) these eat bread and
tions between ^^-^^-^ ^-^^^^ ^j^jjg ^^^^^ fg^^^ ^^ ambrosia and
(jods and

1 1 1 / N 1 1 11 , .,

^^^_ nectar ; and lastly (4) these dwell on earth, while

the gods inhabit heaven and Olympus. Of course

the power and wisdom of the gods are far greater than

those of men, but, after all, they are of the same kind,,

differing chiefly in degree, while in their needs, appetites,,

and passions we have seen that the gods are not far removed
from men.

The gulf between mortals and immortals, though distinct,,

is not impassable. Leucothea had been a mortal with human
voice (/3poT0? a\)hi']e(7a-a, e 334), but later received

Gu/f between ^^^ j^^^^^^g ^f ^^^ ^^^ j^ ^j^^ j^ j^^ ^^ ^
Gods and „

,
.. . . °

,.
^

Men not
Calypso offered immortality to Odysseus (e 209),

Impassable. though she was only one of the lesser divinities.

Heracles had a peculiar lot : his ghost was in

Hades, but he himself had Hebe to wife and feasted with

the immortal gods (X 603).^ Ganymede, of the Trojan royal

^ Menelaus was not to die, but to go to the Elysian Plain (5 563). According
to the ruder Semitic beHefs, also, no impassable gulf lies between God and man.—
The chasm between divine and mortal horses, too, is not broad. The steeds of

Aeneas are descended from those which Zeus gave to Tros to comfort him for the

loss of his son Ganymede (who was taken to heaven as cup-bearer, E 266), but
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family, because of his beauty, is carried to Olympus to
serve as cup-bearer for the gods (E 266, Y 234). He needs
no change of physical constitution, but how can Leucothea,
a daughter of Cadmus, become a divinity of the sea?

The poet uses no word to distinguish different orders
and ranks of divinities,^ but not all gods are equal in power
and wisdom, even of the Olympian divinities, and Proteus is

an underling of Poseidon (S 386). Aphrodite is advised

by Zeus not to meddle with war (E 428), but to leave

that to Ares and Athena. The most important gods are

Zeus, Hera, Athena, Apollo, Artemis, Hephaestus, Aphrodite,
Hermes, Ares, and Poseidon. Iris serves as a messenger.

Dionysus, Hebe, Dione, Leto, and Demeter have little or
no part in the action of the poems.

The Muses are daughters of Zeus (B 598, a 10), without
names and special offices. Their number is stated but once
(ft) 60,—a passage of late composition), where the

nine sing the funeral dirge for Achilles ; their ' "^^^'

earlier number may have been three, but neither have the

Fates, the Graces, or the Furies an}' number in the

Homeric poems. The Muse of the first verse of the Odyssey

is clearly the same as the Goddess of the first verse of

the Iliad {cf. a 10). The poet regards his story as that of

the Muses and appeals to them at times at the beginning

of a new narrative.- They sing on Olympus at the feast of

the gods (A 604),
—

" responsively," whether to the song
of Apollo, or in turn among themselves, is not clear.

The Hours are gatekeepers of Olympus (E 749 = 6 393,

433). Ate is not a real divinity,—though Agamemnon says

mixed with a strain from Anchises's stables. Two of the horses of Achilles are

offspring of the west wind Zephyrus by the "harpy'' Podarge (11 150, P 444), and

were given by Poseidon to Peleus ("ir 277), while the Trojan king Erichthonius

had twelve mares which bore colts to the north wind Boreas (T 223). Nestor

speaks of a swift horse of Adrastus of the preceding generation, " the divine Arion,

of the race of the gods" (^ 346).

' The word Saiixuv is often equivalent to Bebs, and has no shade of the meaning

of dei)ion ; but dacfibvLos is sometimes applied to one who is under the influence of

a divinity for ill, while dews is always used in it good sense. So far as a distinction

is drawn, dal/xojv seems to be applied especially to a divinity in relation to men.

5ee Jorgensen in Hermes, xxxix.

^B 484, A 218, :r 508, n 112.
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that Zeus seized her by her fair-tressed head and threw her

from the starry heaven (T 126),—but rather an abstraction

Hke the SuppHcations (Aixa/, I 5 02), who are
The Hours themselves also daughters of Zeus, but wrinkled,

Tatiom" lame, and cross-eyed, seeking to repair the harm

done by Ate. Other personifications are Rumor,^

Night, who is "mistress of gods and men" (Sfi^reipa, S 259),

the twin brothers Sleep (who is " lord of all," TravSa/xaTODp,

fi 5) and Death (11 682, S 231), and Ares's sons Terror

and Flight (0 1
1 9). With these may be named Strife

("EjO(?, A 440, A 3, 72i)> who is the "sister and comrade

of Ares," and Right (Qefitg, Y 4, 87, /3 68), who calls

the gods to an assembly on Olympus and presides over

the gatherings of men.

Asclepius (Aesculapius) is not yet deified ; his sons are

warriors as well as surgeons. Pan, Silenus, and the Satyrs

are not mentioned, and no Eros or Persuasion follows

Aphrodite. The Dioscuri (Castor and Pollux) are still mortals

when Helen refers to them (T 237), but when Odysseus

visits the realm of Hades (X 303), they have life and death

on alternate days, and enjoy honor equal to the gods.

No demi-gods are known ; the sons of mortals by divinities

are mortals, and do not form a class by themselves,—^as

Aeneas, Achilles, and Sarpedcn. Aeneas enjoys the special

care of his mother Aphrodite and other divinities, but he

has inherited no supernatural traits or powers.

The sun (Helius) is more distinctly personified than any

other natural object, but here again the line is not clearly

„ drawn between the heavenly body and the divinity

of the same name. He is invoked in an oath,

since "he sees all things and hears all things" (F 277,

£/. T 259),—but even here he is associated with the "rivers

and earth," which are not personified. He informs Hephaestus

of the improprieties which he has seen in the conduct of

Ares and Aphrodite (6 271, 302). On the island Thrinacia

he has 350 kine and 350 sheep grazing (^i 127), tended

by fair-tressed nymphs, Phaethusa and Lampetie, whom
Neaera bore to him. These sheep and kine may represent

(as Aristotle thought) the nights and days of a year of

^'0<Taa, B 93, w 413; cf. a 282.
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fifty weeks. A young white ram is sacrificed to the sun
(r 103), while a dark ewe lamb is sacrificed to the earth,

which can hardly be called a personality. The moon is

not personified in Homer, and to the moon, Artemis bears

no special relation.

The preceding list of principal gods does not agree with
that of the Twelve Gods at Athens or at Olympia, nor
with that of the deoruiii consentiuni at Rome.
The largest company on Olympus is gathered at ^' ''"^

the beginning of the twentieth book of the Iliad, y"Mem"^'
at the opening of the fourth day of battle, when,

at the command of Zeus, Themis summons an assembly of

the gods, to discuss the Trojan War. At this meeting all

the nymphs are present, and every river but Oceanus.

The Titans are not prominent in the poems,—this name
being used but once (S 279) ; they are in Tartarus, and
none are named but Cronus and lapetus (0 479).
The existence of Uranus is inferred only from

a once-used epithet.^ The wife of Uranus, Gaea, is not

named at all as a person, except possibly in a late passage

of the Odyssey, where she is the mother of Tityus (X 576).

Oceanus is once called the source of all the gods (S 201,

rf. 246,—the one bit of theogony in the poems), but again

he is called the source of every sea and river ($ 19S),

without a word about the still higher dignity.

The home of the gods is on Mt. Olympus, of Thessaly,

—

the summits of which tower above the clouds into the clear

aether, above the region of wind, rain, snow, and
storm (^ 42). Zeus dwells in the aether (aldept , "^

"J"^

"^

vatwv, B 412),—the aether being the stratum above

and purer than the air (see page 50). The epithet snowy
{aydvvKpof, A 420) applied to Olympus refers to the high

peaks still within man's vision ; the home of the gods itself

was unseen. That Ares, seated on the summit of Olympus, is

"under golden clouds" (N 523) does not indicate a different

authorship for that passage. Such inconsistency would trouble

none of Homer's hearers. The clouds form a wall about

' In general the Oipaviaves are simply " the gods of heaven," as A 570 ; but

iveprepos OvpavLiiivoiv, E 898, can hardly mean anything but "lower than the sons

of Uranus," i.e. the Titans.

2 D
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8

THE HOME OF THE GODS

Olympus, and are gates which are opened and shut by the

Hours.^ The home of Zeus is on the highest summit (9 3).^

The other gods dwell round about (A 606, A 76, E 369, 376).

Perhaps at times the poet thinks of them as having their

homes on other peaks, but in general their dwellings seem near

at hand.

In later literature, heaven and Olympus were absolutely

identified, and the Olympian deities were the heavenly gods

as opposed to the lesser gods or the divinities of Hades, but

in Homer, as a rule, Olympus is still a mountain,^ though

often the terms are synonymous : Athena comes from heaven,

but returns to Olympus (A 195, 221). Ares mounts to

heaven, and " comes to the seat of the gods, lofty Olympus

"

(E 867 {.). Thetis ascends to heaven, and is greeted by Zeus

with the words, "Thou art come to Olympus" (0 97, 104).

Apparently, when Otus and his brother strove to place Ossa

on Olympus, and Pelion on Ossa, that they might scale heaven

(\ 315), they were eager to attack the gods who, on their

approach, withdrew from Olympus to heaven.

The Homeric Fate (Ala-a, Molpa) is a vague, impersonal

influence, often not to be distinguished from the will of the

gods. The expressions used about it are not

consistent with each other. At times it seems

superior to the divinities of Olympus, but at other times it

is subject to them. Clear and consistent expressions on such

' 6 393- That the gate is a cload is made perfectly clear, and yet as a gate, it

grates on its hinges (/tO/coy).

^The early Semites, too, believed their gods to dwell on the heights. Cf. " I will

lift up mine eyes unto the hills," Ps. cxxi. i ; Micah iv. i. " It is on Carmel that the

Prophet Elijah repairs the altar of Jehovah that was thrown down (i Kings xviii' 30).

It is upon a mountain that Abraham is directed to offer up his son {Gen. xxii. 2). It

was on a mountain that Jacob offered up a sacrifice before parting from Laban

(Gen. xxxi. 54). ... It is Mount Sinai or Horeb, which is called repeatedly the Mount

of God, upon whose summit God revealed himself to Moses {Ex. iii. 5, xxiv. 12), and

long afterwards to Elijah (2 Sam. xv. 30, 32 ; the imperfect indicates customary

action)." Curtiss, Primitive Semitic Religion, p. 134.

'According to Seiler-Capelle's Worterhuch, the frequency of the use varies as follows:

in the Iliad, OUXvfiiro^ : oipavbs :: 77 : 61 ;

„ Odyssey, „ ,, :: 15 : 41.

In the Odyssey Olympus is not called lofly {alTvs), snowy {6,y6,vvi.cjioi or i'i06eis), or

with many-ridges (itoXiSttti/xos) ; its only epithet applicable to a mountain is /xaKpos

'

(great), for gleaming {alyX-fjas, u 103) would be given as appropriately to the sky.
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a matter are not to be expected in our poems. Sometimes
it is said to belong to Zeus (Aioy ala-a, P 321), or to an
indefinite divinity (Salfxovoi alcra, X 61, deov juoipa, X 292). Its

impersonality is shown by the fact that no word of prayer is

ever addressed to Fate.-* Yet the conception of Fate as spinning

a thread which represents a mortal life is indicated in several

passages, of which the most important are quoted just below.

Athena in the guise of Mentor says that not even the gods
are able to ward off death from a friend, when the fate of

death seizes him (/uLoipa davdroio, y 238), but again

Euryclea is sure that Athena can save Tele- f/fjff''
machus even from death (S 753). Alcinoiis

promises that he will convey Odysseus to his home, but " then

at Ithaca he will suffer what Fate and the stern spinsters spun
for him at his birth "

;
^ but again it is Zeus who appointed

sorrow and trouble for Menelaus at his birth (K 71). Old
Hecuba, bewailing the fate of her son Hector, says, " Thus,

as it seems, mighty fate (niolpa Kparairj, fi 209) spun for him."

The ghost of Patroclus says to Achilles, " But hated fate

swallowed me (jciip a/ucpe-^^ai'e, yawned),—the fate which received

me at my birth" {^ 78). Achilles says that not even Heracles
" escaped fate " {<piiye Krjpa . . . ij.oip' iSd/uaa-a-e, 2 1 1 7), but
" destiny mastered him." Zeus himself laments that it is the

lot of his son Sarpedon {fwlpa, II 434) to be slain by
Patroclus ; he yields, however, not since fate is irresistible by
him, but on being reminded by Hera that if he saves Sarpedon,

the other gods will wish to save their sons as well (11 445).

But the " thought of Zeus " (Ato? vorifxa, P 409) is " ordained "

(TrewpaiTai, 2 329). Several times the poet speaks of deeds

as " beyond fate," ^ but most of these are more or less

' /ioipa (used 109 times), (c-^p (79 times), aiira (42 times), and 7r6r/aos (35 times) in

general are used only of death ; to fulfil one's destiny or to meet one's destiny, is to

die. /iotpa {cf. jiipoi) and aXaa. originally designated share, portion, fitting share, but

came to be used of the allotment or the allotting power. Trir/ios seems to be that

which falls to one (iriTrru). K^p is used something like Bal/iwv, and at least once is

nearly equivalent to guardian genius (X 210).
—"Fate covered him" [fnolpd yuic

dfjKfieKaKvfe, M 1 16) is spoken of a dying man, very much like " night covered him "

(yi/f iKiiXvpe, E 310).

^aitra, KXQffh re /Sapeiai v-qcavTO, tj 197, cf. T 127.

'^ vwepiiopa y6(7Tos irix^'ri, B 155; virkp alffav, H 780; inrep Aios aT<rav, P 321 ; virip

Bebv, P 327; virip-iibpov, T 30, * 517, e 436.
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hypothetical, except where Zeus says that " mortals have

woes beyond fate" (a 34), and gives as an illustration the

vengeance which overtook Aegisthus, who "beyond fate" wooed

the wife of Agamemnon, and " slew the king himself on his

return." This seems to imply that each man is bound to

have a certain amount of suffering, but that he can bring more

upon himself if he chooses ; and that Aegisthus was free not

to woo Clytaemestra, yet in spite of the gods' warning he

had persisted in his plan. When Poseidon says it is fated

(fiopifiov, Y 302) that Aeneas should escape death by the

hands of Achilles, this does not relieve the god from the

responsibility of immediate interference to save him,—rather
it devolves this duty upon him. The most distinct expression

of fatalism uttered in the poems is put into the mouth of

Hector, who, comforting Andromache as he returns to the

field of battle, says, " My poor wife, grieve not overmuch for

me, for no man shall send me to Hades beyond my fate

(virep aicrav, Z 487),—and no man, brave or coward, ever

escaped his lot" (fj.oipav, Z 48S). But Odysseus encourages

his comrades on Circe's island by saying, " We shall not go

down to the home of Hades until the fated day shall come "

(/uLopcriiiiov ^juap eireXdn^ k 175). " Destructive fate bound
Hector " to remain outside of the Scaean Gate, when the

other Trojan warriors sought safety within the walls (X 5),

but a little later (X 174) Zeus asks the gods what is to be

done with Hector ; is he to be slain by Achilles, or may
his life be spared ? Not infrequently the blame for an evil

act is thrown upon fate or the gods,—a custom to which Zeus
is represented as objecting (a 33). Thus Helen throws on
Aphrodite the responsibility for her desertion of her home
(^ 261), and Priam blames not Helen, but the gods who
brought upon Troy the war of the Achaeans (r 164).

Menelaus, too, courteously ascribes to the influence of some
•unkindly divinity, the ingenious device of Helen in Troy for

discovering the trick of the Wooden Horse (^ 275). The
disguised Odysseus says that some divinity had deceived
him (^ 488,—apparently with regard to the weather), and
made him leave his cloak in his tent when he went off for

service in an ambuscade on a cold night. Odysseus's comrade
Elpenor says that " the evil fate of a divinity " and too much
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wine had been his ruin (X 61). Such excuses are hardly to

be taken seriously. The influence of the gods in these cases

differs entirely from the direct deception of Agamemnon by

a delusive Dream sent by Zeus (B mzt.). Helen and Elpenor

had erred as human beings.

Zeus is so distinctly the chief of the Olympian state that

at times the religion seems almost monotheistic. " The will

of Zeus is accomplished" (A 5). He is "father „

of both gods and inen " (A 544,—an epithet

which Aristotle, in his Politics, 1259 b, explains as based on

his patriarchal rule), he is " most exalted of rulers " {uTrare

KpewvToov, a 45,

—

king- of kings), he is " most glorious and

most great " (Zey irarrep Kii^icrTe /ULeyia-re, T 276 ; cf. Jupiter

Optimus Maximus), he is the " lord of both gods and men "

(B 669); he is wisest of all (N 631), and has all power

(^ 237); neither god nor mortal can elude his notice nor

thwart his plans (e 1 04) ; and he destroys the citadels of

many towns (B 116). The councils of the gods are held

in his great hall (A 533, A i, 6 2, Y 6), just as mortal

chieftains gather at the palace of their feudal lord. At

these gatherings Zeus presides. All rise on his approach

(A 533)- -^t the opening of the twentieth book of the

Iliad, he bids Themis to summon to his hall all the divinities,

—eVen the river-gods and the fountain-nymphs,—for a general

assembly. He dispenses the joys and ills of men (Q 527),

and determines the issues of war {ra/xirig TroXefxoio, A 84).

To him oaths are addressed {opKia, H 411, cf. T 258), and he

is chief giver of omens (iravo/iMpatos, Q 2C,o
; cf. v 98). He

is the guardian of strangers and suppliants (t 270). One

of his most frequent epithets, "aegis-bearer" (alyloxoi, B 275)

refers to him as a mighty warrior, the aegis being a primitive

form of shield (see p. 649). This aegis, made for him by

Hephaestus, he once lends to Apollo (0 308). He is the

mighty Thunderer, and directs the elements,—sending clouds

and storm (II 364, e 303, 175), rain (M 25, II 385, i iii),

snow (T 3 57), thunder and lightning (B 781, »; 249), and

setting the rainbow in the heavens (A 27).^ When he nods

his dark brows, great Olympus trembles (A 530).

1
Cf. the epithets : ve<pe\T]yepiTa, u. 63 ; Tep-n-LKepaivif, t) 164 ; ipiySoviros, 8 465 ;

i^i^peiUrris, e 4 ; a.<TTepotn)T-fii, A 580 ; cmpowTiyepiTa, U 298. Poseidon, too, caused
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Zeus is eminently " the Olympian," ^ but he has a sacred

grove and altar on Gargarus, one of the peaks of Ida

(9 47 ; ^ X 171), and his subjects on the plain

!^/ » of Troy often address him as at the nearest seat

of his worship.^ Achilles prays to Pelasgian Zeus

of Dodona" (11 233), and uses for his libation a goblet

which he employs for no other service. The Achaean hero

naturally turns to the god of his home, and Dodona in

Epirus seems to have been the earliest important seat of

the worship of Zeus in Greece. There the Selli, who

apparently had taken the vows of poverty (having " unwashen

feet " and " sleeping upon the ground "), are the prophets,

the spokesmen of Zeus. The oracle at Dodona, which

retained its importance for a thousand years, is mentioned in

but one connexion in the Homeric poems (^ 327 = t 296):

Odysseus is reported to have gone thither, to inquire of the

tree of Zeus, with regard to his return to Ithaca. The
poet betrays no consciousness of any belief that this tree

was the habitation of the god, and gives no indication of

the character of the oracle. On the plain of Troy, not

far from the Scaean Gate stood an " oak of Zeus " ^ which

serves as a land-mark, but the poet knows of no other sacred

trees,—not even the laurel as sacred to Apollo, or the olive

to Athena.

In the conflicts of the Greeks and the Trojans, Zeus takes

no immediate part, but he is not entirely inactive. He
never reveals himself directly to men, however,

j];^^
Urged by Thetis, to whom he is under obligations,

he sends a delusive and destructive Dream to

Agamemnon, inciting him to a battle in which he is not

to be successful (B i). Under the influence of Hera, who
desires not peace but the destruction of Ilium, he directs

a storm (e 291), and almost any divinity could send a favorable breeze (as A 479

;

see page 396). Athena lengthens the night after Odysseus slays the suitors {^ 241,

cf. Joshua ji. 12, " Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon, and thou, Moon, in the

valley of Ajalon "), while Hera sends the sun unwillingly to the west (2 239),—
but natural phenomena are preeminently under the direction of Zeus.

' Cf. A 580, 583, 589. 'OXiJmtios without other qualification always refers to Zeus.

^"IdriSey fied^wv, T 276, X 171, Si 308.

2 Aios 0i)76s,—with edible acorns,—or a chestnut. Cf. B 693, Z 237, H 22, 60,

I3S4, A 170, *S49(?).
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Athena to secure a breach of the truce between Trojans

and Achaeans (A 68). He allows Athena and Hera to

descend to the field of action on the first day of battle,

though he stoutly forbids this on the second day (E 765,

397). He rebukes Ares as a lover of strife (E 890),
and Poseidon for fearing that the Achaean wall may become
more famous than that which Poseidon and Apollo built

for Laomedon (H 455). He thunders all through the next
night, planning ills for both armies (K ^n.). On the second

day of battle, he takes his station on Mt. Ida, overlooking

the battle (0 47). Three times on this day he thunders,

encouraging now the one and again the other party ; once

he sends an eagle with a fawn as an omen to cheer the

Achaeans (0 247), while again he rouses the might of the

Trojans with no special omen (0 335). On the third day
of battle, he is at first less watchful, and after he has sent

Strife to the ships of the Achaeans (A 3), he looks away
from the battle to the land of the Mare-Milkers (linrrjfxoXjoL,

X 5), and thus gives Poseidon his opportunity to aid the

Achaeans. Later, his attention is more completely distracted

by an amorous episode with Hera, and he sleeps (S 352).

On waking, and finding the Trojans in a rout, and Hector

wounded (0 4), he is very angry, and sends Apollo to aid

Hector (0 221), and Iris to bid Poseidon to withdraw from

the fight (0 158). Then he fixes his eyes on the conflict.

At the death of Sarpedon he grieves, and sends the twin

brothers Death and Sleep to convey the body to Lycia

(11 433, 66y). He pities the immortal steeds of Achilles

(P 443), in view of their master's approaching death, and

strengthens them to save their charioteer Automedon. In

a passage of uncertain age of composition, he reproves Hera

for her untiring hatred for the Trojans (2 357). At the

beginning of the fourth day of battle, Zeus calls an assembly

of all the gods, and sends them to the Trojan plain, to

aid either Greeks or Trojans, according to the pleasure of

each (Y 4), while he himself remains on a ridge of Olympus.

He pities Hector (X 168), but weighs the fates of Hector

and, of Achilles in his golden scales, and assents to the death

of the Trojan. At the opening of the last book of the

Iliad, the gods are at strife with one another,—some being
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eager to steal the body of Hector from the tent of Achilles,

while others oppose this as a wrong to the Greek, and Zeus

orders a compromise (Q 64),—that Achilles shall give up

the body of Hector for a great ransom,—and in order to

prepare the way for this, he sends Thetis as his messenger

to Achilles (Q 106) and Iris to Priam (Q 144), and a little

later dispatches Hermes, "the affable archangel" (Q 334),

to conduct Priam in safety to and from the Achaean camp.

In the action of the Odyssey, Zeus has less frequent

occasion to interfere than in that of the Iliad. He assents

to Athena's journey to Ithaca (a jQ), and sends
Zeus m the

Yi^^m^^ to Calypso's island to direct the return
Odyssey. -' ^ ...

of Odysseus (e 29). By his thunder he gives a

favorable omen to Odysseus on the morning before the

slaughter of Penelope's suitors ((^ 413), and at the close of

the action he orders harmony and peace for the Ithacans

((0 481). From the recitals of Nestor and Odysseus, we learn

that he had sent a storm upon the Greeks soon after their

departure from Troy (7 288, i 6y), and wrecked the ship

of Odysseus because the Ithacans had killed the kine of

the sun (/x 415).

On the second day of battle, Zeus draws his golden

scales, placing in one the fates of the Trojans, and in the

other those of the Achaeans (9 69), and similarly
e ca es

^^ weighs the fates of Achilles and Hector
of Zeus. °

(X 209,—perhaps the model for the other passage).

This may be merely a metaphor for his " weighing " the

matter in his mind.^ At all events these scales do not

imply that the destiny of the armies or men was settled

by the change in the balance, uninfluenced by the will

of Zeus.

To Zeus, Ares and Hephaestus are born by Hera,

Aphrodite by Dione, Apollo and Artemis by

Zeus

'^"
Leto, and Persephone (probably) by Demeter
(X 217).

Hera is a daughter of Cronus and Rhea, but was nurtured

^See also n 658, T 223. Cf. " Th' Eternal . . . hung forth in heaven his golden

scales ...
I
Wherein all things created first he weighed . . now ponders all events,

|

Battles and realms," Milton, Paradise Lost, \\. fin., where the English poet plays

on the word ponders.
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by Oceanus and Tethys, who received her from Rhea when
Zeus put Cronus beneath the earth and the sea (S 201).^

She is both sister and wife of Zeus (A 58,

2 365). The assembled gods rise at her approach

(0 85), and she and Athena wield the thunderbolt (A 45).
She is a violent partisan of the Achaeans (A 24, 2 357,
Q 25) against the Trojans, whom she hates. She herself

had sweat, and she had wearied her horses, in rousing the

Greeks for the destruction of Troy. Yet she does not take

so active a part as Athena in the action of the Iliad,

and takes no part at all in the action of the Odyssey?-

She sends Athena twice to the Trojan plain, however (A 195,
B 156), and accompanies her thither once (E 713); again

the two set out together for the battlefield (9 381), but

are checked by a stern message from Zeus. On the field

of battle she accomplishes nothing, but she distracts the

attention of Zeus, and affords an opportunity for Poseidon

unrestrained to aid the Achaeans (S 1 5 3). She dispatches

Iris secretly to counsel Achilles (2 168), and sends the

sun unwilling to the west (2 239, T 407). She gives human
voice to a horse of Achilles (T 407). She spreads a mist

before the fleeing Trojans to detain them ($ 6), and inter-

feres to save Achilles from the angry Scamander ($ 328).

She is " Argive Hera " (A 8), and Argos, Sparta, and Mycenae
are her favorite cities (A 51). According to the later story,

the Greek leaders swore fealty to Agamemnon at the

Argive Heraeum.^ She is the mother of Hephaestus (A

586) and of Ares (E 892). She and Zeus are the only

married pair on Olympus,—for Hephaestus's rather uncertain

relations to a Grace (2 382) or Aphrodite (9 268) are

hardly to be considered in this connexion. But they are

not always affectionate : the first book of the Iliad closes

with unpleasant language used by each to the other. Zeus

^ This is clearly inconsistent, liowever, with H 296, which implies that the intimacy

of Zeus and Hera began before the overthrow of Cronus. Both passages seem to be

of rather late composition.

^The name of Hera seems to be used 128 times in the Homeric poems ; Athena's,

320 times; Apollo's, 155 times; and Ares's, 129 times. In the Odyssey her name

occurs seven times, and Athena's 160 times.

^See The Argive Heraeum, by Waldstein, vol. i. 35.
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dislikes to grant Thetis's request for the honor of Achilles,

simply because Hera will be angry at it, and he begs Thetis

to leave him at once, that Hera may not see them together

(A 522). When Hera sets out for the field of battle on

the second day of the conflicts of the Iliad, Zeus says that

she is wont to thwart his plans (0 422), and he explains

the waywardness of Ares by the impetuous spirit of Ares's

mother, Hera, who is with difficulty controlled (E 892).

After she has tricked him by amorous dalliance on the

next day of battle, he reminds her of an occasion when in

the previous generation of men, during his slumber, she had

driven Heracles far from his course, and in punishment had

been hung up by the wrists with anvils attached to her

feet (0 18) ! On a like occasion of Zeus's rage, Hephaestus

<;ame to the aid of his mother as she was beaten, and was

himself hurled out of heaven,—the occasion on which " from

morn To noon he fell, from noon to dewy eve" (A 590).

The goddesses who preside over child-birth, Eileithyae,

are daughters of Zeus and Hera (A 270), and she directs

them in the case of the birth of Heracles (T 119), but

elsewhere Hera has no functions like those of Juno Lucina.

The most frequent epithets of Hera are " white-armed

"

(Xeu/ctoXei/o?, A 55)," ox-eyed " (/Sowtti?, A S 5 I ), and '' golden-

throned" (ypva-oOpovo?, A 61 l). Of these the
Epithets of r ^ . V^ '

, . , ^ . , ,

^^^,^
' hrst is only a general epithet to imply beauty.

The divinities dressed as human beings, and their

arms were bare.

Athena^ is the deity most immediately active in the

story of both poems,—being the chief divinity of war (E 333,

Atiena
^ 54 0. and the special patroness of Odysseus.

So her name occurs more frequently than that

of any god but Zeus (see note on page 425). In the

Odyssey, from first to last she is aiding Odysseus,—not,

however, because of his warlike qualities, but rather on
account of his ready wit {y 297, 331),—she declares that

he is first of men, as she is first of divinities, in all manner
of devices.

^Athena's surname Pallas is generally interpreted as connected with TrdXXo),

brandish, as the spear-wielder {cf. dM^eTraXtiy, V 355) ; but some scholars would take

it as maiden (see Strabo, 8i6>.
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A temple of Athena stands on the acropolis of Ilium
(Z 297), to which the Trojan matrons go in solemn procession

to ask her help against the might of Diomed. At Athens,
according to >7 81, she makes her home in the palace of king
Erechtheus, i.e. she has a shrine there ; but in the Catalogue
of Ships (B 549), Erechtheus is her nursling, to whom she
gives a place in her own rich temple, where offerings are

brought to him. She seems to have a shrine also at

Marathon fj? 80).

Athena is not only, of all the immortals, the most skilled

in devices : she also presides over handicrafts. That she

weaves a gown for Hera (H 178), as well as one
for herself (E 735), does not imply special skill

^Hmdicrafts
in the arts ; every woman was expected to ^^-eave,

and Penelope and Helen had great skill in this art. But
in a twice-used verse f^ 23 3=>|a 160) she is classed with

Hephaestus as teaching a goldsmith. Her suggestions are

the source of the skill of an accomplished ship-builder

(0 412), and she is said to love exceedingly the Tecton
{Carpenter, E 61) who built the ships which carried Paris

to Sparta. The \\'ooden Horse was made by Epeiis under

her direction {Q 493). She, too, gave to Penelope unusual

skill in beautiful works, as well as many shrewd devices

{fi 116; cf. ri 1 10). To the daughters of Pandareiis, Hera
gave beauty of face and understanding, and Artemis gave

stature, while Athena taught them goodly accomplishments

{y 72), i.e. to spin, to weave, and perhaps to sew or embroider.

Achilles, declining the offer of Agamemnon on the condition

of his returning to the field of battle, says that he would not

wed Agamemnon's daughter though she vied with Aphrodite

in beauty and with Athena in accomplishments (epya, I 390).

Preeminentlj', however, Athena was a goddess of war,—far

mightier than Ares. Her most frequent epithet is " gleaming-

eyed," ^ and Achilles recognizes her at once by the

fierce flash of her eyes (A 200). She is also the „^
^" ^

" rouser of the soldiery" (Xaorrcroo?, X 128) and

the "giver of booty" (ayeXeirj, A 128). Two of her epithets

are not of certain interpretation,— Triton-born (TpiToyeveia,

^ yXavKuTTLS, A 2o6, and more than fifty times.—This epithet was applied to the

moon by Empedocles and Euripides. C/. xapoTris as applied to lions and to Ares.
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A 515) and Alalcomenean {'A\a\Koiui.evriii, A 8), but both are

thought to refer to some story of her birth at Alalcomenae

in Boeotia ; a third epithet (arpvToovrj, B 157) is entirely

unexplained,—unless perchance it is unwearied. She is

daughter of Zeus (E 880), and stands in particularly close

relations to him, as his loved daughter, but the poet does

not refer to the (later) story of her birth from the head of

Zeus. As goddess of war, she, as well as Zeus, wears an

aegis (a skin thrown over the left arm to serve as a light

shield, B 447, E 738),—which had a hundred well-pleated

golden tufts or tassels, each worth a hundred cattle, and

on which is represented the Gorgon's head. She throws

this aegis about the shoulders of Achilles as he stands

unarmed by the trench of the Achaean camp, to face the

Trojans, after the death of Patroclus (2 204) ; and at the

climax of the attack of Odysseus upon Penelope's suitors

she displays her aegis from the ceiling, and the suitors

make no further defense {\ 297).^

A wish earnestly desired, but still entirely unlikely of

fulfilment, is addressed to Zeus, Athena, and
"^^"^' Apollo,^—and these three divinities have been

Apollo?'
thought by some, notably by Mr. Gladstone, to

form a sort of Homeric trinity. The relations

between Athena and Apollo, however, are not particularly close.

As the last paragraph has shown, Apollo,^ son of Zeus and

Leto (A 9), is one of the three mightiest divinities in the

eyes of the Homeric poet. At the close of the

second day of battle, in the excitement of his

victory, Hector wishes that he were as sure of being honored
as Athena and Apollo are honored, as he is that the next
day will bring calamity to the Greeks (0 540).

In the Iliad, Apollo appears as a violent partisan of the

Trojans and Lycians and consequently an enemy of the

Achaeans.* Of all the gods, he is the most effective on

' For such use of the aegis to dismay men, cf. A 167, 230. See p. 650.

2 B 371, A 288, H 132, n 97, 5 341, 17 311, p 132, 235, u 376.

Miis epithet \vK-r]-ievm (A loi) seems to be connected with the name of the

country Lycia.

• Von Wilamowitz-.VIoellendorff (in a very interesting article in HcTmes, xxxviii.

S75)> emphasizing such facts, argues that Apollo was a pre-Hellenic god, found
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the Trojan side (11 94). His sanctuaries which are named
in the poems are near Troy (A 2>7), with the exception

of the temple at Delphi and the sacred groves on
Ithaca, with a festival at the new moon {v 278), ^''''""f

and at Ismarus in Thrace {l 200). His temple

in Troy is named but once (E 446) ; there Artemis and
Leto tend and heal the wound of Aeneas. He inspires

the seers Calchas (A 72), Amphiaraiis, and Polypheides with

the power of prophecy (o 245, 252). He holds the lyre in the

feast of the gods (A 603), when the Muses sing, and Odysseus
compliments the Phaeacian bard, Demodocus, by saying that

he must have been taught by a Muse or by Apollo (Q 488).

The poet gives no hint of any connexion between Apollo and
the sun-god Helius,—unless this be found in some of his

epithets,—nor between him and the god of healing, Paeeon
(E 401, 900), except that a paean is sung to him (A 473).

Apollo is an archer,^ and as an archer he is a god of

war. Elsewhere in this book we are reminded that in early

times the bow was not held in such contempt

in Homeric Greece as in the age of Aeschylus. /V '^^

Apollo gave a bow to Pandarus (B 827) and

another to Teucer (0 441); this might mean only that

these were skilled archers, but his gift of a helmet to

Hector (A 353) clearly indicates personal good- will. Vows
are offered to him by Pandarus before shooting at Mene-
laus (A 119), and by Meriones before shooting at a mark
in the games ("^ 872) ; Teucer offers no vow in this latter

contest, and Apollo grudges him the victory (^ 865).

Penelope's suitors explain their inability to string the bow of

in Asia Minor, and perhaps on the islands subdued by the Greeks. These learned

to appease his anger, and he was Hellenized, and took the lyre. According to this

view, his religion was re-formed at Delphi after the Homeric time, and his worship

spread thence. Wilamowitz calls attention to the facts that Apollo's sole Greek

sanctuary, according to the Iliad, is at Pytho (I 405 ; cf. 8 79), and that the

Odyssey adds only the grove of Apollo on Ithaca (v 278) ; and that the only

Achaean favored by him in the /7iad is Calchas, whose home is not mentioned

in these poems, but who was from Claros in Asia Minor, and was brought into

the Epic by the Colophonians. [The Achaean Teucer received his bow from

Apollo (0 441),—but this may mean only that he was a skilled archer.]

' Note the epithets : eKaTri^eXenjs (A 75), The Far-darter, and its short form,

fVaros (A 385) ; ckij^SKo! (A 14), and (Kaepyoi (A 479). He does not appear as a

hunter, but his sister Artemis, famed for her long shots (f/f^i^oXiai), is a huntress.
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Odysseus by the fact that the trial is made on the festival

of Apollo ((^ 258),—when it would seem that the god was

jealous of their success.

At the opening of the action of the Iliad, Apollo's old

priest, Chryses, being slighted by Agamemnon, prays to

him for vengeance, and he sends a pestilence-

ih Pi"" which rages for ten days in the Achaean camp.

Then atonement is made, and the god is satisfied.

The sending of the plague does not in itself prove him to

be a god of sickness and health
;
perhaps some other divinity

might take vengeance in the same way. But the pestilence

is said to be caused by the arrows of the angry god, and

all sudden, otherwise unexplained, deaths of men are ascribed

to his agency ,1 just as similar deaths of women are attributed

to the arrows of Artemis.^

Early on the first day of battle (A 507), Apollo appears

in the action : he is watching the conflict from the citadel

of Troy, and rouses the spirit of the weakening

the IV 'd
Trojans. A little later, he saves the wounded
Aeneas (E 344), and bears him to his temple in

Troy, where Leto and Artemis so much refresh the Trojan

that he soon reappears on the field of battle (E 513). Again
Apollo comes forth from the Trojan citadel on seeing

Athena descend from Olympus (H 20), and the two plan

a single-combat between Hector and Ajax, which they watch,

sitting like vultures on the branch of a tree. When Hector

is overthrown by Ajax, Apollo sets him on his feet again

(H 272), and in the next day of battle he turns away an

arrow from him (9 3 1
1

). On the third day of battle, as

Hector assails the Achaean camp, Apollo goes before him,

with a cloud wrapped about his shoulders, and an aegis

(0 307), and smooths the way for him, breaking down the

banks of the moat (0 355). With his own hand he thrusts

Patroclus back from the Trojan wall (11 700), and, a little

later, even strikes him such a blow that he is easily slain

by Hector (11 793). He urges Hector to go against Menelaus
(P 72, 582), but advises him not to fight with Achilles
("^ 375). and a few verses later he snatches him up and

' fi 758, 7 279, 71 64, 410, p 251, 494.

^Z 205, 428, T 59, * 483, e 123, X 172, 199, 324, 410, 478, (T 202, V 80.
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saves him from the son of Thetis (Y 443). He leaves

Hector only after the golden scales of Zeus have determined

his fate (X 213). After Hector's death, he draws a dark

cloud over the body, and wraps this about with the aegis

(^ 188, 18), and urges that this body be stolen from
Achilles (0 32). At the close of the second day of battle,

on seeing Athena follow Diomed, he suspects mischief (K
515), but reaches the Trojan camp just after the Thracian

Rhesus and his comrades are slain. At the command of

Zeus, he saves the corpse of Sarpedon, and sends it by the

brothers Death and Sleep to the land of Lycia (H 667),

—

a peculiarly fitting service for a divinity who was to be so

closely associated by the Greeks with Lycia,—and he heals

the wound of Sarpedon's cousin, Glaucus (11 527). On the

third day of battle he causes confusion among the Achaeans

(11 729, P 118) and rouses Aeneas to fight boldly (P 323,
Y 79, 118). He takes the form of Agenor, at the close

of the fourth day of battle, in order to lead Achilles away
from the city gate that the Trojans may enter the town

unmolested. He thus gives Hector the opportunity to go
within the gates ; he does not actually take him up and

put him in the town, for the appearance of the deus ex

machina must not be too obvious and frequent. In his

active part in the contests on the field, he takes the form

of other mortals: of Hecuba's brother Asius (II 716), of

Mentes, the leader of the Cicones (P 73), of the herald

Periphas (P 323), and of Hector's cousin Phaenops (P 583).

Why Apollo should be patron of the boxing-match {^ 660),

is not clear. The story of his servitude to Admetus (B 766)
explains his interest in the success of Admetus's mares in

the chariot-race ("^ 383). His year of service to Laomedon
is referred to twice (H 452, "!> 444), but no reason for it

is given. He is unshorn (aKepG-eKOfj-riis, Y 39), but this need

not be an indication of his youth, since the Achaeans in

general were long-haired (B 11).

Artemis, the maiden sister of Apollo, takes little part in

the action of the poems ; in general she is a mere counter-

part of her brother (Y 71, f2 606). In obedience .

to the command of Zeus, .she goes to share m
the conflict of the gods on the Trojan plain, but Hera
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boxes her ears with her own archery, and sends her away

in flight Hke a timid dove (Y 39, $ 470).

Artemis is a huntress/ and taught the Trojan Scamandrius

to hunt all wild animals which the forest nourishes on the

mountains. She herself. " wanders over the long
'

h"\ range of Taygetus or Erymanthus, delighting in

the boars and swift deer" (^ 102). She sends a

devastating wild boar upon the fields of Calydon, because

she had been neglected at the harvest-home festival of

Oeneus (I 533). She is a head taller than her companions

in the chase (^ 107), and gives slender stature to the

daughters of Pandareiis {v 71).

As has been seen in connexion with a similar office of

Apollo (see p. 430), if any woman has a peaceful, sudden

death, this is thought to come from the arrows

ilaafu/'"'''
of Artemis. Calypso says that Artemis slew

Death Orion (e 124), since the gods were unwilling that

the Dawn should have a mortal husband. She

kills the daughter of Bellerophon (Z 205), apparently in

punishment for her yielding her virginity to Zeus, and her

arrows kill the daughters of Niobe because of the latter's

boast in her many children, in comparison with Leto, who
had but two children, Apollo and Artemis (O 606).

The lame Hephaestus, the god of fire, the Greek Tubal Cain,

is the only deformed god, and the only craftsman on Olympus.

Hephaestu!
"^ '^ ^°" °^ ^^^^ ^^ 572, S 239) and Zeus

(A 578), and at the close of the first book of the

Iliad he does his best to reconcile his parents and to restore

good cheer to the feast. Two explanations are offered for

his lameness: he was hurled from heaven by Zeus (A S91),
and after an all-day ' fall was picked up by Sintians on the

island of Lemnos, with little life in him ; or, he was born
deformed, and Hera, ashamed of him and desirous to be
rid of him, hurled him to earth, where Thetis received him
and concealed him for nine years in her grotto (2 395), in

which he forged all manner of trinkets. In the Iliad he
has as his wife one of the Graces (Xap^, S 382). According
to the song of the Phaeacian bard, in the Odyssey (Q 266),
his wife was Aphrodite, but she was unfaithful to him,

^iox^aipa, E 53.—Though Apollo is"EraTos, Artemis is not Hecate.
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preferring Ares. In the conclusion of the bard's lay,

Hephaestus expected to sue for a divorce and the return of

the presents which he had made to her father (631 8),

—

but of this we hear nothing further.

Hephaestus is the builder of the houses of the gods
(A 608, 3 167, 339, Y 12). He made for Zeus the aegis

(0 310), and the sceptre which, by way of Pelops,

descended to Agamemnon (B loi). The armor
Hephaestus as

r TN- 1 - ., , , . /^ ^ ,, Lraftsman.
of Diomed is ascribed to him (B 195), as well as

a silver mixing-bowl given by the Sidonian king to Menelaus,

and later bestowed on Telemachus (o 1
1 7), the gold and

silver dogs which watch the palace of Alcinoiis (»? 91),

and a golden jar in which the bones of Achilles are

laid (ft) 7S). At the request of Thetis he makes armor
for her son Achilles, and he adorns the shield with scenes

from all departments of human life, which are described

with considerable detail (E 478 ff). When Thetis visits him
(w 369), he is engaged in making twenty golden "tripods,"

evidently small three-legged tables,—fitted with castors, so

that they should " of their own accord " go to the great

hall of Zeus, when they might be needed, and return

again to the home of Hephaestus. Still more remarkable
" automata " are the golden maidens, endowed with speech

and reason, and with many accomplishments (2 417), which

serve him as crutches, supporting him on either side as he

walks from his smithy to his great hall. He is associated

with Athena in teaching technical skill (^ 233 = \i^ 160).

His name is used by " metonymy " for fire (B 426 ; cf.

P 88).

In the battles on the plain of Tro}^ Hephaestus takes little

part. He interferes to save a son of his Trojan priest Dares

(E 23). In the battle of the gods, he is opposed

to the river Scamander (Y 73), and when that /j/Tr
j"^ '"

stream endeavors to drown Achilles, he burns its

waters ($ 330). In this conflict, fire and water are seen to

be at strife. This brings Hephaestus back to his elemental

nature, and indeed of all the Homeric divinities he has most

. of the elemental character.

Aphrodite is the goddess of love and of beauty,—not fitted

for war but for the ''works of marriage" (E 428). She is

2 E
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the daughter of Zeus and Dione (E 348, 370).^ In the lay

of the Phaeacian bard (6 266), she is the unfaithful wife of

^.i j: Hephaestus, in close relations with Ares. Her rela-
Aphrodite. . tx 1 . .

• j i_

tion to Hephaestus is not elsewhere mentioned, but

in the conflict of the gods on the Trojan plain, she is associated

with Ares, and helps him away from the field when he has

been overthrown by a stone hurled by Athena ; but Athena

follows them, and by a blow of her hand casts both upon

the ground ($ 416).

The standard of beauty is found in Aphrodite. Achilles

would not wed the daughter of Agamemnon though she were

as accomplished as Athena and as beautiful as

italfrdof
Aphrodite (I 389). Brisels, Cassandra, and

Beaun Penelope are "like to golden Aphrodite" (T 282,

699, p 37), and Helen's daughter Hermione
" has the beauty of Aphrodite " (h 1 4). The goddess, though

in the guise of an old woman, is recognized at once by Helen,

from her "beautiful neck and bosom and bright eyes" (F 396).

She is the giver of beauty to Paris (F 54). Once her

embroidered girdle or " cestus " is said to be the seat of

her magic power (S 214), and it is borrowed by Hera when
the latter wishes to make herself most attractive to Zeus.

She is attended and served by the Graces (o- 194, Q 364,

E 338), who make her gowns as well as assist in her toilet.

She is the mother of Aeneas by Anchises (B 820, E 248,

Y 209). Once she is said to have a sanctuary and altar at

Paphos on Cyprus {Q 363), and in the fifth book of the Iliad

she is called Cypris (E 330, 422, 458, 760, 883). Twice she

is called Cytherea (Q 288, cr 193). She goes to Zeus to ask

a fitting marriage for the daughters of Pandareiis (y 73).

Since Aphrodite persuaded Helen to leave Menelaus and
go to Troy with Paris (Q 30, ^ 261), naturally she favors the

. .
Trojans in their conflicts with the Achaeans.

thelYi^A.*"
Her part in the battles is not great, however.

In the single-combat between Paris and Mene-
laus on the first day of battle, she saves Paris from
death, conveys him to his home, and then fetches Helen

1 The story of her birth from the foam of the sea is not referred to by the poet. Cf.

Hesiod, Theogoiiy, 195.—Homer mentions Dione only in this passage, but she is well

known later as the consort of Zeus at Dodona.
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to him (r 374). A little later on the same day, in striving

to save her son Aeneas from the spear of Diomed, she
herself is wounded, and letting fall her son (who then is

rescued by Apollo), she borrows the chariot of Ares in order
to return to Olympus (E 312). Her last appearance on the
plain, in connexion with Ares, has been mentioned above.
She protects the body of Hector, keeping off the dogs and
anointing it with ambrosial oil ("* 185). She gave a veil to

Andromache on her marriage with Hector (X 470).
The principal epithets of Aphrodite are smile-loving

((ptXofj.fi€iS>k, r 424), "daughter of Zeus" (Aw? Ovydrijp,

r 374), divine (Sia, F 389), and golden (xpva-e>],

r 64). The poet does not attempt any descrip- ^'f"'i
"-^

tion of her beauty. The epithet golden perhaps

implies that she was a blonde, or it may be interpreted as

referring to her golden ornaments. Once "Aphrodite'' is

used by metonymy for " love "
(^ 444), just as " Hephaestus "

is used for fire.

Hermes serves as messenger of the gods, perhaps with

somewhat more authority than Iris, who also is often thus

employed. The only mention of his parentage

calls him son of Maeas (Maea,—^ 43 5)- His
father is not named.^ He is the father of Eudorus, who
leads one division of the Myrmidons (11 185). As a "sociable

spirit," he is sent by Zeus to conduct Priam to and from

the tent of Achilles (Q 334 ff.), and to Calypso's isle to

carry the order for the release and return of Odysseus

(e 28). On Circe's isle he gives Odysseus the plant moly,

and thus saves him from Circe's charms (k 277). He carried

from Zeus to Pelops the sceptre which was to descend to

Agamemnon (B 104), he stole away Ares from the bronze

jar in which the sons of Aloeus kept him prisoner (E 390),

and he helped Heracles to return from Hades (X 626). In

return for many thigh-pieces of lambs and kids, he gives

to Autolycus, the maternal grandfather of Odysseus, pre-

eminent skill in " thievery and swearing." - The last libation

' Cyllene seems to be referred to as his birthplace in the epithet Cyllenian

'r 396.—Apparently Autolycus could keep the letter of his oath while breaking its

spirit. His namesake of The Winter's Tale was not his superior in roguerj'.—The
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is made to him before men go to rest (»? 137), and Eumaeus

sets aside a portion of his evening meal for the nymphs

and Hermes (^ 435). He is a patron of servants, apparently

(o 3 1 9), and the giver of wealth (S 49 1
). He favors the

Greeks in their conflicts with the Trojans (0 21 4), and in

the battle of the gods is opposed to Leto, but courteously

declines to assail her, saying that she may boast of a

victory if she pleases (Y 35, # 497)- Doubtless because of

his cleverness in such matters, although he favors the Greeks,

he is urged by the gods to steal the body of Hector from

Achilles (Q 24). At the beginning of the last book of the

Odyssey (long ago recognized as of later composition than

most of the poem), he conducts to the realm of Hades the

souls of Penelope's suitors, just slain by Odysseus, but

nowhere else in the poems has he this office of psyckopompus,—
his assistance to Heracles in the matter of Cerberus was

just such as Athena rendered in the same undertaking. In

conducting the shades of the dead, he bears a golden wand,

and this he carries when he escorts Priam to the Greek

camp, apparently that he may put to sleep the warders of

the gates (fl 343, 445),—his "opiate rod." This wand

suggests his epithet " of the golden wand

"

Helmes.
(xP^<^o'jO/)a7ri?, k 277) ; with it may be compared

the magic wand of Circe (/c 238, 319). The
most frequent epithet of Hermes is Arge'iphontes}- but the

meaning of this word is uncertain.

Ares, son of Zeus and Hera (E 893 f), who was later

the chief Greek god of war, naturally has a prominent part

, in the action of the Iliad, though he appears

among the men on the field of battle only during

part of the first day, when he withdraws, being wounded

only burglary of the poems is committed by Autolycus, who carried off a helmet

which was given first to a man of Cythera, then to a Cretan, and later was lent to

Odysseus (K 267). When this latter passage was composed, possibly Autolycus was not

yet recognized as the grandfather of Odysseus.

iThis for a long time was translated " Argus-slayer," but the Argus-myth is not

referred to otherwise in the poems, and the word is best taken as a proper name,
with its original meaning lost. The second stem may be that of 0aicu, not of i/iiii'os,

and the first stem may be that of ap76s, white, clear. See Roscher, Hermes, der

Windgott. The meaning of three other epithets of Hermes is somewhat uncertain:

ipioi'v-n^ {helper'i 6 322), didxTopos (guidel e 43), and d/cttKiyra (11 185).
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by Diomed and xAthena (E 868). His home seems to be
in Thrace (X 301, 6 361), and of all Olympian gods he
appears to be the most of a foreigner to Hellas. Strife

("E/3if, A 440) is called his sister and companion, and he
is attended also by Terror and Flight (Aet>o? and ^6^0^,—
who inspires flight, not who flees), whom he bids to yoke
his horses (0 1 1 9), and of whom Flight is called his son

(N 299). The Theban myth which made him the husband
of Aphrodite, opposing another (perhaps Lemnian) myth
which counted her as the wife of Hephaestus, led to the

story of an adulterous relation between the two {Q 267)

;

he is associated with her also in the conflict of the gods
("I" 416), and lends to her his chariot on the first day of

battle, but there she calls him brother (E 359). A mortal

maiden bears him twin sons,, of whom one falls in battle

(B S 1 2, N 518). He had favored the Greeks, but now for

some reason aids the Trojans, and is chided as fickle

(aXXoTrpocraXXoi, E 831). He rouses the Trojans (A 439,
E 461), covers the battle with night for their advantage, and
leads their advance (E 592). As god of war he is often

associated or contrasted with Athena (E 766, P 398, 2 516,

^ 69, 358), but she is mightier than he. They are opposed

to each other in the conflict of the gods ($ 391), but he

comes off ignominiously,—being overthrown by a stone hurled

by her, and then when Aphrodite tries to help him depart

from the field, Athena with her thick hand ($ 424) knocks

both of them down. On the first day of battle, Athena

leads him away from the active fight (E 30), and on the

third day of battle, when he learns of his son's death and

desires to return to the field, she takes the helmet from

his head and the shield from his shoulders, and bids him

be seated (0 125). Apollo induces him to return to the

fight on the first day, and he slays mortals with his own
hand, which no other god condescends to do, if indeed he

does not strip them of their arms (E 847). He journeys to

the plain in his chariot, but allows the wounded Aphrodite

to use this, and himself returns among the clouds (E 867).

When he is overthrown by Athena, he covers about two

acres of land (# 407), and when wounded by her and

Diomed, he yells as nine thousand or ten thousand men
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shout in battle (E 860). Reference is made to a former

occasion on which he had been imprisoned by mortals in

a bronze jar, but had been stolen away by Hermes (E 385).

Very often the name Ares is used for war or the spirit

of battle, as Hephaestus stands for fire, and Aphrodite for

love. Thus, that " Ares slew Isander in battle

,,'TJr „' with the Solymi " (Z 204), means simply that

Isander fell in the fight. Compare " Many are

fallen whose dark blood Ares shed on the banks of the

Scamander" (H 329), "that we may rouse keen Ares''

(B 440), "that we may bring together Ares" (B 381), "bear

Ares upon each other" (F 132), "Ares subdued" Sarpedon

by the spear of Patroclus (11 543) ; Achilles will fight with

Hector " until one or other fall, and with his blood sate

Ares, the shield-bearing warrior" (X 266). Warriors are

'servants of Ares" (Qepa-rrovTe? "Aptjog, B iio), or "scions

of Ares '' (o^oi "Ap>]og, B 5 40), or Martial (ap^ioi, A 114),

or are "like to Ares" (aTaXavro? "Apnc, 6 215, Taos "Aprji,

A 295). Menelaus in particular is " dear to Ares " ('Api]i(piXos,

T 21). Like Athena, Ares has fierce eyes: on the second

day of battle, Hector " has the eyes of the Gorgon or of

man-slaying Ares" (9 349). Like Achilles, he is swift

of foot (0 33 0-

The principal epithets of Ares are mighty, bloody, dreadful,

destructive. Enyalius ^ is a surname for him.

Poseidon, god of the sea, is son of Cronus and Rhea

(0 187); his relation to Amphitrite is not mentioned. With

Poseidon
'^^^ brothers Zeus and Hades, he had divided

their new kingdom,—he receiving the Sea while

the Earth and Olympus were to be common territory.

He recognizes Zeus as the elder and mightier brother,

however (0 204, 211, Y 16, v 148; cf.'^ 355), and

once on the latter's return to Olympus, he unharnesses for

him his horses (0 440). His dwelling is in the depths of

the sea, near Aegae (N 21, e 381), but he appears on

Olympus at the councils of the gods (H 445, 9 440, Y 13).

He is the father of the Cyclops Polyphemus (a y-i^, i 412),

'S^pi^os, E 845; ixiaiip6vos, E 844; oiJXos, E 461.— (^ N 519, H 166, etc.

Enyalius appears once ('Ei'uetJs, I 668) in the form Enyeus, which is the masculine

o^ Enyo, who is an impersonal Bellona, mentioned twice (B 333, 592). j
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and ancestor of Alcinoiis, king of the Phaeacians (>] 61),
and of Nestor (X 241),—and he cares well for his descend-

ants (a 69, e 290, N 554, ^ 307). Like his elder brother,

Poseidon has dark hair (/cuai/o^a/r^?, y 6).

In the I/md, Poseidon is a strong partisan of the

Achaeans. He had been sent by Zeus ^ in the previous

generation of men, with Apollo, to serve Priam's

father, the Trojan king, Laomedon, who at the
^^jf^Y"

close of their service dismissed them with con-

tumely and without their stipulated pay, although Poseidon
had built the wall about his city (cf. H 453). He is

particularly active on the third day of battle, when he
rouses the Achaeans again and again.^ Seeing him engaged
in this work, in order that he may not be interrupted, Hera
distracts the attention of Zeus, but when Zeus observes

what is doing, he sends Poseidon back to the sea, whither

he goes in high dudgeon (0 208). In the battle of the

gods, Poseidon is opposed to Apollo, but the latter is

unwilling to fight against his uncle ($ 468). Although a

friend of the Greeks, he is very angry at them for building

a wall about their ships, since he fears it may obscure the

glory of that which he built for Laomedon (H 446,
c/. M 17), and he saves Aeneas from death at the hands

of Achilles, since it is fated that the descendants of Aeneas

shall reign over the Trojans (Y 302).

In the Odyssey, Poseidon is so full of wrath at Odysseus

for blinding his son, the Cyclops Polyphemus,

that the other gods hesitate to insist on the ,^1° Odyssey.
Ithacan's return (a 20, 68) to his home.

As lord of the sea, Poseidon rouses storms,^ or gives a

favorable voyage (I 362, (5 5 00). Angry because

the Phaeacians convey too many ship-wrecked „ -^

mariners to their homes, thus interfering with his

province, he turns into stone the Phaeacian ship which

^'f> 442. The poet gives no reason for this humiliation. Poseidon's part in the

conspiracy against Zeus (A 4CK1) cannot have been the cause, for in that he was

not associated with Apollo.

^N 44, 94, 351, 435, S 13s (where he takes the form of an old man), 384.

He is enraged at the death in battle of a grandson, N 206.

*e 291, cf. 1 283, X 399, ^ 234, u 109.
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has just carried Odysseus to Ithaca (v 163), although the

Phaeacian king is his grandson. He brings death to Locrian

Ajax in return for his impious boast that he had escaped

the perils of the sea, even against the will of the gods

{§ 505). Odysseus and Telamonian Ajax pray to him as

they pass along the shore of the sea to the tent of Achilles

(I 183),—probably since he was thought to be peculiarly

near, in his element. The trident is the symbol and

instrument of his power (M 27, § S06). His most frequent

epithets are earth-shaker and earth-supporter}—earthquakes

being caused, according to the Homeric view, by the move-

ment of the water on which the earth was borne. He is also

already the patron of horsemanship {cf. "^ 584),—possibly

because of the natural comparison between boats and chariots

(^ 708, V 81),—and he taught Antilochus to drive skilfully

(^ 307). His wedding present to Peleus was a pair of

immortal horses (^ 277), which Achilles later used in the

battles on the plain of Troy. He himself has chariot and

horses, which he leaves hobbled in a cave of the sea while

he takes part in the battle (IST 23).

Poseidon has sanctuaries at Onchestus (B 506), Helic^,

and Aegae (0 203). Bulls are offered in sacrifice to him at

Pylus (7 6), and by the Phaeacians {y 181), and

Poseidon
^ ^^^^ '^ dragged by youths in honor of the

" Heliconian king " (Y 404).^ A bull, a ram, and

a boar are to be sacrificed to him as an expiatory offering

by Odysseus, in a land where the people know not the sea

and eat food without salt (X 131 =\^ 278,

—

suovetaurilid).

Of the lesser sea-divinities, Proteus is called distinctly an

^ inoalxffioji, H 445 ; ivpoatyaios, N 43 ; 7011)0x05, a 68 ; .r/; T 63. The Israelites,

too, thought of the earth as resting upon the water. Cf. "Thou shalt not make

unto thee any graven image of anytliing . . that is in the water under the

earth," Exodus xx. 4; "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof ... for

he hath founded it upon the seas, and established it upon the floods," Psalms

xxiv. I.—The form TaiaFoxv ""> a Spartan inscription (Cauer, 17), shows this word
to be connected with the Latin z/eko, English wagon, rather than with the root of

^Xw, and ttius to mean carry, not /loM.

- The aim of this dragging is not stated, and the suggestion is made (Dorpfeld,

Troj'a und Ilion, p. 565), that for this sacrifice the bull was drawn up the trunk

of a tree or up a large post, until his body and legs were removed from the

ground, as is represented on some ancient gems. See page 515.
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underling of Poseidon. By the connivance of his daughter
(Eidothea, § 365), he is caught by Menelaus, on Pharos
near Egypt, and tells him what has happened at

home during the Spartan king's absence, and ^^""^

what he must do in order to return. Another
sea-god, Xereus, is known only as the father of his daughter
Thetis, who from the Trojan plain sends back to him her
sister Nereids, who have accompanied her to the tent of
Achilles, while she goes to the home of Hephaestus (S 141).
xA.fter the death of Achilles, the sisters go to the Troad
again to mourn with her (w 55). Atlas, too, seems to be
a sea-god, from his epithet, " who knows the depths of all

the sea" (a 52). He does not appear to be a mountain;
the columns which support both earth' and heaven appear
to be the sea itself Of Phorcys, the poet tells even less :

he is the father of Thoosa, Polyphemus's mother (a 72), and
a harbor of Ithaca is named for him (v 96). Ino, Leucothea,

was daughter of Cadmus, but became a divinity of the sea

(e 333). and saves Odysseus when his raft is wrecked. The
question how a mortal maiden could be transformed into a

sea-nymph, does not seem to have troubled the poet ; he
simply accepts the story.

The hundred-handed Aegaeon, called by the gods Briareiis

(A 403), whom Thetis summoned to Olympus to the aid of

Zeus against the conspiracy of the mightiest of ,

, , ,
Aegaeon.

the gods, seems to be a sea- monster, and son

of Poseidon, but he is mentioned only once, and that

incidentally.

The relation of the river-gods to Poseidon, is not clear.

He takes the form of one, the Enipeus (X 241), to gratify

his desire for Tyro. The Acheloiis is personified „. _ ,

r , 1 r ,^ ^ ,
Rtver-Gods.

as one or the mightiest of rivers ("J" 194); the

Alpheiis is father of Orsilochus (E 546) ; the Asopus is

father of Antiope, who bore to Zeus two sons, Amphion
and Zethus (X 260) ; the Axius is the father of Pelegon

($ 141); the Spercheiis has a son by Peleus's daughter

(II 176). To the Spercheiis, Peleus vows the hair of

Achilles as a thank-offering, if he should return to Greece
;

but sure that he is to fall before Troy, Achilles cuts off

his hair and places it in the hand of his dead comrade
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Patroclus (^ 144). Near the close of the last day of

battle, the Trojan river Scamander makes a vigorous effort

to help the Trojans, by drowning Achilles, but he is opposed

by the god of fire, Hephaestus, who proves the mightier

(Y 73, ^ 212, 356). This Scamander has a priest (E y^),

and the Sperchelis has a sanctuary and altar ("^ 148). As

rivers have mortal children, so the Gygaean Lake is the

mother of two Mysian chieftains in the Trojan army

(B 865); here the Gygaean Lake is clearly a brief expression

for the nymph of that lake (cf. Y 384, 391).

Iris serves only as a messenger, taking no part in any

discussion or action, except that she asks Poseidon, when

, . he demurs at following the command of Zeus to
Ins.

depart from the conflict, whether he really means

the answer which he first gives, and thus she recalls him

to his sober mind (0 201). In addition to this errand she

is sent by Zeus to warn the Trojans of the Achaean

approach (B 786) ; without special instructions, she calls

Helen to the Great Tower of Ilium to watch the single-combat

(r 121), and aids the wounded Aphrodite to return from

the field of battle (E 353, 365); she is sent by Zeus to

stop Hera and Athena from descending to the plain (9 399)
and to instruct Hector not to fight with Agamemnon (A i 86)

;

she is sent by Hera to rouse Achilles after the death of

Patroclus, and to bid him appear before the Trojan warriors

(S 167), and by Zeus to bid Priam go to the tent of Achilles

to ransom Hector's body (Q 144).^

Dionysus takes no part in the action, and does not appear

on the Homeric Olympus. Indeed, the four passages in

n- which he is named are suspected, with reason, of
Vwnysus.

. • r 1

f > >

bemg of later composition than the bulk of the

poems. He is the son of Zeus and Semele (S 325), his

nurses are attacked by Lycurgus on the Nyseian hill and
he seeks shelter with Thetis (Z 132); he bears witness to

Ariadne's elopement with Theseus from Crete (\ 325), and
he gives to Thetis the golden jar, a work of Hephaestus,
in which the bones of Achilles are buried (w 74).

' Iris is not mentioned in the Odyssey, but the fact that the Ithacan beggar was
nicknamed Irus because he ran errands {a- 6), shows that her office was familiar

to the Odyssean poet.
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Hebe is the cup-bearer for the gods on Olympus (A 2),

and aids Hera in preparing her chariot for a drive to the
Trojan plain (E 722). On the return of Ares
from the battlefield, she makes ready the bath ^

^'

for him (E 905). In the eleventh book of the Odyssey^ she
is the wife of Heracles (\ 603).

Dione appears as the wife of Zeus and mother of Aphrodite
only in one brief passage (E 370-417).

Leto, the mother of Apollo and Artemis by Zeus (A 9,

Q 607 ; 5/; S 327), is associated with Artemis in caring

for the wounded Aeneas (E 447). In the conflict

of the gods on the plain of Troy, she is opposed
^''''

to Hermes, but he courteously declines to contend with
her, and she gathers the scattered archery of Artemis, and
leaves the field ($ 498).

Demeter is the goddess of the grain, and separates the chaff

from the kernel (E 501). Pyrasus in Thessaly is called her
sacred field (re/uLfvos, B 696), doubtless as being

LJPtnptpv
peculiarly productive of grain. In a passage of

late composition (S 326), she is one of the numerous loves

of Zeus, and Calypso cites her as a goddess who had
passionate love for a mortal, lasion (e 125). She is not

named in connexion with Olympus nor with the action of

either of the two Homeric poems.

As master of the winds, Aeolus appears in a single

passage (/c 1-76). He dwells on an island not far from

the land of the Cyclopes, with six sons and six

daughters, and receives hospitably Odysseus and

his comrades on their leaving the cave of Polyphemus.

He not only directs a west wind to convey these to Ithaca,

but gives to Odysseus the other winds, tied up in a leathern

bag, to make sure that none of them blows so much as a

little to interfere with their return. Unfortunately, however,

the comrades of Odysseus suspect that this bag contains

treasures of gold and silver, and as sleep overpowers their

leader on coming in sight of home, after he has held the

rudder continuously for nine days and nights, they untie the

bag, and the winds burst forth, and hurry back to their

home, the island of Aeolus, carrying the boat of Odysseus

with them. The master of the winds infers that Odysseus
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must be hated by the gods and so refuses to help him

further.

Of nymphs, the most noted are Calypso (a 14, e 57)

and Circe {k 136, S43). Polyphemus is son of the nymph
Thoosa (a 71). The daughters of Helius, who

y'"^ ''

tend his kine, are nymphs (fx 132). Nymphs,

daughters of Zeus, sport with Artemis over the mountains

of Taygetus and Erymanthus (^ 103). On Ithaca was

a cave near the sea by the harbor of Phorcys, sacred to

the naiad nymphs (i^ 104), in which were not only stone

jars but a stone loom where the nymphs wove their mantles,^

while on a higher part of the island was an altar of

f6untain-nymphs (vv/xcpai Kprjvaiai, p 240), by a spring. In

the Iliad, three naiad nymphs are mentioned as mothers

of mortal sons (Z 21, S 444, Y 384),—all dwelling in

north-western Asia Minor,—and others who dance on the

banks of the Achelous (Q 6 1 6). Mountain-nymphs (Spea-TcdSes,

Z 420) plant elms about the tomb of Andromache's father.

The nymphs appear on Olympus but once (Y 8),—the

nj'mphs " who inhabit the groves, and sources of rivers, and

grassy meadows."

The poet gives no intimation as to the form of the two

Sirens (/x 182), who charm men by their song. Odysseus

is able to hear them by stopping the ears of

his comrades with wax, that the.se may not be

beguiled to desert him, and by suffering himself to be

bound securely to the mast, that he may not be able to

follow the enticements of the Sirens. They promise him
both pleasure and profit from their song, addressing him as

" highly praised Odysseus, great glory of the Achaeans,"

and saying that they know all things which are done upon
the earth. Around them lies a heap of " bones of rotting

men" (fx 45), but how these men have perished is not told.

The Sirens are not represented as having relations to the

gods.

The niisshapen Scylla—a sea-monster, with the voice of

a whelp (m 85), with twelve feet, and six long necks,

' Of course, nymphs wove, as well as Athena and Helen, but stone looms, from

the analogy of modern "Devil's punch bowls," suggest the possibility that the stone

formation supplied the name, without any belief in their actual use.
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on each of which is a terrible head, with triple rows
of teeth,—is not worshipped, and can hardly be
called a divinity in any reasonable sense, but

''^
'^'

her mother is an abstraction, Mighty Strength (Kparaini,

IX 124).

The Chimaera is said to be of " divine race and not of
men" {Belov yefog ovS' avQpunroov, Z 1 80), but this is very
nearly what is said of the Calydonian Boar sent by
Artemis against the fields of Geneus (Si'iov yivog,

^^^'"''^''''

I 538)1—both are monsters sent by the gods,—and she has
been mentioned in the category of animals, page 368.

The Harpies are apparently merely " snatching winds
''

(apiruiai uv)]pei\jravTO, a 241, ^ 371, v 'jj\ No notion

whatever of their form is given, except that the
" harpy Podarge {Swift Foot), feeding on the '"'P^^'-

meadow by the stream of Oceanus, bore to the West Wind "

(11 150) two horses, which Poseidon gave to Peleus, apparently

as a wedding present.

That the duties of men to the gods were ritualistic rather

than ethical, has been stated already. The Homeric Greeks

had no Ten Commandments with divine sanction,

and their gods were not in duty bound to ^° "
,

.
, .111 1 1-1 Lommana-

punish evil deeds, and to reward righteousness,
^^^^^

»

although they were likely to do so. Men had

received no prohibition against honoring as many gods as they

liked, or against making and worshipping graven images, or

against laboring whenever they chose, or against coveting the

possessions of their neighbors, or indeed against committing

theft, murder or adultery,—though circumstances might make
one of these last acts exceedingly offensive to the gods as

well as to men. As Plato points out {Euthyphro, 8),

according to the Homeric theology, an act that was pleasing

to one god, might be hateful to another. Of the Ten
Commandments of the Israelites, the Achaeans in strict-

ness had but two,—" Thou shalt not take the name
of a god in vain," and " Honor thy father and thy

mother." With respect to Zeus, a third commandment
may be formulated, as " Thou shalt have respect unto the

stranger and the suppliant, to pity them" {cf. e 447, i 270,

^ 404). Zeus was the special avenger of suppliants and
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strangers.i Another offense against the gods, and perhaps the

only sin of thought known to the early Greeks, is an over-

weening pride ; they were to " walk humbly " with their gods.

This pride, as in the time of Aeschylus and Herodotus, arouses

the " envy " of the gods,—hardly the god's jealousy, in the

ordinary sense of the term, but a strong disapproval of one

man's exaltation high above all his fellows, and thus an

unwillingness that any particular life should be perfectly

happy (\|/- 2 1 1). Even in battle the combatants indulge in

comparatively little proud boasting. Achilles's words to the

dead Hector are characteristic :
" Lie there, dead,—but my

fate I will receive when Zeus is pleased to send it " (X 365).

Akin to the principle of distributive justice is the principle

of compensation,—if Achilles is to be shortlived he should

be happy while he lives (A 352, 415).

In the Homeric times, custom is not only law but also

equity. A man who follows the ways of the community

„ . is just and righteous. The later word for virtue

R' ht
(ajoerr/)^ means excellence, of any kind ; occasionally

(as V 45 ; cf. 6 329, t 114) it seems to mean no

more than prosperity. Under the circumstances of the life

depicted in the poems, excellence in war is most important,

and virtue (like the Latin virtus) often means bravery.

Similarly a good man {a'yaQo<; avrjp) is one who is of

value to the community. In general, then, in the Homeric
poems, a " good man " is not one who is pious and honest

and pays his debts, and never is angry or drunken, but

one who is a " mighty man of valor." And a " bad man

"

(kqko? avijp) is not a man who steals, or tells lies, or gets

drunk, or stabs his fellow, but a coward and a weakling

;

and baseness (mKorris) may be nothing but cowardice or

poltroonery. The later word for character, from which our

et/iics is derived, is used but three times (^9ea, Z 511 =0 268,

^411 ),—twice of the wonted pastures of horses, and once

of the pens of swine. The later word for justice {SiKrj)

generally means custom, manner, but then naturally comes

^Achilles's fear to "offend the behests of Zeus" {Aiis 5' aXhuifiM ^^er/ids, fi 570)
may refer to the special command to spare Priam's life ; but Zeus assures Priam
that Achilles is "not wicked but will spare a suppliant" (0 157).

2 dperri seems to be connected with ipapia-Ku, and thus originally meant fitness.
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to mean the approved way. So what in later Greek would
be translated the just man, means little more than the

courteous, well-mannered man (-y 52). Evidently the reflective

ethical sense was not yet hig^hly developed.

Of Plato's four cardinal virtues,—bravery, wisdom, temper-
ance, and justice,—bravery naturally was the most important in

the Homeric times, indeed we have just seen that

it is often virtue itself The Homeric noble's chief C"'''^''"''

ambition was for distinction in war. If this were J'^
""

'

Jil'avery.

gamed, the other requirements for his happiness

—satisfactory marriage, wealth, power—were likely to follow

readily. Bravery, according to the Greek idea, is manliness,^

and Hector's injunction to the Trojans is idejitical with that

of St. Paul to the Corinthians,^—" Quit you like men, be
strong,"—though the poet and the apostle had very different

standards of manhood. Homeric life has little place for

the quiet virtues,—it is a life of action.

The second cardinal virtue also, wisdom, is highly appreciated,

and is considered as the proper complement of bravery.

The highest praise to be conferred on men is

that they are first both in the council and in

battle {cf. A 258, B 202, 273, I 53),
—

"first in war and first

in peace,"—men of thought as well as of action. So Helen
says of Agamemnon that he is " both a good king and

a mighty warrior" (F 179),—a verse which was the favorite

of Alexander the Great. The boy Achilles was put in

charge of the affectionate and trusty Phoenix that he might

become "a speaker of words and a doer of deeds'' (I 443).

Odysseus preeminently is ever ready with devices (ttoXiz/xj/t;?

and irokviM^-^avo^), and the goddess who is distinguished for

wisdom on Olympus, not only '' cares for him as a mother

"

(^ 783), but says plainly that she is fascinated by him,

and cannot leave him,—he is so quick-witted and ready of

mind {v 331).

Of Plato's third virtue, temperance or self-control, perhaps

again the best Homeric example is Odysseus. Plato reports

^ Attic avSpe'ia, Homeric ijvopi-q,—both formed from the stem of avrip, man, as the

Latin virtus is derived from vi?-. Perhaps in these cases, as often, the derivative

retains the primitive meaning.

^dv^pes ^ffre, (piKoi, Z 112: dvdpi^eade, Kparaiovade, I Cor. xvi. 13.
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Socrates as quoting more than once the words of Odysseus,

" Be patient, now, my soul ; thou hast endured still worse

than this." ^ As regards anger, this self-control

was warmly commended to Achilles by his

father (I 255). As for the bodily appetites, the Homeric

warriors do not seem to have been inclined to go to great

excess. Their life in the open air, with simple food, appears

to have been wholesome in this respect as well as in others,

and the principle of excess in nothing (/Ln^Sev ayav) is approved

by the Greeks of Homer's age, as well as by their successors in

the days of Sophocles.

As for the fourth Platonic virtue, justice,—the absence of

the name does not prove the lack of the quality. In the

chapter on the Homeric state (page 80), the reader

may see evidence that the general sentiment of

the community was so reasonable that little governmental

interference was expected or necessary. The number of

what we should call minor lawless acts, recorded or referred

to in the poems, is very small. The single act of burglary

was committed by Odysseus's maternal grandfather Autolycus

(K 267, cf. T 396), whose reputation in both the poems we
have seen to be about as unsavory as it is in Shakespeare's

Winters Tale. Old Priam, in the bitterness of his grief

for Hector, calls his surviving sons thieves of lambs and

kids (Q 262),—but this cannot be understood literally, and
perhaps it implies chiefly that they lacked the courage to

go on forays. Odysseus cheats the Trojan scout Dolon,

whom he and Diomed take captive : these clearly give Dolon
to believe^ that, if he will furnish them the information

which they require, his life shall be spared (K 383), but

after he in his cowardice has told them eagerly what they

want to know, they kill him. Hera takes for Zeus an oath

which is true according to the letter, but not in spirit (0 41).

The most despicable and abominable act reported in the

poems, as it would appear, is that of a goddess : Athena
takes the form of Hector's brother, in order to deceive him
and, by the false promise of her help, to persuade him to

withstand Achilles (X 226). The only justification for this

•^TiTXadi. Si] KpaSl-q. Ka.1 Kvvrepov &\\o ttot' ^X?;s, u i8. Cf. Plato, Republic, 350;
Phaedo, 94 E.
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is rather far-sought,—that the golden scales of Zeus have
determined the issue of the conflict, and the speediest death
for Hector is the most merciful.^

Human life is held in light esteem. Murder in itself is

no very serious crime. Elsewhere we have seen that every

man is obliged to avenge his own wrongs. No
guardians of the law are watching to see that ^^"S^''^'^'

his rights are maintained. Thus the gods clearly
jjy^nred

'
'

approve of Orestes's act in killing his father's

murderer Aegisthus (a 46), just as in modern times the best

men approve the action of a court in convicting and
sentencing a murderer. Orestes himself is recognized as the

proper executioner,—indeed he or Menelaus was the only

possible executioner.

The public sentiment with regard to family relations is

wholesome and good. Children are expected to love and
honor their parents. The delight of the ship-

wrecked Odysseus on sighting land, after he has j^\-
been in the water for two days and nights, is

compared to the joy of children on their father's recovery

from a long illness (e 394). So, on the other hand,

Odysseus speaks of himself as the " father of Telemachus

"

(B 260), and a man's deepest sorrow is in burying his son

who dies in early manhood (^ 222). The position of women
in the family is far more modern and occidental in Homeric

than it was in Periclean Greece. Helen and Arete are the

mistresses of their households. The princess Nausicaa

clearly expects to accept no husband on the mere choice of

her parents ; she (not her father !) already has declined some

offers of marriage (^ 283). The Trojan warriors' chief

motive for fighting is the defense of their children and their

wives (0 57, n 833). The servants were treated as members

of the family rather than as slaves in the modern sense

(see p. 258 f.).

The motive of patriotism is strong, as well as the love of

kindred. When Hector is warned by a comrade to retreat,

'Very likely the poet's hearers regarded the justification of this act to lie in its

being in a sense a return for that of Apollo, who struck Patroclus, and thus allowed

Hector to kill him (11 791) ; but that, too, seems a rather dastardly act on the

part of a divinity.

2 F
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since the omens are unfavorable, he repHes :
" One omen

is best of all,—to fight for the fatherland." ^ A little

„ . . later on the same day, urging his men to fight,

he calls to them that it is not unseemly to die

in the defense of the fatherland,^ and that, though a man

dies, yet his wife and children will be safe, and his house

and lot unharmed, if the Achaeans are driven away. And
after Hector's death his mother proudly mourns for him as

slain in the defense of Trojan men and Trojan women
(X 435).

Unselfish generosity appears most distinctly in connexion

with hospitality, but it is conspicuous ih the readiness of one

. people to aid another in war. This readiness is

not explained solely by the love of conflict, and

eagerness for the spoils of war, and the desire to secure

allies who themselves may bring safety in the future,—it

springs largely out of a generous spirit. Achilles had little

to gain by the expedition against Troy ; he reminds Aga-

memnon that the Trojans had not plundered his lands, nor

were they likely to do so (A 153). With such a chivalrous

spirit the Mycenaeans were about to aid the Theban
Polyneices against his usurping brother, but were dissuaded

by unfavorable omens (A 380). Neither Achilles nor these

Mycenaeans seem to have been under any political obligations

to render such service.

Truthfulness was never a highly developed virtue of the

Greek race. Odysseus in disguise is ready with as many

y, new and false stories of his life and adventures

as any hearer could desire (i' 256, ^ 192, t 172).

One of these he tells to his own patron goddess Athena,

with such verisimilitude as to win her hearty admiration.

Zeus sends a Delusive Dream to Agamemnon (B zmi.), and
Hera tells a direct falsehood to Zeus (S 307). Near the

close of the first day of battle, Athena seems to lie to

Apollo without compunction : seeing the Greeks hard pressed

in battle by the Trojans, she comes down from Olympus,
evidently intending to aid them, but Apollo is watching

^ eh olojpos dptcTTOs, 6,^iv€(7dai irepi TrdrpT^s, M 243.

^oi3 0! deiK^s d/ivvonhui irepl TrdTpTis\Teevdfiev, 496. This seems to be the earliest

form of the Horatian duhe et decorum est pro patria mori.
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and comes to meet her from the citadel of Troy, with the

proposition that they arrange a single-combat between

Hector and the bravest of the Greeks ; to this Athena
replies that she had come from Olympus for this very end
(H 17). But Achilles in a well-known passage counts as

hateful as the gates of Hades the man who conceals one
thought in his breast and utters another (I 312). Odysseus,

in words very similar to those of Achilles, expresses his

hatred of the man who lies for the sake of gain (^ IS 7),

but only a few verses later he reports with commendation
a frank lie (^ 49 S).

Achilles, perhaps, and largely on account of the word
just quoted, would satisfy the requirements of Aristotle's

" magnanimous man " better than any other of ,,
1 TT 1

'. 11 -1 • Maenammtfi.
the Homeric heroes, though he might not receive

this epithet in the modern sense of the term ; but in the

vehemence of his anger he is far from Aristotle's model.

Menelaus in his Spartan home and Alcinous at Scheria

approach the standard of Aristotle's " magnificent man.'

Referring to Aristotle's other virtues, we may note that the

Homeric poems have a buffoon (Thersites, B 212), but no

prodigal and no flatterer.

In the discussion of the morals of the life depicted in

the Trojan poems, the reader must always
jjj^^j

remember that the Iliad represents an army Depicts a

near the close of a long war, with all the Demoralised

demoralization that war brings. This considera- '-'^"

tion must serve as a palliation for the treatment of Hector's

body. On his death, the Achaeans stand around him, and

look with wonder on his form and beauty,—but then each

stabs him with his spear, and saj'S : " Dear me ! Hector is

easier to handle now than when he burned our ships with

blazing fire" (X 370). The mutilation of the faithless

servant Melanthius, after the slaughter of Penelope's suitors

(X 475)) was under very extraordinary provocation.

Great courtesy and tact, in general, are shown by the

Homeric characters. Old Nestor will not refer to the

troubles caused by Penelope's suitors on Ithaca until

Telemachus himself broaches the subject (7 211). At the

home 'of Menelaus in Sparta, after Helen's return, one would
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say that the topic of her abandonment of her husband in

order to go to Troy with Paris, was so delicate that it

might well be tabooed, and that at least she would not

refer to it. But she speaks of it with such regret, and so

clearly throwing upon the gods the blame for her infatua-

tion in leaving a husband, " inferior to no one either in

mind or in body" (S 261), that the result is a compliment

to her husband, and no reproach to herself. To Helen's

tact and grace, perhaps as much as to her beauty, seems

to be due the fact that she is little blamed for her fault

(see page 117). In the guise of an Achaean youth, Hermes
meets King Priam on his way to the tent of Achilles, in

order to ransom Hector's body,—addresses him as " Father,"

and cheers, and encourages him (Q 362). This courtesy on

the part of an Achaean pleases, but does not seem to

surprise, the old king. Respect to elders is expected. The
cup for a libation is offered to Athena in the guise of

Mentor (y 49), before it is given to Telemachus, because of

Mentor's age. " It is well " to listen to a speaker, and not

interrupt him (T 79).
" It is an evil thing " to speak false

(lit, windy, aveixwhia, S 837) words. "It is not well" for a

Phaeacian to say that Odysseus, a stranger, does not look

like an athlete (6 166). "It is not well" that the guests

of Telemachus should be slighted (v 294 = (^ 312). "It is

not holy" to boast over the slain
()(_ 412), nor to contrive'

ill for the son of a benefactor (tt 423).
A somewhat more detailed discussion of Homeric hospi-

tality ^ is in place here, since this has not been considered,

like most of the other virtues, in other relations.

Hospitality is one of the cardinal virtues of the Homeric
Greeks, and an oath is taken "by Zeus, the table of hos-

Hospkality.
P'^^^^^ty' 3-"^ the hearth of Odysseus to which
I am come" (^ 158). Axylus of Arisbe was

"dear to men" (Z 14), since "he dwelt by the wayside and
was hospitable to all." Public houses of entertainment were
unknown. No special guest-room, however, was furnished ; the

guest was expected to sleep in the porch (as 7 399, ^ 302,

^ 34 S)' Telemachus, sitting in his courtyard among Penelope's
suitors, observes Athena, disguised as a Taphian prince, at

' See Trumbull, Studies in Oriental Social Life, for parallels in the Orient.
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the entrance to the courtyard, and is " troubled in soul that

a stranger should stand long at the gate" (a 1 19). He grasps

her hand, relieves her of her spear, and assures her of food

first, and then an opportunity to tell her errand. Telemachus

and Nestor's son Pisistratus arrive unexpectedly at the

palace of Menelaus on the evening of the day of a double

marriage there, but the king is offended by the suggestion

of an attendant that the two young strangers should be

allowed to seek some other host (S 3 ff). The shipwrecked

Odysseus appears suddenly in the palace of the Phaeacians,

and before telling who he is, he receives thirteen suits of

clothes, a dozen pieces of gold, tripods and basins, and other

gifts, and is feasted ; and later he is conveyed to his home
(9 389, 439, V 12),—and all this in spite of the fact that

the Phaeacians in general did not favor strangers, and

desired not to be visited by men of other lands. The great

hall of Menelaus is full of gifts which he had received from

his hosts on his wanderings : the king of Aegyptian Thebes

had given to him two silver bath tubs, two tripods (probably

three-legged tables), and ten pieces of gold, while the

Aegyptian queen gave to Helen a golden distaff, and a

silver basket on castors, with edges plated with gold, for

her wool,—a " work-basket " (^ 128). On his departure from

the home of Menelaus, Telemachus receives from his host

a silver bowl with two handles,^solid silver, with gold-plated

edges,—which IMenelaus himself had received as a present

from the king of Sidon ; and Helen gives to the young

Ithacan a robe which she herself had wo^-en,—with the

suggestion that this should be a present for his future bride,

to be cared for meanwhile by his mother (o 115). The

obligation to " welcome the coming, speed the parting guest,"

is recognized in this very form (o 74). A friend is said

to be almost as good as a brother (9 546, cf. o 54).

The episode of Glaucus and Diomed (Z 119-236) affords

excellent illustrations of the strength of the tie formed

between guest and host. The grandfather of

Diomed had entertained at his home Bellerophon,
^„-^„^^^;y,_

the grandfather of Glaucus, and on parting they

had exchanged gifts ;
Diomed still had at home the golden

cup which his grandfather received from Bellerophon. This
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tie of friendship was transmitted to the descendants, though

these were in ignorance of each other, so that when the two

grandsons of the two friends meet as enemies, on the field

of battle, on learning of the connexion of their ancestors,

they not only separate in peace, saying that each has plenty

of others to slay, but even exchange arms,—though this leads

Glaucus to give " gold arms for bronze arms, arms worth a

hundred cattle for arms worth nine."

A Potiphar's-wife charge was brought falsely by the

wife of Proetus of Tiryns against Bellerophon, grandfather of

,
Glaucus (Z 1 60). Proetus might not slay one who

J f"-
""^ had been his guest, but he sends Bellerophon to

his father-in-law in Lycia, with a tablet in which

were cut deadly tokens, requesting him to put Bellerophon

out of the way. But the Lycian king, before asking to

see the letter of introduction, entertains his guest royally,

slaughtering a bullock every day for nine days. On reading

the letter from his son-in-law, the king is in a quandary,

having no right to kill one who has been his guest, and yet

desiring to comply with the wishes of Proetus. So he sends

him first to slay the Chimaera, and next against the Solymi,

and then against the Amazons,—expecting him to perish

in each expedition ; finally, he sets an ambuscade for him,

but Bellerophon kills all his men. Then the king recog-

nizes his guest as under the care of the gods, and gives

him his daughter in marriage, and half his kingdom.

The inheritance of the tie of friendship is emphasized also

Tie of by Telemachus, son of Odysseus, in bidding

Friendship farewell to Nestor's son, Pisistratus, who had
Inherited. accompanied him to Sparta.'-

In the cave of Polyphemus, Odysseus appeals to the

'Cyclops to spare him and his comrades, as strangers in the

Cyclops's dwelling (i 268), and after he has blinded
ppeason ^^ monster he exults over him as punished by

Hospitality. '^^^^ ^"^ the other gods {l 478). Similarly,

Ajax, coming with the embassy to Achilles,

begging him to return to the fray, reminds him that they
are under his roof (I 640),—they are his guests. Near the

close of the battles of the Iliad, Achilles comes upon
^ ^uv(n hi hiaimfpU evxi/xeS' elvat

| 4k iraTipoiv <^iX6ti)tos, o 196.
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Priam's son Lycaon, whom on a former occasion he had

taken captive, and had sent to Lemnos for sale,- but who
had been ransomed, and had returned to the war ($ 54).

Lycaon pleads vainly that though he had not been exactly

a guest of Achilles, at least he had eaten bread at his tent,

when a captive, and that therefore Achilles should not kill

him now. The evil deed of Paris, in stealing from Menelaus

Helen and many treasures, was greatly magnified by the

fact that Paris was a guest in the home of Menelaus

(X 625), and the murder by Heracles of Iphitus, his own

guest, was a horrible act {(p 28).



CHAPTER XV

HADES AND HIS REALM i

Hades in Homer is the name of a person,^ not of a place.

He is son of Cronus, and brother of Zeus and Poseidon, who

divided among the three their new kingdom,

—

Hades a ^^ realm of murky darkness Q^o(^ov rjepoevra)
"

falling to Hades (0 191).^ In the action of

the story, he does not appear on Olympus, but the poet

says that he went thither for healing, when wounded by

Heracles (E 398). His personality is not prominent in the

poems, nor does he possess any marked characteristics. He

is "Nether Zeus" (Zew rarax^owo?, I 457). His name is so

connected with Persephone's that she seems to be his wife

(I 457, K 491), but in another passage she is daughter of

Zeus (X 217); perhaps, however, if Zeus is the brother of his

wife Hera, Hades may be the uncle of his wife Persephone.

Persephone is not known as the daughter of Demeter. Her

relation to Hades's rule, also, is not clear, either ; it is she who

1 The eleventh book 01 the Odyssey (the Nekyia), which tells of the visit of

Odysseus to the home of Hades, contains much that is without parallel in the rest

of the poems,—partly from the nature of the case ; the scene in that realm at the

opening of the last book of the Odyssey (the so-called Second Nekyia^ has been

recognized by most scholars as of late composition, and the ninth book of the

Iliad, to which reference is made below, cannot be one of the earliest parts of

the poem. So our conclusions on this subject must contain much that is doubtful.

^ The name Pluto is not Homeric.—The occasion for Hades's epithet " with famous

steeds" (kXutottuXos, E 654= A 445) is not explained.

^ Erebus is used as the name of the place of darkness. Thus comrades of Sarpedon
" go to Erebus " (n 327), and Heracles was sent to " fetch the dog of Hades from

Erebus " (9 368). Cf. I 572. Elsewhere ?pe/3os may be simply darkness, or even

the west (as ft 8 1 ; f/i k 528, X 564).
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gives wisdom to the ghost of the old seer Teiresias (/c 494),
and she seems to have more immediate direction of the shades
than Hades himself (X 213, 217, 226). Neither is the

relation to him of Minos distinct, who " gives judgments "

to the dead (X 569),—apparently serving as ruler, but
whether in an executive or judicial capacity, is uncertain.

Only once in the poems does Hades act as a person :

when the gods are assembled for conflict on the Trojan plain,

and Poseidon shakes the earth and the mountains (Y 61),

Hades leaps from his throne, with a cry, in fear that the

earth may be torn open and expose his " dolorous mansions
to the peering day." He is " implacable and unyielding

"

(afieiXiy^o? )}§' aSdfi.a(TT09, I 158), and so the most hateful

of all gods to mortal men. In the former generation he
had been wounded by an arrow of Heracles (E 395),

—

possibly when Heracles brought up his watch-dog (0 368,
X 625), but this is not stated. He is a mighty gate-keeper

(7rv\apT>]s, 9 367, N 415, X 277). In a prayer to Hades
and Persephone, invoking a curse upon her son, the mother
of Meleager sits upon the ground and beats the earth with

her hands, evidently to attract the attention of the nether

divinities (I 569), just as the hands were raised to the sky

in addressing the Olympian gods. In making the truce

for the single combat of Menelaus and Paris, Agamemnon
prays to Zeus, the sun, rivers, earth, and ike two who beneath

the earth punish the breach of oaths (jima-Qov, F 279), and

these two may be supposed to be Hades and Persephone.

In general the realm of Hades lies beneath the earth,

like the mediaeval hell,i yet Odysseus, on his visit to the

home of the dead, descends through no cavern,^

but sails to the land of shades in a single ^^/'^^ f
, . /-•,.,, x^ V T 1- I

Hades beneath
day from Circes island (X 11). It lies on the

the Earth
borders of Oceanus, near the country of the

Cimmerians, who are wrapt in mist and cloud, and on

' i/vxv Kara x^<"'os TO"""; ^ 1°° ! KareKdiirr' 'AiSos efcrw, Z 284 ; H 330, 6 16,

S 457, T 61, X 425, K 174, 560, X 65, 164, 475, 625, xp 252.—That the realm of

the dead should be thought to lie beneath the earth, perhaps implies the practise

of inhumation. The expression "the earth held them dowft" (P 243) may refer

rather to the burial of the bodies than to the situation of the souls.

^ How Heracles visited Hades in the Homeric story, is not made clear.
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whom the sun never looks. The river which the soul of the

unburied Patroclus is not allowed to cross, can hardly be

Oceanus ("^ 73), but is rather the Styx, which in an oath

seems to be in a way a symbol of Hades, being associated

with Heaven and Earth (0 37). The geographical course

of the Styx, however, is not indicated in any way, nor that

it appears at any place upon the earth. The rivers Acheron,

Pyriphlegethon, and Cocytus (which last is a branch of the

Styx) are merely named, and that only once Qc 513). None
of these rivers is seen by Odysseus on his visit to that

realm. The ferryman Charon has no place in the Homeric

story, and the river Lethe and the Acherusian Lake are not

mentioned at all. Though Hades is a gate-keeper (9 367),

and Heracles was sent to fetch his dog, yet Odysseus on

his visit thither sees neither gate nor dog, nor even Hades

himself. Clearly Elpenor and the ghosts of Penelope's

suitors have to cross no river Styx,—but why this river

could not be crossed as easily as Oceanus itself, is not easy

to imagine ; both were running waters. At the opening of

the last book of the Odyssey, Hermes leads the souls of

Penelope's slain suitors " along the murky ways, past the

gates of the sun and the country of dreams, to the Asphodel

Plain, where dwell the souls, the images of the dead

"

(ft) 10). The opposition between these views of the situation

of the realm of Hades seems clear, and scholars generally

hold to a different authorship of these different parts of the

poems,^ although some would believe that, by sailing to the

far west, Odysseus was thought to find a horizontal entrance

to the inner part of the earth.

How this realm of Hades is lighted, the poet does not

tell his hearers. In the Iliad, as we have seen, it is a

. .
gloomy land (Y 65); but on his visit to it,

Lizhted?
Odysseus recognizes without difficulty his former

acquaintances, and the element of gloom is not

even indicated. Odysseus indeed does not penetrate into

^ See p. 45.—Another view suggested is that Hades is still beneath the ground

when Odysseus reaches the entrance to it, and that the ghosts come up out of

the earth, as appears in some ancient vase-paintings ; and that in turning the heads

of the victims to Erebus (e/s ^pe^os, k 528), he turned the heads not to the

west or north but down towards the ground.
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the inmost recesses, but even the neighboring Cimmerians
have no sun. Angry because his kine have been killed by
the companions of Odysseus, the Sun-god threatens to leave

heaven and earth, and to descend and give light to the

dead, but this threat is not fulfilled (/x 382).^

Tartarus is mentioned only in the eighth and fourteenth

books of the Iliad (9 13, 481, S 279). At the beginning

of the second day of battle, Zeus threatens the

divinities that he will " hurl into murky Tartarus,

—

far away, where is the deepest pit beneath the earth, where
are the iron gates and the bronze threshold, as far beneath

Hades as heaven is high above the earth,"—any of the gods

whom he shall see aiding either Greeks or Trojans. Again,

near the close of the same day, in wrath at Hera's dis-

obedience, he says that he heeds not her anger, " though she

should go to the extreme bounds of earth and sea, where

lapetus and Cronus sit, cheered neither by the rays of the sun

nor by breezes, but lofty (deep) Tartarus is about them." And,
again, Hera swears by all " the gods beneath, in Tartarus

{uTTorapTaptov?, S 279), who are called Titans.'' Here appears

the same inconsistency as in regard to the position of the

realm of Hades ; in the second of these passages, Tartarus

does not seem to be beneath the earth, while in the other

two passages it is subterranean.

That Tartarus was thought of as a place of suffering,—

an ancient hell,—is nowhere intimated in Homer. The
Titans are not in chains, and the lack of breezes can hardly

of itself prove the temperature to be uncomfortable ; the

Cimmerians, too, are beyond the reach of the sun's rays,

and probably are not visited by breezes, but the poet does

not indicate that they are suffering punishment. When
Zeus says to Hera that he cares not for her anger, even if

she should go to Tartarus, he certainly cannot be thinking

of this as a place of intense suffering. To say that she

may go there is very different from bidding her go thither.

Homer did not think of Tartarus as a mediaeval /le/I ; it

certainly contained no devils. Perhaps Tartarus was a place

^Pindar's supposition (Fra^. 129) that the sun shines for the dead during our

night, finds no support in Homer unless President Warren's theory be adopted

{Paradise Found, pp. 467 ff. ).
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to which undesirable gods were transported, just as men
were transported a century ago from England to New
Zealand or Australia.

The Elysian Plain is mentioned but once (S 563) : the

sea-god Proteus predicts that Menelaus is not to die, but is

to be sent to the Elysian Plain at the bounds of
VM"

(.]-^g earth, where dwells the tawny-haired Rhada-

manthys and where life is easiest for men,

—

without snow or storm or rain, but with the breezes of

Zephyrus sent by Oceanus for the refreshment of men.

This lot of Menelaus has been compared with the trans-

lation of Enoch {Genesis v. 24), who " was not, for God took

him." But why is Menelaus to be thus favored ? Because

of his upright moral character or martial renown? Not .at

all,—he was but a weak warrior (juaXOaKO^ at-^fj.t]T-ij?, P 588),

and not distinguished in the council. He has this distinction

simply because he is the husband of Zeus's daughter Helen.

Rhadamanthys is mentioned casually in two other passages

of the Homeric poems (S 322, jj 323), but why he should

be sent to Elysium is not indicated, either, nor why his

brother Minos should be made a judge or ruler in the

realm of Hades, except that he was a mighty ruler while

he lived on earth. Why should not Sarpedon or Hector,

both so dear to Zeus, and one of them his own son, have

been so favored, as well as Menelaus ? Who else dwells

there, in addition to Rhadamanthys ? The poet does not

tell his hearers. The passage seems of late composition, and
strongly resembles a description of Olympus itself (X 42).

The Islands of the Blest are not mentioned in the

Homeric poems.

According to a familiar later view, the soul of the dead
was not admitted immediately to the realm of Hades, but

wandered in loneliness on the confines of that

Required.
^^"'^' """^'^ ^'^^ ^^^^ ^^^ either burned or buried.

In only one Homeric passage, however, is this

belief clearly expressed, while in one other it may be
assumed, if the reader chooses. The soul of Patroclus

appears by night to Achilles, with the stature, eyes, and
voice, and in the raiment, of the dead friend, and says:
" Bury me at once. Let me pass the gates of Hades. The
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souls of the dead keep me far away, nor do they suffer me
to join them on the other side of the river" (^ 71). And
when Odysseus reaches the land of Hades, the first to greet

him is the soul of his comrade Elpenor, who had fallen

from the roof of Circe's dwelling on the preceding night,

and whose body was still unburied (X 51).^ A euphemism or

periphrasis for death, is to depart to the home of Hades (as

E 646, X 482). No guide seems to be needed for this

journey,^ just as no ferryman is required for the Styx, nor

are any rites of burial absolutely necessary. Hector, it is

true, is eager and anxious that his body may be returned

to his home for burial (H 77, X 339),—but he makes no
allusion to this as necessary for the future peace of his soul,

—

and this motive appears to be used by the poet chiefly in

order to excite the hearer's interest in the fate of Hector's

body as it is dragged to the Achaean camp, and around the

tomb of Patroclus, behind the chariot of Achilles, and as

Priam visits the tent of Achilles in order to ransom it. Priam

does not urge upon Hecuba (Q 194) this motive for attempting

to ransom their 'son's body. Hector himself had been eager

to cut off the head of Patroclus and fix it on a stake above

the Trojan walls (S 176), and to give the body to the

Trojan dogs (P 127). That men did not wish to have the

bodies of their friends or of themselves torn by wild beasts

and vultures, does not even begin to show that they had

inherited old beliefs with regard to the connexion between

the soul of the dead and the body which this soul had once

inhabited, leading to a certain treatment of the corpse.^ The

' One of the old scholars asked why Odysseus did nol meet on the threshold of

Hades his other comrades, who had been devoured by the Cyclops or the Laestry-

gonians. The rather gruesome answer to the problem was that these had been

buried, although aBiuiiai, in the maws of the cannibals (Scholia on X 51). But if

this were a satisfactory burial, then their " monuments " well might be "the maws of

kites." Not a hint is given that the souls whose bodies were made the "prey of the

dogs and a feast to the birds " (A 4) on the Trojan plain, were at a disadvantage when

sent to Hades.—That Elpenor's soul should be seen by Odysseus before any other's, is

quite intelligible, since he was the very latest arrival, having died only the preceding

night.

- Once only Hermes is represented as \j/vxot!-o/xw6?. conducting to Hades the souls

of Penelope's slain suitors (w i).

2 That in earlier times, and perhaps by many Greeks of Homer's age, the soul was

thought to maintain a species of connexion with the body and to care for it, cannot
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ordinary modern care of a friend's dead body, and the laying-

of flowers upon his grave, are prompted by no conscious

thought that the friend is pleased by the adorned coffin or

by the smell or the sight of the flowers. Epicurus required

the usual funeral honors for himself and his friends (Cicero,.

de Fin. ii. 102), although he denied the existence of the

soul after death, and many a successor of Epicurus desires

religious rites at his funeral, and a handsome monument.

Nowhere in ' our poems is the ill-treatment of a body after

death brought into connexion with the misery or discomfort

of the soul, nor is this effect upon the soul mentioned in

connexion with the negotiations for a truce for the burial

of the dead (H 327, 375, 409). That a man, instead of

a man's soul, is said to go to Hades, or to be in Hades,^

is no greater inaccuracy than the ordinary ancient and

modern expression, to bury a man, instead of to bury his

body icf. Plato's Phaedo, 115 c), and proves nothing even as

to the popular belief

In the belief that the soul at the point of death, when
half in the body and half out of the body, had a disembodied

spirit's freedom, and could foretell the future, the

^"/ "[P""' Homeric Greeks agreed with many others. Thus
of Death may * '

Prophesy.
Hector at the pomt of death predicts the killing

of Achilles by Paris and Phoebus Apollo (X 359),
as Patroclus had predicted the death of Hector himself (H 852).

See page 520.

Many synonymous expressions are used for death :
" These

two were stretched in the dust" (A 536), "bite the earth"

(B 418), ''darkness covered his eyes" (A 461),

Death.
'^'^ \\mh?. were loosed" (A 469), "hated dark-

ness seized him" (E 47), "death covered him"
(E 68), "dark night covered his eyes" (E 659), "the end of

death covered these" (E 553), "the dark cloud of death
encompassed them" (^ 180), "the two entered the earth"
(Z 19), "his soul descended to Hades" (k 560), "sent many
mighty souls to Hades" (A 3), "enter the home of Hades"

I

be doubted. But caution is necessary that the reader may not assume the Greeks
who maintained certain customs to have inherited also, the beliefs on which those

customs were originally based.

'As A 262, * 48, X 52.
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(H 131), "fell in the dust and seized the earth with his hand"
(A 425), "Fate enveloped him" (M 116), "life-destroying

death was poured about him" (N 544), "his soul left him"
(11 410), "to leave the light of the sun" (2 11), "met death
and destruction " (T 294), " meet death and fate " (Y 337), " fell

asleep" (A 241). As darkness is associated with death, so to

live is "to see the light of the sun" (E 120, cf. A 88).

The existence, the " life " if it may be so called, of the souls

after death is a shadowy reflection or imitation of man's life on
earth,^—almost as neutral as the Hebrew Sheol.

Even the voices of the dead are but echoes of
"

their former selves. The ghosts, like Shakespeare's " sheeted

dead," " do squeak and gibber " ; the voices of the shades of

Penelope's suitors, " trooping to their infernal jail," are

compared to the squeaking of bats in a great cave (co 9 ;

cf."^ lOi). The souls are as unsubstantial as dreams,—and
we have seen that Death and Sleep are twin brothers, and the

entrance to the land of shades lies hard by that to the country

of dreams,—but the ghosts in the main pursue the very

occupations in which they were employed while upon the

earth, kings remaining kings, and hunters following their old

game,—though others have the outward form of their last

appearance upon earth. Thus that the later myth makes the

daughters of Danaiis carry water in Hades, may not have

meant originally that they were punished ; they may have

been merely continuing in Hades the processes of irrigation

or fetching water which had occupied them on earth.

That Odysseus sees at the entrance to Hades " men slain

in battle, with bloody armor " (X 40), is in harmony
with the doctrine of modern ghost-stories in which the

apparition of a murdered man is wont to show the wound
which caused his death. So Banquo's ghost shook " gory

locks '' at Macbeth. On the other hand, the ghost of

Patroclus, on its visit to Achilles, seems to be clad in

the clothing which Patroclus himself was wont to wear

(^ 6^), just as the elder Hamlet's ghost seemed to wear
" the very armour he had on

|

When he the ambitious Norway

^ Cf. Pindar's account (Frag. 129) of the dead as entertaining themselves, soine with

horse-races and gymnastic contests, others with draughts, and others with the lyre,

—

but in Pindar's time the ghosts had gained much additional vigor.
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combated" {Hatnlet i. i. 60), and Agamemnon's ghost cannot

have borne the marks of Aegisthus's blows, or Odysseus would

have known that the " king of men " did not meet his death

by drowning (\ 399). Odysseus in Hades recognizes at once

his mother and his other friends ; their faces and forms are

not greatly changed,—nothing is said even of pallid cheeks.

The shade of Heracles (though " he himself," curiously enough,

is " feasting with the immortal gods," X 602) carries a bow and

appears ready to shoot ; and the ghost of the mighty hunter

Orion, with a bronze club,—doubtless only the shade of his

former club,—is chasing the ghosts of the wild beasts which

long before he had hunted and slain upon the mountains.^

Minos acts as governor or judge (X 568), apparently doing after

death just what he had done while alive,—ruling and judging.

Circe tells Odysseus that Persephone grants prudence

{Treirvua-Oai, k 495) to the ghost of the seer Teiresias only,

while the rest of the dead flit as shades. Thus

fJs'mttr ^'^^ mother of Odysseus, though preserving her

Hades former appearance, and recognized immediately

by her son, does not recognize him until she has

partaken of the offering of blood (X 152), which clearly, is

not intended merely to please the shades, and still less

to appease any anger which they may cherish, but at least

chiefly to give them strength for a brief period of conscious-

ness,

—

i.e. it is not a sacrifice in the ordinary sense.^ Each
of the Famous Women who come up to Odysseus, one after

another, and relate to him the stories of their lives and

families, requires the draught of blood before she speaks

(X 228); and thus also the soul of Agamemnon drinks of

this offering (X 390), but after him the blood is not

mentioned in the narration, possibly only because the

frequent repetition of the act would be monotonous in the

story, although movement on the part of Odysseus is

assumed when he sees Minos, Tityus, and others.^

'X 572. A club would seem an unsatisfactory weapon for a hunter, but according

to Pindar (Nem. iii. 51) Achilles killed deer without dogs and nets, for he was
swifter of foot than they_^— Troo-tri yhp KpdTeaKe.

^ This seems at least not to be identical with the later offerings which are expected
to maintain the shades in good condition, as by regular daily food.

2 Odysseus certainly does not penetrate into the inmost recesses of the realm of

Hades. The souls come to him, he does not go to them (X 37). This supports the
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Though the souls are as unsubstantial as dreams, yet they

not only have the human form,^ but also may feel anger-

like Ajax (X 565), or joy, Hke Achilles (A. 540),

or may weep, like Agamemnon (\ 391); they
'j^f"''"

°-^

are kept from the offering of blood by the

drawn sword of Odysseus (X 48, 147), and they partake

eagerly of the blood and \\m& and honej' which are provided.

If the ghosts ot Tantalus, Sisyphus, and Tityus are included,

we see dead men suffering not only hunger and thirst, but

also physical pain, and performing physical labor. Agamem-
non's ghost is eager to learn about his son Orestes, and

Achilles inquires concerning his son Neoptolemus, but they

have not heard of them from any of the new-comers before

the arrival of Odysseus,—though this may be simply the poet's

device not to forestall his hero's story. That the ghosts of

Patroclus (^ 65) and Elpenor (X 51), and the shades of

Penelope's suitors (w 120), have no need of the strengthening

draught of blood before speaking, is perfectly reasonable,

—

they have been dead but a few hours. How long the

effects of a draught would continue, would be a useless

question.^ That the companions of Odysseus, on retreating

from the land of the Ciconians (i 65), called thrice .on the

souls of their fallen comrades, implies at least that these

souls were thought to possess intelligence and the power

to hear, as well as that they desired a resting-place at.

home, and did not want to be left in the land of the

Ciconians.

Even this shadowy existence of the souls of the dead, is

not conceived as lasting for ever,—it is not immortality in

the modern sense, though no hint is given that

they endured only as long as their memory was
^^^ ^^^^^

-^

kept alive on earth. Odysseus sees in Hades

no ghost older than the second or third generation before

comparison of his visit to Hades with the evocation of the spirit of the prophet

Samuel by the Witch of Endor, for Iving Saul (i Sam. xxviii. 7).

' The diminutive size of the ghost as depicted on old Greek vases, seems to be

a device to indicate the invisibility of the soul to mortal eyes. Odysseus marks no

difference of stature in his friends, when he sees them in the realm of Hades.

-But Agamemnon's ghost in the Second Nekyia (m 20 f.) talks with his comrades

without any strengthening potion.

3 G
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him.^ But the so-called heroic period of Greece had very few

generations. Homer's Hades naturally is an Achaean Hades,

and the poet knows no un-Hellenic customs there any more

than elsewhere in the world.

In these matters, least of all, is strict consistency to be

expected or demanded. Dante's spirits are incorporeal, and

yet suffer from cold and heat and other pains

;

Notperfect
^^^^j^ voices, too, are but a shadow or echo of

onsts ency.

^j^g^^ggj^gg^ ygj. Casella can sing. Pindar's pictures

of the future life are not entirely consistent. That Achilles

in one book of the Iliad is assured that Patroclus is beyond

his reach, never to return (^ 75), and yet in the next book

hopes that his friend will not be angry with him, if, though

in Hades, he shall learn that the body of Hector has been

given to Priam (fi 592), and that Achilles thus promises to

him ao'portion of the ransom,—this does not prove that the

first scene was by an Aeolic and the second by an Ionian

poet. No more does the less elaborate description of the

funeral rites of Hector than of those of Patroclus, justify

the inference that the rites were simplified as the belief

became common that the consciousness of the dead continued

after the funeral rites,—-for the poet may not have desired

so soon to repeat so long an account'

The word idol (e'lSwXov, X 83) which is used of the ghosts

of the dead, is used also of a wraith of the living Aeneas,

over which the Achaeans fought (E 449) while

Aeneas himself was healed in Apollo's temple,

and of a representation of Penelope's sister,—virtually a

dream,—which is sent by Athena (S 796) to Penelope for

^ Ghosts in India are said to be individual for only three generations. Thus a man

needs to pay no special worship to the shade of his great-great-grandfather.

^We have no Hellenic evidence to show that the funeral ceremonies were more

elaborate at the time when the soul \..as believed never to return after these rites

were completed, than they were when the soul was thought to hover long about

its body's resting-place. The soul of Patroclus was not hovering about its body,

but came on a special errand, when it visited Achilles. To say that this ghost

had no good reason for visiting Achilles, who was already intending to burn his

body the next day, is as otiose as to say that Odysseus had no good reason for

going to Hades, since Circe told him more than Teiresias, and that Telemachus

had no good reason for going to Pylus and Sparta, since Athena could have

told him all that was necessary.
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her comfort. Such an idol of Helen, according to Stesichorus,

accompanied Paris to Troy {cf. Plato, Republic, 586 C).

Whether the Asphodel Plain (X 539, o) 13) was thought

of as a cheerful or a dreary place, cannot be made out with

certainty.^ That the existence in Hades was not

satisfactory to Achilles, is shown by his reply to ^'P^"^'^

Odysseus, who congratulates him on his honors
cheerful?

in Hades as a worthy sequence to his glorious

life on earth : " Speak not comfortably to me of death,

O glorious Odysseus. I should rather be upon the field as

the servant of another, of one who had no land and little

property, than be the king of all the dead" (X 488). And
if the proud Achilles would rather serve on earth than reign

in Hades, doubtless the ordinary man expected to gain

nothing by death. A recently published view that, in the

oldest parts of the poems, men, weary of the stru gle for

existence, looked upon death as a relief from toil {cf. e'lSaiXa

Ka/uLovToiv, X 476) cannot seriously be maintained. In general,

the Homeric heroes enjoyed life and strongly

desired its continuance. According to the poems, „, , ,

Epicasta (X 277), mother and wife of Oedipus,

Anticlea (X 202, o 359), mother of Odysseus, and apparently'

Clytaemestra {y 310), unfaithful wife of Agamemnon, commit

suicide ; but two of these were driven to the act by shame

and remorse, and Anticlea by her longing for her absent

son. Odysseus himself meditates suicide when, on nearing

his native land, he awakes to find that his companions

during his slumber have untied the bag of winds (see page

443), and that he is borne with them again away from his

home (k 51), but he endures patiently. The suicide of

Telamonian Ajax is not stated distinctly, but is implied in

saying that the arms of Achilles brought death to him

(^ 555)- These are the only instances of suicide in the

poems. The Homeric Greek:; take a wholesome, cheerful

view of life. The famous saying, " As is the race of leaves,

^That the asphodel in Greece often grows in modern graveyards, as in other

deserted places, proves nothing for ancient associations. That the Homeric Greeks

thought of the dead as receiving physical nourishment or other advantage from the

bulbs of the asphodel growing above their bodies, as is sometimes suggested, is

very improbable.—Unprejudiced visitors to Greece in early April generally think

the asphodel a cheerful flower, but a little later it is unquestionably cheerless.
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such also is that of men" (Z 146), is not uttered in a

pessimistic tone, and the words of the disguised Odysseus,
" Of all creatures that move and breathe upon the earth,

man is the most helpless" (cr 131), must be understood in

connexion with his warning to the man whom he addresses,

—

one of Penelope's suitors, whose father he well remembered,

but who soon is to fall by the speaker's hand. Similarly,

in the conflict of the gods on the field of battle ($ 464),

Apollo says to Poseidon that they should not fight together

for the sake of wretched mortals who are like to the leaves

{cf. "as a flower of the field, so he flourisheth," Psalms ciii. 15),

which are now luxuriant, and again wither,—but the contrast

between gods and men is particularly marked at this moment.
Men are neither punished in Hades, in general, for their

evil deeds done upon earth, nor rewarded there for the good

deeds done in this life. Three notable apparent
eit er exceptions stand by themselves, seen by Odysseus

Punishments. °" ^'^ "^'"^^^^ '^° ^^^ realm of Hades,—Tityus,

Tantalus, and Sisyphus.^ Tityus lies stretched

over more than two acres of land, with his liver torn by
two vultures, paying the penalty for an assault on Leto
(X 576). Tantalus stands hungry and thirsty, with water

and fruit just out of his reach (X 582). Sisyphus continually

and unavailingly urges a great stone up a hill (X 593).

But, curiously enough, why Tantalus and Sisyphus suffer

and toil, the poet does not say ; it can hardly be, as has been

suggested, because of gluttony and an undue spirit of enter-

prise ! Sisyphus ^ did not have a bad name everywhere in

Greece : not only does the Lycian Glaucus boast his descent

from him (Z 153), but Pindar counts him one of the

glories of Corinth {01. xiii. 52), and in his address to his

'The punishment in Hades of Ixion and the Danaids is un-IIomeric.—This

passage (\ 576-600) has no organic connexion with the story of Odysseus's visit to

Hades, and cannot have been an original part of it. He was sent thither by the

poet not only to consult the seer, but also for the sake of his meeting with his

mother and his former comrades on the plain of Troy. But the sufferings of

Tantalus and his associates have nothing to do with Odysseus, and are not even

made out to be characteristic of the place.

^The name seems to be formed by reduplication from (ro06s, wise. The epithet

KepduTTos (Z 153), shrewdest, applied to him, seems to be used in a complimentary

sense.
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judges, Socrates thinks with pleasure of the possibihty of

interviewing Odysseus and Sisyphus in Hades (Plato,

Apology, 41 c). Strictly speaking, then, Homer knows of

no instance of rewards, and of only one case of punishment,

after death. Sisyphus and Tantalus suffer, but for no
stated crime. Mr. S. Reinach ingeniously explains the

stories of the three sufferers as really based on misinter-

preted paintings : Tityus was a man slain in battle, with

body torn by birds of pre}-,—^just as Odysseus saw in Hades
men who had been slain in battle, with gory armor. Sisyphus,

the old ruler of Corinth and builder of the Sisypheion on
Acrocorinthus, was doing in Hades just what he had been
doing in life, heaving great stones up a hill,—just as Orion
continues his occupation of hunting. Finally, according to

Reinach, Tantalus with a stone over his head (Pindar, 01.

i. 57) and standing in a marsh, personifies his city, which

was overthrown by an earthquake and became a marsh,

with high rocks on the hill above.

The question how unsubstantial spirits can be plagued by
physical pain, does not disturb Homer any more than it did

his great successor, Dante ; and not only the

neo-Platonist Plutarch {de Sera, 567) but even
pff^'"'^

Plato himself {Phaedo, 1
1 3 D) uses language

which implies the possession of bodies in describing the

sufferings of the souls in their Infernos. The Christian

Father, Justin Martyr, has no doubt that the souls and

bodies of men are to be reunited for eternal suffering.

In making the truce for the single-combat between

Menelaus and Paris, Agamemnon invokes the two divinities

who beneath the earth punish perjurers (F 278),^

but this has its only Homeric parallel in the ^"""-^f^f
. ., . . r , 1 1 A beneath the

similar invocation of the gods by Agamemnon, ^^^^^

at his reconciliation with Achilles, when he swears

by " the Erinyes who beneath the earth " punish perjury

(T 259),—where "beneath the earth" cannot be equivalent

to " after death," as is indicated clearly by the order of

words as well as by the other ofifices of these divinities.

' In r 278, the use of Ka/xoi'Tas declares that the punishment follows death, but

this odd use for davbvTos is found only here, and thrice in elSoiKa Ka/MovToiv

(as X 476).
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The Erinyes are not to be understood as ministers of

suffering to the souls of the dead. No imps or devils are

employed in torturing, or even in guarding and
'inyei-

overseeing the suffering of Tantalus, Tityus, and

Sisyphus. The Erinyes do not correspond to the modern

notion of Furies,—the Homeric Greeks knew of no evil-

minded or unkindly divinities. In no case are they repre-

sented by the Homeric poet as punishing murder, and the

only instance in which they are connected with perjury is

the one just named. Their principal duty seems to be the

maintenance of proper family relations. Meleager's mother,

cursing her son for killing her brother, prayed to Hades

and Persephone (I 569),—clearly not for his future punish-

ment, but for his immediate death (which was granted,

according to Bacchylides),—and " the Erinys that walks in

darkness " heard her in Erebus, and brought the enemy

against the city ; and conversely, the father of Phoenix

invoked the Erinyes to curse his son, and the nether Zeus

and Persephone granted his prayer (I 454),—not for the

punishment of Phoenix after death but simply for his

childlessness, and so his desolation, in this life. Telemachus

fears woes in this life from the Erinyes, if he shall send his

mother away from his home,^ and Oedipus, while still

living, suffered woes from the Erinyes of his mother (X 280).

When Poseidon hesitates to obey the command of Zeus,

Iris reminds him that the Erinyes always accompany the

elder brother,—which surely was not intended to be a threat

to the god of his punishment after death (0 204). Once the

Erinyes appear as guardians of the rights of hospitality {p 475),
and once they seem to be used like Nemesis to humble the

proud (ii 78), but still without reference to the dead. The
reader will remember that Odysseus sees no one in Hades
suffering punishment for perjury. So the prayer of Agamemnon
stands alone, and this warrior himself, in referring to the breach

of the truce which is confirmed by this prayer, does not say that

the Trojans will be punished after death for this act of perjury,

but that Zeus will take vengeance upon them by the destruction

of their city, and the death of Priam and his people (A 160).

The Erinyes certainly are not ministers of suffering after death.

' uriT-np dprja-er' ipivOs, (3 135; cf. $ 412, 204.
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While the spirits of men after death were thought to

lead such a shadowy existence as is indicated for them in

the Homeric poems, no need was felt for cheering

or propitiating them in any wa\'. They had passed '^f"
^.^^'^."-f

c ^t r ,
Propitiation.

irom the region of earth never more to return

;

they were helpless and powerless. The shade of Patroclus

appears as a dream to Achilles, but says expressly that it

can never again return when once it has received due rites

of fire, i.e. of burial (-$• 75). Thenceforth, when once
admitted to the realm of Hades, it is beyond the reach

of friends and enemies on earth ; it can receive no satis-

faction, and it can work neither weal nor woe.i Odysseus's
mother tells him that the might of the funeral fire has

destroyed the flesh and sinews (\ 219) of the dead.

No satisfactory explanation has been found for the incon-

sistency between the views of the Epic poets,—for Hesiod,

too, says nothing of the worship of the dead,

—

and the practise of the later Greeks in paying ^^'^ ""

sacrifices and making libations to the dead,
^^^ Dead?

customs which we must suppose them to have

inherited from very early times, and which archaeological

excavations show to have prevailed at Mycenae long before

the Homeric age. The most plausible suggestion offered in

explanation of this inconsistency, is that on leaving their old

homes and the graves of their ancestors, on the mainland

of Greece, and in particular on adopting the custom of

burning the bodies of the dead, which would remove the

possibility of the soul's return to its former habitation, the

Greeks who migrated to Asia Minor left behind them also

their belief in the influence over them of the spirits of their

ancestors. But this is not wholly satisfactory, for even if

they left their old ghosts behind them, they could have

gained new ones in the next generation.- Certain rites in

' Elpenor's threat (\ 73) that he may be the cause of the gods' wrath to

Odysseus, if his body is left unburied, does not refer to any visitation or other

vengeance which the ghost itself can bring, nor to any fiiture punishment of

Odysseus in Hades, but only indicates the displeasure of the gods. Cf. X 358.

^Helbig calls attention to the large number of haunted houses and rooms in

England, and the fewness of these in America,—but the New England colonists

did not abandon their belief in ghosts, as the German scholar seems to have been

informed, and man}' an American garret is still full of ghosts,—which even cremation
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the funeral of Patroclus may be understood as the survival

of customs from an earlier worship of the dead, but here,

too, the tokens of reverence end when the corpse is consumed

by the fire, and the funeral mound is raised.

Twice in the poems, offerings are made which bear a close

resemblance to sacrifices to the souls of the dead,i although

they may be distinguished from them. At the

Ihe'Dmd"
funeral-pyre of Patroclus, Achilles leans jars of

honey and of oil against the bier on which the

corpse lies ("^ 170). The jars of oil can hardly have been

intended primarily to encourage the burning of the body,

which was already wrapt in the fat of sheep and kine-,—and,

in that case, the oil would have been poured upon the wood,

and the jars would have been carried away or broken. And
when Odysseus goes to the realm of Hades to consult the

seer Teiresias, following the directions of Circe, he digs

a small pit in the ground, a cubit square, and " pours about

it a libation for all the dead, first mixed-honey \i.e. milk and

honey], then sweet wine, and thirdly water" (X 25). Then
after a prayer to the dead, including a vow that on his

return to Ithaca he will sacrifice a farrow cow and burn a

pyre full of treasures, and in particular that he will sacrifice

a black ram to Teiresias, Odysseus cuts the throats of a

ram and of a black ewe in such a manner that their blood

flows into the pit.^ As we have seen, the distinct immediate

purpose of the sacrifice by Odysseus is to give to the souls

of the dead sufficient physical strength to answer his

questions, and the promised sacrifices were not to be made at

the graves of the dead, as for example at Thebes for Teiresias,

would not banish. Even in California are haunted houses, for which no mortal

tenant can be found. Rohde gives as the cause of the adoption of cremation by the

ancestors of the Homeric Greeks, a desire to rid themselves of the souls of the

dead ; and as a result of the change, the abandonment of the old ritual and

sacrifices.

' In the Catalogue of Ships, B 550, Erechtheus at Athens receives annual offerings

of bulls and rams, but this part of the poems stands by itself in many ways, and

Erechtheus is there son of the grain-giving land and nursling of Athena,— z.f. virtually

deified, the only instance in the poems of such deification.

* Cf. the offerings to the dead : milk, honey, water, wine, olive oil, and flowers to

the shade of Darius (Aesch. Persians, 610) ; milk, wine, honey, oil (Eur. Iph.

Taur. 159, 633).
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but to be made on Ithaca, actually in the court or the

hall of Odysseus, to which we may not conceive the ghosts
to be personally invited,

—

i.e. no connexion is assumed between
the soul and the place where its body (or its bodj's ashes)

was laid. But that the ghosts were attracted by the scent

of the blood, indicates familiarity with such offerings of

blood as were made at the tomb of Pelops in Olympia in.

Pindar's time (a('/xa/covp/a(?, 01. i. 90). These vowed offerings,

to be paid on Ithaca, have been thought by some to be
of merely sentimental value, though the choice of a black-

ram and a farrow cow is not so explained; thus Andromache,
seeing the naked body of Hector dragged behind the chariot

of Achilles to the ships of the Achaeans, wishes that she

might wrap it in the raiment which lies in her halls,—this

raiment she will burn, she says, "of no advantage to thee,

Hector, since thou wilt not lie therein,^ but to be an honor
in the eyes of the Trojans" (X 513). These seem like

survivals of old, not fully understood customs. That, at the

funeral feast in honor of Patroclus, cattle were slaughtered

so freely that the blood flowed in streams,^ may indicate not

so much the shedding of blood for the advantage of the

corpse, as the abundance of the provision for the feast, as

is shown by the two previous verses, which are devoted

to the singeing of swine, which can have had no immediate

relation to the dead.

The nearest relation or friend was expected to close the

eyes of the dead. Thus Agamemnon is particularly grieved

and wroth that after his murder by Aegisthus,

his wife Clytaemestra would not even close his ^'"""SJ"^
hi \£5 of

eyes and mouth (X 426), and Odysseus threatens ^^"^ j^^^^

a Trojan antagonist on the field of battle that

his father and mother shall not close his eyes, but the

vultures shall tear his flesh (A 452). This closing of the

eyes and mouth seems to have been a symbolic rite, indicating

that the work of the body was done.

'The inference that these garments would be of advantage to Hector if his

body were wrapped in them at the lime of his burial, is not clear. Why should

they not profit him as well if they were burned separately, as Achilles seems to

propose for Patroclus at fl 595 ?

^ KOTvX-^pvTov, ^ 34, literally, so that it cottld be taken ttp in cups.
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When the body of Patroclus is brought to the tent of

Achilles, it is bathed with warm water, and anointed,'—the

wounds in particular being filled with ointment

'^the'^Dead

°^ (S 350), which may have had antiseptic properties

to delay corruption. Then, covered with a soft

linen cloth,^ and a mantle above this, it is laid upon a

couch which serves as a bier, with the feet toward the

door (T 2i2),3 and, all night long, Achilles leads the lament

of the Achaeans, with his hands laid upon his friend's breast.

Achilles will not bury the body of Patroclus until he has

slain Hector, but meanwhile captive Trojan women shall

wail about the bier (S 339). He also stoutly refuses to

taste food until he has avenged his friend's death.*

The body of Hector, though at the tent of Achilles, is

anointed with ambrosial oil by Aphrodite ("^ 187), and on

its ransom it is bathed and anointed by the

„
''

',
serving-women of Achilles, and is wrapped in a

Funeral. ° '

1

tunic and covered with a mantle," and laid upon

a bier (f2 587). On its return to Troy, it is met by the

Trojans before the city gates, and Hector's wife and mother

hasten to the wagon and embrace his head. When the body

is brought to the palace, minstrels are set beside it who sing

' Similarly the body of Sarpedon is bathed by Apollo, and anointed with

ambrosia (11 670).

- Helbig thinks the soft linen cloth may have been in the form of bandages,

like the mummy-wrappings of Egypt ; but the same expression (iav!^ \ltI, ^ 254)

is used of the cloth in which the urn itself is wrapped a little later. (See

page 158.)

^ This is thought to indicate a desire that the ghost shall not return, but if

this was the origin of the practise, it may have been forgotten long before

Homer's time.

•T 2og. Cf. "And when all the people came to cause David to eat meat

while it was still day, David sware, saying, ' God do so to me and more also if

I taste bread, or aught else, till the sun be down,'" 2 Sam. iii. 35.

* Helbig compares a Cean inscription of the fifth century B.C. (Dittenberger,

Sylloge, \^. n. 877), which ordered that only three^ garments be laid with the

dead,—one under the body {crrpCiixa) and one over the body {iirl^Xrujia), in addition

to the tunic. C/. Plutarch, Solon, 21. Penelope's famous "web" was announced

as a funeral robe for the old Laertes,—perhaps, as Helbig suggests, the one which

was to be laid over the corpse. Thetis furnished these robes for her son's

funeral (w 67).
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a dirge, while the women of the palace groan and shriek

in response,^—this corresponding to the lamentation of the

captive women about the body of Patroclus in the tent of

Achilles. Then, in succession, Andromache, Hecuba, and
Helen sing brief lyric laments, to which the women of the

palace respond as before (Q 709). " For nine days," Priam
tells Achilles, " we would mourn for Hector in our halls

;

on the tenth we would bury him, and the people would
feast ; on the eleventh we would build a mound over him,

while on the twelfth we will fight, if indeed we must

"

(0 664).

Some process of preserving the dead body from decay

seems to have been known and used,^ for the body of Achilles

is committed to the flames on the eighteenth day „ , , .

after his death [w 65), and that of Hector is

treated with despite by Achilles for eleven or twelve days

(Q 31), and then is bewailed by the Trojans for nine days

before his burial (fi 664). The body of Patroclus is kept

from decay by Thetis, who drops " ambrosia and red nectar

"

through his nostrils (T 38), and the body of Hector is

anointed with ambrosial oil by Aphrodite ("^ 185), but

something must have suggested to the poet such a pre-

servation. \\'e have seen that the dead body after bathing

was anointed, but this may have been simply because, in

ordinary life, ointment was always used after a bath.

Possibly honey was used as a balsam.

The Homeric warriors were much freer than westerners

of modern times, in the expression of their emotions. For

example, Agamemnon sheds abundant tears in his council

of Achaean elders (I 14) and Telemachus weeps in the

assembly of Ithacans (/3 81). So no one should be surprised

at the violence of their expressions of grief On learning of

the death of Patroclus, Achilles stretches himself on the

ground, and heaps dust and ashes on his head, while the

captive women run out of the tent with loud shrieks, and

' For the modern Oriental custom, see H. C. Trumbull, Oriental Social Life,

but the Irish keen shows that the usage was not limited to the East.

^ Tapxvd], H 85, strictly cannot mean to iury, but to embalm. The connexion

with rdptxos, dry salt fish, would seem to show that the Greeks were familiar with

the preservative effect of the nitre in the soil, on bodies buried in Egypt.
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beat their breasts (2 23). In grief for Hector, King Priam

sits upon the ground in the court-yard, wrapt close in his

mantle, and heaps dust upon his head ; his sons

Grief'"""'
"^ ^'^ ^'^°"'^ ^^"^ weeping, and his daughters and

his sons' wives mourn within the palace (Q 1 61).

The death of Protesilaus left his wife " with both cheeks

torn " (a/uL(piSpv(pn?, B 700) in her grief. So Diomed

boasts that of the man hit by his spear, " his wife's cheeks

are torn, and his children are orphans" (A 393). And

Briseis, on returning to the tent of Achilles and seeing the

dead Patroclus, " shrieks loudly, and with her hands tears

her breast and neck and face" (T 284). No instance occurs

of rending one's garment in grief.^

The use of black in mourning appears but once. When,

near the close of the action of the I/md, Thetis, with heart

full of grief for the approaching death of her

T,/'^
'" son Achilles, is summoned to Olympus, she takes

Mourning. '

, ' rl x ., 1

a dark wrap (KaAv/nma Kvaveov, \l 93), than

which is no blacker garment,"—clearly as a sign of deep

mourning.

One princely, military funeral is described in detail,

—

that of Patroclus ("^ iio f.). Agamemnon sends men and

mules to the foot-hills of Mt. Ida to bring wood

pTindif ^° ^^^ ^^°^^ ^°^ *^ funeral pile. Achilles bids

his Myrmidons gird themselves as for battle, and

to prepare their chariots. The chariots,—bearing the knights,

the nobles,—lead the way, the infantry follow. In the

midst, his comrades bear the body of Patroclus, covered

with the locks of hair which they had cut off as a sign

of mourning.^ Achilles follows the corpse as chief mourner,'

bearing his friend's head. When they reach the place

appointed for the pyre, Achilles cuts off his long tawny

^ This is recognised as an oriental custom by Aeschylus in his Persians, 124, 199,

468, 537, 835, 1060 ; Choephoroe 29.

^Nestor's son Pisistratus classes cutting the hair with weeping, as a mark of

respect and mourning for the dead (5 198). Cf. iji ijb\ Euripides, Alcestis, 427 ;

Plato, Phaedo, 89 B ; Xenophon, Hell. i. 7. 8.—Apparently already here the lock of

hair stands as a symbol for the person ; as to give a lock of hair is symbolically to

give the whole person, to cut the hair may be a survival of the mutilation of the

body.

^ King David himself also " followed the bier " of Abner (2 Sam. iii. 31).
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hair and places it in the hand of Patroclus. The pyre is

built, a hundred feet square, and the body is laid upon it

at the centre, wrapt from head to foot in the fat of many
sheep and kine (doubtless to facilitate the cremation), while

the carcases of the beasts are laid on the outer part of

the pyre. Jars of honey and oil are leaned against the

bier. Four horses, two pet dogs,^ and twelve young Trojans,

taken captive on the last day of battle, are then slain, and

their bodies laid on the outer part of the pyre, and finally

fire is applied. Since the pyre does not burn freely,

Achilles calls upon the winds, Boreas and Zephyrus, and

promises them goodly sacrifices in return for their aid.

Being notified by Iris, these winds come and fan the flames

all night, while all night long, Achilles moves slowly by

the side of the pyre, pouring wine upon the ground and

calling upoB the soul of his comrade. In the morning, the

coals are quenched with wine (with which water may have

been mixed), the bones of Patroclus are collected, and, placed

between a double layer of fat to preserve them from dis-

integration, are laid in a golden ^ basin or urn {(pioKr],

^ 253). This urn is wrapt in a soft cloth and set in

the barrack of Achilles, apparently to await the death of

that hero, that the bones of the two friends may be buried

together. But on the site of the pyre a temporary mound
is reared, which for the present is a cenotaph. This mound
will be made higher and broader on the death of Achilles

("^ 247). After these services are completed, Achilles pre-

pares for an elaborate series of athletic contests in honor

of his friend,—a chariot-race, a boxing-match, a wrestling-

bout, a foot-race, a contest with spears, another in hurling

the discus, another in shooting at a mark, and finally one

in hurling the spear.^ (See page 143.)

^ Dogs' teeth were found in the bee-hive tomb at Vaphio. Tsountas and Manatt,

Mycenaean Age, 152.

' The material of the urn is naturally chosen for merely sentimental reasons, just

as a magnificent coffin or tomb is prepared for a prince in modern times.

'* 258 ff. With these funeral games, cf. those of Achilles (w 85), of Oedipus at

Thebes (* 679), and of Amarynceus (*' 631) ; also X 163 ; Hesiod, Works and Days,

654. Many of the great stated athletic contests of Greece were thought to be funeral

in origin, and such funeral games were instituted in later, historical times.
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The funeral ceremonies of Achilles (") 63) are not reported

with such fulness of detail as those of his friend, but he was

mourned for seventeen nights and days,—the Muses

j"f'u themselves acting as the singing women (w 60),

—

and his body was covered with oil and honey, and

wrapt in raiment brought by his goddess-mother. While the

pyre burned, the Greeks moved about it,—both infantry and

chariots,—and in the morning the white bones were collected

and placed in a golden urn, the gift of Thetis, presented to

her by Dionysus, and the work of Hephaestus,—with oil and

unmixed wine, and with the remains of Patroclus. Over this

urn a high mound was reared on a promontory projecting into

the broad Hellespont. Games followed, as at the funeral of

Patroclus,—the prizes being offered by Achilles's mother,

Thetis.

The funeral ceremonies of Hector seem to have been similar

to those of Patroclus (il 784), though the narration is brief,

but no funeral games followed. His bones are
uneia oj

gathered from the pyre, wrapt in soft purple

robes, and laid in a golden chest (Xapva^, 795),

—which must have been a kind of coffin,—and this is placed

in a trench or grave (/caTrero?, Q, 797). Apparently the

customs of inhumation are here combined with the usages of

incineration.! Nothing is said of burying arms or other

treasures with the bones of Hector or Achilles
; although the

argument ex silentio is dangerous, apparently no such tribute

is paid. The ceremonies of the funeral of Hector close with a

feast in the palace of Priam,—a rite which is familiar enough

not only in the orient but also in the west, and of which

These games were in honor of the dead (4^ 274, 646), but nothing in the Homeric

poems indicates that the dead were believed to find any delectation in them, or

that they were usually held before and not after the burial (see page 143).

^ Similarly the shade of Patroclus begs Achilles that one coffin (a-opos, •J>9i)may

contain their bones. The use of honey on the pyre of Patroclus is explained by Helbig

as derived from its use in the preservation of bodies,—a sort of embalming process

;

while others more reasonably see in it a survival of an offering of fsod. In either case

a custom of burial is followed in the act of cremation. Euripides {/pA. Taur. 634)

knows a custom of pouring honey on the pyre. —At the Archaeological Congress in

Athens in 1905, Dr. Dorpfeld maintained that in ancient Greece the general custom

was to burn the body before burial, but that the bodies seldom were actually con-

sumed by the fire. Mr. Evans thought that the indications of fire in the tombs might

be the ashes of the family hearth transferred from the home.
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survivals remain in Great Britain and America as well as in

Ireland.^ The funeral feast (Ta(pos, ^ 29) for Patroclus is

held before the funeral pyre is lighted. That for Hector, in

Priam's palace, is held after the burial mound is reared

(fi 802) ; but that the Trojans had another feast, before the

mound was built, is indicated by words of Priam to Achilles

already quoted :
" on the tenth day we would bury him and

the people would feast, and on the eleventh day we would
raise a mound over him" (Q 665). No hint intimates that the

shade of Patroclus cared whether the feast was held before or

after the burial or the erection of the mound.
In Mycenae, at the time of its prosperity and power,

inhumation of the dead was practised, though perhaps in

combination with cremation, and men seem to

have believed that the happiness of the soul could r) V" '
^

be increased by gifts placed with the body, and by
later sacrifices and libations at the tomb, while in the Homeric
poems cremation is the rule, as indeed it seems to have been

in still earlier times in Greece. That the Greeks before Troy
are in a foreign land, and might not want to bury their dead

in hostile soil (cf. Aeschylus, Agamemnon, 455), of course, does

not explain the burning of Hector's body. This difference of

custom has not been explained, but it must not be considered

very important since the customs of cremation and inhumation

have subsisted side by side in man)- places and times, just as

they did in Athens at the time of Socrates.'- Inhumation was

common in Asia Minor in early historical times, and scholars

have called attention to Agamemnon's expression with regard

to the possibility of Menelaus's bones rotting in the land of

Troy (A 174), which would be used more naturally of a buried

than of an incinerated body, and to the statement of the

^ See Trumbull, Oriental Social Life. Dean Stanley wrote of wine and cake as

handed round between the Scripture lessons and prayers at a Scotch funeral in i S6o :

"It seems that this is a relic ... of a feast given to the friends, which for many years

was the only service at a Scotch funeral, the clergyman being asked only to sa}- grace

before and after, and in the grace introducing appropriate remarks." Stanley, Life

and Letters, ii. 95. Hamlet's "funeral baked meats'' are familiar. Dr. Trumbull

says that such feasts were "an e.\pensive accompaniment of funerals in the rural

communities of New England " at the middle of the nineteenth century.

^ Crito asks Socrates in effect whether he prefers to be cremated or to be buried.

Plato, Phaedo, 115 c.
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Little Iliad (Kinkel, Epici, 40, 3) that the body of Ajax

was not burned but was placed in a coffin (a-opo's).

The killing of captives, horses, and dogs by the pyre of

Patroclus, is like to the usages of some of the North

American Indian tribes, but the analogies should
Killing of j^Q). ]^g pressed. The Trojan captives seem to

the Pyre have been killed in a spirit of vengeance,—not

to furnish attendants for the next world. On"

the third day of battle, angry because of the death of Asius,

Deiphobus kills a Greek and says that Asius even in going

to the home of Hades will be glad in soul, since Deiphobus

has supplied him with an escort (tto/xttoV, N 416), but this

need not be interpreted literally any more than Romeo's words

to Tybalt, " Mercutio's soul
|
Is but a little way above our

heads;
|

Either thou or I or both must go with him"
{Romeo and Juliet, iii. i. 131). That two dogs are killed at the

pyre of Patroclus, just as two dogs attend Telemachus when he

goes to the Ithacan place of assembly, may not be significant.

The word used four times for funeral honors (jcTepea, a 291)
originally meant possessions (as Q, 235), and indicates that in

earlier times all a man's personal possessions,—his
Arms buried ^^^^ ^nd his clothing,—were burned or buried
with the .

, , . ^, .,,,,,.
Dead ^m\ him. Ihese were indeed all his property,

for the real estate, and probably the cattle,

belonged to the family or clan. The arms of Patroclus and

of Achilles are not said to be buried with these warriors,

but Eetion's were burned with him (Z 418; t/i /u 13), and

Andromache speaks of this as a fitting honor for a brave

man,—not, however, as though it were necessary for the

comfort of his soul. To bury him without these, would be

to treat him as a captive or slave who owned no arms.

Odysseus's comrade Elpenor not only begs to be buried

but also that his oar may be set up on his tomb (X 'j']\

but he makes no request to have anything buried with him.

The high mound which was raised over the ashes of the

dead, itself served as a monument. In challenging the bravest

of the Achaeans to single-combat, Hector imagines

Monument.
^'^ antagonist to be slain by him, and a mound
to be raised over this Achaean on the banks of

the Hellespont, so that men even of future generations should
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say as they sailed over the sea, " That is the tomb of one
who died long ago, slain, fighting bravely, by glorious Hector "

(H 89). So also the mound of Achilles is raised upon a

promontory, that it may be seen by men far away upon the

sea ((0 82). The mound would lead the younger generation

to ask their fathers who was buried there, and thus would
keep alive the memory of the dead.' Before the days of

writing, such monuments were the best reminder to the

parents to transmit to their children the memories of the

past. Every boy on seeing the mound of Ajax by the shore,

would ask his father who was buried there, and then " Who
was Ajax?"- Similarly, the passover service was intended to

remind the Israelites to tell to their children the story of the

release from captivity in Egypt {Exodus xii. 26). Menelaus
raises a mound in Egypt in memory of his brother Aga-
memnon (^ 584), and Telemachus would have erected such a

mound on Ithaca for his father, if Odysseus had not returned

(a 291). Clearly in the case of Agamemnon, the mound in

Egypt was not intended to secure rest for his perturbed

spirit,—his body had been buried at home,—but simply to

maintain his name and fame. In addition to the mound, a

column or slab [stele) was sometimes used, for women as well

as for men (P 434) ; it is even counted as almost a right of

the dead (yepw, H 675). Nothing indicates that this monu-

ment was carved,—much less that it bore any inscription,

—

but some Mycenaean grave monuments are extant, on which

the figured chariot is thought to be intended chiefly to

declare the dead man's rank (see p. 351). Over the grave

of Odysseus's comrade Elpenor, who died at the palace of

Circe, his oar was fixed, in addition to a tombstone (fi 15), to

mark this as the grave of a sailor. That for such a monu-

ment wood might be used as well as stone, is shown by

Nestor's uncertainty whether the wooden beam which Achilles

set as the turning-post for the chariot-race, had been originally

^Cf. the command to the Israelites to set up twelve stones "out of the midst of

Jordan," "that this maybe a sign among you, that when children ask their fathers

in time to come, saying, 'What mean ye by these stones?' then ye shall answer

them . . . and these stones shall be for a. memorial unto the children of Israel

forever," Joshiia iv. 6.

'' "Such mounds are raised to-day as memorials of chiefs in north-eastern India."
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a monument {a-Ti/jLa, 'ir 331) for a grave, or a goal in an

earlier race.

Elms were planted by mountain-nymphs about the grave

of Andromache's father, Eetion (Z 419). No other tree

seems to be associated in any way with the
Elms Planted ^^, except that black poplars and willows
by Tomb.

, ^ -A 1 1

grow m the groves of Persephone near the

entrance to Hades (/t 510). Perhaps Eetion's elms were

only intended to make the spot more cheerful.

No grave-yards or cemeteries are mentioned by the poet,

and no necropolis has been found on the mainland of

Greece of so early an age as the Homeric period,
rave-

though much earlier grave-yards have been dis-

covered in Crete. High mounds were heaped up

in the Troad both earlier and later than Homer's time, but

no tombs have been found there of the age of Laomedon
and Priam.'^ The poems mention as landmarks not only

the tomb of Ilus, son of Dardanus and founder of Ilium, in

the middle of the plain (A 166), but also the high mound
of the old Aesyetes, on which a Trojan scout sits in order

to watch the movements of the Achaean forces (B 793),

and a hill on the plain " which the immortals call the

tomb of the agile Myrina" (B 814), who may have been

one of the Amazons to whose invasion of Phrygia old Priam

refers (E 189).

In the Homeric poems no exact analysis of the powers

of the soul is expected, such as would have satisfied Plato

n , , or Aristotle.^ The study of the Homeric realm
rsycnology. '

of Hades has shown us that the distinction was

not sharply drawn even between spirit and matter. The
gods as a rule are corporeal and material, but still they are

not ordinarily subject to the laws which bind matter,

—

though Ares could not escape from the chains with which

Hephaestus bound him (Q 298), nor from the bronze jar

in which he was kept imprisoned by mortals (E 387), and

' The Turkish officials now refuse to allow the scientific examination of these

mounds, fearing that from these heights observations might be made of the neighbor-

ing fortifications at the mouth of the Hellespont.

- See W. Schrader, Die Psychologie des dltern griechischen Epos, in JJ. 1885,

pp. 145 ft.
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where he was as helpless, and as powerless to escape, as the
jinn of the Arabiafi Nights. On the other hand, the ghosts
in Hades, as a rule immaterial, yet have some characteristics

of corporeal beings,—shedding tears (\ 466), drinking a
libation (X 390), and being kept from their draught by a
drawn sword (X 95). So the terms which correspond roughly
to soul {-^vyQ'f), heart (Sumo?, Kpa^li], K^p, or ^Top), and spirit

or mind (cppeve?) are not used with precision, and no one
English word represents accurately any of these, except
heart for KpaSlt] and Ktjp}

The soul^ (^'^X'') 's not the principle of life, as in the
works of Aristotle, and it has its seat in no particular part

of the human body, but is rather the man's
second self (aiter ego),—an image, the invisible

counterpart, of his body (an idol, e'lSoAov, X 602); it has no
intelligence, no nous, and no emotions, and is never repre-

sented as perceiving, thinking, willing, or feeling, at least as

long as it is in the body. The proem to the I/iad says

that the wrath of Achilles sent the souls of many mighty
warriors to the home of Hades, while it made themselves

{auTou^, A 4) the prey of dogs and the feast of birds.^

On its separation from the body,—leaving it either through

the mouth or through the opening of a wound (I 409 ;

E 518, n 504),—the soul flits away to the realm of Hades,*

from which it has no return. So not all the treasures

of the temple at Delphi are a man's recompense for it

(I 401, 408). Sarpedon threatens that Tlepolemus "shall give

glory to him, and his soul to Hades" (E 654 = A 44s);
but a little later, Patroclus strikes Sarpedon " where the

midriff supports the thickly beating heart," and, setting his

^ ^/vxv is used about 80 times in the poems,—more frequently in the Odyssey than

in the //tad, because of the Nekyia in X. 9i//i6s is used about 750 times, about 325

occurrences being in the Odyssey. KpaSirj occurs about 60 times, KTJp 80 times, and

^Top nearly icxj times, tppeua is used nearly 350 times, and voos a trifle more than a

hundred times.

^ See E. Rohde, Psyche. Its eiymology indicates that it is the breath of life ; cf.

Latin anhna and spiritus, and Sanskrit dtnian, breath, soul.

^According to a passage of the Odyssey which seems to have been added after the

story was essentially in its present form (X 602), the soul of Heracles is in Hades,

I'Ut "he himself is with the immortal gods."

"* ^i/x^ 5' ^f p^Q^i^v Trrafiefij 'AidjffSe ^e^ijKsiv, X 362, IT 856.
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foot upon the fallen man, he " draws out at the same time

Sarpedon's soul and the point of his spear" (II S^S)-

Naturally soul comes to be used as a synonym of life}

Thus Odysseus suffers in " striving for his own life {-^'^y^v,

a 5) and the return of his comrades"; and in the cave of

the Cyclops, he plans "as for his life" {irep\ ^^vxrji;, t 423),

i.e. he knows that his soul or life is at stake. Similarly,

when Achilles pursues Hector about the walls of Troy,

both run swiftly since they are running for no ordinary

prize, but "for the life (•v/'i^X^?, X 161) of the knight Hector."

And Hector begs Achilles "by his life (virep \|/-y;^^?, X 338)

and his parents " not to allow the Achaean dogs to devour

him. Shortly before this, Agenor, awaiting the attack of

Achilles, encourages himself with the thought that Achilles,

too, may be wounded with the sharp steel, and has but

one life ('^I'l'X'?. ^ 569).

In syncope the soul may leave the body for a time, i.e.

fainting is thought to be a temporary death. On seeing the

. . corpse of Hector dragged to the Greek camp behind

the chariot of Achilles, Andromache " breathes

forth her soul " (otto Se ^v)(riv eKairvaa-ev X 467), but her

spirit {Qvijl6<;) returns to her breast a little later. So, when

the spear is drawn from the wound of Sarpedon, " his soul

leaves him " (rov §' eXnre v|/-i'X'?, E 696), but the breath of

Boreas soon revives him.

Heart, spirit, mind, and the like, are connected only with

the body, not with the soul. The heart, thymos (Qvfj.6?,—cf.

KpaSirj or Krjp, ^Top) includes some of the functions

(Thvmos) °^ ^^^ mind, and is often used for spiril as in

later Greek, though never in Contrast with matter.

This word is never used in the anatomical sense. The
heart urges (B 276), bids (K 534), desires (0 301), hopes

(P 39S). is restrained (N 280), grieves (9 202), is distressed

(P 744), is torn (I 8), is eager (A 173), is glad (N 494),
is god-fearing (r 364), is proud (B 196), is insolent (0 94),
is mad (P 22), is of iron (X 357), dares (P 68), is fearle.ss

(n 163), is cowardly (E 643), lacks nothing (A 468), is

' QC 7 74, I 255, 523, X 245> I 322, 40I-—In the Authorised Version of the New
Testament, ipvx-q is translated h/e in some places where the Revised Version uses

soul.
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satisfied (e 95). Achilles is lion-hearted (Ou/uoXeuit/, H 228;.
" In heart " (ew Ou/jlcc or kutu Bv/jlov) a man not only suffers

(a 4), mourns {v 379), is rebuked (F 438), prays (e 444),
and hopes (\|/- 345), but also suspects (t 390), wonders
(a 323), remembers (a 29), considers (a 294 and often),

plans (t 299), and is persuaded (»y 258). His heart speaks

to him (X 122, 385), and conversely he speaks to his heart

(e 285),—this being used as a substitute for the reflexive

pronoun, himself. So also one consumes his heart (his soul,

Z 202, I 75), in grief One "takes heart" (/c 461), and
Telemachus assures his father that he will show him his

heart {i.e. his courage, spirit, tt 309). Agamemnon wishes

that such a heart (i.e. spirit) as that of Ajax were in the

breast of every Achaean (A 289). Poseidon shuns the

heart {i.e. the anger, v 148) of Zeus. But several times,

as the source of energy, this heart is equivalent to life.^

The second word for heart {KpaSh], Attic KapSlu, Latin

cor), which in later Greek is used most frequently of the

bodily organ, is in general equivalent to thyvios,

but is used not a tenth so often. The heart of

Hector is unyielding (/c^a^/^, T 60), Achilles charges Agamemnon
with having the heart of a deer (A 223), Thetis has cheered

the heart of Zeus (A 395), and grief comes to the heart.^

When Agamemnon's " heart leaps from his breast and his

knees tremble beneath him " (K 94), one may ask whether

the action of the heart is not as physical as that of the

^ Bvixbv aTToiypas, *- 270, taking away his life^ cf. P 236 ; 6.-no dvy.ov dX^aaai^ /x 350,

to lose one's life ; oKiyos dufj.ds evT)iv, A 593, little life was in me ; eirei Ke Xlirr} otrrea

Bv/Ais, ^pvxv TTfirdTijTai, \ 221, wAeiz the life leaves the bones, and the soul has flai^n

away; Bv^idv diroTrveiojv, A 524, breathingforth his life {e/. Andromache's "breathing

forth her soul," considered above) ; even 6vfj.bs yxer' aTo fj-eXeoip, IT 606, his life

departedfro?n his limbs, ck ixekioiv Bvfibs TrraTo, * 880, may reasonably be translated

as his soul flew away from his body,—^u/i6s being here the synonym of ^vxfi,—
and in $v/j.bv dirb fie\4cjv Svfai. dofxov "AlSos €t<Tuj, H 131, the ^i;/x6s is supposed not

simply to leave the body but even to enter the home of Hades,—but this is in-

accurate. The i/vxn has a place in Hades, but not the 6vfi6%.
'

' Etymologically,

Oviibs expresses agitation, feeling."—For the use of dviws as a reflexive pronoun, cf.

d 5' fieflXa yapvev IXdeai, <j>i\ov Ttrop, Pindar, 0/. i. 3 ;
" Bless the Lord, O my soul

"

(€i/\67et 7j ^vxv ^ou Tov Kvptov), Fsalms ciii. 1.

''Kpadirp' Kal 8vp,bv, 147,—where a distinction between the pair is not easily

drawn. For gnawing; consuming the heart in grief, ibea.i Kpadirin, ii 129, forms a,

perfect parallel to 6v/ji.dy KariSuv, translated cor edens by Cicero, Z 202.
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knees, though the expression cannot be so literally true
;

but when a coward's " heart beats hard in his breast

"

{KpaSirj urepvouri iraTacra-ei, N 282), the expression is Exactly-

paralleled by the use of the other word which is never

used in a physical sense.^ So, though the sensation is

physical, when Andromache "quivers in heart" (X 461),

the heart need not be the organ of the body, any more than

a few moments before, when " her heart leaps into her mouth "

{wop iuva (TToiLia, X 452). The only two passages in the

poems in which by heart the physical organ is clearly

meant are, first, where Idomeneus fixes his spear in the heart

{Kpah'in, N 442) of a brother-in-law of Aeneas, and the

palpitation of the heart shakes even the butt-end of the

spear ; and, again, of the wound of Sarpedon (kv/O, H 482).'

The cognate Krip is in general synonymous with icpaSltj, but

has a somewhat narrower range of use. More than half of

its occurrences are as datives or as accusatives of specification,

as, for example, grieving or rejoicing m heart (cf. ijrop,

below). This, too, rejoices (S 13 9), fears (M 45), and

grieves (Z 523). It even remains without food (T 319),

here clearly standing for the man himself.^ A curious

idiom is " the shaggy heart of Patroclus (liarpoKXrio? \da-iov

K^p, H 554) ^ B 851) roused the Achaeans,"—manifestly

equivalent to " the shaggy-breasted Patroclus ;

"—Achilles's

breast was shaggy (A 189).

The third word for heart (wop) differs in use little from

the other two, but, like the first, is never employed of the

T phj'sical organ. This also bids (a 3 1 6), rejoices

(^ 647), mourns (II 450), is roused (Q 585), is

of iron (0 205), is brave (E 529), is confident (T 169),

dreads (0 166), is dismayed (T 31), is eager (E 670), is

chilled (P III), is loosed (i.e. loses its strength, # 114).

regards (0 554), and ponders (A 188). It may be taken

^ dvixbs M (TTTjdea-in traTaauev, H 216. This however seems to be an extension

of the earlier use, following the analogy of KpaSlri. Compare the approximation of

dvixbs to ^vx^l-

^Possibly a third instance should be added,— ^v KpaSirj <jT4vei. rJTop, T 169, though
KpaSly may be used here for dreasi. Sanskrit /ird=Kijp, and hi daya = KapUa= breast.

3 "My soul fasts from food" can hardly be a poetical way of saying "My soul

will not allow me to eat.''
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away.i and then is equivalent to the soul. Nearly half of

its occurrences are as accusatives of specification,—sad at

heart {a 114), grieving z'w keart (t 62), etc. In the proem
to the Catalogue of Ships, it has been thought to mean
lungs,

—
" The multitude of the men' I could not tell, though

I had ten tongues, and ten mouths, and an unbroken voice,

and a keart {^rop, B 490) of bronze,"—but heart here seems

to mean strength or spirit in a general sense.

The word ^ which in an anatomical use means midriff

or diaphragm, which " separates the cavity of the chest from

that of the abdomen," is used nearly a hundred

and fifty times for mind or intellect, occasion- , /,

^'^'

,...,. InteUect.
ally includmg the whole soul, but generally

forming the complement to the Qvfxo's (as in kwto, <ppei/a

Kot Kara dufiov, a 294). It is generally used in an oblique

case, being thought of as acted upon rather than as acting,

while Oufioi is used almost as often in the nominative as in

the accusative case. Thus Hera puts it in the mind (eTri

(f)pe(Ti, A 55) of Achilles to call the Achaeans to an

assembly. Achilles recognizes in his mind (ew (ppea-l,

-^ 333) the heralds of Agamemnon, and knows why they

are come. Zeus takes away the mind {(ppeva^, Z 234) of

Glaucus, in leading him to exchange golden armor for

arms of bronze. And Paris says that Antenor's mind has

been ruined by the gods, if he is serious in his proposition

to surrender Helen to the Greeks (H 360). Similarly "the

mind of Zeus (<pp-^v, K 45) is turned, and he regards the

sacrifices of Hector rather " than those of Agamemnon.
Wine " comes about the mind " (i.e. " goes to the head,"

—

irep] (ppeva?, i 362) of the Cyclops. The mind of Odysseus

is well-balanced (<ppevai evSov elcra^, X 337), and Hermes

excels in mind (eV! <ppeui, Y 3 5)-^ Occasionally the word

^rJTop air-qipa, $ 201, seems to differ only metrically from 6viJ.bv cLirrivpa, ^ 179,

of the same persons. Here again the use of ^rop seems to be an extension of

the original use, under the influence of similar words.—What distinction is to be

drawn between the two nouns in iv KpaSirj aTivu rjrop, T 169, is not clear. liriTop=
Sanskrit vdla(r), wind, breath, this would be the spirit groans in his breast. See

note above.

^ i^pip, generally plural (ppives. Cf. the verbs ^/joj/^w, think, and eicftpaivui, cheer,

and the adjectives dtppoif, fool, and iroKicppav, very wise.

^ That this expression is used for the "good heart" of Clytaemestra (0peffi ykp

K^XPIF^ ayadrjcnv, y 266) is paralleled by the expressions Kedvci i8iiia, a 428 {lit.
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is used for the whole soul or person. Thus desire for food

seizes a woodman's mind ((ppeva?, A 89), and passionate

love for Helen envelops the mind of Paris (T 442). The
anatomical use of this word is rare. That the diaphragm

of Agamemnon shakes in his grief (K 10), may be no

more physical than the quivering of the heart of Andro-

mache (see above). But in the cave of the Cyclops, Odysseus

plans to " wound Polyphemus on the breast, where the

diaphragm holds the liver" (i 301), and Patroclus hits

Sarpedon " where the diaphragm encloses the heart" (IT 481).

Four times the epithet " black on both sides " ^ is applied

to this word, but this is best understood of the " heart

"

as darkened with anger, grief, or even courage. In one

passage the interpretation is doubtful : setting his foot on the

breast of the dying Sarpedon, Patroclus draws forth his spear,

and the midriff ((ppive?) follows it ; he draws forth at once

his spear-point and the soul {\lfv)(^v, IT 504) of Sarpedon.

The second statement seems to be a repetition of the former,

in varied form ; but Sarpedon had been wounded in the

diaphragm, and this word may be used in its anatomical sense.

Not infrequently the heart rages or mourns or is encouraged in

one's breast (lit. diaphragm ; 413, 202, IT 242).

Little need be said here of the mind or reason iyoo^),

which at times becomes thought, plan, purpose. Occasionally

D this approaches the use of heart,—as men " are

hospitable and have a god-fearing mind "
;
^ " the

mind of the Ithacan bard is roused " ^ to sing of the woes
of the Achaeans. Hector has an "undismayed mind" (F 63),

and the "mind of Ajax is harsh" {^ 484).
The seat of the mind, as of the emotions, is the breast

(/xera tppea-lv, 2419); the head is never the seat of intelli-

gence in the Homeric poems.

Only one indication appears of the later belief that the

liver is the seat of the passions : in the realm of Hades,

knowing faithful thoughts) faithful hearted, trusty; dde/ila-Tia ^5r], i 189, had a
lawless heart; dypia olden, fi 41, has a fierce heart; but S.KO<!ixa fi5-q; B 213, haa
a disordered mind. See the second following note.

' aiitfti/xiXawai., A 103, P 83, 499, 573.

^v6os i(TTl deovSi/is, f 121 ; cf. BeovSia dv/ibv ^ovra, r 364. See the second pre-

ceding note.

^ 1/605 Spmrat, a 347 ; cf. av-ijuei Svfj.bs a-y-qvup, B 276.
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the liver of Tityus {nirap, \ 578) is torn by vultures because

of his assault on Leto,—but the similar suffering of Pro-

metheus, according to the later story, does not

strongly support the inference that the liver of •^^^^'' ™^

Tityus was thought to be particularly criminal.
p„,,i{„.

In her uncontrollable grief. Queen Hecuba wishes

that she could cling to the very liver of Achilles and devour

it (Q 212) in vengeance for Hector's death,—but this may
indicate only that the liver was thought to be the chief

vital organ, as Odysseus thinks of striking Polyphemus, not

to the heart, but to the liver [i 301). Elsewhere in the

poems, the liver is mentioned only in connexion with wounds.

That the Homeric Greeks were frank in the expression

of their emotions, has been seen. Achilles weeps for Brisels,

for Patroclus, and for Peleus (A 349, Q 511),

and on learning of the death of Patroclus he ^PJ'^'"^"°
of t motions.

heaps dust and ashes on his head (2 23), and

lies stretched out in the dust. In the Council at the close

of the second day of battle (I 14), Agamemnon, the com-

mander-in-chief, sheds tears so abundant that they remind

the poet of a stream pouring over a rock. Patroclus on

seeing the danger and defeat of the Achaeans weeps like

a little girl at her mother's side (II 3 ff.). That Penelope

should weep herself to sleep, we cannot wonder (t 603).

—

Assent was expressed by a nod of the head {KUTavevw^

A 527); refusal was expressed by throwing the head back

{avavevw, X 205, (p 1 29). To slap one's thighs indicated

distress (0 113, v 198). Biting the lips indicated vexation

(a 381, o- 410). To tear the hair and to beat the breast are

natural expressions of grief (K 15, 2 27, 31, Q. 711). To
give the right hand is a natural pledge (B 341), and to

take the hand at the wrist (em Kapirw, Q 671, o- 258),—so

that one's hand should lie in the other's,—gave the fullest

confidence. To rise at the approach of a superior, is only

respectful (A 533, 86). Similarly, prostration of body, in

clasping the knees of one to whom supplication is made
(A 500), indicates prostration of spirit. That kissing was

not very common, has been seen (p. 139),—but Odysseus

kisses even the soil of the Phaeacians,—so glad is he to

reach land (e 463).



CHAPTER XVI

TEMPLES, WORSHIP, AND DIVINATION

Temples of the gods were not numerous in the Homeric

age.^ The "groves were God's first temples," and a field

or grove was set apart for the divinity's worship
Temples Few

^^^^^^ building was erected for him there.
and Small. ^ ,

.

^ , , i

The earliest Greek temples were mere shrmes,

—

sometimes no more than a hollow tree,—for the protection

of the god's image or representative.' Perhaps some men

' No remains of temples of the earliest age have been found at Mycenae

or Troy. '1 he later temple at Mycenae was built over the ruins of the earlier

palace, as well as on its model. So in n 8i, Athena goes to the home of

Erechtheus at Athens, which seems to have been in accord with the earlier stage

of belief and usage,—the goddess visiting her shrine in the king's palace, and

not having a separE^te house of her own. At Cnosus in Crete, Mr. Evans found

in 1902 a, "shrine belonging to the late Mycenaean period, with the cult-objects

and idols in place," and later came upon another shrine. But these were in the

palace and not without it, and no such cult-objects are mentioned in the Homeric

poems. In Gournia of Crete, however. Miss Boyd found the remains of a Mycenaean

village-shrine, "a small rectangular building." On the island of Delos the earliest

known temple was both small and rude ; and the first temple at Delphi, according

to tradition, was built of laurel boughs (Paus. x, 5, 9 ; Philost. Apoll. vi. 10, 1 10),

—

a mere booth or cabin, probably much like those built by Chryses (A 39). Similarly

an old temple of Poseidon near Mantinea was said to have been built of oak logs

(Paus. viii. 10, 4). The earliest temple of Demeter at Eleusis seems to have been

built in a day, from the Homeric Hymn to Dimeter, 297, and the temple which

Xenophon built at SciUus in Elis (Anabasis v. 3, 13), though on the model of the

great temple at Ephesus, is not likely to have been more than a small "chapel."

See Perrot et Chipiez, Histoire de I'Art, vi. 656, vii. 112.

^The "oak-tree of aegis-bearing Zeus" (E 693, Z 237, H 22, etc.) has been

thought by some to have been counted sacred as sheltering the divinity,—but no one

would guess this from the Iliad. According to Apollonius of Rhodes, the Argonauts

erected a wooden image of the Dindymian Mother under tall oak trees ((priyoiai.v,

Arg. i. 1 121), which clearly were to serve as a shrine.
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were moved to erect a more substantial temple by a thought

like that of King David, who said to Nathan the prophet,
" See now, I dwell in an house of cedar, but the ark of

the Lord dwelleth within curtains " (2 Sam. vii. 2). That

the temples were often small, temporary shrines is indicated

by the prayer of Apollo's old priest, Chryses, that if he

had ever roofed a temple pleasing to the god, or had burned

for him the fat thigh-pieces of bulls and of goats, Apollo

would listen to his prayer and avenge him on the Achaeans

(A 39). The temples roofed by the old priest must have

been simple shrines ; he had made these with his own hands,

and this service is compared with that of offering sacrifices.

That he had assistance in building his shrines as well as

in offering his sacrifices, is probable and may be assumed.

The Greek temples of classical times were built on the

model of the Homeric megaron}—the great hall of the

palace,—and possibly the temple of Athena at Troy may
have had already the type of the megaron of Priam ; but

some scholars would insist that the mention of a temple

in Troy belongs to a comparatively late period in the

development of the Trojan story.

The passage just quoted shows that Apollo had a temple

at Chrysa. The same god had a temple with a stone

threshold at Pytho, the later Delphi (0 80,
.

I 405), to which rich gifts were brought, and ^'„fj^l"
another temple on the citadel of Troy (E 446,

H 83), where Leto and Artemis tended the wounded Aeneas.

Athena also had a temple in Troy (Z 297), to which the

matrons of the city went in procession with vows and gifts,

and another in Athens (B 549) into which she received

Erechtheus, and which must have been the predecessor of

the Erechtheum built in the fifth century B.C. No other

temples are directly mentioned,—not even a temple of

Zeus,—but the poet names the building of temples and the

division of the grain fields, immediately after the building

of the wall about the city and the erection of houses, when

the Phaeacians settled at Scheria (^ 10). The comrades of

Odysseus, too, propose to erect on Ithaca a temple for the sun-

god Helius to atone for their slaughter of his cattle (m 346)-

^ See Lechat, Le Temple grec.
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No more than in the classical period were the temples

used as places of worship, like the churches in Roman
Catholic countries, or for the religious instruction of the

people, like the churches in Protestant countries. Altars

stood before or by the side of the temples,—not within

them,—just as the Children of Israel in the Wilderness

came to the " altar of the Lord at the door of the

tabernacle of the congregation " {Lev. xvii. 6). No indica-

tion is given by the poet of the size, shape, or material

of any temple. The Trojan matrons appear to have entered

Athena's temple when they made their vow to the goddess

(Z 298), but this is not certain,—if the shrine were small,

the opening of the door would have sufficed to bring them

into the presence of the divinity,—and the poet does not

say how many matrons were present That vow promised

"twelve kine in the temple" (ew vr]Qi, Z 308), but this

must not be understood literally, since the altar unques-

tionably stood without the temple, and there the victims

were slain.^ The temple at Chrysa is not mentioned in the

account of the sacrifice there in honor of Apollo (A 440),

but on the other hand Odysseus proceeds immediately from

his ship to the altar. The divinity was not thought to

dwell continually in his temple, but only to sojourn there

occasionally, as Athena visited the palace of Erechtheus at

Athens {t) 81), and as Aphrodite went to Paphos [Q 362).^

Men thought the god more ready to visit them if he had

a " place to stay " in the midst of them. The temple

at Pytho was rich because of the votive offerings there

(I 404). Hector proposes to hang up the armor of Ajax,

if he kills him, on the front of the temple of Apollo in

Ilium (H %->j^, just as, many centuries later, shields cap-

tured from the enemy were hung upon the Parthenon at

Athens.

Only once in the Homeric poems is a statue of a divinity

mentioned or assumed to be in a temple (Z 303) : the

' " Perhaps vr\h'i, dwelling, =Ti/j.ei/os Up6v, including the ground where the altar is."

But this cannot be made out from the poems.

^ So at Delphi the god was present to give oracles only on stated occasions

(cf. Pindar, Pyth. iv. 5), At other times he might be present at other shrines or

feasts, or he might be on Olympus with his peers.
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Trojan matrons " lay a robe on the knees of the fair-haired

Athena." This figure seems to have been in a sitting pos-

ture, and, if so, Homer shows no knowledge of

the very primitive Xoana, or wooden standing ^^'".^ ."-^

"

images, which were held peculiarly sacred in later

times, nor of such a " figure of a goddess, cylindrical below,"

as has been found at Cnosus. The so-called Palladia, as

they appear on ancient vases, are all standing. Five times
the expression " this lies on the knees of the gods " {Qewv

€v lyowam Keirai, a 267) is used by Homer to mean " the

decision rests with the gods ''
; and this indicates a con-

ception of the divinities as sitting in council, but does not

necessarily imply familiarity with such statues. Of course

no possible objection exists to the supposition that the

poet knew statues
; but he has no special occasion to

mention them.

Altars are mentioned in the Homeric poems more fre-

quently than temples. Probably every temple had an altar,

though many public altars were not associated

with temples. The Achaeans before setting sail

for Troy offered sacrifices on the altars of Aulis (B 305),
they " passed by no altar " on the islands without paying

due homage thereon (0 238), and they had altars in their

camp (9 249, A 808). Zeus had an altar and sacred field

(re^ei/o?) on one of the summits of Mt. Ida (0 48, X 171),

and Apollo had altars on Delos (^ 162) and, as has been

already noted, at Chrysa (A 440). The river Spercheiis

had an altar in Phthia {-^ 148), and the nymphs had an

altar on Ithaca {p 210), on which "all way-faring men
offered sacrifices." Aegisthus offered sacrifices on the altars

of Argos or Mycenae in gratitude to the gods for his success

in winning the love of Clytaemestra (7 273), and hung up

votive offerings of gold and raiment, probably in the sacred

grove about the altar. A private altar is mentioned in the

home of Odysseus
(;;( 334)- Peleus and Priam are repre-

sented as offering sacrifices (A 774) or libations (Q 306) in

the courtyards of their dwellings,^ and we may believe that

' If the offerings were to be conveyed to the gods by the smoke, the altar would

naturally be in the open air, just as King Solomon "offered burnt offerings in the

middle of the court that was before the house of the Lord" {i Kings viii. 64).
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an altar stood in the enclosure of every large house, before

the great hall.

Apollo had a sacred grove ^ at Ismarus in Thrace, and

another on Ithaca (v 278). Athena had a grove of alders

at Scheria (^ 291). Aphrodite had a sacred
^'^''^

field ^ on Paphos. In each of these doubtless
Groves. '^

stood an altar. In similar sacred places stood

the altar of Zeus on Mt. Ida, and that of the river Spercheiis.

Poseidon had not only an altar at Scheria (v 187) but also^

sanctuaries at Helice and Aegae (0 203), but these may
have included temples as well as altars.

The form of the altar is not specified in any case.

Sometimes it may have been a single large stone or a mere

heap of stones. Sometimes it may have been
jrm Of

^ pit-altar, such as was found in the ruins at

Tiryns, or a mere hearth, such as have been

found in Troy and Mycenae.^ The raised altar may have

been thought of as a table on which were placed gifts for

the divinities. The altar at Chrysa would seem to have had

considerable size, since a number of cattle were sacrificed at

it (A 447).*

The ordinary informal offerings at each meal were burned

in the fire on the hearth (f 429, I 220). The indications

of a special sanctity of the hearth are slight. Odysseus,,

coming as a suppliant to the palace of Alcinoijs, does not

at once take his place on the hearth, like Jason and Medea
at the home of Circe, according to Apollonius (Af-g- iv.

691), or like Themistocles at the home of the Molossian

king (Thuc. i. 136), but turns directly to supplicate the

^iy dXa-ei, i 200. For the word dXiros, cf. the Altis at Olympia.

' rifiefos, B 363. For the word, rf. rifivu and the Latin templum. The word
was used also for a royal domain, see page. 83.

^In Theocritus, xxvi. 5, "altars" are made by the bacchantes of leaves of oak,

ivy, and asphodel. Cf. the aras gramineas of Vergil, Aen. xii. 1 19. This indicates

that even in later times the form of an altar was not so fixed as is often popularly

supposed.

•See Reisch in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encydopadie, i. 1640. /3u/i6s is the ordinary

word for altar. The word irrx/ifia., which in later times is often a designation of

an altar with an opening to convey the blood of the victim to the dead or to the

nether gods, or of an altar simply as a hearth of a divinity, is a hearth of a.

home in Homer (?; 153).
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queen, Arete, and then sits " on the hearth in the ashes, by
the fire" (»y 153). The disguised Odysseus swears four

times by the hearth (t'o-x/;;, ^ 159) of the home to which
he has come.

Priests ^ formed no caste or hierarch}-. Those of one temple
had no relation to those of another. Each was attached to a

shrine,—a temple, or an altar,—and his chief official

duty was to care for the temple or altar and for

the sacrifices offered there. Thus no priests are mentioned in

the Achaean army before Troy. Priests may have ordinary

vocations, and Theano the Trojan priestess of Athena is the wife

of Antenor and the mother of many brave warriors. If anj-

priest had come to the war before Troy, he would have come
simply as a fighter, without any priestly offices. So far as-

appears, no special restrictions were laid upon the conduct and

life of the priests,—they were not required to be peculiarly

holy men, and they wore no special garb, except perhaps a

fillet for the head when they were engaged in the duties of

their office. Chryses came to the Achaean camp as a

suppliant with "the fillet^ of the god upon a golden staff"

(A 14, (/i 28) ; the staff was hardly a badge of office, though

it implied dignity. The priests needed no special education,

and but little training, and had no religious instruction to give.

Nothing is said of their perquisites, which were carefully

defined in later times, as they were among the Hebrews for

Phinehas and Hophni (i Sam. ii. 13). No "tithes" were paid

to the priests by the people, but they naturally shared with the

god the meat offered at the altar. But the priest of Apollo at

Ismarus (the only priest mentioned in the Odyssey,— i 200)
" dwelt in the grove of Apollo," and doubtless had a right to

the use of the sacred field. " Of the modern theor}' that

kings and priests were originally identical, kings being later

evolved from priests. Homer has no trace."

In addition to Maron at Ismarus, to whom reference has.

just been made (t 198), and Chr3'ses, whose treatment by

'The ordinary word is Upevs. Chryses is called aprjrrip {praying man. All), and

Dolopion was XKap.di'dpov dprirrip, E 78. " Similar is the Sanskrit Brahvian,

frayer-inany

^The fillet (<rTip.p.a, cf. crTi(pu and ffTf^acos) does not appear elsewhere in the

poems,—neither for priests or suppliants, nor for sacrificial victims or athletes.
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Agamemnon is the occasion of the " wrath of Achilles

"

(A II), Panthoiis, father of Pulydamas in the Trojan army

(0 522), seems to be a priest of Apollo, as Vergil

M T«« d
<i'stinctly declares him to be {Aen. ii. 319). Onetor

is the priest of Idaean Zeus (H 604), Dares is a

priest. of Hephaestus in Troy (E 10), Dolopion the priest of

the Scamander (E TJ)\ and the "priests of the gods" are

mentioned as sent by the Aetolians as embassadors to the

angry Meleager (I 575). The last incident indicates the

respect paid to the office of priests, and twice the poet says

that a priest was "honored as a god" by the people (E 78,

n 605). Odysseus spares Maron "since he dwelt in the

grove of Apollo " (i 200), i.e. since he was the priest of Apollo.

Having to do with sacrifices and temples, the priests were

dear to the gods, as their faithful servants, and were more

likely than other men to know the divine will. Achilles

suggests that some " seer or priest " might tell the cause of

the plague (A 62), and Priam implies a like office of the

priest in Q 221. Hephaestus saves the son of his priest

(E 23), and Apollo rescues Panthoiis's son (0 521), and

avenges the slight offered to the priest Chryses (A 43). The

only priestess mentioned in the poems is Theano, wife of

Antenor and mother of many brave warriors, who has charge

of the temple of Athena in Troy, and opens the door for the

offering of a present and vows by the Trojan matrons (Z 298).

She was chosen by the people, and this is the only reference

to the manner of priestly appointment. Other priests may

have been appointed by the men who built the temple.

Doubtless at times a private family cult was adopted by the

tribe or clan, and the head of the family might choose his

own priest.^ Among Penelope's suitors on Ithaca v^^as one

who had charge of sacrifices (0w(T/co'of, <^' 145, \ 318),^ but no

temple is mentioned there.

'
Cf. " And the man Micah had an house of gods, . . . and consecrated one of his

sons, who became his priest,"yW^fW xvii. 5. This Micah afterwards hired a Levite

to be his priest for "ten shekels of silver by the year, and a suit of apparel, and [his]

victuals," ib. 10.

-The duties of the Suoincios are not specified. Probably if Odysseus, the head of the

family, had been at home, this Leodes would have been equally unnecessary both as

SvoaKdos and as suitor. Priam names SvoaKooi in connexion with priests (0 221). The

name does not imply, as was long believed, an inspection of the entrails for omens.
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Priests were not necessary, as they were among the Jews,^

for the proper performance of a sacrifice. Another man might
do as well as they; and the king regularly performs

the sacrifices for his people (B 41 1, T 2 7S).2 The ^J^'"''
""

,
.- , ,; . .

,' Necessary.
only sacnhce conducted by a priest m the Homeric
poems is one in which this priest is the chief person, apart

from his priestly office (Chryses, A 450), and which is on
his own account. Evidently no complicated system of ritual

was to be observed with precision, any more than by the

Bedouins of to-day, and the ordinary rites were familiar to all

men. In general, each master of a family was the priest of

his household, i.e. he was the representative of his family

before the gods as well as before men. This made the

worship at the temple or the public altar far less important

than if the intervention of the priest had been essential. The
temples had no regular service with ritual to be performed

daily or several times daily,—no morning and evening sacrifice

to be maintained,—and no special days were set apart for

worship, as " holy unto the Lord." In later times, as life

became more complicated, the priests were supposed to have

peculiar knowledge of what was pleasing to the gods ; but the

priestly families of classical times had for the most part

inherited their rights to the sacrifices over which they presided,

their shrine originally having been a family shrine, and they

had inherited also special directions for worship.

The worship paid to their gods by the Homeric Greeks

was joyous. In general, men then did not stand in dread

of their divinities. They could fulfil their duties

to them in simple and easy fashion, and when jj''^
^

they had paid their sacrifices, they owed them no

debt ; they were in the position of a debtor who has paid

his debt in full. They had no ceremonies of purification,^

'According to the Levitical code, every sacrifice must be performed before "the

door of the tabernacle of the congregation" (Lev. xvii. 8), and thus apparently by the

priest. So also the Celts offered no sacrifice apart from the Druids (Strabo, 198 c),

and the Persians required the presence of a magus (Hdt. i. 132).

^"The king in the heroic age had charge of the sacrifices, except the hieratic,"

Aristotle, Politics 1285, b 10. So at Athens, the King Archon had the care of almost

all the public sacrifices ; see Arist. Pol. Ath. Ivii.

'According to the Aethiopis of Arctinus, Achilles slew Thersites in a burst of anger,

and then went to Lesbos to be purified, but not even the Homeric Orestes seems to
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such as were important in the time of Aeschylus, nor of

atonement for sin, such as were required of the Jews. They

knew no fasting in sackcloth and ashes, no flagellation,

humiliation, or mourning, in connexion with their religious

rites. Their religious festivals are joyous feasts in which the

gods are invited to share. When the Achaeans desire to

appease the wrath of Apollo, who has sent a pestilence upon

them in return for the slight offered to his priest, they make

sacrifices of bulls and goats in their camp (A 31S). and

also send to Chrysa, the priest's home, animals for sacrifice.

At Chrysa, after a brief prayer by the priest, the young

warriors eat and drink and sing paeans all day long, evidently

in the best of spirits (A 458). Feast, song, and dance are

expected to propitiate the gods, better than fasting and

prayer. Men not only have no idea of inherited sin or

natural sinfulness, but even when they have done a wrong,

they have no vivid and painful sense of guilt, and their

offering of sacrifice to the gods has no deep ethical

meaning. The divinity at the moment, it is true, is vexed

with them, but that may be due to his caprice rather than

to their fault, and they are confident that the kindliness of

his nature will finally prevail over his wrath. The fact

that their victims for sacrifice were eaten (A 458 ff.) proves

that the sacrifice was not one of atonement.^ Aegisthus

offers his thanks and oblations after his success in persuading

Clytaemestra to join him in his home (7 273), just as he

would have done after the most proper successful act,

—

unless we are to say that this is " a bribe to blind the eyes

of deity . so that the divine being who is displeased

need purification from blood-guiltiness. The presence of a murderer does not pollute

the sacrifice at 222,—though this man-slayer offers not even any justification for his

act. Still less did ceremonial uncleanness arise from touching a corpse or any other

object.—The later ceremonies of purification are thought to have been brought from

Lydia (Hdt. i. 35) or from Crete.—In one instance, however, a Homeric murderer

desires to avoid shedding blood : Aegisthus does not kill directly the bard whom

Agamemnon left as a counsellor for Clytaemestra, but he "takes him to a desert

island and leaves him to be the prey and booty of the birds " (7 270). This may be

compared with the manner of the burial of Antigone and the unfaithful Roman

vestal virgins.

'See page 501.—According to Stengel, sin-offerings were adopted by the Greeks

from the Phoenicians long after the Homeric period.
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may overlook the act/' but this latter explanation is not

supported by a parallel case.

Only one stated feast is mentioned by the poet : the

day on which Odysseus slays Penelope's suitors is the

festival of Apollo (i/ 156, 278, (p 258),—apparently

the first day of its month. But the Pylians are
^"/^J"""'^

making a great feast in honor of Poseidon when
Telemachus reaches their shore {y 7) : nine companies are

gathered, with five hundred men in each, and each company
has nine bulls to slaughter. Oeneus of Calydon gave a

harvest-home festival {daXvcria, I 534) to the gods. An
annual feast may be indicated for Erechtheus at Athens,

where Athena gives him a place in her temple, and the

Athenians win his favor by bulls and rams " as the years

roll round" (B 550),—but this passage has been suspected

of being of comparatively late composition.

A sacrifice, being a gift to the gods, impHes the expecta-

tion of some return, and Plato's statement {Euthyphro, 14 E)

of the ordinary view has much truth in it,—that

men gave in sacrifice what they thought the gods ^^'^'^^V'"

1 .
1 , ,

. , . . implies fi

wanted, m order that they might receive m return
ji^tuin

what they themselves desired,—that it was a kind

of traffic (" do ut des "^} In a sense, a sacrifice implied a

bargain. At the time of the pestilence in the Achaean camp,

Achilles seeks to learn the cause of Apollo's anger, " if

haply he may please to receive the savor of lambs and

goats, and ward off" calamity from us " (A 66) ;—the lambs

and the goats may be considered to be an equivalent for

the wrong done. Athena rebukes Zeus for his indifference

to the fate of Odysseus in spite of the latter's burnt sacrifices

to Zeus on the plain of Troy (a 60). Agamemnon reproaches

Zeus for sending such distress upon him, though the " king

of men " had offered sacrifices to the king of the gods on

every altar which the Achaeans had passed (9 238), and,

a few verses earlier, Athena wonders that Poseidon does

not pity the Achaeans, although they bring many pleasing

gifts for him to Aegae and Helice (0 203). In time of

' Conversely, to supplicate might imply ^ vow. So the infinitive p^feix (to offer,

(TTilpav povv), X 31, depends grammatically on yovvovix-qv, entreated, as if the poet had

said vowed.
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distress in battle, Nestor appeals to Zeus, " If ever anyone

in Argos, burning the fat thigh-pieces of ox or of sheep,

prayed that he might return to his home, and thou didst

promise it, remember this, and ward off the day of distress
"

(0 372) ; and Penelope offers a like petition to Athena

(S 763, c/. p 240) with reference to the sacrifices of Odysseus,

as she begs for the safe return of Telemachus from Pylus.

At the death of Hector, the heart of Zeus is sad for one

who has burned many thigh-pieces of bullocks on his altars,

both on the summits of Mt. Ida and on the acropolis of

Ilium (X 170, cf. A 48, Q 69); the same offerings are

cited by Apollo to the gods as binding them to see to it

that no ill befell the corpse of Hector (il 33), and old

Priam attributes the gods' care for his son's body to the

fitting gifts which this son had paid them (f2 425),—not to

Hector's having kept all the " commandments of the law

blameless," nor to his having been a good citizen, a kind

father and husband, who had " honored " his father and

mother. At the opening of the //iad, the old priest Chryses,

on Agamemnon's refusal to set free his daughter, beseeches

Apollo to remember his services in offering sacrifices and

building temples, and avenge him on the Achaean king

(A 39). At the Pylian festival, Athena in the guise of

Mentor prays that Poseidon will grant to Nestor and all

the Pylians a pleasing return for the splendid hecatomb

{y 58). The sacrifice offered immediately before an important

undertaking, as before the first battle of the I/iad (B 400),

was intended to secure the gods' favor and assistance, though

sometimes, as in the last example, the divinity might receive the

offering (Sskto f/.ev [pa, B 420), and yet not grant the prayer.^

Of thank-offerings, the poet says little, but, as we have

seen, Oeneus offered a Thanksgiving or Harvest-home festival

to all the gods except Artemis (I 534), whom

offerinffs
^^ neglected. Nestor and his comrades offered

many thigh-pieces of bullocks to Poseidon at

Geraestus on Euboea after crossing the Aegean Sea (7 178),

1 Similarly, as Wellhausen says, among the Hebrews "there was no warlike

expedition which was not inaugurated in this way [i.e. by sacrifice], no agreement
that was not thus ratified ; no important undertaking of any kind was gone about
without a sacrifice.''
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as they had offered sacrifices at Tenedos {y 159) before

undertaking the voyage. On his return from the expedition

by night to the bivouac of the Trojans, Odysseus places in

his ship the arms which he had taken from Dolon " until he

should prepare a sacrifice for Athena" (K 571). And
Aegisthus, as we have seen, on his success in winning

Clytaemestra's love, offers sacrifices upon the altars and

hangs up votive offerings {y 273). To say that these

sacrifices really looked to the future rather than to the

past, is to maintain for the Homeric Greeks the cynical

view that gratitude is only a vivid sense of favors to come.

Sacrifices in confirmation of an oath were symbolical, that

the violator of the oath might perish as the animal of

sacrifice perished. " Whichever first breaks this

oath, so may his brains flow upon the ground ^^"'W^^ f"

as does this wine" (F 300).^ A curse rested
j,^j^ q^^^

upon the victim, and therefore its flesh was not

eaten, but seems generally to have been buried.^ The
Achaeans before Troy, not being able to bury such a

victim in their own land, cast it into the sea (T 267).

The wine poured out at such a sacrifice also bore a curse,

and was not drunk ; therefore it was not mixed with water

[cf. a-wov^m aKp>]Tot, B 341), though the wine of the two

parties to the oath was mingled (T 295). Hera swore by

the Styx, and called the divinities in Tartarus as witnesses

(S 271), apparently including a wish that she might join

the latter if her oath was violated ; again, Hera swears by

heaven and earth, the water of the Styx, " which is the

most dread oath for the blessed gods"(0 38, c/. e 185),

^
Cf. si prior defexit publico consilio dolo malo. Him illo die, Juppiter, popidum

Romanum sic ferito ut ego hunc porcum hie hodie feriain, Livy, i. 24; ib. xxi. 45.

^See r 310, and Eustathius ad locum, ycvcracrdai Si avrwn SAciJs a.irui/j.OTOi' t]v.

Observe that for this sacrifice no altar was at hand and no fire was used. In spite

of r 276, the sacrifice seems intended rather for the chthonic divinities than for

the Olympian gods ; the blood was shed and the wine was poured upon the ground.

Cf. Pausanias, v. 24. 10. On the Semitic custom, Wellhausen says: "In the case

of the sin-offering, everything is kept far out of sight which could suggest a meal, as

for example the accompaniments of meal and wine, oil and salt; of the flesh no

portion reaches the altar ; it all goes as a fine to the priest." Cf. " The flesh of the

bullock . . shalt thou burn with fire without the camp : it is a sin offering,"

Exodus xxix. 14.
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by the head of Zeus, and by her nuptial couch,—but we

may observe that the statement of Hera under this oath

(0 36), while it may be truth, is certainly not " the whole

truth." Agamemnon, making a truce with the Trojans for

the burial of the dead, raises his sceptre and swears " by

Zeus, the husband of Hera" (H 411). Achilles swears by

Apollo, the patron god of the seer Calchas to whom he is

speaking (A 86), and by the staff which he holds while

addressing the assembly (A 234). The disguised Odysseus

swears " by Zeus, the table of hospitality, and the hearth of

the blameless Odysseus, to which I am come" (p 155 =^ 158).

Telemachus swears " by Zeus and the woes of my father

"

(y 339)- -^n oath by Poseidon, the god of horsemanship,

while laying hold of horses ("^ 584), seems to imply the

willingness to lose these if the assertion is false,—or possibly

these horses are thus called as witnesses of the facts.^

Perjury is punished by the gods below (T 279, A 158,

T 259),—though Odysseus sees no such suffering perjurers

on his visit to the realm of Hades (see page
^'^"'y

469), and the expression doubtless means that

the gods of the lower world punish perjurers in

this life rather than that these are punished after death,

—

and Eumaeus checks the disguised Odysseus's readiness to

take an oath (^ 166). But Autol3'cus, the maternal grand-

father of Odysseus, is blessed by Hermes with unusual skill

"in thieving and swearing" (/cXeTTToo-wj? 6' opKw re, t 396),

which may mean that he kept to the letter of his oath

while he violated its spirit, though his " thieving " implies

a hardened conscience.

In a broad sense, not to be too closely pressed, every

feast was a sacrifice."^ The Greeks, as a people, were eminently

'This partakes of the nature of a wager; cf. f 393, i^ 485. "Everywhere, to

swear by what is dear implies willingness to lose what zV implies, if the oath is

false. So, in India, the warrior swears by his bow, and a farmer by his cattle."

^To sacrifice (icpeiSeic) often means to slaughter ((ri/)dfei!'), and Upiiiov ordinarily

means only an animal to be killed for food. The words for slaughter and sacrifice are

synonymous also in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic ; and the Levitical code was

exceedingly strict in its prohibition that any ox or lamb or goat should be killed in the

camp or out of the camp except as " an offering unto the Lord before the tabernacle

of the Lord " {Lev. xvii. 3). Stengel, however {Hermes, xxxvi. 324), notes that the

suitors of Penelope feast without any mention of a sacrifice, and holds that the
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pious, and in early times they made no wide separation

between the sacred and the secular. Not only were the
Olympian games and like festivals of later times

sacred, but the temples and religious festivals of
^"^'"^

Fj"''

the classical period were under the direct super-

vision and care of the state. Certain portions of meat at

every Homeric feast were set apart for the gods, and the
presence and favor of these were invoked. Doubtless, then,

at every meal some act was usual which corresponded to

a brief " grace " before or after meat, or at least to the use

of the sign of the cross in Christian times,—however formal
this act may have become, and however thoughtlessly per-

formed. Ordinary sacrifices imply thankful recognition of

the gods as kindly friends, and the givers of " every good
and perfect gift," who are always entitled to a share in the
food and drink of mortals who have received their favors.

The gods are not the hosts
; they are invited to be guests,

—

to partake of the good cheer which ultimately

was derived from them. The divinity who S
""

11 1 111 , , ,
Guests.

watched over a household was asked to share m
its every meal. So the gods visited the Aethiopians to

feast with them (A 423, "^ 205, a 22), and so in former

years they had shared openly in the feasts of the Phaeacians,

sitting by them in the hall (»; 203).^ That the feasts of

the Aethiopians did not differ in principle from those of

the Achaeans, is shown by the expression of Iris, who '' will

go to the land of the Aethiopians, where they are offering

hecatombs to the immortals, that I too may have a share

in the sacrifices" {ipSiv, "^ 207). By the promise of fair

sacrifices ('^ 209), Iris then persuades Boreas and Zephyrus

to rouse the flames of the funeral pile of Patroclus. Athena
comes to the sacrifice of Nestor " to share in the sacrifices

"

(7 43 5); Sid Hermes apologizes to the nymph Calypso for

Homeric Greeks sacrificed to the gods only when they felt specific need of these,—in

time of fear or because of a definite desire. But even the suitors had in their

company one whose special duty it was to care for the sacrifices (ffuoir/cAos, <j> 145,

—

see page 496).—The word dvaia for sacrificial feast or sacrifice, is not Homeric.

'
Cf. Pindar, P. a. 34, where Apollo delights in the feasts of the Hyperboreans.

So again in Pindar, O. iii. 34, Heracles comes with the Dioscuri to the feast

(6to\ivi.a.) of the Agrigentines.
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not visiting her more frequently, by saying that not only

is the way long, but no cities of men are near who offer

sacrifices and hecatombs to the gods (e loi), i.e. he has no

refreshment on his journey. At the time of the pestilence

in the Achaean camp, Achilles urges inquiry into the wrath

of Apollo, in the hope that the god may " please to accept

the savor of lambs and of full-grown goats " (A 66).

Every prayer, so far as possible, was accompanied by an

offering of some sort, or by a reference to previous sacrifices

(6 240), or to services which had been rendered
Prayer accom-

j^ ^j^g p^^^ ^^ ^9), or by vows for the future.

an Offerinz
^^ "° ^"'^^^ could be killed at that time, perhaps

a libation of wine might be poured, or some

other present made. Thus in the cave of Polyphemus,

Odysseus and his comrades made a fire and threw into

it, as an offering to the gods, portions of the curds which

they found and ate (i 231), apparently not thinking it

wise to kill the Cyclops's sheep. Penelope, in distressful

anxiety for her son, goes to her upper room, places barley-

corns in a basket, and prays to Athena ih "jQi). The barley

(doubtless parched) must be merely a simpler form of sacrifice

than a sheep or a cow,—it is an oblation of food, like the
" meat offering " of the Israelites. The offering of Telemachus,

by the stern of his ship, at o 222, is clearly part of the

luncheon which he had brought with him from the palace of

Menelaus. Whether Telemachus made a fire in order to

burn this offering is not clear ; Penelope had no fire for

her offering of barley-corns, but Odysseus seems to have

had no other motive than the sacrifice for kindling a fire

in the cave of the Cyclops. The earliest sacrifices of the

Greeks very likely were, as Pythagoras said, of the fruits

of the earth,—like that of Cain {Genesis iv. 3). We may
compare the spirit of the modern rude tribes of Palestine,

who " bring a present to God, as a man would bring a
gift to an emir, and would consider it singularly impertinent

to go empty handed." Thus sacrifice, including vows and
oblations, is closely connected with prayer.

The importance which the divinities attach to the sacrifices

offered by men, is shown by three incidents. Menelaus
on leaving Egypt neglected to sacrifice to the gods, and
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he came no further on his way than the island of Pharos

before he was checked by lack of wind for his voyage, and
there his supplies of provisions were exhausted

before he learned from the sea-god Proteus [''•P''!'^^'"'" "f

, ^ , . . . -.-. °
, ^ hacnnces.

the cause of his trouble. He returned to Egypt
and offered the sacrifices which he had neglected, and then

found no difficulty in sailing to his home ((^ 351 ff). A
second instance is in connexion with the building of the wall

about the Achaean camp, without the sacrifice of hecatombs
to the gods : Poseidon called the attention of Zeus to the

danger that, if this wall were allowed to stand, no mortals

thereafter would think it necessary to seek the approval of

the gods for their plans (H 446), i.e. that the gods would
lose the sacrifices which generally were offered on such

occasions. A third instance is the wrath of Artemis against

Oeneus for neglecting to remember her at his Harvest-home

festival (I 533). In anger she sent the Calydonian boar,

which was the cause and occasion of many deaths. To
these incidents may be added the thought of Achilles that

the pestilence in the Achaean camp may have been sent

by Apollo in anger because of a vow unperformed or a

hecatomb unoffered (A 65, cf. E 178).

The poet gives no single complete account of a sacrifice,

and the rites may have varied somewhat. The hearers of

the poems were ready also to assume certain acts.

even if these were not enumerated in detail b\' / Complete

1 T 1 1 T 1 • • r 1 1-1 Account of
the bard.^ In distmction from later classical ^ Sacrifice

sacrifices, the absence of incense, music, and

garlands of flowers, as well as official robes, may be noted.

No fillet, either, is mentioned in connexion with the victims.

Those who were to officiate at the sacrifice must be pure

in body and in raiment. Hector says that he does not dare

with unwashen hands to pour a libation, "' nor is

it possible for one bespattered with blood and „ < . ,

gore to pray to the cloud-wrapt son of Cronus

"

(Z 266, cf. r 270, I 174, fi 303, 7 445). Telemachus,

coming not like Hector from the field of battle, but from

the assembly of the people (/3 261), washes his hands in

the grey sea before he prays to Athena ; Achilles, though

'The fullest accounts are A 447-474, B 421-431, 7 430-463. Cf. A 772.
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in a great emergency, which calls for immediate action,

washes carefully both cup and hands before addressing his

prayer, and pouring libation to Zeus (11 230); and Penelope

bathes, and dons clean raiment (S 7S9=P S^), before she

goes to her upper room to pray.^

The attitude of prayer was standing with uplifted hands,

—

as Moses stood with hands supported by Aaron and Hur,

praying during the conflict with the Amalekites
Jttitude h

(^Exodus xvii. 1 1).^ This attitude is so characteristic

of prayer that to " lift the hands to Zeus " means

to pray (H 130, Q, 301, i 294). Similarly the sceptre

is raised by the king in taking an oath, as men now " raise

the right hand" when officially sworn (H 412, K 32 1).^

This gesture invoked Zeus as a witness to the assertion

or promise. Hera is directed by Zeus to swear by the

river Styx (see page 501) with one hand resting on the

"nourishing earth" and the other on the bright sea (H 271).

In an appeal to divinities of the sea, the arms are extended

toward the water (A 351), but the notion of lifting the

hands to heaven in prayer is so prevalent that Polyphemus

"raises his hands to the starry heaven" in his appeal to Poseidon

{i S^7)- Mcleager's mother, invoking the curse of the nether

divinities, sits upon the ground and beats it with her hands,

as though she were knocking at the gate of hell (I 568).*

1 Hesiod, Works and Days, 725,, warns his hearers not to offer their morning

devotions with unwashen hands,— the gods spit out (dTroTrriyouffi) such prayers.

For the change of raiment, cf. the "beauty of hoUness'' {i.e. holy beauty) in which

the Hebrews were to appear before the Lord. Cf. "When they go into the

tabernacle of the congregation, they [viz. Aaron and his sons] shall wash with

water, that they die not ; or when they come near to the altar to minister, to burn

offering made by fire unto the Lord : So shall they wash their hands and their

feet, that they die not," Exodus xxx. 20. Similarly on the death of Philip of

Macedon, Demosthenes, though in deep mourning for the death of his own daughter,

donned a white robe and a garland, and offered sacrifice of thanksgiving

(Aeschines, iii. 77). Euripides [Ale. 159) represents Alcestis as bathing and taking

her best array from her cedar chests before her prayer.

^X"pa! d.va.axC'v, A 450; cf. E 174, Z 257, H 130, fi 301, i 294, v 355.

Compare also the representations on Babylonian and Mycenaean monuments and

seals.—The Homeric Greeks knew no folding of the hands, bowing of the head,

or kneeling, in prayer.

^ Cf. 6 5' SpKos ^c roO aKifirrpov iiraviTaim, Aristotle, Politics, 1285 b 12.

* Cf. Horn. By. Pyth. Apoll. 155; Bacchylides, v. 42; Frazer on Pausanias, viii.

15. 3 ; Rohde, Psyche'', i. 119.
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A personal suppliant prostrates himself and clasps the knees
of him whose favor he seeks. Thetis clasps the knees of
Zeus with her left arm, and touches his chin with her right

hand (A 500)/ but kneeling in prayer to an unseen divinity

was unknown.

Prayer in general was uttered, and not merely thought.

The divinities were not required to read the hearts of mortals,

although they often did understand without

spoken words. Before his single-combat with ^l"^".
Hector, Ajax bids the Achaeans pray to Zeus,
" in silence, by yourselves, that the Trojans may not hear,

or even openly, since we fear no foe " (H 1 94) ; but the

explanation of " in silence " through " by yourselves," shows
that Ajax did not contemplate perfect silence, but only a

contrast to a shout.^

The divinity was invoked from his nearest place of worship.

Thus Agamemnon on the plain of Troy prays to " Father
Zeus, ruler of Ida, most glorious and most great," ^

and Priam is urged by Hecuba to " pray to Idaean ^"'""0'

Zeus, who looketh down on all the plain of Troy"
^i^^ng^j-fj"'

(0 291). The old priest Chryses addresses his Seat.

prayer to the " God of the silver bow, who dost

guard (literally, bestride) Chrysa and sacred Cilia, and art

the mighty defender of Tenedos " (A 37),—these being

places near at hand. As Odysseus and Ajax go along the

shore of the sea to the tent of Achilles, in the hope of

persuading him to return to the conflict, they pray to

Poseidon, certainly because he, in his element, is of all gods
the one who is nearest to them (I 182). Yet Glaucus

appeals to Apollo, " whether thou art in the rich land of

Lycia, or in the country of Troy,—wherever thou art thou

canst hear a man in trouble" (11 515); and a {&,v verses

before this, Achilles had invoked " Dodonaean Zeus" (11 233),

—these both appealing to the divinities who were preeminent

^Thus the verb yomov/iai is used for entreat (as I 583, cf. X 345), even where

no physical contact was possible.

^ Leaf thinks that, in accordance with a primitive notion, the particular form of

words used in addressing a national god, was to be concealed from the enemy.

ZeO TCLTep, "IStjB^v /AeS^wr, Kudiare, fxiyiare, T 276. " Thou who dost rule from

Ida " is a possible interpretation, of course, instead of
'

' ruler of Ida.

"
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in their distant homes. A prayer which is very earnest, and

yet is not likely to be fulfilled, is sometimes addressed to

" Zeus, Athena, and Apollo," the three most important and

mighty of the gods of Homeric Olympus (B 371, A 288,

H 132, n 97), which may be compared with
Silence during

Solon's direction that an oath should be by three
^'^'^"'

divinities (Pollux, viii. 142). During prayer, silence

was desired, or at least the avoidance of all words which

might be of ill omen>
The horns of a bull or cow to be sacrificed were gilded

(7 384, K 294),- and hair was cut from the head of the

. , victim^ and thrown into the fire (T 254, 7 446,

^ 422). If several persons had part in the

sacrifice in confirmation of an oath, bits of the hair or

wool of the victim might be distributed to each, who as

it were thus held his hand on the victim's head (F 273).*

Barley-corns (perhaps mixed with salt) ^ were then taken

from a basket (7 441, 447), and prayer was offered. After

.the prayer, the barley-corns, which seem to have repre-

sented the early cereal food of the Greeks,—corresponding

in a way to the " unleavened bread " of the Israelites,—were

thrown upon the victim's head and the fire.

By the fireside of Eumaeus, the hog to be slain was

stunned by a blow with a billet of wood (^ 425). At the

palace of Nestor (7 449), one of his sons with
I '"Sy a,n axe cut the sinews of the cow's neck, striking

the Vtctttn.
' °

doubtless close behind the horns." Then the young

men turned the head of the animal up toward heaven

' Cf. ei<pT]fiTJcra.L, I 171, though this may not have acquired as yet its full later

conventional meaning oi favete Unguis.

^So at Eleusis, according to C.I. A. iv 27 b, a /3oDs xpvadKepois was to be sacrificed

to Athena. Cf. velatiim auro vittisipie iuvenciim, Verg. Aen. v. 366 ; TibuUus, iv.

1. 15 ; auratis coniibus^ Livy, vii. 37.

^ Cf. Eur. Ale. 74, where Death enters the home of Alcestis, in order to cut a

lock of her hair and thus seal her death.

^ Cf. "And Aaron and his son shall put their hands upon the head of the ram,"

Exodits xxix. 15.

^ See Scholium on A 449. Stengel in Hermes, xxix. 627. Cf. " And every oblation

of thy meat offering [i.e. unleavened cakes ' baken in the oven'] shalt thou season

with salt," Lev. ii. 13.

^K6i/'as k^hivLBev K^p6,ij]v /3o6s . . . ha rdp-r], P 521.
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(A 459)/ while its throat was cut. The blood was caught
in a basin (7 444), and seems to have been then thrown
on the fire." At Nestor's sacrifice, when the first blow is

struck on the victim, the prince's " daughters and sons' wives
and his honored wife" uttered an ecstatic pious shriek
(oXoXv^av, y 450), which was simply part of the ritual, not
occasioned at all by the mere shock of the sight of blood,

but possibly originally intended, like the shouts of Baal's
v/orshippers, to call the attention of the divinity. This cry
was their part in the sacrificial ceremony. Similarly at the
vow of the Trojan matrons to Athena, the women with
uplifted hands uttered a cry [pXoXv'yy, Z 301), to accompany
the prayer of the priestess,—the uplifted hands corresponding
to the modern posture of devotion, kneeling, and the cry
corresponding to the " responses " of the modern ritual.

After the victim was flayed and quartered (B 422, y 456),
the nobler vitals were first roasted and tasted.^ Telemachus,
arriving at Pylus after the beginning of the great

feast, takes part in the sacrifice by partaking of the
^"p^f'">"

vitals. The thigh-bones, or at least pieces of them,

were cut out, wrapped in a double layer of fat,* and then, with

' According to scholiasts and similar authorities, the head of the victim slain in

honor of the nether gods was turned down, toward the earth. But the Homeric
passage (X 36) which has been quoted in support of this view, can easily be inter-

preted to mean simply that the victim's blood flowed into the pit. Cf. * 148,

Ta.vpoiT<(ia,yodvTe^ es ird/cos, Aesch. Sept. 43 ; acfia^avTes els dtrirlda, Xen. An. iv. 3. iS ;

t6v raOpop ets ttjv irvpav a<pd^as, Plut. Arist. 21.—A sufficient reason for turning up
the animal's head would seem to be the convenience of tightening the skin and the

cords before cutting the throat.

-S. I. Curtiss, Primitive Setniiic Religion of To-day, p. 183, describes a sacrifice

at an Arab tent : the throat of a young goat was cut, " one of the women rushed

to the victim before the blood had ceased gurgling, and caught the crimson flow

in a tannur," a. concave piece of iron which served as a basin.— Dr. Curtiss

presents a strong and interesting argument to prove that, at least among the

Semites, "the sacrificial meal " is not "the oldest form of sacrifice "
(p. 218), but

that "the bursting forth of blood" is the most important element. Certain difficulties

m accepting this view for the sacrifices of the Homeric Greeks, will be made
clear later in this chapter.

^ airXayxvo, Trdiraj/TO, A 464, 7 9, 40. These vitals seem to have been eaten

without salt, and this custom has been thought to be derived from an age when
salt was not commonly used with meat.

Cf. flTjpi' ^KT]e, KaXvil/as jriovl drjfj.:^ |
dpvQiv r}5^ epl(poji', p 24I ;

^Tjpoi KaXviTTrjs

^If/ceij/To Tn/j.e\TJs, Soph. Ant. 101 1.—That no pains were taken to leave flesh on
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bits of flesh, were burned in the fire, while wine was poured

upon the burning sacrifices.^ These portions seem to have

been selected as representative of the entire aninnal,^ as

Eumaeus threw into the fire part of every member of the hog

which he had killed,' dredged with barley meal, which may

have corresponded to the barley-corns of the more elaborate

sacrifice ; and the libation of wine was an offering of a

share in the common drink of the company. The Homeric

Greeks knew no holocausts. The rich savor of burning flesh

and fat rose with the smoke {Kvlarri, A 317, 549), and was

thought to be enjoyed by the gods {cf. e loi), to whom the

flesh could be conveyed in no other way so easily and

effectively. Eumaeus, the divine swine-herd, in his hut sets

apart a portion of the feast (apparently a portion equal to that

of each of the human guests) for Hermes and the nymphs

(^435), in addition to throwing bits into the fire, for the gods

in general, as it would seem ; and Achilles in his tent, preparing

entertainment for the Achaean embassadors, but not killing

any animal, bids his friend Patroclus throw into the fire the

sacrificial bits {QvrjKa'i, I 220). The latter instance, we see

elsewhere, is the only case in the Homeric poems of flesh

being on hand, ready to cook : the animal doubtless was
" sacrificed " when it was killed, but yet at a later hour

the bones, is indicated by Hesiod's expression (6<TTea Xeu/cd, Theogony, 540), and

is emphasized by Menander in his Dyscolus (ol 5^ ttjc dacpiiv dnpav
\
Kal tt]p x"^^"

dura t' d^pajTa rots &€oh
\
CTrtS^pres aurol r' dWa KaTairivovff^ del, 129 K. ), and by a

poet in Clemens Alex. Slrom. vii. 6. 34, who speaks of the credulity of " man who
expects the gods to accept an offering of fleshless bones (daruv dcrapKoip) which

would be valueless even to hungry dogs.

^ A 46o= B 423, 7 456 ; A 773. Cf. wpb toO BoipdcrdaL . . . aTrapxds tuv ^pu/xdruv

vip^eiv Tots Seois, Athenaeus, 179 B.

^ Hesiod's aetiological story
(
Theogony, 536) of the original of this sacrifice is

familiar, but not Homeric : that Prometheus, being set to divide the victim between

gods and men, put on one side an attractive parcel of bones concealed in fat, while on

the other side he placed most of the flesh so wrapped in the hide as to seem a mass of

refuse ; and that Zeus " took with both hands the fat, and anger entered his soul."

According to Hesiod the original intention seems to have been to divide the animal

equally between gods and men, though Zeus had his choice between the two parcels

;

in Homer, as in later Greek usage, only small portions of the victim are offered to the

gods.

'n-dpTwv dpxbixevos ixeKiojv Kal rd fxh ip Trvpl ^ctWe TraXuVas dXcfeirov dsTr),

i 428.
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Achilles thus sets apart portions for the gods, as their share
in his repast.

Last of all, the tongues of the victinris were burnt in the
fire (7 332),—probably, in the case of a formal sacriiice, as
a present to the god in whose honor the feast

was held.i A formal libation was then made '^""S"''

(7 334. 341). for which the guests may have come
up in succession to the- altar and poured wine upon the fire,

—

possibly quenching it in this way.

The first libation at a feast was formal, made from a full

bowl ^ by the host or a priest, originally probably at the hearth
or altar, but later poured by each in his place

(cf. avTodev e^ eSpeaiv, v 56). Then the cup-bearer r-7'-
T r 1 V -1 ,5 n/i- . Libation.

passed from left to right (e7r((ie^(a, A 597, cf.

cp 141), offering the wine to the guests who each poured
a few drops upon the floor (which, as is seen elsewhere, was
not kept neat) as a drink-offering.

If wine was not at hand, water might be used as a drink-

offering,—men presenting to the gods a share in their feast

such as it was, as did the companions of Odysseus on the

island of Helius (/u 3 57), who also used oak leaves instead

of barley-corns with the sacrifices.

But drink-offerings were made not only in subordination to

burnt-offerings, but also independently.^ In general, prayer

was accompanied by a libation when wine was

at hand. Thus, on sending Patroclus and his „^"

.

Mj'rmidons forth to battle, when the Trojans

actually have entered the Achaean camp, Achilles has no

time for the formal sacrifice of a victim, but washes his

hands, pours a libation on the altar of his barrack, and

^ Similarly, the last act in the sacrifice at the outset of the Argonautic expedition,

according to Apollonius Rhodius (i. 517), was to pour n libation upon the burning

tongues; but this seems to be an imitation or reminiscence of 7 332. According to

Athenaeus, 16 B, the tongues were offered to Hermes as the patron of heralds and

the mouthpiece of the gods, but why this offering should be made at the close of the

feast, he does not say, except as Hermes is Sttvov -n-poaTdTrjs, and so the libation is

paid to him on going to rest. See p. 435 f.

^I 17s. K 578, 7 339, 390, ), 179, .. 50, <r 423, 271.

'See Bernhardi, Das Trankopfer bei Hotnei:—The words CTrhdw and Xei/3u (/tio)

are synonymous (11 231, 253). (rirevSeadm in the sense of make a truce (as Hdt. vii.

148) is not Homeric. So o-TroxSoi (B 341, A 159) must be libations.
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prays to Zeus (11 231). The libation which old Priam

makes before going to the tent of Achilles, seems likewise

to have been at the altar of his palace (Q 306). The
Achaean embassadors to Achilles pour a libation before

they leave the tent of Agamemnon (I 177), another as they

leave the tent of Achilles (I 657), and a third before they

separate for the night (I 712). Naturally the prayer in

each case is to be understood, when it is not distinctly

expressed. Thus Achilles calls upon the winds to aid in

the burning of Fatroclus's pyre, while he pours libations

("^ 196). Before a voyage, too, libations might be offered

without the slaughter of victims.^ Hecuba offers to Hector

wine for a libation, on his return from the field of battle

(Z 259), and a little later, Hector refers to the "bowl of

freedom," which the Trojans will set in their halls, if Zeus

shall grant to them to drive the Achaeans from Troy

(Z 528).

At the feasts, individual libations were customary, as well

as the more formal drink-offerings in which all took part.

Thus Telemachus and Athena in the guise of

Libations
Mentor reach Pylus while the Pylians are in the

midst of their sacrifices on the shore, and Nestor's

son Pisistratus meets the strangers, and offers them bits of

the vitals of the victims, and a cup of wine that they may
pour a libation and pray,—for " all men have need of the

gods " (7 40 ff ). The cup, given first to Athena, does not

seem to have been replenished before -the libation of Tele-

machus
; the act was formal, admitting the guests to a

participation in the sacrifice.^ But when Odysseus comes to

the palace of Alcinoijs, near the close of the feast, a fresh

bowl is mixed for a libation {rj 164), as is done likewise at

his departure {v 50). During the feast each guest might

pour a libation at his pleasure,—very probably offering as a

rule the first few drops from each filled cup. Thus on the

night before the second day of battle of the Iliad, Zeus

thundered terribly, and the Achaeans were in great fear, and
'' poured wine from their cups upon the ground, nor did

^ As /3 432 ; 222, cf. 258, and as Telemachus leaves the home of Menelaus, 147.

* Nothing is said here about the washing of hands ; this may have been under-

stood, or it may have been omitted in certain circumstances.
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any dare sooner to drink, before he had poured a libation
"

(H 480V
A libation before going to rest was usual (o- 419).

In the palace of Alcinoiis (ij 137), this is iHaihn
paid to Hermes, but, in general, libations seem before going

no more limited in direction than prayers. '" Ri't-

The hands were washed before a libation (11 230), as

before a full sacrifice, but repeated washings were not

necessary for each repeated libation.^

The wine offered in a libation was mixed with water, as

the people were accustomed to drink it ; the gods enjoyed

it mixed, just as men did. Only in the case of

the sanction of an oath were libations used ^"f I^!'''
. . with Water.

of unmixed wme (B 341, A 159), as bearing a

curse,—just as the flesh of a \ictim slain in confirmation of

an oath was neither to be eaten nor to be given to the

gods. That the libations to the winds ("^ 196) were of

unmixed wine, has been suggested, since winds were wor-

shipped later with chthonic rites, but this supposition is not

necessary. Whether libations were paid to the dead^ is

not clear ; but at the pyre of Patroclus, Achilles all night

long pours wine upon the ground, as he calls upon the soul

of his friend {^ 220), and in the morning he quenches the

pyre with wine ("^ 237). In Hades, Odysseus pours into

the pit, for the enjoyment of the souls, first honey and milk,

then wine, and third water (X 27).

No indication is found that a definite amount of wine

was to be poured out at a sacrifice, as for the Children

of Israel, the drink-offerings were to be " half an hin

unto a bullock, and the third part of an hin unto a

ram, and the fourth part of an hin unto a lamb" {^Numbers

xxviii. 14).

Though, in general, libations were poured from the ordinary

'When the cup of hemlock is brought to Socrates in prison, he inquires whether

he may pour a libation from it (Plato, Phaedo, 117 B),—implying his custom to

pour a libation from his cup of wine.

-Cf.'S. 480, (T 151, where one of the suitors had pledged the disguised Odysseus

during the meal. Thus at the close of their interview with Achilles, the embassadors

who had sought his return to the battle, pour a libation before their return (I 656),

but had no need to wash their hands.

2 K
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cups (Z 258, H fin), yet for a peculiarly solemn libation,

Achilles chooses a cup from which he allows no other man

to drink, and with which he pours a libation
Special Cup , j^^j. 2eus (H 225). This cup he
for Libatton. °

, , , % n
takes from his chest, and cleanses it carefully,

first with sulphur and then with flowing water, before his

libation.

No libation by a woman is mentioned by the Homeric

poet, but this may be mere chance, since (as is seen else-

where) women and children drink wine themselves and so

might pour it out to the gods. But Penelope (S 759)
offers in sacrifice barley-corns without any mention of a

drink-offering. The offerings (Ouea, Z 270) borne with the

robe by Trojan matrons to the temple of Athena, are not

defined, but they are more likely to be barley than wine.

Some kind of incense has been suggested for them ; but

incense does not appear elsewhere in the Homeric ritual.

Perhaps it should be remembered in connexion with this

that though Helen and Arete are present at ordinary feasts,

neither is represented as drinking wine after the meal,—they

sit and spin while their husbands sip their wine {§ 121 ff.,

^ 30s).

As for the victims for sacrifice, kine, sheep, goats, and

swine were the ordinary offerings to the gods. Human
sacrifices were unknown, such as the offering of

s"^*ifie
Iphigenia at Aulis by Agamemnon, according to

the later myth, and that of Polyxena at the

tomb of Achilles.^ The slaughter of twelve Trojan youths

at the pyre of Patroclus {^ 175) was not sacrifice, but

vengeance, as well as the planned giving of Hector's body
to the dogs ("^ 182); Achilles had determined to make
many a one of the Trojan women wipe " with both hands

"

the tears from her cheeks (S 122). The Trojans, indeed,

sank horses in the eddies of the Scamander (# 132), but

this was un-Hellenic." Wild animals, fowl, and fish were

not offered at the altar,—possibly because the principle of

' Eur. Ipk. Aul. ; Hec. 523.

^For this sacrifice, cf. es rhv \sc. T^rpvfiim'] oJ Mdyoi ^KaWiepiovTO o-^dfoj/res

iTTirovs, (papimKiiaavm Si raC™ ii rbv n-OTa/j.bp ktX., Hdt. vii. 113. See

page 354 f-
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life ^ had already departed from the game and the fish

before they could be brought thither ; while tame fowl are

not mentioned as eaten. In general, however, men presented

to the gods that, and only that, which they themselves

enjoyed eating, since all ordinary sacrifices were feasts.

Reference has been made already to Odysseus's offering of

curds in the cave of Polyphemus, to Penelope's sacrifice of

barley-corns, and to Telemachus's sacrifice of part of his

luncheon (see page 504). A unique sacrifice is indicated in

the comparison of the roar of a wounded warrior (Y 404)
with the roar of a bull dragged by young men in honor of

the Heliconian king, Poseidon. This is brought into connexion

with a cruel form of sacrifice which is shown by representa-

tions on gems and coins to have been known at Troy, in

which the bull was drawn up a column or a tree by his

head and neck. The representations show the bull in intense

agony and with open mouth, which well might emit a

Homeric roar.^

The sex of the victim as a rule was that of the divinity

to which it was offered. Thus heifers were offered to

Athena (as Z 93, A 729, y 382), dark bulls to Poseidon

(A 728, 7 6, V 181), a bull to the Alpheiis (A 728), and

rams to the river Spercheiis ("^ 148). Odysseus in order

to appease Poseidon's wrath for the blinding of Polyphemus,

was to sacrifice to this god a ram, a bull, and a boar

(X 131),—the suovetaurilia of the Romans. A white male

lamb was offered to Helius (the sun, T 103), a black ewe lamb

to Gaea (the earth), a ram and a black ewe to the dead {k 527).

A black ram was sacrificed to the shade of Teiresias (X 32).

The age for the most part was determined by convenience
;

men sacrificed what they wanted to eat. New-born lambs

{apvSiv TrpooToyovwv, A i2o) are vowed to Apollo. The
victims often were full-grown.* Agamemnon sacrificed a five-

year-old bull to Zeus before the first battle of the Ihad

(B 403), and another in his tent at the close of the same

'But this theory, which has been accepted somewhat widely, seems inconsistent

with the practise of offering such food as curds or barley-corns.

^See Bruckner, Der ilische Opfergebrauch in Dorpfeld's Troja mtd Jlion, p. 564.

'TeXcioi, A 66,— unless (as is improbable) this means unblemished. Thus has

been explained also T^X-qiaaa.^ e/caro/i^as, A 315.
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battle (H 315). That the victim should be unblemished,

may be assumed ; nothing imperfect should be offered to

honored guests. To Athena, the Trojan matrons vow

heifers "untouched by the goad" (/^/ceWay, Z 309), i.e. which

had never been put to menial labor.* The word hecatomb,

which seems originally to have meant a hundred cattle, is used

in a general way of a large sacrifice. The poet speaks of a

"hecatomb" of eighty-one bullocks (7 59, cf. 7), of other

hecatombs of bulls and goats (A 315), and of one of lambs

(A 120). That which is sent to Chrysa in a boat rowed

by twenty men cannot have been of one hundred bulls, for

which no room could have been found in the boat (A 309).

No indications of "' mysteries," like those of Eleusis or

Samothrace, are found in the Homeric poems. The only

" witch-craft " is that of Circe, who by her potent herbs

transformed men into " swine or wolves or lions '' {k 21 2,

239, 392, 433),—but she was in fairyland.

The only instance of incantations in Homer, is the spell

(eiraoiS-^, t 457) by which his kinsmen checked the flow

of blood from a wound of the youthful Odysseus.

Circe had potent herbs, which could transform

human beings into brutes (/c 236 f), but she was more

than mortal. Yet even her charms could be overcome by

the use of the herb moly (k 305), which was not easily

dug by mortals, but was given to Odysseus by Hermes.

Helen, too, had received from the wife of Thon, in Egypt,

an herb nepenthes which dispelled care and tears ((5 221).

That the cestus of Aphrodite contained all love charms

(S 214), is simply part of the mighty influence of the

goddess. Curses were addressed to Hades, Persephone, and

the Erinyes (I 454, 569).

As for votive offerings, man gave to the gods what he

himself valued,—not only food and drink, but also garments,"

as a robe to Athena (Z 302 ; cf. <y 274) ; arms,

Offerims
^^ Hector vows the armor of his antagonist, to

be hung before the temple of Apollo (H 83),

and Odysseus prepares for Athena a votive offering of the

arms of the Trojan scout, Dolon (K 570); and ornaments

'^ Cf. "A red heifer, without spot, wherein is no blemish, and upon which never

came yoke," Numbers xix. 2 ; i Sam. vi. 7.
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of gold, as those offered by Aegisthus (7 274) and those

vowed by Telemachus (j(_pvaea Swpa, -jt 185). These are in

general thank-offerings, but the first and the last are clearly

intended to secure the divinity's favor. The temple at

Pytho (Delphi) was noted for its wealth (I 404), and this

must have come from votive offerings.

Pandarus vowed to Apollo a hecatomb of lambs on his

return to his home, if he should hit Menelaus (A 119) on

the first day of battle, and in the shooting contest

Meriones made a like vow to the same Efod, if he T^'^^'S'

should hit the mark and win the prize ("^ 872).

The Trojan matrons vowed to Athena that they would

sacrifice twelve kine in her temple, if she would pity them
and break the spear of Diomed (Z 308). Peleus vowed to

the god of the river Spercheiis that Achilles, on his return

from Troy, should dedicate to him his hair, and offer a

hecatomb, slaying fifty rams, so that their blood should flow

into its springs ("^ I44)- Odysseus was bidden by Circe

(k 522) to vow in Hades that on his return to Ithaca he

would sacrifice to the dead a barren cow, and burn a pyre

of treasures, and would sacrifice a black ram to Teiresias.

Being weather-bound on an island, the comrades of Odysseus

propose to kill some of the cattle of the sun-god for their

present necessities, but as an atonement, on their return

to Ithaca, to build for him a temple and put votive offerings

in it (m 345).

The only sacred animals mentioned in the poems are the

350 sheep and 350 kine of the sun-god (yci 129). These have

been compared with the sacred sheep of Apollonia

(Herodotus, ix. 93), the sacred horses of Hera j^^^^i

(Diodorus, iv. 15), the sacred doe of Despoena

at Lycosura (Pausanias, viii. 10. 10), and the well-known

geese of Juno on the Roman capitol. (See page 346.)

The oracles at Dodona and at Delphi are mentioned

expressly, each once,—both times in the Odyssey. The
disguised Odysseus on his return to Ithaca, in his ^ ,

c ,,,, iri Oracles.
nctitious story, reports that he has heard ot the

absent king as having set out for Dodona that he might

learn from the high-crowned oak of Zeus in what manner he

should return to Ithaca (^ 327 =t 296); and according to
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the song of the Phaeacian bard, Demodocus, Agamemnon
consulted the oracle of Apollo at Pytho (Delphi), before

the beginning of the Trojan War, and learned that the

quarrel of the bravest of the Achaeans should be followed

by victory in war (6 80). But the existence of the

Delphic oracle is implied further in the words of Achilles

that all the wealth of the archer Phoebus Apollo at

rocky Pytho (I 405) would not induce him to give up his

wrath for Agamemnon,—which implies a large collection of

votive offerings, possibly, it is true, bestowed for instances

of the god's favor shown in other ways than by oracles,

—

and the existence of the oracle at Dodona is still more

distinctly implied in Achilles's prayer to Zeus, whose

"prophets (v-!ro<pfJTai, 11 235) dwell about Dodona, with

unwashen feet, sleeping on the ground." Dodona is " wintry
"

(So(T)(eifj.epo9, B 750). Pytho is ''rocky" (TreTprjea-tra, B S^9)-

Apollo's mother Leto was on her way to Pytho when
she was assailed by Tityus (X S8i). The prophets of

Dodona seem to have interpreted the rustling of the

leaves of the oak. Nothing indicates the existence of

any " pale-eyed " Pythian priestess or even a " prophetic

cell."

in general, however, local oracles were consulted far less

frequently than seers or prophets who were believed to be

p , directly inspired by the gods, especially by Apollo,

like the prophets of the Old Testament,—like

Balaam the son of Beor as well as Samuel and' Elijah,—a
'

race which became extinct in later times. Thus lamus at

Olympia heard directly the voice of Apollo (Pindar, 0/. vi.

66), while his descendants heard no divine voice, but inter-

preted the omens of fire at the great altar. So Moses was

favored with direct inspiration :
" If there be- a prophet

among you, I the Lord will make myself known unto him
in a vision, and will speak unto him in a dream. My
servant Moses is not so. . . . With him will I speak mouth
to mouth, even apparently, and not in dark speeches

"

{Numbers xii. 6). With this we may compare the saying

of Balaam, " The word that God putteth in my mouth, that

shall I speak" {Numbers xxii. 38), while a little later, in

the history of the same people, we read that " the word of
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the Lord was precious in those days, there was no open
vision " ( I Sam. iii. i ).

The most famed prophet of a previous generation was
Teiresias, the blind seer of Thebes,—the contemporary of

three successive generations, of Laius, of Oedipus,

and of Creon,—to whom alone Persephone granted

intelligence in Hades, and to consult whom Odysseus went
to the land of shades (/c 492, A 90). The chief seer in

the army before Troy is Calchas (A 69), who enjoys the

favor of Apollo, and who, even without special instructive

omen or guiding portent, makes known to men the will of

the gods {QeoirpoTTia's, A 87). He had interpreted also the

omen which appeared to the army while it was encamped
at Aulis (B 322). That he is a warrior as well as a seer,

is indicated by Poseidon's assuming his form (S 45) when
he would arouse the Argives to a fiercer battle. In the

Trojan army, Helenus, Priam's son, is the chief seer {olwvoTrokwv

oy^ apta-TO^, Z ']6), and once he even overhears a conversa-

tion between Athena and Apollo (H 44). Priam's fatidic

daughter Cassandra does not appear as a prophetess in the

Homeric poems. The Mysian leader Ennomus was a seer

(o(£oi'io-TT7?, B 858), but his omens did not save him from

death at the hands of Achilles. JMerops of Percote fore-

knew the death which would befall his sons (B 831, A 329),

but could not save them ; and similarly Polyidus of Corinth

(X 666) and the dream-interpreter Eurydamas (E 149) had

warned their sons in vain. In the Odyssey, the old Halitherses

of Ithaca appears as a seer (/3 157), who at the time of

Odysseus's departure for Troy, predicted his return in the

twentieth year. The family of Melampus seems to have

the gift of prophecy as an inherited possession (X 291,

225, 245, 252), and his great-grandson Theoclymenus,

seeking the protection of Telemachus, displays the famil_y

power (o 531, V 351). Theoclymenus in the midst of the

feast {\j 351) sees Penelope's suitors sitting in darkness, the

walls dripping with blood, and the porch full of ghosts

trooping " to the infernal jail,"—while no one else beholds

this scene. This is the only instance of ecstatic prophesy

in the Homeric poems. Even the Cyclopes have had a seer

among them, Telemus the son of Eurymus (( 509), who
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foretold the blinding of Polyphemus by Odysseus. Seers,

like surgeons, carpenters, and bards, are welcomed even

when they come from other communities (p 384).

At the point of death, the dying man has a spirit's

view of the future. Thus Patroclus (11 851)

S'f5«« foretells the death of Hector, and Hector in
of t e uture.

^^^^^ dying, foresees the death of Achilles

(X 3 59)-^

One of the immortal horses of Achilles is endowed by

Hera with speech, like Balaam's ass,—just long enough to

predict his master's death (T 417)-

The Homeric Greeks had no astrology in the mediaeval

sense, and no systematic auguries, with divisions of the

^ J I
heavens. No indication is found of a formal

'"^

position of the observer, e.g. with face towards

the north, unless this is found in M 239 (see p. 521).

Omens are taken most frequently from natural phenomena,

especially from thunder and lightning. Athena descends to

the plain like a meteor (A 75), and men ask
Omensfrom g^ch Other whether this is a portent of war or

Phenomena °f peace. Serpents of lapis lazuli on the cuirass

of Agamemnon resemble the rainbows which

Zeus fixes in the cloud as a sign to men (A 28), and,

again, the rainbow is a sign either of war or of cold winter

(P 547). A flash of lightning on the right, as the Argives

embarked for Troy, indicated the final success of the

expedition (B 353, cf. I 236, N 242). The groans of

Agamemnon at the close of the second great day of battle

(K 5), after the Achaeans had been driven back to their

camp, were as frequent as the flashes of lightning when

Zeus is " preparing rain or hail or snow or the huge maw
of devouring war." On the second day of battle, Zeus

thunders from Mt. Ida and hurls a blazing thunderbolt into

the midst of the host of the Achaeans (0 75); a little later

^ Cf. the patriarch Jacob's predictions, Genesis xlix ; koX yap el/xi ijSri ej/TaOSa i"

(^ fi.d\i(Tr' dvOpioTTOi xpriffp.ipbovffLVj Hrav fx^Wojcnv dTodaveiaBat, Plato, .^p. 39 C ; and

John of Gaunt's prophesy, jRicA. II. ii. i. 31 ; and the dying jlotspur's words, "0,

I could prophesy, But that the earthy hand of death lies on my tongue,'' Henry IV.

1st part, V. 4. 83. Cf. also Diod. Sic. xviii. i, Cicero, de Div. i. 30.—Aristotle

(Frag. 12) thought this to be one of the means by which men gained knowledge rf

the gods.
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again he thunders terribl)- and hurls a gleaming thunder-

bolt to the ground in front of the chariot of Diomed, and

a fearful odor arises of burning sulphur (9 133), and while

Diomed is pondering whether to flee or to turn to the

battle, Zeus thunders thrice, indicating to the Trojans decisive

victory in the fight (0 170). On the next day of battle,

Zeus thunders in response to a prayer of Nestor (0 377),
but the Trojans seem to have been encouraged by the roar

;

and a little later, Zeus covered Mt. Ida with clouds, thundered

loudly, shook his aegis, and put the Achaeans to flight

(P 594). In the Odyssey, Zeus thunders from a clear sk)-

in response to a prayer of Odysseus {y 103), and again

thunders as Odysseus bends his old bow (<^ 413)- At the

very close of the poem, he sends a bolt to stop Odysseus

from the pursuit of the friends of Penelope's suitors {w 539).

Bloody dew-drops are sent by Zeus from heaven at the

beginning of the third battle of the Iliad, as a token of the

slaughter which is to follow (A 5 3), and again when
Sarpedon is about to be killed by Patroclus (IT 459).

Omens are taken also from the flight of birds, of which

the eagle is most important and significant. Thus an eagle

is sent by Zeus "on the right" ((^e^io?, 320),

to encourage Priam as he sets out for the ships ^f^"'*'"'"° Flight of
of the Achaeans to ransom Hector's body. In j^-^j.^^

answer to Agamemnon's appeal to Zeus for the

safety of the Achaeans, an eagle is sent, bearing in its

talons a fawn which it lets fall by the altar of Zeus, the

giver of omens {TravofKpa'tw, 250), and the Achaeans "saw

that the bird came from Zeus and rushed the more upon

the Trojans." An eagle skirted the arm}- of the Trojans on

the left, as they were about to cross the trench and enter

the Achaeari camp,—bearing in its talons a serpent which

it let fall in the midst of the host, "and the Trojans

shuddered as they saw . . . the portent of Zeus" (M 200).

Pulydamas urges Hector to cease at once from the advance,

but Hector replies that he heeds not whether the birds fly

"to the right, to the east and the sun, or to the left, to

the gloomy west ; let us follow the counsel of great Zeus
;

one bird [i.e. oinen\ is best,—to fight for our fatherland

"

(M 238). A little later, as Ajax challenges Hector to
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single combat, an eagle high in air appears on his right,

and the host of the Achaeans shouted, " confident in the

bird" {dapa-uvos olwvw, N 823). After the speech of Tele-

machus to the assembly of Ithacans, Zeus sends two eagles

from the summit of a mountain, which, on coming to a

point over the assembly, tore each other's " cheek and neck "

with their talons, and " looked on the heads of all and

boded destruction," and then darted on the right between

the lines of houses of the city (/3 1 46) ; this omen was

interpreted by Halitherses as meaning destruction to Penelope's

suitors,—but Eurymachus answers that many birds flit to

and fro, and not all are fateful (eiai(rifj.oi, /3 182). As
Telemachus leaves the palace of Menelaus in Sparta, an

eagle on his right carries away a white goose, and Helen

interprets the omen as a promise that Odysseus shall return

and take vengeance on his wife's suitors (o 160). Similarly

Penelope dreams that a great eagle comes from the mountain

and slays the geese in her yard, and then declares himself

to be her husband, who will slay the suitors '(t 53 8). A
little later, as the suitors are planning the death of Tele-

machus, an eagle bearing a dove appears on their left, and

they see that their plan is not to succeed (v 242). The
appearance of a hawk, " Apollo's swift messenger," tearing a

dove and dropping the feathers near Telemachus, " on the

right," is interpreted by Theoclymenus as meaning the safety

of the Ithacan royal house (o 525). The only other bird

sent as an omen, is a heron, sent by Athena on the right

of Odysseus and Diomed as they set out by night to enter

secretly the bivouac of the Trojan forces (K 274); the bird

is not seen, but its cry is heard, and " Odysseus rejoices in

the bird." What has been said above shows that the word
for bird (opvK or oi'cof/o?) had already acquired the general

meaning of 07Ken} " The birds were favourable " (opviOes

Se^iol, CO 311) means that the omens were propitious. Thus
also Priam bids Hecuba not be to him an evil bird, i.e. an

omen of ill (6pm kqko^, Q, 219). Calchas is called a

"tender of birds" (ofWoTroAoy, A 69), and "bird-man"
(olwvitTTijs, B 8SS) is synonymous with sooth-sayer or augur.

1 Cf. Aristophanes, £irds, 720, "An ox or an ass that may happen to pass ... A
name or a word by chance overheard, tf you deem it an omen you call it a Bird."
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In general, augury from the flight of birds is more important

in Homer's time than in the classical age at Athens.

Of miscellaneous omens the most familiar is that which
appeared to the Greeks while still at Aulis, while they were
offering sacrifices when about to set out against

Troy : a serpent appeared from under the altar,
^''"^^""^o'"

climbed the overhanging plane tree, and devoured

eight nestling sparrows and the mother-bird (B 305). This

was interpreted by Calchas to mean that the Greeks should

fight for nine years around Troy, and should capture the city in

the tenth year. A chance word (<^)/m'7, KXerjSwv, /3 35, cr 117)
is at times accepted as an omen. Thus the returning

Odysseus, not yet recognized in his home, asks Zeus for

such an omen, and straightway hears an old woman, as she

is grinding at the mill, pray that Penelope's suitors may have

that day their last feast in the home of Odysseus (u 100, 120).

At the opening of the second day of the action of the Odyssey,

Telemachus calls an assembly of the Ithacans, to seek their

help against his mother's suitors, and the old Aegyptius, who
first rises to ask who had called the assembly, prays that the

wish of this man's heart may be accomplished ; Telemachus

rejoices in the omen {(pi'iM, ^ 3 5)- A loud sneeze of

Telemachus, though he was in the great hall and she was

in her chamber, is interpreted by Penelope as a favorable

omen in relation to the prayer for Odysseus s return which she

had just uttered (p 541 ; cf- Xen. An. iii. 2. 9). That, when
the comrades of Od\'sseus had killed cattle of the Sun, the

hides moved, and the flesh lowed like cows (fj. 394), was

naturally interpreted as a portent of ill. Occasionally, but not

often, indefinite omens are referred to (as A 381, 398, 408,

Z 183, y 173, TT 320). The reader observes the entire absence

of omens from the inspection of the liver and the other nobler

entrails, which was most important in the fifth century B.C.,^

and that no omens are taken from the behavior of the

sacrifices on the fire (cf. Aesch3lus, Prom. 495 ; Sophocles,

Ant. 1005), which was the basis of the oracle at Olympia.

' Some have thought such inspection impHed in the name 6vo(7k6os appHed to Leodes

on Ithaca {(/> 145, x 318, 321), particularly since dvoaKboi are classed with seers and

priests at fi 221. But Leodes seems not to have been an haruspex, but simply to have

had charge of the sacrifices of the suitors. Certainly the gods gave to him no warning

of the death of the suitors and himself.
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" A dream, too, comes from Zeus," Achilles says to the

Achaeans (A 63), just as in later times Socrates (Plato,

Ap. 33 c) recognized dreams as a familiar means

used by the gods in making their will known to

men.i In sleep the mind was comparatively unfettered by the

body, and had a clearer view of the future (Pindar, Frag. 131).

But not all dreams come true. Zeus sends to Agamemnon a

Delusive Dream (oi5Xo9 oveipo?, B 6) in the guise of Nestor; and

Penelope says that there are two gates of dreams, one of horn

and the other of ivory ; the dreams which pass through the

gate of ivory deceive (eXecba?—eXecpaipw), while those which

pass through the gate of horn come true {Kepas—Kpaivw,

T 562). The "country of dreams" {^rj/j.o's oveipmv, w 12) lies

hard by the Asphodel Plain on which the souls of the dead

dwell, and ghosts and the persons of dreams behave alike

{cf. B 20 with "^ 68) ;^ and we are reminded that Sleep and

Death are twin brothers (11 672). When Odysseus in Hades

seeks to embrace his mother's ghost, she slips from his arms

"like a shadow or a dream" (X 207). Whether Death is a

dream at K 496, is not clear. Dreams are entities. The
Delusive Dream which is sent by Zeus to Agamemnon, clearly

speaks to the warrior, who does not simply " see as in a dream "

(B init.). Athena sends to Penelope the wraith (e'lSwXov,

§ 796) of Penelope's sister, which slips through a keyhole, and

is called a dream a few verses later. Athena herself thus

appears to the sleeping Nausicaa in the form of a girl friend,

behaving just like a dream or a ghost (^ 22). The disguised

Odysseus tells the story of a dream before Troy which was

understood as a warning (^ 495)- Penelope, as we have seen

already, dreams of an eagle which killed her geese and then

declared itself to be her returning husband (t 536), and on the

^ Cf. the importance attached to dreams in Aesch. Fers. 176 ; Xen. An. \u. i. II.

Even Aristotle held them to he a source of knowledge with regard to divine things

{Frag. 12). Cf. also Joseph's dream, and those which he interpreted. Genesis xxxvii.

5, xl. 5, xli. I ; the dream of Gideon, Judges vii. 13 ; and those of Nebuchadnezzar,

Daniel {i. i, iv. 5 ; "Your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young

men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream dreams," Acts ii. 17. Xenophon
(Cyr. viii. 7. 21) makes the elder Cyrus say that in sleep the soul appears most

divine, and then sees something of the future.

^ Cf. (toi5s) viom (viz, the shades of the children of Thyestes) ovi'ipav Tpoacpepeis

fi.opipiifi.aaii', like to the forms of dreams, Aesch. Ag. iii-j.
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morning of the day when Odysseus kills her suitors, she

dreams that he is lying beside her (y 88). Before Troy,

Diomed slays two sons of a Trojan " interpreter of dreams

"

(oveipoTToXo?, E 149), Eurydamas.

Another means to ascertain the will of the gods was to cast

lots. The lots marked by some signs which might be known
only to the makers (H 185), were put into a ^ . ,

, / , , , 1 , r • 1
Caslmg Lots.

helmet and this was shaken by some dismterested

person, or with averted face (T 325, H 181), until one lot

" leaped forth." Thus the contestants in the chariot-race cast

lots for positions ("^ 352), the comrades of Odysseus cast lots

to determine who should aid him in blinding Polyphemus

(t 331), and Hermes (f2 400) represented himself as one of

seven brothers who had cast lots to determine which of them

should come to the war.^

^ Not to speak in detail of the use of the lot for the choice of public officers at

Athens, even in the New Testament the lot was thus used : "shew whether of these

two Thou hast chosen, . . . and the lot fell upon Matthias," Acts i. 24.



CHAPTER XVII

THE TROADi

The scene of the battles of the Iliad was the Trojan

plain, in the extreme northwestern corner of Asia Minor.^

The greatest length of the plain is about nine
The Trojan

j^jjgg^
i^^^^

l-^g promontory of Sigeum, at the

northwest, at the opening of the Hellespont,

—

the modern Dardanelles, of which the name still preserves

the memory of the Dardanians, the ancient kinsmen and

allies of the Trojans,—to Bunarbashi and its citadel Balidagh

at the southeast, a height which rises four hundred or five

hundred feet above the plain, immediately above the river

Scamander, and is connected by a steep ridge with the

hills to the east. The stream of Bunarbashi, as we shall

see, empties into the Aegean Sea about seven miles distant,

in Besika Baj', nearly due west of its sources, about five

miles north of the island of Tenedos. The western shore

of the Trojan plain thence stretches, nearly directly north-

ward from the mouth of the Bundrbashi river, for about

eight miles,—with limestone cliffs more than one hundred

feet in height, affording no station for ships,—to the pro-

montory of Sigeum, at the entrance to the Hellespont,

opposite Elaeus in the Chersonese. Almost due east of

1 The best map of the Troad is that of the British Admiralty, made by Admiral

Spratt. Of this a careful revision is published in Dorpfeld's Troja und Ilion, and

this is the basis of the map published herewith.

^ All other works on the Trojan plain and the ruins of Hissarlik are now super-

seded by I'roja und Ilion : Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen in der vorhistorischen

und historischen Schichten von Ilion, 1870-1894, von Wilhelm Dorpfeld, unter

Mitwirkung, etc. Athens, 1902. 2 vols, quarto.
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this promontory, at a distance of three or four miles, Hes

the promontory of Rhoeteum, which like its comrade, the

promontory of Sigeum, is not named by Homer, although

they both are referred to at S 36.

On the low sloping shore of the bay which curves slightly

to the south between the two promontories, Sigeum and

Rhoeteum, the ships of the Achaeans were drawn up on

land at the time of the siege of Troy. But not all of

this space is available for the drawing up of boats in ancient

fashion. The chief river which drains the plain is wide at

its mouth, and near the Hellespont are marshes and salt-

water lakes or lagoons, from which in winter the water flows

into the sea, but into which, in the dry summer season,

water flows from the Hellespont. Near the eastern end of

the shorcj where the Scamander is supposed to have had

its course in early times, is such a lagoon nearly half a

mile in length by eight hundred feet in vi^idth. A Scotch

traveller,^ who has given a careful description of the plain

of Troy, estimates that a stretch of shore about six thousand

feet, or a little more than a mile, in length, is suitable for

the camp of the Achaeans ; and allowing twenty feet for

each boat,—(thirteen feet estimated for the width of the

boat itself, and seven feet for space between it and its

neighbor), he sees that three hundred such boats could be

drawn up in a single line ; and that, with space allowed

for places of assembly and the like, the 11 86 Achaean

ships must have been drawn up in four or five ranks.

Other travellers have thought that the shore for an extent

of about two miles may have been available for the

station of the ships (vmcTTaOimo?),—and this would allow a

thousand ships to be drawn up in two rows ; but the

number of ships cannot be thought to be one of the earlier

elements in the Trojan story.

The coast line of the plain of Troy does not appear to

have changed materially since Homer's time. Strabo, indeed,

conjectured that the bay of the Hellespont ex-

tended twelve stades, or about a mile and a
u^^j^ ^j^

third, further into the plain in Homer's time than

in his own, but this conjecture has not been sustained by

1 Charles MacLarer, TJie Plain of Troy Described, Edinburgh, 1863.
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the scientific examination of the plain. The current of the

Hellespont, which at this place is said to be of two or

three miles an hour, bears away most of the alluvium

which is brought into its waters by the rivers of the plain.

Indeed indications have been found that in some places the

sea has encroached upon the land. At least the two main

promontories remain essentially unchanged, and if the bay

was a trifle deeper three thousand years ago than now, the

change has not been important. Herodotus, it is true

(ii, lo), declares this plain to be alluvial like the Delta of

the Nile, but he does not intimate his belief that this

soil, any more than that of the Delta, was deposited within

the historical period.

The hills on the east and the south of the plain,—the

foot-hills of Mount Ida,—are not very high, and do not

„ ,

,

form a clearly marked boundary line. The highest

summit of Mount Ida, Gargarus, lies to the south-

east and rises to a height of 5740 feet above the sea,

which is well above the timber-line. This summit is

prominent in the Trojan landscape, though it lies farther

from Ilium than a casual reader might infer ; it was the

station which Zeus chose, according to the poet, for his

observations of the conflicts on the plain of Troy. " The
oldest rocks of the Troad are an extensive series of coarsely

crystalline limestones, interstratified with micaceous and horn-

blendic schists. They constitute the basis upon which and

out of which the framework of the Trojan peninsula has

been developed. They are the chief mountain-forming strata

of that region. The great mass of Mount Ida is composed

wholly of them.—The structure of Mount Ida appears to

be a comparatively simple anticlinal, with so short an axis

extending east and west that the upper portion of the

mountain is approximately a dome." " Mount Ida dominates

the whole of the Troad in the larger sense ; the waters

of the Granicus, and even those of the Aesepus, come from

the slopes of Mount Ida, as well as the Scamander and its

immediate neighbors.

The principal river of the Trojan plain is the Scamander,

^J. S. Diller, in Papers of the Archaeological Institute of America, Classical

Series, i. 213.
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which has its sources near one of the summits of Mount
Ida, and after a course of nearly fifty miles, empties

into the Hellespont close to the promontory of
c-- T-u J r ii. • Course of thebigeum. ihe modern name of the river is „ i°

,
bcamander.

Mendere, which clearly is a corruption of the

ancient appellation. Its bed appears to have been subjected

to a greater change than its name, since in Homer's time it

seems to have flowed nearer the site of Ilium than at

present (Burnouf says within a quarter or a third of a

mile in ancient times), and to have emptied into the Helles-

pont at the eastern end of the bay, near the promontory

of Rhoeteum, instead of at the western end, near Sigeum,

as at present. Such a change of bed is easily explained

in a stream which overflows its banks not only every winter,

but also after every heavy rain, on a plain which abounds

in marshes. In any year such a stream is likely to find

a new way to the sea. Even a slight obstruction may
divert the stream to another quarter, and at least two or

three channels are found which appear to have served, at

different times, as beds for the Scamander. Proofs of the

earlier course of the Scamander are discovered not only in

the Homeric story, and in the present condition of the

Trojan plain, but also in masses of alluvial soil which have

been brought into and deposited in the Hellespont near

the promontory of Rhoeteum.-'

An illustration of the change in the course of the

Scamander, has been drawn from the Satnio'i's, " the next

important river of the peninsula." " Like the
<, . ..

Mendere, it breaks from the mountains some

miles from its mouth, and flows to the sea through a

level and fertile plain. This plain shows no trace of any

change in the course of the stream, save one. Several

'Professor Robert of Halle, in Hermes, xlii. 78 ff., argues that the Scamander

flowed on the west side of the plain, in the same bed as the Mendere, and that the

Simois did not flow into the Scamander, but emptied into the sea, as at present,

rejecting, as by a poet who had a misconception of the situation, the evidence of

E 774 [ho poas 'Si/jiieiS avii^aXKerov i)ik XKanavSpos), and not accepting the inter-

pretation of * 307 ff. which implies that the Simois joined the Scamander. Thus,

according to Robert's view, neither of the two rivers flowed between the ships of the

Achaeans and the city of Troy, and the Achaean camp lay between the mouths of

the two rivers.

2L
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hundred metres away from the present river bed are yet

standing, almost intact, the arches of the Roman bridge.

Within two thousand years the river has not only found

a new course, but has completely effaced (doubtless by the

alluvium deposited during inundations) all traces of the old

channel."^

The Scamander is about five hundred feet wide where

it is joined by the Thymbrius, not very far from Bundrbashi.

Lower down, its stream is only one hundred feet

^Bc'amander
^road, while near the sea again it is four hundred

feet in width. But not all of this bed is even

covered with water during half of the year. After a long

drought, in September, a traveller found it " only a series

of pools," without running water ;
other travellers in the

same month of another year report it as having a stream

about eighteen feet wide, and twenty inches deep, with

plenty of fish three or four inches long, while nearer the

sea were " pools haunted by turtles and frogs, but no running

water was visible." Another traveller, in August of another

year, found the stream thirty or forty feet broad, and nine

inches deep. Another reports that he crossed dry-shod,

but he may have " picked his way." Herodotus (vii. 43)
says that at the Scamander first after leaving Sardis (in

April or May of 480 B.C.), the forces of King Xerxes

were unable to secure supplies of water sufficient for

themselves and their animals. Early in June it is forded

often with some difficulty by inexperienced travellers. The
stream of the Scamander is compared with the Eurotas of

Sparta and the Alpheiis of Elis,—which would make it

about equal also to the Roman Tiber. Pliny calls it a

"navigable stream" {amnis navigabilis, N.H. v. 33), but

during the winter its current would seem too violent for

boats, and in the summer, as we have seen, its waters are too

low for navigation. In the spring season, however, large

rafts of timber are brought by it from Mt. Ida. At times

of flood, its water has a yellow color which justifies the

alternate Homeric name, Xanthus or Yellow River. In

Homer's time, bridges do not seem to have been used,

iW. C. Lawton, in Papers of the Archaeological Institute, Classical Series, i.

164.
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but a ford is mentioned for the Scamander. Some scholars

have found difficulty in the fact that the poet so seldom
mentions the passage of the river by the soldiery, but Dr.

Dorpfeld remarks that bare-footed and bare-legged orientals

do not have the occidental man's objection to fording a

stream.^

In some places the banks of the Scamander are steep,

and eight or twelve feet high, like those under which the

Trojans are represented as crouching and hiding at # 239.
The Homeric epithets are justified: broad {iJiiya^, $ 282),

ofgood stream (euppoof, $ 130), of deep stream (/3a6ijppoog,^ 8),

witk deep eddies {^aduSlvrj^, Y 73). The flood which attacked

Achilles (# 234) is such as the Mendere knows every winter.

Men and horses have lost their lives in its currents. Julia,

the daughter of the Emperor Augustus, making an unanticipated

visit to Ilium, had a narrow escape from drowning in the

Scamander, and the city of Ilium was heavily fined, because

it had not provided for the safety of the princess, although

she was unexpected. One of Dr. Schliemann's overseers

was drowned in attempting to cross. So large a part of

the extensive complex of Mount Ida drains directly into

the Trojan plain that its rivers, and the Mendere more

than all the rest, show within a few hours the effect

of heavy rains or the melting of snow upon the mountain

summits.-

The true source of the Mendere, as we have seen, is

not to be found in springs on the plain, but high on

Mount Ida. The springs near Ilium which the
.

poet calls the "sources of the Scamander" (X 147)

are no longer to be found,—or at least they no longer

supply water which flows into the Scamander,—but this can

occasion no surprise after an interval of three thousand

years in a region which is often visited by earthquakes.

Even in recent times new springs have been opened and

others destroyed. Near Bunarbashi several deep springs

^See Homeri Iliadis Carmina, ed. Christ, page 52.

^A party of travellers who crossed the Mendere without difficulty, on their way to

Bunarbashi, returning a few hours later, found the ford impassable, but by hard

riding to another ford two or three miles below, succeeded in anticipating the

flood.
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break forth within a distance of a quarter of a mile.

Indeed these are called the Forty Eyes {Kirk Jos), as forty

springs. Only thirty-four have been counted by travellers.

Doubtless some have escaped notice, but probably the numeral

forty is used by the dwellers on the Trojan plain, as it

was by the ancient Hebrews, as a round number. These

springs have a nearly constant temperature through the year

of about 63° F. Thus they are said to "smoke" in winter

like one of Homer's springs (X 150), while in summer they

seem gratefully cool. The poet's story of one hot and one

cold spring may have arisen from a combination of accounts

of such springs as these, in summer and in winter,

—

but more probably he thought of a warm or hot

spring, such as are found not many leagues away in

the Troad, with a temperature rising above 1 5 o degrees

Fahrenheit.

Second in importance of the rivers of the Trojan plain,

is the ancient Simois,^ the modern Dumbrek, which in Homer's

.. time emptied into the Scamander ($ 305 f), but

now flows toward the Hellespont along what seems

to have been an old bed of the Scamander, In the time

of Strabo, not far from the beginning of our era, the two

streams seem to have united not far from Ilium (Strabo,

p. 597), and this fact indicates that the main change in

the bed of the Scamander has taken place since the time

of the geographer. The Dumbrek is not a mighty river

in appearance and loses itself in swamps before reaching

the sea ; but it is active as a true mountain torrent at the

present day, just as it was in Homer's, bearing rocks and

trunks of trees along by its water in winter, though it is

nearly dry in summer. The Roman geographer, Pomponius
Mela, says of both the Scamander and the Simois that

they were greater in reputation than in reality {fama quam
natura itiajora flumina, i. 18). Like the Mendere, the Dumbrek
rises on one of the highest peaks of Mount Ida, on Cotylus,

but it has a much shorter course than its sister river. At
Dumbrek, where it reaches the level of the plain, it is said

'A 475, B 774, Z 4, M 22. Cf. tiH tot Simois correpta sub undis
\
scuta virum

galeasque et fortia corpora volvit, Verg. Aen. i. loo
; quern . . alma Venus

Phrygii genuit Simoenlis ad undam, I.e. 6l8.
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to be about sixty feet in width, but in April it is only
six inches deep.

The river of Bunarbashi has its rise in the Forty Springs
to which reference has just been made, and flows into Besika
Bay to the west. Its course is about a dozen
miles in length. It is about twelve feet broad, ^'^"-f ,
and three feet deep, and unlike the other streams

of the plain, its flow is nearly constant, since it is not a
mountain torrent, but is fed by deep springs. Its channel
is artificial, at least in part, being in some places cut in

the rocks, and is made to drain the marshes at the south-

east of the plain. At times of flood, its stream joins that

of the Scamander, but only for a time. Its water is pure,

and is a convenience for the ships which put into Besika
Bay,—this being a favorite place of anchorage for sailing

vessels which are awaiting a favorable wind for the entrance

of the Dardanelles. This stream was not mentioned by the

poet since it lay too far out of the way of the movements
of the contending armies.^ When the channel of the river

of Bunarbashi was cut, no one knows. The tradition of

the inhabitants of the plain, as reported by early travellers,

declared that it was made near the beginning of the

eighteenth century. Schliemann, however, thought the large

amount of alluvium deposited by it in Besika Bay proved

that this channel had existed at least for several centuries.

MacLaren held that in Homer's time this southern end of

the Trojan plain, being without the drainage provided by
this stream, was not only a moist meadow but the particular

meadow on which the three thousand brood mares of

Erichthonius (Y 221) were pastured with their colts. These
would need about six thousand acres of pasture, or ten

square miles, which he finds here. During the war, MacLaren
thinks, Priam kept his mares out of danger's way at Abydus
(A 500)- Since hay was not made in Greek lands, such

well-watered lowland meadows were much valued for pasture

(0 631).

' For a time, scholars called this river the Scamander,—when they thought

Bunarbashi was the site of ancient Ilium ; but the springs on which they laid

great stress in the identification could not be accepted by us as the cold and hot

springs of Homer, even if the ancient Ilium stood where Bunarbashi now stands.
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The Thymbrius (which receives its name from Thymbre,

near which the Lycians bivouacked at K 430)

„/ , . is a small stream which joins the Scamander
Thymbrtus.

, , . . . 1 1

opposite Bun^rbashi. It is not mentioned by

the poet.

The poet's special landmarks,—the wild-fig tree, the oak of

Zeus, the tombs of Ilus, of Aesyetes, and of Myrina, perhaps

even Callicolone,^—are hardly to be identified.

The trees were dead long ages ago. Mounds
upon the plain might easily have yielded to the assaults of

wind and rain within three' thousand years, especially since

we have no reason to suppose that any of these but the mound
of Aesyetes was more than a few feet in height. Schliemann

tells of an ancient mound which has disappeared since 1868.

Remains of the wall built around the Greek camp are not to

be expected : that was only a low wall or breastwork thrown

up on the shore in a single day. The rivers which we are told

Poseidon brought against this wall after the departure of the

Achaeans (M 19 ff.) were hardly needed for its destruction.

Even Callicolon6 is only Fair Hill, and the name might have

been applied to almost any height, biit Dr. Dorpfeld finds this

near the shore on the eastern side of the Scamander. Pliny

mentions an Achilleum and an Aianteum {i.e. tomb of Aias or

Ajax), but says that these existed no longer {fuit, N.H. v. 30).

Philostratus {Heroicus, p. 208) says that the oracle at

Dodona directed the Thessalians to offer sacrifices to Achilles,

and that these every year sailed to Troy in a vessel with a

black sail, bearing twice-seven sacred messengers, a white and
a black bull, wood from Mount Pelion, water from the river

Spercheiis, and fire from Thessaly, and crowned the tomb,

uttered a war-cry invoking Achilles, and sacrificed the bulls.

This tomb of Achilles was recognized and honored by
Alexander the Great, according to Arrian (i. 1 2), but the

T mult
identification was lost long ago. About, not on,

the Trojan plain are nearly or quite a score of

tumuli,—some of them being nearly one hundred feet high,—
while others like them lie in the Chersonese, across the

Hellespont. One of these near Rhoeteum is called by
tradition the tomb of Ajax. Philostratus {Heroicus, p. 137)

IB 693, Z 237, H 22; K415, A 166; B793; B814; T53, 151. Seep. 604.
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says that the original tomb of Ajax was washed open by the

sea, and that the bones were transferred to this newer tomb
by order of the Emperor Hadrian, and Strabo (p. 595) says

that at Troy was a shrine of Ajax with a statue which was
removed by Antony, but restored by the Emperor Augustus.

A mound near the promontory of Sigeum has been called the

tomb of Achilles, and another about a fifth of a mile distant

has been called the tomb of Patroclus,—in spite of the

Homeric story that these two warriors were to have a

common tomb ("^ 126). Another mound has been assigned

Fig. 20.— Tom'^i of Ajax.

to King Priam, and another, in the Chersonese, to his queen,

Hecuba. But such attributions are entirely capricious.

Nothing has been found as yet to prove that these mounds
were constructed in exactly the Homeric period,—some of

them may have been older, while others doubtless were built

later than that time,—still less is it known that they contained

the bones of these particular heroes. The proof is not even

complete that they were tombs at all, although this seems

entirely probable. That such mounds were used for tombs,

is a familiar fact, and that they were held b}- the poet to be

tombs is clear from his attributions. The tomb assigned by
a modern traveller to Hector, was excavated by Sir John
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Lubbock, but in it were found " neither bones nor charcoal, nor

any traces of the destination of this tumulus for a funeral

mound" {Ilios, p. 656). Schliemann on opening several of

these mounds and finding no funeral remains, believed that

these were cenotaphs, such as Menelaus reports that he

raised for his brother, in Egypt (^ 584), and as Telemachus

was advised to raise for his father if Odysseus did not

return (a 291).

The main features of the Trojan landscape are clearly

determined in the story by those (or by one) who knew them

well. The agreement between the land and the poems is

quite as great as could be expected. Sir Charles Newton

wrote after a visit to the Tread in 1853: "I took advantage

of a little leisure ... to read the Iliad over again in the

presence of the great natural features of the scene. No one

who has not seen the magnificent outline which bounds the

horizon of the plain of Troy can bring home to his mind the

stirring and marvellous narrative of the poet as Homer meant

it to affect his readers or rather hearers." But the poet was

not a topographer and had neither map nor photograph of the

region before him, and his hearers for the most part had even

less personal knowledge of the Troad.

Ancient Ilium ^ lay a trifle more than three miles from the

Hellespont, and at about the same distance from the Aegean
Sea (at which point, however, was no shore which

could serve as a harbor), at the western extremity

of a low continuous ridge which extends to the west from the

range of Mt. Ida. The summit of the citadel before the

excavations of Dr. Schliemann, which began in 1871 and were

not completed at the time of his death in 1890, lay 162 feet

above the level of the sea, and eighty feet above the plain.

Homer nowhere declares how complete was the destruction

of the city after its capture by the Achaeans. It was sacked,,

but the more substantial buildings and the city walls were not

razed to the ground. A passage in the twentieth book of the

^ Homer regularly uses the feminine form "IXios, and only once gives a clear example

of the neuter "IXioi' (0 71), which prevails in the usage of the later Greek writers.

Vergil and the Romans generally use Ilmm. Troy, Ipolri, in Homer generally refers

to the country, the Troad, but is used also of the city. Ilium naturally was thought

to be the city of Ilus, the grandfather of Priam, while Troy was the country of Tros,

who was the father of Ilus (T 231 f.).
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Iliad (Y 307 ff.),—the prediction by Poseidon that the mighty
Aeneas and his sons' sons who should succeed him, should rule

over the Trojans,—was accepted by the Romans as the basis of

the story which is familiar to all from Vergil's Aeneid, that

Aeneas was saved from the conflict, and led a company of

Trojans to the Lavinian shores, and that the Romans were the

descendants of the saved remnant of the Trojans. But Strabo

(p. 607) knows another tradition,—that Ascanius and his

Trojans removed to Scepsis, not many miles from Troy, and
made their homes there. And evidently the inhabitants of the

Ilium of Strabo's time claimed to be of true Trojan blood,

whose ancestors had escaped slavery and death at the time

of the capture of the city by the Achaeans, and had never

removed far from their ancient abode.^

However scholars may explain the various stories of the

wanderings of Aeneas and his Trojans, the ancient site of

Ilium was not long abandoned, and the tradition

of it was never forgotten. Herodotus says that
1'^ ""'"

-,.. ^, ... , , Forgotten.
Kmg Xerxes, m the sprmg or early summer of

480 B.C., on reaching the Scamander with his army, on

his way against Greece, " went up to the Pergamum of

Priam, desiring to see it ; and having seen it and on

learning from the men there the details of the Trojan

story, he sacrificed a thousand cattle to the IHan Athena,

and the magi made libations to the heroes." ^ Nearly a

century later (4 1 1 B.C.), Xenophon relates at the very

beginning of his History of Greece, Mindarus, a Spartan

admiral, was sacrificing to Athena at Ilium when he caught

sight of the Athenian fleet advancing against his ally

Dorieus, who had drawn up his ships on shore at the

promontory of Rhoeteum.^ Half a century later, an Athenian

mercenary and adventurer Charidemus took Ilium, about

'Scholars are familiar with the fact that traces of the story of Aeneas and his

followers, on wanderings after the capture of Troy, are found in many places,—but

these details do not concern us here. See Roscher, Lexikon der Mythologie, i. 1 66 ff.

^ Herodotus, vii. 43, diriKOfi^POV Si toS (rrpaTou iirl jrora/ibv XKa/j.ai'Spov, . .

'S^p^Tjs is rb Upidnov Tlijyya.iJ.ov dvi^i] 'ip-epov i^xoiv BerjiraaBai.. 6ericrdfievos 5i Kal

Tvddp.evos iKeivojv ^Kaara rjj 'AdtjvaiTj r^ 'IXtdSt Wvffe /SoOs x'-'^^^^y X^^s 5i ol fxdyoi

Totai ijptofTL exiavTO.

^Xenophon, Hellenica., i. I. 4, Mivdapbs di KaTtSfhv t^v fJ.d.xv^ ^^ 'IX£y 6uwv t-q

'ASrjyq. e^o-qda kt\.
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360 B.C.,—the Ilians being unable to close their gates against

him (Demosthenes, xxiii. iS4)-

The next appearance of IHum in history is on the visit

of Alexander the Great, in the spring of 334 B.C. Before

crossing the Hellespont on his march for the

if' ^

,

conquest of Asia and the world, he offered
Alexander. ^

, /^i ,

sacrifices at Elaeus m the Chersonese, at the

tomb of Protesilaiis, who was the first of the Achaeans

with Agamemnon to disembark and enter Asia. Arrian

(Anabasis, i. II. 6, i. 12. i) says that the general report was

that Alexander took boat at Elaeus, and landed first of

all his army at the " harbor of the Achaeans " (e? tov

^A.ya.mv \ifj.eva),—evidently the naval station of the Homeric

Greeks on the Hellespont ; that he went up to Ilium and

offered splendid sacrifices to the Ilian Athena ; and that

he dedicated his panoply of armor in her temple, and took

in exchange some of the armor which had been saved from

the Trojan War, and had this borne before him in his

battles. " It was said that he sacrificed also to Priam on

the altar of Zeus,—propitiating the spirit of Priam to the

race of Achilles's son Neoptolemus, to which Alexander

belonged. He also placed a garland of flowers on the tomb
of Achilles, and his friend Hephaestion was said to honor

in the same way the tomb of Patroclus." Strabo (p. 593)
says that up to this time Ilium was a small and insignificant

village, but that Alexander not only adorned the temple

with votive offerings, but also ordered that the town should

have independence and other privileges ; and that he promised

after the overthrow of Persia to make the city large and

the temple renowned, and to have sacred games held there
;

and that after his death Lysimachus built a great temple,

and a wall forty stades in length about the city. Inscriptions

have been found {C.I.G. 3601 f) which confirm the story

of the games. Dorpfeld, however, accepts the conjecture of

the historian Grote that Lysimachus devoted himself rather

to the development of the new city of Alexandria Troas

than to the adornment of the old city of Ilium. Grote's

conjecture is in part sustained by the fact that none of the

archaeological excavations near Ilium have brought to light

any trace of the long wall of Lysimachus, but Dorpfeld's
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associate, Bruckner, believes that the complete destruction

of the wall by haters of Lysimachus (and the Ilian decree
against tyrants shows the strength of their hatred) would
explain the absence of remains.

Of the great temple built at Ilium by Lysimachus, the
marks of the foundation have been preserved,—a deep bed
of sand on which the stones were laid,—and parts

of the building itself and its decoration, in par- '^^"f^ 'f

ticular a fine metope, representing the sun-god
in his chariot,^ which was found in the early excavations of

Dr. Schliemann.

Metope from Ilium.

In 311 B.C. Ilium was made the head of a confederacy

which held a great festival there, with games and shows
and all the accompaniments of a panegyris, as

well as sacrifices to Athena. About the middle J'^^'j
Lonjederacy.

of the fourth century B.C., the Ilians had honored

with proxeny an Athenian named Menelaus, and conversely in

302 B.C., an Ilian, Nicander, received public honors at Athens,

as we learn from inscriptions. Probably on the death of

' Some archaeologists, however, think that this metope cannot be earlier than the

second century, B.C.
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Lysimachus, 281 B.C., the Ilians passed an elaborate and

exceedingly stringent law against tyrants.^ Another inscrip-

tion of the same century has preserved a fragment of a list

of Ilian citizens which covers two pages. Ilium welcomed

Seleucus, the conqueror of Lysimachus, and named for him
one of riie months of its year,—a name which endured for

two centuries. Not far from 277 B.C., the Ilians in gratitude

to Antiochus voted to offer prayers for him in their temple

of Athena, and to set up there an equestrian statue of

him' in gold on a basis of white marble {C.I.G. 3S9S),
and the inscription which records the vote shows that the

Ilians were divided into tribes ((puXal) and phratries. The
Ilians were loyal to Attalus (220 B.C.), and were saved by

Fig. 22.— Coin from Ilium.

the citizens of Alexandria Troas from a siege of Galatians
(Polybius, V. 78, iii). Not quite a generation later (192
B.C., Livy, XXXV. 43, Justin, xxxi. 8), Antiochus the Great
went up to Ilium in order to sacrifice to Athena,— following
the examples of Xerxes and Alexander the Great,—when
he was preparing to cross into Greece to meet the Romans.
Two years after the visit of Antiochus, in 190 B.C., the

general Gaius Livius was the first Roman to offer sacrifice

in the temple and there to receive embassadorsRomans at r ,

,

....
Ilium.

^""""^ *^ neighbonng towns (Livy, xxxvii. 9). In

the next year Publius Scipio came to Ilium,
encamped his army on the plain under the walls {in campo
qui est subiectus moenibus, Livy, xxxvii. 37), and went himself
to the citadel and sacrificed to Athena, praesidi arcis. The
Romans recognized Ilium as the cradle of their race, and

^See Dareste, HausouUier, et Reinach, Inscriptions jundiques grecques, ii. 25.
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the Ilians, on their part, welcomed the Romans as their

kinsmen. Justin says that the meeting of the Ilians and
the Romans was like that of parents and children after a

long separation. The " great Julius," in the next century,

claiming not only descent but also name from lulus, son

of Aeneas, visited Ilium after the battle of Pharsalus (48 B.C.),

and gave to the Ilians additional territory, and confirmed

their independence and other privileges (Strabo, 594 f).

He was reported even to have thought of making Ilium the

capital of the Roman Empire.^ The Emperor Augustus also

visited Ilium, and apparently by his direction the great

temple of Athena, which had been built by Lysimachus
and partially destroyed by Fimbria, about two centuries

later, in the first Civil War, was restored and beautified.

To the same age may reasonably be ascribed the theatre,

which would seat 6000 people (doubtless not so much for

the inhabitants of the town as for the visitors at the

festivals), a Bouleuterion or Senate-house, and the aqueduct,

which was planned to bring a supply of water from the

upper Thymbrius,—of all which structures remains still exist

as evidence of the Roman interest in the Trojan story. A
second theatre has been discovered, but its site has not yet

been laid bare of the rubbish which has collected over it

;

and this too must have been built by the Romans. Nero,

as a boy of sixteen years, addressed the Roman senate in

behalf of Ilium. Claudius extended the privileges of the

town. About 124 A.D., Hadrian visited Ilium, and restored

the shrine of Ajax, and caused milestones (one of which is

preserved) to be ~ set up on the roads, or on a road.

Antoninus Pius extended the privileges of the town, and

Marcus Aurelius repaired the temple. Caracalla on his

visit to Ilium, erected a bronze statue to Achilles, and

(perhaps in imitation of Alexander the Great) took part in

athletic contests (Dio Cassius, Ixxvii. 16). Ilium was visited

often by travellers, and a museum of relics of the Trojan

War was formed there, or at least the older collection was

enlarged. Among the objects shown there were the two

anvils which were attached to Hera's feet, when she was

' Suetonius, Caesar, 79. To a like plan Horace is thought to allude in ne nimium

fit
I

reiusque fidentes avilae \
tecla velint reparaix Troiae, Odes, iii. 3. 58.
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hung up by her hands, by her husband Zeus (Eustathius

on 19). The Trojans were exalted in Hterature. Dio

Chrysostomus (xi.) argued that Troy never was captured,

—

" this story is only one of a parcel of Greek lies,"—and

that Homer in spite of his prejudices is unable to conceal

the bravery and victory of Hector. The Ilian coins of the

imperial period naturally honored only Trojan heroes,

—

Hector, and not Ajax or Achilles.

About the time of the beginning of the Roman occupa-

tion of Ilium, that town was visited by Demetrius of the

neighboring Scepsis, who was then a mere boy.
Demetrius of ^ according to Strabo (p. 594), that the
Scepsis. ^ '

,
=>

, , , , , ,

settlement was then neglected, and that the houses

did not even have tiled roofs,—doubtless being thatched, as

were the houses of the rich city Sardis, when that city was

burned by the Athenians and lonians, near the beginning

of the fifth century B.C. (Herodotus, v. 10 1).

The geographer Strabo does not seem to have visited the

Troad. His description of it is dependent on that of

Demetrius of Scepsis, who being a native of that

Jf'K " region, and familiar with the ground, had written

an elaborate work of thirty books or chapters as

a commentary on the sixty-two verses of Homer's catalogue

of the Trojan forces (B 816-877), 3-nd Strabo seems to have

accepted Demetrius's views without criticism. We have seen

that as a boy Demetrius visited Ilium about the time when
the Romans under Publius Scipio came to that town. He
rejected the claim of the Ilium of his day that it occupied

the site of the Homeric citj', and assigned the latter to a

site thirty stades, or about three and one-half miles, further

east, where stood the " village of the Ilians " (rriv vvv KaXoufievr/v

'IXteoov Kcjojutju), although he acknowledged that not a trace of

the ancient city remained there. The Ilian village of his time

he believed to have been founded in the reign of Croesus,

or about the middle of the sixth century B.C. For the

site which Strabo (following Demetrius) prefers, he presents

no evidence, and modern scholars were disposed to think it

an improbable position even before the excavations, which

showed no prehistoric remains to exist beneath the surface,

just as Strabo had acknowledged that none existed above.
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The question as to the site of ancient Troy was not a

new one in the time of Demetrius of Scepsis : he refers

also to the work of a learned lady, Hestiaea of Alexandria/

who composed a treatise on Homer's Iliad, and at least

raised the question whether the Trojan War was fought about

the Ilium of her day. Strabo reports (p. 602) that the

historian Hellanicus, at the close of the fifth century B.C.,

upheld the claim of the llians,—which intimates, but does

not prove, that others of his day doubted it. Demetrius

has been charged with prejudice, as a citizen of a rival

town ; and in a sense this is true, for though Scepsis did

not claim to occupy the site of ancient Ilium, it maintained

that the saved remnant from Ilium, under the lead of Aeneas,

founded Scepsis.

Strabo (p. 596) speaks of the shrine of Achilles near

Sigeum, and of the tombs of Patroclus and Antilochus,

and the libations poured to the shades of these and of

Ajax. He rai.ses the question, also, why the llians honored

these destroyers of their city, but not Heracles who had

captured it in the preceding generation.

The belief of the world that the Hellenic and Roman
Ilium stood on the site of the Homeric city, was not

affected by the doubts of Demetrius and Hestiaea,

as has been shown by the honors paid by the r,!'",- ^

Romans. The Emperor Constantine thought

seriously of renewing the plan of Julius Caesar, and

establishing at Ilium the seat of his empire, and even drew

the plan of the city, and began the erection of its walls

(Zosimus, ii. 30, Sozomenus, Hist. Eccl. ii. 3).

A letter of the Emperor Julian,^ written apparently after

he became emperor, tells of a visit made by him to Ilium

when he was summoned by Constantius, in 354 ^. .

oi" 355 A.D. He found there the remains of j^^^^
sacrifices still glimmering on the altar of Hector's

shrine, and the bronze statue of Hector recently anointed.

Opposite the statue of Hector, stood in the open air one

^She may have been of Alexandria Troas, and thus personally interested in the

subject, as a neighbor, like Demetrius. She is called i] ypaiinaTiKj) in Scholion B on

r 64, but this may mean no more than leartud or scholarly.

^Published in Hermes, ix. 258.
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of Achilles. The temple of Athena and its image of the

goddess were still in the best of condition. The attendant

of the temple, Pegasius, though he had been a " bishop of

the Galilaeans" (emV/coTro? rSiv TaXiXaiwv), had only feigned

adherence to Christianity, and was said to worship the

sun.^ The tomb of Achilles was then undisturbed, although

it had been reported to have been opened. Pegasius served

as periegete, or official guide for visitors to the scene of

the Homeric story. Clearly the heathenish elements had

not been removed thoroughly either from him or from many

of those to whom he showed the shrines and tombs.

After the time of Julian, Ilium was long the seat of a

Christian bishopric, but it was deserted after the coming of

the Turks in 1306.

A curious confirmation of the belief that Ilium was

never wholly deserted, even after the sack of the city by

the Achaeans, is found in the fact, reported by
Locnan

Polybius, Plutarch, and others, and now confirmed
Tribute. ^ '

'

,
' _ .

by inscriptional evidence, that the Locnans, even

almost to the time of the beginning of our era, continued to

send free maidens to Ilium, to serve as menials, with bare

feet, in the temple of Athena, in satisfaction of her wrath

against the Locrian Ajax for the profanation of her shrine.^

Further support for the story has been drawn from the

architectural remains of the great temple,^ in connexion

with the well, to which the Locrian maidens seem to have

gone by a hidden passage, avoiding the sight of the

goddess.

^The reference to the worship of the sun is interesting, not only in connexion

with the metope of the sun-god found on the site of Ilium, but particularly

because of the bronze statue of Apollo which the Emperor Constantine brought

from Ilium, and had erected on a porphyry column in Constantinople, as a statue

of himself, and which is said to have received the worship of the people [Hermes,

xxxvi. 457 ff. ).— Pegasius seems to have been appointed by the Emperor Julian to

some pagan priesthood.

2 Polybius, xii. 5 ; Plutarch, On the Delay, of the Divinity, 557 D, Scholion to

Lycophron, Alexandra, 1141. Strabo (600 f.) says that this tribute of the Locrians

began only after the supremacy of the Persians in Asia,—but he (five hundred years

later than this supremacy) names no authority, and offers no explanation why the

Locrians at that late day should have begun the extraordinary custom.

^ Bruckner in Uorpfeld, Troja iind Ilion, 557 ff.
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In moder-n times, early travellers seem to have confused
Ilium with Alexandria Troas, on the coast, several miles
to the south. But Robert Wood, a friend of

Lord Granville, of the British Foreign Office, in ^"'^^''n

17 SO visited the Troad, and identified the ^^I'^'fi'f""

general situation. The results of his observations

were published with a map in a chapter, " Description of

the Troade," vi'hich formed a sort of appendix to his Essay
on the Original Genius and Writings of Homer, which
for the first time raised seriously the question whether the

poet had the aid of the art of writing in the composition

of the Iliad and the Odyssey,—a book which was translated

into German, and had much influence on scholarly opinion

in that country, serving as a forerunner, if not a foundation

for Wolfs famous Prolegomena to Horner.^ Wood rightly

identifies the Mendere with the Scamander, but places

Ilium much too far away, among the hills.

In February and March of 1791, M. Le Chevalier presented

before the Royal Society of Edinburgh,^ in attractive form, a

general account of the Trojan plain, and an

argument for the identification of Bunarbashi, ^^ Chevalier

the stronghold among the hills, with the site of Bunaibashi
Homeric Ilium, Le Chevalier claimed to have

found the hot and cold springs of the twenty-second book of

the Iliad near Balidagh, the height above Bunarbashi. The
principal river of the plain, the Mendere, he took to .be the

Simoi's, not the Scamander, and the Dumbrek Su, which is

now held to be the Simois, he thought to be the Thymbrius.

The Bunarbashi stream, which empties into the Aegean Sea, he

took to be the Scamander. His examination of the plain had
been much more thorough than that of any previous traveller,

and his results were generally accepted by scholars. Indeed

'Wood'.s book was published in Dublin in 1776, but an edition without the

appendix had been privately printed in 1769, and served as a basis for the

German translation, with a review by the greatest German scholar of his time, Heyne
of Gottingen, as a preface.

^ Tahlmti de la Plaine de Troye, accompagn^ cCune Caj'te Uvie giom<^triquenieut en

1785 et 1786. Transactions of the Royal Society, vol. iii., 1794. Before the

publication of the original, a translation by Dalzel, with notes and illustrations,

Description of the Plain of Troy, with a l\Iap of that Region, was published in

Edinburgh in 1791.

2 M
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his map was more reasonable than those of his predecessors,

and for half a century it served as the basis for the maps

of his successors.

The two most notable attempts during the first seventy

years of the nineteenth century to overthrow the views of

Le Chevalier and to prove that Hissarlik was the
Husarhk as ^^^^ ^j^^ ^^ ^^^ Homeric Ilium, were made

independently by a Scot, MacLaren,^ and by a

German physician who resided in Smyrna, Eckenbrecher.^

These were dissatisfied with Le Chevalier's identification of

the Mendere, the most important river of the plain, with the

SimoYs instead of with the Scamander, and of Bundrbashi

instead of Hissarlik as the site of Homeric Ilium.

MacLaren and Eckenbrecher called attention to the fact

that the distance of Bunirbashi from the Hellespont,—nine

miles,—was not consistent with the Homeric story.
BunarbasM

^^^^ ^^^ example, could the Trojan army,
not Ilium.

' .^,-,A> 1

bivouackmg m front of the Achaean camp, at the

close of the second day of battle, send to the city after the sun

went down, for cattle and sheep and bread, for their evening

meal ? If the messengers had to go eight miles, after a hard

day of battle, and return with the slow-paced sheep, morning

would have been near at hand before the cattle arrived at the

bivouac,—to say nothing of the killing, dressing, and eating of

the animals. Bunarbashi, too, did not agree with Strabo's site

for Ilium. And the springs near Bunirbashi were shown to

be not two, as in Homer,—one hot and the other cold,—but

thirty-four or forty in number, and all of the same temperature:

thus these could not confirm the claim which had been made
on behalf of that site. Further, Homer (X 165) tells of

Hector's being pursued thrice around the walls of Ilium,

—

while the Scamander and the precipices would have made this

impossible at Bunarbashi.^ To this was added the thought

that Hissarlik should have been mentioned by the poet, if it

had lain on the route between the Achaean camp and the city

' Dissertation on the Topography of the Trojan War, 1822, revised and enlarged in

The Plain of Troy Described, by Charles MacLaren, Edinburgh, 1863.

'' Ueber die Lage des Homerischen Ilion, in the Rheinisches Museum for 1843;

revised and enlarged. Die Lage der homerischen Troja, Dtisseldorf, 1875.

^ The Mendere flows about Balidagh " on three sides, at the base of steep cliffs."
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of Ilium, and the observation that the highest peak of

Mount Ida, Gargarus, is not visible from Bunarbashi, as it

must have been from Ilium, according to 9 47 ff.

On the other hand, the site of Bunirbashi and its citadel was
compared to that of Mycenae ; and the great General von
Moltke admitted that it seemed such a site as a

Homeric soldier and statesman would have chosen, ^'^^ °/

—a summit five hundred feet in height, in a recess. j^p^^i„f
'

It was far grander and more imposing than the hill

of Hissarlik. The objections of Strabo were thought fatal to

the claims of Hissarlik. Even in the geographer's time,

Hissarlik had been declared to be too near the Hellespont to

be the site of the Homeric Ilium. An unnatural interpretation

endeavored to explain the pursuit of Hector by Achilles,

—

these had not run thrice around the city, but thrice in a circle

in front of the city. As an answer to the objection of too

great distance from the Hellespont, Strabo's theory of the

formation of new land was carried still further, and one scholar

maintained that the shore of the Hellespont was three miles

nearer Bunarbashi in the Homeric period than at present.

Naturally attention was called to the necessity of supposing

a change in the bed of the Scamander, if Hissarlik was to be

accepted as the Homeric Ilium, while no such change needed

to be assumed if Bunarbashi were the ancient site. Finally,

ruined walls were found near Bunarbashi, which indicated that

it had been the seat of some settlement in olden time.

The discussion with regard to the site of ancient Ilium

continued with much warmth even to the beginning of the

last decade of the nineteenth century,—the contest

during the later years being narrowed to the rival ^ ,

claims of Hissarlik and Bunarbashi. On the whole

the balance of opinion seemed in favor of Bundrbashi,—for

which, as an important military position, von Moltke's opinion

was held to weigh as much as that of Alexander the Great

in favor of Hissarlik,—though the historian Grote and others

favored Hissarlik. Some who were dissatisfied with Bunar-

bashi, as not fulfilling the Homeric requirements, did not

recognize Hissarlik either as fulfilling all requirements of

the story, and believed that the poet or poets had been

eclectic, and not entirely clear either in mind or in statement.
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If the story were simply a development of the Sun Myth,

according to which the Darkness came to the East to seek

his fair bride the Dawn,—and if no Trojan expedition had

ever been made,—clearly it was idle for scholars to discuss

the site of an Ilium which had never been besieged, and

indeed had never existed. Many, too, who believed that the

Trojan story rested on a basis of fact, believed that this basis

was very slight. In Professor Jebb's words. Homer "would

retain the privilege of a poet who was adorning an

ancient legend, and whose theme was a city that had

long ago vanished." No "one site can be harmonized with

every detail of the poem.''

To Dr. Heinrich Schliemann belongs the honor of leading

to a more exact knowledge of the most important Homeric

sites, as well as the distinction of founding the
Dr.Heinnch « gj-igj^^-g gf j^g spade," in connexion with these
Schhemann. a , i i- r^

explorations. A thorough cosmopolitan,—a Uer-

man by birth, long a resident in Russia, but a citizen of

the United States of America, and making his home in

Athens, with a Greek wife,—though his early training had

been for trade and not for scholarship, he was early filled

with a love for the Homeric poems and a desire to see

Troy, and was undisturbed by modern scientific doubts as

to the reality of the Trojan War. His first visit to Greece

was in the summer of 1868, when he visited Ithaca, Mycenae,

and the Trojan plain.^ He reached Bunarbashi with the

expectation of accepting this as the Homeric Ilium, but he

saw at once that this did not satisfy two requirements,'—it

was too far from the Hellespont, and the pursuit of Hector

by Achilles thrice about the walls, would have occupied about

nine hours, which would be an absurdly long time. He
hired five workmen, however, and made slight excavations

at Bunarbashi, little dreaming that he was to continue

excavations with hundreds of men for a score of years,

before this question would be settled. At present, no one

doubts, at least openly, that Hissarlik is the site of Homeric
Troy. The identification of Bunarbashi,—whether it was

the site of the later Gergis or Gergitha, which was given

' rthaka, der Peloponnes, zind Troja. Archaeologische Forschungen von Heinrich

Schliemann, Leipzig, 1869. This was published also in a French edition.
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to Ilium by the Romans, but soon thereafter destroyed,

or Cenchreae, of which little is known,—is of minor
importance.

In April of 1870, Schliemann returned to the Trojan plain,

and at the suggestion of Mr. Frank Calvert, who owned
part of the hill of Hissarlik as well as a large

estate in the Troad, and who himself had made
%^^'^'"'''''''

'

... -. . , . . hxcavations.
slight diggmgs on this site, made preliminary

excavations on the hill of Hissarlik, digging at one point

to a depth of sixteen feet below the surface, and laying

bare stones of a great wall. For more extensive explorations

the permission of the Turkish government was necessary, and

this was at length secured through the American minister

to the Sublime Porte, in the autumn of 1871. Excavations

were then conducted for six weeks before the cold weather

compelled their cessation, and a broad trench was dug thirty-

three feet deep. These excavations were resumed for four

and one-half months in the spring of 1872. Again, on

February i, 1873, in spite of wind and cold, the work was

resumed with one hundred workmen,—a number later increased

to one hundred and sixtj',—and was continued until June 17.

" In order to bring Troy itself to light," as Dr. Schliemann

himself wrote, he felt bound to dig down to the native rock

or to virgin soil,—naturally but unfortunately believing that

the Homeric Ilium of three thousand years ago would be

found at the very bottom. Who could have preceded the

dynasty of Priam ? Was not Dardanus, the founder of this

dynasty, the son of Zeus himself? And even Dardania was

on the foothills of Mt. Ida. Thus Dr. Schliemann (as he

himself writes) "was forced to demolish many interesting

ruins in the upper strata," including massive walls, and the

remains of a temple.^ He was soon satisfied, however, that

the lowest layer of remains was from a settlement which

was far ruder and more primitive than the Homeric city, and

after the first broad trench had been cut, he did not allow

his men to -dig below the remains of the second city from

beneath, which bore clear indications of having been destroyed

' This error of Dr. Schliemann was not so pernicious as it might have been, since

the greater part of the remains of the Homeric city, which interests us most, had

already been destroyed by the Romans, as appears later in this narrative.
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by fire, and which he identified with the Homeric Ilium.^

Here he brought to light town-walls and massive towers,

with a complicated mass of lesser ruins. Later he believed

the third city from the bottom to have been Homeric Ilium.

The separation into definite strata was often neither easy

nor certain, since the surface of the hill was not level, and

the layers were not everywhere of the same thickness, and

since the foundations of some structures were sunk lower

than those of other buildings of the same period. In or near

the remains of the second city from the bottom, Schliemann

found a rich treasure of gold cups and ornaments, which

he conjectured to have been on its way to a place of

safety in a time of danger, but to have been abandoned

by the bearer. It seemed to have been in a wooden box,

and the copper key was with it. Now it is believed to

have been in a cavity of the sun-dried brick wall of the

citadel, and on more careful investigation, this key " has

proved to be only a bronze chisel, with a rusty bronze

mass at one end." This treasure was promptly called the
" Treasure of Priam," for during his early excavations,

Schliemann had a strong tendency to ascribe to some
Homeric hero each important article which he found ; at

any rate, it served to justify Homer's words with regard

to the wealth of Ilium. Other gold ornaments were

found by workmen, but not delivered to the explorer,

and later eight or nine other "treasures" were dis-

covered.

After excavations at Mycenae, the work of exploring

Ilium was resumed by Schliemann in the autumn of 1878,

Explorations and again in February 1879. The last part
Resumed. of this work was devoted to laying bare

the walls of the second or third city, and to examining

' Trojanische Alterthiimer : Bericht iiber die Ausgrahungen von Heinrich Schlie-

mann, Leipzig, 1874. With an Atlas of 21S photographs. Also published in an
English translation, Troy and its Remains, London, 1874.—Another explanation
has been offered for the evidence of fire in this layer. The soil was indeed saturated
with ashes and smoke, but this may be due, at least in part, to the fact that these

houses had no stone or brick hearths, and the fires, both for warmth and for

cooking, were built immediately on the ground which served as floor,—exactly as

in many a khan of Modern Greece. The ashes, naturally, would aid in raising

the material level of the settlement.
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the tumuli in the neighborhood of the plain.^ Schliemann
came to the conclusion that the third city on the hill of

Hissarlik " perfectly agrees with the Homeric indications as

to the site of Troy," but was obliged to grant that the

culture of that early age did not agree with that depicted

in the Homeric poems. He regretted that he could not

prove " Homer to have been an eye-witness of the Trojan
War." " The civilization he describes is later by centuries

than that brought to light in the excavations." " The
imagination of the bards had full play ; the small Ilium

grew in their songs, in the same proportion as the strength

of the Greek fleet, the power of the besieging army, and

the great actions of the heroes." That is, Schliemann adopted

in its essence Sir Richard Jebb's view, which is quoted

above.

Doubts as to the extent of the Trojan city again rose

in Schliemann's mind, and in 1882 he resumed explorations

in the Troad, and continued them for five months.

In these he had the very great advantage of
^f[''^^^"""

the counsel of Dr. Wilhelm Dorpfeld, who has

been now for a score of years the distinguished head of the

Athenian branch of the German Archaeological Institute,

and the highest authority on Greek architecture, on all

matters pertaining to excavations, and on the topography

of Athens; and in the course of their explorations of 1882,

Dr. Schliemann returned to his earlier view that the second

city from the native rock was the Homeric Ilium.^

Under the influence of an absurd charge that the records

of the excavations had been falsified, and that the exact

truth had been neither ascertained nor told, and

a claim that Hissarlik was really an ancient
^^^^j^^^^ow

necropolis, Schliemann returned to Troy and

continued excavations from March i to August, 1890. He
expected to resume them again in the spring of 1891,

and then- to carry them to completion, with the aid of

^ Ilios : The City and Country of the Trojans, by Henry Schliemann. New York,

1881.—A general view of the excavations to that time, superseding Troy and its

Remains,

^ Troja : Results of the latest Researches and Discoveries on the Site of Homer's

Troy, by Dr. Henry Schliemann. New York, 1SS4.
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Dr. Dorpfeld.^ But the unwearied explorer died in Naples

on December 26, 1890. Madame Schliemann loyally and

generously carried out the plans of her husband, whose

companion and helper she had been throughout the earlier

laborious and exhausting explorations, by providing means for

another summer's work, which in 1893 was conducted by

Dr. Dorpfeld.^ These explorations proved the exceedingly

interesting and unexpected fact that the Homeric Ilium was

neither the second nor the third city built on this site,

but the sixth from the rock, or the third layer as reckoned

from above. That Schliemann should have died just before

this great discovery, was pathetic. The German Emperor
granted the money necessary for the final excavations, in

1894.

Dr. Dorpfeld's scheme of the nine cities or settlements

on this site is as follows :

(i) Lowest, most primitive settlement; of the neolithic

age. (3000 to 2500 B.C.?)

„ I / (2) Prehistoric fortified city, with strong walls

Successive '^^'^ defense, and large houses of sun-dried brick.

Settlements. Thrice destroyed and rebuilt. With many objects

of bronze, silver, gold, lapis lazuli, and crystal.

Supposed by Dr. Schliemann to be the Homeric Troy.

(2500 to 2000 B.C.?)

(3, 4, and 5) Three successive prehistoric village-settle-

ments on the ruins of the second city,—very probably of

the same race as that of the inhabitants of the second city.

Dwellings built of small stones and sun-dried bricks. (2000
to I 500 B.C. ?)

(6) The Homeric City. A fortified town of the " Mycenaean
age," with substantial walls and a great tower. Large houses
of well-wrought stone. Developed monochrome pottery, and
"Mycenaean" vases. (1500 to looo B.C.?)

(7) Two pre-Hellenic village-settlements, with simple stone

dwellings and native polychrome pottery. During the second

1 Bericht iiber die Ausgrabungen in Trqja imjahre 1890, von Heinrich Schliemann.
Leipzig, i8gi.

2 Troja 1893. Bericht iiber die im Jahre 1893 '« Troja -veranstalteten Aus-
grabungen, von Wilhelm Dorpfeld. Leipzig, 1894. The final publication of the
results of all the e.xcavations at Hissarlik is in Dorpfeld's Troja und llion.
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of these settlements, foreigners from the north (Cimmerians?)
seem to have had their habitations on this hill. (1000 to

700 B.C.)

(8) Greek Ilium. (700 B.C. to the beginning of our era.)

(9) Acropolis of the Roman Ilium. The top of the hill

is levelled to form a plateau, and a large part of the

citadel is given over to the sanctuary of Athena. (From
the beginning of our era to 500 A.D.)

Very few remains are found of the Byzantine period.

Some other scholars would suppose the earliest Greek
settlements in the Troad and on this site to have been

made at a much earlier date. The remains ascribed to the

third, fourth, and fifth settlements, might be counted as

merely subdivisions of one layer, but the discussion of these

excavations and discoveries has been so extensive that the

numeration cannot now be changed without confusion.

Whether the destruction of the Homeric city was so complete

that none of its inhabitants remained in the following

settlements, cannot be made out from the ruins. Bruckner

holds that after the fall of their city the Trojan princes made
no attempt to rebuild their citadel, but withdrew to the

hills and dales to the east, while the Greeks may have

remained masters of the plain at the mouth of the Scamander.

The shrine of the Trojan goddess became for the Greeks

a temple of Athena, and her worship was maintained.

Friendly relations existed between the Greeks and the Trojans,

and honors were paid to Hector as well as to Achilles and

Ajax.

The estimates of time in the preceding scheme arc

manifestly not absolute, but only relative. The periods of

five hundred years are convenient, but make no claim to

precision.

In Troja und Ilion, page 32, a diagram is given of the

successive strata of remains on the hill of Hissarlik. The
stratum of the seventh city, the " Aeolic Ilium,"

reaches six feet below the surface of the hill as this „

stood before the excavations of Dr. Schliemann;

to the sixth city, which he called the " Lydian Ilium,"^ the

explorer assigned only a layer of six inches on the hill
;
the

^This was changed, as we shall see, by the excavations of 1893 and 1S94.
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remains of the fifth city reached to a depth of thirteen feet

;

the fourth city to twenty-three feet ; the third city to thirty-

three feet ; the second city to forty-five feet ; and the lowest

city to a depth of fifty-two and one-half feet. The native

rock stands 109 J feet above the level of the sea. The

assignment of one-half of the mass of accumulations, or thirty-

two and one-half feet, to the third, fourth, and fifth settlements,

which are estimated to have occupied the site for only five

hundred years, while only six feet are thought to have been

added during the last twenty-five hundred years, reminds the

reader that the calculation of time on the basis of accumulations

of rubbish gives a very uncertain result. Clearly rubbish

accumulated and the level of the settlement was raised much
more rapidly in the earlier, sun-dried brick periods, when as

the rude walls tumbled to the ground they were not cleared

away, but served as the " under-pinning " for the new house,

and when the ashes of the household-fire accumulated on

the ground which served as floor, than when the buildings

were more substantial, and much rubbish was removed.

Dorpfeld's explanation of the failure of the earlier explora-

tions to discover the Homeric city in the sixth stratum, is very

IVh the
ingenious and full of interest, as well as convincing.

Homeric City The central part of the site had gradually become
was so long somewhat raised, since in each settlement the new
Overlooked. building of sun-dried brick had been erected on

the ruins of its predecessor, and we remember the total increase

in height to have been in places not less than fifty feet,

—

naturally greatest near the centre of the settlement. But when
the Roman city was built, the walls were extended beyond the

earlier fortifications, and the surface of the city was " graded
"

to one level. The upper soil of the higher parts was used as

*' filling " over the lower parts. This caused the ruins of the

greater part of the Homeric city to be used as filling near

the new walls, or to be dumped over them ; while only on

the earlier, lower level, near the walls, were the ruins of the

Homeric town left undisturbed by the Romans. Dorpfeld

compares with this work the leveling of the summit of the

Athenian Acropolis, where the remains near the north wall, for

example, those of the old palace, were best preserved from

prehistoric times to our own.
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The area of the sixth or Homeric city, according to
Dorpfeld, is 20,000 square metres, or the same as that of
the citadel of Tiryns, while the Acropolis at

Athens is one fourth larger, and the fortress of "^'^^ "f 'f^^^

Mycenae is one half larger than the Homeric
°'"'^'''^ ''^'

Ilium {Troja in 1893, p. 46). This does not make a large

city. That Achilles chased Hector three times around the

Trojan city (X 165), would involve a run of only about a

mile in length. This would seem to agree with the story that

Heracles captured Troy under Laomedon with an expedition

of only six ships (E 641). Such a city had room for only a

few families ; an army of five thousand men could not be
quartered in it,—not to speak of the fifty thousand Trojans
and allies who are assumed in the present form of the

Homeric poems. The neighboring plateau has not been
thoroughly examined, but no trace has been found of any
fortification-wall of the Mycenaean period except about the

Acropolis, and the poems send all the Trojan forces within

the wall at night.

Of the sixth city on the hill of Hissarlik, the Homeric
Ilium, the remains are not extensive, with the exception of

a rather superb wall with a great north-east tower.

On the north is a wide breach in the wall, and ^'"''''"!
'/.

„.. ^ , , , . ... , . ' , Homeric Ctty.
Dorpfeld explams this by the statement of Strabo

(599.—borrowed from Demetrius?) that Archaeanax of

Mytilene took stones from Troy for the fortification of

Sigeum, about 610 B.C. An interesting parallel to this was
the requisition made on Dr. Dorpfeld by a Turkish military

commander for any blocks of marble which he should find in

the course of his excavations,—the officer having no thought

of any archaeological value or interest in the stones. Of the

ruins brought to light by Dr. Schliemann, peasants from

the neighboring Chiblak have stolen many and important

stones, and architectural fragments, probably from the great

temple of Athena at Ilium, may be seen used as monuments
in the graveyards on the plain and built into the walls of the

houses in the neighboring villages. Ilium served thus as a

stone-quarry, centuries and milleniums ago, and the stones

for the fortifications at Sigeum naturally were taken from

the side of the city which was next the harbor. So the
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recent excavations have afforded no information with regard

to the towers and gates of the city on the side which

interests us most,—the side toward the Hellespont,—where,

the Scaean Gate should have stood. But in general, the

gates and ways in successive strata seem to have been

influenced if not determined by those of the preceding

settlement or city,—which indicates a certain continuity of

occupation,—and these other strata suggest that the city, as

we should expect, had a gate towards the harbor on the

Hellespont ; and, if it had a gate, it was likely to have also

such a tower as stands on the northeast.

The buildings of the Homeric city lay in circular terraces

rising toward the centre, which was highest of all. The

houses in general had one great hall ; only one
Buildinpof

i^^^j ^jjj.gg Qj. fQUj. ij^j.ge rooms. What stood at

Q^J the centre of the city,—a palace or a temple,

—

is unknown, but the analogy of other sites makes

a palace far more probable than a temple. In no one of

the successive cities is any indication found of any temple

in Ilium, except that of Athena.

The main approach to the Homeric Ilium was from the

south. Dr. Dorpfeld observes that the approach to the town

from the plain on the north or northwest, where
ates of t e

Vomer's Scaean Gate^ must have stood,—looking

toward the plain on which the battles were fought

and toward the camp of the Achaeans by the Hellespont,—is

too steep a slope to allow of the easy passage of chariots

;

but Homer makes old Priam drive forth from his Scaean

Gate (r 263), and when pursued by Patroclus, Hector checkp

his horses in the Scaean Gate {ev S/cai/;cn TrvXrjs, 11 712), in

doubt whether to turn and fight again or to order all the

Trojans to come into the city,—an expression which implies

that his chariot was entering by that route. The approach

to the gate on the south had a much more gradual slope.

This southern gate, looking towards the older Dardanian

district, Dorpfeld holds to have been called the Dardanian

1 Professor Robert of Halle, in Hermes, xlii. 80, argues that the Scaean Gate is

indeed the Left Gate, but that it was on the east, not on the northwest, of the town.

Robert also holds, with Aristarchus, that the Dardanian Gate was equivalent to the

Trojan Gate, and identical with the Scaean Gate.
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Gate (X 194),—in opposition to the scholars who have
believed this to be only another appellation of the Scaean
Gate. Near to this southern gate, is the spring which has
been identified with that by which stood the washing-troughs

of the Trojans (X 147). At the close of the last day of

the battles of the Iliad (X i ff), Priam, Hecuba, and the

rest were standing on the tower by the Scaean Gate. By
this gate, the fleeing Trojan soldiery poured into the city.

But Achilles, after pursuing Hector thrice around the city,

and heading off his attempts to enter the Dardanian Gate,

at last slays him. Dorpfeld calls attention to the fact that

this final conflict seems to have been near the springs

(X 208) and therefore near to the gate on the south, and
cannot have been seen by the Trojans who were standing

on the tower by the Scaean Gate on the northwest, so that

Priam and Hecuba learned of the death of their son only as

they caught sight of his dead body dragged behind the chariot

of Achilles on its way to the Achaean camp (X 405). That
Hector should endeavor in particular to enter the Dardanian
Gate, is explained by Dorpfeld from the fact that the approach
was so much easier to this than to the Scaean Gate.

Belger calls attention to the following differences between

the Trojan and the Mycenaean remains : At Ilium less

ornament is found, and no variety of architectonic rv-^
Differences

forms. The burial of the dead of the Trojan between

plain differed entirely from that prevalent in Trojan and

Greece ; if the Trojan tumuli are tombs, they Mycenaean

were intended to be seen from afar, while the

Mycenaean tombs, whether " shaft-graves " or " beehive

"

structures, are hidden beneath the ground. The use of a

vacant triangular space above the lintel of a gateway, as in

the Gate of the Lions, and the so-called Treasury of Atreus,

does not seem to have been known at Ilium. Great earthern

jars, irlQoL, for storing grain and liquids, are found in large

numbers at Hissarlik, but not at Mycenae ; they are perfectly

familiar, however, to the poet of the Odyssey, and abound
in the Cretan palace of Cnosus. But the Trojans were not

Achaeans, and absolute identity of indications of culture in

the two cities, would testify that these were not the cities

of which Homer sang.



CHAPTER XVIII

HOMERIC WAR

The poet is not composing an Art of War,—his aim is to

please rather than to teach : and Plato in his Republic gibes

those who regard Homer as the highest authority
The\\\Aa.not ^^ military science, saying that, if he had really
an Art of l! \ u a u
f^^j.

known what was to be done m war, Homer
would have been a soldier and general himself, and

not a poet : he would have chosen to do brave deeds rather

than to tell of them,—to be the leader who should receive

praise, rather than the poet to bestow it. Still, the warriors

of Plato's time were thought to draw inspiration and stimulus

from the Iliad. Aristophanes says that Homer taught better

than all others the marshalling, brave deeds, and arming of

men. And the great Napoleon is quoted as saying that in

reading the Iliad he felt every moment that Homer was a

warrior himself, and had not (as most of his commentators

declared) spent the greater part of his life in the schools of

Chios. An enthusiastic Frenchman has even suggested that

the poet was aide-de-camp or military secretary to Agamemnon.
Although Homer knew no strategy in the modern sense, nor

any manual of arms, nor evolutions of a squad, company,
regiment, or brigade,—yet he was familiar with many brave

deeds of mighty men. His interest in the conflicts which

he describes, is very different from the purely literary

interest of Vergil in the battles of the Aeneid ; while the

Greek is describing scenes with which he is familiar, the

Roman poet tells of conflicts such as he had never

seen, based on information which was chiefly drawn from

books.
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In modern times and civilized countries, war is an excep-
tional occurrence, and comparatively few men in a generation

are called to take an active part in it. Americans
have prided themselves on their citizen soldiery

^^'"'^

who leave the works of peace only at the stern J.
"^"^^ "

1 ,
'^ amor.

call of duty, and who return as soon as possible

to their homes and peaceful employments,—laying down
their arms and military offices gladly, like Cincinnatus. But
in the Homeric age deeds of violence were common, and
war was almost as general as peace. Even in a time of

supposed peace a hostile force might invade the land any
day or night, with no formal declaration or notice of war.

Arms were man's natural accompaniment. Athena taking the

guise of the Taphian king, on a peaceful commercial errand,

seizes her spear with sharp point of bronze (a 99), and she

tells Telemachus how his father, also on a peaceful mission,

had feasted and made merry among the Taphians " with

helmet, shield, and two spears" (a 256). At the stringing

of the bow by the disguised Odysseus, Penelope's suitors do
not wonder that Telemachus should gird his sword about

him and grasp his spear (<^ 43 1)- "All Greece wore steel,"

Thucydides tells us (i. 6), adding that the Athenians were

the first to abandon the custom, which other Greek nations

of the fifth century B.C. still retained. Doubtless the custom

long endured after the reason for it ceased, just as the sword

has continued to be a part of the " court-dress " of very

peaceable officials of our own generation, but the Homeric

poet makes the wise Odysseus declare, almost in these direct

words, that war is the proper Mork of man from }-outh even

to old age (S 86 f.).

The war between the Achaeans and the Trojans was

in the main a succession of single combats between champions

{7rp6/uLa-)^oi, T 31). The I/md narrates the events

of but four days of battle, in which man}- leaders ^J"'^""'""

were slain. But while, in these four days, ten of
Q^jj^jj^ts.

the fifty sons of king Priam fall, and seven sons

of his old counsellor Antenor, and the reader becomes

aware that the war could not long be maintained at such

a rate of loss, little is said of the deaths of the rank and

file, and this only in the most general expressions, as
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where at the close of the second day of battle, Hector held

an assembly of the Trojans " by the eddying river, in a

clear place, where the ground appeared through the dead

bodies " (0 490). The common soldier is of little import-

ance in the battle ; he kills no " mighty man of valor."

The success or failure of the fight does not rest with him
;

he is not " the man behind the gun." No " bow drawn at

a venture " smites a king between the joints of his harness.

The Homeric conflicts are not unlike those represented in

Shakespeare's Macbeth and the first part of Henry the Fourth.

The absence of Achilles from the fray is more deplored

than that of all his Myrmidons ; and when his friend

Patroclus enters the battle accompanied by his followers,

the Trojans appear not to be dismayed by the advance of

the masses of common soldiery, but " when they saw the

brave son of Menoetius, himself and his squire, with glittering

armor,—then each looked about him, whither he could

escape sheer destruction " (11 278). In the Catalogue of

the Ships, or the enumeration of the Achaean forces, stress

is laid upon the leaders, rather than on the number of

soldiers ; in fact, in this catalogue, only once is the number
of men in a contingent 'stated, and the poet nowhere

explicitly tells his hearer how large was the force 'of men
before Troy.

An effort has been made to distinguish three sorts of

combats in Homer: (i) formal single-combats, like those

between Paris and Menelaus (F 267 ff.). Hector

o/comblts
^"*^ ^J^^ ^ ^°^ ^^' Odysseus and Socus (A

428 ff), Achilles and Aeneas (Y 158 ff.), and

Achilles and Hector (X 131 ff.)
; (2) less formal combats,

like those between Agamemnon and Antiphus (A 104 ff.),

and between Achilles and Asteropaeus (# 139 ff.)
; (3) the

general background of 77tele'es in which only names are

mentioned, without details. But the line of distinction

between these classes of conflicts is not broad and clear,

although the poet secures a certain perspective by not

attaching equal importance to all engagements, and by
bringing a few persons into clear light in the fore-

ground.

Agamemnon, "king of men," reviews his troops at the
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beginning of the first day of battle, and exhorts them to

fight bravely (A 250 f), but gives no directions either then

or later as to the position of the several tribes

or clans in the line. Each leader goes where he ^''

pleases, and fights with whom he will. The f^M^dern
chieftains boast of personal strength and valor, Sense.

but not of skill in leadership or any generalship.

We are brought into serious difficulties if we assume that

each leader and tribe had a definite place in the line of

battle. Once, it is true, in the tenth book of the Iliad,

which has many idiosyncrasies, we are told that the several

contingents of the Trojan forces received by lot separate places

in the line for their bivouac on the plain : the Carians

and Paeonians are by the sea, the Lycians and Mysians
received by lot the post near Thymbre, etc. (K 428 ff), but

this arrangement is not referred to elsewhere.

The poet tells of no strategic movements of an army or

part of an army, as ordered or accomplished,—no manoeuvres,

no flank movements, no concentration of forces

at a special point in order to break the enemy's J. ''" ^S"^

. movements.
line, and no surprises. No body of men is brought

to the support of a hard-press^ J division, or sent against

a weak place in the enemy's line, or stationed for the defense

of an important position. Neither Telamonian Ajax from

Salamis (except, perhaps, IST 709) nor his namesake the

Locrian, the swift-footed son of Oileus, is ever accompanied

in the field by his own forces, but the two chieftains,

though of different tribes, generally remain together (N 701,

P 531, 720), and move from one part of the field to another

according to the apparent need of the moment. Ajax the
' son of Oileus, indeed, could not be attended by his country-

men since these were archers (N 712), while he excelled in

,
the use of the spear ; he must be in the forefront of battle,

'

while they must stand in the rear of the heavy-armed forces.

^ The reader must not suppose that this Ajax may have
' devolved the immediate command of his troops upon a
"

lieutenant, for while the forty ships of the Epeans had four

• leaders (B 615), Ajax alone led the forty black ships of

the Locrians (B 527). Doubtless in many more instances

than are distinctly indicated, if not as a rule, the masses
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of men were only lightly armed, and remained at a distance

from the enemy, while their chieftains fought in the front

ranks. Menestheus sends a herald to summon the two

Ajaxes, when the Lycians are pressing hard upon the tower

which he is defending (M 342), but no adjutant or other

messenger is sent to inform the commander-in-chief, Aga-

memnon, or to summon a whole division or company of men

for the defense of the tower.

The fact that many of the chieftains had chariots, of itself

tended to separate them from their commands ; like the

Leaders
Locrian Ajax, they could go where their country-

Separated men could not follow them. Not infrequently,

from their both on the advance and on the retreat, the

Men. warrior on the chariot is entirely out of connexion

with his men. When Hector returns to his city on the first

day of battle, to bid the Trojan matrons offer sacrifices to

Athena, he devolves his command upon no one ; he simply

shouts to the troops to stand firm while he goes to the

town (Z III). In the flight before Patroclus and Ajax on

the third day of battle, for a time brave Hector " stood

firm and saved his comrades" (11 363), but soon his swift

horses bore him away from the Greek camp, " leaving the

host of the Trojans, whom the trench detained against their

will." This does not seem to have been thought an

unsoldierly act on Hector's part. Each man, whether

chieftain or common soldier, was following his own devices.

A little later on the same day, Hector mounts his chariot

and turns to flight, bidding the other Trojans also flee

(IT 657),
—"for he knew the sacred scales of Zeus," that the

balance was against them. He leads the retreat instead of

checking it, or being the last to leave the field.

On the same third day of battle, the Cretan Idomeneus and
his lieutenant Meriones meet in the Greek camp,—one coming

from the care of a wounded comrade, and the

ofirTrrhrs.
°*®'' fetching from his senior's tent a fresh spear

in place of one which he had broken in the conflict.

We are surprised first to learn that the quarters of Meriones
are far from those of his superior officer (N 268), so that he
goes to the latter's tent rather than to his own, to fetch a

spear, and again to note that when these two leaders of one
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of the largest contingents in the Achaean army (only
Agamemnon and Nestor led a larger number of ships than
Idomeneus) returned to the field of battle, they did not ask
where their own men, the Cretans, were fighting, but where
the Greeks were hardest pressed. They decided that the two
Ajaxes and Teucer could hold the centre of the line, and
therefore they betook themselves to the left (N 312). What
forces were supporting the Ajaxes, is not told, and we have
seen that " Ajax " could not be a brief expression for Ajax
and his men, as when we read that our own General Grant
ordered General Thomas to advance, we assume that the
latter was attended by his corps ; in the battle on the Trojan
plain, the two chieftains by themselves are defending their

position. When Idomeneus and Meriones appeared on the

scene of conflict, all the Trojans advanced against them
(N 330),—as if the strife were between one hundred men on
a side instead of one hundred thousand. The goddess Hera
says to Athena on the second day of battle that the Greeks
are " perishing miserably because of the force of one man "

(avSpoi evo? pi-wii, G 3SS); while apparently Ilium would
have been captured at once if Achilles had succeeded in

entering its walls, at $ 544. The individual and his bodily

strength are clearly far more important before Troy than in

modern warfare. The two Lapiths seem to be almost the

only defenders of the gate of the Greek camp against the

Trojan assailants (M 127). They are not simply the com-
manders to direct the work of defense ; they themselves hurl

the stones and wield the spears. When Teucer's bowstring

breaks, Hector shouts to " Trojans, Lycians, and Dardanians "

(0 485), that Zeus clearly is giving the victory to them,

—

as if the breaking of a single bowstring were to decide the

issue of the battle. And again Hector shouts to all his

men to stand firm while he. puts on the armor of Achilles

(P 184), and he runs after his comrades who are bearing

his armor to the city, and changes shields. He clearly feels

at this moment no immediate responsibility for the movements
of great masses of men. Similarly, Meleager is urged to

throw aside his wrath and defend Calydon (I 574) ;
he is

as important to the Aetolians as Achilles to the Achaeans.

Not by his skill as a general, but by his personal
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prowess, he turns the tide of battle and drives off the

enemy.

The victory is that of the leader, not of his troops, nor

of the leader and his troops. Perhaps we may compare the

song of the Israelitish women, " Saul hath slain

Victory that of
^^^ thousands and David his ten thousands"

the Leader. „ . ... , -.^j, a

(i Samuel xvni. 7). When Agamemnon is

wounded, Diomed is downright discouraged (A 3 1 6), although

all else is going well. Yet Agamemnon is important only as a

" mighty man of valor," not as a general, a commander-in-chief;

so far as we know, he has no definite plan of battle which

he is eager to carry out, and which he can direct better than

anyone else. No one receives directions from him as to his

movements in all the course of the Iliad, but each chieftain

follows his own best judgment. Agamemnon is " more royal
"

(j3aa-i\evTepoi, I 1 60) than any other, and brought to Troy the

largest fleet of ships ; but he is not the commander-in-chief

according to modern notions, after all. He is even rebuked

severely in the assembly of the soldiery by the much younger

Diomed (I 32), for proposing to return to Greece. Thus also

Hector, the chief leader of the Trojans, is not kept informed of

the progress of the fight at other parts of the line than his own

(A 523, N 674) ; no official reports are brought to him, and no

directions are sought from him. When a leader is slain or

wounded, or for any other reason withdraws from the field, his

command devolves on no other ; he has no special post to

maintain, nor special coign of vantage to gain. When
Agamemnon is wounded on the third day of battle, he shouts

to the " leaders and councillors of the Argives " to defend the

ships, and then bids his charioteer to drive at once to the

camp (A 276). He has no second in command,—neither his

brother Menelaus, nor Ajax, who in bravery and might was

second only to Achilles, nor Diomed. A few minutes later,

Diomed is wounded by an arrow from the bow of Paris,

who had been standing by himself " in ambush," leaning

on an old tombstone, and he departs from the field as

unceremoniously as Agamemnon had done, to be followed

shortly after by Nestor. Paris at this time is no part of

a company or regiment of light-armed troops, and Teucer

also has a free bow, as well as a free lance, and follows
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his own devices. Even the common soldier seems left

very much to himself, although subject to harsh rebuke
and even punishment, if he plays the coward. On one
occasion Aeneas rejoices in heart on seeing the throng

follow him in the battle, as a shepherd rejoices in his flock

following the ram from the pasture to the water (N 494),—he

does not assume this action on their part as a matter of course

;

and when deprived of their personal leader, the masses of men
are like sheep without a shepherd (0 325). But the movement
of these men may be compared to a flock of sheep, following a

bell-wether, all in a huddle, more exactly than to the regular

advance of a military company or battalion. At E 235,
Aeneas and Pandarus set out to attack Diomed, who evidently

is at some distance from them ; they are two against one, as

they think, but Diomed is joined by Sthenelus, and Pandarus

is slain; and a little later (E 571) Aeneas does not remain
" when he sees two men standing side by side." According to

modern notions of a battle, we sh6uld be surprised if two men
did not thus stand together. That the conflict was not a mere

scrimmage, however, is clear. At P 364 f., we learn that fewer

Greeks than Trojans fell, since the former were ever mindful

to defend each other in the throng.

Patroclus enters the conflict on the third day of battle,

and at once drives the Trojans from the Greek camp, into

which they had broken their way ; but a little

later the Trojans again drive the Achaeans, "since « ^/ 4/
Epeigeus has fallen" (11 571), though this Epeigeus

is of so little note in general that he is not even named
elsewhere in the poems.^ In the twenty-first book of the

Iliad^ Achilles seems to be almost alone in driving the

Trojans to their city, and he is actually the only Greek

warrior named in the twenty-first and twenty-second books

[cf. $ i5).2 He calls to the "godlike Achaeans" (Y 354)
to be eager to fight ; it is hard for him, mighty though

he is, to press upon so many men, and fight with all ;
—

" not

even Ares or Athena would press upon the front of so

^Nothing indicates that this Epeigeus episode is of late composition.

^On Assyrian and Egj'ptian monuments, also, a king is represented as moving

against a mass of men,—the artist thus magnifying the monarch's achieve-

ments.
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great a battle." Clearly the burden of the fight has been left

to him.

The retreat of the forces, also, is often covered by only

one or two men, who hold back the pursuers, and thus

allow the masses of troops to reach a place of

Retreat
safety. Thus after Agamemnon has been wounded

o7e7rTzvo °" ^^^ ^^^^'^ "^^^ °^ battle, Diomed and Odysseus

stand firm and keep back the Trojans (A' 310);

and a few hours later, Ajax alone checked the onset of

the Trojans until Eurypylus came to his assistance (cf. A
567), and at the close of the fifteenth book of the I/md,

Ajax alone defends the Achaean ships from Trojan fire.

The retreats, however, are apt to be somewhat tumultuous,

and frequently are stopped only by the interference of some

divinity (as 9 217, 246, 335). They are correspondingly

disastrous : no pursuer is ever killed, while the flight is full

of danger to the fugitives.

So completely is the hearer's attention concentrated on

an individual or a single group of warriors, that at times,

before a single combat, two antagonists hold a
onveuaion

j^j^g conversation, as if they were alone on them the Field. ° ' ^„ 1^,
field. The episode of Diomed and Glaucus,

—

the conversation which closes with the discovery that their

grandfathers were friends, and with the resultant determination

not to fight against each other,—occupies one hundred

and nineteen verses in the very thick of a fierce battle

(Z 119-236). When Aeneas and Achilles meet, the first

iblow is preceded by one hundred verses, which are occupied

partly by a reminder of Achilles to Aeneas of a previous

•occasion when the latter had fled from him, but mainly

by Aeneas's recital of his family-tree (Y 158-258),—and

this was at the time when Achilles was most vehement in

his anger at all the Trojans, because of the death of his

friend Patroclus. With such conversations in the midst

of a battle, withdrawing for the time all thought from the

rest of the field of war, may be compared the second scene

in the third act of Shakespeare's Henry Fifth, where Fluellen,

after crying " Up to the breach," beseeches " a few dis-

putations with you, as partly touching or concerning the

discipline of the war, the Roman wars, in the way of
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argument, look you, and friendly communication," with

Captain Macmorris.^

This habit of the poet, to give prominence to the

individual, may spring from his desire to concentrate his

hearer's attention, affording but a dull background

for the principal figures, which are thus brought '^^"'''^J
,. r 11 1-1 1-1 Attention

mto Strong relief, and have a bright light cast
Concentrated.

upon them. With this may be compared the

practise of the Greek dramatic poets in presenting only

two or three characters at once to their audience, although they,

too, had many unnamed persons in the background. Masses of

men awaken less sympathy than individuals. The poet's art

also shrank from the task of narrating two contemporary actions.

At the close of the last battle of the Iliad, as we have seen, for

two whole books no other Greek warrior than Achilles is so

much as named, as taking part in the fight, and the Achaean

forces seem wholly forgotten for a space of six or seven

hundred verses. On the visit of Telemachus to Sparta,

he reaches the palace of Menelaus in the midst of a wedding-

feast which the king is giving to his friends and kinsmen

in honor of the double marriage of his son and his daughter,

—

but when the Ithacan youth has had his bath and appeared

in the great hall, the other guests have disappeared entirely
;

no further word is said of them ((5 init?) ; they have served

their purpose, and have been dismissed. The hearer's attention

is concentrated on the chief actors. We have no reason to

follow certain destructive critics who are unable to believe

that the poet who invented the wedding-guests would have

removed them so noiselessly ; these were invented simply to

serve for the moment as the setting, in a background.

Occasionally an episode is introduced, as it would seem,

chiefly in order to occupy the time of a gap in the action.

Thus in the first book of the Iliad, the episode ^ . , .,,

•of the journey of Odysseus to Chrysa, for the ^"° ^^

restoration of Chrysels to her father (A 430-487),

helps to occupy the time of waiting for the gods' return

to Olympus from the land of the Aethopians, where they

1 " Such conversations on the field are characteristic of the Hindoo epic, where also

the leaders are all in all, and the common soldiers are only the ' black mass ' to be

routed by a single warrior."
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have been feasting ; in the third book of the Iliad, the inter-

view between Priam and Helen, on the tower by the Scaean

Gate, occupies the time while the herald is coming from the

iield to the city, in order to fetch the old king and also

victims for sacrifice (F 121-244); and in the sixth book,

the episode of Diomed and Glaucus (Z 119-236) fills part

of the time while Hector is on his way to the city.

Similarly, in order to avoid the monotony of the details of

the attempts by Penelope's hundred suitors to string the

bow of Odysseus, a brief conference outside the great hall,

between the disguised Odysseus and his two faithful men,

is interposed to occupy the time (0 188-244).

The poet's method of description of the war by single

combats, doubtless, however, is not to be explained entirely

from his artistic principles, but was strongly
Material influenced also by the fact that the earlier epic
from Earlier , . .,.,.r , i-i r -/i
La-^s

poets m their briefer lays, which furnished

material and precedents for the Homeric poems
and adventures, sang of much smaller armies, less elaborate

and magnificent expeditions, and of single exploits, like the

epic lays of the modern Tatars. These actions and episodes

are retained or copied in our Iliad. At the opening of

the third great day of battle, " the son of Atreus shouted

aloud, and bade the Argives gird themselves for the fray

"

(A 15),—an action surely more appropriate to the com-
mander of a military company than to one of an army of

a hundred thousand men,—and the assemblies of Achaean
soldiers which are held on the first and the last days of

battle (B 86 ff, T 42 ff.), would be better adapted to a

small army. At I 10 f, Agamemnon directs the heralds

to summon an assembly of the troops, but without noise,

calling each man separately. This general assembly is clearly

distinguished from the council of chieftains which is held

a little later ; it must have been intended for all the troops,

but a great army cannot be summoned in such a fashion.

Even the leaders of such a great camp could hardly be
gathered in an hour. At H 382, when the Trojan herald

comes to the Achaean camp with proposals for a truce

that they may bury their dead, he finds the Danaans
assembled by the stern of the ship of Agamemnon. Here,
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again, we must not think of the leaders only,—it is the

agora,—but such a multitude as the Catalogue of the Ships

implies, could not gather by the stern of a single Homeric
ship. So the assemblies of the Greeks are thought of as

seated (A loi, B 99, etc.). Even for the games in honor
of Patroclus the spectators are seated ; Idomeneus bids them
" stand up " and see that the chariot of Diomed is first

(^ 469),—but not five thousand men, to say nothing of

one hundred thousand, could have been provided with a
" grand stand " in such a camp.

Other and similar indications may be found of the poet's

having in mind a much smaller body of men than the

Catalogue of Ships presents. For example, the

Greek camp seems to have but one gate (M 445), ^"^^'^'^^'l""
"f

and this is defended by but two warriors (M 127) ; j
and for the whole Trojan force to pass, Apollo

tears down a portion of the Achaean wall,—but only a

spear's cast in length (0 358),—not enough for a force of

one thousand men. When Hector is wounded, all the rest

of the Trojan chieftains stand about him (H 425),—gathering

in a fashion which would be impossible if the field of

battle were extended. Similarly Hector goes through the

throng looking for Dei'phobus, Helenus, and the rest of the

Trojan leaders (N 75 8),—an act which would have been

useless and absurd in a large army which was fighting

without more military order than Homer knew. So when

Menelaus seeks Telamonian Ajax, on the field of battle,

he finds him at once (P 1 1 6), though, as we have seen,

Ajax had no regular position in the Hne. At K 151,

Nestor and Agamemnon find Diomed sleeping outside of

his tent, " with his comrades about him." But this does not

look like a division of five thousand or six thousand men
(Diomed led eighty ships to Troy, according to the Catalogue,

B 568), but rather like a company of fifty or a hundred,

a single ship's load. Again, when Odysseus and Diomed
by night enter the Trojan camp, on the information of

Dolon, they proceed to the quarters of the Thracian

Rhesus, and find the prince sleeping in the midst of his

men {ev nea-w evSe, K 474) ; Diomed slays twelve Thracians,

and Rhesus as the thirteenth. On a strict interpretation.
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then, the Thracian contingent of reinforcements consisted

of but twenty-five men. Such a squad would expect but

little attention in an army of one hundred thousand. From

the tower by the Scaean Gate, Helen identifies to Priam the

Achaean warriors on the field below (T 1 6
1 ) ; but if an army

of 50,000 men had stood between the city walls and the

Achaean, forces, and Agamemnon, Ajax, and Odysseus had

been with their army of 100,000 men,—could Priam have

distinguished these leaders from the mass of men surrounding

them? And when the commander-in-chief of the whole

Achaean expedition returns to his home, his treacherous

cousin Aegisthus lies in wait for him with a score of men in

ambush ; a conflict ensues, and all the combatants on both

sides are killed in the home of Aegisthus (§ 530 ff.). Nothing

is said about any struggle outside of the palace, nor of the

absence of any of Agamemnon's men, and yet the number

engaged cannot have been large. If Agamemnon on his

return led five or six thousand men, what did these do in

their commander's defense, or after his death ? Was such

an army slain to the last man in the house of Aegisthus ?

To the considerations already offered, which suggest a

much smaller expedition than the Catalogue of Ships details,

may be added the somewhat obvious thought
No Arrange- ^^^ ^ force of one hundred thousand men could
ments for , . , ,

. ,

Subsistence
'^'-'^ subsist on the enemy s country without more

definite arrangements for the supply of food, cloth-

ing, and arms than Homer knows. Capricious expeditions

for plunder to Tenedos, Lyrnessus, or another small town

of the Troad would not suffice, nor could the warriors be

expected to capture arms in sufficient quantities to replace

those which had been broken or lost. Not every spear

which had been hurled could be recovered, and few arrows

which had been shot could be found and used again.

Commissaries are mentioned only in one passage, which is

supposed to be of rather late composition (raimlai, crlroio

SoTrjpe?, T 44). Neither army has a definite arrangement

for the supply of food. No supplies were officially furnished.

Every commander must see to it that by means of forays

his men were provided with cattle and grain. Even centuries

later, in Cyrus's expedition against his brother Artaxerxes,
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no regular rations were issued,—if a " market " was fur-

nished, this was as much as could be expected ; and the

Athenian soldiers in the Peloponnesian War were obliged

to carry their own food or to hire some one to do this

service for them. The Achaeans purchased wine from

Lemnian ships, giving in exchange part of the plunder of their

forays and the spoils of their enemies, cattle as well as

slaves, hides, and bronze (H 473). When the Trojans bivouac

on the plain, they send to their homes (e/c fjieydpwv, Q 507)
for their bread. They have no quartermaster's department,

nor even sutlers. The supply of water and the sanitation

of the camp for so large a body of men, also, would be

difficult matters which seem never to have occurred to the

poet. Moreover, as positive indications imply that the poet

often thought of the forces as comparative!)' small, nothing

in the first book of the Iliad, for example, nor indeed in

most of the other books, indicates that the armies before

Troy were large. The geographer Strabo observes that in

the time of Priam's father Laomedon, Heracles came with

but six ships (E 641), and took Troy. The difference between

the six ships of Heracles and the twelve hundred of Aga-

memnon would seem more than to make up for the difference

of personal might and prowess between Agamemnon and

Heracles. The Argonautic Expedition for the Golden Fleece,

again, had but a single ship, yet these Argonauts seem to

have fought with the Colchians (Pindar, Pyth. iv. 212 f ).

Only in three parts of the Homeric poems are definite

numbers mentioned in connexion with the size of the

army before Troy: (i) the Catalogue of Ships

{B 484-759),—implying in round numbers one
^f^l^^.

hundred thousand Achaeans
; (2) the account of

/-^^^^^^

Achilles's forces,—fifty ships with fifty men in

each (n 168-170); (3) the thousand watch-fires of the

Trojans and their allies on the plain, with fifty men about

each (0 562).

In connexion with this, it may be noted that the poet in the

Iliad only in B 134-330, and perhaps also in Q 765, shows

knowledge of a ten-years' war, though this period is definitely

fixed in the Odyssey, The Iliad contains few allusions to

earlier battles of the war, and sometimes even seems to
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ignore the length of the war. For example, as critics have

often noticed, Priam does not know by sight the Achaean

leaders (r i66), although these have long been

Ir^r"?^'""'
fighting about the walls of Troy. Shall we say

again that although the action of the Iliad begins

in the tenth year of the war, this is the beginning of the

war so far as this poem is concerned ? Still more remark-

able is it that Helen does not know whether her brothers

Castor and Polydeuces have come to the war, though she

recognizes the Greek leaders readily after the ten or twenty

years of separation (F 236). If these had been before Troy

for nine years, Helen must have known about her brothers,

either hearing from some captive, or failing to see them in

the conflicts about the walls. And was Andromache married

before the war began ? Her son Astyanax is but an infant.

How could Hector woo her during the war,—he a prince

of Troy and she a princess of Hypoplacian Thebes ?

Attention has been called already to the fact that a dozen

battles, as bloody as the four battles of the Iliad, would

have left alive but few of Priam's fifty sons. The Achaeans

suffer less than the Trojans from the death of their chieftains.

Patroclus is the only Greek leader of prominence who is

killed or seriously wounded in the engagements of the Iliad,

but at the close of the poem, Aeneas, Paris, and Glaucus,

are the only Trojans of importance left in the action. At

least half of the bravest of the Trojans are slain in these

four days of battle.

In the fifth century B.C., the size of the Greek fleet was

firmly fixed in the story ;^ Aeschylus and
Size of Fleet Euripides both speak in round numbers of the
Fixed in htttn „ , 1 , n ^ , a . ^, i-

1

Centun thousand ships of the Achaeans. Thucydides

(i. 10) calls the same fleet one of twelve hundred

ships, but he suggests that the poet exaggerated the numbers

and importance of the expedition.

The chieftain, having no adjutants or other subordinate

officers as his aids, and not even a trumpeter^ to convey

^ Cf. Aeschylus, Ag. 45; Euripides, Iph. Taur. 149, O1 . 352, And. 106, Rhesus,

262, Iph. Aul. 174.

^The trumpet is mentioned by Homer but once, and that in a comparison

(S 219) ; the voice of Achilles sounded clear above the tumult, " like a trumpet."
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his commands to his men, needs a strong voice as well as

an arm of might. " The shout of the captains '' is noted

also in the book oi Job as a characteristic of the

battle. "Good at the war-cry" is a frequent
^l'^^'"*"''

epithet of Menelaus {^otjv ayaQoi;, V 96). The
English language has received an adjective from the Achaean

Stentor, "who shouted as loud as fifty others" (E 785).

An evidence of difference of discipline between the two

armies has been found by some in the fact that at the

beginning of the third book of the Iliad, while the " Achaeans

advanced in silence, breathing might," the " Trojans
vu 1 A A- yf lu ^ c " Din ofBank.

came on with clamor and dm, like that of cranes,

and a little later on the same day, the war-cry of the

Trojans arose as the bleating of ten thousand ewes in a

farm-yard, when these hear the voices of their young

(A 433), while the Achaeans "advanced in silence, fearing

their commanders" (A 429), nor "would you say that so

great a mass of soldiery followed with voice in their breasts."

On the third day of battle, when Hector had broken open

the gates of the Greek camp, the Trojans advanced in a

body, following him with a mighty shout (a^pofioi, mla^ot,

N 41). But the Greeks could shout too. An "unceasing

cry" arose from the Myrmidons (11 267), and when the

battle was once joined, then was heard

" Of shout and scream the mingled din,

And weapon-clash and maddening cry

Of those who kill and those who die."

'

Ares is called " heavy-voiced " (^pimvo?, N" 521); and in

order to rouse the hearts of the Achaeans on the third day

of battle, Poseidon shouted " as loud as nine thousand or

ten thousand men shout in battle, gathering the strife of

Ares ; so loud a mighty voice he sent from his breast, and

put great strength in the heart of each of the Achaeans

"

(S 147). So also Athena, in order to arouse the Greeks

and dismay their foe, joins in the shout of Achilles, when

But as the divinities- came together in strife on the Trojan plain, the "broad

earth rang and great heaven trumpeted about them" (ili(f>l Si aoKinyiev, * 388).

—

Recently /Soi; has been interpreted not as shoii/, but as battle; cf. ^o-qBdos. But

this does not affect the remark above made.

' oi/Uiryn re Kal euxw^i? • dWvvruv re Kal oWviiivuv, \ 450.
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the Trojans have killed Patroclus and are pressing into the

Greek camp (E 218). The divinities shout, too, when they

come together, in strife (Y 48 ff.), and the tumult is

increased by the thunder of Zeus and the earthquake of

Poseidon. A ringing shout broke out as naturally in a

Homeric battle as among the spectators of a modern athletic

contest,—and often with a motive which is not unknown

now, to encourage one's friends.

The name for battle-cry (aXaXiyro?, A 436) indicates that

the Homeric shout was the same anapaestic aXaXd (which

corresponded in part to our " hurrah ") as in later
atte-cry.

^jj^gg_ j^q watch-word or special battle-cry (like

Zeii? <7WTr]p re Km 'Nlki], Xen. An. i. 8. 16) is used; nor any

pass-word, as in the Euripidean Rhesus, where Odysseus is

allowed to pass by the Trojan pickets because he has

learned the pass-word " Phoebus " from the Trojan scout

Dolon, whom he has taken captive (^Rhesus, 688).

The classic Greek word for general {utpaTriyoi) is unknown

to Homer ; indeed it was impossible for his verse. The

Homeric general was the arranger, marshal'

^Peo^k°'^*''"
('^0'^^''™/°' ^ 16) of the people, and the poet

'

uses the cognate verb (jcoa-ixeta) instead of the

Attic verb {raua-w) with which our " tactics " is connected.

But the ordinary word for commander is leader {rj'yeixwv,.

ayo'i, ffyriTuip, or ap^^o'?).

No indication is given by the poet of any organization

of the forces, or a division into what would correspond in a.

way to our regiments and companies,^ until just
Regiments or

^^^^.^^^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^^^^j^ ^^ ^^^ j^-^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^j^^
Companies. ,,..,,.

Nestor suggests that the men be divided into

tribes ^ and clans, that tribe may aid tribe, and clan aid

clan, and that they may know who of the leaders and which

of the peoples is cowardly, and who is brave (B 362), i.e.

^ The clearest intimation of a company is found at the close of the second day

of battle. Seven leaders of the guards go forth from their camp, for picket duty

in front of the wall, and "a hundred youths accompany each, with long spears in

their hands" (I 85).

^This, the reader will remember, was the principle also in the Athenian army.

The members of the same pAy/e served together, and were further subdivided

according to demes. Cf. Isaeus, ii. 42. E.^^. at the battle of Marathon, the tribe-

Aeantis held the right wing. Plutarch, Qrtaesf. Conv. 628.
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that the responsibiHty may be put where it belongs. Aga-
memnon accepts this advice at once, with the significant

remark that if he had ten such advisers as Nestor, the city

of Priam would soon bow its head. Clearly the suggestion

was accepted as novel
; the system which it contemplates

cannot have been general or universal.^ At the first advance
of the Achaean army, each leader seems to be with his own
forces (r i); Idomeneus is found with the Cretans (F 230),
Odysseus with the Cephallenians, and Diomed with the

Argives (A 251 fif.) ; but even here the two Ajaxes are

together, without mention of their men,—the Salaminians

and the Locrians (A 273), and indeed the Salaminians and
Locrians are mentioned only in the Catalogue of the

Ships and in a single passage in the thirteenth book of the

Iliad (N" 686-712). Swift Iris, messenger of the gods, in

the guise of a son of Priam, gives to Hector (B 803 ff.)

advice similar to that of Nestor to Agamemnon,—that each

chieftain of his allies should command his own countrymen.

The enumeration of the Trojan forces follows (B 816 ff.),

making Hector the leader of the Trojans, Aeneas the

commander of the Dardanians, the " shaggy heart of

Pylaemenes " leader of the Paphlagonians, Sarpedon com-

mander of the Lycians, etc. But this division is inconsistent

with that which appears in the Trojan attack on the

Achaean camp on the third day of battle (M 86), when
the Trojans advance in five sections (which division in turn

is neglected in the progress of the assault), as well as with

most of the rest of the story, in which no definite arrange-

ment of the Trojans and their allies is recognized.

Councils of the " elders " or chiefs of the army before

Troy are held (B 53, K 195, cf. Q 651), but so far as

can be seen, these discu.ss no particular plans of

campaign or of battle ; they consider a proposal ^ -^

to end the war, a truce for the burial of the dead,

the placation of Achilles, the sending of a spy into the

Trojan camp, the building of a wall about the Achaean
^ This passage does not easily admit the explanation that for the poet's purposes

(see pp. 572, 579), this first battle of the Iliad wns the first battle of the war. At

least the poet seems familiar with wars in which such a division was unknown.

The praise given to Nestor for his suggestion would have been absurd if every

boy among the poet's hearers knew that this division was usual.
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camp,—but not whether or how an attack shall be made

or met. Perhaps the position of a contingent in :the line

of ships, as these were drawn up on the strand, might be

thought to determine the arrangement of the Achaean

forces as they advanced into battle ; but the order in

which Agamemnon reaches the several contingents in his

review of the Achaean line (A 251) agrees neither with

the rest of the story of the Iliad, nor with the arranger

ment in the Catalogue of Ships (B 484 ff.) ; the last is

geographical! while in the first the Athenians stand near

the Cephallenians.

No flags or standards are used to designate and form

the rallying centre of forces, and the commander-in-chief

has no designated place in the fray, any more
T^o Standards ^}^^^ ^j^g lesser chieftains ; he has no head-

marters
quarters,—neither at the centre as in the Persian

army, nor on the right wing as in the Greek

armies.

The word phalanx is used often {e.g. E 59 1), but the

Homeric phalanxes were not of the Spartan or Macedonian

„, , „ order. They knew no command to follow their
" Phalanx.

file-leader, nor to " keep step;" and do not seem

to have been in every case (or perhaps, generally) particular

divisions {e.g. P 285), though a technical expression was

to " break the phalanx," i.e. the line, of the enemy (Z 6).

On one occasion Hector was unable to break the ranks of

the Achaeans, since these stood firmly joined {aprjpoTe?, cf.

M 105) as a tower or rock, which withstands the assaults

of winds and of waves (0 618). The rhetorician Alcidamas,

in his Contest of Homer and Hesiod, represents Homer as

repeating as his noblest verses a passage from the thirteenth

book of the Iliad which indicates a phalanx :
" About the

two Ajaxes stood the phalanxes,—mighty phalanxes which

neither Ares nor Athena, the rouser of the soldiery, would

scorn
;

for the chosen bravest awaited the Trojans and

god-like Hector, resting spear on spear, and shield on

well-layered shield. Buckler pressed on buckler, helmet on

helmet, man on man. And their crests of horsehair touched

with their bright plumes as they nodded. So close did

they stand. And their spears were bent (literally folded)
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by their bold hands, as they were shaken. And these
pressed straight forward, and were eager to fight'' (N 126).
Achilles divides his contingent of 2,500 men into five

battalions, as he sends them with Patroclus into battle,

each battalion under one officer,
—"and these stood closely

fitted as the stones in the wall of a house,"—but even here
no captains, lieutenants, or subaltern officers are mentioned
or assumed (H 168). How deep the lines were, is nowhere
indicated by the poet. The columns of the army are called

io-wers (-n-vpyoi, A 334). The forward movement of phalanxes,
close and bristling with shields and spears, is compared to

that of clouds driven by the west wind (A 275), or to that

of waves of the sea, with one following another (N 800),
while the Trojan flight before Diomed is compared to the
destruction of dikes and enclosure-walls by a mountain
torrent (E 87). Yet the order of the lines of battle must
have been very loose, for constantly single leaders and
chariots advance from the throng, and soon again retreat

into the throng. To suppose that the several divisions of

the army were kept in moderately close order, but that a

clear space ^ was maintained between the different columns
out of which clear space the champions advanced, and into

which they again withdrew, is contrary to the whole impression

of the poems, and would not have been imagined if it had
not been for the evil habit of accepting Homeric words in

Attic meanings.

Around the body of Patroclus gather warriors who form

a screen about him on every side with their shields, and
hold forward their spears (P 354). "Fewer of these fall than

of the Trojans, for they act together." This again looks like

a Macedonian phalanx ;
but it was formed on the spur of the

moment,—it was not an already existing body of troops which

'Some scholars have believed these intercolumnar spaces to be what the poet

means by the "bridges'' or dikes of war {e.g. A 371, A 160, T 427), but this

expression seems to be explained better as the space between the two hostile

armies, the surging tide of warriors on either side being likened to a raging sea

or river. For an interesting example of the formation in columns with spaces

between, see Xenophon's Anabasis, iv. 8. 10. But such a column would have

been a '.'phalanx" in Homer's time, though Xenophon distinctly contrasts the

two formations. Later readers naturally gave the later special meaning of the

term to Homer's word.

2 O
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took this position. The men who form it may never before

have stood together in this order. This is " team-work,''

rather than " individual play,'' on the part of the Achaeans,

but it is not a Macedonian phalanx. The reader, however,

mijst not understand that no lines were ever formed on the

Trojan plain, and that all fought in absolute confusion, but

only that the armies knew no permanent divisions, and the

lines which were formed were temporary organizations. At

times the poet's picture is not quite distinct in its indications

of formations of the troops, formulaic material which implied

one kind of contest being combined with other material

which assumed another manner of conflict.

Nestor and Menestheus, the leader of the Athenian forces,

were the most noted for their skill as " marshals of men

"

(B SS3)- Nestor's principle of arrangement was

J, famous throughout antiquity : he put the chariots

(which meant the chieftains) '^ first, then the worthless

rabble, and behind these the best and bravest of the infantry

(A 297). Thus the cowards were not allowed to remain in

the rear and shirk, when their comrades advanced to the

fray. Nestor added the injunction to " keep in line," neither

advancing nor retreating too far,—but we have seen that

this is not to be interpreted according to modern standards.

Aristophanes probably refers to the example and precept

of Nestor when he represents Aeschylus as saying that

Homer is honored for teaching the arming and marshalling

of men {Frogs, 1036).

The battles, then, were decided for the most part by a

succession of single combats between heavy-armed men,

though occasionally a group of two or three on a side

would oppose a similar group on the other, and still less

frequently a mass of men would hurl themselves upon
the forces of the enemJ^ No other of the Achaeans
interferes in the conflict between Achilles and Hector (X

1 3 1 ff.),—indeed Achilles motions to the rest to stand

aloof that he may have all the glory of Hector's

defeat and death (X 205) ; and the fight between
Hector and Patroclus may fairly be called a single-combat,

^ Some scholars believe that here the poet had in mind chariots like those of Egypt
and Asia, on which the warrior stood to fight. See page 350 f.
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although Apollo and Euphorbus interfere against Patroclus
(n 731 ff-)-

A typical example of the champion is presented in Paris,

as the two armies advance for battle on the first day of
conflict :

" Now when these were near, advancing
upon each other, the godlike Alexander stood ^^"^^^ Combat

forth as champion for the Trojans, with a leopard °{^pa!-T
skin upon his shoulders, and a bent bow and
a sword

; and, brandishing two spears, he challenged all the
bravest of the Achaeans to fight against him in dire conflict.

But when Menelaus perceived him advancing with long strides,

in front of the throng,—as a lion rejoices in coming upon
a great carcase, a horned stag or a wild goat, when he is

hungry (for he devours it eagerly, even though the swift

hounds and the vigorous hunters press him hard), so Menelaus
rejoiced when his eyes beheld the godlike Alexander, for

he thought to punish the evil-doer ; and straightway from
his chariot he leaped to the ground. But when the godlike

Alexander perceived Menelaus appearing among the foremost

fighters, his dear heart was dismayed, and he shrank back
into the throng of his comrades, avoiding death." (r 1 5 ff.)

Similarly, near the close of the last battle of the Iliad,

Hector urges forward the Trojans, and promises to go to

meet Achilles, but is warned by Apollo not to stand forth

in front of the rest as a champion, but in the ranks and
in the midst of the throng to await Achilles's attack

(Y 365). That the war should be decided by a single-

combat, a duel, between Menelaus and Paris, the two husbands

of Helen, who was the source of all the trouble, is not

unreasonable. This might have been expected at the very

outset of the war, but the poet places it at the opening

of his first day of battle, which was the beginning of the

war for his story.^ Ashamed before the rebuke of Hector,

Paris says to him :
" Cause the other Trojans and all the

Achaeans to be seated, and bring together me and Menelaus

dear to Ares, between both armies, to fight for Helen and

^With this device may be compared Nestor's advice for the division of the

troops (B 362 ff. ), and Priam's ignorance of the Greek leaders (T 161 ff. ), to

which reference has been made, and for which another e.iplanation has been

suggested (pp. 572, 575).
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all her possessions. Whichever of us is victorious, and proves

himself the mightier, let him take all the treasures and

Helen, and carry them home ; but do ye others, making

friendship and a faithful truce, dwell in the fertile land of

Troy, while these others return to horse-feeding Argos and

Achaea famed for fair women." (F 68 ff) This duel had

no decisive result, since the goddess Aphrodite snatched away

her favourite, Paris, just as he was about to be killed by

Menelaus, and conveyed him secretly to his home. The

Achaeans then claimed the victory,—but this was not strictly

proven since the body of Paris could not be shown, and

soon, incited by the goddess Athena, who was determined

that the war should not end before the destruction of Troy,

the archer Pandarus, a Trojan ally, shot an arrow at Menelaus

and wounded him. This flagrant breach of the truce at

once set the Achaean army again in motion against the

Trojans, and the general battle began.

Another single-combat which seems to be a sort of echo

of the former, is fought at the close of the same day

of battle. Hector challenges the bravest of the

. Achaeans to fight against him, and is met by

Telamonian Ajax. But no question of moment
would have been decided by the conflict if it had been

fought to a bitter end, and at last it is interrupted by the

oncoming of night, after blood has been drawn from Hector

;

the two separate on good terms,—Hector giving his sword

to Ajax, and receiving from him a belt bright with purple,

as a gift of friendship (H 67 ff.).

As the conflicts on the plain of Troy may be compared

in general to those of the forces of David and Saul with

. the Philistines, so no better illustration can be

and Goli th S'^^'^ f'^'" Paris's proposition for a single-combat

, with Menelaus, which should decide the issue of

the war, than the challenge of Goliath of Gath :

"
' Why

are ye come out to set your battle in array? Am not

I a Philistine, and ye servants to Saul ? Choose you a

man for you, and let him come down to me. If he be

able to fight with me and to kill me, then will we be

your servants ; but if I prevail against him and kill him,

then shall ye be our servants, and serve us.' And the
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Philistine said, ' I defy the armies of Israel this day
;

give
me a man that we may fight together.'" (i Sam. xvii. 8-10.)

Goliath's first rhetorical question means simply, that a conflict

of armies is unnecessary, since the issue of the war may
be decided by a single-combat. The quarrel between the

Achaeans and the Trojans was based on a personal wrong
done by Paris to Menelaus, and might have been decided
by these two. The challenge of Hector in the seventh book,
however,—a challenge which aimed at nothing more than
the determination of individual prowess,—resembles more
closely that of a knight of the age of chivalry, and his

duel with Ajax has been compared to a modern German
students' duel, which is interrupted by the first flow of

blood, after which the combatants shake hands and
separate.

A less formal challenge to single-combat is given by
Diomed to Glaucus on the first day of battle, in an episode

which, as we have seen, fills the time of Hector's

absence from the field when he goes to the city
^i^jfj"'^

in order to bid the Trojan matrons offer a special

vow to Athena,—" Who art thou of mortal men ? Never
before have I seen thee in the man-ennobling battle." To
which the answer is given : " Great-hearted son of Tydeus,

why dost thou ask of my race ? As is the race of leaves,

such also is the race of men." (Z 123 ff)

Similar single-combats will be remembered from later

literature, and in the stories of other peoples.' In Herodotus

(ix. 26) the Tegeatan commander tells of the

mythical combat between Hyllus, the leader of ^
r mge-

the Heraclidae, and the chief of the Peloponnesian

forces. All readers are familiar with the conflict of the

Horatii and the Curatii, for the determination of the quarrel

between the Romans and the Albans (Livy, i. 24 f), and

the same historian's " pictured page " tells us of a much
later single-combat between the Roman leader and a Gallic

chieftain.^ Not far from the beginning of the sixth century

B.C., Pittacus, the ruler of Mytilene, was challenged to single-

combat by Phrynon, leader of the opposing Athenian forces,

^ For Celtic single-combats, see D'Arbois de Dubainville, La Civilisation des

Celtes, pp. 5 ff.
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and the conflict received notoriety only because Pittacus threw

a fisherman's net over his antagonist, and slew him while

he was entangled therein. Apparently this caused a charge

of foul play, for the single-combat did not decide the war

(Strabo, p. 600).

The three main branches of the Homeric army were those

of later times,—horsemen (on chariots), spearmen,

P'"^'^, ^ and light-armed troops with bows and slings.
Tsranches of „ . , . . , ,

the Jrmf Engmeers, sappers and mmers, signal-men, and

the like, are unknown to the poet.

The archers and the slingers, though they seem to have

been far more numerous than the spearmen, were of little

real importance in the battle. They stood in
Singers.

^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ heavy-armed troops, and served

only as reinforcements to them. They never advanced by

themselves, nor withstood an attack. The sling, indeed, is

mentioned but twice, and that in the same book of the

Iliad, and some scholars have believed that the expression,

instead of meaning sling, signifies bandage in one place, and

bow-string in the other, although no reason exists for

doubting the use of the sling in Homeric times : it is a

primitive weapon. Menelaus wounded the hand of Priam's

son Helenus, but the Trojan Agenor " bound up the arm

with the well-twisted fleece of a sheep, with the sling

(cTCpevSov)], N" 600) which a comrade held "
; and the Locrians,

we are told, came to Troy, " trusting to their bows and the

well-twisted fleece of the sheep " (N 71 6). " So these

shooting from the rear escaped notice," the poet goes on to

say, " nor did the Trojans have any thought of fighting, for

the arrows drove them in confusion" (N 721). The last-

quoted passage is the most distinct and emphatic of all

evidence for the occasional effectiveness of the light-armed

troops, which as a rule are disregarded in the Homeric

account of a fray, and, partly on this ground, it has been

suspected of being of later composition. That the masses

of the hostile armies generally kept at a fairly safe

distance from each other, must be remembered for the

proper understanding of many incidents in the Homeric
story.

In addition to the forty ship-loads of Locrians, the 350
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companions of Philoctetes (B 720) are designated expressly

as archers among the Achaean forces, and the Thracian

Paeonians on the Trojan side (B 848). But
nothing indicates that most of the rest also were

not bowmen. Certainly the comrades of Achilles, during the

time of his quarrel with Agamemnon, amuse themselves

with shooting at a mark (B 775), and when Hector advances

in order to present the challenge of Paris, many Achaeans
bend their bows at him (T 79).

Only two of the Achaean chieftains use the bow in the

action of the I/md,—Teucer, the half-brother of Telamonian

Ajax (0 266), and Meriones the Cretan leader,

who kills with an arrow the son of the Paphla-
jff£^.'^'"'"

gonian king (N 650). Of these, Meriones appears

elsewhere regularly as a spearman, and as a bowman only

here and in the contest of archery in the funeral games in

honor of Patroclus (^ 860) ; while Teucer is also both able

and willing to use the spear as well as the bow (cf.
" Teucer,

best of the Achaeans with the bow, and brave also in the

hand-to-hand conflict," IST 314), and when his bowstring

breaks, he takes spear and shield (0 472). Teucer, in the

earlier conflicts, remains by the side of his brother Ajax,
" creeping back as a child to its mother, after shooting his

arrow," and is protected by this brother's great shield

(0 269),—^just as in later times, according to Tyrtaeus

(ix. 35j, the light-armed troops were directed to stand under

cover of the hoplites' shields, and just as archers and spear-

men are found together on a Mycenaean vase. Teucer

evidently is attached to no special company or division, and

when his bowstring breaks, he fetches his spear, and returns

to stand by his brother's side. He might have put a new

string on his bow, but he was out of humor with shooting
;

the string which had just broken had been put on fresh

that very morning, and had broken only because of the ill-

will of the gods. In the Odyssey, Odysseus tells the

Phaeacians of his skilful use of the bow on the plain of

Troy (9 215), and he makes good use of this power at the

close of the poem, in killing Penelope's suitors ()( i ff.), but

in the story of the Iliad he is only a spearman. In the

Trojan army, Paris (T 17, A 369), his brother Helenus
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(N 583), and Pandarus (A 88), are named as archers, but

they are also spearmen, and Paris uses the spear in his

single-combat with Menelaus. The poet does not seem to

regard the bowman as necessarily less brave than the

spearman, as was true in later times, nor does he, like

Aeschylus {cf. the Persians, passim), think of the Asiatics as

archers in contrast to the Greek spearmen. Was not Apollo,

the god of war, a bowman, and his sister Artemis an archer

(loxeaipa)? Did not Heracles vie with the gods themselves

in archery (^225)? In later story the bow of Heracles in

the hands of Philoctetes was of importance for the capture

of Troy. In the Odyssey (X 607), the ghost of Heracles

has his bow (or the ghost of his bow) with him in Hades
;

and in the fifth ode of Bacchylides, Heracles in Hades, on

his descent to bring up Cerberus, is about to shoot at the

ghost of Meleager. Certainly Odysseus was proud of his

archery (Q 219), and Teucer, with arrows from his "mighty

bow,'' bringing the Trojans to the ground in quick

succession (9 274 fif.), is not thought to be a mean

warrior. Yet several words for the heavy-armed man, as

'• spearman " (ai^^/xiyr//?, X 269), " shield-bearer " (ao-TrtirT)??, A
90), " fighter-in-the-hand-to-hand-conflict," distinctly connote

bravery.^

The brunt of the battle, then, was borne by the heavy-

armed soldier, the later hoplite, in the Homeric period as

well as in the historical times of Greece, although
Hofhtebore

^j^g proportion of these troops to the light-armed

Battle
forces may have been even smaller before Troy

than in Athens and Sparta at the time of the

Peloponnesian war. In the hand-to-hand conflict (a-raSlri

vcr/xLvtj, N 314), the warrior was wont to hurl his spear against

a foeman who stood a rod or two away from him, and then

profit by the confusion which his spear had caused, to rush

forward and recover his weapon, which evidently must be

regained, or the warrior would be nearly helpless, being

deprived of his most important weapon of attack. Thus at

N 532, Meriones recovers his spear, drawing it from the

thick of the arm of Deiphobus, whom he had wounded. If

' Compare also d7x^/x(ixot, 11 272 ; dyx'-I^O'XV'a-t, B 604 ; do-TriSiurai, B 554

;

^7XCff'/iw/3oi, H 134 ; iyxio-waXoi, B 131 ; aa.KiairaKos, E 126.
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the warrior slew his antagonist by this cast of his spear,

he endeavored to despoil him of his armor, or even to drag

the corpse itself within the lines of his own army, and to

gain possession of his chariot. The fiercest conflicts arose

over the bodies of fallen warriors, whose friends desired to

give them honorable burial, and whose foes would treat

them with despite, and give them like the bod}' of Jezebel

to the dogs to devour. The dying Sarpedon beseeches his

comrade Glaucus to gather the Lycians and fight about

him ; it would be a disgrace and shame to Glaucus if the

Achaeans should strip the armor from his friend's body

(11 492) ; and, a little later, Glaucus urges Hector to secure

the body of the fallen Patroclus, that this may be exchanged

for Sarpedon's armor and Sarpedon's corpse (P 160). The
combatants sometimes stop to secure the spoils (e.g. A 246)
at a time when we wonder at such an interruption of the

battle, and Nestor gives the distinct command to disregard

the spoils, which can be gathered after the conflict is over

(Z 68). Thus also at 347, Hector bids the Trojans to

pass towards the ships and disregard the spoils. To remove

the armor, as a trophy, from the slain, was so customary

that this verb (e^evapi^w, e.g. Z 30) came to be used as the

equivalent of to kill. That a foe should receive the rites

of burial with his armor, was a rare exception, and a mark

of great distinction (Z 418).

If the warrior's cast of his spear, on the other hand,

failed of its desired effect, the two warriors would rush

together with their swords, or even with stones

(as H 258 ff.) ; or perhaps the one might escape
bailed

while the other was chasing his spear (as A 3 57)-

But often a very speedy retreat was necessary, if the cast

of the spear was ineffectual, or if the enemy gathered in a

group against a single man. For this series of operations

much agility was required, and speed of foot was a much

prized quality. With reference to such quick movements,

Hector calls the combat a " dance in honor of Ares

"

(H 241). One of the most frequent epithets of Achilles is

" swift-footed " (Tro'^a? ww!?, thirty times, and iro^apKri^, twenty-

one times), and his friend Antilochus is praised by his

father as " exceeding swift in running and a good fighter

"
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(7 112). Odysseus and Ajax, the son of Olleus, are other

swift runners among the Achaeans ("^754 ff-). while, among

the Trojans, Priam's young son Polydorus (Y 410) and the

Dardanian Euphorbus (U. 809) are noted for their speed. All

of these were spearmen, not light-equipped warriors. The

speed was needed naturally for the pursuit o'f a fleeing foe

but agility was convenient in every combat.

The number of Achaeans in the army on the plain of

Troy before the walls of Ilium, is nowhere definitely stated

by the poet. In fact, Alcidamas, a rhetorician of
Number of ^^^ fourth' century B.C. who composed a "Contest
Achaeans.

,
•'

, „ tt • 1

('Ayo)!/) of Homer and Hesiod, represents Hesiod

as asking his rival, as one of his most puzzling questions,

" How many Greeks went against Ilium ? " The answer is

given in the concluding words of the eighth book of the

Iliad: "A thousand fires were burning on the plain, and

fifty men sat in the light of each fire,"—-but these were

Trojans and their allies. According to the Catalogue of

Ships in the second book of the Iliad, 11 86 ships came

from Greece with Agamemnon. Some of these, as those

of the Boeotians, bore each one hundred and twenty men
(B 510); others, as those of Achilles (II 170) and of

Philoctetes (B 7 1 9), brought each but fifty men. In round

numbers the ships were reckoned by the ancients as twelve

hundred, and the men (taking a rough average) as one

hundred thousand. But if the Catalogue of the Ships be

left out of account, as being one of the latest elements of

the poems, as we have seen, only few and slight indications

remain that the Greeks numbered more than ten thousand or

even than five thousand men.^ The enumeration of the troops

of Achilles which assigns to him 2500 men (11 168 ff.),

has reasonably been suspected of being a late addition to

the Catalogue of the Ships.

The Achaeans before Troy were all fighting men. The
warriors themselves rowed and managed the boats which

bore them across the Aegean ; in only one passage is the

presence in the camp of " steersmen and stewards " indicated

(T 43). The leaders were not attended by "body-servants";

' The only statement with regard to the number of the Trojans is at 9 562,

Kjuoted above, in this paragraph.
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they were accustomed to provide for their own ordinary
wants, securing food and shelter for themselves, and they
were aided by their faithful squires and heralds,

who also were fighting men. The Myrmidons jf,^"^""'
"^^

built for their chieftain Achilles a high hut with
'^ ^^^''

beams of pine, and they roofed it with thatch from the
meadows (Q 449) ; and Achilles on going out to battle to

avenge the death of Patroclus, recalls to mind how often

this comrade had placed food before him as they were
making ready for other combats (T 315). When Achilles,
" sulking in his tent," is visited by the embassy sent by
the Achaeans, begging him to return to the fight, he and
his comrade Patroclus themselves cook the meat of hospi-

tality, and serve it to their guests. No one else seems
to be in Achilles's quarters at that time, and the details of

the cooking are given (I 206 ff).

The poet says that the Trojans were far fewer than the

Achaeans (9 56). Agamemnon is made to declare that the

Achaeans are more than ten times as numerous
as the native Trojans,—saying that if the Greeks

^^J?^^^[

"^

should be arranged in squads or messes of ten,

and a Trojan assigned as cup-bearer to each mess, the

Trojans would not be enough to supply these cup-bearers

(B 126). But allies have come to Troy not only from the

neighboring cities, but also from Lycia and from Thrace.

At the close of the third day of battle, the poet tells how
the Greeks are driven within their entrenchments, and the

Trojans bivouac on the plain,—with a thousand fires, and
fifty men about each, as quoted above. But such words of

the poet are not to be pressed as if he were a military

historian, or were making a formal report to a superior officer.

Of the enlistment of the Achaean forces for the expedition

against Troy, we know little. Nestor reminds Patroclus that

he and Agamemnon went to Phthia (A 776) to

engage Achilles and Patroclus for the expedition, j ,

'

and says in another passage (H 127) that the

old knight Peleus rejoiced greatly in hearing of the race

and parentage of the men with whom his son was to be

associated,—that he was to be a comrade of the sons of

his own old comrades, Tydeus, Peleus, and the rest. In
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the so-called Second Nekyia (w 115), the shade of Agamemnon,

meeting the ghosts of Penelope's suitors as they troop to

the realm of Hades, recognizes Amphimedon, since he had

been at his house when he and Menelaus visited Ithaca to

secure the aid of Odysseus. The poet is ignorant of the

later stories that Odysseus^ needed to be forced into the

army by a trick of Palamedes, and that Achilles was con-

cealed by his parents in the family of Lycomedes on the

island of Scyrus, where his presence and identity were

discovered by the device of displaying arms before the young

people. Hera asks Zeus if he would render vain her sweat,

and the toil of her horses, in gathering the Achaean army

(A 26), thus indicating the active part which she had taken

in the enlistment of the forces. Hermes, assuming the guise

of a comrade of Achilles, as he convoys Priam to the Greek

camp for the ransom of Hector's body, tells the old king

that he is one of seven brothers, and was chosen by lot

among them to accompany the expedition (O 400). Appar-

ently each family was required to furnish one member of

the expedition, but not more than one. If this is true,

then the many brothers of the Achaeans came strictly as

volunteers, for the enjoyment of the contest, for glory in

what was to them man's highest employment, and perhaps

some patriotic interest in the cause of Agamemnon, and also

a share in the spoils. We read (B 832 ff.) of two sons of

an old seer who forbade them to go from Percote to the

help of the Trojans, since he knew the death which awaited

them ; but " the fates of black death led them on." That
some obligation for military service was imposed on the

Greeks is seen from IST 669 : Euchenor, son of Polyidus, a

Corinthian seer, came against Troy, although his father

warned him of the death which awaited him there,—avoiding

ill-health (which would befall him at home, according to

the seer's prediction) '' and the grievous fine of the Achaeans,"

i.e. the penalty which these would have imposed for lack

of service. Of Echepolus of Sicyon we learn that he gave

to Agamemnon a mare (Aethe, which runs in the races in

^This story with regard to Odysseus was clearly born in an age when his

unworthy shiftiness was contrasted with the straightforward bravery of Achilles,—

as it is in the Attic drama, in which Odysseus is made contemptible.
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honor of Patroclus) in order that he " might remain at home
and enjoy his wealth" {^ 298), i.e. he pays a price in heu
of personal service in the field to his liege lord. The gift

of a cuirass to Agamemnon by Cinyras of Cyprus (A 20),

is the less intelligible because Cyprus seems to be out of

the sphere of influence of any king of Mycenae. We are

reminded also that C}'prus does not appear in the other

lays of the Iliad, and that the Greeks of the Mycenaean
age wore no cuirass.

The most remote of the allies of the Trojans are the

Lycians under the command of Sarpedon and Glaucus, and
the Thracians. Sarpedon speaks of the service

which the allies rendered, as beinsr free and un-
°^'.'^"

^,j.

1 1 /-r. r,x , TT , , , ,
Trojan Allies.

rewarded (ii 478), but Hector orr the other hand
refers to the Trojans as exhausted by supplying food and
gifts to their allies (P 225, 2 288). Doubtless no definite

pay was given to allies in war, as indeed none seems to be

given to hired helpers in time of peace, but gifts were

supposed to take the place of pay. In the Achaean army,

the booty from marauding expeditions supplied irregular

rewards for the soldiery, but the Trojans had no such spoils,

since they were not living in an enemy's country. In a

simple and unreflective community, men seem more read}'

than in modern times to risk their lives and give of their

substance for others. The tie of common interest to hold

fast the alliance between the Trojans and the Lycians or

the Thracians, does not seem to have been very strong.

The allies were moved by general good-will and sympathy

for Troy, rather than by the thought of common interest in

the war. Thus in the previous generation the people of

Mycenae were minded to aid Polynices against Thebes

(A 376) without thought of either personal grievance, "balance

of power," or Hellenic peace ; his cause aroused their

.sympathy, simply since he was thought to be wronged by

his brother Eteocles. Similarly the gifts which were bestowed

on Menelaus an foreign lands (^ 90, 125 ff), and represented

as given to the fictitious Odysseus (^ 323), were more generous

than a modern traveller and wanderer would expect, not to

speak of the rich gifts of raiment and gold bestowed on

Odysseus by the Phaeacians {y 10 ff.).
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Thucydides (i. 9) thinks that the Greeks followed Aga-

memnon not so much out of favor as from fear ; he was

the most powerful ruler of his time in Greece

;

^Sr""'' ^"^ *^ ^^"'^y °^ archaeology, too, shows that the

potentate of Mycenae was more powerful than

any ruler of the poet's own time. The king whose subjects

built for him the fortress and tombs of Mycenae must have

been an absolute monarch. Thucydides calls attention also

to the fact that the Achaeans came to Troy without any

elaborate equipment for war, and to the general lack of

material resources {a-^priij.aT'ia) of the heroic age,—saying that

Agamemnon took with him only so large a force as he

hoped would support itself from the enemy's country, and

that after the Greeks had established themselves before the

city, they did not use all their troops in war, but from lack

of other supplies turned to till the soil of the Chersonese

(of which the poet knows nothing) and to marauding

expeditions. He goes on to remark that this scattering of

the Achaean forces, for agriculture and for booty, explains

the long duration of the war, which might have been brought

to a conclusion much sooner if a close siege had been

maintained. Surely battles so bloody as those of the Iliad

were not fought daily or weekly for nine years, or else

both armies would have been exhausted.

The battles on the plain are intended only to weaken

the power of the Trojans. The Achaeans make no attempt

to take the city either by storm or by a close

„ siege ; and, indeed since the ancient city-walls

have been laid bare by the excavations of the last

thirty years, we see plainly that without engines of war, and

projectiles more powerful than bows, an assailing army would

suffer much and accomplish little. Andromache reminds

Hector (Z 433 ff.) that on three occasions the sons of

Atreus with Diomed, Idomeneus, and the two Ajaxes, had

assailed the city " by the wild-fig tree " ; but this passage

was rejected by Aristarchus, and seems to have been com-

posed under the influence of the later story which made
Aeacus an associate of Apollo and Poseidon in building the

walls of Troy (Pindar, 01. viii. 40). The confidence of the

Trojan Pulydamas is fully intelligible,—that " if Achilles
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shall desire to come from the camp and fight about the

wall of the city, he will weary his horses, but will not sack

the town" (2 278). The poet's statement with regard to

Patroclus is not to be taken literally, near the close of the

third day of battle (11 698 ff) :
" Then would the sons of

the Achaeans have taken high-gated Troy by the hands of

Patroclus, for he raged about before it with his spear, unless

Phoebus Apollo had taken his stand on the well-built tower,

planning death for him, and aid for the Trojans. Thrice

Patroclus set his foot on the corner of the high wall, and
thrice Apollo thrust him off, striking his bright shield with

his immortal hands," but when Patroclus rushed upon the

wall for the fourth time, Apollo warned him off. Even
if Patroclus had been left to himself, he could not easily

have scaled the wall of Troy, though this wall is not every-

where vertical, and a vigorous man if unmolested might
climb up a score of feet.

The siege of Troy certainly was not close according to

modern standards. From the first, the Trojans had accepted

the defensive method of warfare, and Hector

complains that the elders of the city had been p°'
'' °^'

^ ^ oiege.

blindly infatuated in their course,—he insisting

that now when the gods have granted to him to gain

glory by the ships, the Trojans shall not return to the

city to be cooped up within the walls (0 7-19, S 293).

The allies of the Trojans, as well, seem to be quartered in

the town ; they have no camp on the plain corresponding

to that of the Achaeans, and when they are driven in

flight by the Greeks, they retire within the wall of the city.

Achilles himself says that while he was in the fight. Hector

came only to the Scaean Gate and the oak-tree (I 352).

Yet at night the Achaeans withdraw to their camp, three or

four miles from the city-walls, and the people of the city

are free to open their gates for the entrance of supplies

and friends, and for the departure of those who care to go.

The Trojans still have some flocks and herds pasturing on

the mountains,! and they visit the fields and forests in order

to obtain wood, although they are obliged to abandon the

'Achilles once captured two sons of Priam as they were tending their sheep on

the foot-hills of Mount Ida (A 104 ff.).
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use of the stone washing-troughs by the sources of the

Scamander, " where the wives of the Trojans and their fair

daughters were wont to wash their gleaming raiment,

formerly, in time of peace, before the sons of the Achaeans

came" (X 154). No attempt is made by the Achaeans to

cut off the city's supplies of food and of water. But the

wealth of the Trojans is gradually exhausted, and they

cannot long continue to maintain the defensive attitude
;

they must drive the enemy from the land, or yield. Hence,

though fewer in number, they come forth to fight (9 55).

Their families are safe for the present behind the city-walls,

but the pressure of discomfort and shame is too heavy to

bear indefinitely.

Only once does the poet refer to an Achaean ambuscade

by night under the walls of the "city (^ 469), and nothing

comes of this. In general, the Greeks of all times were not

fond of fighting by night ; the Ten Thousand with Xenophon
generally encamped at a safe distance from the enemy,—of

their own preference, surely, although the Asiatics, even'

more than they, disliked a battle in the darkness. But

forays and sallies at such a time might be successful, as they

were on the visit of Odysseus and Diomed to the Trojan

camp under cover of darkness (K 272 fif.), and when Achilles

by night captured Priam's son Lycaon, as the latter was

cutting scions of a wild-fig tree for a chariot-rim (# 36).

The most direct statement with regard to the forays of

the Achaeans is contained in Achilles's reply to the embas-

sadors who were sent by his former comrades

Achaeans
^'^ '^^^ ^'"^ *° return to the fight :

" I spent

many sleepless nights, and passed bloody days

in battle, fighting with men on account of their wives.

Twelve cities of men I sacked with my ships, and eleven

by land on the fertile Troad. From all these I took many
goodly treasures, and brought them all and gave them to

Agamemnon, son of Atreus. And he remaining behind, in

the camp, by the swift ships, received the treasures and
distributed a few, but kept many." (I 325.) On another

occasion, near the opening of the poem, Achilles says

to Agamemnon :
" Never have I a prize equal to thine

when the Achaeans sack a well-built city of the Trojans

;
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but though my hands do the greater part of the work of

war, if ever a division of the spoil comes, thy prize is far

greater than mine" (A 163). Nestor, in telling Telemachus

of the hardships of the Achaeans before Troy, is reminded

of all that they " suffered, in wandering for booty with their

ships, over the misty sea, wherever Achilles led the way "

(7 lOS)-

Before the general division of the spoils, a suitable prize

or gift of honor (yepai) was set apart for each chieftain.

Thus Odysseus, in the realm of Hades, tells the

shade of Achilles with regard to the latter's son „" " "'

Neoptolemus, that after the capture of Troy he

embarked upon his ship for home unharmed, with his " share

of the booty, and a goodly gift of honor" (X 534, cf. ^ 232).

So the Greeks set aside the fair-tressed Hecamede from

the spoils of Tenedos, as a prize of honor for old Nestor,

because he surpassed all others in counsel (A 627). Of
other definite articles which were spoils in war, the poet

says little ; but the lyre with which Achilles is cheering

his soul when he receives the embassy of the Achaeans,

and one of his horses, were part of the spoil of Thebes

(I 188, n 153), and we may suppose the gifts which Aga-

memnon offers him in order to placate his angry spirit, also,

to have been part of the booty of war,—seven tripods, ten

pieces of gold, twenty basins, and twelve strong horses, as

well as seven Lesbian captive women " skilled in blameless

works" (I 122). The cattle captured in the forays of the

army before Troy must have been kept in or near the

Achaean camp, but no allusion is made to them, except

when an animal is to be killed (as f2 621), or to be

exchanged for wine, as at the close of the seventh book of

the /had, or where the horses given by Agamemnon to

Achilles are "driven to the herd" (T 281). In the Aj'dx

of Sophocles (S3), the poet follows the story that the hero

maddened by disappointment at not receiving the arms of

Achilles, attacked the captive herds and flocks, imagining

these to be his hated rivals.

The spoils taken from the slain in the battles on the

Trojan plain, were of course the private property of the

individual victor. Idomeneus says to Meriones with much
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satisfaction that whether he wants one or twenty spears^

he will find them standing against the wall at the entrance

to his barrack,—spears which he had taken from
^?'

'
^ the Trojans,—and with the spears were shields-

and helmets (N 260). These were very tangible

tokens of the chieftain's bravery, and as such have been

likened to the North American Indian's collection of scalps,

though somewhat less gruesome. But Nestor urges the

Achaeans not to tarry for the spoils in the midst of the

battle, but to press on in pursuit of the fleeing enemy
(Z 68), and Hector gives a similar command to the Trojans

(0 347). To refrain from stripping the slain warrior of his

weapons, we have seen already, was a very unusual exer-

tion of self-restraint, and a token of high respect for the

dead. Andromache notes as a particularly generous act on

the part of Achilles, that he did not despoil her father

Eetion, but buried him with his arms (Z 418); and Zeus
was not pleased that Hector took the spoils from the body
of Patroclus (P 205). Hector's own prayer for his infant

son, however, is that men may say of him " Far braver he

than his father," as he returns from the battle, and that he

may gladden his mother's heart by bringing back the

bloody spoils (Z 479 f.).

Little is said of the spoil from Troy itself; the Ithacans

return empty-handed (k 42). The disguised Odysseus,

however, tells a made-up story, representing him-

Tm ^^^^ *° ^^ ^ Cretan who had slain a fellow-

countryman who had desired to deprive him of his

share in the Trojan booty (v 262). The ordinary principle of
distribution is seen in the division of the flocks of Poly-

phemus, the Cyclops, when the ram is granted as a gift of

honor to Odysseus (i 550), and the rest of the sheep are

allotted to the ships (cf. t 160), ie. some object of

special value is given to the leader personally, and the

rest of the booty is divided equally among all. A com-
mander at times encourages to a daring action by the
offer of a special prize or part of the booty (0 289,
P 229).

As in historical times, a part of the spoil from the
enemy is consecrated to the gods. Thus Hector, if successful
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in the single-combat, proposes to hang the armor of Ajax
on the temple of Apollo in Ilium (H 83), and Odysseus
dedicates to Athena the spoils which he had
taken from Dolon (K 570 ff.). No trophies of the

f'g^^f"
later Hellenic fashion are known to Homer.

The gate or gates of the Achaean camp do not seem to

have been made for the passage of troops in line. So far

as we can speak of a line of battle, it was formed
on the Trojan side of the wall. Corresponding ^'^'^^ "f

to the gate, a gap must have been left in the CgmT"
line of palisades in the trench, and a place or

places where the banks of the trench were less steep than at

others, since no indication is given of a bridge across the moat.

The Greek wall is said to be lowest by the ships of

Ajax and Protesilaus (N 683); the Achaeans who were
encamped there must have had most confidence in the

strength of their arms.

At the close of the second day of battle, when the

Trojans bivouac on the plain near the Greek camp, seven

youthful leaders of the Achaeans, each with a

hundred men, take their positions as guards .^"W '•

{(pvXaKT^pe?) along and within the line of the

trench, but outside of the wall (I 66 ff),—this, too, at

the suggestion of Nestor. Clearly these guards had not

been needed in the earlier period, when Achilles was active

in war. Now the enemy is near, and may make an attack

"even in the night" (K loi). Later in this night these

guards are visited by the elders at the suggestion of Aga-
memnon, lest they should be " overcome by weariness and

sleep" (K 97), but they are found keeping faithful watch "as

I

dogs in a farm-yard who hear a wild beast coming through

the forest" (K 181). When Hermes conducts king Priam

to the ships of the Achaeans for the ransom of Hector's

bod}', and they reach the towers and the trench, the guards

are just bus\' about their evening meal, but Hermes pours

sleep upon them (for which very purpose he seems to have

brought his magic wand), pushes back the bars, and opens

the gates (Q 443). Achilles recognizes the truth that old

Priam is under the gods' care, for without this no man would

have dared to come, '' nor could he escape the notice of the
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guards" (0 566). Whether these guards, to whom Achilles

refers, were stationed simply at the gate, or were in front

of the wall as a few nights before, is not made clear.

The Trojan forces, as they bivouac on the plain, leave

the duty of standing guard to the native Trojans, Dolon

tells Odysseus (K 417); the allies are all sleep-

'V"
jt^g

jvg-Q picket is set by or for the Thracians

who have just arrived at the seat of war, and

thus Odysseus and Diomed have the opportunity to enter

the station of Rhesus, and kill him and his comrades (K 470).

Doubtless the poet would thus indicate to his hearers the

confidence of the Trojans, who, exultant in their unwonted

success, believe that the Achaeans are thinking only of

flight, and will make no attack. The Trojans are feasting

with music, according to K 13, and Hector fears that the

Greeks may escape under cover of darkness, much rather

than that they will seek to enter his camp. The reader is

to remember also that the Trojans had not been accustomed

to any sort of sentinel duty at night. Even when Patroclus

has been slain, and Achilles appears to the Trojans at the

trench, Pulydamas urges indeed that the Trojans should

return to the city, but says that the towers and gates will

protect the city through the night (2 274). At the close

of the second day of battle, when the Trojan warriors are

to bivouac on the plain. Hector directs that the city be

guarded by the boys and grey-haired old men, " lest an

ambush should enter the city in the absence of the soldiery

"

(G 522),—but this was a special occasion.

The poet does not provide sufficient material for a

detailed picture of the Greek camp before Troy, but a

P . L ^ general view may be gathered from the poems.
The ships, nearly twelve hundred in number,

according to the Catalogue in the second book of the I/iad,

were drawn up on the shore of the Hellespont, filling the

bay between the promontories of Sigeum and Rhoeteum,
we are told in S 31-36. This passage declares that the

ships were drawn up on shore, TrpoKpocra-ai, which has been
interpreted like steps, K\ifxaK>]S6v, en Echelon,—but the meaning
of the term is disputed. The scholar Crates of Mallos
believed that two rows of ships were drawn up, one behind
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the other; while Aristarchus held that the ships lay in a
single line, but that some projected farther inland than
others (see page 527). In an hour of despondency, when
suffering from a wound, and when several of his chieftains

had been disabled, Agamemnon proposed the drawing to

the sea of the boats which were nearest the water (oo-at

Trpwrat elpvarai, ay^L daXAaarjq, H 75), which of course
implies a difference of distance.

The order of the arrangement of the several contingents
of ships, is not stated by the poet, but was much discussed

by ancient scholars.^ The Catalogue of Ships
seems to refer so definitely to the departure

^'"qJJ^"''
from Greece '2 rather than to the arrival on the

plain of Troy, that we cannot draw from it any inference

as to the order of the ships on the shore of the Hellespont

;

but in a curious detail the order of the Catalogue is

confirmed by two other passages of the Iliad. In the

Catalogue, the contingent of Odysseus is fifteenth in a

list of twenty-nine, i.e. exactly in the middle ; on the

second day of battle, Agamemnon, in order to stay the

rout, takes his stand by " the huge black ship of Odysseus,
which lay at the centre of the line {fj ev luea-a-aTw ea-Ke,

© 223) to shout in both directions";^ and we are told

in another place that the altar and place of assembly of

the Achaeans, which we expect to be in the middle of the

camp, were by the ship of Odysseus (A 806).

So far as practicable, the camp seems to have been
arranged as a city, with streets, places of assembly, and
altars. That the quarters of Meriones were at

a considerable distance from those of Idomeneus, ^^^
"

... City.
his senior officer, in command of the Cretans, has

been observed already. This indicates obviously that the

ships of some contingents did not lie together.

'See Lehrs, De Aristarchi studiis Homericisf 221.

^Cy. i/ees Kiov, iv Si iKdcrrri
\
KoDpoi . . ^aivov, B 510. But if B 558 is original,

it supplies a definite statement that Telamonian Ajax stationed his forces next the

Athenian phalanxes.

'In modern editions this is followed by an amplification, "both to the tents of

Telamonian Ajax and to those of Achilles, who had drawn up their ships at the

extremities of the line," but these verses are not found in the best ilSS., though

also at K 112, the poet says that the ships of Ajax are most remote.
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The ships were drawn well up on land, with their bows

toward the sea, by means of trenches (ovpol, B I53). which

gradually became filled with sand, and so needed to be

cleared before the ship was again launched (see p. 315). They

were supported on either side by long props or by stones

{epfxaTa, A 486), which kept them from contact with the

soil which would have encouraged the rotting of the wood.

The barracks were built by the side of the ships, which were

prominent in the camp, and the expressions in, by, to, or

from the ships are equivalent to in or to or from the camp}

Thus at the opening of the Iliad, the old priest Chryses

comes " to the swift ships of the Achaeans " (0oa? eTrl vria<s

'A-)(ai(iov, A 1 2), i.e. to the camp of the Achaeans, to ransom

his daughter. In the night which follows the second day

of battle, Menelaus finds his brother, the commander-in-chief,

Agamemnon, full of anxiety " putting on his armor by the

stern of his ship" (K 35), and a few moments later Aga-

memnon comes to Nestor who is sleeping " by the side of

his hut and his black ship"^ (K 74). Various streets and

paths or alleys (KeXevQoi, K 66) lead through the camp,

but this does not imply necessarily a double or a treble

line of ships, for we have no exact knowledge of the

arrangement of their barracks (/cXto-Zai). The quarters of

Achilles alone are in any way described (Q, 448 ff.). These

doubtless were more elaborate than most ; they are even

called a house (o'Ikolo, CI 572). The Myrmidons made for

their leader, we are told, a great court-yard with thickly-set

palisades, and with a gate held by a bar of pine, which

needed the strength of three ordinary Achaeans to open

or close it. The barrack building was high, and well-roofed

with thatch from the meadows. The court-yard was at

least large enough for the horses and chariot of Achilles,

and seems to have contained flocks and herds also (O 621),

—

''^

Cf. trapa vrival, A 26; eTri vrjval, A 513; eti vrjvcri, I 235.

2 Evidently this was a hot night, for Diomed also is sleeping with his comrades
•outside of his hut (K 151). Cf. also K 572, where Odysseus and Diomed in this

same night on returning from their nocturnal expedition cool off their sweat by the

sea. This observation is important as indicating that the lion's skin worn by
Agamemnon, and the leopard's skin worn by Menelaus on that night, were not

so much for protection from the cold, as light armor for defense. See p. 180.

Cf. B 388.
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like the courtyard of the home of Odysseus on Ithaca.

There lay the body of Hector, when Achilles had slain him
and dragged him to the Greek camp, and Achilles drags

this dead body thrice around the corpse of Patroclus (Sk 13),

—

apparently in this courtyard. The barrack had a front porch
(aiQovaa, Q 644) in which guests might sleep, and it probably

was built on the plan of an ordinary Homeric house. The
same expression is used of the place of Achilles's bed " in

the recess of the well-built barrack'' (Q 675), as for the

sleeping places of Nestor and jMenelaus at their homes, " in

the recess of the high dwelling" (7 402, ^ 304; see

page 196). The attendants of Achilles seem to have had
other quarters (Q 473). Of course the barracks of the

common soldiers were less elaborate and commodious than

those of their commanders, and we must remember that the

life of the Greeks at all times has been in the open air.

The house served for protection against rain and unusual

cold or heat,—not as a place for the reception of friends

or for the ordinary occupations of the man's life. Doubtless

the furniture of the barracks also resembled the very simple

equipment of the soldiers' homes. Achilles had beds which

might be spread for unexpected guests, but Eurypylus's pallet

was of ox-hides (A 843), which reininds the reader of the

seat which the swine-herd Eumaeus spread for Odysseus,

of rushes covered with a goatskin (^ 49), and that for

Telemachus of rushes covered with a sheepskin (tt 47). ^^'e

are not to suppose that the common soldiers had beds and

bedding. On the night after the second da}' of battle,

Diomed and his comrades sleep outside their tents, using

their shields as pillows (K 152). Some articles of luxury,

however, doubtless, were secured on their marauding expedi-

tions to the neighboring towns, and both Nestor and Achilles

brought with them from their homes cherished silver drinking

cups (A 632, II 220), and other articles of value (according

to our editions of ^ 92).

The poet could not easily, and does not, state definitely

the distance of the Achaean camp from the Trojan city
;

he could not state this either in terms of miles or of hours.

Perhaps the distance of three miles, that of Hissarlik from

the shore of the Hellespont, would suit the conditions as
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well as any. The distance is such that the movements of

the Achaean army in setting forth from their camp are

not visible to the Trojans gathered before the

'caT'frfm
'^'^^ ^^'^^ ^^ 7^^^' ^^^ ^riSLva takes a chariot

Tny. for his visits to the forces in the field (F 259 ff)

and to the Greek camp (Q 279), but yet the

armies sway to and fro over the plain, between the camp
and the city,—coming even to the city walls and back

again,—in a manner which implies that the distance is not

nearly so much as ten miles. Thus at the opening of the

eleventh book of the Iliad, the Trojans are just before the

Achaean camp (6 490) ; Agamemnon drives them tO:

the Scaean Gate (A 170), but is wounded and withdraws

from the conflict ; Hector drives the Achaeans to their

camp, and the battle is continued at the Greek ships (close

of M) ; Patroclus enters the fray, pursues the Trojans to

the city, and even sets his foot on one of the projecting

buttresses of the city's wall (11 702) ; but on the death of

Patroclus, the Achaeans are driven back to their camp
(2 150). Thus the distance between the wall of the city

and the ships of the Achaeans is traversed by the armies

in conflict four times on the third of the four days of

battle of the Iliad, while at times every foot of progress is

stoutly contested. Little stress can be laid on this argu-

ment for determining the distance, however, since the critical

questions with regard to the composition of these lays

of the Iliad are likely to remain unsettled for some time

longer. The reader may remember that on this third

day of battle, noon occurs twice,—at A 84, and again

about four thousand verses later, at 11 777. When Hector
leaves the battle (Z 116) in order to go to the city with

a message for his mother, and then to return to the conflict,

he goes on foot instead of taking his chariot,—but the

distance of the armies from the Greek camp at that time
is not clear, and thus this does not aid us to deduce the
distance of the city from the camp. At the close of the
second day of battle, after the sun has set, Hector orders

cattle and sheep to be brought from the city for the
Trojans in their bivouac on the plain, just before the Achaean
camp (9 505). Clearly if these are to be brought and
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1

killed, dressed, cooked, and eaten for supper, a distance of

a mile or two between the city and their bivouac would
be more convenient than three or four, not to speak of

eight or nine miles. Near the close of the third day
of battle, Patroclus is slain near the wall of the Trojan

city, but Antilochus runs to the camp to bear the news to

Achilles, and does not take a chariot, as he might be

expected to do if the distance were several miles (P 403,

700). In one passage the disguised Odysseus tells of

lying in ambush near the city and " far from the ships,"

while again the Trojan Pulydamas speaks of their bivouac

as by the ships and far from their city (^ 496, 2 256).

But such expressions are comparative, and cannot be

translated at once into terms of miles. That the scene

of battle was at times very near the city, is indicated by

the " View from the Walls " (Tei^ocr/coTr/a, T 161 ff.) of the

third book of the Iliad, where Helen recognizes the Achaean

leaders on the plain, and identifies them to old Priam, as

she sits by his side on the tower by the Scaean Gate,

—

not to speak of the rout before Patroclus when the Achaean

warrior actually sets foot on a projecting buttress of the

Trojan wall (11 702).

Between the Achaean camp and the Trojan city, runs the

river Scamander, according to several passages of the Iliad.

When King Priam visits the Greek camp, to

ransom the body of his son Hector, this river is
^^^^^^jj/^j.

clearly the boundary between the territory which

is under the control of the Achaeans and that which is

held by the Trojans. Thus his protecting escort, the god

Hermes, sent by Zeus, joins him here on his way to the

camp, and leaves him again at the ford, on his return to

the city (Q 349 ff., 682 ff.). At S 433, also, the Scamander

flows between the city and the camp, and the wounded

Hector, borne unconscious from the battle, is here bathed

with water from the stream. A large part of the twenty-first

book of the Iliad is devoted to an account of the passage

of the river by the Trojans, in flight from their position

before the Achaean camp ($ i ff.). At the close of the

first day of battle (H 329), a truce is made for the burial

of those "who have been slain on the banks of the
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Scamander," which naturally implies that it was crossed

by the armies, and did not merely flow near their field of

battle, and on one side of it. But nowhere, except in the

twenty-first book of the Iliad, does the river form a hindrance

or obstacle of any kind to the free movements of the

armies.^ Once (A 498) we are told that this river lay at

the left of the battle, which means on the east, towards

the Rhoetean promontory,—for the poet in his view of the

battlefield seems to be always on the side of the Achaeans,

facing toward Troy.^ Perhaps where the river is not

mentioned, the hearer was to suppose that the poet's mind

was busy with another part of the field when the most of

the forces were crossing the stream, as well as to remember

that the forces on the plain of Troy would not mind crossing

a stream so much as a modern army, being less incon-

venienced by the water, and being more accustomed to

movements in loose order,—not being disconcerted by being

thrown out of line. Professor Robert holds that the Sca-

mander did not flow between the camp and the city, but

past both, by the side of the battlefield,^—emptying itself

into the Hellespont, as at present, at the western end of

the bay,—but with a great bow which would make the

route which crossed it the shortest course from the camp
to the town. No bridges are mentioned for the Scamander,

or indeed in the Homeric poems.

The Scamander is the chief river of the plain, which
is called Scamandrian (B 465). It is said to be Zeus-

begotten ($ 2), which implies that it descends

„
"^

, .
from the heights of Mount Ida, although its " two
sources " are said to be near the city of Ilium,

at the stone washing-troughs (X 147); we see elsewhere

that the latter statement as applied to the Trojan plain

can mean only that the water from these sources flowed

into the Scamander (p. 531). It had a priest to offer

sacrifices to it,—just as Peleus had vowed his son's hair as

^ See Homeri Iliadis Carmina, ed. Christ, pp. 51 ff. Christ would consider the

lays in which the Scamander is thought of as flowing between the city and
the camp (H, 6, S, *, S2) as of later composition than where it flows on the

same side of both, as B, B, A. But see p. 529.

^This is denied by Robert, in Hermes xlii. 104.
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an offering to the river Spercheiis of Thessaly ("^ 146 ff.).

The gods called it Xantkus, or Yellow River (Y 74),—

a

name doubtless derived from the color of its stream in time of

flood. It emptied itself into the Hellespont to the left, that

is, to the east, of the Achaean camp (A 498 ; cf. E 36,

35 5). Its depth was such that not only could men swim
in it, but living horses and cattle are sunk in its waters as

a sacrifice ($ 132), and its fish are thought of as large

enough to tear the corpses of the dead ($ 203). On
the fourth day of battle, the Trojans in flight to their city,

striving to escape from the wrath and mighty arm of

Achilles, fill the stream and crouch under its steep banks
{Kprjfj.vou'i, # 26). Achilles then leaps into the river and
slays his enemies, disregarding the Scamander's request that

he should not clog the waters with the dead, but rather

kill his foes upon the plain ($214 ff.). The river in anger,

arousing its stream, and calling to its aid its tributary, the

Simois, smites the warrior's shoulders and tears the ground

from under his feet. At first he aids himself by a fallen

elm, which bridged (or, more properly, made a dyke into)

the stream, but then the Scamander overflows its banks

and would have overcome Achilles, had not Hera set her

son, the fire-god Hephaestus, to oppose the river-god, who
with seething waters at last ceased from the conflict. The
overflow of the banks seems to represent the river in the

winter season when it was a mountain torrent and flooded

the plain. The Simois is the chief of its ^, „.

., . 1 , , . Tfie Simois.
tributaries,^ but tnis stream does not cause any

hindrance to the free movement of the armies. Its violence

is thought to be indicated by a clause which follows its

mention in M 22,
—"the Simois, where shields of ox-hide

and helmets fell in the dust," which was before the mind

of Vergil when he wrote, " ubi tot Simois correpta sub

undis
I

scuta virum galeasque et fortia corpora volvit"

{Aeneid, i. 100). In the Agamemnon of Aeschylus (696)

'-Cf. rixi poas Si^ieis (!vp.^aXKeTov ride XKi/xavSpoi, E 774, and * 307. "Between

the Simois and the streams of the Xanthus," /j.ea(Triy/is 'Zi.ix6evT0$ ISi EdySoio

foiav, Z 4, of the place where the battle raged, does not prove that the rivers

joined,—only that their streams approached ; and in this verse some ancient

copies read woTa/io'lo Xxa/MaySpov Kal 'ZrofiaXi/j.vris, which last was later the name

of the marshy mouth of the Scamander.
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the Achaean fleet, in pursuit of Helen, beach their boats on

the banks of the Simois.

The plain seems marshy near the city (^ 474). though

elsewhere (as at F 13) a cloud of dust arises under the

feet of the men and the horses. Elms and

^kin'^
willows, reeds and rushes, grow near the bed of

the Scamander ($ 350). The horses of Adrastus

break the pole of his chariot, which is entangled in a

tamarisk shrub (Z 39), and at K 467 a "mark" is made

by tying together reeds and the branches of a tamarisk.

Several landmarks are mentioned on the plain, but are

in no way described. At B 793, Polites, a swift-footed

son of Priam, sits as a lookout for the Trojans

on the tomb of the old Aesyetes (possibly the

father-in-law of Anchises's daughter Hippodamia, IST 427),

in order to watch for the approach of the Achaean forces.

At B 814, a high mound Batieia (
Thornhill) is the

landmark by which the Trojan forces gather and are

marshalled. The immortals are said to call this the " tomb
of the agile Myrina," who may have been an Amazon, as

a scholiast suggests,—one of those who invaded Phrygia,

according to Priam in T 189. The tomb of Ilus, the

grandfather of Priam, for whom the city was named Ilios

or Ilium, is a landmark near which Hector and the other

Trojan chieftains hold a council after the battle of the

second day (K 415). On the next day Agamemnon drives

the Trojans past it (A 166), and Paris leans upon it to

send an arrow at Diomed (A 370 ff.). At Q 349, we
see that it lay between the city and the Scamander.

An oak (or a chestnut, (f)>]'y6s) tree^ was one of the most
important landmarks of the plain. It stood near the Scaean

Gate of the city, and Achilles boasted that as

long as he was engaged in fighting. Hector never

ventured beyond this tree (I 354). Here the throng of

Trojan women met Hector as he returned from the battle,

with inquiries about the fate of their husbands and their

kinsmen (Z 237). Under this tree his comrades placed

the wounded Sarpedon (E 693). There Athena and Apollo

^ Robert, in Hermes xlii. 90, distinguishes two oaks,—one on the plain (E 693,

H 22), and the other near the Scaean Gate.
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met as they were going to view the fray (H 22), and on
one of its branches they " sat like cormorants " (H 60).

There the Trojans first took breath in flight before

Agamemnon (A 170), and there, apparently, Apollo inspired

Agenor with courage to meet Achilles ($ S49J.
A wild-fig tree (epiveo?, Z 433) is mentioned as standing

on a height near the walls and the Scaean Gate, where the

city was particularly open to attack. At A 167,

it is nearer the city than the tomb of Ilus, which ^'^'^-J'S

was on the same route. At X 145, it stands by
a " look-out," and its epithet " wind-beaten " is explained as

an indication of its position on a height. This height is

found by Dr. Dorpfeld on the west side of the city, and
there, curiously enough, not only is the approach from the

plain easier, because of the elevation, but the wall, as it

remains, is of inferior construction to that of most of the

city.^ It is said to be particularly well suited to be a look-

out, but for this it should be no better than the wall itself

Callicolone is a "Fair Hill" near the Simo'is (Y 53, 151),

mentioned only as the station of Apollo and Ares, when
the divinities came down from Olympus to take ^ ,,. , ,

part in the conflict of men. It may have stood,

as Dorpfeld suggests, near the Hellespont, on the eastern

side of the Scamander. A "swelling'' of the plain (QpwcriJ.o's,

K 160, A 56, Y 3) seems to have lain between the Achaean

camp and the bed of the Scamander,—but it cannot have

been of any considerable height. A wall is referred to as

built by " the Trojans and Pallas Athena " for the defense

of Heracles when he undertook to save Laomedon's daughter

Hesione from the sea-monster (Y 145), but this must have

been near the sea, and out of the way of the contending

armies. That the highest peak of Mt. Ida, Gargarus,

jcommanded a view of the Trojan city and plain, is clear

from 9 48 ff., where Zeus takes this summit as his post

from which to watch the battles. What other heights were

seen from the Trojan city, is not even indicated, except as

Poseidon sat on the height of Samothrace (X 12) to watch

the battle on the Trojan plain, while his elder brother Zeus

was sitting on Mt. Ida. A cursory glance at the map

'Dorpfeld, Troja und Ilion, 608, 629.
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shows that Imbros lies between Samothrace and the Troad,

but Imbros is so much lower that it did not interfere with

Poseidon's view. Tenedos also is in sight from Ilium, with

Mt. Athos visible on a clear evening.^

The city of Ilium lay on a height in the plain (ev ireSm,

Y 217), which of itself would exclude its identification with

Bunarbashi (see page 545). Its walls had been

built for Priam's father Laomedon by Poseidon

($ 446). The poet is ignorant of the story that Aeacus,

ancestor of Achilles and Telamonian Ajax, had assisted in

the building of the wall, and that the city was destined to

be taken at the place where his hands had wrought (Pindar,

OL viii. 30 ff.), unless a hidden reference to this may be

found in the words of Andromache to Hector, urging him

to station the Trojan forces near the wild-fig tree, where

already the Achaeans had thrice made assault, they being

impelled either by some knowledge of an oracle or by

their own hearts (Z 438). Only one gate, the Scaean, is

mentioned,—unless possibly the Dardanian Gate (E 789,

X 194, 413;—see page 556) is another. Scholars have

thought that the poet had no occasion to name any gate

except that which led to the plain of the Scamander on

which the battles were fought. By the Scaean Gate stood

a great tower on which the women and old men gathered

to watch the conflicts on the field below.^ This was so

near the scene of the battle that, from it, Helen and Priam

could recognize the Achaean leaders (F 161 ff.), who must

have been beyond the whole Trojan army. The city

was surrounded by open ground, for Achilles pursued

Hector thrice about it,—part of the way, at least, along

a wagon road (X 145 ff.). The speed possible, and the

effort required, clearly could not be made definite by the poet.

Of the half-dozen epithets applied to Ilium,

—

lofty, well-

walled, lovely, windy, '' with good steeds," broad-streeted, and
sacred^ (or strong, cf. p. 380),—the last is applied most

' Le Chevalier said that Mt. Athos was not only seen from the Troad, but

actually cast a shadow over it.

2 See r 145 ff., Z 386, * 526, X 1 ff., 462 ft.

' a.lirei.vnv, P 328; evreixeov, B 113; ipareiv-ljv. B 210; riv^ij-iieaaav , T 305;
^iirioKov, IT 576 ; ^ipvayviav, B 12 ; Ip-qv, H 82.
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frequently, whether with reference to the sanctuary of Athena
or to the walls built by Poseidon. The epithet windy or

wind-swept, which is used seven times, is amply
justified by the winds which blow down the

^j'^*'''^' 'f

Hellespont. The epithet /o/ty is comparative, but

is justified by the commanding position of the hill of His-

sarlik. The epithet well-walled has been justified by the

recent excavations. The epithet " with good steeds," finds

illustration and confirmation in the fact that large herds of

the imperial Turkish horses graze at present on the plain of

Troy. The epithet broad-streeted, which is applied also to

Mycenae (A 52), is clearly comparative; it receives no clear

confirmation from the remains.

Of the fortifications of the Homeric age, impressive ruins

remain,—particularly at Mycenae and Tiryns, in addition

to those of Hissarlik (Ilium). Those of Mycenae
are not mentioned in the poems, although this Fo^'W'^f''^'

^u L c \ i< 1 • r „ of Homeric
was the home of Agamemnon, kmg of men j
and commander-in-chief of the expedition against

Troy. Tiryns is mentioned only in passing, as " well-walled
"

{reijioeaa-av, B 559). The Cretan Gortyna bears the same
epithet as Tiryns (B 646), and the poet mentions the walls

of Scheria {X, 9), of Cilician Thebes (Z 416), of Boeotian

Thebes (A 37S), of Egyptian Thebes (I 383), and of three

or four more towns ; but most other Homeric cities seem,

like Sparta, to have no fortifications.^ The twenty-three

towns of the Troad which were sacked by Achilles (I 328),

were doubtless very slightly defended, and probably most

of them were surprised by his attack. Egyptian Thebes is

said to have a hundred gates (I 383), which of course

imply a wall such as never existed there. Perhaps the

poet may have heard of the great portals of Thebes, which

were called pylones (TruXwve?) by the later Greeks.

The Achaean camp was without entrenchments until after

the first day of battle of the Iliad. During the first nine

years of the war, while Achilles took part in the

conflict, the Trojans did not assume the offensive
; r y/: ,

but when Achilles withdrew from the field of

battle, the Achaeans took the advice of Nestor and built a

' Whether the city of Athens had walls before the Persian invasion, is disputed.
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wall with towers for the defense of their camp, and dug a

trench a little way in front of it (H 325, 436).^ This work

of fortification seems to be condensed into a single day,

but this limit of time must not be pressed, for the trench

was broad and deep (H 440), and pointed palisades were

fixed in it,—not to speak of , the towers and gate. The

gods themselves beheld it with wonder, and Poseidon feared

that it would cause men to forget the wall which he built

about Troy for Laomedon (H 443 ff). Of this wall about

the camp, only one gate is mentioned (M 420), at the

left of the camp.2 This gate is broken open by Hector's

throwing against it a huge stone, " which not two men of

the people, such as men now are, could easily heave from

the ground upon a wagon" (M 445),—which broke both

vertical beams and bars. Such an entrenchment was hardly

achieved in a single day. But the towers do not seem

very high : the assailants heave and pull at the buttresses

and the battlements (M 256), and Sarpedon, standing before

the wall, strikes with his spear a defender of a tower (M 395).

When Sarpedon pulls down part of the parapet, nothing but

a wall, perhaps five feet in height,—a mere breastwork,—

separates the two armies '(M 415); and when Hector breaks

through the gate, while some of his comrades follow him,

others come over the wall (M 469 ; cf. 'N 50).

Twice in the Iliad, reference is made to an agreement

between besiegers and besieged, that a city should be spared,

but half of its possessions given to the enemy.

This was better for the people of the city than

to lose everything, and to be led into captivity them-

1 Perhaps we may say of this wall, as of the organization of the army on the advice,

of Nestor (see page 579), that for the poet's purposes this was the beginning of the

war, though in its tenth year.

^The expressions are not entirely clear. At M 87, the Trojans advance upon

the Achaeans in five columns, which may imply five gates to the wall,—like the

seven leaders against seven-gated Thebes ; but against breastworks no higher than

these before Troy the enemy might make a direct assault, even without scaling-

ladders or battering-rams, which are foreign to our poet's experience. Some

interpret M 120, 340, and H 339 as implying several gates. M 175 expressly says,

.

"Some were fightmg about one gate, and some about another," but this passage

was rejected by both Aristophanes of Byzantium and Aristarchus, and was not in

the edition of Zenodotus.
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selves, and it well might be more profitable to the assailants

than to risk an assault in which their own loss might be
considerable, and the treasures of the city would in large

part be destroyed. Thus in the last day of the battles of

the Iliad, when all the other Trojans had been driven into

the city. Hector shrinking from flight before Achilles, asked

himself if he might not go unarmed to meet his foe, and
offer to him not only Helen and all her treasures brought

from Lacedaemon (which had been the cause of the war),

but also half of the possessions of the city. He remembered,

however, with whom he had to deal, and that the time for

compromise had passed (X iii). Similarly on the Shield

of Achilles, Hephaestus depicts a city beleaguered by enemies

who declare that they will sack it unless half of its pos-

sessions are delivered to them (S 510). An indemnity

for war is indicated after the single-combat between Paris

and Menelaus, when Agamemnon demands not merely the

return of Helen and the treasures, but also a recompense

(rt/x)/, r 459), which must be intended as a satisfaction for

the trouble and cost of the war.

The ordinary cause of war in the Homeric times was

the " lifting of cattle over the Border." Achilles had no

personal grievance against the Trojans, he reminds

Agamemnon (A 154); they had never driven off
?!'f^"fl

his cattle or his horses, nor had they destroyed ^^^_

the grain in fertile Phthia. The disguised

Odysseus says to Penelope's suitors, " there is no grief when

a man is wounded in fighting for his possessions,—for his

cattle or his white-fleeced sheep" (/> 470). On his visit to

the realm of Hades, Odysseus, wondering at the presence of

the ghost of Agamemnon, asks him with regard to his death,

—whether Poseidon wrecked his ships, or enemies slew him

upon the land as he was cutting off their cattle or fair

ilocks of sheep, or fighting in defense of their city and their

wives (X 399). Near the close of the Odyssey, reference is

made to a former occasion, on which Messenians landed on

the island of Ithaca, and carried away three hundred sheep

and their shepherds (0 18). Athena comforts Odysseus,

after his return to Ithaca, and before his killing of Penelope's

suitors, by the promise of her help, and says that even if

2Q
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fifty companies of men should stand around- the two, eager

to slay them, yet Odysseus should drive away the cattle

and goodly flocks (v 49). In one of several reminiscences,

Nestor calls to mind the strife between the Pylians and

the Eleans, in the time of his youth, " because of the driving

of cattle" (A 671). The Pylians drove from Elis fifty herds

of kine, as many sheep, goats, and swine, and one hundred

and fifty horses. Of these, Nestor's father reserved for

himself a herd of cattle and a flock of sheep, " three hundred

and their herdsmen," since a " great debt was due him in

Elis," namely, four race-horses and their chariot, which had

been sent to compete for a prize, and were detained by King

Augeas. The rest of the plundered herds and flocks were

given to the people of Pylus for distribution. Naturally

enough, the Eleans came in all haste, horse and foot, to

recover their property, and encamped about one of the

frontier towns of the Pylians, eager to sack it,—and the war

was fairly begun. Thus, also, in the Theseus of Bacchylides,

the chorus asks the king the ground of his anxiety,—" Has
a hostile force invaded the land, or are robbers driving away
flocks of sheep ? " Sometimes a peaceful settlement of such

a quarrel might be secured. Odysseus while still a mere

lad was sent to the Messenians to ask satisfaction for the

three hundred sheep and their herdsmen which had been

taken from the island of Ithaca (c^ 15).

On his way home from the siege of Troy, Odysseus lands

at the country of the Cicones in Thrace {i 39) ; the Ithacans

„ . , . slay the men of the city, and divide among
themselves the women and the rest of the booty.

Cicones were among the Thracian allies of the Trojans

(B 846), but the poet in no way intimates that the act of

the Ithacans was in continuation of the Trojan war, or an

act of revenge, and not a simple repetition of the acts of

plundering and killing with which Odysseus and his men
were perfectly familiar before they went to Troy. They had
plundered the towns near Troy, not so much because these

were giving aid and comfort to the Trojans, as because the

Achaeans wanted the booty to be obtained. The disguised

Odysseus tells Eumaeus that, before the Trojan expedition,

he nine times had led companies of Cretans in swift ships
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to other lands, and had gained rich booty (^ 229). Clearly

these were not exploits which excited horror or indignation

in the mind of the hearer, or shame and penitence in the

soul of the teller of the story,—they prove the latter to be
" a mighty man of valor." And, the story-teller goes on to

narrate, how only a month after the taking of Troy, impatient

of an inactive life, he fitted out an expedition of nine ships

for Egypt, where they wasted the peaceful fields, and led the

women and children into captivity, until a stronger force of

Egyptians appeared, and conditions changed. But even under

such provocations, the leader of the expedition not only saved

his life by supplication, but was accepted as a friend, and

finally received many presents.

Corresponding to forays by land, were piratical expeditions

by sea, which would not differ essentially from those acts

to which reference has just been made. Thucy- „.

dides (i. 5) observes that a stranger in the

Homeric age, on his arrival, is sometimes asked whether or

not he is a pirate (as Telemachus by Nestor, y 71, and

Odysseus by Polyphemus i 252), and that this question is

neither intended nor received as an insult.^ The historian

adds that in his own time, successful piracy was honored

in certain parts of northwestern Greece, and finds in such

hostile expeditions as we are considering, an explanation of

the fact that most of the early cities of Greece, such as

Athens, Thebes, Sparta, and Mycenae, were built at some

distance from the sea. The flame which Athena caused

to gleam from Achilles's head, when he appears to the

Trojans after learning of the death of his comrade Patroclus,

is likened by the poet to the beacon fires lighted by islanders,

when attacked suddenly by enemies, intended to call for

help from the neighboring islands (2 206).

In the guerilla warfare of the epic age, ambuscades were

frequent, and in these the bravery of men was thought

to be most severely tried. The coward's color changed, he

constantly altered his position, his heart beat hard, and

^ Aristarchus, in a scholion on 7 71, says that this question is better suited to

the spirit of Polyphemus than to the courtesy of Nestor, and denies Thucydides's

statement that piracy brought no disgrace in the Homeric age.—In | 85-88, if

iiris refers as usual to divine punishment, this is threatened to freebooters.
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his teeth chattered; while the brave man's color did not

change, nor did his heart fear over much (N" 277). In

the quarrel near the opening of the Iliad, Achilles,
Ambuscades,

^j^^^^j^^ Agamemnon with cowardice, says that

he never dares to arm himself for battle with the people,

nor to go to the place of ambush,—this seems death to him

(A 226) ; and in Hades, the ghost of Achilles is filled with

joy as he learns of the bravery of his son Neoptolemus in

the ambuscade of the Wooden Horse,—how he did not pale,

nor wipe a tear from his cheek, but kept handling his spear

and the hilt of his sword, and, impatient for action, begged

Odysseus to allow him to go forth from the horse (X 523).

The spirit in which war was conducted in the Homeric

times was much like that which is set forth in the book

of Deuteronomy xx. 13: " Thou shalt smite every

^"Z "-^ male thereof with the edge of the sword : but

the women and the little ones, and the cattle,

and all that is in the city, even all the spoil thereof, shalt

thou take unto thyself."^ In the Embassy to Achilles,

Cleopatra is represented as urging her husband Meleager

to defend his city, " telling him of all the woes of those

whose city is taken : they slay the men, fire destroys the

town, and others lead away into captivity the children

and the deep-zoned women" (I 591, ^ ^264). Chryseis

was captured from Thebes and given as prize of honor to

Agamemnon, whose refusal to exchange her for a ransom

of countless gifts from her old father the priest Chryses,

brought upon the Achaeans the wrath of Apollo and countless

woes. Thus also Briseis was " taken for a prey " from

Lyrnessus ; her husband and three brothers were slain

(T 296), and she was taken as a prize by Achilles, who

had killed her husband. So also the royal mother of

Andromache was taken with the rest of the spoil from

Hypoplacian Thebes (Z 426). Hector himself looks forward

to the time when sacred Ilium shall fall, and his wife

Andromache be led away into captivity, to ply the loom

^ Even in later times, under great provocation, this old rule was followed by

the Greeks. Thus in the Peloponnesian War, the Athenians, on capturing Scione

after a siege, killed all the men and made slaves of the women and children,

and gave the land to the Plataeans (Thuc. v. 32). The Melians later were

treated in the same way (Thuc. v. 116).
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or to bring water from the spring, at the command of

another (Z 448). And in her dirge for Hector, when his

body is brought back to Troy, Andromache apostrophizes

him :
" Soon the city will be sacked, for thou hast perished,

its guardian, who didst keep in safety the faithful wives

and infant children, who now soon will be borne away

in the hollow ships, and I among them. And thou, my
child [turning to Astyanax], either wilt follow me to a

land where thou wilt perform unseemly tasks for a harsh

master, or some Achaean will seize thee by the hand and

hurl thee from a tower." ^ (Q 728.)

Clearly the male captives could not be retained in the

camp as slaves ; escape or revolt would be too easy. A
Homeric warrior would be an uneasy servant for

T,, r .^ ,., J . Maks Slain
a captor. 1 herefore if a life was spared m . „ ,

,

battle, the prisoner was sent to a neighboring

island for sale,—as to Samothrace, Imbros, or Lemnos.

Thus Achilles spared Priam's son Lycaon, and sold him

to Lemnos, where he brought the worth of a hundred oxen

(# 79),—doubtless not because as a slave he was so valuable,

but because King Priam was sure to be willing to give a

large ransom for him, as indeed he gave threefold the

price which Achilles received. Other sons of Priam were

similarly treated (X 45, Q 753). A suppliant, begging

for mercy, naturally tells of the stores of bronze and of

gold at his home, from which his father would give gladly

if he should learn that his son was alive, a prisoner, at

the swift ships of the Achaeans (Z 46, K 378, A 131).

Thus this ransom naturally takes the place of the more

customary sale ; it is in effect the sale of liberty to the

captive himself. Here are found the first beginnings of a

code of war.

The captive was absolutely at the will of his conqueror

;

only if he had spared his life on the field, the victor

was not expected to change his mind. The twelve
.

, A 1 -,1 1 i- Position of

young Trojan warriors whom Achilles took captive
q^^i^^^

at the crossing of the Scamander (<!• 27), were

destined from the first for an offering at the funeral pyre

iPor the fate of conquered cities, cf. also, A 366 ff., B 689, e 523, i 40 fif.,

i. 264 ff.
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of Fatroclus (^ I75). and doubtless cherished no vain

hopes of safety. At the close of the first day of battle

of the //md, ships arrive from Lemnos, and prisoners are

among the articles of barter with which the Achaeans

purchase wine (H 475). Once Menelaus is about to respect

the entreaty of a Trojan whom he overtakes, but Agamemnon
rebukes him with a reminder of the wrong done by Paris,

and with the wish that no male of the Trojans, not even

the child unborn, might escape the sword (Z 45 ff.). When
Priam's son Lycaon falls a second time into the hands of

Achilles, and begs for quarter, he hears an implacable

voice : While Patroclus lived, Achilles took many prisoners

and sold them
; but now that Patroclus has fallen, no one

shall escape death of all the Trojans whom the divinity puts

into the hands of Achilles ("i> 100). In these dreadful acts

is no thought of special cruelty ; Achilles and Menelaus are

only following the law and usage of war. Achilles continues

to Lycaon :
" But do thou too die. Why dost thou mourn

thus ? Patroclus also died, who was far braver than thou.

Do^t thou not see what I too am,—beautiful and tall ? I

am the son of a brave father, and a goddess was my
mother, but death and mighty fate hang over me also."

Violent death was so familiar a sight to the Homeric
Greeks that it lost its peculiar horror for them, as those

^ ,.
who have been engaged in a bloody war are wont

'Brutality.
, r , ,.^ ,

to lose respect for human life. In that primitive

age, men may not have learned to feel strongly the

difference between the life of a man and that of a brute.

In anger, Hector planned to cut off the head of the slain

Patroclus, and give his body to the dogs,—but he did

not succeed. To us this seems brutal and savage ; but we
remember that at the close of Shakespeare's Macbeth, the
" dead butcher's " head was brought upon the scene, and
such treatment of the dead has not been rare in rude and
warlike ages. In his supreme wrath for the death of

Patroclus, Achilles drags the body of Hector from before the

Trojan city to the Achaean camp, and about the tomb of

his comrade (X 395, Q, 16). But these are extreme cases.

Zeus tells Hera that apparently her anger at the Trojans
would be satisfied only by devouring them raw (A 35).
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And Hecuba in her grief wishes she could eat the very
heart {Wap, Hterally /iver, Q 212) of Achilles who had
slain her son. But these expressions are not to be pressed

as if they were the survivals of an age of cannibalism, for

they can be paralleled from later literature. We may even
compare the words of Beatrice in Muck Ado about Nothing
(iv. I, 308): "O God, that I were a man! 1 would eat

his heart in the market-place." The shade of Agamemnon,
speaking of his own death, says to Odysseus in Hades,
"You have seen many men killed, singly and in the mighty
battle," but Odysseus had never seen any sight so sad as

the death of Agamemnon and his comrades at the hands of

Aegisthus and his men (X 416) ; and this word of Agamemnon
certainly does not limit the experiences of Odysseus to the

Trojan Wars.

The details of the fighting-books of the Iliad, particularly,

perhaps, the fifth, eleventh, twelfth, and sixteenth books, are

rather gory and gruesome reading for a modern
man. For example, when Peneleiis fixes his spear Gra^/^m^

in the eye of Ilioneus, and then cutting off his Qi^g„
head with his sword, holds this up on the end

of his spear, " like a poppy " (S 499) ; or where Achilles

wounds Polydorus in such a manner that his bowels gush

out, and the wounded man gathers these to him with his

hands (Y 418); or when Pisander is so struck on the

helmet by Agamemnon that his bloody eyes fall to the

ground at his feet (N617, t/lll 345); or when the Locrian

Ajax chops off the head of a son-in-law of Priam, and

hurls it like a ball (a-<paip>]S6v, N 204) through the throng.

Patroclus hurls at a son of Priam, and a charioteer of his

brother Hector, a stone which crushes his forehead, and

his eyes fall in the dust before his feet ; the man falls

headlong from his chariot "like a diver" (apvevTrjpt, H 742),

and Patroclus says mockingly :
" Truly he is a nimble

man ! How easily he turns a somersault ! If he were on

the fishy sea, he could provide oysters for many, even in

stormy weather, by diving from the boat." Patroclus wounds

another man in the jaw with his spear, and therewith pulls

him out of his chariot, as a man pulls a great fish by hook

and line from the sea (11 404). Automedon, near the
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close of the third battle, is as bloody as a lion which has

eaten a bull (P 542). Achilles drives his spear through

Hector's gullet, and to his prayer that Priam may be

allowed to ransom his dead body, he replies that he would

fain himself devour him, and surely would give him to the

dogs of the camp. Many Achaeans gather around the

corpse and thrust their spears into it, saying " Hector is

easier to handle now than when he was burning the ships

with destructive fire," and then Achilles draws a strap

through the tendons of Hector's ancles, and drags the

body behind his chariot, to the camp, in full view of Hector's

father, mother, and wife (X 346 ff.).

Homer certainly feels more personal interest in every

detail of the battles which he narrates, than Vergil in the

conflicts of Aeneas and Turnus. The one is

Naura&L *^^^'"^ °^ ^^^^^ "^^^^^ delight his heart, such

as he has often seen with his own eyes, and

has heard described by mighty men of valor, while Vergil

has only a literary interest in his contests. Yet in these

narratives the Homeric poet is never seeking to excite

horror ; he is not naturalistic,^he is natural. His story of

the Cyclops Polyphemus contains no parallel to Vergil's

" monstrum horrendum informe ingens cui lumen ademptum.:'

He simply states facts, and describes scenes which are

perfectly familiar to him. The accuracy of his anatomical

knowledge proves his frequent sight of severe wounds. His

hearers too have witnessed many such gory combats. The
epic poet gives details in a perfectly objective way, rarely

indicating any emotion of his own, yet avoiding such a

bald statement as that A slew B. Generally he tells his

hearer how and where the wound was inflicted, and what
was the result, though he does not think it necessary always

to report that death ensued from what would clearly be a

fatal wound. For instance, to take a characteristic example,

at the beginning of the fifth book of the Iliad, and to state

the facts without any of the poetic paraphernalia : Diomed
hit Phegeus on the chest, between the breasts, with his

spear, and thrust him from his chariot. Agamemnon fixed

his spear in the back of Odius, between the shoulders,

and drove it through his breast. Idomeneus struck Phaestus
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with his long spear, as he mounted his chariot, on the right

shoulder,—and he fell out of his chariot, and hateful dark-

ness seized him. Menelaus struck Scamandrius, as he was
fleeing before him, in the back,—and he fell prone and his

armor rang over him. Meriones hit Phereclus on the right

buttock, and the point of the spear passed under the bone,

by the bladder,—and he fell upon his knee with a groan,

and darkness covered him. Meges hit Pedaeus with his

sharp spear on the nape of the neck, and the bronze {i.e.

the spear point) pushing straight on to the teeth, cut the

root of the tongue,—and he fell in the dust and seized the

cold bronze with his teeth. Eurypylus struck Hypsenor
with his sword, as he fled before him, on the shoulder, and
hewed off the heavy arm,—and the bloody arm fell to the

plain, while dark death and mighty fate came down over

his eyes. Then Pandarus hit Diomed in the right shoulder

with an arrow, but the wound was not serious. Diomed
hits Astynoiis above the nipple with his bronze-pointed spear,

and strikes Hypeiron on the collar-bone by the shoulder

with his great sword, and separates the shoulder from the

neck and the back ; he slays two sons of Priam, as a lion,

leaping into the midst of cattle feeding in a thicket, crushes

the neck of a heifer or an ox ; he hits Pandarus on the

nose by the eye, and pierces his white teeth ; he hits Aeneas

with a great stone and crushes his hip-joint ; he wounds

the goddess Aphrodite on the wrist.—Thus in the first three

hundred verses of the fifth book of the Iliad, twelve warriors

are slain and three are wounded, but the particulars are

given in every case but two. No summary statement is

made, as in an official report, of so and so many as killed

or wounded.

Once indeed the poet tells us (11 784) that " Thrice

Patroclus rushed upon the Trojans, like to keen Ares, with

a terrible shout, and thrice he slew nine men " : , ,

1 . „ A 1 1 . T • ii Numbers
and agam, Ajax wounded twelve men m the

^^^^-^

hand-to-hand conflict" (0 746), while twelve of

the Trojans fell in the rout when Achilles uttered his great

shout from the wall of the Achaean camp (Z 230). A
German scholar (von Hahn) counts three hundred and

eighteen men as definitely stated to have been killed in the
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battles of the Iliad, including the twelve youthful Trojan

captives whom Achilles slays at the funeral of Patroclus.

Of the whole number, two hundred and forty-three are said

to be named. Patroclus kills fifty-four, including the twenty-

seven who are unnamed,—all of course on the third day of

the battles of the Iliad. Achilles is the next most deadly,

—

killing thirty-six, all on the last day of the battles of the

Iliad. Hector slays twenty-eight ; Diomed, twenty, of whom
he kills twelve on the first day of battle ; Odysseus kills

eighteen,—nine on the first day, and nine on the third

;

Ajax and Teucer kill fifteen each ; Agamemnon kills twelve,

—

four on the first day, and eight on the third ; Menelaus kills

eight, Meriones seven, Aeneas and Idomeneus six each,

Paris and Pulydamas three each, and Sarpedon and Glaucus

two each. The "charioteer of Asius " (N 394) is said to

be the only single " anonymous " of the slain,—though the

poet would not limit the imaginations of his hearers with

regard to the masses who perish.

A modern reader is surprised to observe in Homer the

predominance of fatal wounds,—-more than two-thirds of the

whole number. Without reckoning the compara-

Fatal
tively infrequent statements of death without

details of the wound, like the killing of Priam's

two sons by Diomed, which has just been mentioned, about

one hundred and fifty cases of wounds have been counted

in the Iliad. One writer,^ who counts one hundred and

fifty-four wounds, thinks that one hundred and twenty-three

cause death, while the issue of five is left doubtful. A more
elaborate discussion ^ enumerates one hundred and forty-

seven in all,—one hundred and six caused by the spear,

seventeen by the sword, twelve by a stone, and twelve by
an arrow. Of these, thirty-one were on the head,—all fatal

;

sixteen were on the neck,—of which thirteen were fatal
;

seventy-nine on the body,—sixty-seven fatal, with a small

number of doubtful cases in addition ; ten on the upper
limbs,—^two fatal ; eleven on the lower limbs,—one fatal. .Of

the fatal wounds on the body, fifty-nine were given by the

spear, four by the sword, three by an arrow, and one by

' Mr. A. G. Bentley, in an unpublished thesis.

^Frolich, Die Militarmedicin Homers, Stuttgart.
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a stone. The same German scholar makes the following

comparison between the ordinary placg of wounds in Homeric
and in modern warfare :

Homeric Warfare. Modern Warfare.

Wounds on the Head, 21 per cent. 7 per cent.

Wounds on the Neck, 11 per cent. 2 per cent.

Wounds on the Body, 54 per cent. 21 per cent.

Wounds on the Upper Limbs, 7 per cent. 26 per cent.

Wounds on the Lower Limbs, 7 per cent. 44 per cent.

From this table it is seen that the Homeric warrior aimed
with the spear at the head and neck, while the modern
bullet is directed from a greater distance at the whole body
of the enemy. Attention has been called to the fact that

the wound from an arrow is least dangerous, while all

struck by a sword die.

A severed artery meant death. Homeric wounds on any
part of the chest, back, or abdomen are almost sure to be

fatal, and generally immediately. That a warrior so wounded
should be carried to the rear for treatment, is entirely

exceptional. Hypsenor, son of Hippasus, was wounded by
Deiphobus in the liver, and according to our text was borne

to the hollow ships (N 421-423.),—but these three verses

seem to be borrowed from a passage in the eighth book of

the Iliad, where Teucer was hit by a stone on the collar-

bone and then carried to the camp (0 332). The poet does

not seem to think of the heart as a more vital organ than

the liver or lungs.

In the story of one hundred and fifty wounds, we should

expect to find a certain monotony, even if we were not

aware of the epic poet's readiness to use the same

language for the description of a like situation j^ J
-^

or the narration of a like event : but the variety

of incident in Homer's account of wounds is great. Hardly

could the poet have covered more completely the possi-

bilities of wounds for the human body if he had proceeded

systematically and mechanically. One may naturally inquire

whether different parts of the poems indicate a -tendency to

different wounds, but such a tendenc)' has not been dis-

covered, although, curiously enough, a surgical writer has

observed that three of the four wounds near the groin are
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inflicted by Meriones (E 65, N 570, 650; cf. A 490), and

all are given from behind. (Such wounds from the front

would in general be avoided by the shield.) Wounds are

received on the head, forehead, temple, nose, eye, ear, chin,

jaw, mouth, neck, gullet, nape of neck, collar-bone, shoulder,

arm, elbow, fore-arm, wrist, hand, chest, side, loins, liver,

lungs, heart, bowels, back, navel, belly, groin, rump, thigh,

hip, knee, behind the knee, lower leg by the ancle, flat of

the foot,—all told with so much accuracy of detail that some
classical scholars and medical writers have been inclined to

think that the poet must have been a sort of regimental

surgeon, or at least a member of a guild of priests who
paid particular attention to surgery, although no indication

is found in the poems of any connexion between surgery

and the gods. The anatomical knowledge of Homer has

been declared to be almost as advanced as that of Hippo-

crates. Certainly slight progress was made between the age

of the epic poets and the early fifth century B.C. The
battles of the Homeric age afforded nearly as good oppor-

tunity as the earliest dissecting-room, for the study of the

position and nature of the principal organs of the human
body, and the fact that the same men inflicted and saw the

wounds of battle, and killed and quartered animals for food,

stimulated the study of the elements of comparative anatomy.
Warriors wounded in the head are apt to fall head fore-

most, as is the case with Mydon, who is wounded in the

temple by Antilochus (E 584), and with Cebriones
BeUvior ^ ^^^ ^^^ .^ wounded in the hip, like
with dtjfevent x , , , . ,

'^

Wounds. Aeneas, should smk upon the knee, as he does
(E 305). In general, in the Homeric poems the

wounded behave after their hurt just as physiologists say

that they should,—in falling backwards or forwards, or

simply sinking to the ground, and in uttering a cry. Fifteen '

times, according to a scholar's computation, a wounded man
falls forward, while fourteen times he falls backward. In

certain cases the direction and manner of the fall are to be !

explained, most naturally, not physiologically but physically,
'

—not from the part of the body which is wounded, but {

from the force of the weapon, as where Meges is struck in \

the shoulder from behind by Menelaus, and falls forward, 1
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evidently from the force of the spear (0 S43). So Sarpedon
wounds Alcmaon, and, drawing back his spear, draws with
it the wounded man, who falls upon his face (M 395).
Why the eyes of a wounded man should fall to the ground
when he is smitten on the forehead by a sword or a stone
(X 616, n 741), has not indeed been made out. The
observations that the blood flows most freely only after

the weapon which caused the wound has been removed
(A 458), and that a slight wound gives little trouble until

it has become dry (A 266), are elementary and natural.

Acquaintance with the long artery of the back ((^Ae'\l/,

N 546) does not surprise us in the case of one who had
seen so many wounds. The use of the verb spurted up
QivriKovTiXe, E 113) applied to blood, shows that the poet

knew the action of arterial blood, although no remedy was
known for a severed artery, and he does not distinguish in

terminology between veins and arteries. He knew also

marrow (/xyeXo'y, Y 482), but he had no notion of nerves.

That the plural {o<jTea, A 521) is used of the bones of

a single leg, has been noticed as significant, but is not

unnatural. The account of the wound of Aeneas in the

hip (E 305,—hip-joint broken, and ligaments torn) must be

exaggerated greatly,—it must be a mere contusion,—or else

a miracle is wrought by the care of Leto and Artemis who
tend him in Apollo's temple (E 447). But Homeric wounds
heal quickly and easily, if at all. Not only does Aeneas

reappear on the field of battle on the same day (E 512),

and Diomed continue the conflict with still greater fury

after being hit on the shoulder with an arrow (E 98), but

also Hector, who is hit on the breast by a great stone

hurled by Ajax,—and is knocked senseless, is carried to the

rear (S 409 ff.), and after coming to himself vomits blood

and faints again,—a little later, cheered by Apollo, returns

to the conflict (0 239). On the third day of battle, Aga-

memnon receives a wound from a spear which pierces his

arm below the elbow, and soon is obliged to withdraw from

the fight (A 252 ff.), though he continues the battle as

long as the blood is warm ;

'^ a hostile spear sweeps the

flesh from Odysseus's ribs (A 437); and the flat of Diomed's

^ So also a wounded stag runs as long as his blood is warm, A 477.
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right foot is pierced by an arrow from the bow of Alexander

(A 377); but these three warriors take part in the funeral

games in honor of Patroclus three days later,—Diomed

coming in first in the chariot race (^ 499), fighting in heavy

armor with Telamonian Ajax (^ 812), and acting as second

for his companion Euryalus in the boxing match (^ 681);

Odysseus wrestling with the mighty Telamonian Ajax, who

was much taller than himself (^ 709), and winning the

foot-race over the Locrian Ajax and the younger Antilochus

(^ 778); and Agamemnon presenting himself as a com-

petitor in the contest of hurling the spear. Menelaus too

receives a wound from the treacherous bow of Pandarus at

the beginning of the first day of battle (A 139), but "kindly

herbs " are sprinkled over the wound from which Machaon

sucks or squeezes the blood, and he soon again is ready

to fight (E 50). The Lycian Sarpedon is very severely

wounded in the left thigh on the first day of battle (E 660),

but fights desperately three or four days later (M 397).

Teucer, groaning heavily, is carried from the field by his

friends on the second day of battle (9 334), but on the

next day he fights again, as though nothing had happened

(M 336 ff, 436 ff.). The poet Goethe said that the

Homeric warriors were like the heroes of Valhalla, who
might be cut to pieces in the morning, and yet be ready

to eat a hearty dinner at night.

No surgeons or healers are named for the Trojans and

their allies, and only two for the Achaeans in the army before

Troy,—Machaon and Podaleirius, sons of Asclepius

(Aesculapius, B 732), who had learned his skill

from the centaur Chiron (A 219), from whom Patroclus also

had derived his wisdom in the art (A 832). But that the

army had other surgeons is indicated by two passages

:

Idomeneus " gave directions to the surgeons " for the care

of his comrade (N 2 i 3), and " the surgeons with many drugs

are busy about Eurypylus " (11 28); and the "healer of

ills " (irjTijp) is enumerated among the " servants of the

people" in the Odyssey (§>]fxioepyoi, p 384), who are welcomed
wherever they may go. We remember, however, that the

Romans in republican times had no regular medical and
surgical attendance for their armies.
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We might suppose that each contingent of the army
would need and would have a surgeon, but the two such

who are named,—Machaon and Podaleirius,—are

as skilled and as active in inflicting as they are ^f'S^^"^
1 I'BdtTnCTlt.

in healing wounds, and only once is either of

them represented as doing the work of his special office.

They are sons of Asclepius, but Asclepius himself had not

been admitted to Olympus in Homer's time. Podaleirius

is not named in connexion with any deed of healing. But
early on the first day of the battles of the Iliad, the truce

which had been struck for the single-combat of Paris and
Menelaus, is broken by the Trojan Pandarus's sending an

arrow at Menelaus, who is expecting no harm. The goddess

Athena, however, does not forget the warrior, and turns

aside the arrow from its course, allowing it only to graze

his flesh. Agamemnon at once summons Machaon, who
loosens his armor, sucks or squeezes out the blood to free

the wound from all extraneous matter, and sprinkles over

the wound the herbs which Chiron " with friendly heart

"

(A 219,—which has been thought to indicate that the

prescription was a secret) taught his father to use. On
the third day of battle, Machaon himself is wounded in the

right shoulder by an arrow from the bow of Paris. The
wound is not severe, but Machaon is taken to the camp
by Nestor on his chariot, at the reminder of Idomeneus

that a surgeon is worth more than many other men
(A 506). Patroclus being sent by Achilles to learn what

wounded man Nestor is bringing from the battle, on his

return meets Eurypylus, hit with an arrow in the thigh,

limping from the fight (A 809), who calls on him for aid

since Machaon himself is wounded and Podaleirius is busy

fighting on the field. He conducts Eurypylus to his tent,

stretches him on a pallet of ox-hides, cuts with his knife

the arrow from the thigh, washes the blood from the wound

with warm water, sprinkles over it a " pain-killing, bitter

root," which he rubs with his hands, and which checks the

pains. Then the " wound was dried and the blood ceased

"

(A 848), but the treatment continued for some time (0 393).^

' To ask, as scholars have done, where Patrochjs obtained this healing root,

seems an idle question. He may have had it with him for a Uke emergency

;
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On the first day of battle, Ares is wounded in tiie flank

by the spear of Diomed in the hands of Athena

(E 856). He withdraws to Mt. Olympus in distress and

shows his hurt to Zeus, at whose bidding Paeeon sprinkles

" pain-killing herbs " upon it (E 899), and it is healed

immediately. Thus Aphrodite, too, when wounded in the

arm by the same Diomed (E 336 f) seeks the aid of her

mother Dione who wipes off the flowing ichor, and the

wound heals. As in the life of backwoodsmen in a logging-

camp or on a frontier,—where accidents are not infrequent,

and trained surgeons are at a distance,—every man has

experience in dealing with wounds, and may be ready to

give not only " first help for the injured," but as skilful

treatment as Machaon himself,—drawing out an arrow or

a spear, and binding up the wound. Thus Agenor binds

up the wound of Helenus with a woolen sling (N 599)-

Sthenelus draws an arrow from the shoulder of Diomed
(E 112, and a little later, Diomed draws an arrow from his

own foot, A 398), and Pelagon draws a spear from the

thigh of Sarpedon (E 694). So also when Odysseus, in

his youth, visits his maternal grandfather, on the slopes of

Parnassus, and, taking part in the chase, is wounded above

the knee by the tusk of a wild boar, his cousins " bind up

the wound skilfully and check the dark blood by repeating

a charm" (r 456),—the only mention of a charm in the

Homeric poems.'-

No special ambulance corps was needed. The comrade
next at hand took charge of the wounded man (6 330,

E 663, ISr 5 3 3). Hospitals naturally were un-
Pnmttwe

, 1, . , . , . ,

Appliances
known, as well as special surgical instruments

and appliances. A woolen sling was used as a

bandage (N 599). Patroclus, as we have seen, with his

knife (fiaxalpt], A 844), cuts the arrow from the thigh of

Eurypylus,—placing him on no operating table, but stretching

him on a pile of ox-hides. Machaon squeezes or sucks

the blood from the wound of Menelaus, and Patroclus washes

he may have sent for it to his tent ; Eurypylus may have kept it on hand in his

own tent. Patroclus and Achilles hardly had the monopoly of such simples.

' In the Trachinian Women of Sophocles, the suffering Heracles calls for one
who would speak a charm or for a surgeon {doi56s, Xf'/"'T^X'"JS taroplas, looo).
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with warm water the wound of Eurypylus, before applying
the soothing herbs (A 218, A 846). Lint was not used;
the herbs served as a styptic (E 401, 900, A 830, 394),
just as the dust of a puffball has been used by many a

rural physician in 'modern times. The ickor of Ares was
stopped by the herbs of Paeeon, as milk is curdled by the

sap of the wild fig tree (E 902,—Welcker thought that

this meant not simply the stopping of the flow of blood,

but the formation of a new skin). The herbs also quieted

the pain,—being '' pain-killing " {6§vvri(para, E 900, cf. A 847).
These herbs may have been useful also as antiseptic.

No internal medicines are directly mentioned, but Helen
had learned from Polydamna in Egypt the use of a drug
which prevented all sadness on the day of its .

use (such as opium or hasheesh? 8 228). On
Circe's island, Odysseus receives from Hermes the moly

("^ 305)1—a magic herb with black root and white flower

which served as an antidote to Circe's drugs and spells.

Of Circe's drugs themselves, served in a posset, naturally

the poet gives no details. The use of poisoned arrows is

mentioned once as known (a 261), but with disapproval.

At /3 329 f., Penelope's suitors express the fear that

Telemachus may fetch drugs from Ephyra, and poison their

wine. Agamede, daughter of Augeas, king of the Epeans,

is said to know all the herbs {(pap/xaKa, A 741) of the

broad earth. Egypt is said to be the land where the most

herbs or drugs, both goodly and evil, grow (§ 230).

Poisonous herbs are said to be the cause of both the venom
and the anger of the poisonous serpent (X 94). That the

Homeric Greeks should be more skilled in the treatment of

j
external wounds than of internal diseases, is not strange.

I They had had abundant opportunity to learn the nature,

and to experiment on the treatment, of the former. Else-

where, too, (the Hottentots are cited as an example)

I primitive peoples have a well-developed art of surgery

[before they have any art of medicine. Thus for the plague

'sent by Apollo (A 51), the Achaeans seek not a physician

nor a specific remedy, but a seer who should tell them

why the god is angry ; but even in more recent times

processions have been made to shrines of saints for the
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averting of like troubles, in lieu of sanitary measures. The

Achaeans "purify themselves" (a proper hygienic measure)

and offer sacrifices to the god, but they take no medicine.

So when Polyphemus's brothers think that he is ill, they

counsel him to pray to his father Poseidon, but recommend

no drugs (t 412). At 11 28, however, the healers have

many drugs {w6Xv(papixaKoi)—which may refer to herbs for

internal remedies, for many herbs would hardly be used in

surgery.

No case of illness is mentioned by Homer, except the

pestilence which was sent by Apollo at the beginning of

the action of the Iliad, and the most important

medical observation with regard to this, is that

it attacked the mules and dogs before it came upon the

men. No description of it is attempted by the poet, and

of course it cannot be identified with any modern plague.

But wasting disease is referred to as a cause of death

(X 200), and apparently the other Cyclopes think that

Polyphemus had an attack of cholera morbus (£411). In

his accounts of battles and adventure, the poet found small

place for sick men. Scholars have observed also that

Hesiod does not mention physicians or surgeons. The Epic

Aetkiopis, which was ascribed to Arctinus, made of the two

brothers Machaon and Podaleirius, the former a surgeon

and the latter a physician, but such differentiation does not

belong to the Homeric age. The freedom from disease of

the army before Troy, is the more remarkable since the

poet knows of no arrangements for the sanitation of the

camp. Sudden and peaceful death to which no special

cause could be assigned, like that from paralysis, was

thought to be sent by Apollo to men, and by his sister

Artemis to women (see p. 430).

Plato in his Republic (408 A) calls attention to the facts

that the surgeon Machaon gives to Menelaus no directions

as to his diet after his wound (A 219), and that

no rebuke is administered to Hecamede for

preparing a posset of Pramnian wine, goats-cheese, and

barley-meal for Machaon him.self when he is brought

wounded to Nestor's tent (A 639, Republic 406 A). Modern
German writers have wondered, too, that the wounded
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Machaon and Xestor, coming heated from the battle,

should stand in the breeze by the sea-shore to " cool

off their sweat" (A 621), with no apparent fear of taking
cold ; and a Dutch scholar has suggested that the warming
posset was intended to prevent them from taking cold
after this exposure,—but the true explanation is that they
ate and drank just as if no wound had been inflicted,

trusting to Nature to effect the cure.

No indication is found in the Homeric poems of any
communication between the Achaeans before Troy and their

friends at home during the long ten-years' siege.

Xo reinforcements arrive for them during the war, C'mmunica-

and no one returns from the camp to his home. q"L^'
In the Catalogue of Ships (B 724), an intimation

is given that Philoctetes, who had been left on the island

of Lemnos, disabled by the bite of a water-snake, was to

rejoin the Achaeans,—a suggestion which was amplified by
the later epics and by the Attic tragic poets. And after

the action of the Ih'ad and the death of Achilles, his son

Neoptolemus was brought to Troy from Scyrus by Odysseus
(X 506),—another theme which was treated in full by the

later poets,—but Neoptolemus seems to have been accom-

panied by no troops.

Naturally the Trojans, being nearer the homes of their

allies, are in closer connexion with them. The tenth book
of the Ih'ad tells of the nocturnal expedition of

Diomed and Odysseus into the Trojan camp, ^""/"'J^^-

and of their killing the Thracian Rhesus, who j^^jJ^
had arrived at Troy but a few hours before, and

apparently did not know that he must guard his own camp
against a night attack of the enemy. In the sixth book

of the I/iad (Z 123), Diomed wonderingly asks the Lycian

Glaucus who he is,—never before had he seen him on the

field of battle. How could this be if the two had been

meeting in the fray for nine years ? In order to explain

Diomed's ignorance of the hero Glaucus, Professor Christ

offers the interesting suggestion that the introduction of the

southern Lycians into the story is the work of a later poet

,

than the author of the first and eleventh books of the

^liad, but possibly the theory that these were reinforcements.
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recently arrived, may explain the facts. On the third day

of battle, the Ascanians take an active part, having arrived

as " reliefs " (a/j-oi^oi, N 793) on the preceding morning.

A little later, Patroclus is smitten by Euphorbus who had

just come with his chariot (11 811). And near the close

of the third day of battle, Pelegon the Paeonian is

questioned by Achilles, just as Glaucus had been interrogated

by Diomed, as to who he is, and replies that he is from

Paeonia, and that this is the eleventh day since his arrival

on the plain of Troy ($ 15 3)- Othryoneus, who is killed

by Idomeneus (S 363), has just come from his home at

Cabesus, promising Priam to drive the Achaeans from Troy,

and receiving in return the promise of the hand of Priam's

fairest daughter, Cassandra. Some ancient manuscripts, we

are told by the scholia, modified the last verse of the

Ih'ad, and added another, in order to introduce a mention

of the arrival of the Amazons under their queen, Penthesilea,

to the support of the Trojans,—but the Amazons are not

among the Trojan allies in the Homeric story as we have

it. Indeed the only instances of their mention in the poems,

are of their expedition against the Phrygians and Priam in

an earlier period (T 189), and of their slaughter by Bellero-

phon (Z 186). The arrival of Memnon, the beautiful son

of the Dawn, with his Aethiopians, to the help of the Trojans,

is later than the action of the Iliad, and allusion is made
to it in the Odyssey only on mention of the death of

Nestor's 5on Antilochus (^ 187), and where Odysseus in

the realm of Hades tells Achilles that the latter's son is

the most beautiful man he ever saw, " next to the godlike

Memnon" (X 522). The Aethiopians and the Amazons seem
to belong to quite a different sphere from most of the

Trojan allies. The remark thrown out in Plato's Laws,

(685) that Troy was a part of the Assyrian empire and
trusted to its help, is wholly fanciful.



CHAPTER XIX

HO.MERIC ARMS

Until recent years the Homeric warrior's arms, both offensive

and defensive, were supposed to have been essentially the
same as those of the Athenian soldier of the

fifth century B.C. But good reason has been JJ^f
^' ""

shown! for believing that while the weapons of

offense,—the spear, sword, bow and arrow, battle-axe, and
sling,—remained without important changes the same from
the twelfth to the third century B.C., with iron gradually
taking the place of bronze, the defensive armor was greatly

modified between the twelfth and the seventh centuries.

Ordinary current representations of Homeric warriors are

now seen to be highly anachronistic, projecting into the

tenth or eleventh century B.C. much that was not earlier

than the seventh or eighth. The excavations at Mycenae,
nearly thirty years ago, brought to light so much new and
unexpected archaeological material which was at variance

with the previous notions based on Attic usage, that these

discoveries were thought to indicate a stage of culture

entirely different from the Homeric, if not absolutely un-

Hellenic. The Mycenaean warrior is represented at times

with no covering but a loin-cloth, and bearing such a shield

^ See Rossbach, Das dlteste Kriegrwesen, in Philologus, 1892 ; Kluge, Vorhomerische

Kampfschilderungen, vn Jahrbiicher filr Philologie tmd Pddagogik, 1893; especially,

Wolfgang Reichel, Hovierische IVaffett, Vienna, 1894,—second edition, rewritten

and enlarged, 1901,—to which the present treatment of Homeric arms is greatly

indebted (all previous discussions of the subject have now chiefly a historical

interest), and Studien zur llias by Carl Robert, Berlin, 1901, who examined Reichel's

views in an acute and masterly manner.—reyxea and ivTfo, are general names for

armor and arms.
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as no modern reader or artist had imagined as carried by

Agamemnon or Achilles, and now scholars remember that

the forces of the lesser Ajax, too, had no helmets, shields,

greaves, or spears (N 715)-

Similarly, in the early study of the Homeric language, the

Attic dialect was taken as the standard, and all deviations

from this were regarded as exceptions and vagaries, long

after the truth was known that the Homeric language

Fig. 23.—silver Vase Fragment from Mycenae.

represented an earlier stage of development than the Attic

;

and Attic meanings of words and constructions were accepted

and maintained by scholars in the interpretation of Homer,

even after the Homeric forms were understood and accepted

as belonging to an earlier stage of the language.

But the first impressions with regard to the Mycenaean
antiquities are seen to have been false, for these furnish

our best illustrations of Homeric life, although in dress and

other matters the Mycenaeans were not Homeric. Scenes

from the mortuments of Egypt and Assyria are of com-

paratively little value for the elucidation of the Iliad
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and Odyssey, and perhaps for our purpose must rank with

the arms and implements of modern half-civilized nations,

—useful only as analogies, to aid the imagination

in forming conceptions of what is otherwise ^l^^^t^'itions

unknown. Scholars had projected too much oi VJ"^
' ^ Ivlycenae.

the life of the fifth and sixth centuries B.C. into

their notions of the Homeric age, and chiefly for this

reason the figures on the ]\Iycenaean works of art appeared
strangely un-Hellenic.

In this matter of the arms, as in every other of the

questions before us, we must remember that all earlier

material was used freely by the poet, and com-
bined with his own composition, wherever no J absolute

. ; ~, Consistency.
flagrant mconsistency existed. Thus the mdications

of arms and armor of an early age might be handed down,
as though encased in amber, and appear in a poem composed
by one who was accustomed to very different arms ; but in

general the arms assumed in different parts of the poems
have been thought to be in agreement.

iMilitary uniforms of any sort were entirely unknown in

the Homeric period, and indeed the Spartans seem to have

been the only Greeks of the classical time to ,, ,, ,.

r .r . , _ , . A'o Uniforms.
care for uniformity in the equipment of their

troops, though the Sicyonians, for example, in later times

had a great 2 upon their shields. In the Homeric age no

desire was felt to have agreement in the equipments of the

men of a particular division, to say nothing of the whole

army before Troy. Rather, as in the field each man fought

for himself, so the size and shape of his shield, the form

and material of his helmet, and the length of his spear, and

whether he should use a spear or a bow or a sling, were

left entirely to his own choice and ability. Very possibly,

many men of the army had neither spear, sword, bow, nor

sling, but fought with whatever weapon or missile, stick or

stone, offered itself at the moment. In one passage, Poseidon

is said to have urged the Achaeans to exchange armor

(3 376),—giving the larger shield to the braver man ; but

we do not hear of this action elsewhere, and this passage

was rejected by the great critic Aristarchus. Each warrior

owned his buckler and his helmet with the same right as
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any other of his possessions : the arms were not served to

the troops by a quartermaster ; each man took to the war

what he chose and had, and carried home at last what he

had saved.

Of the value of the arms, but slight indication is given :

Glaucus and Diomed exchange armor on learning that their

grandfathers had been friends (Z 235), and the
Value of

^^^ ^jjg ^^^^ 2eus took away the common-sense
Arms. '^ ,,11 r

of Glaucus, smce he "gave golden arms for

bronze,—arms worth one hundred cattle for those worth

nine." Of the two shields, the one had a plate of gold

and the other one of bronze, but these plates were not

always thick, and the difference in value may have lain as

much in the manufacture as in the metals. In the funeral

games in honor of Patroclus, the first impulse of Achilles

is to give a mare as a prize to Eumelus, who has met with

an accident, but when the mare is claimed by another

contestant, Achilles gives a cuirass of bronze (^ 5 60),

probably of about the same value as the mare.

The principal defense of the Homeric warrior consisted

in a great shield which protected the whole body, from the

upper breast to well below the knee.^ Hector's
SKield Chief

^j^j^j^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^jj ^f j^^^^j^ ^^ ^j^^
Defense.

. . , , , tt 1

City, with a message for the queen, Hecuba,

struck his neck above and his ancles below (Z 11 7), and

the shield of Ajax is compared to a tower (H 219). One
epithet for the shield is "man-protecting" (afi(pi/3p6T>], B 389,

A 32, M 402, Y 281), and another is "reaching to the

feet" (woSijveKt'j'i, 646, cf. K 24, 178). The buckler was

carried by a broad strap ^ which passed over the left

shoulder (cf. 11 106, where the left shoulder of Ajax was

weary from the weight of the shield) and under the right

arm, and was guided in part by this strap and partly by

one of the rods which served as ribs or braces within (kqvuiv,

^The early Celts also are said to have had no defensive armor but their veiy

heavy and large shields. They were wont to fight naked above the waist,—with

which may be compared the Mycenaean representations of Figs. 24, 25, 26.

^reXafiuv, B 388, E 796, 798, etc.—The name of the father of the great Ajax

is derived from this telamon,—and seems particularly appropriate in the family of

the Ajax who bore a shield "like a tower."—Like other leather-work, this strap

was sometimes adorned with plates of metal (M 401).
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e 193, N 407). It might be left to hang hke a fencer's

plastron, or a base-ball catcher's breast-protector,—indeed it

generally did so hang loose,—and then the warrior was
free to use both hands at once. Thus the ambidextrous
Asteropaeus hurls two spears at the same time (* 162).

Hector, holding his spear in his left hand, seizes a great

stone with his right (II 734), and, a few verses later, he

and Ajax each hold fast with one hand to the body of

Cebriones (11 762), while they must have borne also both

shield and spear. When Hector again seizes a great stone,

—

greater than two men could lift, "such as men now are,''

when he braces himself and hurls it effectively against the

gates of the Achaean camp,—he cannot be carrying his

shield on one arm (M 445), and he does not seem to have

laid it down ; to put off a shield which hung from a broad

strap was not the act of a moment, nor a natural one at

such a crisis in the midst of a conflict,—the shield must
have hung free. Menelaus and Meriones carry the body of

Patroclus from the field of battle (P 722),—each seeming

to have shield and spear of his own, although we may
conceive them to have given these to comrades to carry.

Similarly, the two Ajaxes hold up the body of Imbrius, take

off his armor, and behead him (N 197 ff.). The Homeric

spear itself was too long and heavy to be wielded con-

veniently and effectively with one hand. Certainly one hand

would not have sufficed to thrust at his foe Hector's spear,

more than sixteen feet in length (Z 31 9), and still less

could Ajax have wielded the great boarding-pike, twice as

long as Hector's spear (0 ^T7^, if he had needed to use

one hand and arm in the support and care of his shield.

That the warriors often carry two spears, as at E 495,
Z 104, A 43, M 464, may be taken as another indication

that their shields hung free. Reichel draws a like inference

from passages where wounded men extend their arms to

their comrades, as at A 521, IsT 545 ff.

In taking his position for the fray, the warrior with a

heavy shield must have stooped or crouched slightly, resting

his weight chiefly on one leg, and bracing himself with the

other,—allowing the lower edge of the shield to stand upon

the ground, while the upper edge pressed against his shoulder
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or breast. In order to escape a thrust or missile aimed

at his head or neck, he might crouch or kneel, or " duck

"

his head, as at X 274, N 405 £f., 503 ff.,

Shield Rested -p ^^e. That the neck was left without pro-

°Grmnd. tection by the shield in general, is shown by the

wounds which were inflicted on that part, as

at n 339, X 322 f.

By drawing the broad strap, the telamon or baldric, the

shield could be slipped under the right arm, and so pulled

about as to hang on the back. Thus it is

fhfBacT" hanging in some Mycenaean scenes, and so Ajax

carries his on the third day of battle, when several

of the chieftains are disabled and he is compelled to retreat

before the foe (A S4S).—doubtless bringing the shield in

front of him on each occasion when he turns to face the

enemy (A 566 ff.). Periphetes may have been carrying his

shield on his back at 645, when "turning backward" he

tripped on the edge of his shield and fell, being held in

his prostrate and helpless condition by the strap of his

heavy shield. So, very likely. Hector carries his shield when

he hastens to the city from the plain, with directions for the

Trojan matrons (Z 117), and so charioteers may wear them

when they are out of the range of missiles.^ On the

Mycenaean sword (see Fig. 24), the man farthest from the

lions has his shield hung behind him ; thus he can hurl

his spear to better advantage. The man next him has no

shield at all, having laid aside the encumbrance as soon

as he saw that it was not needed, and indeed to us a

shield seems an odd weapon of defense in a conflict with

wild beasts. When the sword was to be' used, also, the

shield might be thrown upon the back, in order to give

more freedom to the right arm. The Homeric wounds
upon the breast, where no mention is made of the

shield, may certainly be explained in part by supposing

that the warrior had thrown his shield back for some
reason, rather than that, not appreciating the danger of

the moment, he had laid it off, or that the shield did

^Gerhard, Auserlesene Vaseniilder, ccviii.— Cf. also "The superior fiend
|
Was

moving toward the shore ; his ponderous shield,
|
Ethereal temper, massy, large,

and round,
|
Behind him cast," Milton, Par. Lost, i. 283.
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not render the protection which it was designed to

afford.

Since the shield hung from a

strap, and might be moved to the

right, the warriors were

less necessarily defense- J^ ^,'

less on their right side

than they were in later times when
the buckler hung from the left arm.

Less stress therefore was laid on

the contrivance that a fortification

should be assailable only by a

force which exposed the right side,

and a greater desire was felt to

secure an approach which should

allow an attack from the defenders

on both sides, as at the Lions'

Gate of the citadel of Mycenae.

At Tiryns, however, the natural

approach was with the right side

toward the fortifications.

For the Homeric warrior, then,

the shield was not a mere appen-

dage to other armor, like the light

round shield of later times ; it was

the warrior's chief protection. It

served the purpose of a cuirass

rather than that of a mere buckler,

and it was used as a covering

when men were bivouacking in bad

weather (^ 474). The poet speaks

of Hector, Aeneas, and others as

"having their shoulders wrapped

in their shields " {elXvuivui cofiovg,

P 492, ^ 479), and the same verb

is used' for putting on a shield as

for donning a garment (Svtw,S 377)
eTad/nevoi, S 372 ; ^. M 425). It

was never used to parry a blow

or a missile, though the warrior fig. 24. Dagger.
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might hide himself behind it. It could not have been

carried on the left arm, and indeed Herodotus (i. 17 1)

says that the Carians were the first to have handles

(6-x_ava) for their shields. The authority of Herodotus may

not settle the question of priority between the Carians and

the Egyptians, but it seems satisfactory evidence for the

existence of a tradition with regard to a time when the

Hellenic shields were all carried by means of a strap.

Strabo (154 C), indeed, says that the shields of the Lusi-

tanians hung by straps and had no handles, though they

were only two feet in diameter. Such shields served only

as very imperfect breastplates.

The Homeric shield was made chiefly of ox-hide, un-

tanned, stretched over a frame before drying. " Dry ox-hide
"

is used as a synonym for shield.^ Tanning was

cl: /J unnecessary for the leather of the shield, since

the skin was not desired to be pliant, but rather

to be as firm and unyielding as possible. Some sort of a

frame was needed, since even the dry ox-hides of themselves

would not be sufficiently firm in a wet season. More than

a single hide might be required for full protection against

blows and missiles. The shield of the greater Ajax, which

is famed in literature, was made of seven bulls' hides, with

an outer layer of bronze (eTrra^oeiov, H 220), and Ajax's

half-brother Teucer bears a shield of four layers (T£Tpa6eXv/ui.vov,

479). These layers were sometimes called circles (kvkXoi,

M 297, Y 280), as circular or oval in form ; they were

concentric, and the outer were smaller than the inner layers.

Sometimes they were sewed together by metal thread

()(_pvcreiai pd^Soi, M 297), and in other cases by leather

string (paipai Ijuluvtoov, -^ 1 86). A rim of metal or hide gave

additional strength and firmness to the shield (Y 275,
Z 117), but this had no tassels nor other pendants. Nestor's

shield is said to be of gold (9 193), but this gold was
doubtless' simply an outer layer, like the bronze on the

shield of Ajax, over other layers of hide, and may have

been thin, and chiefly for ornament. The shield which

Hephaestus makes for Achilles, it is true, seems at first

sight to be all of metal (S 477 ff.), and its baldric was of

' pCii/ d.ia\i-qv, H 238; /34as afas, M 137, P 492.
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silver (2 480), and Achilles's greaves were made of tin

(2 613); but these may be compared with Hera's chariot,

which is all of metal (E 722), and with Apollo's silver bow
(A 49) and golden lyre (Pindar, Pyth. i. init}). Possibly,

however, the poet would have us understand, without an
explicit statement, that five of the folds or layers (7n-iy;)^e?,

S 481) of Achilles's shield were of leather, since as a rule

the leather seems to have been the main reliance for

protection. Sarpedon has a " beautiful bronze shield which
a blacksmith forged" (M 295), but the poet goes on to say
that the smith " sewed the many bulls' hides with golden
wire." The " forging," in the strict sense, must have been
simply of the outer layer, and possibly of the frame.

The Homeric shield is so heavy that even Telamonian
Ajax is fain to give his to his men to hold for a few

moments' respite (N 709,—^just as a Spartan had
a helot to carry his shield for him on the march), ^f^f!

"-^

and it is laid off when possible (F 89, 114,

cf. E 798). Hector leans his against a projecting tower of

the city wall (X 97), as he awaits Achilles's approach for

the final and fatal conflict. The shield of Ajax, being

made of seven bulls' hides, would weigh not far from two
hundred pounds, even though the hides were rather

thoroughly trimmed. No wonder that it is likened to a

tower, and that his shoulder grows weary beneath the load

(11 106). Clearly this could not be carried on the left fore-

arm. At H 122 the armor of Menelaus is taken from his

shoulders as soon as the decision is made that he is not

to fight with Hector in single combat, while at H 206
Ajax has to arm himself when the lot appoints him to be

the Achaean champion. Evidently Ajax had put off his

shield at once when the truce was called. The weight of

the shield supplies the best explanation of the use of the

chariot by the leaders in the Homeric armies. Carrying

their shields, they could not move easily and rapi41y from

the camp to the field of battle, nor from one part of the

field to another ; nor, with it, could they conveniently ride

on horseback, since to mount without stirrups while bearing

a heavy shield would have been extremely difficult, and

impossible in the crisis when the chariot was most valued.
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But though on ordinary occasions the combatant was glad

to use a chariot for quick and easy transportation from one

part of the field to another, the shield of Achilles was not

so heavy and clumsy as to prevent him from pursuing

Hector thrice around the walls of Troy (X 145), and Hector

too must then have borne his shield,—resumed after he

had leaned it against a projecting tower (X 97). The

extraordinary strength and spirit of these men, and the

prize before them (" they ran for the life of Hector," X 161),

enabled them to do what would have been impossible for

most. The poet does not tell his hearers whether these

warriors wore their shields upon their backs as they ran,

—

but this is quite possible, since this allowed freer motion,

and the poet was not bound to add such a detail. The
weight and clumsiness of the Mycenaean and the Homeric

shield must not lead the reader to think of it as a literal

tower which could not be carried and wielded by a vigorous

warrior for a considerable time, and short quick dashes were

made with it (as at A 354, 11 342). But the action of

Achilles in conflict with the river Scamander must have

been particularly arduous for him while bearing a heavy

shield. The stream fell upon his shield, which he may
have drawn upon his back (# 241), and he was not able

to stand firm upon his feet : the water followed him as

he leaped to the shore, and the wave struck his shoulders

($ 269), while the urlder-current tore the earth from beneath

his feet. All this story, however, indicates rather the super-

human strength of Achilles than the small size and light

weight of his shield. He was unable to let his shield go,

since the strap passed about his neck, and under his right

arm ; so he had no opportunity to free himself.

By stooping a little, the warrior could lean upon his

shield. For the protection of his neck and head, we have

.
seen that he must crouch or kneel, and in this

Limitations of ,. , , , , . , , ,

Shield
position he could use his spear to thrust, though
not conveniently to hurl. Evidently since the

shield could hang as a plastron, leaving both hands free,

it could not be so tall that while resting upon the ground
it should protect the wearer's neck, except as he stooped.

Behind it the warrior could move a little from side to side
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(r 360, H 254, Y 261, 278), though it hung from the

shoulder. The baldric must have allowed the warrior so

to stoop that he could pick up a missile or his own spear

from the ground, but, as we have seen, the shield cannot

have been easily put off. When Hector falls with his shield

over him (H 272), Apollo is needed to set him upon his

feet again. In two instances (N 543, H 419), after a

wound on or near the throat, the head sinks forward on

the breast, the strap of the shield slips over the head, and

the shield falls. At the death of Patroclus also (11 802),
" the shield with its strap falls to the ground from his

Fig. 26.— Oval Mycenaean
Shield.

Fig. 25-—Semi-cylindrical Mycenaean
Shield.

Fig. 27.— Front of the

Oval Shield.

shoulders "
; but here the poet leaves the hearers in doubt

whether the fall of the shield is due to the sinking forward

of Patroclus's head, or to the special interference of Apollo.

Two distinctly different forms of shields are represented on

Mycenaean works of art (see Figs. 25, 26, 27), both supported

by straps which pass around the neck and over _ .

. , ,,,N • i-j-ii,-iji Two forms of
the right shoulder,—(i) a semi-cylmdncal shield,^

^^.^^^

made from a quadrangular piece of ox-hide,—the

original skin with the extremities removed,—stretched on

a curved frame, hanging nearly as close as a cuirass, but

leaving free action for the arms, occasionally having a

continuation at the top for the protection of the wearer's

'This cylindrical shield may remind the reader of some representations of those

carried by Roman gladiators.
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chin ; and (2) another shield much more frequently used,

longer and no doubt heavier than the former, made from

a round or nearly round piece of leather, but so drawn

together at the sides as to seem more nearly oval. The

latter, giving more space between itself and the bearers

body, allowed freer movement to the legs, and made it

possible for the warrior whose shield had been pierced,

more easily to escape harm by bending to one side. Either

of the two forms might have an outer layer of bronze;

both seem to have had rims, or carefully sewed or riveted

edges.

In addition to the two main varieties of shields, doubtless

others were in use. We have been reminded that the

Homeric warriors made no attempt to secure
Chice of uniformity either in dress or in accoutrements.

Individualism had not yielded to Socialism in

these matters, and the warriors were equipped as individuals,

and not as regiments. Some might prefer a lighter shield,

—

as less burdensome, although less effective,—or they might

be unable to procure such a one as that of Ajax, who was

recognized at a distance by his " shield like a tower."

Many of the arms doubtless were made by the men who
were to use them, although the name is mentioned of

Tychius of Hyle, " far the best of the workers in leather,"

who made the shield for Ajax (H 220). At least they

were not made in factories according to a single pattern,

but for individuals, and according to the particular taste

of the warrior.

To stretch the rods of the shield's frame directly from

side to side, was impracticable. This would have interfered

with the proper use of the shield for protection,

Si'ld
since in that case its bearer could not stand in

any sense within the shield. The semi-cylindrical

shield seems to have had curved cross-ribs and straight upright

rods of wood or metal. The larger shield, in addition to

the vertical rod, which in this shield bent outward near the

middle, had also a horizontal rod or brace, also bent outward

near the middle,—or it may have had a more solid frame

of a like shape. The horizontal rod was fastened to the

two sides of the shield somewhat above the middle, and
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the sides were so far drawn together as to give the front

view of the shield on primitive works of art a shape which

has been compared sometimes to the Arabic figure 8, and

again to the body of a violin. This shape is much like

that of the ancilia of the Roman Salii. In other repre-

sentations the shield appears much more nearly oval, with

less marked incisions at the sides. The cut in the side

of the shield seems to be due chiefly to the manner in

which the shield was most easily made, and not to have

been designed to facilitate the bearer's use of the spear ; so

far as appears, the spear was thrown above, or entirely at

one side of, the shield. In some cases the wooden frame

seems to have been far more solid and substantial than in

others. The wood may at times have been the chief

element, having only a single layer of metal or of bronze

upon it. In other shields, two braces, one vertical and the

other horizontal, as we have seen, sufficed to give the

desired firmness and solidity. The vertical brace may at

times have been on the outside of the shield, as it clearly

is on some Mycenaean shields ; the horizontal braces must

have been in the interior. The horizontal brace maj' not

have followed the innermost part of the curve of the hides,

and thus may have served as a handle, by which the

wearer could guide the shield, or hold it from him, or lift

it when he desired to enter a chariot, or ascend any other

steps, or to descend,—or if he wished to advance with neck

and breast most fully protected.^ Possibly in its earliest

form, this " figure eight " shield may have had no frame,

but consisted merely of a round or oval piece of oxhide,

with a baldric fastened at either side where the rod and

strap were fastened later ; then by the weight of the hide,

the shield would have been contracted where the strap

held it. This determined the general form. Naturally,

" when the hides were thicker and more numerous, the

contraction of the sides would be less, and the shield would

appear more nearly oval. The baldric was attached at the

•ends of the horizontal rod, which, as we have seen, while

not fitted to serve as a true and main support for the

shield, might be used conveniently as a guide for it. In

^ Cf. vira(7TrLdLa rpo^i^ds, U 609, N 807, cf. 157.

2 S
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the hollow of such a shield a battle axe could hang, as at

N 6 1 1. This shield would have an obtuse projection in

front,—not an added boss, but a true " navel," ^ caused by

the drawing together of the ends and, particularly, of the

sides. The Phaeacian island, as seen from a distance by

Odysseus in the water, appears like a shield on the surface

of the sea (w? ore ptvov, e 28 1),^ and Reichel compares the

central boss to the summit of a mountain, and the folds

and creases of the shield to valleys and ridges. The boss,,

naturally, is not at the exact centre of the shield, but a

trifle above this, since to increase the ease of wielding the

shield, the ends of the baldric are attached above the

middle.

To manage such a shield as that of the Homeric and

Mycenaean heroes, required both strength and skill, and

Hector in boasting of his might and prowess in
Wielding of

i^^^-^-jg maintains that he knows how to turn his
Shields.

, , , ... , 1 1 r^
dry ox-hide to the right and to the lett,

—

(H 238),—possibly referring to his skill in drawing it either

to the right, upon his back, or to the left to cover the

breast. In mounting his chariot, or in turning about, or

in holding his shield for the protection of a fallen comrade

(as E 299 ff.), the warrior naturally was obliged to leave a

part of his person unprotected by the shield, as at A 468,

A 251, 423, n 312, even when he had but a single

antagonist opposing him personally. Hector was particularly

alert in protecting himself at IT 359, where the "mighty

Ajax was ever striving to hurl his spear at Hector, but he

with skill in battle (iSpein rroXe/j.oio) watched the whistling

of the arrows and the thud of spears." The shield was an

excellent defense, but it could not save a man from wounds

on all occasions, and particularly when he was attacked

from more than one direction at once.

Some passages do not indicate clearly and consistently

whether the warrior bore a heavy and clumsy shield or a

small and lighter one. Sometimes the shield does not

protect from a spear the lower part of the leg (# 59 1).-

'(i/U0aX6s, N 192; cf. AairlSei 6fjiipa.\6e(T<Tai, A 448; an epithet of the shield used

eleven times in the //tad and once in the Odyssey.

^ us 8t' €piv6v is indeed the reading of Aristarchus, but the other is more satisfactory..
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and again it does not save the breast from harm by a
hurled stone (S 412.) At 3 404, Ajax seems to be saved
by the dart's faUing at the point on his breast

where the strap of his shield crossed that of ^f«»'^-'
"

his sword
;
how the javelin failed to be intercepted

5^/^/^f^
by the shield, the poet does not say. That
men should be wounded in battle in spite of all precautions,

is not strange, and wounds are received, as we have seen,

in all parts of the body. Occasionally the poet explains

that a wound was inflicted upon the side, or as the warrior
left himself exposed by some incautious movement (11 400),
or that the spear pierced the shield (r 357), but often the
hearer receives no such explanation. A shield may be
" man-protecting " and yet not render its bearer invulnerable.

From a wound in the bowels we cannot infer with certainty

that the sufferer carried no shield at all ; it may be that he
bore a shield, but that through some circumstance this did

not protect him at that crisis.

Homer uses two words for shield,

—

acrirk and aaKo^,—
but we cannot definitely distinguish between these, and apply
one name exclusively to either of the two forms

which have been described as Mycenaean. The ^""oi- fj
^

great shield of Ajax, a cra/co?, made of seven

bulls' hides, is compared to a tower (H 219), and so might

seem to be of the semi-cylindrical kind, but it has a boss

(H 267). Hector's shield is thought to be of the oval descrip-

tion because of an expression {aa-irlS' evi-^piiJ.<pQel^, H 272) which

implies that his body in a manner entered it, but it is not

necessary to assume that the Homeric poets were careful

of consistency in this matter, and that they always assigned

the same sort of shield to each warrior,—Ajax's shield was
so noted as to be a personal characteristic, but many of the

others were undetermined. The shield which Hephaestus

makes for Achilles we might expect to be oval. When his

former shield is taken from his fallen friend Patroclus, and

he would enter the conflict to save his friend's body, the

restraining thought comes to Achilles's mind that no shield

in the army is large enough for him except that of Ajax,

which that warrior is wearing on the field. He then would

desire such a shield as he had lost. But the scenes on
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the shield made by Hephaestus are more easily arranged

symmetrically, if we suppose the shield to be round.

The round shield was introduced into Greece in the

latter part of the Epic age, or at least before the com-

position of the early verses of the eleventh book

of the Iliad, which describe the shield of Aga-

memnon ; but these verses were composed doubtless much

later than the battle scenes of the same book. The round

shield may have been used by the lonians in the seventh,

eighth, or ninth centuries before our era. Reichel called

attention to the facts that the shield of Agamemnon has a

strap, but that this is adorned with a serpent,—a kind of

decoration which does not appear elsewhere in Homer or

in Mycenaean art ; that it has a main boss, but this is of

blue enamel, which has nothing to do with the structure

of the shield, and adds nothing in any way to its strength,

while the additional twenty minor bosses of tin find no

analogy in any other part of the poems ; the shield has

the Gorgon's head upon it,—but just where this lies is not

indicated, since at the central boss would seem the natural

place for it,—and this Gorgon's head is considered a " late

element in Greek art"; and the ten circles (kvkXoi, A 33)
are bands, not layers as elsewhere. Clearly this shield

does not come into the same class as the ordinary Homeric
shields, and it can be explained most easily as a round

buckler. Robert holds that the round bronze shield is

used far more frequently than Reichel would allow,—some-

times being held on the arm as in later times, and not

infrequently hung by k strap about the neck, like the

Mycenaean shields. The manner in which a wound is inflicted

may argue for one form of shield or the other.

If the order of words is to be pressed, in A 374, Agas-
trophus, of whom we hear only in this passage, must have
had a smaller shield than has been described as characteristic

of the Homeric age, for Diomed took from him (i) his cuirass,

(2) his shield, (3) and his helmet. With the heavy Mycenaean
shield, the helmet must have been removed before the

shield, and the shield before the cuirass. A " hysteron

proteron " would not be an impossible hypothesis, but this

is the only passage in the Homeric poems in which a cuirass
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is taken from a corpse, and this of itself suggests that the

passage may be of later composition.

Evidence in favour of the use and general prevalence of
the large Mycenaean shields in the Homeric age, of itself

of course offers no argument against the poet's familiarity

also with the smaller buckler, but the great rarity of
distinct references to the round shield must be received as

an indication that this was rare in the poet's mind. If the

whole of the description of Agamemnon's shield is the work
of one poet, we might attribute the use of the epithet

"man-protecting" (A 32), and the mention of the strap

(A 38), to the poet's consciousness of two characteristics

of the older shield, though he passes to describe a

shield of a later style. Robert, on the other hand,

supposes that, in some passages, epithets appropriate

to one form of shield, in the tradition of the poems,

have become exchanged with metrically equivalent epi-

thets which were appropriate to the other form of

shield.

A Homeric expression which has often been translated

"round" {-TravTocr' elcrr], as T 347), may mean simply "well-

proportioned," " well-balanced," says Reichel,—not mathe-

matically " equal on every side." This epithet, which is

used seventeen times in all, is applied at IST 157, 803, to

what are clearly the Mycenaean long shields, having been

exchanged in Robert's opinion for some epithet like wel/-

rinimed (repfxioea-ira), since it would seem most appropriate

to the round bronze buckler. The epithet " man-protecting
"

{a/xcpi^poTfj), which is used four times in the poems, in

B 389 seems to be applied to all shields: "The strap of

many a one's man-protecting shield will sweat about his

breast."

Xo testudo is formed by the Homeric warriors. In their

closest phalanx their shields rest upon the ground (N 128).

At M 137, the warriors hold up their shields, but »• rp
( j

individually, because they are assailing a wall

from which missiles are hurled. These would seem to be

round bucklers, rather than the great Mycenaean shields " like

a tower."

Peltasts or targeteers are unknown to Homer.
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Devices are unknown on Homeric shields.^ The only-

exception is the shield of Agamemnon (A 36), which had

upon it the Gorgon's head, and Terror and Flight,

—

No Devices. ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^^^ .^ unique in other respects also,

as we have seen. Thus Aeschylus is anachronistic in

assigning shields with elaborate devices to the warriors

before seven-gated Thebes {Septem, 387, 432, etc.).

An interesting indication that the shields of at least

some of the minor epic poems were of the Mycenaean

type, was found by Reichel in the fact that in

^Lntfr^tor
*^ sculptures of Gyolbashi a shield served as a

bier for the corpse of Patroclus. This seems due

to the tradition of the story, for the shields of the artist's

time were not of a size to suggest such a use. But all

remember the Spartan mother's injunction to her son as she

gave him his shield,—" Either this or upon this,"—and the

artist may have had a Spartan shield in mind. Other

Spartans were brought home on their shields, according to

Plutarch, and Tyrtaeus in the seventh century B.C. speaks of

a shield which covers the lower legs (Kv-qp-a^, ix. 23) as

well as the shoulders, while in the 13 th fragment he urges

that the shield be held forward on the left arm.

The great Homeric shield was for nobles and princes.

Probably the common man had a protection which was lighter

. .. and less costly even than the small round buckler,

in the laiseion (Xaia-y^iov, E 453, M 426),^ which is

mentioned twice, but in an identical line, in connexion with

the ox-hide shields, but is not assigned to any chieftain. In

strictness this was not a shield at all. Herodotus (vii. 91) says

that the Cilicians in the army of Xerxes bore " instead of

shields laiseia made of untanned oxhides." In the first

Messenian war " those who had neither cuirass nor shield wore

goatskins and sheepskins, and some the skins of wild

animals ; and especially the mountaineers of Arcadia wore

^ Professor Chase, Harvard Studies, xiii. 62, disputes this view, and cites also

E 739 and S 469. The three passages seem to show, however, only the decoration

of shields. That metal ornaments should be laid upon shields as well as upon

other works of leather, is only natural.

^Of uncertain derivation. Old etymologists connected it with Xdirios, shaggy,

which would refer to the hairy surface of the skin being retained.
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the skins of wolves and bears" (Pausanias, iv. 11, 3). Of
these " the great mass ' (o o^^Ao? 6 TroXvs) were light arnied,

as we should expect. The Homeric laiseion received the

epithet of winged or fluttering {-TrTepoei^, E 453), probably

with reference to the loose ends of the skin, though it has

been interpreted to mean light, in contrast with the heavy
shields which had a frame and several layers. Possibly in

the heroic age, two or more thicknesses of skin were used

for this as well as for the shield proper. Its material is

indicated by its apposition with ox-hides (^Soe/a?). Doubtless

not all laise'ia were alike ; as great variety was possible here

as in anything else. On ancient vases appear divers

representations of warriors wearing the skins of animals

tied about the neck by the two front paws. Thus Heracles

was represented as clad in the skin of the Nemean lion,

which served less as a garment, as a protection against cold,

than as a shield, a defense against wounds. This particular

lion's skin, the reader will remember, could not be

cut by any metal. Jason, also, comes down from the cave

of Chiron (Pindar, Pyth. iv. 81) with a leopard skin about

his shoulders, but this was a protection " against bristling

storms." This was the most primitive form of a shield,

and appears on vases as worn by giants who are hurling

stones, but it was retained in use by bowmen, and by

slingers, who clearly could not manage even a light round

shield together with their archery and their slings. That

it did not belong exclusively to the archers, however, is

shown by the scolion of Hybrias of Crete, in which the

Cretan poet names as his wealth " great spear and sword,

and the beautiful laiseion, protection for my body " {jpo-

^rjfia ^yOtoTo'?). At the opening of the first day of battle

of the Iliad, Paris appears in front of the Trojan line,

with " leopard skin and bent bow '' (r 1 7), and the Trojan

scout Dolon has a "bent bow and the skin of a grey wolf"

as he sets out by night to learn what the Achaeans are

doing (K 334). The goddess Aphrodite uses a fold of her

garment as a warrior might use a leopard skin which hung

about him, for the protection of her son Aeneas, as she

carries him wounded from the field of battle (E 315), and

the chlamys on the left arm of the Apollo Belvedere is
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conjectured to have taken the place of the earlier laise'ion..

When after the second day of battle, which closes disastrously

for the Achaeans, Agamemnon in his anxiety cannot sleep,

and rises to call a council of the elders, he puts about him

a lion's skin and seizes his spear (K 23), and Diomed

being summoned does the same (K 177), while Menelaus

takes leopard skin, helmet, and spear (K 29),—each warrior

evidently taking the skin as a light shield,—and Odysseus

puts on his great shield (K 149). The circumstances,

explain why the skins of lion and panther are worn by

Fig. 28.—Athena with Aegis.

Achaean chieftains only in this book of the Iliad. Elsewhere

Agamemnon and Menelaus appear before the lines only as

heavy-armed warriors, on their way to battle. Now they

are going to a "council, and do not need full armor. The
light equipment suffices, but to go entirely unarmed wopld

not have been in accordance with military etiquette. A centaur

in the twenty-seventh metope of the Parthenon has a

leopard skin over his left arm in the thick of the contest,

in which he has just slain his foe. Clearly this was for

defense and not for clothing.^

^In Professor Hopkins's Military Caste in Ancient India, p. 305, he describes

the Hindoo shield as " of leather, adorned with figures ; or a simple tiger-skin or

tear-skin wprn over the body, besides the brazen breastplate, served as eu

shield."
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The aegis is supposed by Reichel to be such a skin as
has been discussed,—a laiseion. Thus when Athena appears
to the Achaeans as they set out for battle, •' with
the highly honored aegis" (B 446), it is equivalent ^'^^ '^^^"'

to appearing "with shield," "in armor," "equipped for

battle." She takes the aegis as a mortal would take a
shield, and "casts it about her shoulders" {cf. E 736 ff.

with r 330 ff, T 369 ff., K 148;, and on it she receives

the blow of Ares's spear ($ 400). She puts the aegis

about the shoulders of Achilles in the absence of his shield

(S 203), when he appears to the Trojans after the death
of Patroclus. With the aegis, Apollo covers the body of
Hector (Q 20, (/: P 132). On early vases the aegis of
Athena is represented as a skin which not simply lies over
her breast, but also falls like a mantle over her back. The
tassels or Quaavoi of B 448 may be tufts of hair, and ue
are reminded that the same word is used by Pindar of
the tufts of the Golden Fleece {Pyth. iv. 231); such tufts

may have been the original of the scale-like surface of the

aegis as it is represented at times on works of art. The
epithet " shaggy on both sides " ^ may refer to the shaggy
sides of the undressed skin as it falls on either side of the

wearer's arm. The figures of Flight, Strife, Defense, Rout,

and the Gorgon's head, which according to E 738 were on
the aegis, may be thought of as attached to the skin, just

as the girdle and the baldrics of the Homeric shields and
swords were often adorned «'ith thin plates of bronze Or

of silver. On such plates may be based the epithet gleanmig-

(fnapfiapetj, P 594), which is applied once to the aegis. The
aegis of Zeus was at least in part of metal, since it was

the work of Hephaestus (0 310), but this god makes a

golden crest for the helmet of Achilles (2 612), and may
have used more metal for the aegis than a mortal maker
would have done, According to Eratosthenes {Cataster. xiii.),

Musaeus told how Zeus had assumed for his weapon of

defense the invulnerable skin of the goat which nourished

him,—but other divinities may have had similar skins for

' d/ii^iWireta, 309; cf. Sacrv as applied to a goatskin in f 51, and 5a<rvtiaWoi of

sheep in i 425 ; also the suggested etymological connexion between Xdo-ios, shaggy^

and \aiG'i]iQv.
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their protection. In the Homeric poems Zeus is represented

but once as using his aegis,
—"Then the son of Cronus took

his bright, tufted aegis, and covered Mount Ida with clouds,

and, sending a Hghtning flash, he thundered very loudly,

and shook this aegis, and gave victory to the Trojans, and

put the Achaeans to flight " (P 593). The only other

reference to the use of the aegis by Zeus is, after Menelaus

has been treacherously wounded, when Agamemnon pre-

dicts the vengeance of the angry Zeus, who will destroy

the city of the Trojans and " shake at them his gloomy

aegis, in anger at this deceit" (A 167). Whether the aegis

of Zeus was borrowed from him by Athena, or rather that

she had an aegis of her own, is not definitely stated. If

the contention is correct that the aegis was a laisewn, as

seems to be true, then the epithet " aegis-bearing " would

belong to Zeus only metrically, just as the epithet " white-

armed " belongs to Hera,—not that she was the only white-

armed goddess, but since only to her name was this epithet

particularly convenient in the verse. The other divinities

may each have had an aegis of his own. Thus Athena

has an aegis at B 447, E 738, S 204, $ 400, x 297,—with

no indication of any kind that this was borrowed from Zeus.

In the fifteenth book of the Iliad, it is true, Apollo has

the aegis of Zeus, but this is given to him for a special

purpose, when he is sent by Zeus to the Trojan plain on

a special errand (0 307 ff.). At the beginning of the last

book of the Iliad, the reader learns that Apollo wrapped
the dead body of Hector in an aegis, that it might not

be torn when Achilles dragged it about the tomb of his

comrade Patroclus {Q, 20). This last passage was rejected

by Aristarchus, who held that the aegis belonged to Zeus

alone, but it evidently is entirely intelligible on the

supposition that the aegis was the flexible skin of an

animal, and that the indefinite article is in place before it.^

To say that Zeus and Athena need no shield at all, is

to introduce into Homer the notions of a later and reflective

age. If Athena fears no wound, why does she arm herself

iPor the aegis, see Welcker, GoUerlehre, i. 167; Baiet, Jahrbiicher, 1878,

pp. 577 ff.—The warriors of the Baliaric islands went into battle ungirt, "with
an aegis about the arm," alylda irepl rri x^i-P^ ?X'""'es> Strabo, 168 C.
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for battle before descending to the field of conflict (E 737,
O 388)? Why should she not need a shield as truly as

Ares and Aphrodite, who are both wounded by Diomed
(E 336, 858)? She was vulnerable, we must believe, though
she may have been less likely to be wounded than the

weaklings. The old usage of wearing a skin as a defense

is retained by the gods, who are always thought to be

conservative, just as old customs are retained longest by
men in their worship. So Apollo, the war-god, is almost

uniformly represented with bow and arrows, not as a heavy
armed warrior, like a late statue of JMars, and Heracles, the

mightiest warrior of men, is a bowman. In the east frieze

of the so-called Theseum at Athens is depicted a conflict

in which a youthful figure " with an object like a garment

falling over his left arm, has an important place." This

figure has been conjectured to represent Apollo, and the
" garment " may have been an aegis.

Xo trace of any cuirass ^ or breastplate is found on any

ilycenaean monument, and this piece of armor seems to

be unknown in Greece even later, in the time of

the so-called Dipylon vases. It has not been ^"Cuirass

,. , , or Breaitplate
found represented on vases earlier than the

^^ Mycenae
seventh century B.C. On a fragment of a Dipylon

vase even oarsmen are depicted as rowing under the cover

of shields,—clearly because they had no breastplates. So

the warriors in the pediments of the temple of Aphaea on

Aegina wore no cuirasses (Fig. 35).- Thus the cuirass in

the Homeric poems is thought by Reichel to be an

anachronism, though it seems to be mentioned thirty-four

times. Seven Achaeans are named as wearing the cuirass :

Achilles d 460, 610, T 371), Agamemnon (A 19 ff., 234),

Diomed (E 99 f., 189, 282, 9 195, ^ 819), Meges (0 529),

Menelaus (A 133, 136, X 587 ff.), Odysseus (A 436), and

Patroclus (11 133, 804); and ten Trojans: Agastrophus

'This observation and the deductions from it were presented with emphasis

fet by Reichel in the work which has been often quoted.

- Most of these warriors wore no clothing, either ; and they carried the round

shield, which is associated with the cuirass. So this argument alone has not

much weight. A group of statues at Olympia, by Onatas, represented Achaean

. warriors with spear and shield, and evidently without cuirass (Paus. \. 25. S).
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(A 373), Asteropaeus (^ 560), Hector (H 252,? 606),

Lycaon {T 332), Oenomaus (N 507), Othryoneus (N 371),

Paris (r 332, 358, Z 322), Phorcys (P 314)- Polydorus

(Y 415), and the charioteer of Asius (N 397). A cuirass

is indicated also for the Trojans Alcathoiis and Antiphus,

and the Achaean Menesthius.^ This piece of armor, then,

does not seem to belong specially to either Achaeans or

Trojans. Ajax, Teucer, Idomeneus, .and others on the

Achaean side, and Aeneas, Sarpedon, Glaucus, and others

on the Trojan side, have none,—as well as Ares (c/. E 857,

125). Apparently it is not in general use, nor is it

consistently worn. Odysseus seems to have one at A 436,

but none at A 456, only twenty venses later; Diomed

seems to have one at E 98, but none at E 112 nor at

E 795 ff. ; Hector has one at H 252 and P 606, but

apparently not at S 412, nor in the twenty-second book

of the'I/md; Achilles has none at Y 259, and Ajax none

at S 404. If a cuirass seems to be used by a warrior

who carries a great Mycenaean shield, we may suspect an

interpolation, for the two were" not necessary together, and

would have been cumbrous and inconvenient,—at least if the

cuirass were such a heavy corslet as became usual.

The cuirass is named neither in the Odyssey nor in the

tenth book of the Iliad, the so-called Dblonia, of which

Odysseus is one of the two heroes and which
uirass in

\^^^^^ other resemblances to the Odyssey,—although

not a few opportunities for its mention occur there.

In the Dolonia, for example, the poet describes old Nestor

as lying in his soft couch " with his bright arms beside

him,—his shield and two spears, and his bright helmet, and

his gleaming belt lay by his side" (K 75). Why should

the cuirass not be mentioned, if he was accustomed to wear

it ? That the Odyssey, which seems to be of later com-

position than the Iliad, and the tenth book of the

Iliad, which is generally thought to be of later com-

position than most of the rest of the poem, yet contain

no mention of the cuirass, which came into use after

the earliest epic period, is certainly strange. The suggestion

^Alcathoiis,—xirw^n x'^'^^"" "' "' ivfihaB^v d7r6 xpoJs ^/sfcei oXedpov, N 439 f. ;

Antiphus,

—

aio\o8Jip-ri^, A 489 ; Menesthius,

—

aioKoBwprq^, IT 173.
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has been made that fighting occupies so subordinate a part

in the Odyssey that the rhapsodists were not tempted to

revise that poem for the introduction of the latest armor

;

another explanation is that though the tenth book of the

Iliad is a comparatively recent lay, yet it is made up
of very old material. The suggested explanation of the

absence of all mention of the cuirass in the Odyssey does

not seem satisfactory. For the tenth book of the Iliad, the

reader may remember that in connexion with the dis-

cussion of the laiseion attention was called to the unusual

circumstances of the Dolonia : the mightiest heroes of

the Achaeans on that occasion go forth from the camp
not for pitched battle, as usual, but for a council, or

at worst for a scouting expedition. We might ask fairly

enough why Agamemnon and Menelaus needed the lion

and panther skins and their spears, but the reply is

reasonable,-—to have gone to their military council outside

of the trenches, entirely without arms, would have been un-

warriorlike. But these problems give a reminder of the

difficulty of applying the archaeological test in the so-called

" higher criticism " of the Homeric poems.

In connexion with the question of the relation of the

Odyssey to the cuirass, Reichel notes particularly the story told

by the disguised Odysseus of the ambuscade before Ilium,

who represents himself as going off for the night with only

shield and loin-cloth, and suffering from the cold (^ 469 ff.).

The expedition was one of danger : why did the warrior not

wear a cuirass if he had one? To this perhaps the same

suggestion might be made as in the case of the scouting

•expedition of the Dolonia : agility was more important than

preparation to meet a pitched battle. But in the first

book of the Odyssey the wish is expressed that Odysseus

might return and take his stand at the front door of his

home "with helmet, and shield, and two spears'' (a 256,

4- " 376). Evidently this equipment was considered to be

full armor, but the cuirass is lacking. So also on the night

before the slaughter of Penelope's suitors, Odysseus and his

son Telemachus remove from the great hall of the palace

Ihe "helmets, shields, and spears" (r 32, cf. ir 284), but no

mention is made of cuirasses, nor are these brought out on
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the next day for the defense either of the suitors or of

Odysseus and his friends (^ no, 144). Why should not the

cuirasses adorn the hall of Odysseus as they did that of

the poet Alcaeus {Frag. 56,—see page 296) and the baronial

halls of the Middle Ages? The arms did not stand and

lie there for immediate use; they had been there ever since

Odysseus embarked for Troy,—they were merely decorative.

In the Iliad, too, the cuirass is not always mentioned

where it might be expected, as, for example, in the contest

^ . , over the Achaean wall, where the combatants
Luirass not

, , , „

always struck each other's shields, and many were

Mentioned wounded,—each whose back was exposed as he
where turned, and many right through the shield itself"
Expected. ^ ^^5); and explaining the part which the

Locrians took in the conflict, the poet says that these had

no helmets, shields, or spears, but with their archery broke

the ranks of the Trojans (N 714). At '^ 799 the armor of

Sarpedon is offered as a prize in the funeral games in honor

of Patroclus,
—

" shield and helmet," but no cuirass. Lycaon

is called stripped {jvp-vo^;, $ 50), when he is without helmet

and shield, and Hector applies the same word to his own
condition if he should lay down his " shield and heavy

helmet, and lean his shield against the wall" (X ill, 124).

Just as the cuirass is not figured on Mycenaean monuments,

so it is said also to be unknown on Egyptian monuments
of the early empire. In the " heavy-armed " race at Olympia
(o7rX(To^|00/uta), even in the fifth century B.C., the cuirass was

never worn, but the equipment consisted of helmet, shield,,

and spear, exactly as in Mycenaean times.

With regard to the cuirass, the Homeric poems afford no

distinct information, either as to how it was made or how
it was put on. To that which Hephaestus makes

How was
fQj. Achilles the poet gives but a single line

the Cuirass ,^ ^ , , , , , , , , , .

^ade? C-^ Dio), although one hundred and thirty-one

verses are devoted to the description of the shield

(2 478-608). We could not expect the poet to describe

the making of each piece of armor in so great detail as he

does the shield,—the effect might become monotonous ; but

the prominence given to the shield is noteworthy in particular

since the cuirass was an article which was well fitted for
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decoration, as we may see from the familiar statue of the
Emperor Augustus, from Prima Porta, which is richly adorned
with scenes from the emperor's triumphs. The description

of Agamemnon's cuirass (A 19-28) is elaborate, though not
clear, but contains (as we have seen) serpents and parallel

stripes which are said to be foreign to Mycenaean orna-

mentation, and which appear in Homeric works of art only
here

;
and this cuirass is said by the poet to have been

brought from Cyprus, which is thought to have been out
of the range of the earliest epic poets, although the epic

poem which, next to the Iliad and Odyssey, had most
popularity was called the Cypriaji Epic, and we may suppose
it to have had a Cyprian author. The Homeric cuirass had
plates (yJaXa, E 99), but whether these were fastened on the

side or in front (like a bodice and the later cuirass), no one
knows. Reichel held that often the later word for cuirass

{QwpriQ in Homer means only armor in general. Thus in

the wounding of Menelaus, when the arrow fell " where the

golden fastenings of the belt joined, and the two-fold armor
met it" (A 133),^ the armor would refer to the fastenings

of the belt which served for a protection at this point. So
Iphidamas struck Agamemnon on the belt below the thorex

(A 234). But how was this possible if thorex in this passage

means cuirass ? Reichel at first suggested that the reference

might be to the shield, but later withdrew this hypothesis,

probably on the ground that a wound on the belt and

under the shield would assume a small shield of a very

different pattern from that generally carried by the Homeric

warrior. If Owpij^ meant armor in general, then QwpriG-a-ea-QaL

would naturally mean " arm one's self for battle," and OoiptjKTaf

(M 317, $ 277, 429) armed men. But just as to gird one's

self (QtivvvaBai, A 15) and to helm one's self (KopvacrecrOai,

K 37) are used in the general sense of artn, so to cuirass

one's self would be a natural expression in the same sense.

And as shield-bearer (aa-iria-ni'i, A 90) and helm-wearer

{KopvcTT^i, A 457) are used for warrior in general, so too

' A 136, KoX dia OiifnjKO! Tro\vda.i5d\ov T}pripei.(TTO, where diipri^ must mean cuirass,

has caused great perplexity to commentators. With its omission and the inter-

pretation of 6wfni^ given above for A 133, the meaning of the passage becomes-

simple.
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cuirass-wearer might be the equivalent of soldier. A frequent

epithet of the Achaeans, used twice in the Odyssey and

thirty-one times in the Iliad, is " with bronze tunic

"

{yaKKO^iT(i>ve<i, often translated bronze-clad), which may refer

to small plates of metal fastened for additional protection

to the linen tunic, or it may be understood most freely,

—

the shield with bronze plate being thought of as the pro-

tecting garment. The cuirass, which consisted entirely of

plates, never reached below the hips, and so would hardly

have been called a tunic. So when Idomeneus " rends with

his spear the tunic of Alcathoiis, the bronze tunic which

in time past warded off destruction from him " {pri^ev . . .

-^iTwva yd\Keov, N 439 f), the poet's epithet may refer to

bronze plates attached to the tunic. A similar expression

which is used twice, is "with bronze tkorex" ()(a\Keo6wp>]^,

A 448, 62). No entirely satisfactory explanation has been

suggested for the linen thorex of B 529, 830; but we must

not overlook the facts that the poet Alcaeus refers to such

{QwpaKe<; re veui \ivui. Frag. 56, 5), that Xenophon represents

the Chalybes and Susians as wearing them (OcopaKag Xivovg,

Anabasis, iv. 7, 16, Cyrop. vi. 4. 2), and that Pausanias ^

says that they had been dedicated as votive offerings in

several temples. We know that the South Sea Islanders

had cuirasses of cocoanut fibre which would be proof against

a bullet from a revolver, and which doubtless did good

service against spears, but the linen corslets of the Achaeans

are more likely to have been linen jackets to which plates

of metal have been attached, as distinguished from leather

jackets so strengthened.

In twenty-five passages, even Reichel admits that

Owprj^ means cuirass. In ten of these instances, the verse

or couplet in which this word occurs is at least

''^^^^"
, unnecessary, and sometimes it interrupts the con-

z^ times.
nexion of thought; as at V 332, 358, A 136,

Z 322, H 252, A 436, n 133, 804, 2 610,

T 371. Sometimes it is in a longer episode, as at A 19 ff.,

ISr 581 ff., ^ 560 ff. In other passages, as B 544, E 282,

O 19s, N 265, 342, T 361, the cuirass is mentioned in

such a way that no reasonable excision can remove it.

^i. 21. 7. See Frazer's note, Pausanias, ii. 243.
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These passages, according to Reichel, must be held to have
been composed after the close of the eighth century B.C.

From that time on, the rhapsodists considered the cuirass an
indispensable part of the hoplite's equipment,—it became
such when the heavy Homeric shield fell into disuse, being
exchanged for the round shield, which could ' be carried on
the left arm,—and the mention of the cuirass may have been
added to give a more modern tone to the narrative.

The earliest and the Homeric cuirass need not have
been exactly like that which is represented on ancient vases.

We do not know that this piece of defensive armor
was introduced from other lands already perfected ; ^f^^'f"'''"

... , . , , , . _ '^ of Lutrass.
very likely it was developed in Greece itself

The plates {^'yvaXa) may not have been so large as in

later times. The Homeric cuirass may have been in the

experimental stage ; it need not have been made of two
plates, nor have covered the whole breast. Sometimes it

may have been made of leather or strong cloth, with

several or many plates of metal attached for protection and
for ornament.' The late historic cuirass, made of a back-

plate and a front-plate, could not be donned or doffed by
the wearer without assistance, and only once in Homer is

such help indicated,—where the attendants of Menelaus

remove the armor from his shoulders (H 122),—and this

more probably refers to the removal of the heavy shield.

At 125, Athena takes "the helmet from Ares's head,

his shield from his shoulders, and the spear from his

hands, and bids him go and be seated." Nothing is said

there about his cuirass, although it would have been no

more undignified for her to assist him to remove this than

to help him to dofif his shield. The " argument from

silence " is particularly dangerous in the interpretation of

Homer, but the poet enlivens his picture by so many
minor details that we may expect some reference to this

service if it is actually rendered on every occasion when

' Cf. Tacitus, Hist. i. 79, of the Sarmatae ; id frincipihus et vobilissiiiio cuiqiic

t^giinen^ ferreis laminis aut praeduro corio coiisertiini, ut adversus ictus inpenetrabile^

ila impetu kostizim provolutis inhabile ad resurgendum. Pausanias, i. 21. 6, says

that these Sarmatae made as it were scales from the hoofs of horses and sewed

these together to form cuirasses as good as the Greeks. Ammianus Marcellinus

(xvii. 12. 2) shows that these plates of horn were sewed on linen garments.

2 T
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the armor is put off or on. In connexion with the cuirass

as with the shield, it is important to remember again

that the warriors had no uniformity of equipment.

The zoster {X<^o-TYip) was a belt, corresponding to the

woman's zone (iwvri), to gird up the long tunic {x^twv),

which seems to have reached at least to the knee.
Zoster, Belt.

.^^.^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ .^ ordinary life ; with it the

swine-herd girds himself when he goes to the pen for a

porker (^ 72). It lay by the side of old Nestor as he

slept (K 77), where the expression " with which he girt

himself when he armed himself for battle," has been taken,

______^___ in connexion with the absence of

^^^•^-^" ^^"S the mention of a corslet, to imply

|^^S5^-==~ that this was his principal piece of

'<^®'^<1k1 armor, but it naturally refers only to

t^,^o^°^^^^LjtZ^ " girding up his loins " for action.

Sometimes the girdle is called simply
Fig. 29.-Mitri. ^ strap, as where Achilles binds the

Prof. W.Ridgeways;; Early Age o
j^^j^g pf Jjjg JfOJan CaptlveS, wlth the

straps which they wore over their tunics (cfAaa-iv, # 30). It

was, then, of leather, but was sometimes covered with a

plate of metal,^ and served as a protection for the body

of Menelaus (A 132), whose belt was held by golden

fastenings.

The mitr^ {iJLiTprj) was a thin band of metal about the

loins. It is mentioned only in connexion with Menelaus

,
(for whom it was the chief protection at a critical

moment, A 137, 187, 216), Ares (E 857), in an

epithet (aio\o/j.iTpr]s, with bright mitre, E 707) of a Boeotian,

and in an epithet of Sarpedon's Lycian comrades without

mitre? This mitre is designated distinctly as " made by a

blacksmith" (A 187), but may have been both lined and

padded with cloth. Reichel suggests that the word daiprj^

of 2 460 may have been used in a general way, meaning

the mitre,—such a band might be made without much
circumstance by Hephaestus for Achilles. Robert thinks

'Agamemnon's belt was covered with silver, A 236. Bronze plates which seem

to have been attached to girdles have been found in Italy and in Greece.

^d/iirpox'TMPes, n 419. According to Athenaeus 523 D, this was equivalent to

ungirt, H^uaToi.
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the general expression gird on the bronze " (^aX/coi/ TcivvvaOai,

Sk 130), may refer primarily to this protecting band. A
broad band of metal under the tunic would hardly have
been needed when the cuirass was worn. That the mzirc

was often or generally covered by the tunic, would account

for the fact that it is but seldom mentioned. As a rule

it would attract no attention.^

The zoma (^M/"a) seems to have been a mere loin-cloth,

and as such it is worn by the boxer ("^ 683); strictly it

is not a part of the warrior's armor. When the

disguised Odysseus tells of his going forth in

light attire for an ambuscade, he says he had only " shield

and loin-cloth" (^ 482). Naturally this, as well as the tnitre,

was concealed by the tunic, and when this was worn it did

not call for frequent mention. On the Mycenaean sword

(Fig. 24), the loin-cloth is in the form of " bathing trunks,"

like the Celtic warrior's braca. On the silver vase (Fig. 23),

the bowmen and slingers seem downright naked. Elsewhere

the zoma is figured rather in the fashion of the American

Indian's clout (Figures 25, 26).

The greaves (Kvrj/uLiSe?, shin-guards), according to Reichel,

were not originally an independent part of the armor for

defense arainst the missiles of the foe,—the lower _° Kireaves.

leg is indeed sensitive, but no more exposed to

wounds than the arm,—but were simply gaiters to protect the

warrior's shins from being bruised by the lower edge of his

shield, which, hanging loose, would strike against one or

other shin at every step. These were made of cloth or

leather, and hence are not found preserved in Mycenaean

graves ;—but in the Mycenaean shaft-graves were gold bands

(one was found in situ about the knee of a skeleton) which

were intended to hold these gaiters in place. The old

Laertes has leather greaves or gaiters {icvri^l^e's, to 229) to

protect his legs against the thorns, just as he wears gloves

on his hands to save these from the scratches of the

brambles, when he works in the field, and this is the only

mention of greaves in the Odyssey. Similar to these greaves

would be the gaiters which were worn by Artemis as a

^For the mitri, see Perrot et Chipiez, Histoire de tArt, vol. vi., Figs. 354, 355,

420, 422 f.
, 426, 428.
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huntress. Greaves in the later sense are not represented in

the art of the Mycenaean period, nor even on the so-called

Dipylon vases, but they were an important part of the

hoplite's armor during the sixth and seventh centuries B<C.

So in the time of Alcaeus, about 600 B.C., metal greaves

were an important defense against the enemy's missiles

(Xd/uTrpai Kva/uioeg, aoKOi ca"vypa) /SeXei;?, Frag. ^6. 4 > ?/

Aeschylus, Septem, 6 J 6, KvrjfxiSa^, al-)(jJ.rj^ km Trerpoov -Trpo^Xri-

/xara). Bronze greaves, like the cuirass, belong to the age

when the round shield has taken the place of its Mycenaean

predecessor, but remnants of them were found in a tomb

of late Mycenaean times, in Cyprus, and are now in the

British Museum. In the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.,

greaves were less used than before, though the danger of

wounds in the shin would seem to have been the same,

but they seem to have had a revival in the Macedonian

period. The " greaves of brass " which the giant Goliath

wore (i Sam. xvii. 6), are part of a familiar story. In the

imperial times, the Roman soldier wore a greave [ocred)

only on the right leg. Hephaestus makes the greaves for

Achilles of tin (S 613),—a metal with which the poet does

not seem particularly well acquainted, and which might

seem ill-adapted to defensive armor, but which is pliant,

and would serve as well as cloth or leather for mere gaiters.

If Hephaestus is to make the greaves, they must be of some
metal. In fact, this tin is made by the poet to serve a

useful purpose, and repels the spear of Agenor (# S91),

—

the only passage in which a greave is said by the poet

to render any service at all. The Achaeans are once called

" bronze-greaved " (^)(aKKOKvr]iJ.L^e<;, H 41), but elsewhere no

distinctive epithet is applied to the greaves to designate

color, shape, or material.

The Homeric greaves may well have rendered a two-fold

service,—protecting the wearer both from bruises by his

shield, and also from the missiles of the enemy.

Two Wais
"^^^ epithet " well-greaved " (euKvijimiSes) is used

forty-one times in the poems, and its frequency

proves that the greaves were a prominent part of the

warrior's equipment,—more prominent than we should expect

them to be if they were simply to serve the very common-
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place office of protecting the shin from bumps of the shield.

The bronze greaves appear to be making their way into

use, like the cuirass and the round buckler. They could
be seen even behind a large shield, and the warrior was
not always seen from the front, and while bearing his great
shield. The light-armed troops, indeed, seem to have worn
no greaves,—they needed none on Reichel's theory,—but as

usual the poet applies to all the Achaeans the adjective

which belongs strictly only to the better equipped of them.
We should not be surprised, then, that at A 517 ff., an
Achaean, Diores, has his right lower leg crushed by a stone

thrown by a Thracian leader, without mention of a greave
to break the force of the missile ; Diores may have been
an archer, or the poet may not have cared to comment
upon the fact that the greave did not save the ancle ; but

a gaiter of cloth or leather could not be expected to save

the ancle in such a case as this, where even a greave of

bronze might have proved insufficient.

Silver anclets {eina-cpiipia, T 3 3 1 ) are mentioned five times

in connexion with greaves. They have been .

thought to be a special protection for the ancle,

but more probably were gaiter-holders.

Archers, as has been said, seem to have had no greaves

in the Homeric battle. They needed none, if the greaves

were a protection simply against repeated hurts

from the warrior's own shield, and in general the ^^'
' ° «o Greaves.

light-armed troops stood in the rear, although

the bowmen Paris and Helenus were exposed to danger

;

and Paris dons his greaves only when he changes from

light to heavy equipment (F 330). The goddess Athena,

too, when she puts on the armor of Zeus (E 734 ff), puts

on no greaves. We cannot explain this fact by saying

that she had no fear of wounds, for the same objection

would apply to her use of the helmet which she takes.

But Athena puts upon her shoulders the old-fashioned light

aegis, and therefore needs no greaves to save her shins from

the bumps of the heavy shield.

The Homeric and Mj'cenaean helmet (Kopvs, rpvcpaXeia,

vriKriP, Kvverj) gave no such complete protection to the face

and head as the later, visored, so-called Corinthian helmet.
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which had cheek-pieces, and often a shield for the nose,

—as is shown by the many wounds which are inflicted

on these parts, without any mention of a helmet.
Helmet.

^^^ example, in A 502 the helmet seems to

have had no side-pieces, and it appears to lack a back-piece

in E 73. But from a wound we may not safely conclude

an utter lack of defense. The temple may have been

pierced in spite of a side-piece to the helmet, but we should

expect the poet to mention the obstruction if one existed.

Indications of the Corinthian helmet have been found in

N 188 and in a few other passages. The Homeric helmet

Helmet. Fig. 31.—Boars' Teeth.

was a cap, generally of leather, but sometimes of metal,

which covered only the upper part of the head. It had a

rim of bronze over the temples and about the lower edge

(aTe(pdvr], H 1 2, A 96). A leather strap, which might be

ornamented, passing under the chin, held the helmet firm in

place upon the head (o-xevg, T 371). It generally had a

crest of horsehair (\6cf)o?), which was sometimes dyed

(0 538); for the crest of the helmet of Achilles, Hephaestus

used fine gold thread (T 383). The crest of hair was some-

times fastened to the helmet directly, and sometimes on

a support. Hector's helmet had three layers of leather or

metal (A 352). Odysseus had a cap or helmet with many
boars' teeth strung on the outside, evidently as a defense

against blows (just as we suppose plates of metal to have
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been fastened to some tunics), and straps stretched within,
probably to strengthen it, and a felt lining for comfort
(K 261). A Mycenaean image shows such a helmet of
boars' teeth, and many such teeth were found at Mycenae.
Metal knob-like or horn-like projections ((pdXos, Z 9 ; (pdXapa,
n 106) served not only as ornaments, but also to strengthen
the helmet, and to receive and ward off blows. An
afi(pi(j)aXoi helmet had two horn-like projections, both
over the forehead (E 743); a TeTpa(pcl\ripo? or rerjoa'^aXo?
helmet had four horn-like projections, two before

and two behind (E 743, X 315),—with which
may be compared a word for helmet which
is used fifteen times {rpvcpaKeia, [T€]Tpv(pa\€ia

= K6pu9 T€Tpd(pa\oi), which would imply that

this ordinarily had four of these horns.i The
epithet bronze-cheeked {yakKoirdp^o's, M 183) is

used perhaps not of the wearer of the helmet, fig. s^.-Heimet.

with reference to cheek-pieces, but of the helmet itself, with
reference to the parts about the temples,—although cheek-

pieces of bronze could be attached to a helmet of leather.

So, also, the epithet reed-eyed (av\wTri9, A 353) is explained

by Reichel as referring to the projecting reeds or horns,

which take the place of eyes for the helmet, but not for the

wearer.

The helmet is called bright (Xap-irpd, P 269) because of

its metallic gleam ; it is called also bronze-fitted {-^okKi^pn-i,

N 714), and "of solid bronze" {-irdyyoKKog, a 378). The
obvious etymology of Kvverj (sc. Sopd, skin') suggests that the

helmet was originally of dogskin, but Diomed has a Kwkrj of

ox-hide, " without knobs and crest " {acpaXds re Koi aXXocpos,

K 257), Dolon has one of weasel-skin (KTiSa], K 335), and

Laertes has one of goat-skin (aiyeiJi, w 231). \\'e are

reminded that on many representations of earl)* art, the

helmet and cap seems to be the skin of a lion's or other

animal's head,—the rest of the hide hanging down the

wearer's back. The length of the horn-like projections is

indicated not only by the fact that they were easily hit

^ Reichel distinguished (pdXos, horn-like projectioti, from 0dXapa, knobs or bosses.

aii^i<pa\os has been explained, also, as not connected with <pd\o!, but as meaning

shining^ from the root of (^alviij.
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(r 362, IT 338), but also by their touching when two

warriors stood close (11 2 1 6).

The offensive weapons of the Homeric age, as has been

said, differ little in principle from those of later

Hellenic times,—the spear {eyjois, ey^^eiri, Sopu,

at-^fj.}]), the bow (to^ov or To'^a), the sword (^i(po?,

(pda-yavov, aop), the sling (acpevSovri), the battle-axe (a^ivrj)^

and stones ()(ef)fj.dSta).

The spear-shaft was generally of ash wood (fJ.e\c)], B 543,

Offensive

Weapons.

Fig. 33.—Heracles and Aegis.

X 328) with a point of bronze (al-^/j.)] yakKehi, A 461) in a

socket which was further held in place by a ring

or ferule (in Hector's spear, of gold, Z 320), and
with a spike {cravpcoTijp, K 153) at the butt end (ovpla-^os,

^ 443)> which was used to fix the spear in the ground,
and to hold it upright, when it was not in use. Possibly
the spike at the butt might serve a good use in battle

also, if the point of the spear were broken off, as it

sometimes was ; that it was needed in order to make a

balance of weight with the point, as has been suggested,
seems hardly probable, for the weight of the point cannot
have been great in comparison with that of the shaft. For
its use, we may compare i Samuel xxvi. 7, " and Saul
lay sleeping within the trench, and his spear stuck in the
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ground at his bolster."^ Hector's spear was eleven cubits,

or about sixteen and a half feet, in length (Z 319), but for

the ordinary man a much shorter spear would be more
serviceable, and on vases the spear is generally represented

as not more than seven or eight feet long. The longest spear

of the Macedonian phalanx was longer even than Hector's.

Achilles's spear, which had been given to his father Peleus

by Chiron, was too heavy for any other Achaean to wield

(n 141), and Patroclus left this in the tent, although he

took the shield of Achilles, when he went forth to battle.

The Homeric warrior not infrequently carries two spears

(F 18, A 43, M 298, 464),—apparently holding one

as a reserve,—and the ambidextrous Asteropaeus throws

both of his at once ($ 162). When not in use, the

spear of Achilles stood in a case {avpij^, literally pipe,

T 387).

The spear was used both for thrusting and for throwing,

and in general the poet is perfectly distinct (as was observed

by Aristarchus) in his use of the two verbs,—one for

wounding by a weapon held in the hand {ovtoXui), and the

other for wounding by a missile, a weapon thrown

(fiiXKoy).

In addition to the long lance, short javelins were used.^

Dolon carried one of these when he set out as a spy upon

the Achaean camp (K 335),—an expedition on ,
^ ^^.^

which, as we have seen, a javelin would be far

more convenient than a long lance, and in general, light

equipment rather than heavy armor. Agenor casts at

Achilles an Ukuiv ($ 590), but this does not seem to differ

from an ordinary lance (ey)(os:), and elsewhere, too, the

words seem to be used without discrimination {cf. 646,

N 183, ^ 622). No clear and universal distinction can

be drawn between the meanings of ejx^'^' ^°V"^' hx^'^li

a(^^>J,^though the last often is the point of the spear, as

distinguished from the shaft.

"According to Aristotle, Poetics, 1461 a, the Illyrians in his day used similar

spikes.

'^Slkovtcs, with a verb dKovrL^a, and derivatives aKovTiO-Tai and aKovTiarvi.—No

indication appears of the use of any strap or ayKiiXri in the hurling of the

javelin.
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A hunting spear (aiyaveri) which is used by the comrades

of Odysseus in the chase of wild goats (: 156), is mentioned

also as hurled for amusement by the comrades

Tear"^
of Achilles, while their leader was "sulking in

''^"'''^'

his tent" (B 773), and for a measure of distance

is named " as far as a man hurls a hunting spear (aiyaveri,

n 589), either trying his strength in a contest or in

battle."

The Mycenaean sword was not of great length,—three

feet long,—and seems to have been made rather for a

thrust than for a blow. The blade of a short
^"^ '

sword or dagger which is preserved (Fig. 24) is

highly ornamented with a scene from the hunting of lions,

and the hilt is studded with gold nails. The Homeric

sword of bronze must have been longer, for it seems to be

used for a blow quite as often as for a thrust {cf. V 362,

E 146, A 146), but frequently the simple expression

*' wounded " {ovraQi}) leaves the manner of the sword's use

uncertain. The epithet two-edged (afxcpriKe?) is used four

times ; long-edged (Tavyjj/ce?), five times, and the similar

ravarjKe^ as an epithet of bronze in the sense of sword

(compare the English use of steel) is used four times. The
sword is mentioned 43 times in the Iliad.

The sword hung not from a belt about the waist, but

from a strap (reXa/uLuiv or aopr^p) which passed over the

right shoulder and crossed the baldric of the
"" '' ''' shield near the middle of the breast (S 404).

Odysseus received from a Phaeacian, as an atonement for

a slighting word (0 403), a bronze sword with hilt {Kwirrj)

of silver, and sheath (/coXeoV) of ivory. The epithet silver-

studded (apyvpoi^Xov, B 45) applied to a sword, probably

refers to the studs or rivets of the hilt which fastened the

side-pieces of the handle to the frame, and also served

as ornaments. These are prominent also on the Mycenaean
swords. The Mycenaean sheath seems commonly to have

been of wood or leather, since it is not found in the

Mycenaean tombs, but the sheath of Agamemnon's sword

was of silver (A 30). Fragments of linen which have

been found attached to an ancient bronze sword have been

understood to indicate that the sheath had a cloth lining.
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The baldric, like other leather straps, was at times
adorned with thin plates of precious metal, some of which
have been found at Mycenae.

The mighty arm of Achilles with his sword could strike

off a man's head at a single blow (Y 481, c/. U 340J. In
other cases the head or the arm was thus nearly severed
from the shoulders. Where the head of a fallen enemy
is cut off on the ground (as A 146), the reader does not
know but more than one blow may have been required for

the task.

Agamemnon carries, hanging by his side, near his sword,
a large knife (fxdxaipa, T 271), which he uses in cutting

the throats of victims for sacrifice, and doubtless

also for carving at his own table ; and the ^'-^^
'"'

youths who join the dance which is depicted by
'

Hephaestus on the shield of Achilles (2 597) have golden
knives hanging from silver straps. These would correspond
to daggers or to the western American bowie-knife, but
they are never used in the fight. The modern Greek
peasant, also, always carries in his girdle a great knife,

which is ready for divers uses.

The battle-axe is mentioned by Homer only twice {aplvri,

'S 612, 711). This, too, was of bronze, and in the

former of these instances hung under (i.e. behind)

the shield of the heavy-armed warrior. In the

other case, it is mentioned in connexion with other axes

(Tre'AeKW, but evidently used for war), swords, and spears.

The club or mace (jcopwrf) does not appear as used in

the Homeric battles, but Nestor tells of the " club-bearer

Arelthoiis" (H 138), who "did not fight with the

bow and the long spear, but broke the ranks

with his iron mace,"—the only arm or weapon of iron men-

tioned in the poems. In Hades, too, Odysseus saw the

shade of the hunter Orion with his club of solid bronze in

his hands, driving over the asphodel meadow the ghosts

of the wild beasts which he had slain (X 57 2). A hunter,

we may think, would need to be fleet of foot, if he had no

other weapon than a club. This seems a very primitive

arm, and as such it was ascribed in later story to Heracles.

In the battle between the gods and the giants, the Moerae
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fought against giants who were armed with clubs dooVaXoi),

according to Apollodorus, i. 6. 2. But even in the sixth

century B.C., the bodyguard of the tyrant Pisistratus were

armed only with maces of wood (Kopvvi]<l)6poi,—not dopv<popoi,

Herodotus, i. 59),—the earliest policeman's club. The club

of Areithoiis probably was of wood with iron knobs or

stubs,—not of solid .(iron,—just as a " golden sceptre " is a

wooden staff adorned with gold.^

The bow of the Lycian Pandarus is described more fully

than any other, in the fourth book of the I/md (A 105). It was

made of the horns of a wild goat of the mountains

which Pandarus himself had shot. The horns

were sixteen hand-breadths in length. The current view

has been that these horns were united butt to butt, by a

wooden "grip,'' hand-piece, or arm (Trijp^i/?, A 37 S)- If the

hand-breadth or " palm " equalled one-fourth of a foot, as

the ancients generally reckoned, such a bow would be incon-

veniently long even after all reasonable reductions had been

made for the loss of material in the making. Apart from

all other difficulties, attention has been called to the immense

difficulty of bending such a bow ;

" no human arm would

have been sufficient," according to one authority. Yet

Odysseus's bow also was of horn ((p 395), and we may
suppose this to have been the usual material. A British

scholar suggested that the bows " from which Homer drew

his description were of composite structure, with a powerful

reinforcement of sinews moulded on to the back." ^ Such

bows are still used in Central Asia, and may be compared

conveniently with those which were in use until recently in

North America, from Mexico to the region of the Eskimo.

These bows are composed of several long and thin pieces

of wood, and thin layers of horn, reinforced by a mass of

sinews from the back or neck of some animal,—all carefully

and elaborately glued together, so as to last for an indefinite

period. This bow is thick at the grip, but flattens out

^ " In the Hindoo Epic, the club is of iron, plated with gold, and girded with

spikes. It is used by special heroes of greatest strength."

^See H. 'Q^XloMX, Journal of the Anthropological Institute, xix. p. 227; O. T.

Mason, Smithsonian Report for 1893, pp. 631-679, plates Ixii., Ixv., Ixxxviii. ;

F. S. Dellenbaugh, The North Americans of Yesterday, p. 249.
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rapidly towards the ends,' and it is so formed that the
" back," which is at the front in shooting, is very concave
when the bow is unbent. Such a bow would justif}'

the epithet " bent-back " {TraXlvTovog, 9 266). Of these

Persian bows it is said, that '' after leaving the maker's
hands, in order to be strung for use, they had first

to be softened in a bath, and then gradually opened by
cords attached to pegs in the ground." Thus the bow of

Odysseus, after twenty years of disuse, had become so hard

and stiff that Penelope's suitors were unable to brace it

i<j> 184 ff.y

The horn element in the Persian bow seems to be sufficient

to justify a poet in calling a similar bow one of horn, but

this assumption of a composite bow for Homer's
time does not seem to be absolutely required.

The National Museum at Washington has a bow formerly

used by a Sioux Indian, which is made " of two sections of

cow's horn, spliced together in the middle and held by
rivets. It is lined on the back with sinew. It is curved

in the shape of Cupid's bow, and is three feet in length."

A similar bow is in the Peabody Museum at Cambridge
(Mass.). The Eskimo used " compound bows, made of rein-

deer antlers, and backed with sinew,"—the three pieces being

fastened together by lashings of sinew, cord, or. braid.

A Siberian bow is reported from the British Museum, of

strongly marked " Cupid's bow " shape, with wooden base

and powerful backing of sinew, and layers of horn. Dellen-

baugh writes :
" The chief weapon of all Amerinds was the

bow and arrow. The bow was made in a number of ways

and of various kinds of wood, and of horn, reinforced as a

rule by a backing of sinew. . . . Amongst all the Amerind

bows I have ever seen, one made from the horns of a

mountain sheep, with a portion of the skull as the central

part, was the finest and most graceful. It was exactly the

shape of the typical bow wielded by the little god Cupid. . . .

'"In India, the horn-bow was the best. It was five feet long, and was held per-

pendicularly to the ear, the arrow on the level of the eye. " " Bows were also of

wood and cane, and arrows of iron or reed. The bows of iron and horn, united,

were later. They were ornamented with designs, and sometimes were painted."

"The bent bow is 'full,' and 'like a wheel,' the two ends being brought together."
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I saw it in southern Utah in 1875." Clearly, then, if bows

are in existence which have been made from the antlers of

reindeer, and from the horns of cows and mountain sheep,

the bow of Pandarus may have been made of the two horns

of a mountain goat, lashed or riveted to a piece of wood,

bone, or horn, which served as the grip ; but the evidence

is insufficient absolutely to rule out the compound bow, in

which the horn served only as backing. In general, horn

has been accepted as material for a bow only in default of

wood which was sufficiently strong and at the same time

elastic. Why the Homeric Greeks should not have found

in their forests satisfactory wood for the purpose, is not-

easy to say. The horns of mountain goats as depicted on

Cretan monuments (see Annual of the

British School at Athens, ix. plate iii.) are

as long as that from which Pandarus

secured his bow.

When not in use, the bow of Odysseus

was kept in a case {ywpvro^, (p 5 4), as

the American Indians kept their archery,

and hung on a peg. Before using it,

Odysseus examined carefully his old bow,

„ c. • • o to make sure that it had not been weakened
riG. 34.—btringing Bow. ^

by borers (iVey, (p 395).
The bow-string was of ox-sinew {vevpa, A 122, vevpri,

<p 410), and was caught bj' a metallic hook or ring (Kopwvt],

Bow Strin
^ 1 1

1 ) ^t the tip of the bow. The archer, when
about to string his bow, put one end under his left

leg, which served as a fulcrum, and pressed the other end
upward with his right leg (see Fig. 35). In shooting, the
string was drawn to the breast {/J-aCw -yreXaa-ev, A 123), not
to the right ear as in India and in modern archery.

The arrow of Paris had a three-barbed point (Iw rpLykuty^ivL,

A 507). The arrow-point of Pandarus was of iron (al^rjpov,

^^^^^
A 123), with barbs (oymt, A I 5 i), and was fastened

to the shaft of reed (§6va^, A 584) by a sinew
(vevpov, A ISO- Elsewhere the arrow-point was of bronze,

—

although those which have been found at Mycenae are of
stone, as were those of the North American Indians,—as
is shown by the epithets applied to the arrow,

—

bronze-fitted
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(XaXKiipr,^, a 262), " heavy with bronze" (^aX/co/Sap/f, 465).
Poison is not used on them, but the fictitious Mentes says
that Odysseus went to Ephyra "for man-slaying poison to
anoint his arrows withal" (a 160), which shows that such
use of poison was known. The arrow had a notch (yXvcplSes,

A 122) at the butt. The epithet winged (irTepoeK, A 117)
may mean simply swzft, but very likely feathers were used
in modern fashion to guide the course of the arrow

; cf.

ro^wv TTTepuiTag yXvcplSa? in Euripides's Orestes, 274. The
quiver ((papcTpt], A 45) had a cover {irwfxa, A 116, l 314),
and hung from the shoulder (A 46) or under the left arm

;

not at the back, as in India.

Fig 35.—West Pediment of the Temple of Aphaea.

The bowman was wont to shoot while resting on one

knee or in a crouching position. Odysseus poured out his

arrows at his feet (^ 4), that he might have them
conveniently at hand when he assailed Penelope's ^''^'"""^

„ , . . . , r- /- TT ,
Kneels or

suitors. Por this position, the figures of Heracles
Q,;,j^i-;,g^

and the other archers in the pediment of the

temple of Aphaea on Aegina, may serve as illustrations

(see Fig. 35).

The two passages in the Homeric poems which refer to

the sling (X 600, 716) have been considered already

(page 582). The sling is of wool, not of leather.

Nothing is known of its special form, but its

use doubtless was essentially the same as in the army of

Cyrus and by the youthful David (i Sam. xvii. 40).

Slingers are represented on the fragment of a silver vase

of Mycenaean times, which portrayed the siege of a city

(Fig- 23).

Sling.
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In default of a more convenient or effective missile or

weapon, the Homeric warrior often picks up a stone

, ,
(vepadSiov) from the field, and hurls it at his

Stones Hurled. ^'
. ._ , r - 1 u -^ u i.u u-

antagonist. No chieftam holds it beneath his

dignity to use such a missile. Even the goddess Athena

overthrows Ares by the cast of a stone ($ 403), and that

before she has used her spear, perhaps as if in contempt,

—

her spear forsooth was not necessary against such an

antagonist. In the midst of his bravest deeds, Agamemnon
reviews the Trojan ranks " with spear, sword, and great

stones" (A 265), which shows that the stones were accepted

by all, even by the commander-in-chief, as useful and

respectable missiles. A dozen wounds are inflicted by stones

in the action of the Iliad, and five of these are fatal.

Diomed, having the point of his spear still in the head of

Pandarus, who had been acting as the charioteer of Aeneas,

seizes a stone " which two men could not carry, such as

men now are," and hurls it at Aeneas, breaking his hip-joint

(E 302 ff.), and, three or four days later, Aeneas himself

throws a similar stone at Achilles (Y 285). In the single-

combat between Hector and Ajax, after the two had

hurled their spears in vain, each casts a great stone at his

foe ; Ajax throws a stone " like a mill-stone," which

stretches Hector upon the ground, but Apollo raises him

up, and the two warriors are about to use their swords

when the heralds interfere (H 264 ff). In the next battle,

Hector throws a stone at the archer Teucer, who is aiming

his bow at him (0 321), arid again one at a Myrmidon
(11 577). Patroclus returns this last throw of Hector with

a stone, not with a dart (II 587), and with another he

kills Hector's charioteer and half-brother, Cebriones (11 734).

In the same battle, Ajax hurls at Hector (S 410), who had

cast his spear at him, one of the great stones which served

as props for the boats as they were drawn up on shore.^

When stones are thrown by a number of men at once, we
may suppose slings to have been used, as F 80, A 265,

]Sr 323, and perhaps H 774; otherwise we_have a glimpse

of the survival of a very primitive manner of warfare. That
stones should be thrown from a wall against assailants, is

* 'c/: A 518, E 5S2, M 154 ff.. 2S7, 380. 250, n 411.
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natural (M 1 54). On another fragment of the silver vase
of which part is given in Fig. 23, one warrior is represented

as hurling a stone with his hand, while another is stooping
evidently to take up a like missile.

This general use of stones carries us back not merely
to primitive weapons, but also to conflicts of small and
irregular bodies of men, rather than to systematic contests

between regiments and divisions. The abundance of small

stones on a field between Marseilles and the mouth of the

Rhone was explained by the ancients as rained down from
heaven by the gods, to furnish a supply of missiles for

Heracles when he was hard pressed in battle.-' The distinct

survival of the tradition of the importance of stones in

battle, is indicated by the fear of the maidens who form the

chorus in Aeschylus's Seven against Thebes
; these cry at

verse 300, " The enemy are advancing against our towers
;

they hurl the rugged stones against the men of our city "
;

and at verse 676 of the same play, where the greaves are

called a " protection against the spear and stones,"

—

ol-yjiSj^

Kai irerpwv Trpoj^Xrifxara. In the Suppliants of Euripides

(503), also, stones have killed warriors before Thebes. So
irt Pindar, Pytk. iii. 49, Asclepius healed those warriors who
had been wounded by the bright bronze or " by the stone

thrown from afar" (j(ep/j.a§L TrfKefioKif), where the word used

distinctly implies a stone cast by the hand rather than one

hurled from a sling. The great rock cast by Alcyoneus

(Pindar, A'em. iv. 28), which destroyed twelve chariots and

the men upon them, however, was as exceptional as the

summit of the mountain thrown by Polyphemus (i 481), and

the gravestone hurled at Polydeuces (Pindar, Nem. x. 6y)}

The " boarding pike " {^vcttov vavpi.a-)(ov, 678), twenty-two

cubits in length, which Ajax wields, warding off the Trojans

from the line of Achaean ships drawn up on land,

is an entirely exceptional weapon. Nowhere else „., *

in the poems does the poet give a hint of naval

warfare. This pike, however, seems not to have been intended

for use in conflicts between ships, but in an endeavor to effect

' Strabo, 183 c, quoting from Aeschylus, Promelheiis Loosed.

''"\n the Hindoo Epic, it is especially the 'mountaineers' who are proficient in

stone-throwing, but the regular troops, also, at times throw stones."

2 U
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a landing, in the face of opposition, on a hostile shore. In

their forays by sea, such opposition was usual. The landing

of the Achaeans on the shore of Troy was vigorously

opposed, as is shown by the death of Protesilaus, who was

the first to leap on land (B 702).

The Homeric chariot^ may fairly be considered among

the paraphernalia of war, since its principal use was in the

^, „, . field of battle, for quick and easy transportation
The Chariot. ^ ri/=,j. <.i, aufrom one part of the field to another. As has

been seen already, this use was conditioned chiefly by that

of the heavy and unwieldy shield, and Reichel called

attention to the fact that the use of chariots in battle dis-

appeared from Greece with the great Mycenaean shields. As
in India, chariots were used simply by the nobles or chieftains,

and never in troops or squadrons. Each was entirely inde-

pendent in its movements. They never moved in line or in

close order, forming a separate and organized division of the

army. The leaders were not bound to remain with their

special contingents, but were free to go wherever they

thought themselves to be most needed. Light-armed warriors

had no chariots,—they needed none,—and at no time (as

on Assyrian and Egyptian monuments) are archers found

to be shooting from a chariot. Pandarus leaves his chariot

at home and comes to Troy as a bowman (E 199).

Occasionally a warrior, while standing on his chariot, as

from a point of vantage hurls a spear upon his foe, as at

386, where the Trojans upon their chariots fight with

the Achaeans who are standing on their boats, drawn up
on land,—but the chariots were not chariots of war in the

Assyrian or Egyptian sense. In general the warrior descended

from his chariot in order to fight,^- while, conversely, to

1 See Grashof, Fuhrwa-k bei Homer und Hesiod ; but chiefly Reichel, Homerische

Waffen,'^ 120 ff. The names for chariot are 5i0pos, Hpfia, or Hpixara, and 6x^0-

Frequently the word for horses, Xiriroi, is used for chariot and horses, or even for

chariot itself, so that chieftains apparently descend out of their horses (e| iTrvav,

as O 492), and conversely they may leap, eh IVxous, as A 192. Thus d.4> Hwiroiv

need not mean Ji-om his horses, but generally means froin his chariot, as E 835.

Similarly, i<l> TjiMdvoiP, Q 702, does not mean on the mules, but on the mule-car.

'^Cf.'E 494, A 94, 211, 423, n 426 f. (where the Lycian Sarpedon and the Achaean
Patroclus both leap from their chariots in order to fight together), 733, P 480.

—

Similarly the Celts, also bearing great shields, used chariots on the field of battle.
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hasten to one's chariot implies that the warrior desires to

leave the immediate field of action (A 273, 359). The
charioteer was instructed to keep his chariot and horses

close at hand for the warrior, ready for any emergency (as

A 229, N 385, 456, n 147, P 501). Only a heedless

charioteer would remain far from his chieftain. The position

of the charioteer is seen to be one of danger, since he must
be near the thick of the fight, and may come in the path

of the missiles (P 614), while he has no shield for his defense.

The fact that chariots were not used in Greece for war-

purposes in the classical period has caused perplexity to

many scholars, and has encouraged the doubt

whether the Achaeans ever used chariots in r; "'

, , T-, ,-r ... ,, ^ , M'icenaeav
battle. Does Homer m this matter tell of what ^
he had actually seen ? Why did the Achaeans

not use cavalry, like the Athenians of the fifth century B.C. ?

This doubt was ill-founded, however. Certainly the Achaeans

might easily have become acquainted with the use of chariots

by their neighbors on the east, and by Egyptians, and

definite evidence of the Greek use of chariots in the

Mycenaean age is found not simply in the system of roads

between Corinth and Mycenae, but even more distinctly in

the carving of chariots on rude Mycenaean tombstones. The
" sacred band " at Thebes was made up of " combatants and

drivers " {irapa^aTai and nvlo-^oi, Diod. Sic. xii. 70) long

after the use of chariots in battle had been abandoned by the

Greeks,—and the names bore witness to the primitive custom.

The representation of the chariot on the Mycenaean

tombstone seems to have been intended to indicate the

knightly rank of the warrior whose bones were
, ,^ . , „

buried below. With it may be compared three
<.<. q^ âlter"

Homeric epithets, horse-driving and horse-master-

ing} which mean only knightly, knight, or cavalier, as applied

but dismounted for the combat, Diod. Sic. v. 29 f. For the use of chariots by

the Celts, see Darbois de Jubainville, Civilisation des Celtes, 327.

'iTTnjXara IlijXeiJs, H 125; iTrTrira N^cttw/), B 433; "E/cropos i7nro5d;iioio, X 161.

To translate this last epithet, horse-taming or horse-breaking, introduces a. notion

which is foreign to the Homeric poems. The warrior must be a horseman, in so

far as he must be a master of his steeds,—but he is not to be confused with a

driver or breaker of horses.
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to Nestor, Peleiis, Hector, and a number of others. Not

every Homeric chieftain, however, is said to have a chariot.

That the Salaminian Ajax never appears in one, has been

explained as due to his having his home on a small island,

where he would have no horses of his own. But Ajax's

men helped -him with his shield, and the importance of a

chariot to a chieftain is indicated by the fact that Neleus

hid his chariot in order to keep the youthful Nestor from

going to the battle (A 718).

Fig. 36.—Form of Chariot.!

The general form of the Homeric chariot is the same

as that of all the nations of antiquity,—Assyrians, Egyptians,

Hittites, Celts, and Romans. In Greece this

Cli'"-' t
chariot was little used in later times except for

races in the great festivals. No variety in form

is mentioned, but doubtless, like shields and helmets, the

chariots differed according to the materials at hand and

the taste of the owner. The chariot had but two wheels,

and was enclosed on the front and both sides, being open

at the back. The body of the chariot thus resembled a

large arm-chair with its back to the horses, and a name for

the chariot which is used as frequently as any, means also

stool or chair.^ Above the barrier around the front and sides

! For- an explanation of the harness, see Fig. 37.

^di(j)pos, as r 262. The etymology proposed, from 0^pu, as carrying two, is

doubtful.
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were one or two bent rods of wood which served as a railing,^

and must have been a convenient hold for steadying the driver

and the combatant, when the chariot passed over rough ground
or any particular obstacle. To this rim the reins were at times

drawn back (E 262). How high the body of the chariot

extended, is nowhere indicated,—except as a warrior standing

on the ground wounds a man standing in the chariot, in

the bowels (N 398, 11 465), which shows that the barrier

did not reach above the waist, and ancient works of art

show chariots with still lower bodies. Of what materials

the front of the chariot was made, is not clear either, except

that it was adorned, and perhaps strengthened, with plates

of metal.^ An epithet, well-plaited,^ applied to the chariot,

has been interpreted to mean that the front and sides were

of a kind of basket or lattice work ; but plates of metal

would hardly be applied to this, and the epithet may refer

to the chariot-board itself, since this may have been formed

of woven leather straps, which would have supplied a certain

amount of very desirable elasticity. Such straps were used,

as we have seen (page 204), for the support of bedding.

The vehicle had no springs, and the body of the chariot

rested directly on the axle-tree.

The chariot was low. This was necessary if it was to

serve its most important purpose, allowing the warrior with

his heavy arms to enter it and to leave it easily.
.,,., ,_ irT.il Chariot Low

And m the games at the funeral oi ratroclus,
^„j Hg/^f

the horses of Diomed followed so dose upon the

chariot of Eumelus that each moment they seemed about

to enter this ("^ 379), and the back and shoulders of

Eumelus were warmed by their breath. No step is

mentioned, as facilitating the entrance of the chariot. The

lightness of the chariot is shown a little farther on in the

same story : Eumelus meets with an accident,—the yoke

of his chariot is broken, the end of the pole falls to the

ground ; he is thrown from his chariot, and badly bruised
;

but he comes in, last of all, it is true, driving his horses

before him and drawing his chariot after him ("^ 533).

^^.vTvyes, E 728, * 38, made of young shoots of the wild-fig tree.

^ Cf. apixaTH TvotKiXa x<^^i^V, ^ 226, K 322, 393 ; K 438.

^ Cf. didipos di xf""^^°^'"-
""-'^ apyvpioitnv liiauiv, E 727, of the chariot of Hera.
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Another indication of the same sort is in the story of

the nocturnal visit of Odysseus and Diomed to the Trojan

camp ; having slain the Thracian Rhesus, Diomed is in

doubt whether to draw out Rhesus's chariot, or to lift it,

and carry it out from among the Thracians (K 505).

The chariot had room for no more than the combatant

and his driver. On which side the combatant stood, is not

made clear ; but he probably stood at the right,

right hand.^ The chariot had no seat. When
the wounded son of Pylaemenes is seated in a chariot by

his Paphlagonian comrades, to be taken back to Ilium

(N 657; c/. ^ 280), he probably sat with his back to

the horses, letting his feet hang out of the back of the

car. But when Thestor " sits " in his chariot on the

approach of Patroclus (11 403), he merely crouches or

squats.

When the chariot was not in use it seems to have been

taken to pieces, at times. At least, when Hera prepares

to descend to the Trojan plain, Hebe aids her
en in

-^^ putting the wheels on her chariot (E 722).

On the return of Zeus to Olympus, Poseidon

unharnesses his horses, and puts the chariot on a platform,

and spreads a linen cloth over it (9 440). Similarly, while

Achilles and his Myrmidons took no part in the fray, their

chariots stood well covered (eS TreTrvKaa/ueva, B 77?) in their

barracks. On the return of Hera and Athena from their

second expedition, their chariot was leaned against the

bright front wall of the hall of Zeus (0 43S; cf. § 42; see

p. 186).

The chariot was drawn by the pole, which was firmly

fixed to the axle-tree, without traces, just as an ox-cart

is drawn in modern times. Thus if the pole or

thfTole.^
^^^ y^^^ '^ broken (as at Z 40, 11 371, >I^ 392),
the horses are free from the chariot. The pole

appears to be most easily broken near the front end. The
chariot being drawn by the pole, naturally two horses would
be used. Nowhere does a chariot appear in battle as drawn

^ " The combatant stood at the left in the Veda, but at the right of the driver,

n later Hindoo sculpture.''
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by a single horse or by four horses.^ A third horse 2 is

twice mentioned as accompanying the chariot,—probably
with the expectation that he shall be put under the yoke
in case of an accident to one of the two yoke-horses. In
both of these instances, however, it is. the third horse which
is injured and interrupts the course of the chariot. Menelaus
offers to Telemachus three horses and a chariot (S 590),
but no hint is given as to the use of this third horse.

In driving from the Trojan city to the Achaean camp,
king Priam stands in his chariot (Q 701). Whether the
Homeric Achaeans had chariot-bodies of another
form, provided with seats, cannot be stated

^^f
'" '^^

positively. This has been assumed chiefly be-

cause Telemachus and Nestor's son Pisistratus drove from
Pylus to Sparta (7 483— (5 i), and scholars believed that

men would not stand during so long a journey. The
exertion might not be greater than walking all day long,

however, and the reader must remember that the chariots

had no springs, and that sitting too would become weari-

some. Farmers are wont to stand in their carts, often all

day. But seated men are represented as driving, in early

works of art, and Telemachus's chariot has a basket or box
large enough to stow away not merely food for luncheon

but also the presents which he receives from Menelaus and

Helen,—a silver mixing-bowl and a gown for Telemachus's

future bride (o 131). This journey of Telemachus and

that of Helen's daughter Hermione from Sparta to her

future home in Thessaly (<5 8) are the longest drives which

are mentioned, but Menelaus offers to convey Telemachus

on his chariot throughout Greece, visiting • the cities of men
(0 81). The gods often used chariots for their journeys.

^At 9 185, however, according to our MSS., Hector addresses his steeds and

names four,—but in the next verse he uses the dual imperative ; at A 699 Nestor's

father had sent four horses to contend in games in Elis ; and at v 81 four horses

are driven together on the plain (in a comparison). This naturally agrees with

the custom observed in the later Olympian games.—That the chariot was drawn

at times by a single horse has been inferred, not quite certainly, irom Agamemnon's

words, that "many a man's horse will sweat in drawing his chariot" (B 390), and

from the comparison of Achilles as he rushed over the plain with a race-horse drawing

a chariot (X 22).

' irapriopos, side-horse, II 471; cf- 6 87.
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Hera says that she wearied her horses by her efforts in

assembling the Achaean forces (A 27), and Zeus takes a

chariot when he goes from Mt. Olympus to Mt. Ida (see

p. 404).

The breadth of the Homeric chariot needed not to be

great, in order to carry but two warriors, and the width

of the ancient roads near Mycenae (about eleven
Nan-ow.

^^^^^ yNO\x\d not indicate a broad gauge for the

early vehicles. Hesiod, however, in his Works and Days

(424) advises the farmer to cut a seven-foot axletree for

his wagon.

The axle of the chariot of Diomed was of oak {(pnyivos,

E 838),—and it was strained when it was called to bear

the weight of the goddess Athena as well as
Tie Axle.

-q-^^^^^ -phe axletree of the chariot of the

goddess Hera was of iron (E 723),—but the spokes and

the tires were of bronze, the fellies of gold, and the naves

or hubs were of silver,—altogether an unusual vehicle.

Poseidon's chariot, similarly, had an axletree of bronze

(N 30). Nothing is said of linch-pins nor of greasing the

wheels.

Of no other chariot are the details mentioned so distinctly

as for Hera's, as just enumerated. That the fellies some-

times were made of the black poplar, is stated in a comparison

which introduces that tree (A 486).

The poet tells of the process of yoking Priam's mules

when the old king prepares to go to the Achaean camp
in order to ransom the body of his son Hector

" ing of
^^2 266 ff), and the process doubtless was essenti-

ally the same as the yoking of horses to the

chariot : the Trojan princes carried out the wagon, and

bound a box or basket upon it. They took down from

its peg the yoke of boxwood (j^vyov,—b in Fig. 37), which

had a good knob (ofj.(pa\69,—c) and was well fitted with

handles (o'lrjKe^,—dd) ; and with the yoke they carried out

a yoke-strap (^vy6Sea-/j.oi>,—£-^) nine cubits in length. They
placed the yoke at the very front of the well-polished pole

(|0i//uo'9,

—

a), and threw the ring (KpUo?,—e) over the pin

(ea-Twp,—-f). Thrice on either side they bound it to the

knob, and then wound the strap round and round in order,.
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and tucked under the tongue or end (yXojx/f,—/^) of the
strap. The process is illustrated here by a iigure borrowed
from an article by Reichel.^ who adds that the yoke
doubtless rested on a cushion, and that the horses had a
belt about the bod>' which would hold the yoke-straps in

place when the horses lowered their heads. Ancient monu-
ments show that the yoke did not rest upon the withers,
but much farther forward. The holes in the yoke through
which passed the breast-straps by which the animals pulled
the chariot or wagon, are indicated in the figure, but have
no letters affixed. The combination of girt, cushion, and
breast-straps, Reichel thinks to be the XeiyXn (P 440,

Fig. 37.—Yoke.

T 406), out of which the manes of Achilles's horses fall,

as these bend their heads to the ground, in mourning for

the death of Patroclus.

As for the bridle, mention is made in a comparison of

ivory cheek-pieces for horses, stained with purple _ ,

by Carian or Maeonian women (A 142).

The chariot, then, was two-wheeled and was drawn hy

horses. The wagon,^ on the other hand, had four wheels

^ HoTnerische Waffen'-, 129, and Das Joch des kouierischen Wagens^ in Jahres-

hefte des Oester. Arch. Instituts, ii. 137.—The famous " Gordian knot" also

i bound the yoke to the chariot-pole (Arrian, Anab. ii. 3. 7), and here the end was

tucked under so skilfully that it could not be discovered, but of this the strap was

made of the bark of a cornel tree.

'SL/ia^a and airrii'T],—which are not distinguished by the poet; rf. f 72, 73,

where the servants made ready the d/xafa and harnessed the mules to the awi)vq.
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and was drawn by mules or at times by kine (H 332,

426, Q 782). A wagon, driven by an old herald, is used

to convey the ransom for Hector's body to
IV^gons.

Achilles's tent from Ilium (f2 178, 275, 590), and

to bring back the body to the city. The princess Nausicaa

herself drives the mule-car which contains the family linen,

to the river, for the work of the laundry (^ 81). Wagons

bring wood from Mt. Ida for the funeral pyre of Hector

{Q, 782), and down from the hills to the city of the

Laestrygonians (/c 103).

Upon the frame of the wagon might be placed a large

basket or over-part,^ in which clothing and other
B^a^sket or

^j^j^^^ ^^^^j^ ^^ j^jj_ Possibly this was large

enough to receive even the body of Hector

{U 590).

The whip was an important part of the equipment of

a chariot or wagon. The animals were accustomed to it.

In the horse-race, Diomed regards the prize as
*^'

lost by him, when the god Apollo in jealousy

knocks the whip from his hand (^ 384), and Nausicaa

with discretion applies the lash to her mules ('Ifxaarev fiaarriyi,

^ 316). In an earlier horse-race, old Nestor lost the prize

since he was at a disadvantage in contending with twin

brothers, who divided the labor,—one holding the reins and

the other using the whip (^^ 642). The epithet sArill or

clear-toned (kiyvpi], A 532) implies that the sound of the

whip-lash was familiar. Very possibly, however, the whip

had a prick as well as a lash, for the goad (KevTpov, "^387,

430 ; c/. 396) is used in the race. The whip, or rather

perhaps the whip-stock (i/xda-QX}], 43), of Zeus was of

gold.

which is manifestly the same vehicle.—This is four-wheeled [TerpaKVKXoi., U 324,

i 242) and well-wheeled (HkvkXos, f 58, 70). " Cf. the Latin (Celtic?) petoritum

(with quatiuor rotae). In the Hindoo Epic two kinds of cavts are used,—one with

two wheels, and the other with four wheels.''

^ n-etpivBa, ft 267, (/. o 131 ; VTreprepiri, f 70,—the two doubtless essentially

identical in service, though possibly differing in form.
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Ball-play, 144.
" Barbarians," 112.

Bards before Homer, 10.

Bariey, 327 f., 504, 508, 514.

Barley cakes, 233.

Barter, 36, 288.

Bat, 388.

Bath-room, 200.

Bath, service at, 136, 201.

Bath-tubs, 200.

Batieia, 604.

Battle-axe, 664, 667.

Battle din, 573.
Beacon fires, 112, 611.

Beans, 214, 327.

Bear (Great), 49, 59, 306, 374.

Bears, 346, 374,
Beauty not described, 118.

Beds, 204.

Bed-rooms, 197.

Bee, 389.
Beef preferred, 222.

Beeswax, 389.

Belger, 557.
Bellerophon, 82, 86, 106 f., 131, 134,

148 f , 23S, 285, 454-
Belt, 658.

Bent, 331.
Bentley, A. G., 618.

B^rard, 58, 68, 368, 374.
Bernhardi, 511.

Besika Bay, 526.

Birds, 380 ff.

Birds of omen, 521 f.

Birds of prey, 381.

Black, in mourning, 476.
Blass, 15.

Blond hair, 177.

Boarding pike, 314, 673.
Boiled meat (?), 222.

Bootes, 49, 306.

Boreas, 53.

Borers, 391, 670.
Boss, 642, 644.

Boundaries of fields, 246.
Bow, 664, 668 f.

Bow-case, 670.

Bow-shot, 334.
Bow-string, 670,
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Boxing, 143.
Box wood, 343.
Braces, 313.
Bread, 230 f., 328.

Breakfast, loi.

Breastplate, 651.

Briareiis, 413, 441.
" Bridge of war," 577.

Brimstone, 52, 514, 521.

Briseis, 57, 148, 151, 612.

Bronze, 298 ff.

Bronze-greaved, 660.

Brooches, 163, 172, 297, 358.

Bruckner, 515, 539, 553.
Brutality, 614.

Bulls, 254 f., 440, 515.

Bundrbashi, 526, 545 ff., 606.

Bundrbashi river, 533, 545.

Burial desired, 460 f.

Calchas, 519, 523.

Callicolone, 534, 605.

Calvert, Frank, 549.
Calydonian Hunt, 10, 127, 221, 254,

371, 505-

Calypso, 57 f
, 444, 503-

Camp a city, 597.
Camp, distance from city, 600.

Camp, gates of, 595.

Camp, guards of, 595.

Captives enslaved, 270, 613.

Caracalla, 541.

Cardinal virtues, 447.

Cassandra, 519, 628.

Catalogue of Ships, 65, 487, 560,

569 fif., 576, 586, 596 f., 627.

Cattle, 360 ff
, 593.

Cattle, standard of value, 250.

Cattle for draught, 362.

Cauer, 11, 54, 298.

Cavalry, lacking, 37.

Cebriones, 672.

Ceiling, 191.

Cenotaph, 477, 481.

Centaurs, 344.
Cephallenia, 70.

Cestus, 166, 434, 516.

Champault, 58, 60.

Champions, 559 ff., 579-

Charidemus, 537.
Charioteer, 354.
Chariot-makers, 294.

Chariot-race, 143, 352-

Chariots, 283, 348,. 637, 674 ff.

Chariots of divinities, 404.

Charm, 624.

Charybdis, 59 f.

Chase, G. H., 646.

Cheek-pieces, 681.

Cheese, 218 f, 367.
Chestnut (?), 340.
Le Chevalier, 545, 606.

Chick-pease, 214, 327.
Children, 138.

Children's food, 140.
Children's garb, 170.

Chimaera, 368 f., 389, 445, 454.
Chios, 57.

Chiron, 145, 622 i.

von Christ, 602, 627.

Chryseis, 567, 612.

Chryses, 495, 500, 598.
Cicada, 391.

Cicones, 56, 610.

Cilicians, 56.

Cimmerians, 43, 47, 59, 287, 457, 459-
Cinyras, 589.

Circe, 59, 444, 516,625.
Cithara, 142.

Cities, 115.

Classical period, projected into the

Homeric age, 7.

Claudius, 541.

Clemency, 113.

Cleopatra, 129.

Clerestory, igo.

Gierke, Miss, 46, 347.

Glover, 326.
" Club-bearer," 667.

Clytaemestra, 125 f, 498, 501.

Gnosus, 6, 67, 178, 193, 198, 201, 205.

Gocytus, 458.

Coin from Ilium, 540.

Coined money, 36.
" Commandments," 445 f.

Commissaries, 570.

Common table, 99.

Commons, 240.

Communications between Greece
and Troy, 627.

Comparisons, as evidence, 24.

Compass, points of, 52.

Concubinage, 149.

Concubines, 271.

Condiments, 215.

Consistency in Homeric views, 21.

Constantine, 543.

Constellations, 49.

Conversation in battle, 566.

Cooking, 224.

Cooks, 225.

Copper, 256.

Corinth, 64.

Cornel tree, 343.
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Cornice, 182.

Cosmogony lacking, 45.
Cosmopolitan character ofpoems,33.
Council, 97.

Council of gods, 100.

Councils of war, 575.
" Counsellor," 96.

Country life, 256, 326.
Courtesy, 451.
Court of house, 179, 181 f.

Court of law, 90.

Court-scene, 89.

Cousins, 152.

Crafts, rudimentary, 292.

Craftsmen, 114.

Crane, 385.

Crates of Mallos, 596.

Crest of helmet, 662.

Crete, 66.

Crocus, 324.
Cronus, 414.

Cuirass, 651.

Curses, 516.

Curtains, 195.
Curtiss, S. I., 33, 398, 418, 509.
Custom was law, 79.

Customs alike in all lands, 25.

Customs changing, 20.

Cyanus, 304.
Cyclopes, 25, 58, 60, 393.
Cypress, 341.
Cypris, 434.
Cyprus, 57, 589.
Cytherea, 434.

Dance, 137.

Dardanelles, 526.

Dardanian Gate, 556 f , 606.

Dardanus, 549.
Date of composition of Poems, 8.

David and Goliath, 580.
Dawn, 47, 548.

Dead, Homeric beliefs of, 40, 467 f.

Dead, offerings to, 472.
Dead, treatment of, 473 f.

Dead, worship of (?), 471.
" Death," 416, 463, 524.
Death, synonyms for, 462 f
Death of women by Artemis, 432.
Death sent to men by Apollo, 430.
Decks, 309.
Dedications to gods, 595.
Deer, 375.
"Deerskin, 376.
Delos, 57.

Delphi, 40, 517 f
Demeter, 443.

Demetrius of Scepsis, 542 f.

Demi-gods (?), 416.

Demoralization of the war, 451.

Deus ex machina, 410.

Devices on shields lacking, 37, 646.

Dew, 51, 521.

Diaphragm, 487.

Diels, 194 f.

Diet, simple, 213, 626.

Diller, 528.

Dio Chrysostomus, 542.

Diomed, 564, 566, 581, 599, 616 ff.

Dione, 434, 443.
Dionysus, 442.

Diores, 661.

Dioscuri, 416.

Dirges, 138.

Discus, 144 i.

Dislocation of names, 76.

Division of labor, 291.

Dodona, 422, 517 f., 534.
Ddrpfeld, 68 ff., 180, 187, 440, 478^

526, 531, 534, 538, 551 ff., 605.

Dogs, 356 f
Dogs as scavengers, 358.
Dogs as shameless, 359.
" Dog-fly," 390.
Dogstar, 49.

Dolius, 273 f

Dolon, III, 569, 596, 647.
Dolonia, 652 f
Dolphins, 379.
Domain (royal), 83, 237.
Domesticated animals, 345.
Doors, 193.

Door-ways, 189.

Dorians, 54.

Dove, 387, 522.
Dowry, 130.

Draughts, 142.

Dreams, 422, 524 f.

Dress, 153.

Drink-offerings, 511.

Drugs, 625.

Drunkeimess, 227.

DuUchium, 70.

Dumbrek, 532, 545.
Duties to king, 84.

Dying man prophesies, 520.

Eagle, 382'.

Early lays, material from, 568.
Earrings, 172.

Earthquakes, 52.

Earth's form, 45.
Eckenbrecher, 546.
Education, 144.
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Eels, 220, 379.
Eetion, 594.
Egypt, 63, 6 1 1, 625.

Elaeus, 526, 538.

Electrum, 296, 303.

Ell, 334-
Elm, 342, 482.

Eloquence, 108.

Elpenor, 461, 465, 481 f.

Elysian Plain, 52, 460.

Embalming, 475.
Embassador, 113.

Emotions, expression of, 489.

Enlistment of Achaeans, 587.

Ennomus, 519.

Entail, 235, 242.

Enyalius, 438.

Epeigeus, 565.

Epic verse, laws fixed, 14.

Episode fills a gap, 567.

Epithets, incidental testimony of,

23-

Erebus, 456.

Erechtheus, 12, 427, 472, 491, 499.

Erembi, 57.

Erichthonius, 533.

Erinyes, 89, 152, 470, 516.

Ethics, 445 f.

Eumaeus, 3r, 74, 253, 262, 272 f,

279, 288, 369, 508, 510, 599, 610.

Eumelus, 677.

Euripides, 30.

Eurus, 53.

Euryclea, 126 f., 272, 276.

Eurypylus, 623.

Exile of murderer, 89, 114.

Fainting, 484.

Falcon, 383.
Fallow fields, 330.

Families, size of, 1 50.

Family affection, 151, 449.
" Famous Women," 464.

Farm-yard, 253.

Fate, 418 f
Fathom, 334.
Feast a sacrifice, 503.

Fellies, 680.

Festivals, 499.
Fetish-worship lacking, 40, 392.

Fields, size of, 245.

Figs, 339-
Finsler, 78.

Fir, 341.
Fire, 206.

Fire-place, 189.

Fish, 219, 377 f-

Fishing, 377 f
Flax, 328.

Flea, 391.
Flocks, 249 f., 365.
Floor, 191.

Flowers, 325.
Flute, 143.

Fly, 390.
Fodder, 326, 350.
Food, 208.

Foot-race, 143.

Foot-stools, 202 f.

Forays of Achaeans, 590 f.

Fore-stays, 312.

Fountain-nymphs, 444.
Fowls, 222.

Frazer, 656.

Freebooting, 610.

Frieze, 187.

Frolich, 618.

Fruit, 335.
Funerals, 474 ff.

Funeral feasts, 213, 479.
Funeral games, 143, 477.
Furniture, 201.

Furrow, 245, 332.

Gad-fly, 390.

Gaea, 417, 515.

Gaiters, 170, 659.

Gaius Livius, 540.

Game, 220 f
Ganymede, 403, 414.

Gardner, P., 153, 163.

Gargarus, 528, 547, 605.

Gateway, 185.

Geddes, 46, 356.

Geese, 371, 522.

Generalship (?), 561.

Generosity, 450.

Geographical knowledge limited,

53-

Geography, 39.

Geraestus, 500.

Gergis, 548.

Ghosts, 471, 524.

Ghosts squeak, 388, 463.

Girdles, i6of, 166.

Glaucus, 566, 581, 585, 627, 632.

Goad, 682.

Goats, 365 ff

Goddesses, 126.

Gods, 392 fif.

Gods, Homeric influence on con-

ception of, 41.

Gods, how distinguished from men,

414.
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Gods in human form, 407.

Gods, interference of, 409.

Gods' language, 413.

Gods' occupations, 413.

Gods' power limited, 406.

Gold, 256, 302.

Gorgon's head, 644, 649.

Gortyna, 67, 607.

Goshawk, 384.

Gournik, 6, 178.

Government, little necessary, 80.

Grain-fields, 243.

Grapes, 214.

Grape-vines, 237.

Grashof, 674.

Grave-yards (?), 482.

Greaves, 659 f.

Grief, expressions of, 476.

Grinding grain, 277.

Grote, 538, 547.

Groves, 494.
Gruesome details, 615.

Gruppe, 12.

Guards, of Trojans, 596.

Guest-friendship, 453.
Gygaean Lake, 442.

Hades, 46, 395.
Hades, cap of, 409.

Hadrian, 541.

Haggis, 225, 367.

von Hahn, 617.

Hair, 175 f.

Hair, color of, 177.

Hair, cut in mourning, 476.

Halcyon, 386.

Half-brothers, 149.

Halitherses, 519, 522.

Hall, 1 88 f
Hamlet, 82.

Hammer, 294.

Hand-mills, 232.

Hare, 377.
Harpe. 384.

Harpies, 445.
Harvest-home festival, 334.
Hawk, 383 f

,
522.

Healing herbs, 136.

Heart, 484 fif., 619.

Hearth, 190.

Heavy-armed soldiery, 584.

HebeJ 443, 678.

Hecamede, 593.
Hecatomb, 362, 516.

Hector, 562, 575, 578 ff., 585, 594,
600 f , 633 f , 638 f , 672.

Hector's funeral, 474, 478.

Hecuba, 122 f., 615.

Helbig, 13, 153, 193, 47ii 474, 478.

Helen, 4, 18, ii7f., 568, 570, 572,

601, 606.

Helenas, 519, 583.

Hehconian, 440, 515.

Helius, 416, 515.

Hellanicus, 543.
Hellas, 54.

Helmet, 661 f

Hephaestus, 295 f., 395, 406, 432 f.,

603, 609.

Hera, 127, 395, 424 f., 588, 680.

Heracles, 149, 464, 571, 584, 605,

647, 651.

Heralds, 109.

Herbs as drugs, 625.

Herds, 249 f

Hermes, 395, 397, 435> S'S. 588,

595, 601.

Heron, 385, 522.

Hesiod, 31, 48, 92, 170, 222, 228,

231 f, 264, 281, 284, 295, 298,

306, 311, 318, 325, 331 f, 360,

389, 393, 434, 471, 506, 510, 626,

680.

Hesione, 605.

Hesperus, 49.

Hestiaea, 543.
Hides, uses of, 363.

"Hill-fortresses," 180.

Hippemolgi, 25, 56, 219, 350.

Hired servants, 274.

Historical basis of story, 3.

Hoar frost, 51.

Hobbles, 351.
Hoe, 331.

Homeric Poems, units for our pur-

pose, 13.

Honey, 215, 389.

Hopkins, 412, 648.

Horn for bows, 669.

Horns gilded, 508.

Horses, 247, 349 ff

Horses, care of, 350.
Horses for chieftains, 349.
Horses in comparisons, 354.
Horses in sacrifice, 354, 514.

Hospitality, 226, 412, 452.
Hours, 48, 50, 415, 418.
House, 178, i86f.

Household independent, 282.

House, materials of, 187.

Huckle-bones, 142.

Hunter, 358.
Hunting dogs, 358.
Hunting-spear, 666.
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Hyacinth, 324.
Hyades, 49.
Hyperion, 47.
Hypnos, 385.
Hypsipyle, 134.

Icarius, 147.

Ichor, 399, 624.

Ida (Mount), 528.

Idaeus, 109.

Idealization of poet's age, 42.

Idomeneus, 66, 562 f., 575, 593.
Iliad—Arguments for early com-

position, 13.

Iliad, a combination of lays (?), 14.

Ilium, 536, 606.

Illness, 626.

Ilus, 604.

Imaginative element, 2.

Immortality (?), 465.

Incantations, 516.

Incidental touches, 21.

Inferences ex silentio, 34.

Inhumation, 479.
International relations, 112.

lonians, 54.

Ionian customs, 33.

Iphigenia, 5t4.

Iris, 442, 575.

Iron, 283, 299 f.

Irrigation, 329.

Irus, 13, 213, 442.

Ismarus, 494 f

Ithaca, 69 f.

Ithaca, map of, 72.

Ithaca, photograph of, 72.

Ithacan Assembly, 104.

Ivory, 304.

Ivy, 343-

Jackal, 375.
Jackdaw, 387.

Javelin, 665.

Jebb, 548, 551.

Judge is to rule, 93.

•Julia, 531.

Julian, Emperor, 543.

Julius Caesar, 541.

Juniper, 341.

Justice, 448.

Kebabs, 224.

Keel, 315.

Keller, 133.

Key, 194.

Kindred marry, 148

King as judge, 38.

King's power absolute, 86.

King's title bestowed freely, 94.
Kissing, 139.

Kitchen furniture, 206.

Knife, 667.

Knight, 675.

Labor dignified, 267.

Lachmann, 14.

Laertes, 80, 339.
Laestrygonians, 25, 43, 48, 59, 286.

Laiseia, 646 ff.

Land in common, 235.
Landing-plank, 311.

Landmarks of Troad, 534, 604.

Laomedon, 606
Lapiths, 563.
Larissa, 63.

Laurel, 340.

Lawsuits, 90.

Lawton, 530.

Lead, 301.

Leaders separated from men, 562.

Leaf, 507.

Leather, 171, 363.

Leek, 327.

Lemnos, 61, 571.

Leopard, 373.
Lesbian women, 593.
Lesbos, 57.

Lesche, 116.

Leto, 443, 489, 518.

Leucadian Rock, 77.

Leucas, 70.

Leucas, photographs of, 77.

Leucothea, 414 f, 441.

Libations, 511 fif.

Libya, 55.

Lighthouses (?), 317.

Lightning, 421, 520 f.

Lily, 324.

Lions, 371 f

Liver as seat of passions, 489.

Lock, 195.

Locrian tribute, 544.

Locrians, 575, 582.

Locust, 391.

Loin-cloth, 154, 162, 659
Loom, i34f-

Lots, casting, 525.
" Lots " (of land), 237.

Lotus, 325 f

Lotus Eaters, 25, 57 f , 109, 325.

Lubbock, 536.

Lycaon, 280, 613 f

Lycians, 589, 627.

Lysimachus, 538.
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Mace, 667.

Machaon, 622 f.

MacLaren, 527, 533, 546.

Maggots, 390.

Male captives sold, 270, 613.

Malea (Cape), 38, 317.

Mantle, 155.

Manure, 248, 330.

Marcus Aurelius, 541.

Maron, 495.
Marriage, 146.

Marriage, not a sale, 129.

Marrow, 141, 217.

Martial law, 96.

Mast, 311.

Mast-crutch, 312.

Mattock, 331.

Meadows, 325.

Measures of distance, 333 f.

Meat allowance, 226.

Meat-offering, 504.

Medicines, 625.

Megaron, 188, 491.

Melampus, 519.

Melanthius, 74, 218, 261, 270.

Meleager, 563, 612.

Memnon, 62, 628.

Mendere, 5295.

Menelaus, 82, 118 f., 208, 210 f., 460,

573, 579, 582, 622 £.,655,657.
Menestheus, 578.

Mentor, 8r.

Meriones, 562 f., 583.

Metals, 255, 296 ff.

Meteor, 50, 520.

Metope from Ilium, 539.
Midriff, 487.
Miletus, 56.

Milk, 218 f.

Milk products, 217.

Mill-stones, 232.

Mindarus, 537.
Minos, 92, 457, 464.
Mitre, 658.

Mixing-bowl, 228.

von Moltke, 547.
Moly, 413, 435, 516, 625.

Monarchy, 78.

Monarchy on Olympus, 413.
Mortar and pestle, 231, 278.
Mound for monument, 480.
Mountain nymphs, 444.
Mt. Ida, 52S.

Mulberry, 340.
Mules, 247 f, 355 f.

Murder, 88.

Muses, 16, 128, 415, 478.

Music, 142, 212.

Mycenae, 64, 115, 189, 191, 479,

590, 607, 630, 635.

Mycenaean antiquities, 5, 557, 629,

660, 663 f., 666, 675.

Mycenaean shields, 639.

Mycenaean tombstone, 351.

Myrina, 57, 482, 534, 604.

Myrmidons, 587, 598.

Myrtle, 343.
"Mysteries," 516.

Mythical element, 2.

Naiad nymphs, 444.
Napoleon, 558.

Nausicaa, 83, I24f., 268.

Nectar, 402.

Neios, 74 f.

Nekyia, 456, 588.

Neoptolemus, 538, 612, 627.

Nepenthes, 325, 516.

Nereus, 441.

Neritos, 74.

Nero, 541.

Nestor, 88, 97, 508 f, 574 f., 578, 585,

587, 593ff., 610, 652, 658.
" Nestor's Cup," 297.

New Testament
Matthew, xviii. 6, 278.

Mark, vii. 3, 210.

Luke, XV. 25, 212.

John, xi. 44 ; xx. 6, 158.

Acts, i. 24, 525 ; ii. 17, 524.
I Coriiithians,yM\. 13, 447.
Galatians, iv. I, 261.

Newton, 536.

Niese, 65.

Nightingale, 387.
Noack, 196.

Nobles, 106.

Noon, 48.

Numbers of forces, 571.
Numbers slain, 617.
Nurses, 139.

Nuts, 214.

Nymphs, 444.

Oak, 340, 490, 604.

Oars, 309 ff.

Oarsmen, 308.

Oath, confirmation of, 501.

Oceanus, 45.
Octopus, 380.

Odysseus, 121, 137, 140, 499, 568,

583 f, 586, 588 f., 595, 597, 610,
621 ff., 662, 671, 678.

Odysseus's bow, 122, 669.
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Odysseus's brooch, 358.
Odysseus's home, 21, 182.

Odysseus's kingdom, bounds of, 67.

Odysseus's pastures, 241.

Odysseus's raft, 319 f.

Odysseus's wanderings, 57.

Odyssey, lays in, 10.

Offerings, 504.

Old material in new lays, 1 1.

Old Testament illustrations, 43.

Genesis, IV- 3, 504.

V. 24, 460.

viii. 21, 402.

XV. 2, 260.

xviii. 7, 223.

xix. 24, j2.

xxi. 21, 146.

xxii. 2, 418.

xxi v., 146.

xxxi. 41, 130.

xxxi. 54, 418.

xxxiv. 12, 131-

x.xxvii. 5, 5=4-

xxxvii. 17 243.

xl. 5, 524.

xli. I, 5^4
xli.x.. 520.

Exodus, ii. 22, 95-

xii. 8, 222.

xii. 10, 223.

xii. 26, 481.

xii. 45, 260.

xvii. 1 1, 506.

XX. 4, 440.

xxix. 14, 501.

xxix. 15, 508.

xxix. 31, 222.

XXX. 20, 506
XXX. 25, 217.

Leviticus, ii. 13, 508.

11. 14, 231

vii. 31, 222.

xvii. 6, 492.

xvii. 8, 497-
xix. 6, 223
xxiii. 14, 231.

xxxii. 30, 223.

Numbers, xii. 6, 5.8.

xvi. 49, 399-
xix. 2, 5.6.

xxii. 38, 518
xxviii. 14 513-

xxxiii. 53 238.

Deuteronomy, y^^\. n, 260
XIX. 14, 246
XX. 13, 612
xxii. 29, 131-

336-

Deuteronoiny XXV. 4 334,.
xxxii. 14, 217.

Joshua, iv. 6, 481.

X. 12, 422.

XV. 16, 131-

Judges, vi. r9. 223.

vii. 13, 524-

i.x. 27, 337-
xiv. 2, 146.

xiv. 13, 166.

xvii. 5, 496.
Ruth, ii. 14. 231.

iii. 9, 155-

I Samuel,
H: 3, 222, i

iii. I, 519.

vi. 7, 516.

IX. 2, 80.

ix. 8, 272.

X. 27, 83-

XI. 5, 268.

xiv. 50, 79-

xvii. 6, 660.

xvii. 8-10 581.

xvii. 17, 231.

xvii. 25, 13'-

xvii. 40, 671.

xvii. 44, 382.

xviii. 7, 564.

xviii. 25, 131-

XXV. 18, 214.

x.xvi, 7, 664.

xxviii. 7, 465.

2 Sa7nuel, iii. 31, 476.

1": 35, 474-
vii. 2, 491.

XV. 2, 9'-

XV. 30, 418.

xvii. 28, 231-

I Kings, viii. 64, 493-
xviii. 30, 418.

xviii. 46, 160.

xxi. 3, 235-

xxii. 39, 304-

2 Kings, iii. II, 210.

ix. 10, 358.

I Chronicles, ii- 34, 260,

Proverbs, xxvii. 22, 231.

XXX. 17, 382.

Isaiah, xxxviii. i; ,372.

xl. 10, 95-

Jeremiah, xiii. 23, 374-

Daniel, i. 12, 215.

ii. I, 524-

iy. 5, 524.

Job, ii. 10, 398-

xxxix. 19) -,347-

Psalms, xxiii.. 217.

362.

495-
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Psalms, xxiv. i, 440. Pegasius, 544.

xlii. I, 376. Pelasgian Argos, 54.

Ixiii. 5, 141. Pelasgian Zeus, 422.

xcviii. 9 93- Pelasgians, 63.

ciii. I, 485. Peloponnesian warriors, 8.

ciii. IS, 468. Penelope, 121 f

civ. 15, 217. Penthesilea, 628.

cxxi. I, 418. Peplos, 15s, 163.

I Maccabees, i. 32, 270. Perjury, 502.

Olive oil, 216, 336. Persephone, 456.

Olives, 335 f. Pessimism, 468.

Olympia, 40. Phaeacians, 60, 123, 285, 318, 403,

Olympus, 16, 55, 395, 41 7. 439, 503-

Omens, 520 ff. Phalanx. 576 f

Omniscience of gods (?), 405. Pharos (Egypt), 39, 285, 309, 379,

Open-air life, 180. 505.

Oratory, 44. Pharos, 157 f., 329.

Oracles, 517. Pherae, 68.

Orchards, 237, 249, 323, 339- Philoctetes, 583, 627.

Oriental influence through Greece, Philoetius, 71, 273.

43- Phoenicia, 57.

Orion, 49, 306. Phoenicians, 6 1, 306, 322.

Orion in Hades, 464, 66;7, Phoenician trading stations, 38
Ornaments, 171. Phorcys, 75, 441.

Ortygia, 46. Phormmx, 142, 212.

Osprey, 383. Phrygians, 56.

Ossa, 16, 55.
" Picnic "(?), 211.

Othryoneus, 628. Pigeon, 387.

Oven-woman, 335. Pine, 341.

Ownership of land, 238. Pins, 172 f., 224.

Oxen, 247, 332. Pitch, 341.

Ox-eyed, 364. Pittacus, 581.
" Ox-hide," 636. Plane tree, 343.

Oysters, 220, 380. Plates (?), 209.

Plato, 213, 222, 558, 626, 628.

Paean, 143, 498. Playthings, 142.

Paedagogus, 141. Pleiades, 49, 306.

Paeeon, 624. Plough, 248, 331 ff.

Paeonians, 583. Ploughing, 244 ff., 332, 361.

Painters, their manner, 28. Podaleirius, 622.

Palace, 116. Podarg^, 352.
Palm, 343. Pohlraann, 236, 246.

Pandarus, 580, 584, 668. Poet, of a later age, 19.

Pan-Hellenic character of poems, Poet's acquaintance with Greece, 64.

34- Poison, 625.

Paphlagomans, 56. Pole of chariot, 678.
Parched corn, 230 f. Polygamy, 148.

Paris, 119, 579, 583- Polyidus, 519, 588.

Parsley, 325. Polynices, 589.
Pastures, 114, 241. Polyphemus, 439, 504, 594, 626.
Patria potestas, 145. Polyphemus's flocks, 365.
Patriarchal life, 100, 150 Polyxena, 514.
Patriarchal life of gods, 401. Pomegranates, 213, 340.
Patriotism, 449. Poplars, 342 f.

Patroclus, 560, 577, 587, 591, 600 f.. Porch, 179.
6 1 8,- 628. Porridge, 232.

Pears, 340. Porter (?), 268.
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Poseidon, 438 f., 608, 678.
Possets, 229, 626 f.

Pottery, 283.

Poverty, 257.
Prayer, 506 f

Prjam, 148, 559, 568, 570, 601.
Priam's palace, 184.

Prices for service, 290.

Pride, 446.
Priests, 495 f.

Priests not necessary, 497.
Princes and Homer, 32.

Prize of honor, 593.
Property, 235.
Prophecy, 462, 5i8f
Prophets, 518 f
Proteus, 409, 440 f, 505.
Providence (?), 405.

Psychology, 482 ff.

Psychopompus, 436.
Public buildings, 11 5.

Public opinion, appeal to, 92.

PuWius Scipio, 540.
Pulydamas,^96, 601.

Punishmennii Hades,
Purity at sacrifice, 505
Purple, 283, 345.
Putting the shot, 143.

Pylus, 68 i.

Pyriphlegethon, 458.
Pytho, 491.

Quiver, 671.

Rainbow, 50, 520.

Raisins, 214.

Razor, 176.

Reaping, 334.
Regiments (?), 574.
Reichel, 629 ff.

Relics at Ilium, 541.

Religion, difference from what is

expected, 392 ff.

Rhadamanthys, 460.

Rheithron, 74.

Rhesus, 569, 596, 627.

Rhoeteum, 527.

Ridgeway, i, 236, 250, 289, 301, 333,

351, 361.

Ridmg, 348.
Rings, not mentioned, 174.

Ritual, simple, 497.
River-gods, 441.

Roast-pig, 225.

Robert, 12, 529, 602, 629, 644 f, 658.

Rohde, 472.

Roof, 187.

Rose, 323.
Rotunda, 184.

Round shield, 644.
Royal array, 86.

Royal domain, 83.

Rudder, 311.
" Ruler," 95.
"Rumor," 416.

Sacrifices, 502, 505 ff.

Saffron, 324.
Sail, 314.

Sailors, 318.

Salt, 215.

Samothrace, 605 f.

Sandals, 170.

Sarpedon, 575, 585, 589, 608, 622,
637.

Satniois, 529.

Scaean Gate, 556, 570, 591, 604, 606.

Scales of Zeus, 424.
Scamander, 527 f, 601 f, 638.
Sceptre, 85, 108, 502.

Scheria, 59.

Schliemann, 4, 75, 534, 53b, 539,
548 ff

Scylla, 59 f
, 360, 444.

Sea-crow, 386.

Sea eagle, 383.

Sea-gull, 385.
Sea life, 305.

Sea monster, 380.

Seal-rings, not mentioned, 174.

Seals, 379.
Seamanship, 38.

Season of action oi Iliad, 180.

Season of action of Odyssey, 1 80.

Seasons, 48.

Seasons for ploughing and reaping,

334-
Seats of stone, 183.

Seclusion of women (?), 127.

Seleucus, 540.

Serpent, 388, 523.

Servants, number of, 275.

Servants' quarters, 278.

Servitude, 258.

Severalty, land held in, 236.

Sex of victim, 515.

Sheep, 365 f.

Sheep in comparisons, 366.

Sheeps gut, 365.

Sheets, 313.

Shekel, 289.

Shepherd-dogs, 357.

Shepherdesses, 136.
" Shepherd of the people," 95.
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Shield, 632 ff,

Shield of Achilles, 91, 225, 289, 305,

323, 326, 332, 337, 362, 609, 636 f.

Ships, 285, 305 ff.

Ship, size of, 308.

Ship-builders, 322.

Shriek at sacrifice, 509.

Sicels, 55.

Side-door, 192 f.

Siege (?), 591.

Sigeum, 526, 555.
Silence at prayer, 508.

Silver, 256, 286, 303.

Simois, 532, 603.

Single-combats, 560 ff., 579 ff.

Sin-offering, 498, 501.

Sirens, 128, 444.
Sisyphus, 465, 468 f.

Slaughter, 502.

Slaverj', 258.

Slave trade, 278.
" Sleep," 416, 463, 524.

Sling, 664, 671.

Slingers, 582 £
Smintkeus, 345.
Smithy, 269, 284, 295, 397.
Sneeze, 523.

Snow, 51.

Sooth-sayer, 522.

Sophocles, 30.

Soul, 483 ff.

Sparrow, 386, 523.

Spear, 633, 664 ff.

Spear-rack, 188.

Spear-shaft, 664.

Speed of foot, 585.

Spercheus, 441, 517, 603.
Spoils of war, 593 i.

Sponge, 380.

Springs, Trojan, 531.

Stalls, 184.

Standards (?), 576.

Starling, 387.

State, 7S.

Statues of gods, 493.
Stengel, 498.
Stentor, 573.

Step-mother, 151.

Stern-ropes, 314.
Stick-pins, 173.

Stones hurled, 672 f
Store-rooms, 184, 198.

Stork, 385.
Strabo, 17, 527, 542 f., 547, 555, 571,

636, 650, 673.
Strata in the poems, 11.

Stucco, 183, 200.

Studniczka, 153.

Styx, 458, SOI f

Successive settlements at Troy, 552.

Suicide, 467.

Suitors of Penelope, 100.

Sun, 47.

Suovetaurilia, 370, 440, 515.

Suppliants, 445, 507.
" Supplications," 416.

Surgeons, 145.

Surrender, 608.

Swallow, 387.
Swan, 385.
Swine, 368 f
Swine, epithets of, 369.
Swine-herd's- furniture, 206.

Sword, 664, 666.

Syrie, 61, 87.

Syrinx^ 143.

Syvota Bay, 76,

Tables, 203, 209.

Talent of gold, 36, 288 f.

Tallow, 222, 363.
Talthybius, 109.

Tamarisk, 342.
" Tanning," 363.
Tantalus, 465, 468 f.

Taphians, 61, 559.
Tartarus, 459.
Teiresias, 464, 517, 519.
Telemachus, 95, 140, 504, 567, 679.
Telemus, 519.
Temesa, 55, 256, 286.

Temples, 39, 490 ff.

Tenedos, 526.

Ten years war, 571.
Teucer, 583 f, 622.

Thank-offerings, 500, 517.
Theano, 128, 495?.
Thebes (Egyptian), 39, 55, 607.
Themis, 416.

Theoclymenus, 519, 522.
Theogony, 45.
Thersites, 34, 451.
Thessaly, 9.

Thetis, 441, 478.
Thigh-bones, 509.
Thistles, 335.
Thole-pins, 311.

Thongs for oar, 311.
Thrace, 56.

Threshing floor, 334.
Threshold, 191.

Thrinacia, 416.
Throne, 86, 202.

Thrushes, 221, 387.
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Thucydides, 559, 572, 590, 611.
Thymbr^, 561.

Thymbrius, 530, 534, 541, 545.
Timber for ships, 307.
Tin, 301, 660.

Tiryns, 79, 115, 181, 185, 189,607,
635-

Titans, 417, 459.
Tityus, 417, 465, 468 f.

Tongues of victims, 511.

Tools, 294.

Top, 142.

Torches, 205.

Torch-holders, 205.

Trade, 282 ff.

Trade-routes, 286.

Traditional element, 2.

Treading out the grain, 334.
Trident, 440.

Tripods, 203, 207, 433, 453.
Troad, 526.

Trojan assembly, 102.

Trojan Plain, 526.

Trojans less civilized, 26.

Trophies, 595.
Troy, 536.

Troy, epithets of, 606 f.

Troy sacked, 8.

Truce, 1 13.

Trumbull, H. C, 33, 131, 475,
479-

Trumpet, 572.

Truth, 450.
Tsountas and Manatt, i, 180, 304.
Tug-of-war, 400.

Tumuli, 534, 551, 557.
Tunic, 155, 329, 656 f.

Twelve gods, 417.
Twilight, 49.
Tychius, 292, 640.

Tydeus, 82, 134, 148.

Umpires, 144.

Unblemished victims, 516.

Unguents, 2i6f., 336.
Uniforms (?), 631.

Upper room, 199.

Uranus, 417.

Vaphio cups, 255, 365.

Vase fragment from Mycenae,
630.

Vegetables, 214, 327.

Veil, 167.

Vengeance, 449.

Venison, 220 f

Vergil, 27, 55S, 616.

Vestibule, 179.
Viceroys, lacking, 81.

Views of the Homeric picture of life,

Village life, 114.

Vineyards, 249, 323.
Violet, 324.
Vitals, 509.
Votive offerings, 5i6f
Vows, 5i6f.

Voyage, length, 316.
Voyage, preparations for, 316.
Voyage, return from, 316.
Voyages disliked, 2S7.

Vultures, 384.

Wagon, 681 f.

Wain, 49, 306.

Waiters, 21 1.

Waldstein, 425.
Walled towns, 116.

War, causes of, 609.
War-cry, 574.
Warren, W. F., 45, 459.
Washing of hands, 209, 513.
Wasp, 390.

Watches (night), 49.
Water, 230.

Watch-dogs, 357.
Water snake, 389.
Wealth, 249 f.

Weasel, 345.
Weaving, 135.

Wedding gifts, 133.

Wellhausen, 500 f.

Wheat, 327 f.

Whey, 218.

Whip, 6S2.

von Wilamowitz, 69, 428.

\\'ild boars, 370.
Wild cattle, 254, 364.

Wild fig-tree, 605.

Wild geese, 371.

Wild goats, 367, 668 f.

Wild olive, 337.
Willow, 343.
Winds, 52, 316.

Wine, 228 f, 338.
Wine mixed with water, 228, 513.

Winged divinity, 405.

Winnowing, 335.
Winnowing-shovel, 311, 327, 335.
Witch-craft, 516.

Wolf, 374.
Wolf-skin, 375.
Women, 117.

Women's epithets, 138.
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Women's head-gear, 169.

Women's occupations, 135.

Women's property, 133.

Women's quarters, 197.

Women's recreations, 137.

Women servants, occupations

276.

Wood, Robert, 545.

Wooden Horse, 427, 612.

Worm, 391.

Worship, 490 fF.

Worship joyous, 497.
Wounds fatal, 618.

Wounds, variety of, 619.

Wraith, 466, 524.

Wrestling, 143.

of,

Wrights, 292.

Writing, art of, 35.

Xanthus, 413, 530, 603.
Xenophanes, 397.
Xerxes, 537.

Yard, 314.

Year, 48.

Yoke, 680 f.

Yoking of horses, 680.

Zante, 70.

Zephyrus, 52, 316.

Zeus, 421 f.

Zoma, 659.
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aJ3pofioi, 573.
dydvvLipov, 51.

dyiXelr], 427.

dyKvXofj.7]Tris, 414.

dyKv\ox^[\T]S, 382.
dyoprj \aiov, 10 1.

dyoprjTq^, 104.

•^yo^; 574-
aypds, 115.

dypdrepos, 356.

'^rX'f"X'?Tai, 584.
d^iivd, 366.

de9Xo<f)6poi, 352.
aepcrtjroSes, 353, 364.
aTjSaSi', 387.

ddTjpriXoiyos, 335.
alyaviT], 221, 666
aiyeir], 663.

ai'yetpos, 342.

alyifSaros, 367.
aly10X01, 421.
atywios, 383.
ai^aAdei/, 189.

aWovcra, 186, S99.
aWvia, 386.

ai^uiv, 364, 372, 382.

ai/jio<f>6pvKTa, 22.

aloXoixirprji, 163, 658.
aioAos, 388.
alTreivrj, 606.

ai'tra, 419.
ATo-a, 418.

aurviivrjTai,, 144.

aixMTri'S, 584.
aKavdac, 335.

(XKipir^KOix-qq, 175, 431.
aK/Miuv, 295.
d.Koni's, 152.

a/cooT-^, 328.

a-Kpi-jTOi, 501.

aKpr/Tov, 228.

aK/Di^es, 391.'

aKpoKOfioi, 176.

aKDji/, 665.
aAaXi^TOS, 574.
'AAaAKO/j.ei'?jis, 428.

aXucjiap, 363.
AAeKTOjp, 2 2 2.

aAters, 292, 3 1 8.

dAAoTrpdcraAAos, 41 2, 437,
aAAo</)OS, 663.

aAoxos, 152.

aA(ros, 494-
dA<^efrj/3o6a6, 129, 360.

a.X(piTa, 327.

«'^'»'?. 334-^
d/xaAAoSer^pes, 334.
d/xa^a, 681.

a/XT^T^jpes, 334-
dyUtTpox'Twves, 163, 658.

dfxoifioL, 628.

djUTreAdets, 338.
ajxirv^, 169.

dfiiprjKes, 666.

d[j.4>i./3p6Tr}, 632, 645.

djjL<f>iSa(r€La, 649.

dp.(^i^pv(^qs, 476-

dfi(f.iX.VKr], ^C).

djj,<l>iToXo's, 265-

djj.<fii<jia\os, 663.

dix4>i4>op^es, 198, 338.
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avadikcTfii^, 169.

avo.^, 94.

avSyOairoSov, 265.

iIi'TjKOi'Ttfe, 621.

avTuycs, 677.

d^tvYj, 664, 667.

aop, 664 f.

doprrip, 666.

dwrjVT], 681.

dpyioSoi/Ta, 369, 37 1.

dpyvpOTjXov, 666.

a/Dyupo?refa, 171, 303.
dpyvpoTo^os, 297.

apyvt^a, 366.

dperri, 446.

'Apr]i.<f>i.\o'S, 438.

"PT'-iP, 495-
dpi(TTOV, 208.

apKTOs, 374.
apfiara, 674.
dp/xaroTrryyos, 292.

d|0/xoi'tat, 320.

dpuevry'ip, 380, 615.

aporpov, 33 r.

«PXO«> 574-
dlTKOS, 198, 338.
dcTTrtStwTat, 584.

dcrjTis, 643.
ao-TTto-TT;?, 584, 655.
dcTTpayaXoi, 142.

ciiTTV, 115.

d-Ta, 262.

awaxot, 573.
au A.);, 179.

auAwTTts, 663.

ai'roS/SaKTOs, 145.
a'/)aAos, 663.

d<f>Xa(TTOV, 307.

dx^pt^k, 343.

OX""'. 335-

fiadvSivqq, 531.
I3adv^o>vo% 167.

PadvKoXiros, 167.

/Sadvppoos, 531.

fSdWia, 665.

/3ai7i,\evi, 94.

fSacriXevTepos, 564.
(3oeia<;, 647.

/Soi .S73-

f3ov(3oTos, 361.

jSovXr] yepovrtav, 10 1.

/SovkvTovSe, 48, 246, 361.

/3o5!ris, 138, 364.

j3pi.i]irvo<s, 573.
/3ij;8Atvov,-329.

/Jojjuds, 494.

yat^oxos, 440.

ydfios, 1 46.

yauAoi, 207.

yepavos, 385.
yepas, 84, ^93.
yA-auKUTTis, 138, 427
yXvcjiiSes, 671.

yAiuX'S) 681.

yo/i^Sot, 294, 319 f.

youvovi/Liat, 507.

yuaAa, 655, 657.
yijTy, 245.

ywes, 384.
ycopiiros, 670.

SaifjLOiv, 415.

Sairpdv, 99.

Satrpos, 224.

Sacrup-aAAot, 366.

Sa>^i"?, 34°-
6at/)0ti/ds, 375-
Acjpos, 437,
SetTTVOi', 208 f.

SeTTtts, 207.

Srip.toepyoi, no, 1 14, [45,292,622.
Sri/xoyipoi'Ti'S, 98.

S^/xos, 1 1 5 f.

8tVa(os, 79.

SiKacTTToAos, 88.

^Stl/CUTOS, 204.

SL<f>p0S, 674, 676 f.

S/xtis, 260, 264.

SoKoC, 191.

Sojws, 186.

Sdva^, 670.

SdpTTOV, 208.

Sdpii, 664 f.

Sot'Aiy, 259, 265.

6oDAt)(oSeipa)v, 385.
SovpoSoKr/, 188.
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Spayixara, 334.
Spa.i«i>i', 388.
Spkwavov, 241, 334.
SprjCTTrjpeS, 266.

SpCs, 340 f.

Sv(T)(e[/MpOS, 518.
Siofia, 179, 186.

eavos, 163.

«7X"'?> 664-

lyX^^ys, 379-
eyX^a-ifj-uipoi., 584.

eyX^^'i"°'^°''! 584-

e7X°5) 664.
Kpo-);, 51.

ei'ScuAoi/, 466, 483.
ftAtVoSes, 353, 364.
£KUfpyos, 429.
6K:aT7;/?eA.€T7;s, 429.
(KrjfSoXos, 429.
^-^^i't;, 337.
eXar/;, 341.

i\a(j:>qf36X.o<s, 376.
6'Aa^os, 375 f.

fAeo's, 207, 210, 224.
eAt/ces, 171.

fAKex"''"''^?! 160.

eAAdv, 376.
ivaiaifxot, 522.
eVSe^ta, 229.

ei/erai, [72.

eviauTos, 48.

IvTOcriyaios, 52, 440.
Ivoo-ix^oiv, 52, 440.
iVTpoTraXL^ofikvqj 120.

evcoTTia, 186.

^evapi(u>, 585.
eTTaKTTJpes, 358.
«7raoi5)^, 516.

eTrriyKevlSes, 321.
tTTiSe^ta, 511.
iwiKpiov, 314.
eiri(T(^vpi,a, 661.

^irtTOvos, 312.
eTTTa/Joetov, 636.
ipavos, 211.

c/jya, 326.

tpiP'-ifoi., 215, 327.
eptT/iov, 310.

epiOoi, 264.

€pifj.VK(iiVj 363.
jpii/co's, 339, 605.
"E/»s, 437-
'IpjxaTo., 598.
epwStos, 385.
eo-Twp, 680.

io-xdpr], 190, 494.
ew^coi/os, 138, 167.
evKv'iyj.i.Se'S, 660.
ivKVKXoi., 682.

ivjj,jj.f:Xiris, 342.
evvaij 314.
cPTrAoKajaos, 1 38, 1 7 7.

ewTra'Aos, 606.

tiipnayuia, 606.

ei'/avi/ieTcon-ov, 332, 363.
euTetxeov, 606.

tv<^rijxrjuai, 508.
CDwSes e'Aaiov, 216.
€(^oAK-atoi/, 311.

EDj(r<^opos, 47.

Carpe^iOjy, 363, 367.
feia, 328.

(tvyk-q, 681.

^7". 310-

foyodecr^oi', 680.

fijyoj', 680.

foi/ia, 162, 659.
twi'?;, 162, 166.

^lofi'vcrOai, 655.
^wctttJ/s, 160 f., 658.

fwo-rpu, 162.

i;y€^uv, 574.

5777;™/), 574.
ijKeo-Tas, 516.
rjkeKrpov, 17 1.

WV'S, 249.
qp-wvos, 248, 355.
i)p.nriXeKKa, 294.
i)i'6jU,oeo"(ra, 606.

^i/toxos, 354.
i7rap£7;, 447.
ijirap, 489, 615.

17/OWs, 107.

'f^op. 483, 486 f.

7;i;yeveios, 372.
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0aipot, 194-

6aXaiJ.r]Tr6koi, 277.

0dXafj.os, 179.

dakva-La, 334, 41 1, 499.

di/J-LCTTes, 84.

OeoirpoTTLas, 5 1
9.

OepaTTOVTiS, 263, 266.

^W, 344-
drjprjr-^p, 382.

6^Tes, 263 f., 281.

0dA,os, 184.

Oprjvvi, 203, 311.

6'pora, 157.

Opuxrp.O'S, 605.

6'i!ra, 514-

dvrjkai, 510.

QvjxoXiovro., 372.

011/ids, 483 f

euoo-Koos, 94, 496, 503, 523.

dvcravoi, 649.

^coTj, 85.^
doiprjKTai, 655.

e^pr,^, 655 f.

^«S, 375-

"ISi-jOev jueSewv, 507.

kpeus, 495-
lepevoi, 502.

tepTjioi', 502.

icpds, 380, 606.

IrjTrjp, 622.

ixpta, 309, 321.

'lAios, 536.

t/iai/res, 352, 658.

t/xacrpAiy, 682.

t^aXo9. 368.

toSv£<^6s, 324.

loi/^as, 368.

tds, 670.

to^eaipa, 584.

OTes, 346, 391, 670.

iTTTrrjAara, 675.

tTTTToSa/xos, 349, 675.

iTTiroi, 674.
t:r7ro(7iJvrj, 349.
tTTTTOTa, 349, 675.

fv^^ 384-

icrdfji.i.ov. 171.

lO-Tta, 314.

to-Ttij, 190, 495.
laroSoKYj, 312.

to-TOTreSrj, 312.

iTC'?, 343-

tx6'ii£s, 377.

KaKorrji, 446.

Kakavpoira, 36 1.

KaAAtyDvatKa, 138.

KaAuKes, 172.

KakvTTTpr], 168.

Kap-LVU), 335.
Kaveta, 207.

Kavdv, 632.

KaircTos, 478.

KciiOij KO/idcuiTes, I75-

Karax^dvtos, 456.

KeSpos, 341-
Keip,rjkia, 255.

KiKp-LX^ako^, 169.

KkktvOoi, 598.

KeAy/Tifu), 349
K£/ias, 376.

KEi/rpov, 352, 682.

Kepap.iv<;, 292.

K'i^, 386.

k'Ip, 483 f-

K17P, 419.
/fijTOS, 380.

Kt'oves, 191.

Kip/COS, 384.

Ki(T(r{)l3iov, 207, 343.

Kt'x^a', 387.

KAeTySaJi/, 523.

Kk-fjdp-q, 342.

icArjiSes, 311-

kAtji's, 194.

KkrjpoL, 237.
KAicriai,, 598-

Kkt<Tjx6s, 202r

kAvtottmAos, 350, 456.

K i/rj/yiiSes, 170, 659 f-

KvtlTT], 51°-

KVoiSaAoi', 344.
KOi'pavos, 95.
KoAedv, 666.

KoAotds, 387.

koAttos, 1 60, 166.

KOVTOS, 314.
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KOpvvrj, 667.

KOpVi, 661.

Kopvcrcricrdai, 655.
KOpVCTTJ'S, 655.

Kopdvai., 386.

KopdJvq (of door), 1 94.

Kopwvr) (of bow), 670.

KopijiviSes, 307.

KOcr/i'/JTcup, 574.
KOTi'A?j8oyd(^i.i', 380.

kotiiAtjputov, 473.
K^aSt);, 483, 485 f.

Kpdvua, 343.
Kpdraits, 445-
KparepMVVxes, 356, 375.
KpaTevrac, 207.

Kpeiov, 207.

K/jaiuv, 95.

KprfSepLVOVj 168.

KpTJjJLVOL, 603.

Kpqrjp, 207, 228.

Kpidq, 328.

KpiKUS, 680.

KpoKO—e-irXos, 47, 165, 324.

KpO/lVOV, 214.

KpiVraAXos, 51.

KTepea, 480.

KTiSev;, 345, 359, 663.

Kva/jLOi, 214, 327.

Kuaveos, 388.

Kvavoirpoipo';, 307-

Ki'ai/os, 304.
K-uafoxaiT);?, 304, 439.
KuSidtveipa, 104, 108.

/ci)Ke«ui', 229.

k-ukAoi, 636.
Kl'KVOS, 385.
KdAA-i^vios, 435-
KlJ/Xtl'StS, 385.
Kwa/iiJia, 359, 390.

Kvvkrj, 359, 661 ff.

KLi/ijyeTTys, 358.
Kwopato-Tijs, 346, 359.
Kwrepov, 359.
KWWTTtS, 359-
KV!Tdpi(T<TOS, 341.

KVTTUpOV, 326.

KcuTTTy (of key), 310.

Kom-ij (of sword), 666.

Aayuids, 377.
AanTTjiov, 646 f.

Xap.-Krrjpi<s, 205.

Aaocrcrdos, 427.
Xipva^, 295, 478.

'^«Pf) 385-
Aao-tos, 366.
Xavpq, 192.

Aet/Jo), 511.
XeipMv, 241.

Aei'KojAfi/os, 138, 165, 426.
Aecui', 371.
Xtyvprj, 682.

Ai'vov, 158, 329.
Ais, 371.
Aira, 202.

AtTat, 416.
Ao£Tpo;^dos, 201.

Ad<^os, 662.

XvKaPas, 48.

Xvcr<n]T;jp, 359.

A^"^", 233.
pala, 262.

paKeAAa, 331,
p.app.ap€rjj 649.

pd-xaipa, 667.

fiiyapov, 188 f.

pkSiov, 96.

p.kXu.dpov, 191.

/^eAai/u6/Dov, 74.

fjieXiq, 341, 664.

p€Xivo<s. 192.

jxevoeiKm oaira, 226.

fxecroSpai, 191.

p.et768p,-q, 312.

p.iTavdo'Trj'ij 114.

pLr/KaSes, 367.

/i'lJAa, 213, 339.
/i7;pia, 509.
p,r]pv<TaiT6ai, 3 1 4.

p-TjTpvi-q, 151.

p,LXroTrdprjOi., 307.

piTpr], 162, 658.

^lot/Dtt, 418 f.

/xdAt/Sos, 301.

fjLopoeiS, 340.

p6p((r)i.fJLOV, 420.

pueAds, 621.
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fiVM, 390.

[jt,vXaK€?, 232, 278.

fxvpUr}. 342.

ft.wvvx^'i, 353-

vij3poi., 375.
veios, 330,

vcTToSes, 379.

i/eCpa, 67°-

vet^eATjyepera, 51, 421.

V7J0S, 492.

vo^os, 149-

vdos, 483, 488.

vvKT^pis, 388.

^t(|>09, 664, 666.

^vpov, 176.

|t)d-Tdi/, 314, 673.

o^eAoi, 207.

oyKoi, 670.

oy^os, 331, 334-

oyX""'; 34°-

dSwijc^ara, 625.

d^dvai, 166.

oh]K€<s, 680.

oiKCiJS, 263.

o?KOS, 186.

olvojBo.pes, 227,

oiVoxe. 364.

oivo)(dos, 266.

olcrrpos, 39°-

oiwi'tcrTJjs, 519, S^^-
oiwi'OTrdA.os, S^'^-

oiojvds, 381, 522.

oA/ios, 231.

oAoAu-yi), 509.

oAodc^pcui', 371.

d/ic/)aXds (of shield), 642.

d/ic/)aA.ds (of yoke), 680.

oFetpoTToAos, 525.

OTrXa, 313.

OTTiopii, 48.

opecriTpoijio'S, 372.

dpecTKWOt, 344.
6pe(TT€poi, 375.
dpeo-TtciSes, 444-
opdoKpaipatj 307-

op/ios, 171.

GREEK INDEX

opvidii, 380, 522.

6po<j>ov, 188.

opcroOvpr), 192.

opx."^/uos afSpwv, 262.

do-rea, 62 1.

OTjAox'WTai, 230, 278.

oi'p£i''S, 248, 355.

ovpiaxoi, 664.

o^pot, 315, 598.

OllTciflU, 665.

o<^ts, 388.

ox^a, 674.

dx^i^s, 662.

irdyxoi-XKO'S, 663.

TrakivT0V0<s, 66g.

7rav6p.4>aios, 42 1, 521.

jrdvToa-' eicri-j, 645.

TraTTTTa, 124.

irapSaXerj, 374.
irdpSaXi'S, 373.
Traprjopos, 3S3, 679.

TreStAa, 170.

TTiipivda, 682.

iriXtdpov, 24s, 334, 399-

7reA.eid8es, 387-

TreAeKHS, 294, 3 1 9, 667.

irkXiap, 344-
TrepicTKeTrTOS, 179.

mpii^puiv, 138.

-irepovrj, 172.

TTVTtTOi, 142.

Trereryva, 38 1,

irerprjecrira, 5 1 8.

irevK-q, 341.

7rr;SaA.iov, 31 1.

7rr;Sdv, 310.

TrrjX-q^, 661 f.

TTTjx^S, 668.

7rt6lot, 198, 338, 557.
irti'aKes, 210.

iriTDS, 341.
7rA.aTavicn-os, 343-
7roSapK7j5, 585.

TToSes (of ship), 313.

TToSrjviKrjs^ 632.

TToAids, 375.
TToAlS, 115-

TToAijSccr/ios, 321.
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TToXvKXrji';, 309.
ttoXvkXjjpos, 237.
TToXvk-ljLO'i, 241.

irokv/xriXov, 365.
7roX-VfJt.T]TLS, 447.
iroXvpfnjvo';, 365.
HoXv<^6.pjxaKOL, 626.

TTOpOfJifjeS, 71, 292, 318
7rd/D7rai, 172

!70p(f>vpa], 157.

TTOT/xo;, 419.
TTOvAl^JTOVS, 380.

Trpaa-iai, 214, 327.

^p^^is, 113.

TrpdSo/Uos, 179, 185.

irpodvpov, 185.

irpoKes, 376.
irpOKpoa-a-ai, 596.

irpoixaxoi, 559.
Trp6)(00S, 207.

^P^H-^'h 309-
jrpvp.vfjO'i.aj 314-
irpurdyovoi, 515.
TTTeAe?), 342.

!rT€/sdets, 647, 671.

TTTUXK, 637.

'^™^, 377-
TrvXdpTTjs, 457.
-i5t'os, 343.
wvpaypri, 295.
irilpyot, 577.
TTDpds, 328.

pdfSSoL, 636.

paLCTT'pp, 295.
pa—Tov, 154, 161.

pacj^aL, 636.
jOoSo8aKTiiA.o9, 47i 3^3"

poSdeis, 216.

potat, 213, 340.

pvp.6s, 680.

pwyes, 193.

o-aKefriraAos, 584.

trciKos, 643.
(ravpnyr-qp, 664-

trtyaAdei/ra, 200.

(Tivrai, 374-
(TKeirapvov, 294.

o-KT^—Tpov, 108, no.
CTKtdevTa, 190.

(tkvtot6jj,os, 292.

(Ti<V(j)o<;, 206.

o-kwAj;^, 346, 391.
o"K(u—es, 385.
cropus, 478.
cnrdpTa, 329.
CTTrevSeo, 511.

o-7rAay;;(ra, 509.
o-TTo-yyos, 380.
CTTTOi'Sat, 501, 511.
CTTaSirj va-p-ivi^, 584.
araO/ms, 194.
cr-rayaiVes, 32 1.

crTa.<f>vXrj, 294.
(TTeap, 2 2 2.

Triixixa., 495.
a-Te<fidvr], 169, 662.

o-T67i);, 51.

ajp^TTTos, 161.

O-T/DO/i/JoS, 142.

mpovdo'i, 386.

(Tv/36o-La, 368.

O-CKf/., 339.
a-vpiy^, 665.

o-cf)aipriS6v, 615.

a-4>€vS6vrj, 582, 664.

<T(j^7JK€s, 390.
a-4>vpa, 294.

o'X^St?;, 319.

ToAaepyds, 356.
-dXapoi, 207.

TapLLTj, 277.
To.i'i'yAcocra-oi, 386.

raviJi^Kes, 666.

Tai'iJCTiVrepoi, 387.

™px^'"'i 215, 475.
rdtfios, 146, 479.
Tet)(idecrcra, 607.

Tet;^ocrKo— i'a, 601.

TeKTOji', 292, 294.
reXa/Miv, 632, 666.

TeAeiot, 515.

TfA/jecro-a 1, 5 1
5.

Te/xei/os, 83, 237, 493 f.

rkperpa, 294, 319.
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Tep/itoeis, 1 6 1, 645
repTTiKipavvo'i, 421.

TeTpaOekvfJiVOl', 636.

TiTpaKVKXoc, 682.

rtTpa(j>dXr)po^, 663.

TETTtyes, 391.

Ti]6eaL, 220, 380.

Ti6'>5i/?j, 139.

TljCllJ, 609.

Tofoi', 664, 668 f.

rpo-Tre^a, 203.

Tpi]pu>vei, 387.

TprjTos, 204.

TpiToyeveia, 427.

Tpo"/, 536-^

TpoTTol '/^eA-toto, 46.

Tpd:r(S, 315.
TpOTToi, 311.

xpot/jos, 139.

TjOi'TraTOF, 294, 319.
TpvipaXeia, 661 f.

TDpos, 219.

is-acTTTiSia, 641.

VTTepai, 313.
virepOvpiov, 194.

vTrepTipiT], 682.

iiTrepwioi/, 199.

{iTToS^/iaTa, 170.

v—OTapTcipLOLj 459.

u0op/3os, 369.

vxf/iKepwv, 376.
•u^iTTtT?;?, 382.

<^6.Xapa, 663.

<f>d\oi, 663.

<fiap€Tpr], 671.

cj>dpp,aKa, 625.

^apos, 157, 314.
(^acryavoi', 664, 666.

(^atrcroc^oi'os, 384, 387-
c/)ijyti'os, 680.

Sf»)yos, 214, 340, 604.

<^W'?! 523-

^W 383-

(^taXi^, 477.
cjiiXop.fj.eiS-q?, 435. ,

(jfcAei/', 621.

<S>6/3os, 437.
KJiOiviKOTrdpijoL, 307.

(^oiVtf {palm), 343.

(fioivi^ (sorrel), 352.

^pcves, 483, 487 f.

<pv\aKT?]pes, 595.

(fxopiafioL, 198.

•)(a.XKtodwprj^. 656.

)(aA.Ked<^(uvos, 30 1.

XaA.K€us, 292, 295.

XaXKTqpri% 663, 671.

XaAKts, 385.
^aAKO/SayDTjs, 67 1.

^aXKOKVij/xtSes, 660.

)(aXKOtrdpijO<s, 663.

XaAKOTToSes, 301, 353.
XaXKox'TMves, 656.

Xa/ia.t€i)vaSes, 369.

Xapis,^432.

Xapoiros, 372.

XfA.tSwi', 387.

Xep/J-oLSia, 664, 672 f.

Xepi''>JTis, 265.

\7]Xoi, 198.

X'^i'i 37
1;

Xy^pminaL, 242.

XtTwv, 159, 329.
XAaZva, 155 f.

xXwprjk, 387.

XdccTOt, 295.

XP'M^'X", 347-
Xpyo-oppaTTLi, 436.

Xptitroxdos, 292.

vWJpcs, 387.

V^xi 483;
^VXOTTOIXTTOS, 461.

aiKtiTrcTa, 354, 404.
SA.£, 331.
hijxrjinai, 380.
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